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A. The international regulation of maritime employment
1) General
This study is concerned with the evaluation of the contribution of the ILO towards the estab­
lishment of an International Seamen's Code, namely an international regime providing the legal 
framework for almost every aspect of the seaman's profession and its contribution to the development 
of public international law, including the Law of the Sea, an aspect hitherto overlooked in studies of 
the ILO.
The interest of the international community in the regulation of maritime employment started 
centuries ago, as will be analysed in Chapter 1, but systematic efforts to regulate seafarers' affairs on 
the international plane were not made until the end of the last and the beginning of the present century. 
These efforts culminated in the establishment of the ILO by the Versailles Treaty of Peace in 1919, 
which concluded the First World War. It was also decided at the time of the ILO's establishment that, 
due to the particular problems that the regulation of seafarers presents, these will be treated by special 
sessions of the ILO Conference. Since 1919 a considerable number of instruments have been 
adopted by the ILO which form the so-called International Seaman's Code  ^ and, unlike earlier 
compilations of laws and customs, which covered questions of maritime employment, for the first time, 
the aim was the social protection of seafarers,  ^as a particular category of workers, at the international 
level. The first question which arises when one embarks on the examination of a subject, which is not 
well covered, such as the international regulation of maritime employment, is why such regulation 
appears necessary and what is its purpose.
At the national level, the regulation of maritime employment has been developed into a 
substantial body of law in many countries over the years as a branch of private maritime law or 
employment law.  ^ National laws and regulations, custom, collective agreements, national courts have
^For the meaning of this Code, see infra pp. 29 seq. and Chapter 1,1.5.
^For the social goals of the ILO and its contribution to the development of the human rights, see infra pp. 10-13. 
^Theoretical disputes at the national level as to whether the law of merchant seamen is branch of maritime law or 
employment law are beyond the scope of this work. It suffices here to say that general principles of employment law, 
such as the protection of the weaker party to the contract (the employee), the right to social security, etc. are applicable 
thereto; on the other hand, the special circumstances surrounding maritime employment, such as the risk of the maritime 
enterprise, the master's authority, the importance of shipping for the national economy, the special nature of the seaman's 
rights and duties, etc. resulted in the development of special features of the law of maritime employment which are not 
found in general employment law.
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dealt in detail with particular aspects of maritime employment with the result that the law of maritime 
employment has formed into a separate body of law within national legal systems. This was 
necessitated by the special nature of the seaman's profession. In the last two centuries, private 
maritime labour law has undergone substantial changes. In the beginning, many questions were 
regulated by custom, ^ but, later, written law rendered custom in most instances obsolete. The next 
important step was the introduction into the law of maritime employment of many institutions of 
employment law, such as social security and, in particular, the regulation of many issues of maritime 
employment by means of collective agreements. It was understood that the two parties concerned. 
Employers and Workers, were the most appropriate to regulate matters which affected their interests.  ^
Collective agreements are given the force of law in most countries and have contributed substantially 
to the uniformity of law and to the promotion of the social protection for seafarers at the national level. 
On the other hand, shipping has always been regarded as an important asset for the development of 
the national economy and the prosperity of the state and, in recent years, state intervention is all the 
more apparent and has intruded considerably upon the traditional private character of maritime 
employment.  ^ Many commentators speak, thus, of a trend towards the publicisation of the law of 
maritime employment The public character of this branch of private law has also had its origin in the 
need for the effective protection of the seafarers' rights by means of state intervention. It transpired 
that negotiations between Employers and Workers did not always result in the rational regulation of 
the seafarers' rights and duties due to the stronger negotiating position of the employer, especially in 
periods of depression; this situation would be corrected by means of drastic state intervention, through 
the adoption of a considerable body of decrees and regulations, in areas where such intervention 
appeared from time to time necessary. The aim of state intervention in most cases was the 
establishment of a minimum level of protection with a view to eliminating or, at least, reducing the 
possibility of the distorting effect of inter-party negotiations. In other areas, such as social security, 
repatriation, medical care and social welfare, state intervention was thought necessary, since it was the 
State itself that undertook the task of protecting and giving effect to the underlying rights of the 
seaman and was assuming the relevant social, administrative or financial obligations. It can be argued 
that, in these areas, the State assumed the role of a quasi-contractual party vis-a-vis the seaman, alone 
or jointly with the employer. State interventionism has become today a regular feature of the law of 
maritime employment
2) Reasons for the international regulation of maritime employment
^One remembers the old custom making seamen's wages dependent on the successful completion of the voyage. This 
was the law in the United States and the U.K. until 1872.
^However, collective agreements as a means of ratification of ILO Conventions did not receive wide acceptance within 
the ILO until after the 2nd World War and delayed ratification of a number of Conventions by certain countries, such as 
the U.K., see infra Chuter 4.
^This intervention is, for example, evident in the regulation of manning scales on board ship, seamen's discipline, etc. 
by means of legislative acts, decrees or regulations.
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The regulation of maritime employment, to the extent that it was aiming at providing solutions 
to the multiple problems arising in this field at the national level, had certain important disadvantages: 
first, it overlooked the international nature of shipping and of the profession of the seaman who, 
because of the exigencies of his profession, was frequently obliged to perform his services under 
various jurisdictions whose co-operation in such areas as social security, repatriation, seamen's 
discipline, etc. was necessary if the regulation was to be effective. Second, the above characteristics of 
the seaman's profession had the effect of subjecting the seaman to various jurisdictions and laws. The 
effectiveness of the regulation of his employment at the national level would be greatly enhanced if he 
could make sure that the same or similar rights would be accorded to him when he had to face the law 
of other jurisdictions. There would be a gain for the shipowner too, since he would be able to 
organise his enterprise in the knowledge that his obligations would not vary greatly from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction. These aims could be achieved by a uniformity in law which could only be brought 
about by international legislation. Moreover, due to the international competition in the shipping 
industry, the effective and successful regulation of the seamen's affairs at the nationd level and the 
State's disposition to afford seamen more social rights was largely dependent on the competitiveness 
of the national fleet vis-a-vis other countries. The problem was particularly acute when competing 
national fleets left these matters unregulated or displayed a lower sense of responsibility towards such 
regulation. International legislation, apart from its function of ensuring social protection for seafarers 
at the international level, would motivate Governments to adopt laws and regulations ensuring, at the 
same time, a minimum level of uniformity in the regulation of maritime labour at the international level. 
This would have the secondary effect of reducing the adverse effects of international competition on 
the development of seamen's law. If the application of such legislation could be reviewed with a view 
to its effective enforcement, the results would be all the more rewarding.
Taking into account the above considerations, the ILO became the pioneer of international 
legislation in the area of maritime employment and has adopted during its almost 70 years of existence 
numerous Conventions and Recommendations which traditionally have been regarded as part of the 
International Seamen's Code. The appearance and development of this Code inaugurated a third stage 
in the development of the law of maritime employment and gave substance to what is called nowadays 
the "internationalisation" of the law of maritime employment. The reasons for the adoption of 
international maritime labour standards are twofold: a) general reasons for the adoption of 
international labour standards applying to all workers, and b) specific reasons justifying the 
development of special standards for seafarers.
As regards the former, the necessity for the adoption of ILO standards is discernible from the 
general objectives of the ILO as set out in the ILO Constitution and the Declaration of Philadelphia.
^See Preamble to the ILO Constitution; Art. 1 of the ILO Constitution and the Declaration of Philadelphia. The 
Declaration o f Philadelphia was adopted by the Conference on 10th May 1944 and was incorporated in the ILO
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The social goals contained therein include the improvement of the conditions of labour at the 
international level, the elimination of social injustice, the establishment of programmes which will 
achieve, inter alia, full employment and the raising of standards of living, etc. To these objectives can 
be added the need for regulation of questions in which an international element is involved; the 
pooling together of national experience and specialists in cases where technical questions are involved 
(this is particularly the case with the adoption of international standards for the shipping industry); the 
protection of conditions of labour against the detrimental influence of international competition; the 
harmonisation and consolidation of national laws and the provision of models for the development of 
national legislation, especially in developing countries.
As regards the specific reasons for the regulation of maritime employment and its systematic 
examination, it should be noted, in the first place, that the seaman's profession is of a very special 
nature. This relates to the continued presence of the seaman on board ship while at sea, his exposure 
to the perils of the sea and to different climatic conditions, his augmented sense of duty in connection 
with the safety of navigation and of the ship and his continuous movement between various countries. 
All these factors necessitated the adoption of special protective rules for the regulation of maritime 
employment  ^and contributed to the development of a separate body of law based, in many instances, 
on its own principles.
Secondly, the international nature of shipping and, particularly, of the seafaring profession, and 
economic competition in the shipping industry are, inter alia, factors which can have and have had an 
influence on the evolution of labour standards for seamen. Thus, the regulation of questions in which 
an international element is involved as one of the justifying reasons for the international regulation of 
labour acquires a considerable significance in the field of maritime employment.  ^ Moreover, 
international competition is a factor of particular relevance in the regulation of seamen's employment, 
especially as far as such issues as wage policies and social security benefits, are concerned. As will be 
seen, fear for competition has been one of the factors that has delayed or, even worse, prevented certain 
ILO standards from coming into force.
Thirdly, merchant seamen as a group are extremely appropriate for a group study from the 
legal point of view. Shipping is an international activity and seafarers, because of the nature of their 
job, are required to offer their services in an international environment. The special link between the 
ship and the country of registration has a number of highly significant consequences as does the fact 
that, for the most, part seamen perform their work outside the country of the ship's registration.
Constitution in 1946. For the meaning and the significance of the Declaration of Philadelphia see Valticos, Droit 
international du travail, 1983, at pp. 71-73. Its impact on ILO activities has been considerable, see ibid., pp. 71,77-8. 
®See G. Ripert, Droit Maritime, Vol. I (1950), No. 445-449; see, also, generally, S. Agapitidis, Contemporary trends in 
the protection o f maritime employment, (in Greek) Athens (1940).
^The international nature of the seafaring profession has no doubt contributed to the clearly identified trend towards the 
uniform development of a body of law regulating maritime employment at the national and international level. 
Uniformity, it should be remembered, is one of the purposes of international labour legislation, see infra p. 17, n. 55.
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Problems concerning the extraterritorial application of law frequently arise. The ship on board which 
they are employed may be engaged in trade in the territorial waters of the country in which it is 
registered; or it may be engaged on ocean trade taking it into international areas of the sea beyond the 
jurisdiction of coastal states; or it may enter the territorial or internal waters of a State other than that in 
the territory of which the ship concerned is registered. This may give rise to disputes over the law 
applicable to maritime employment, especially when the vessel enters foreign waters.
Fourthly, the shipping industry is one of the most clearly defined industries in physical, social, 
economic and legal terms. It is distinguishable from any type of employment ashore and, apart 
from certain general principles of international, private and labour law applicable thereto, there is a 
clearly separate body of law relating to maritime employment to which old institutions of maritime law 
apply, such as the authority of the master, the need for discipline on board ship, repatriation, special 
dismissal procedures, etc. The special nature of the seaman's employment justifies the development of 
a particular branch of law dealing with its various aspects, and this is also true at the international level. 
It will be seen in Chapter 1 that already since 1920, the idea of the development of an International 
Seamen's Code dealing with the special problems of the seafaring world became prevalent in the 
minds of the ILO delegates.
Fifthly, the ship, is regarded by sociologists, as a "closed environment", and this fact, with the 
related issues of seamen's discipline, should be taken into account when laying down legal standards 
for the regulation of their profession. As will become clear later in this study, the regulation of 
maritime employment is not only a matter for lawyers; social scientists, economists and public 
administrators have all their part to play in an attempt to define the seamen's needs and ascertaining the 
methods in which the relevant policies will be accomplished in an industry which, although capital- 
intensive, has always considered labour as a parameter considerably affecting its efficiency and 
viability.
Finally, the international regulation of maritime employment presents the international lawyer 
with particular and interesting problems. In fact, it is an area partaking of international law, maritime 
law and employment law 12 and the fusion of these three branches of law as well as their limits and 
their interaction is not always ascertainable. Concepts such as labour law and custom, freedom of 
navigation and territorial and extra-territorial jurisdiction of coastal States, the quasi-territoriality of the 
ship and coastal or port State jurisdiction are particularly relevant to the law of maritime employment 
and make difficult the understanding of its underlying laws and principles. However, these principles 
should always be kept in mind and should guide all systematic attempts at an effective regulation of 
maritime employment at the international level. Creation of uniform international standards has.
Kitchen, The employment o f merchant seamen, Croom Helm, London, 1980, at p. 5. 
i iSee infra Chapter 7.9,7.11.1.
^^Not to mention administrative and criminal law which are involved in areas such as seamen's discipline; for this 
question see infra Chapter 2.2.2. and 2.23.
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moreover, become particularly important in the context of developments in the Law of the Sea. The 
international community, following the 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment, has become 
increasingly concerned with problems of marine pollution from vessel-sources. There has been a 
rapid growth in the number of Conventions relating to this issue, both directly, through the IMO, and 
indirectly, through Protocols to the UNEP Regional Seas Conventions, and other regional agreements. 
The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 addressed these issues from a global perspective, 
taking, account of the need for uniformity of operating standards on board vessels, inter alia. As 
marine casualties and accidental discharges have continued and even recently increased, more attention 
is now being paid to the role of the seafarer himself and his training and working conditions, in 
contributing to such incidents. The need for uniform standards and closer co-operation between the 
ILO and the IMO has been stressed. The conclusion of an IMO Convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping, with the close co-operation of the ILO provides an example 
of this, which is discussed in Chapter 3.
Despite the importance of the international regulation of maritime employment and its 
attractiveness as a subject-matter, it is unfortunate that the monographs, studies or theses concerning 
maritime labour are, apart from rare examples, involved with national laws and practices and little 
attention has been paid to the intemational aspect of maritime labour. Few comparative analyses of 
seamen's laws exist, especially in this wider intemational context, and they are neither comprehensive 
nor up to date. The bibliography available concerning the Minimum Standards Convention, No. 147, 
1976 constitutes an exception to this rule. On the other hand, though there are a few comparative 
analyses of the seaman's environment these are behavioural studies and, though contributive to the 
establishment of an effective policy on seamen's affairs, cannot be readily assessed from a legal point 
of view. 13
This situation is in sharp contrast to the extensive literature available in other fields of marine 
affairs, such as marine pollution, fisheries, etc. and can be explained mainly on two grounds: first, a 
vast amount of national laws and regulations has developed on the subject, especially in the present era 
of State intervention, and their great diversity makes it difficult to have a complete picture of the 
regulation of the relevant issues; and second, the regulation of labour questions, apart from the 
development of national legislation, has to a great extent been the subject of regulation between the 
parties concerned through the conclusion of collective agreements. These agreements, by reason of 
their rapid changes, are not easily susceptible to analysis and render difficult the identification of
^^The limited availability of sources on maritime labour, viewed from an international angle, is further aggravated by 
the fact that no comprehensive studies (apart from a number of papers concerning Convention No. 147, maritime 
training, flags of convenience, recruitment of seafarers, fishermen and guidelines regarding national maritime policies), 
have been written by officials in the Maritime Branch of the ILO. On the other hand, there are many works of an 
intemational nature written within and outside the ILO relating to other industries, such as agriculture, clothing and 
textile industries, women's employment, shipbuilding etc. Furthermore, as becomes apparent from the sources used in 
the Introduction, Chapter 1 and Chapter 7 of this study, there is an abundant bibliography on general legal issues 
concerning the ILO, its standard-setting activities and its supervisory machinery, esped^ly in the field of human rights.
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trends in the regulation of maritime employment at the national level as well as their comparative 
examination for the purpose of drawing conclusions at the intemational level.
B. The role of international organisations and other bodies in maritime affairs
In this section the writer gives a brief outline of the contribution of intemational organisations 
and other bodies to the regulation of shipping at the intemational level with special reference to the 
implications of their work for maritime labour. Since the present study is concemed with examination 
of the work of the ILO on seafarers' standards, the structure of this will be examined in some detail. 
A special subsection deals with the supervisory machinery of the ILO and extensive reference is made 
to the interpretation of treaties with particular reference to the ILO Conventions. It will be seen that 
the writer has chosen a combination of methods of interpretation of the ILO maritime Conventions 
which in his view provides an accurate tool for the interpretation of the relevant instruments. The 
various aspects of shipping which are covered by different institutions world-wide only signifies its 
complex nature and the great importance which should be attached to its uniform regulation. It is 
suggested in many instances in this study that the work of intemational bodies which regulate ship­
ping should be developed on a uniform and cooperative basis. This approach is necessitated by the 
interrelationship between the economic, safety and labour aspects of shipping, the need for a logical 
and coherent development of standards relating to shipping, and the desire to economise and invest 
capital in tasks such as the amelioration of working conditions of seafarers from developing countries 
and the provision of maritime training and certification facilities.
I) The ILO
The ILO was set up in 1919 by the Treaty of Peace to unite governments for the purpose of 
establishing social justice and better living conditions in the world. In 1946 the ILO became the 
first specialised agency associated with the UN. The ILO deals with a huge amount of social 
problems arising in various industries and the human capital used therein and has adopted numerous 
standards, which aim at ameliorating the working conditions of different classes of workers. The ILO 
has a Maritime Branch, which deals with problems associated with employment at sea. The research 
undertaken by this Branch is considerable and has greatly contributed to the adoption of ILO 
maritime instruments,
details see Cluqjter 1. The ILO has today 150 member states compared with 42 in 1919 and 58 in 1948.
^^The importance of this Branch is indicated by the fact that Mr. Francis Blanchard, Director-General of the ILO from 
1974 to 1989, had held the post of the Director of the Maritime Branch of the ILO before he was appointed Director- 
General.
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(a) The ILO's or2ans
The ILO is composed of a yearly General Assembly, the ILO Conference. The ILO 
Conference elects the Governing Body; adopts the ILO's budget; adopts intemational labour stan­
dards. Each national delegation consists of four Members, two Government Members, one Employer 
Member and one Worker Member, accompanied by technical advisers. Employers and Workers are 
free to disagree with Governments and with each other. Also, one Government delegate is free to 
disagree with the other. The Governing Body (of tripartite structure), which is at present composed of 
28 government members, 14 employer members and 14 worker members, normally holds three 
sessions a year at Geneva to decide questions of policy and programme; it controls the work of the 
ILO Office; it draws up the budget and is responsible for the drawing up of the Agenda of the ILO 
Conferences.
(bl The activities o f the ILO with special reference to maritime employment 
The ILO primarily remains a standard-setting body (adopting Conventions and Recommen­
dations) but its other activities should not be overlooked; these include the elaboration and develop­
ment of technical assistance programmes, the holding of regional Conferences, seminars on differ­
ent aspects of maritime labour, especially maritime training, collaboration with other intemational or­
ganisations with regard to maritime questions (Joint ILO/IMO Committee on Training), issue of 
Codes of Conduct and Codes of Practice, sometimes in co-operation with other organisations such as 
the IMO, the WHO, the FAO and the UNDP (which provides the major part of financing for ILO 
technical co-operation projects), the research undertaken and the documents published under the
fact, when an ILO Maritime Conference is held in one year, two ILO Conferences take place on that year (one 
Conference of a general character and one Maritime Conference). Only in 1920 one ILO Maritime Conference (2nd 
maritime session) was held in Genoa.
l^For the legislative activities of the ILO see, inter alia , J. McMahon, T h e Legislative Techniques of the 
Intemational Labour Organisation", BYIL , Vol. 41,1965-66, pp. 1-102.
^^The ILO has assisted developing countries in drawing up maritime labour legislation; see, for instance, Intemational 
Labour Office, United Nations Development Programme, ILO Inter-regional Seminar on Maritime Trainings Singapore, 
23 April to 6 May 1970, UNDP/TA 01-3-C-8-2; ILO, Swedish Intemational Development Authority, Seminario sobre 
Traba) adores Portuarios para America Latina, Organizacion Internacional del Trabajo y  su Actividad en el Sector 
Maritimo , Santa Marta, 1977; ILO, Asian Regional Seminar on Workers' Education for M ^tim e Workers, Singapore, 
1977, Report (ILO-EDUC/S.44/D.4); ELO/NORAD Inter regional Seminar on Maritime Workers' Education, Geneva, 
1977 (ILO-EDUC/S.42/D.2); ILO, Report on the ILO/NOR\D Regional Asian Seminar on Workers' Education for 
Maritime Workers, Sing^x>re, 1977 (ILO/TF/AEE/R.28); ILO, Caribbean Regional Seminar on Workers' Education for 
Maritime Workers, Port of Spain, 1977 (IL0-EDUC/S.47/D. 1-4); ILO, Caribbean ILO/Norway Regional Seminar on 
Maritime Workers' Education, Port of Spain, 1979 (ILO-EDUC/ 1980/S.51) and Report (IL0/TF/LAT/R.12); ILO, 
ILO/Norway Regional Seminar on Social Security for Seafarers in Asia, Manila, 1980 (ILO-INRSA/D. 1-9) and Report 
(ILO/TF/AFE/R36); ILO/SIDA Seminar on Workers' Education for Kenyan and Tanzanian Maritime Workers, Mom- 
bassa, 1981 (ILO-HDUC/S. 42/D. 1 A); Workers' Education and Training for Kenyan and Tanzanian Maritime Workers; 
The ILO and Means of Trade Union Standard Setting Action, Geneva, 1981 (ILO/SIDA/74/RAF/18); Report on the 
Subregional Seminar on Workers' Education and Training for Kenyan and Tanzanian Maritime Workers, Mombassa, 
1981 (ILO/TF/AFR/R.34); ILO, Panama: Legisladôn Laboral Maritima; Conclusiones y Recomendaciones del 
Proyecto, Ginebra, 1981 (ILO-PAN/81/003); ElO, Assistance in Workers' Education for Asian Maritime Workers, 
Genev^ 1982 (ILO/TF/AFE/R.40); ILO, Technical Memorandum to the Government of the Syrian Arab Republic on 
Conditions of Employment and Administration of Shipboard Personnel, Geneva, 1982 (ILO-70-3-C-8-1); OIT, Pro­
gramme de coopération technique. Mémorandum Technique au Gouvernement du Royaume du M aroc, Genève, 1985; 
Report on the ILO Seminar on Maritime Labour Standards for Central and West African Countries , Brazzaville, 26- 
30 November 1985, ILO 1986; Report on the ILO Seminar on Maritime Labour Standards for East African 
Countries^ Dar es Salaam, 27 January-3 February 1987, ILO 1987.
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World Employment Programme, its activities within the framework of the Programme of Industrial 
Activities, which are concemed with problems encountered in the off-shore petroleum industry 
(Petroleum Committee), the establishment of the Inland Transport Committee, dealing with questions 
arising from inland transport, etc.
Questions relating to maritime employment were examined by ILO Conferences, and ap­
propriate instruments were adopted, in 1920 (2nd session), 1921 (3rd session), 1926 (9th session), 
1936 (21st and 22nd sessions), 1946 (28th session), 1949 (32nd session), 1958 (41st session), 1970 
(55th session), 1976 (62nd session) and 1987 (74th session). 20 Since 1935 the double-discussion 
procedure, which had become standard within the ILO, has taken the form of a Preparatory Technical 
Maritime Conference which precedes the final Conference by one year. In these Conferences all 
important maritime countries participate. Finally, before the Preparatory and the final Conference 
examine the issues on the Agenda relating to questions which affect seamen's affairs, the same issues 
are considered by the Joint Maritime Commission (hereinafter cited as JMC), which is a bipartite 
body of consultative character and consists of representatives of shipowners and seafarers from the 
most important maritime countries. 21 When the JMC thinks that a question requires urgent 
examination, it recommends to the Governing Body of the ILO that this question should be placed on 
the Agenda of the next maritime session of the ILO Conference. Consequently, the established 
pattern which leads to the adoption of an ILO instrument relating to seamen's question is as follows: 
JMC (examination of the question and recommendation to the G.B.) - G.B. (adoption of the 
recommendations of the JMC and decision to place the relevant question on the Agenda of a next ILO
^^Some ILO instruments concern questions relating to fishermen (a Committee on Conditions of Work in the Fishing 
Industry was convened in 1978 to set the future policies in this field) dockworkers etc. These instruments (a) the 
Marking of Weight (Packages Transported by Vessels) Convention No. 27,1929; b) the Protection against Accidents 
(Dockers) Convention (Revised), No. 32,1932 (it revised the Convention No. 28,1929); c) Convention No. 137 and 
Recommendation No. 145 concerning the Social Repercussions of New Methods of Cargo H^dling in Docks, 1973; d) 
Convention No. 152 and Recommendation No. 160 concerning Occupational Safety and Health (Dwk Work), 1979; e) 
Recommendation No. 7 concerning Hours of Work (Fishing), 1920; f) Convention No. 112 concerning Minimum Age 
(Fishermen), 1959; g) Convention No. 113 concerning M escal Examination (Fishermen), 1959; h) Convention No. 
114 concerning Fishermen's Articles of Agreement, 1959; i) Convention No. 125 concerning Fishermen's Competency 
Certificates, 1966; k) Convention No. 126 concerning Accommodation of Crews (Hshermen), 1966; 1) Recommenda­
tion No. 126 concerning Vocational Training (Fishermen), 1966; and m) Convention No. 21 concerning the Simplifica­
tion of the Inspection of Emigrants on Board Ship, 1926) are not covered in the present study, since they are not 
directly concemed with seamen's problems.
2Qa11 the above sessions were special maritime sessions of the ILO Conference except those held in 1921 and 1949, 
which were general sessions. These two general sessions were held under special circumstances; the first, to adopt in­
ternational instruments on the question of minimum age requirements for trimmers and stokers and the medical exami­
nation of young persons, following the adoption of two relevant resolutions by the 1920 Genoa Conference (in fact, the 
preparatory work had been accomplished by this last Conference); the second, to revise some of the Conventions which 
had been adopted by the 1946 Conference and which were not found to be as effective as it had been expected. The 
reader is referred to Ch^ters 6 and 7 where it is argued that the holding of general sessions of the ILO Conferences for 
the examination of maritime questions should be better avoided. In 1929 a maritime session of the Conference was held 
but this session was devoted to the Erst discussion of a number of maritime questions and no instruments were adopted 
(these were adopted in 1936). Two Asian Regional Maritime Conferences were held in 1953 and 1965. However, 
these Conferences only produced some significant resolutions and no intemational instruments of a binding character 
were adopted by them.
2lFor an examination of the JMC functions and powers, see infra Chapter 1, Section 1.7.
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Conference) - PTMC (preliminary examination of the questions which appear on the Agenda) - ILO 
Conference (final examination and adoption of instruments). 22
(c) The role o f the ILO in establishing minimum human rights standards o f employment 
The Constitution confers important functions on the ILO in the field of human rights and, 
especially, in the field of social and economic rights.
The concern of the ILO in the protection of human rights has been confirmed, first of all, in 
the Preamble to its Constitution, which placed great emphasis on the notion of social justice as the 
foundation of universal and lasting peace. Further, the recognition of the principle of freedom of 
association for trade union purposes is one of the objects set forth in the Preamble to the ILO 
Constitution, adopted in 1919. The second of the principles recognised in the old Art. 427 of the 
Treaty of Versailles was "the right of association for all lawful purposes by the employed as well as 
by the employers."
The Declaration of Philadelphia 23 in Part I reaffirmed that "labour is not a commodity" 24 and 
declared that "the freedom of expression and association are essential to sustained progress." 
Furthermore, the Declaration recognised the solemn obligation of the ILO to further among the 
nations of the world programmes which will achieve "the effective recognition of the right of collective 
bargaining ... ". It confirmed in Part II that "lasting peace can be established only if it is based on 
social justice" and further stated that "All human beings, irrespective of race, creed or sex, have the 
right to pursue both their material well-being and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom 
and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity." Thus, the Declaration has proclaimed 
equality in both material well-being and spiritual development and has confirmed the importance of 
values, such as freedom of expression and association. In the field of the so-called economic and 
social rights, the Declaration in Part III laid down some very important objectives which the ILO is 
called to achieve in its future programmes, such as full employment and the raising of standards of 
living, equitable remuneration, satisfactory conditions of employment, the extension of social security 
measures to provide a basic income and comprehensive medical care, protection for the life and health 
of the workers, equality of educational and vocational opportunity, etc.
It should be noted that the ILO, first among intemational organisations, has promoted the 
recognition of the individual in intemational law through the tripartite system of representation. The
22jt is common that the PTMC and the ILO Conference ^point committees each of which deals with a spedfic ques­
tion on the Agenda. Sometimes, a Co-ordination Committee is appointed which deals with issues relevant to all que­
stions such as the scope of the Conventions and Recommendations to be adopted (extension of this scope to fishing, 
etc).
23jt is important to stress here the historical importance of the Declaration of Philadelphia because it served as a basis 
for the adoption of the Human Rights Covenants and ILO Conventions on labour rights, see J.A. Joyce, World Labour 
Rights and their Protection, Croom Helm, London, 1980, at p. 30. For an analysis of the provisions of the Declaration 
and an assessment of their effectiveness in promoting socid justice and the concept of human rights, see W. Jenks, 
Social Policy in a Changing World: The ILO Response, Geneva, 1976, at pp. 55-67.
24rhis is stronger language than the one used in Art. 427 of the Treaty of Peace, the first principle of which declared 
that labour should not be regarded merely as a commodity or article of commerce".
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concept of social justice, the cornerstone of the ILO, ^  has been ideally served by the introduction in 
the ILO consultations and deliberations of a revolutionary pattern of international cooperation 
bringing together labour, management and government officials in the common task of formulating 
international legal standards of human rights in the field of labour. Each member State is represented 
at the ILO Conferences by two Government delegates and two delegates respectively of the employers 
and of the workers of that State.
The ILO's contribution to the development of human rights is threefold: a) the elaboration of 
labour standards, such as the ones mentioned above; b) the establishment of a supervisory machinery; 
and c) the establishment of the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association and the Fact- 
Finding Commission. 26
The ILO has been concerned with the elaboration of standards relating to the international 
protection of human rights, namely the international protection of trade union rights, the protection of 
the freedom of expression, the abolition of forced labour and the non-discrimination in employment. 
In converting the principles laid down in the Treaty of Versailles and the Declaration of Philadelphia 
to specific obligations, the ILO has, on the one hand, adopted a number of standards relating mainly to 
economic and social rights, such as Conventions and Recommendations on conditions of employment, 
social security, hours of work, protection of young workers, etc., and on the other, a number of 
standards concerning the protection of political and civil rights, such as the Convention No. 11 on the 
Right of Association (Agriculture), 1921, Convention No. 87 on Freedom of Association and 
Protection of the Right to Organize, 1948, 27 Convention No. 98 on the Right to Organize and 
Collective Bargaining, 1949, 28 Convention No. 29 on Forced Labour, 1930, Convention No. 105 on 
Abolition of Forced Labour, 1957, Convention No. I l l  and Recommendation No. I l l  on 
Discrimination in Employment, 1958, Convention No. 100 on Equal Remuneration, 1951, etc. 29
2^ ere , it should be noted that the concept of social justice plays an important role in defining the content and extent 
of the human rights in the sense that it can be argued that the human rights can only be achieved in the context of 
social justice; it is then the importance which society attaches to a specific right that defines its nature as a fundamental 
human right rather than other legal or philosophical considerations, C.W. Jenks, Social Justice in the Law o f Nations 
(Jhe ILO Impact After Fifty Years), Oxford Un. Press, 1970, at p. 77-78.
2^Por more details see Jenks, T he International Protection of Trade Union Rights'* in E. Luard (ed.) The International 
Protection o f Human Rights, London, 1967; see also infra pp. 20-22 and accompanying footnote references.
27This Convention constitutes a concise statement of certain fundamental principles concerning the right to freedom of 
association and provides, inter alia, that workers and employers, without distinction whatsoever, shall have the right to 
establish and, subject only to the rules of the organisation concerned, to join organisations of their own choice without 
previous authorisation. It also accords certain rights and provides certain guarantees to professional organisations 
which are indispensable for their proper and unhindered function.
28rhis Convention provides, inter alia, that workers must enjoy adequate protection against acts of anti-union 
discrimination in respect of their mploymenL
29por an analysis of the ILO standards relating to human rights, see Valticos, "Les normes de 1* Organisation 
Internationale du Travail en matière de protection des droits de 1* homme" in Revue des droits de V homme. Vol. 4,1971, 
pp. 691-771, who divides the relevant ILO instruments into three categories: a) those relating to freedom of association, 
the right to organise and collective bargaining, b) those relating to the principle of equality in employment 
opportunities and in treatment (non-discrimination), and c) those contributing to die dignity of man and economic 
security (right to work, right to a fair remuneration, right to just conditions of employment, right to social security, the 
protection of children and young persons, the protection of employed women); see also for an analysis of the ILO's
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Most of these Conventions have been widely ratified and have contributed considerably to the 
international protection of human rights.
Of special interest from the standpoint of human rights is the system of international control 
envisaged in the ILO Constitution, Apart from the reporting obligations of the member States (Arts 
19 and 22 of the Constitution), there is an important stipulation to the effect that governments must 
send copies of their reports to national organisations of employers and workers; their observations 
must then be communicated to the ILO. The availability of critical information from extra- 
governmental sources is an important feature of the ILO's supervisory machinery which contributes to 
a better and unbiased implementation of the ILO standards on human rights. Another important 
element is the examination of the governments' reports by an independent organ, the Committee of 
Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (with all its constitutional powers to 
make observations and requests) and the examination of the latter*s reports in the Conference by the 
tripartite Conference Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations.
The ILO has further contributed to the promotion of the concept of social justice and to the 
protection of human rights by establishing a system of international supervision of labour standards 
relating to human rights with the participation of both member States and recognised Organisations of 
Employers and Workers (see procedures concerning the filing of representations and complaints). 
An important development in this respect was the establishment of the Freedom of Association 
Committee of the Governing Body. A complaint may be referred to the Committee either by a a 
government or by one of the professional organisations. This Committee, which is composed of 
Government, Employer and Worker members of the Governing Body, was established in 1951 to 
make a preliminary examination of allegations of violations of freedom of association submitted to the 
ILO with a view to their being referred to the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on Freedom 
of Association. This latter Commission was established in 1950; however, it is not allowed to examine 
any complaints, unless the consent of the government concerned is obtained.
An important feature of the Freedom of Association Committee, having a particular importance 
for the protection of human rights, is that in the event that a trade unionist is arrested, detained or 
sentenced, the burden of proof lies in the Government to show that the measures taken were not 
related to his trade union activities. The individual complainant is, therefore, entitled to the benefit of 
the presumption of innocence. 2^ Moreover, the independence and impartiality of the above and all 
other independent ILO commissions responsible for enquiring judicially into matters of human rights 
secures their objectivity in applying principles relating to human rights. This objectivity only rarely
work on human rights, A. Alcock, History o f the International Labour Organisation^ MacMillan, London, 1971, pp. 
252-283; G.A. Johnston, The International Ixibour Organisation, London, 1970, pp. 1&)-162.
^^or the ILO's supervisory madiinery, see infra pp. 20-22 and the accompanying footnote references.
^^For an analysis of the contribution and the effectiveness of the ILO in protecting human rights, see, inter alia, Jenks, 
The International Protection of Trade Union Rights, op. cit., pp. 210-247.
32lbid.,p.225.
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has been contested and the stature and practical influence of these commissions over the years is 
another important step of the ILO towards achieving the effective application of the standards laid 
down in the relevant ILO Conventions. 33
Through the tripartite system of representation, together with the exercise of effective 
international control over the application of approved legal standards relating to human rights, the ILO 
has been able to implement and enforce some very important international standards on human rights. 
Therefore, it is right to say that in the field of human rights the ILO has established a number of 
methods, some based on reporting obligations of the member States, others on complaints procedures, 
which, taken together, constitute a highly developed system of international control of standards 
relating to human rights. 34
The above considerations equally apply to ILO standards for seafarers. In the field of political 
and civil rights, the general instruments concerning basic human rights, such as Conventions Nos. 29, 
87,98,105 and 111, also apply to them due to their universal scope. 35 in particular, the importance 
of Conventions Nos. 87 and 98 is recognised by their inclusion in Convention No. 147 and 
Recommendation No. 155. In addition to these instruments, the ILO has attempted to establish a 
comprehensive body of standards for the purpose of promoting the social protection of this special 
category of workers. It will be seen that, although much remains to be done in this respect, the ILO 
has succeeded in this attempt The ILO standards for seafarers, which form the so-called International 
Seamen's Code, cover a broad area of social and economic rights, including conditions for admission 
to employment at sea, fair conditions of employment, social security, social welfare, medical care, the 
protection of young seafarers, training and educational opportunities, etc. The supervision of these 
standards through the established supervisory machinery has greatly enhanced the effectiveness of the 
ILO in promoting and implementing social standards for seafarers at the international level and this in 
turn contributes to the greater efficiency and effectiveness of the seafarer.
(dl The legal force o f ILO Conventions. Recommendations. Resolutions and Codes o f 
Practice or Conduct
The ILO Conventions are international instruments of a binding character which, once 
adopted, impose certain obligations on ILO Members. 36 First, they have to submit to the competent
33a1so, the various Industrial Conunittees, established by the Governing Body in 1945 to consider problems of the 
main world industries, have in many instances examinW questions of trade union, recognition and the practice of 
collective bargaining in these industries. In addition, the various Commissions of Enquiry, on the spot-investigations, 
etc. have played an important role in safeguarding human rights and, in particular, trade union rights, at the international 
levd.
34rhis system is regarded as more effective than that provided in the United Nations Covenants, see A.H. Robertson, 
J.G. Menills, Human Rights in the Worlds 1989, pp. 238-241.
3^Proposals to the effect that special ILO basic human rights standards for seafarers be adopted have been rejected by 
ILO Conferences, see infra Chuter 7.
36por the special nature and characteristics of ILO Conventions (quasi-parliamentary procedure, tripartite structure, cre­
ation of specific legal and constitutional obligations, contractual or not character of Ü^ O Conventions) see N. Valticos, 
International Labour Law , 1979, pp. 44-45; W. Jenks, "Some characteristics of international labour Conventions", 
Canadian Bar Review , Vol. XIH, 1SG5, pp. 448-462; the same author, "Are International Labour Conventions Agree-
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national bodies, usually the Parliament, the instruments adopted within specified periods. 37 While 
this obligation is absolute, there is no obligation on Governments to support the instruments adopted 
before the competent bodies; they can argue against the ratification of a Convention. Equally, parlia­
mentary bodies are free to accept or reject the government's proposals. 38 Furthermore, as will be 
seen below, where the supervisory machinery of the ILO is outlined, the ILO Constitution demands 
the submission of reports on the implementation of ratified ILO Conventions, as requested by the 
Governing Body. 39 ILO Conventions, once ratified, impose specific legal obligations on ratifying 
Members as regards their implementation at the national level. ^
A particularly important method of application of ILO maritime Conventions is by means of 
collective agreements. A traditional tool for negotiation of conditions of work (wages, hours of work, 
repatriation, annual leave, etc.) in most maritime countries is collective bargaining. As will be seen in 
the following chapters the application of ILO maritime Conventions by means of collective 
agreements was not envisaged in the early ILO maritime Conventions and this fact has actually pre­
vented traditional maritime countries in which certain maritime labour questions were not covered by 
legislation, from ratifying these Conventions. From 1946 a clause providing for the application of 
maritime Conventions by means of collective agreements was included in the text but its inclusion did
meats between Governments”, ibid.. Vol. XV, 1937, pp. 574-578; G. Scelle, Ü organisation internationale du travail et 
/ e 5 / r ,  Paris 1930, pp. 181-185.
37xhis obligation also applies to Recommendations adopted by ILO Conferences; see Art. 19 of the Constitution 
where a number of other secondary obligations are also imposed on ILO Members.
38por the nature of the constitutional obligation of ILO Members to submit the ILO instruments adopted to the compe­
tent national authorities, the meaning of the "competent authority” under Art. 19, and the difficulties which have arisen 
in the application of this rule see N. Valticos, The International Labour Organisation and National Parliaments”, Inter­
parliamentary Bulletin, 1969, no. I, pp. 16-31.
39Again, as a result of the 1946 amendments to the Constitution, Art. 19 of the Constitution empowers the Governing 
Body to call for reports on unratifled Conventions or Recommendations "showing the extent to which effect has been 
given, or is proposed to be given” to their provisions. However, in the case of a Convention the report, in addition, 
must state "the difficulties which prevent or delay ratification”.
^^or information on the legal effects of the ratification of ILO Conventions on the national legislation see the various 
articles published from time to time in the ILR concerning the influence of ILO standards on national legislation; see 
also the excellent analysis of this question by N. Valticos in "Conventions internationales du travail et droit interne”, 
R .C D J.F ., Vol. 44,1955, pp. 251-288. For problems arisen in respect of the application of ILO maritime Conven­
tions at the national level see ibid., pp. 259,264,269-270,271-274.
^^For the application of ILO Conventions by means of collective agreements see F. Wolf, ”L' implication des conven­
tions par voie de conventions collectives”, Ann . 1974, pp. 103-114; W. Jenks, "The Application of Conventions by 
means of Collective Agreements”, Zeitschrift/Ur Auslandisches, Offentliches Recht und Volkerrecht, Aug. 1958, pp. 
197-224. It has always been the opinion of the Office that as long as the relevant provisions of the Constitution were 
respected it is up to the ratifying country to choose the nature of the measures necessary to render the provisions of an 
ILO Convention effective; for a similar opinion of the Office in respect of Convention No. 55 (Shipowner's liability in 
cases of sickness and accident) see Int. Lab. Code , Vol. I, note 352 imder Art 1082. Thus, Wolf argues that T  
application de conventions internationales du travail par voie de conventions collectives n* est en tout cas pas exclue à 
priori ...”; op. cit., p; 105. On the other hand, it is equally true that certain ILO Conventions either of a "general" or of 
a "maritime” nature require legislation for the implementation of their provisions as a matter of law. In this sense, Jenks 
rightly argues that ”... the only proper starting point for any adequate discussion of collective agreements as a means of 
applying Conventions is not the dieoretically valid but practically unsatisfactory assumption that legislation is not 
indispensable in the absence of any provision on the subject in a Convention, but rather the assumption that for all 
practical purposes legislation is normally indispensable unless the Convention otherwise provides”; op. dt., p. 199. It 
is interesting to note that the question of the ^plication of ILO Conventions by means of collective agreements was 
first considered by the JMC in May 1943 and the 1945 Preparatory Conference; for an analysis of the early proposals 
see Jenks, 1958, op. dt., pp. 204-212.
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not instantly eliminate difficulties of ratification» especially in the case of ILO Conventions dealing 
with wages and hours of work for seamen. Furthermore, as will be seen in Chapter 4, such inclusion 
created insoluble problems concerning the scope, extent, and continuity of the implementation of 
maritime labour standards through collective agreements. 2^
The ILO Recommendations are not binding instruments but, as explained immediately above, 
impose on ILO Members certain constitutional obligations; furthermore, they possess certain formal 
and moral force. They are international instruments adopted by ILO Conferences, the supreme organ 
of the ILO, and recommend some kind of action by ILO Members. In fact, as the replies of Govern­
ments to relevant ILO questionnaires show, many ILO Members have taken seriously into account 
maritime ILO Recommendations. 3^ However, the importance of an ILO Recommendation does not 
lie in its legal force but in the role which it plays in the development of the international labour law. 
As far as Recommendations relating to seafarers are concerned, they serve the following purposes: a) 
they supplement relevant ILO Conventions, by including more specific and elaborate standards than 
those included in the relevant Conventions; b) they attempt to initiate action in a new, hitherto unex­
plored, area whose regulation is not considered ripe for inclusion in a Convention; sometimes, after a 
period of time these Recommendations are transformed into Conventions; c) they contain regulatory 
and procedural provisions which could well have been included in Codes of Practice; and d) they lay 
down higher standards than those included in the relevant Convention. ^
ILO Resolutions are less formal instruments. They are adopted either by ILO Conferences 
or by specialised bodies or technical regional conferences and meetings. As regards maritime labour, 
three types of Resolutions are of importance: a) Resolutions adopted at the maritime (and sometimes 
general) sessions of the ILO Conferences; b) Resolutions adopted by the JMC; and c) Resolutions 
adopted by regional Conferences (notably the two Asian regional maritime conferences held in 1953 
and 1965 respectively). The nature of the ILO Resolutions concerning seafarers varies considerably: 
some Resolutions lay down basic concepts concerning aspects of maritime labour; others lay down 
specific technical provisions; finally, many of them aim at initiating the procedure for the adoption of 
an ILO Convention or Recommendation on a specific subject. ^  The effect of ILO Resolutions in
^2por the purposes that collective agreements served in ILO maritime Conventions before and after the 2nd World War 
and the ensuing legal problems see Jenks, 1958, op, d t ,  pp. 200-213; see also Wolf, op. dt., pp. 105-6,110.
'^^See information supplied by Governments on the implementation of standards contained in maritime ILO Recom­
mendations, which is published in the O.B. and the S.A.R.; for measures which have been taken to apply provisions of 
Recommendations relating to seamen see, inter alia, O.B., Vol. XVII, pp. 166-8, 174-5,249; Vol. XVIII, p. 36; Vol. 
XXm, pp. 44-45; Vol. XXIV, pp. 20-3,36-7.
"^For the choice between ILO Conventions and Recommendations and the various functions of ILO Recommendations 
see N. Valticos, Droit international du travail, 1983, pp. 233-235.
^%or the legal nature and implementation of ILO Resolutions see E. Osieke, Constitutional Law and Practice in the 
International Labour Organisation, Martinus Nijhoff, 1985, pp. 186-194.
'^^ On the legal value of ILO Resolutions Valticos states: "None have the authority of Conventions and Recommenda­
tions, but a resolution adopted by the Conference carries more wdght than the conclusions of a less comprehensive 
body. The value of such texts lies mainly in the fact that they are adopted by bodies representative of the interests con­
cerned"; N. Valticos, International Labour Law , 1979, pp. 59-60.
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the field of maritime labour has been variable. As will be seen in other chapters, sometimes ILO 
resolutions led to the adoption of maritime labour standards; at other times no action on these resolu­
tions has been taken for various reasons. In particular, the recommendations of the first Asian Re­
gional Maritime Conference have had a beneficial effect on maritime labour in the Asian region but 
only partially, as has been reported in the Director's Report submitted to the second Asian Maritime 
Conference.
The ILO has also adopted a number of Codes of Practice or Codes of Conduct These are not 
instruments which are recognised by the ILO Constitution, as Conventions and Recommendations 
are. They usually lay down detailed provisions of a regulatory character, elaborating on adopted ILO 
standards, and often deal with questions of procedure. They are usually prepared and approved by 
tripartite meetings of experts, are addressed to government officials and to inspectors and are intended 
to assist them in the implementation of ILO standards. These codes, although normative in intent, 
create no binding obligations but require further action by states, e.g. conduct based on their uniform 
and widespread enactment into national laws.
(e> Interpretation o f ILO instruments
The ILO Office has repeated in many instances in which interpretation of an ILO Convention 
or Recommendation has been requested by a government that while it is at the entire disposal of Gov­
ernments of Members of the ILO to supply them with any information within its power and any ex­
planations which may be considered necessary with reference to the Conventions and Recommenda­
tions adopted by the ILO Conference, the Peace Treaties (Part XIII of which formed the ILO Consti­
tution) do not give it any special authority to pronounce any definite interpretation of the provisions of 
the Draft Conventions or Recommendations adopted by the International Labour Conference. ^  
Nonetheless, the ILO Office to date has given 20 interpretations of ILO maritime instruments and it 
seems that the Office regards its interpretations as having some kind of authority. ^
^^See, especially. Chapter 7, Section 7 3 3 .
^A rt. 37 (1) of the ILO Constitution states that "[a]ny question or dispute relating to the inteipretation of ... any 
subsequent Convention concluded by the Members in pursuance of the provisions of dbis Constitution shall be referred 
for decision to the International Court of Justice". The binding or otherwise character of these "decisions" of the ICJ 
under Article 37 (1) is disputed by writers; see E. Osieke, "The Exercise of the Judicial Function with Respect to the 
International Labour Organisation", 517L , Vol. XLVII, 1974-75, pp. 315-340. Osieke suggests that the binding or non­
binding character of the decisions of the ICJ should depend on whether the matter was submitted to the Court in the 
form of a request for an Advisory Opinion or the dispute between two ILO Members has been referred to Court by one 
of them; ibid., at pp. 319,320 n. 2. No question relating to the interpretation of maritime labour Conventions has ever 
been referred to the ICJ.
'‘^ ^See 0 .5 ., under the heading "Interpretation of the Decisions of the International Labour Conference"; Recommenda­
tion concerning the Limitation of Hours of in the Fishing Industry, Vol. Ill, pp. 529-532, Draft Convention for estal^ 
lishing facilities for finding employment for seamen. Vol. HI, pp. 624-627, Draft Convention concerning seamen's arti­
cles of agreement. Vol. XIII, pp. 26-28; Convention fîxing the minimum age for admission of children to employment at 
sea. Vol. Xm , pp. 69-73; Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1936, Vol. XXm, pp. 30-3; Convention (No. 
16) concerning the Compulsory Medical Examination of Oiildren and Young Persons Employed at Sea (1921), Vol. 
XXV, pp. 268-9; Convention (No. 72) concerning Vacation Holidays with Pay for Seafarers (1946), (2 interpretations) 
Vol. XXIX, pp. 493-8; Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 (No. 55), Sickness Insur­
ance (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 56), Paid Vacations (Se^arers) Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 91), Vol. XXXIII, 
1950, pp. 305-309; Seamen's Articles of Agreement, 1^6 (No. 22) and Medical Examination (Seafarers) Convention, 
1946 (No. 73), Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 374-377; Social Security (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 70), Vol. XL, pp. 477-
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The ILO Office employs many methods in interpreting ILO Conventions and Recommenda­
tions. Usually, it analyses ILO instruments in the light of discussions held in the preparatory meet­
ings and in ILO Conferences; sometimes, it refers to provisions of the ILO Constitution; in the ab­
sence of any other indications, it has made use of dictionaries; 2^ finally, in one instance, as far as ILO 
maritime instruments are concerned, it has employed subjective criteria, such as the purpose and 
nature of the Convention in relation to the particular characteristics of the employment of a special cat­
egory of seafarers, to decide whether or not the Convention concerned applied to this category. It
480; Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention, 1926 (No. 22), Vol. XLI, pp. 596-598; Wages, Hours of Work and 
Manning (Sea) Convention Revised), 1958 (No. 109) (Articles 13, 14 and 15), Vol. XLIII, pp. 569-574; Seafarers' 
Identity Documents Convention, 1958 (No. 108), Vol., XLVI, No. 2, Supplement II, pp. 466-7; Prevention of Accidents 
(Seafarers) Convention, 1970 (No. 134), Vol., LVn, 1974, Nos. 2 ,3  and 4, pp. 208-214; Merchant Shipping (Minimum 
Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147), O.B., Vol. LXV, 1982, Series A, No. 3, pp. 129-132; Merchant Shipping 
(Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147), O.B., Vol. LXVI, 1983, Series A, No. 3, pp. 144-145. For a brief 
account of interpretations of early ILO Conventions given by the ILO Office see W. Jenks, T he Interpretation of 
International Labour Conventions by the International Labour Office", BYIL, Vol. XX, 1939, pp. 132-141.
^^ T^he Office said in this respect when it interpreted Convention No. 57 on the basis of the interpretation it had given 
in respect of Convention No. 30: "... it would seem that, when an opinion given by the Office has been submitted to the 
Governing Body and published in the Official Bulletin and has met with no adverse comment, the Conference must, in 
the event of its subsequently including in another Convention a provision identical with or equivalent to the provision 
which has been interpreted by the Office, be presumed, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, to have intended 
that provision to be understood in the manner in which the Office has interpreted it."; O B . , Vol. XXIII, Jan.-Dec. 1938, 
p. 32; see also the Memorandum submitted by the ILO Office to the G.B. in Oct. 1921; 9 G B . , pp. 365-6. However, 
Osieke's argument that "if an interpretation given by the Office is not rejected by the Members of the I.L.O., they appear 
to be bound by it as a result of their obligation to apply in a uniform manner the provisions of Conventions to which 
they are parties" (op. dt., pp. 323-4) is unacceptable on the following grounds: a) it is against Art. 37 (1) of the ILO 
Ccmstitution which only confers such binding powers, if any, on &e ICJ; b) no implidt obligation to apply ILO 
provisions in a uniform manner can be derived from Art. 19 (5) of the ILO Constitution; in fact, the Office, in its 
interpretations of ILO instruments, has accorded ratifying States substantial flexibility in applying ILO Conventions, if 
the purposes of the Conventions concerned, as evidenced by the will of the ILO Conference, are achieved; c) no 
evidence exists that a rule of customary law to the above effect has been formed, particularly in view of the fact that the 
ILO Office, in interpreting ILO Conventions, continually stresses the lack of its power in this respect under the ILO 
Constitution. In any case, an "interpretation" of the ILO Office is not an action of a soverdgn States which needs to be 
rejected, espedally if this interpretation is not direcdy sanctioned by the ILO Constitution; furthermore, some interpre­
tations of the ILO Office (for instance, with regard to the application of Convention No. 134 to fishermen) can hardly 
be seen as having achieved the desirable uniformity); findly, no evidence is supplied by Osieke that ILO Members 
have interpreted the relevant ILO instruments and have acted upon them on the same lines as that suggested by 
interpretations given by the ILO Office. Valticos's thesis is more correct when he argues that "... le fait que de tels avis 
officiels bien que non authentiques qui sont régulièrement communiqués au Conseil d 'administration du B I T. et 
publiés dans le Bulletin officiel du B I T., apportent une documentation autorisée sur la question et semblent être 
tacitement acceptés leur donne un poids considérable"; Valticos 1983, op. cit., p. 134; Dillon observes, in this respect, 
that "Itjhe unofficial interpretations rendered by the Office do not serve in any way as authoritative precedents, but they 
point the way for proper state action."; C.H. Dillon, International Labor Conventions: Their Interpretation and 
Revision , 1S42, p. 128; see also ibid., pp. 135-149. For the sources of international law, in particular, treaty law, 
international customary law and the significance of state practice in this context see, inter alia , I. Brownlie, Principles 
o f Public International Law, 4th edition. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1990, pp. 1-31; H. Lauterpacht, International Law, 
Volume I, General Works, 1 ^ 0 , Cambridge University Press, pp. ^-86;D.W . Greig, International Law, London, 1970, 
pp. 5-43; M. Villiger, Customary International Law and Treaties , 1985. For the subjects of interpretation and the 
validity of their interpretation, see, inter alia, G. Haraszti, Some Fundamental Problems o f the Law o f  Treaties, 
Budapest, 1973, pp. 42-78. For the general principles of interpretation of treaty law and the various methods employed 
see Haraszti, op. cit., M.S. McDougal, H.D. Lasswell, and J.C. Miller, The Interpretation o f Agreements and World 
Public Order, Principles o f Content and Procedure, Yale University lYess, 1967; see also the works mentioned infra 
in n. 56.
^^OB., Vol. x m , pp. 26-28.
52(9^.. Vol. XXIX, pp. 493-5; O B ., Vol. XL, pp. 477-479.
^ O B . , Vol. LVII, Nos. 2 ,3  and 4, pp. 208-213; see also Chapter 7, Section 7.2.5., n. 91.
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should be noted here that when under the terms of a specific Convention the competent authority has 
wide discretionary powers to determine its scope, these powers must be exercised "in good faith". ^
In interpreting ILO instruments account should always be taken of the goals which such an 
interpretation aims at achieving. Leaving aside the objectives of the international labour legislation as 
they are frequently formulated by employers' and workers' groups, such as equalisation of competitive 
conditions in various countries, social progress, etc. it is clear that any inteipretation of ILO standards 
should contribute to the "clarity and certainty of law". Moreover, one of the major goals of 
international labour legislation, which is often disregarded, is uniformity in the application of interna­
tional labour standards. This uniformity can be greatly assisted by some sort of "uniform" inter­
pretation of the same standards in various countries, taking, of course, into account the special eco­
nomic, social or other conditions prevailing in certain ILO Members. The writer, in his interpretation 
of ILO maritime standards, has treated uniformity as a major objective of international labour law and, 
especially, of international seamen's law.
The writer, in his interpretation of ILO Conventions and relevant documents, has relied heavily 
on the preparatory work of ILO Conferences, especially on the intentions of the delegates who put 
forward specific proposals at ILO Conferences and preparatory meetings (use of the travaux 
préparatoires ). ^  As a result, the writer has used extensively the interpretative rules contained in 
Art. 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCT) concerning supplementary means of 
interpretation. This is so because in many ILO instruments concerning maritime labour many terms.
, Vol. LVII, p. 212, n. 2. Compare Art. 31 (1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
^^For the question of "uniformity" in international labour legislation see, inter alia, E. Fried, Rechtsvereinheitlichung 
im Internationalen Arbeitsrecht, Frankfurt, 1965, especially, pp. 17-21; Dillon, op. cit., pp. 124-127. Although Dillon's 
observations concerning the issue of uniformity are justified, the writer cannot endorse his views concerning 
"adaptation" as an objective of interpretation (op. d t ,  pp. 127-9). Economic, social, radal and other characteristics 
must be subjected to die intention of the parties as evidenced in the text of the instrument concerned and in the travaux 
préparatoires. Adaptation of ILO instruments to spedal conditions of certain countries, unless sanctioned otherwise 
(for example, by the ILO Constitution or the instrument concerned), should not be a method of corrective interpretation 
as it would ruin any chances of achieving uniformity in the application of ILO instruments and would rWuce the 
effectiveness of ratification.
56By the term travaux préparatoires are meant the drcumstances of the conclusion of a treaty, the historical 
background against which the treaty concerned has been negotiated, individual or group attitudes, etc. In this respect, it 
should be noted that the travaux of ILO meetings are easily accessible, reasonably accurate in thdr contents and do not 
contain unilateral decisions; moreover, usually, all ELO Members with maritime interests participate in the preparation 
of ILO Conferences. This is not, however, the case with the PTMC is concerned in which only principal maritime 
countries participate. The view is (righdy) held that "a result arrived at by the use of primary means of Art. 31 prevails 
over solutions suggested by the travaux"; M. Villiger, Customary International Law and Treaties , 1985, p. 346, n. 
212; likewise, McNair is of the opinion that when the text is clear no resort to the travaux is permissible; Lord 
McNair, The Law of Treaties, 1961, pp. 414-5,422-3. It happens, however, that in many ILO maritime Conventions 
the text is obscure and cannot always be relied upon with satisfactory results; Sinclair argues that while the travaux 
cannot be used as an autonomous method of interpretation independently of the general rule no rigid hierarchy is 
established between this rule and the supplementary means. An interpreter shoWd use all means available at his 
disposal; however, the travaux should be taken into account with caution; I, Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on the 
Law o f Treaties , 1984, pp. 116-7; see also the interesting comments of Sir Humphrey Waldock, the Expert Consultant 
at the UNCLT, Summary Records and Documents , 1st session, op. cit., p. 184 and the official commentary to Arts. 27 
and 28; ibid.. Official Records, pp. 38-43 (for a different view see the statement of McDougal in UNCLT, op. cit., 1st 
session, 31st meeting, pp. 167-8). The writer in interpreting the relevant ILO Conventions, taking into account the 
travaux, does not share the view that these cannot be invoked against States who did not participate in the drafting of 
the text; on this point see Sinclair, op. cit., pp. 141-147.
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taken literally, are of such a general nature that no "ordinary meaning" can be identified which might 
provide a reasonable degree of accuracy (Art. 31 (1) of the VCT). ^  On the other hand, the writer has 
used both the textual and contextual methods of interpretation. In particular, the position of certain 
provisions in the relevant Conventions has been assessed. Also, the preamble of a number of ILO 
instruments has been tziken into account in determining the scope and purpose of the relevant in­
struments; at the same time the intentions of the drafters have also been taken into account. ^  Of par­
ticular importance are understandings upon which certain provisions contained in ILO instruments 
were adopted. Sometimes these took the form of formal resolutions which interpreted the text of ILO 
Conventions and, at other times, of informal understandings without which adoption of these provi­
sions would not have been secured; they are taken into account as part of the preparatory work of the 
relevant ILO instruments but to the extent that they constitute "agreements" or "instruments" within 
the meaning of Art. 31 (2) of the VCT they are main and not supplementary rules of interpretation un­
der that Convention. Finally, other basic rules of interpretation encountered both in municipal and 
in international law have been used, such as the rule "lex specialis derogat legi generale" and the 
arguments "e contrario", "per analogiam" and "ejusdem generis" (logical interpretation). It was not, it 
should be emphasised, found necessary to make extensive use of the "teleological" interpretation. ^  
It is submitted that the main method of interpretation of ILO Conventions should be the one
^^Apart from that fact, the adoption of labour Conventions relating to shipping, which is an ever-changing industry, 
has always been associated with situations which were prevalent at the time of the adoption of the relevant instruments. 
The use of the "ordinary meaning" approach could result in changing, at the time of the interpretation, the meaning of 
implicitly or explicitly "agreed" interpretations of specific terms at die time of adoption. In this connection, Sinclair, 
referring to the "principle of contemporaneity" developed by Fitzmaurice, states that "the ordinary meaning of a treaty 
provision should in principle be the meaning which would be attributed to it at the time of the conclusion of the 
treaty"; Sinclair, op. dt., p. 124.
^^The writer has not taken accoimt of the supposed primacy of certain rules of interpretation over others for three rea­
sons: a) this matter is controversial and different interpretations of Arts. 31 and 32 have been given; see Villiger, op. 
dt., pp. 332-4,341-6; b) the ILO Office has traditionally used extensively the travaux préparatoires of ILO Conven­
tions in interpreting them and these interpretations have on the whole been accepted by the inquiring governments; c) it 
is submitted that primacy of the dassicd textual approach in interpreting, at least, ILO maritime Conventions can be 
misleading since, in many instances, important issues such as exceptions to the application of these Conventions, cov­
erage of particular types of vessels or persons by them, etc. are not apparent from a textual exegesis of the relevant 
provisions and their "ordinary meaning" does not always provide a solution: for example, it is not clear whether fisher­
men can be included in the term "seafarers"; moreover, as will be in Chapter 7, the "ordinary meaning" of the word 
"seafaro*" can be different in various ILO Conventions although the textual and, perhaps, the contextual approach would 
render identical results; here, of course, account should be taken of the object and purpose of the Convention. The ILO 
Office, in interpreting ILO maritime Conventions, used the contextual and teleologiW methods of interpretation only 
once when it examined the scope of Convention No. 134. Finally, it should be noted that, usually, delegates in ILO 
Conferences, namely the drafters of the Conventions, rely heavily on interpretations of treaty provisions given at 
preparatory meetings to the point that thdr adoption is dependent on these "preparatory" interpretations. Therefore, it 
can be argued that the use of the travaux préparatoires in interpreting ILO Conventions leads to objectivism rather 
than subjectivism. The importance of the travaux as a means of interpretation of ILO Conventions was pointed out by 
the representative of the ILO in the UN Conference on the Law of Treaties; see statement of W. Jenks in UNCLT, 1st 
session, op. d t ,  7th meeting, p. 37, para. 12.
^^n particular, the Reports prepared by the Committees appointed by the ILO Conferences to deal with spedfic issues, 
although they evidence the conflicting views of the delegates present in the Committees, are usually adopted unani­
mously by them and are also approved unanimously by the ILO Conference concerned. It is then arguable that these 
Reports may be treated as part of the "context" of the relevant ILO Conventions rather than travaux .
^®For the methods of interpretation of international treaties see, inter alia, Sinclair, op. dt.. Chapter 5, pp. 114-158, 
Villiger, op. dt., pp. 327-8.
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suggested by Lord McNair, namely "to search for the common intention of the parties in using the 
language of the text" and this method is mainly employed in this study. In tracing the common 
intention of the drafters the writer used the travaux which comprise the following documents: records 
of proceedings of the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conferences; records of proceedings of the 
Committees appointed by ILO Conferences to study the items of the Agenda; records of proceedings 
of the ILO Conferences; drafts of the Convention under negotiation.
(fi The ILO's supervisory machinery
Currently, supervision within the ILO is based on the constitutional reporting obligations of 
member States. ^  It is carried out by the Committee of Experts on the Applications of Conventions 
and Recommendations and the Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations 
of the International Labour Conference (Conference Committee). The Committee of Experts is com­
posed of independent experts who meet once a year at the ILO to examine, on the basis of the reports 
supplied by governments and other information available, the extent to which ILO Conventions are 
applied by ratifying Members at the national level. The Committee of Experts publishes each year a 
survey on the application of a number of selected instruments in both ratifying and non-ratifying 
Members (the latter have a constitution^ obligation to submit reports on the implementation of non­
ratified standards under Art. 19 of the Constitution). Discussion on the observations made by the 
Committee of Experts on the reports received is followed up in the Conference Committee (a tripartite 
body) which discusses the questions arisen with the government representatives concerned.
The supervisory machinery includes the representations and the complaints procedures. A 
representation is made by an organisation of employers or workers on the grounds that a Member 
has failed to secure the observance of a Convention it has ratified. ^  The Governing Body may 
communicate it to the Government concerned for comments. If no comments are received, or if the 
comments supplied by the government concerned are not deemed satisfactory the Governing Body 
may decide to publish the representation and the statement, if any, made in reply to it. A complaint 
may be filed in two ways: either by a country against another country if both countries have ratified 
the Convention concerned, or by a delegate to the ILO Conference. ^  The Governing Body is also
^^Lord McNair, op. dt., pp. 373,423.
^^These are based on Arts. 19,22 and 23 of the Constitution.
^^For the ILO's supervisory machinery, see among others E. Landy, T he Implementation procedures of the Interna­
tional Labour Organisation", SCLR , Vol. 20,1980, pp. 633-663; N. Valticos, 1979, op. d t ,  pp. 239-257; K.T. Samson, 
"The changing pattern of ILO supervision", ILR , Vol. 118, No. 4 ,1979, pp. 569-587. For the actual effect of ILO 
supervision in the field of maritime employment see ILO, The impact o f  international labour Conventions and 
Recommendations 50, S\y5^.
^Arts. 24 and 25 of the Constitution.
65several complaints have been filed by the Government of France against the Government of Panama concerning non- 
observance of labour standards relating to seafarers; see, for instance. Complaints by France concerning the observance 
by Panama of (a) the Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 (No. 55), G.B. 201/23/17, 
G.B. 201/23/41, G.B. 202/7/15; (b) the Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936 (No. 53), the Repatriation 
of Seamen Convention, 1926 (No. 23), and the Food and Catering (Ships' Crews) Convention, 1946 (No. 68), G.B. 
207/6/6, G.B. 208/21/10, G.B. 209/3/11; G.B. 211/5/9; G.B. 213/6/3; G.B. 214/5/5; G.B. 219/16/6; G.B. 221/19/15; 
G.B. 222/18/7; G.B. 223/5/8; G.B. 223/5/18; G.B. 226/13/5. In the first of the above cases the Government of Panama
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empowered to initiate this procedure. In most cases it refers the matter to a Commission of Inquiry to 
examine the complaint and report on it If the government concerned fails to carry out the recommen­
dations of the commission of inquiry within a specified time the Governing Body may recommend to 
the Conference such action as it may deem wise and expedient to secure compliance therewith. ^
This brief account of the ILO supervisory procedures would not be complete without a refer­
ence to the Governing Body Committee on Freedom o f Association and the Fact-Finding and Con­
ciliation Commission on Freedom of Association. The former Committee, which is a body of tripar­
tite structure, meets three times a year and examines complaints, generally submitted by workers' or­
ganisations, that a country has violated ILO principles concerning freedom of association. There are 
two main characteristics of this Committee: a) it is not necessary for the initiation of the procedure that 
the country accused of such violation has ratified the relevant ILO standards, and b) the Committee 
does not need the consent of the country accused to initiate this procedure. The supervision consists 
of the communication of the complaints filed to the government impugned so that it may comment 
thereon. ^  The latter Committee deals with serious cases of alleged infringements of trade union
took the necessary measures to comply with the provisions of the respective Conventions which it had ratified and no 
further procedures followed. In the second of the above cases, the two governments agreed to resort to direct contacts 
during which the Panamanian Government showed its willingness to t^ e  steps to ensure observance of the relevant 
provisions of Conventions Nos. 23, 53 and 68. Since these contacts were not fruitful, a Commission of Inquiry was 
appointed to examine the complaint of France concerning the non-observance by Panama of certain of the provisions of 
Conventions Nos. 53,23 and 68.
^Art. 26 of the Constitution.
^^For the reports of the commissions of enquiry and the relevant issues, see Arts. 28-34 of the Constitution.
^^The right of seafarers' organisations to freedom of association and collective bargaining was recognised by the ILO 
Conference at its 28th session; see Resolution concerning seafarers' organisations, 28 R F . , p. 330; see also ILO Con­
ference, 28th session, 1946, Recognition o f Seafarers' Organisations , Report VIII. Many cases concerning alleged vio­
lations of the freedom of association of seamen have been referred to Üiis Committee; see for examples, O B . , Vol., XLI, 
Reports of the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association, Case No. 166: Complaint Presented by the 
Federation of Greek Maritime Unions (Cardiff) against the Government of Greece, pp. 113-116; Case No. 173: 
Complaint Presented by the Federation of Greek Maritime Unions (Cardiff) against the Governments of the United 
States and Greece, O .B ., Vol. XLIII, pp. 89-93; Case No. 947: Complaint presented by the Pan-Hellenic Union of 
Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government of Greece, O .B., Vol. LXm, Series B, No. 2, pp. 56-58; Case No. 
998: Complaint presented by die Greek Pursers' Union - Piraeus against the Government of Greece and Case No. 1008: 
Complaint presented by the Panhellenic Union of Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government of Greece, pp. 
32-35,0 £ . , Vol. LXIV, Series B, No. 2, pp. 11-12 and pp. 32-35 respectively; Case No. 1068: Complaints presented 
by the World Federation of Trade Unions, the Trade Unions International of Transport Workers and the Panhellenic 
Union of Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government of Greece, O B . , Vol. LXV, Series B, No. 1, pp. 84-87; 
Case No. 1167: Complaint presented by the Panhellenic Union of Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government 
of Greece, O B . , Vol. LXVI, Series B, No. 2, pp. 16-18; Case No. 1213: Complaint presented by the Panhellenic Union 
of Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government of Greece, O B ., Vol. LXVn, Series B, No. 1, pp. 187-192; Case 
No. 1357: Complaint presented by the Panhellenic Union of Merchant Marine Engineers, the Panhellenic Union of 
Merchant Seamen and the Panhellenic Union of Certified Tlürd-Degree Engineers and Stefenson Pumpmen against the 
Government of Greece, O B . , Vol. LXIX, 1986, Series B, No. 3, pp. 10-14; Case No. 1432; Complaints against the 
Government of Peru presented by the Trade Union of Seamen Employed by the Peruvian Steamship Company (CPV) 
and the Trade Union of Shoreworkers Employed by the CPV, O B . , Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series B, No. 3, pp. 299-304. It 
should be noted that the Committee requires substantial evidence that there is a violation of tracle union rights before it 
communicates the complaint to the government concerned for œmments. For cases where the Committee was of the 
opinion that certain rules concerning freedom of asscxâation of seamen and collective bargaining were disregarded, see 
Case No. 194: Complaint Presented by the World Federation of Trade Unions and the Malayan National Seamen's 
Union against the Government of the United Kingdom in Respect of Singapore (as from 1965 against the Government 
of Singapore), O .B., Vol., XLVI, 1963, No. 1, Supplement, pp. 67-70; No. 3, Supplement II, pp. 39-44; O .B., Vol. 
XLIX, 1966, No.3, pp. 43-48; Vol. L, 1967, No.2, Supplement, pp. 38-40; Vol., LI, 1968, No. 1, Supplement, pp. 33-34; 
Case No. 877: Complaint presented by the Panhellenic Union of Merchant Marine En^neers against the Government of 
Greece, O B . , Vol., LXI, 1978, Series B, No. 1, pp. 16-20; Case No. 1057: Complaint submitted by the Panhellenic
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rights. It differs from the G.B. Committee in certain respects: a) is is composed by independent per­
sons, b) it cannot examine cases referred to it if the country concerned is not an ILO Member or has 
not ratified the freedom of association Conventions and has not given its consent to such examination, 
and c) it is fact-finding body but is empowered to discuss the matters referred to it with the govern­
ment concerned with a view to reaching an agreement. It should be noted that all the above mentioned 
supervisory bodies complement each other.
Finally, a number of other special ILO supervisory procedures exist, such as special surveys 
in cases of discrimination and special studies and inquiries on an ad hoc basis. In general, the ILO's 
supervisory machinery is assisted by the on-the-spot visits, "^o These visits involve a) missions by 
constitutional or established independent bodies, b) direct contacts, and c) special missions or in­
quiries.
( g) Co-operation o f the ILO with other international on^anisations on maritime matters
In the field of shipping, the ILO has a close working relationship with the UN specialised 
agencies, other UN bodies and a number of governmental and non-governmental organisations. '^ 2 
The ILO co-operates with the IMO in the field of technical assistance and maritime training; this co­
operation culminated in the adoption by the IMO of the Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping in 1978. 3^ These two organisations have regularly published revised 
guides on maritime training. Also, the "IMO/ILO Guidelines for Training in the Packing of Cargo in 
Freight Containers", published in 1978, indicates the essential requirements for safe packing on board 
ship, for use as a training aid by those responsible for packing and securing cargo in freight 
containers.
Union of Merchant Marine Engineers against the Government of Greece, O .B., Vol. LXIV, 1981, Series B, No. 3, pp. 
41-43; Case No. 1418: Complaint against the Government of Denmark presented by the Danish Seamen's Union, O B . , 
Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series B, No. 1, 47-55; Case No. 1470: Conq)laints against the Government of Denmark presented
by the Danish federation of Trade Unions, the Danish Seamen's Union and several other Danish trade union federations, 
O .B ., Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series B, No. 1, pp. 10-23.
^^or the relationship between the ILO and other compliance procedures in the field of human rights, see Landy, op. 
cit., pp. 659-661; Samson, op. cit., pp. 580-583; ILO, The impact o f international labour Conventions and Recom­
m en c io n s  , op. dt., pp. 6163. For a comparative analysis of the International Covenants on Human Rights and the 
relevant ILO instruments see O B . , Vol. LII, 1969, No. 2, pp. 181-216; for the link between ILO standards and other 
international and regional standards see B. Landy, T he Influence of International Labour Standards: Possibilities and 
Performance", IL B . , Vol. 101, June 1970, pp. 555-604, at pp. 598-603; "The European Sodal Charter and interna­
tional labour standards", I L B . , Vol. LXXXIV, Nos. 5 and 6, Nov. and Dec. 1961, pp. 354-375,462-477.
^®For an analysis of the on-the-spot visits system within the ILO, see G. von Potobsky, "On-the-spot visits: an impor­
tant cog in the ILO's supervisory m a c h i n e r y " , , Vol. 120, No. 5, September-October 1981, pp. 581-596.
7lThe direct contacts method was used when France filed complaints against Panama since 1976 onwards concerning 
the application of certain ILO maritime Conventions in Panama that had been ratified by it. As a result, Panama asked 
the ILO for technical assistance in the preparation of maritime labour legislation; for the complaints filed by France 
aginst Panama see G.B7202/7/15 (1977), G.B./211/5/9 (1979).
^2por more details concerning the maritime activities of the ILO see the reports submitted by the Director-General of 
the ILO to the maritime sessions of the ILO Conference. For the latest developments see ILO, Report o f the Director- 
General , 74 (M ^time) Session, 1987, Part 3, pp. 65-83,
^For fuller details see Chapter 3.
'^MLOUMO Guidelines for training in the packing o f cargo in freight containers, London: IMCO, 1978.
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The ILO has also co-operated with the IMO in the adoption, in 1978, of a Code of Practice 
concerning accident prevention on board ship at sea and in port. This code was adopted following a 
meeting of IMO and ILO experts in 1977 as a response to a resolution of the Preparatory Technical 
Maritime Conference in 1969. There was, however, disagreement as to the definition of "ship". Fi­
nally, in the report of the Meeting of Experts it was indicated that the term "ship" should "apply to any 
registered craft engaged in commercial operations at sea". Hence, a number of the provisions of this 
Code, appear to be also relevant to the off-shore petroleum industry.
Shipboard safety is not only a matter of training. Thus a joint ILO/WHO Committee on the 
Health of Seafarers was established, which, at the six sessions since its creation in 1949, has made 
numerous recommendations on various health problems of ship's personnel; a prominent contribution 
is the creation of an International Medical Guide for Ships (IMGS). The last (sixth) session of the 
Joint Committee was held in 1981 and it made recommendations concerning improvement and revi­
sion of the existing Guide. The Committee also adopted recommendations on the recording of the 
medical examination and treatment of seafarers; the training of seafarers in medical care and the provi­
sion of statistics on seafarers' health problems. Further collaboration between the ILO, IMO and 
WHO resulted in the publication in 1975 of the Medical First-Aid Guide for Use in Accidents In­
volving Dangerous Goods (MFAG) which was revised by the Joint ILO/WHO Committee on the 
Health of Seafarers. 76 This Guide is to be used in conjunction with relevant IMO Guides and Codes 
of Practice. Finally, a Code of Safety concerning Safety and Health Practice for fishermen and fish­
ing vessels was published in 1970jointly by the FAO, IMO and ILO. 77
The ILO's work on seafarers' standards will be discussed in Chapters 2 to 6. 78 There are, 
however, some new subjects, not examined by the ILO so far, which could be included in future in­
struments, of whatever nature (Conventions, Recommendations, Codes of Practice): social problems 
arising from new technology on board ship; environmental aspects on board ship; treatment of foreign
'^^Accident Prevention on board ship at sea and in p o r t , 1978 (ILO's Code of practice following an ILO/IMO meeting 
of experts in 1977).
7^0/IM QW HG: Medical First-Aid Guide for Use in Accidents involving Dangerous Goods , 1975.
77fAO/ILO/IMO Code o f Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels, 1970. Recently, the ILO, the IMO and the FAO 
have prepared jointly a Document for Guidance on Fishermen's Training and Certification. For the original text and 
the subsequent amendments Sub-Committee on Standards o f Training and Watchkeeping, 19th session, 9-13
SeptembCT 1986, Report to the Maritime Safety Committee, STW 19/5, as amended by STW 19WP. 1; STW 19/13/Add. 
1.
7^For an account of the maritime activities of the ILO, see ILO, The International Labour Organisation, The First 
Decade , 1931, pp. 194-206 (for the period from 1920 to 1929); W. Jenks, "Contribution de 1' Organisation Interna­
tionale du Trav^ à 1* elaboration d* un droit uniforme du travail", in Introduction à 1* étude du droit comparé {Recueil 
d'études en V honneur d'Edouart Lambert ), vol. II, Paris, 1938, pp. 870-883 (for the period from 1%0 to 1936); 
IL.R., Vol. 1, no. 1, Jan. 1921 (2nd session), pp. 25-26; Vol. XIV, no. 4, Oct 1926 (9th session), pp. 508-551; Vol. 
XXI, no. 1, Jan. 1930 (13th session), pp. 1-44; Vol. XXXV, nos. 1 and 2, Jan. and Feb. 1937 (21st and 22nd sessions), 
pp. 3-30,141-176; Vol. LIV, nos. 1-2, Jul.-Aug. 1946 (28th session), pp. 1-28; Vol. LXXVIII, no. 5, Nov. 1958 (41st 
session), pp. 429-460; Vol. 103, no. 3, March 1971, pp. 211-226; Vol. 115, no. 2, March-April 1977 (62nd session),pp. 
145-156; Vol. 127, no. 2, 1988/2 (74th session), pp. 173-189; N. Valticos in International Labour Law , 1979, pp. 
191-199 and in Droit International du Travail, 19%, pp. 480-491; Johnston, The International Labour Organisation, 
London, 1970, ch. 21, pp. 240-251; Report on the ILO Seminar for senior government officials from Asian countries 
on maritime labour stcmdards, Geneva, 1983, pp. 15-25,35-85; also Int Lab. Code (1951), pp. 755-7.
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seafarers in transit. There are also other areas where the ILO can provide valuable assistance, such as 
the employment of women on board ship; effects of automation in merchant ships; employment con­
ditions on board atomic-powered vessels; the question of convening in the near future regional mar­
itime conferences to develop regional Conventions; the revision of maritime labour Conventions 
and the promotion of social maritime legislation; enquiries into the reasons for non-ratification of cer­
tain maritime standards, etc. Given the close relationship now perceived to exist between standards 
in training and well-being of seafarers and prevention of accidents, etc. including negligent discharges 
that pollute the sea, co-operation between IMO and ILO is likely to intensify in future, especially 
following the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development which pointed to the need for 
greater co-ordination.
2) The IMO
The Convention, which established the IMO (formerly IMCO), was drafted by the United 
Nations Maritime Conference held in Geneva in 1948. The IMCO Convention required acceptance 
by 21 states, including seven with at least one million GRT each. This condition was met on 17 
March 1958 and the first IMCO Assembly met in London in January 1959. *2
The main organs of the IMO are six and include the Assembly, the Council, the Maritime 
Safety Committee, the Marine Environment Protection Committee, the Legal Committee and the 
Technical Co-operation Committee. The Assembly decides upon the work programme, approves all 
recommendations made by the IMO, votes the budget to which all Member States contribute on an 
agreed scale of assessments, approves financied regulations, elects the IMO Council and Maritime 
Safety Committee, and approves the appointment of the Secretary General. The Council consists of 
representatives of 32 Member States elected by the Assembly for a term of two years; it has estab­
lished Committees on Maritime Safety, Protection of the Marine Environment, Law and Technical Co­
operation and Facilitation. From the maritime labour point of view, the work of the Maritime Safety 
Committee is of significance, since the standardisation of training, watch-keeping and qualifications of 
officers and crew is one of the subjects considered by this Committee. Also, the Technical Committee 
deals, inter alia , with the question of automation in ships, which has multiple effects on work at sea.
^^evision of most existing ILO maritime Conventions is suggested in the following chapters. For the revision of 
ILO Conventions, the purposes that such revisions serve and the legal implications which they may create, see W. 
Jenks, T he Revision of International Labour Conventions", BYIL, Vol. XIV, 1933, pp. 43-64. No procedural and con­
stitutional problems concerning the revision of maritime lalx>ur Conventions have arisen within the ILO. However, the 
rigidity of the initial requirement for revision of ILO Conventions at ten-year intervals became evident when the ques­
tion of revision of ILO Conventions concerning hours of work and manning was discussed; see infra Chapter 4, 
Subsection 4.13.1. As will be seen later, shipowners and seafarers have frequently not agreed on the need for, and the 
scope of, revision of ILO maritime Conventions (total or partial).
^Some of these questions are discussed in the following ch^^ters.
®^For the text of the Convention see New Directions in the Law of the Sea (Churchill, Nordquist eds ). Vol. IV, pp. 
519-527.
®^ For an extensive account of the IMO's work on shipping matters, see S. Mankabady, The International Maritime Or­
ganisation , Vols, n, 1986,1987.
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The IMO has adopted many Conventions, Recommendations, Resolutions and Codes of 
practice relating to maritime issues. However, the work of the IMO has been primarily limited to the 
technical aspects of shipping, namely safety of life at sea, the prevention of collisions and pollution 
from ships and related issues, the facilitation of maritime traffic, maritime training, ^  the establish­
ment of the International Maritime Satellite Organisation (INMARSAT), piracy, etc. However, the 
contribution of the IMO to the establishment of international standards relating to technical aspects of 
shipping is unquestionable despite the fact that some writers have questioned the political power of 
the IMO to effect substantial changes in the international shipping arena, ^  and the relationship of 
these to the establishment of standards for seafarers was also evidenced by the adoption by the IMO, 
in co-operation with the ILO, of the STCW Convention. Moreover, the IMO has interestingly failed 
to take any substantial action on port state control but MARPOL does allow inspection in port to 
check illegal oil discharge: the first step on the way to port state control.
It has to be said that at present IMO Conventions enter into force within an average of five 
years after adoption. This compares favourably with the record of the ILO: some Conventions 
adopted by the latter organisation have never come into force while others came into force only after a 
substantial period of time (see for details. Chapter 7, Section 7.3.4.).
3  ^The OECD
The OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development), which is made up of 
the developed market economy countries, ^  has from time to time published reports analysing the 
situation in maritime transport. ^  It is a governmental body based in Paris. For maritime issues it
deal effectively with the lack of specialist maritime personnel in developing countries and with the relative failure 
of the system adopted by these countries to recruit expatriate experts, the IMO h^  founded the World Maritime Univer­
sity by means of Resolution A.501, adopted in Nov. 1981; for the establishment of this institution and its aims see 
P.K. Menon, T h e World Maritime University; An attempt to Train Specialist Maritime Personnel”, JMLC , Vol. 17, 
No. 4, Oct. 1986, pp. 585-596. Furthermore, in 1989 the IMO established the International Maritime Law Institute in 
Malta which is intended to promote the implementation of IMO Conventions and codes of practice into national law. 
^ A . Cafruny, Ruling the Waves , 1987, p. 267-70; R. Michael M* Gonigle and Mark W. Zacher, Pollution, Politics, 
and International Law: Tankers at Sea , 1979, p. 327. It should be not^ , in this connection, that the IMO is a inter­
governmental organisation, and employers' and workers' representatives do not participate in the deliberations of the 
IMO's organs in an official capacity. The views of Captain Tennant, the Workers' adviser of the U.K., about the IMO 
in 1958 were as follows: "Dealing with the ... I.M.C.O. this is not the kind of organisation that we envisaged. We 
would have preferred, and still do, to see the establishment of a shipping agency on a tripartite basis in wHch both 
shipowners and seafarers would have been able to make the contribution which we believe they are entitled to make in 
the functioning and the operation of an industry so essentially international in character.... We think that it is important 
that a working agreement should be established (he referred to the agreement concerning co-operation between the IMO 
and the ILO), as it is not the wish of the seafarers that the functioning of the I.L.O. within its specialised field should 
be in any way curbed or restricted as a result of the establishment of a governmental shipping agency ”; 41 RJ*., pp. 23- 
24.
Mankabady , op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 17. However, the IMO has adopted a number of Resolutions (for example. Reso­
lutions A. 321 and A. 466) which provide for control procedures. The Memorandum of Understanding (see Chapter 6) 
would, according to the same author, seriously weaken the standing of the IMO; ibid. The writer does not agree with 
this view. The incorporation in the MOU of important IMO Conventions, including two important IMO Resolutions 
(A. 466 and A. 481), as well as the ILO Minimum Standards Convention, is likely to enhance the status and the 
effectiveness of IMO instruments.
®^ At present the OECD is composed of 24 member countries.
^^The main publication of the OECD concerning the shipping industry is the Maritime Transport which has been 
published yearly since 1964. This review deals with issues such as the international shipping development inside and 
outside the U.N.; the demand for and supply of shipping services, information concerning the freight markets, the
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has established a Maritime Transport Committee (MTC). The MTC has frequently dealt with the 
problems encountered by OECD members in their relations to developing countries and countries 
with centralised economies and has attempted to define common shipping policies.
4) The UNCTAD
UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) deals with the economic 
and commercial aspects of shipping ^  and in a way its creation complemented the IMO's powers in 
the field of maritime affairs. ^  The first meeting of UNCTAD was held in Geneva in 1964. The 3rd 
Committee of the Conference held discussions which resulted in the establishment of a permanent 
shipping committee. This Committee on Shipping is subject to the general policy direction of the 
senior UNCTAD Committee, the Trade and Development Board. Subsequent meetings of the 
Conference were held every four years since 1968. Meetings of the Shipping Committee are held 
every two years in Geneva. The UNCTAD has regularly published reports relating to shipping. ^
UNCTAD's policy has been to manage the carriage of sea-borne cargo to ensure that the 
emerging fleets of the newly industrialised countries of the third world benefit by gaining a strictly 
regulated share of their external trade. Hence, the UNCTAD Liner Code reserves cargo in the liner 
trades on the ratio of 40:40:20 i.e. 40% to each of the nations directly involved in trade and 20% for 
cross traders. Other areas of shipping in which UNCTAD has been involved include multimodal 
transport, ports operation and development, protection of shipper interests, development of national 
merchant marines, especially those of developing countries, maritime fraud ^  and, most importantly, 
conditions for registration of ships and has concluded on this subject the UNCTAD Convention on 
Conditions for Registration of Ships as well as others. ^  Technical assistance projects undertaken by 
UNCTAD and financed by the UNDP include the TRIANMAR and the JOBMAR programmes. ^
composition of the world merchant fleet by types, etc; some publications have dealt, inter alia, with the question of 
flags of convenience and substandard vessds, see infra C h^er 6.1.
®^or the involvement of UNCTAD in shipping affairs, see B. Farthing, International Shipping, Chapter 8, pp. 126- 
147.
the creation of the committee on shipping by UNCTAD can, to a very considerable extent, be attributed to the 
vacuum that existed in the UN system as a result of the failure of IMCO to deal with matters related to economic regu­
lation in the maritime sector"; B.N. Metaxas, Flags of Convenience , 1985, p. 67; for difficulties in the demarcation of 
the work of IMG and the UNCTAD, see S. Mankabady, op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 27-9.
^^The yearly UNCTAD publication Review ofMaritijne Transport has been published since 1968 and it contains in­
formation on questions such as the development of sea-borne trade and the world fleet, the productivity of the world 
fleet, shipbuilding, freight markets and other developments.
^Ipor the advantages and disadvantages of liner conferences, see A. Branch, Elements o f  Shipping. pp. 189-194; for 
further developments in this respect, see Farthing, op. d t ,  pp. 136-139.
^ S ee Maritime Fraud, Measures to improve the exchange of shipping information , Report prepared by the UNCTAD 
secretariat, UNCTAD/ST/SHIP/7,9 Oct. 1986.
^For an analysis of this Convention from the labour point of view see Chapter 1,1.6.4.
^^^e first aims at assisting the training of all types of managers while the second is concerned with the training of 
seafarers from developing countries and envisages the possibilities of "on the job" training of these seafarers in devel­
oped maritime nations.
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5) The European Communities
The EEC countries 5^ have been eager to promote a common shipping policy in the EEC re­
gion since the early 1980s. ^  The European Community has achieved a common approach in four 
areas relating to the regulation of liner conferences, discrimination practices, free trade within the EEC 
and unfair pricing practices in the shipping sector. Regulations, as distinct from decisions and rec­
ommendations, once adopted by the relevant Council of Ministers, become, without further any re­
quirement, part of national law in Community countries. There is a strong tendency towards a com­
mon and unified EEC policy and this was recognised by the adoption of the Single European Act 
which came into force on 1 July 1987. The establishment by the end of 1992 of a free internal market 
will undoubtedly have considerable effects on EEC shipping policies. However, the EEC has to 
compete against the aspirations of developing countries to form their own national fleets, the U.S. 
shipping policies which generally are not favourable to the idiosyncratic shipping regime (partaking of 
free trade and protectionist policies) that is being established by the EEC, the growth of Eastem-Eu- 
ropean fleets, and competition within the EEC itself, with the EEC member countries that have sub­
stantial cabotage trade trying to prevent foreign companies from invading this traditionally "national" 
trade. ^
/
In the area of maritime labour, unification of shipping rules would mean free access of EEC 
nationals to EEC countries and guaranteed employment of these nationals on EEC vessels. Moreover, 
no discrimination between national and non-nationals would be allowed in such countries as regards 
facilities for finding employment (employment offices), social security, annual leave, wages, etc. On 
the other hand, the European Community has long undertaken a campaign against flags of 
convenience on several grounds: a) to combat sub-standard vessels from the economic, social and 
technical points of view; b) to improve safety at sea and the protection of the marine environment; c) to 
ward off the threat to Community shipowners' survival which is posed by competition from FOC 
operators. The proposed measures for the monitoring of FOC operators and for the promotion of a 
common maritime social legislation within the EEC would include application of ILO and IMO stan­
dards regardless of whether they have been ratified by a sufficient number of States or not; adoption
should be reminded that the ILO and the EEC have concluded an Agreement concerning Liaison between the ILD 
and the EEC which deals with questions of mutual consultation, exchange of information and technical assistance. 
This Agreement entered into force on 7 July 1958; see O B ., Vol. XLI, pp. 565-7.
96por an analysis of the EEC shipping policy in the late eighties see Progress towards a common transport policy. 
Maritime Transport, Bulletin o f the European Communities , Supplement 5/85. As regards maritime employment, one 
of the objectives of the Community is the improvement of employment opportunities for Community ship officers and 
seamen; ibid., p. 15. As to the social policy of the EEC in the shipping sector and its effect on the sca r in g  profession 
in the Community see ibid., pp. 19-21. It is interesting to note that the Commission proposes as a means for main­
taining and improving employment opportunities of EEC nationals on Community ships "a favourable direct tax regime 
for Community seafarers". Moreover, new rules will be laid down concerning the dismissal of seamen serving on 
Community ships. For brief information on the EEC's shipping policies and for die EEC Regulations Nos. 4055-58/86 
approved by the Council of Ministers in Dec. 1986, see FartWng, op. cit., pp. 153-161, G, Yannopoulos (editor). 
Shipping policies for an open world economy, 1989, pp. 5-7,40-60.
^See G. Yannopoulos, op. dt., pp. 139-144,145-175; A. Cafruny, op. dt., pp. 202-231,232-246.
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of EEC Regulations with a view to harmonising the living and working conditions (including wages) 
of seafarers on vessels flying the flag of an EEC Member State; application of the principle of non­
discrimination within the EEC (including ILO Convention No. I l l) ;  the introduction of a technical 
inspection system (which came into effect in the form of the Memorandum of Understanding); legis­
lation penalising non-observance of the relevant Community legal instruments; legislation laying 
down compensatory methods in cases in which social standards have not been observed; and legisla­
tion providing for the qualifications of seafarers and the mutual recognition of certificates of compe­
tency (Community certificate; Community approval). ^  However, many of the above goals remain 
yet to be attained.
6) The ITF
We will close this short account of organisations and bodies which deal with maritime and, 
especially, seamen's affairs with a brief look at the the International Transport Workers' Federation. ^  
The ITF was established in 1896. The main organs of the ITF are the Congress, the General Council, 
the Executive Board, the Executive Officers, the Management Committee, the General Secretary and 
the Secretariat and the Industrial Sections. One of the industrial sections of the ITF was the 
Special Seafarers' Section, which has led the campaign against FOC shippers since 1948. In 1980 
this Section was transformed into the the Special Seafarers' Department. Its involvement in seamen's 
affairs has been considerable and the ITF, as will be seen in Chapter 6, played an important role in 
ILO negotiations which aimed to combat FOC vessels. Moreover, the ITF participated in the 
discussions which led to the adoption of the STCW Convention. Other activities of the ITF include 
questions concerning the employment of crews of convenience, the co-ordination and financing of 
international welfare activities, facilities for seafarers, ship abandonment, and piracy. Nonetheless, the 
main concern of the ITF in the past has been to secure the jobs of its European affiliates and to press 
for a standardisation of wages at the international level based on European wages level. As will be 
seen in the following chapters, in neither area has the ITF been successful. On the other hand, the ITF 
has been a successful advocate of maritime labour issues within the ILO.
The ITF employs the following means in its attempts to fight FOC shippers: a) it negotiates 
individual wage agreements with FOC shippers; these agreements can be of an international format or 
special national agreements; b) it obtains from such shippers special contributions to the
^ S ee  Economic and Social Committee of the European Communities, EEC Shipping Policy - Flags o f Convenience, 
Opinion, Bnissds, 1979, pp. 3-11.
^ F or other international bodies and organisations which are concerned with shipping affairs, see Branch, op. dt.. 
Chapter 8, pp. 103-170, Farthing, op. dt., pp. 64-69,70-94.
lOOpor the functions and responsibilities of the organs see H. Northrup and R. Rowan, The International Transport 
Workers' Federation and Flags o f Convenience Shipping, 1983, pp. 6-13,24-30.
^^ I^t was reported that by 1982 more than 40% of all ILO Conventions had been prompted by the ITF and its affiliate 
unions; 42 out of 158 Conventions (26,6 %) related to ITF sections: of these 42 Conventions, 31 were concerned with 
seafarers and 4  with dockers; H. Northrup and R. Rowan, op. dt., pp. 213,223.
fO^For an example of the ITF agreement and the relevant documentation see ibid., pp. 118-121. In the place of ITF 
wages rates the ITF has agreed to special national agreements, the "total crew cost" (TCC) agreements which are
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Seafarers' International Assistance, Welfare and Protection Fund of the ITF; and c) it calls for a 
boycott of those shippers who refuse to sign ITF wage agreements and the appointment of inspectors 
in various ports to see that these agreements are implemented.
However, in another respect ITF activities have given rise to controversy and malpractices have 
been exposed. The so-called Asian levy (payment of a sum (for example £30) to the ITF or to its 
European affiliates for each non-domiciled seaman employed) has not been used by the ITF and these 
affiliates for the benefit of Asian seamen. It is reported that funds from Asian levies were spent on 
purposes extraneous to the welfare of Asian seamen.
As regards the effectiveness of the ITF, although it is claimed that at least 25% of FOC vessels 
carry a blue certificate, it has been argued that at least one-half of these ships did not meet ITF 
standards. This is due to three reasons: a) ITF affiliates, such as the South Korean Seamen's Union 
and others, to a lesser degree, issued with blue certificates ships which did not maintain ITF standards; 
b) double bookkeeping and operator-crew connivance were widespread practices; c) backpay 
requirements were not being observed or encouraged in Third World countries. ^^ 5 Moreover, the in­
sistence of the ITF on international wage standards irrespective of different national economic and so­
cial conditions and the equation of FOC with substandard vessels are not regarded as appropriate 
methods of improving the lot of seamen at the international level.
C. The International Seamen's Code and some problems related to its development within 
the ELO
(a) What is the International Seamen's Code and what its objectives?
Since 1920 until today, the ILO standards adopted by ILO Conferences have traditionally been 
regarded as forming an International Seamen's Code. Code, used in this sense, does not have the 
same meaning as that usually attributed to codes at the national level, that is, it is not a single 
instrument adopted by a legislative body and aiming at the regulation of all or most aspects of 
maritime employment. As will be seen in Chapters 1 and 2, the idea of establishing a comprehensive
considered to be comparable to the ITF agreements but which may contain different conditions of employment and wage 
rates. If these agreements are observed die ITF issues the shipper concerned with the so-called Blue Certificate which 
actually eliminates the threat of ITF interference with the ship's operation. For a comparison between total berth costs 
(all manning costs excluding repatriation and victualing expenses) of crews of various nationalities including crews un­
der TCC agreements see Appendix 6, Table 4.
103The Fund was founded to make assistance and welfare payments, such as seamen's homes, on behalf of the seafarers.
Northrup and R. Rowan, op. dt., pp. 104-5, espedally pp. 135-149 where data concerning the (Inandng of the 
ITF campaign against FOC vessels are given. It is clear from these tables that the ITF has become very wealdiy, has 
devoted its activities to the protection of European affiliates and has done little to promote the welfare of seamen of 
Third Wodd countries.
105ibid.,pp. 109-111,129-133.
106"By equating FOC shipping with substandard conditions and at the same time refusing to tolerate differential 
wages for economies that are vastly different, the ITF is in danger of becoming ever more a tool that unions in 
developed countries can use to ward off job competition from underdeveloped countries rather than being an 
international body for the purpose of improving and safeguarding seafarers' work and wages world-wide"; ibid., pp. 
134-5; see also pp. 149-151.
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international instrument dealing with various aspects of maritime labour was abandoned early in the 
ILO deliberations when it became clear that due to differing national traditions and legal systems, this 
task would not have any hope of realisation. The Conference was content to adopt a Recommendation 
and a Resolution with a view to promoting the idea of establishment of comprehensive seamen's codes 
at the national level.
In this study, the term "International Seamen's Code", a term frequently used in this context, 
refers to the total number of ILO standards adopted for seafarers, whether contained in Conventions 
or in Recommendations, which, taken all together, form a comprehensive "Code" dealing with most 
aspects of maritime employment at the international level. The usefulness of such a term resides in the 
fact that ILO Members are invited to look to such a Code as a whole and try to adopt at the national 
level as many of the standards contained therein as possible. The psychological advantage of using 
this term should, therefore, not be underestimated. Finally, through the adoption of new standards and 
systematic revision of old standards, where necessary, the International Seamen's Code preserves its 
essentially dynamic nature and gives content to the principle that ILO standards should take into 
account developments and new trends prevailing in the industry at a particular time. 1^ 8
The appearance of ILO and IMO codes of practices or conduct and the special character of 
maritime social questions, which are traditionally dealt with in national collective agreements, poses 
certain questions concerning the future of international maritime law. Should it be promulgated in the 
form of "hard" law or a kind of "soft" law or both? It might be that we are envisaging the evolution of 
a threefold development of international maritime law: a) through the adoption of formal instruments;
b) through the elaboration of codes of practices of a regulatory character; and c) through the growing 
number of collective agreements at the international level. It is suggested in the Conclusions to this 
thesis that recent trends in the adoption of international maritime standards, i.e. the adoption of codes 
of practice, are not sufficient to replace established ILO standard-setting methods in the field of 
maritime labour. Moreover, the growing number of national collective agreements and their 
substantial differences could give birth to the idea of establishing a kind of international collective 
agreement covering seafarers, An international collective agreement for seafarers could be created 
by the ILO, which has the advantages of a "quasi-impartial" tripartite organisation. These 
international collective agreements relating to seafarers would constitute a method complementary to 
the present system of standard-setting activities of the ILO.
lO^See infra Chapter 1.5.
lOSpor the dynamic nature of international labour legislation, see C.W. Jenks, Social Justice in the Law of Nations, op. 
dt., at p. 73 seq. 
lO^ch^ter 7, Section 7.2.2.
1 l ( ^ e  ITF has created such an agreement which it tries to impose on forei^  shipowners but this is not generally ac­
cepted by the parties concerned. 'Die ITF agreement is not a collective bargaining agreement as shipowners are not par­
ties to the negotiations. The terms and conditions are set solely by the ITF. For an analysis of the question of collec­
tive bargaining within the ILO see, inter alia , E. Haas, Beyond the Nation-State , Stanford, 1964, pp. 292-335.
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The above developments could have the effect of widening the scope of the International 
Seamen's Code although the latter, according to the ILO, was meant to include only ILO Conventions 
and Recommendations. It will be seen in Chapter 1 that early in the ILO deliberations the 
International Seamen's Code was regarded as a collection of laws and regulations relating to maritime 
employment which would form a common and uniform body of international seamen's law to be 
adopted by ILO Members. This is still, of course, the aim of the International Seamen's Code; 
however, there is no reason why the Code should consist only of legally binding instruments. 
Recommendations, Codes of practice. Resolutions are a regular feature of the ILO legislative activities 
and can similarly influence State practice. These instruments are also covered in this study and since 
they cannot be said to contain law stricto sensu, their examination in the present study justifies the title 
given to it, namely the international regulation of maritime employment irrespective of the means 
whereby this end can be realised.
The International Seamen's Code, during the long period of its development, has encountered 
various problems, some of which have had a considerable impact on the regulation of maritime 
employment within the ILO and are worth mentioning below. These are:
a) The international nature of the seafaring profession has frequently provoked reactions from 
ILO delegates, especially employers' representatives, who objected to the regulation of certain issues, 
such as wages and hours of work, on the ground that ratifying countries would be placed in a 
disadvantageous situation vis-a-vis non-ratifying countries. As will become clear from this study, the 
element of international competition has been apparent in almost every ILO meeting dealing with 
aspects of employment which could have economic repercussions on the industry and has, in certain 
instances, adversely affected the development of the relevant standards.
b) The seaman's articles of agreement is an issue which deserves special mention. Because of 
the nature of their job, the circumstances surrounding their engagement, termination of their contract 
and dismissal are very different from those of shore workers. Further, seamen's accidents at work 
have special features which relate to the ship's environment, the liability of the employer and, possibly, 
its representative at the time of the seaman's engagement, the conditions for and the manner of, 
compensation, etc. and which substantially differ from these of shore-employment. All these issues, 
apart from the seaman's engagement, have received scant attention within the ILO.
c) Questions of wages, hours of work and weekly rest, as well as repatriation and social 
security issues involve special peculiarities related exclusively to the seafaring profession. As regards 
the former, their special character can be explained by the required continuous presence of the seaman 
on board ship and by the organisation of work on board ship; these issues are closely connected to the 
regulation of manning on board ship. As regards repatriation and social security, these relate to the 
fact that the seaman is obliged to work outside the territory of his country or the country of the ship's 
registration and he may even be resident of still another country. Wages, hours of work and manning.
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nonetheless, continue to remain uncontrolled by any internationally agreed standards. Further, it will 
be seen that although the ILO has successfully dealt with the repatriation issues, its attempts to 
regulate social security, which culminated in the adoption of Convention No. 165 in 1987, were only 
partially successful and leave much to be done in this area.
d) It is beyond doubt that the seaman's profession, its nature and its content, is very much 
dependent upon technological developments in the construction of ships and equipment. It will be 
seen that the expansion of technology and automation can have a considerable impact on labour 
standards, such as manning and, therefore, hours of work, weekly rest and, in particular, training. 
Although, the introduction of very new technology on board ship has been very slow, unlike early 
expectations, it has become a reality in certain shipping companies; however, the problems thus created 
have not yet received proper and detailed attention within the ILO.
e) Finally, as will be seen in later Chapters, questions relating to the criterion for the 
determination of the country which is under an obligation to legislate and implement ILO seafarers' 
standards as well as questions of conflict of laws arising out of maritime employment have been dealt 
with only in cursory manner in ILO Conferences and no systematic attempt to examine these issues 
with reference to particular aspects of maritime employment has been made.
The above features, though not the only ones, are unique to the seafaring profession and 
underline its special nature. It is only through understanding of the special features and the principles 
pervading maritime employment and of the aims and purposes of its regulation that the elaboration of 
maritime labour standards can hope to achieve some degree of effectiveness.
(b) Problems presented b \ the prevalence o f "vai^ue” le sal terms in the International 
Seamen's Code
As in most branches of law, ILO Conventions and Recommendations contain the so-called 
"vague" legal terms. These terms, while they have the flexibility necessary to enable them to be 
adapted and applied to a variety of circumstances, need to be further defined with regard to a particular 
case for the purpose of achieving clarity of law and ascertaining the basis for the legal consequences 
of a specific rule. Sometimes, they are defined in the relevant instruments themselves, at other times 
their meaning can only be ascertained through appropriate interpretation. Even if their definition is 
provided for in the text, their exact meaning is often far from clear. The legal teims of this kind which 
are most frequently met in ILO instruments are the terms "ship" and "seaman". The importance 
of achieving clarity and uniformity in law in this respect can be easily realised if one takes into 
consideration that these terms predetermine the scope of international maritime labour standards and, 
thus, set the limits of their application.
ttoother terms of such a nature which are contained in ILO instruments are, for instance, the terms "shipwreck", 
"accident at work", "wages", "benefits", "desertion", "default" of the seaman which in certain cases deprives him of 
claiming certain rights, etc. Most of them remain undefined in ILO instruments.
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The legal definition of the "seaman" and the "ship" has not attracted considerable attention and 
has not been examined in a systematic manner so far within the ILO. It is known that attempts to 
define these terms have been successful at the national level where governments and judicial practice 
have been striving for a uniform definition which would encompass all categories of ships and seamen 
with a view to the uniform application of the relevant laws and regulations. ^^ 2 As will become evident 
from the examination of the definitions of the above terms in ILO instruments in the following 
Chapters, great divergencies exist in this respect which render rational classification of these 
definitions void of any content. The definitions of these terms in ILO instruments have been the 
result of conflicts between Government, Employer and Worker delegates which have had invariably a 
limiting effect on the scope of the relevant instruments. The exclusion of small tonnage vessels, 
fishing vessels, pleasure yachts and Government vessels and of various categories of seafarers 
(masters, officers, training cadets, apprentices) is a regular feature of ILO Conventions. Further, this 
exclusion has not been realised in a systematic manner with adverse effects on the uniform application 
of labour standards at the international level, The situation is aggravated by the fact that questions 
of job classification and description, crew structure and hierarchy and manning have never or not 
sufficiently been examined by ILO Conferences and, thus, the ILO instruments have not addressed in 
detail the special problems and exigencies of various categories of seafarers according to their position 
and status on board ship. As pointed out in the conclusions to this study, special attention should 
be paid to the systematic examination of the scope of ILO instruments with particular reference to the 
the terms "seaman" and "ship".
fc) Problems o f régionalisation and international labour standards
One of the most important features of contemporary international organisations is that they are 
composed of States which have different political and economic ideologies and interests which 
determine their attitude towards proposed decisions or measures. The general tendency has been for 
States to organise themselves into different groups. This is particularly the case with the ILO. There 
are four main regional groups in the ILO: Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe. The Arab countries 
which belong to the Asian Region hold separate meetings from time to time. The regional groups are
 ^^ ^The degree of the realisation of this aim has, of course, been variable in various jurisdictions. Moreover, collective 
agreements in most countries although they usually attempt to regulate conditions of employment in a uniform manner 
irrespective of the grade of the seaman and the tonnage capacity of the ship, they do provide for different wage and 
benefit rates based on the ship's registered tonnage or de^weight and on the seaman's qualifications and nature of 
duties.
^^^Apart from the exceptions allowed to à differing degree in various Conventions, even the basic definition of the 
term "vessel" has encompassed "any ship or boat of any nature ordinarily engaged in maritime navigation (see, for 
example. Convention No. 7, Art. 1, No. 22, Art. 2, No. 23, Art. 2, No. 58, Art 1); "every sea-going mechanically 
propelled vessel" (see, for example. Convention No. 57, Art. 1, No. 72, Art. 1); "sea-going vessels" (see, for example. 
Convention No. 54, Art. 1); "sea-going vessel engaged in the transport of cargo and passengers for the purpose of trade" 
(see, for example. Convention No. 73, Art. 1); "all vessels" (Convention No. 53, Art. 1); or a combination of criteria 
(Convention No. 93, Art. 2).
^^ '^ In Chapter 6, it will be seen that the attempt of the MSC to provide a general definition of ships has not been 
particularly successful and may give rise to conflicting interpretations.
' l^This has been achieved to a greater extent by the STCW Convention, see infra Chuter 3 and Appendix 1.
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composed of States which belong to a certain geographical region but some states participate in the 
activities of more than one region. The main purpose of the regional groups is to determine the extent 
to which the issues before the ILO affect the particular groups concerned or a State belonging to that 
region. The expansion of the ILO's regional activities (through regional conferences, technical 
assistance programmes, etc.) was aimed to promote the idea that in formulating universal ILO 
standards account could be taken of the suggestions made by regional conferences concerning 
problems which affect the particular region concerned.
Despite the diverse interests of States, even within the same regional group, the holding of 
regional meetings has been an important feature of the ILO, although the meetings of regional groups 
are informal in character. A regional conference is held every 3 or 4 years in Africa, Asia, America or 
Europe. At the moment regional conferences cannot adopt ILO Conventions and Recommendations, 
though this may be possible in the future under Art. 38 of the ILO Constitution if the Conference 
so decides, Their objective is rather to discuss problems falling within the ILO competence which 
affect the region concerned. This gives rise to the question whether the decentralisation of the ILO 
could be extended beyond administrative and financial matters to standard-setting activities.
The first issue which arises in this respect is whether the régionalisation of labour standards is 
envisaged in the ILO Constitution.
An argument for the universalisation of ILO standards can be derived from the ILO 
Constitution. The Preamble stipulates that "universal and lasting peace can be established only if it is 
based upon social justice ...", and that "The High Contracting Parties, moved by sentiments of justice 
and humanity as well as by the desire to secure the permanent peace of the world, agreed to the ILO 
Constitution." The Declaration of Philadelphia is characterised by the use of a very general language. 
It refers to "all humem beings without any distinction of race, belief or sex" and recognises "the 
solemn obligation of the International Labour Organisation to further among nations of the world 
programmes which will achieve, inter alia, "full employment and rising standards of living".
On the other hand, as pointed out above, the régionalisation of labour standards is 
constitutionally possible under Art. 19, para. 3 and Art. 38 of the ILO Constitution. Under the
^^^The rules formulated by the Governing Body concerning the powers, functions and procedure of regional 
conferences under Art, 38 of the ILO Constitution do not at present empower such conferences to adopt binding ILO 
standards; see C. Philip, Normes Internationales du Travail: Universalisme ou Régionalisme? , Bruxelles, 1978, p. 
147.
^^^Art. 38, para. 1 envisages the possibility of convening regional conferences with the aim of promoting the aims and 
purposes of the ILO, while para. 2 provides that the powers, functions, and procedure of regional conferences will be 
governed by rules drawn up by the Governing Body and submitted to the General Conference for confirmation. It 
should be noted that Art. 19, para. 3 of the ILO Constitution, which enables the Conference to suggest modifications to 
instruments to be adopted, taking into account special circumstances prevailing in certain countries, refers to the 
adoption of universal instruments (Conventions and Recommendations of "general application"). This Article does not 
empower regional conferences to adopt ILO Conventions and Recommendations; it does not seem, however, to preclude 
the possibility of adoption of regional standards which would not, of course, be ILO Conventions and 
Recommendations and, therefore, their adoption or ratification would not require observance of the obligations provided 
for in Art. 19 of the ILO Constitution; for a discussion, see C. Philip, op. cit., pp. 143-144,163-168. 
ll^see Riilip, op. d t ,  pp. 171-177.
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first Article the special needs of particular regions can be taken into account in framing universal ILO 
Conventions and Recommendations while under the second these needs would be met through the 
adoption of binding regional standards, were the rules of the Governing Body modified to this effect. 
There are various reasons for the adoption of regional labour standards; these include: 
to address the special problems of the region; the harmonisation of labour legislation within a 
region, supplement universal standards by establishing either more advanced standards (for example, 
Europe) or by introducing standards appropriate to the needs of the particular region; more 
detailed regulation of questions which could not easily be dealt with in a universal instrument (for 
example, wages, social security).
With a view to achieving the above ends, many regional instruments have been adopted outside 
the ILO framework dealing with various aspects of employment law, in particular, with social security 
questions. The Organisation of Central American States adopted in 1967 a Convention on social 
security with the assistance of the ILO. In the African Region, a number of regional Conventions have 
been adopted from time to time mainly concerned with social security questions, while the Arab 
League elaborated a Convention on labour standards which was approved in 1967 by the Council of 
the Arab League.
In the European region a number of instruments have been adopted, including two 
Conventions on social security and on conditions of employment for the Rhine boatmen, the European 
Convention on Social Security for Workers in the International Transport (1956), the European Social 
Charter (1961), the European Convention on Human Rights, the European Code of Social Security 
concluded (1964) and the European Convention of Social Security (1972).
It is important to note that the European Code of Social Security was based on ILO 
Convention No. 102 concerning social security. Again, the European Social Charter was influenced 
by the relevant ILO standards and a control mechanism similar to that laid down in the ILO 
Constitution was envisaged therein (Part IV of the Charter). Three features are visible in the European 
Social Charter a) the Charter is divided into two parts, the first containing nineteen separate rights 
which are laid down as statements of policy without precise legal commitments while the second the 
legal obligations which the parties undertake so as to ensure the effective exercise of the rights 
proclaimed in the first part, b) member States were allowed to accept only a minimum of standards
Asian regional conferences have so far considered a wide range of social problems, of particular significance to 
Asian workers, such as the establishment and improvement of systems of social security, the development of 
employment services and vocational guidance schemes and the betterment of the working conditions o f women and 
young people. Similarly, African conferences have adopted resolutions on questions, such as labour-management 
relations, freedom of association, vocational training, wage policies, conditions of work, labour administration, etc., see 
G.A. Johnston, op. cit., pp. 64-66.
l^^For an analysis of these instruments, see, inter allay Valticos, 1983, op. dt., pp. 415-421; E. Landy, T h e European 
Social Charter and international labour standards", 7L./?., Vol. LXXXIV, Nos. 5 and 6, Nov. and Dec. 1961, pp. 354- 
375,462-477; C. Villars, "Sodal security for migrant workers in the framework of the Coundl of Europe", IJLJt.y Vol. 
120, pp. 291-302; Hugh G. Mosley, "The sodal ^mension of European integration", 7ZJ?. 129, pp. 147-164; C. Philip, 
Normes internationales du travail: universalisme ou régionalisme?y Bruxelles, 1978, espedally. Titre II, Chapitre 
premier.
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depending on their state of development, and c) a supervisory machinery was established based on 
reporting obligations of member States. The Charter has been ratified by the most important 
European countries and has achieved practical results, especially by influencing national laws whose 
provisions were not in conformity with the provisions of the Charter. It is reported that various 
discrepancies have been eliminated, The EEC in December 1989 adopted by an 11 to 1 vote a 
European Social Charter. This Charter is aimed to lay down minimum standards in major areas of 
labour law. 122
Regional standards in the field of human rights
In addition to the regional instruments dealing with social security, there are precedents for the 
régionalisation of standards in the numerous regional instruments that have been adopted in the field 
of human rights to address special needs of the particular regions. 2^3
The fundamental aim of the Council of Europe as a regional organisation is to achieve a 
greater unity among the European States. At the foundation of such unity the Preamble to the Statute 
of the Council places the devotion of its members "to the spiritual and moral values which are the 
common heritage of their peoples and the true source of individual freedom, political liberty and the 
rule of law, principles which form the basis of all genuine democracy."
It was one of the first concern of the nations of Europe, just emerging of the disaster of the 
2nd World War, to lay down the standards which must be respected in a democratic society and 
establish a machinery to ensure the observance of those standards. These efforts culminated in the 
adoption of the European Convention on Human Rights. This Convention was signed in Rome on 4 
November 1950 and entered into force on 3 September 1953 2^4 and, undoubtedly, is the most 
significant development in the area of the regional protection of human rights.
Apart from its concern for protection of a number of basic human rights, such as the right to 
life (Art. 2), the prohibition of torture (Art. 3), of slavery and servitude (Art. 4, para. 1), the right to 
liberty and security of person (Art. 5), the right to a fair trial (Art. 6), the right to private and family life 
(Art. 8), the right to freedom of thought, conscience (Art. 9), the right to marry (Art. 12) etc., the 
Convention 125 contains special provisions for the protection of political and civil rights with which 
the ILO has been concerned, such as the freedom of association (Art. 11) and the prohibition of
121a.H. Robertson, J.G. Merrills, op. cit., pp. 252 seq. In the field of maritime employment it is r^orted that various 
countries (Cyprus, Denmark, the F.R.G, Norway, Sweden and the U.K.) which until recently made it illegal for a seaman 
to leave the ship during the period for which he was engaged, amended their laws in this respect as they were contrary 
to Art. 1 of the Charter which recognised the prindple of freedom of choice of one's occupation, ibid., p. 254.
122jhe Charter addresses such issues as Sunday work, annual leave, part-time employment, minimunt pay, work safety, 
child labour, social security, union membership and collective bargaining.
123por the advantages of the regional instruments on human rights see, inter alia, T. Meron, Human Rights Law- 
Making in the United Nations, A Critique o f Instruments and Process, pp. 165 seq.
124por the text of the Convention, see I. Brownlie (ed ), Basic Documents in International Law (3rd edition), Oxford, 
1983, pp. 320 seq.
125poj an analysis of the Convention see, inter alia, Robertson, Human Rights in Europe, 2nd ed.., 1977; Fawcett, The 
Application o f the European Convention on Human Rights, 1969; Jacobs, The European Convention on Human 
Rights, 1975; A.H. Robertson, J.G. Merrills, op. cit.. Chapter 4; I. Brownlie, 1990, op. cit., pp. 574-575,587 seq.
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forced labour (Art 4, paras. 2 and 3). The contracting parties undertake to secure to "everyone within 
their jurisdiction" the rights and freedoms defined in Section I of the Convention.
The human rights protected by the treaty are to be enforced by three organs, the European 
Commission of Human Rights, the European Court of Human Rights, and the Committee of 
Ministers of the Council of Europe. 1^6 The Commission, consisting of a number of members equal 
to that of the contracting parties, is elected by the Committee of Ministers and any party may refer to it 
any alleged breach of the provisions of the Convention by another party (Art. 24). The recognition of 
the right of individual petition to the Commission is not compulsory for the parties (Art. 25). The 
government concerned must have recognised the competence of the Commission to receive petitions 
from individuals by express declaration. Subsequent Articles deal with questions, such as the 
admissibility of petitions, the action taken by the Commission following receipt of a petition and the 
role of the Committee of Ministers in dealing with reports transmitted to it by the Commission in 
respect of alleged breaches of the provisions of the^Convention.
The Court consists of a number of judgy  equal to that of the Members of the Council of 
Europe. Its jurisdiction extends to questions of interpretation and application of the Convention (Art. 
45). Only state parties to the Convention, 2ind the Commission of Human Rights can bring cases 
before the Court (Arts. 46-48) and its jurisdiction is compulsory only for those states making express 
declarations of acceptance (Art. 46). Other provisions are concerned with the conditions which have 
to be met before the Court hears a case, procedural questions and the powers of the Court in the event 
that a party has not fulfilled its obligations under the Convention.
The method followed by the Council of Europe for raising human rights standards and 
sometimes for limiting the deviations from standards set in the global instruments is to adopt 
additional protocols to the Convention. By now eight such Protocols have been adopted, which have 
entered into force. 1^ 7 The work of the Commission and the Court hcis facilitated the understanding 
of human rights problems, has influenced national legislation and decisions of national courts and, 
finally, has promoted the protection of human rights in the European region. ^28 Moreover, the
t26sgctions III and IV of the Convention respectively.
^27These Protocols are concerned with the protection of additional human rights and freedoms not included in the 
Convention, such as the right to property, the right to education, the right to hold free elections and to participate in 
government, freedom of movement, freedom to choose one's residence, die abolition of the death penalty, due process 
guarantees for aliens in the event of expulsion from the territory of a contracting State, the right of everyone convicted 
of a criminal offence by a tribunal to have his conviction or sentence reviewed by a higher tribunal, compensation for 
the victim of a miscarriage of justice, the principle of non bis in idem, equality of rights and responsibilities between 
spouses with regard to marriage, during marriage, and in the event of dissolution of marriage, etc.); the competence of 
the European Court of Human Rights to give advisory opinions; amendments to certain A rides of the Convention; 
acceleration of petition procedures before the European Commission on Human Rights, etc. The first five Protocols are 
reprinted in I. Brownlie (ed.), Basic Documents in International Law, op. cit., pp. 338-348; for the other three see 
Council of Europe Doc. H (83) 3 (1983), Coundl of Europe Doc. H (84) 5 (1984), Coundl of Europe Doc. H (85) 6 
(1985).
128%, Brownlie, 1990, op. dt., p. 575 and footnote references mentioned there.
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European Convention has served as a model in the establishment of regional systems for the 
protection of human rights in other regions of the world, such as the Americas and Africa (see below).
The Organisation of American States adopted in 1969 the American Convention on Human 
Rights which came into force in 1979. This Convention contains provisions concerning the freedom 
of association and forced labour. An important organ envisaged in the Convention with wide powers 
of supervision is the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights which had been created already in 
1959 as a result of the Fifth Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Santiago. 
The Commission, apart from making recommendations to the Governments of member States on the 
adoption of measures fostering fundamental freedoms at the domestic level and acting as an advisory 
body in the area of human rights to the Organisation of American States, has emerged successfully as 
a supervisory body and assumed the role of investigating individual complaints of violations and 
making recommendations to particular States. This Commission enjoys considerable status and has 
contributed significantly to the implementation of legal standards relating to human rights in the 
American region. ^^ 9 it is important to note that the above Convention was adopted, notwithstanding 
the adoption of the United Nations Covenants in 1966 as, in the opinion of the majority of American 
States, the adoption of this Convention would lead to a better protection and supervision of human 
rights at the regional level.
Both in the African region and, to a lesser extent, in the Arab region important developments in 
the field of human rights have taken place. In Africa as a result of the deliberations in Lagos in 1961, 
and following a series of events, the African Commission on Human Rights was created and in 1981 
the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights was finally adopted, An important feature of 
the African Charter is that it contains provisions relating to civil and political rights, on the one hand, 
and to economic and social rights, on the other, although these provisions are generally less developed 
than their counter-parts in the UN Covenants and the European Convention. Moreover, its provisions 
are not limited to human rights in the sense of individual rights but extend also to "peoples' rights", 
that is to collective rights, such as equality of peoples, right to existence and self-determination, right to 
free disposal of wealth and natural resources, right to development, the right to national and 
international peace and security and the right to a general satisfactory environment. Finally, the 
Charter contains provisions concerning not only the individual's rights but also his duties in the 
community. 132 The inclusion in the African Charter of provisions concerning duties is explained by
l^^For an analysis of the efforts of the Organisation of American States towards the establishment of an effective 
regional system of protection of human rights, see, inter alia, A.H. Robertson, J.G. Merrills, op. cit.. Chapter 5; A. Luini 
del Russo, International Protection o f Human Rights, 1971, pp. 239-247.
130Luini del Russo, op. dt., p. 243.
l^lpor an extensive review of the human rights law making process in the African region, see Philip Kunig/Wolfgang 
Benedek/Costa R. Mahalu, Regional Protection of Human Rights By International Law: The Emerging African System, 
Baden-Baden.
132por an analysis of the peoples' rights and of the individual's duties, see Philip Kunig/Wolfgang Benedek/Costa R. 
Mahalu, op. dt., pp. 47-50, and, in particular, pp. 59-94. For the developments in Africa in the field of human rights
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the notion of solidarity, which has always had a considerable significance in the African region. By 
including such provisions, the Charter has put forward a distinctive conception of human rights in 
which civil and political rights are counter-balanced by duties of social solidarity. Although the 
articles on duties are unlikely to be enforced against individuals, they certainly affect the scope of the 
rights protected, since the reference to the duties of the individual is likely to have an influence on the 
interpretation of the other articles of the Charter. 3^3
The implementation of the African Charter is entrusted to the African Commission on Human 
Rights, which, apart from its promotional functions (studies and research on African problems in the 
field of human rights, organisation of seminars, formulation of rules aimed at solving legal problems 
relating to human rights), has also supervisory powers comparable but not identical to those of the 
European and American Commissions and advisory powers (interpretation of the provisions of the 
Charter). Finally, in the Arab region the Permanent Arab Commission on Human Rights was 
established in 1969.1^4
Although sometimes the elaboration of regional instruments on human rights has been 
difficult to achieve, 1^ 5 the experience obtained therefrom is that they have been successful in laying 
down innovative provisions and addressing special needs of the regional groups,
It will be suggested in the conclusions to this study that the reasons mentioned above for the 
adoption of regional labour standards equally apply to seafarers. Moreover, the only partial success 
of ILO maritime Conventions in terms of attracting ratifications and the introduction of flexible 
devices therein for regulation, which have had an adverse effect on their effectiveness make plausible 
the idea of the adoption of regional standards for seafarers. Enforcement procedures could also be 
strengthened by this approach, as the European Convention illustrates. The examples of regional 
instruments on human rights mentioned above may provide certain models for the establishment of the 
necessary machinery.
(d) The international regulation of maritime employment: its relation to customary law
and the differences between the African Charter on Human and People's Rights and other universal and regional 
instruments, see see A.H. Robertson, J.G. Merrills, op. dt., pp. 200-228.
133ibid., pp. 216-7.
^^^For other developments in the Arab Region in the field of human rights and the establishment of the Permanent 
Arab Commission on Human Rights, see A.H. Robertson, J.G. Merrills, op. dt., pp. 196-200.
took 20 years of pressure and negotiations for the OAU Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights to get adopted. 
This was partly due to the unwillingness of the OAU to proceed in this direction and to condemn violations of human 
rights in certain African States, see Philip Kunig/Wolfgang Benedek/Costa R. Mahalu, op. dt., pp. 18-24.
^36it was argued that, although the OAU Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights borrowed elements from the Western 
tradition, it was drafted in the aim to reflect the African philosophy of law and to meet the spedal needs of the African 
region, see Philip Kunig/W olfgang Benedek/Costa R. h&halu, op. dt., pp. 24-25. This is, for instance, reflected in the 
particular emphasis which the OAU Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights attaches to such notions of human rights as 
self-determination of the peoples, non-discrimination, promotion and achievement of African unity and solidarity, duty 
to ensure the exerdse of the right to development, preservation and strengthening of positive African cultural value, 
protection of and assistance to refugees, etc. For a brief analysis of the Cheer's provisions see ibid., pp. 25-30. This is 
also the case with the provisions concerning the protection of the right of asylum for political offenders which are 
peculiar to the American Convention on Human Rights and reflect die efforts of American States to deal with this 
traditionally "American" issue of human rights at the regional level.
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Seamen's affairs were never regulated on the basis of taking into account the mandates of 
customary international law. Never, in any ILO Conference, was customary law referred to, apart from 
certain exceptions concerning enforcement and port State Control, and the instruments adopted are the 
outcome of lengthy deliberations of the three parties concerned in the Joint Maritime Commission, the 
preparatory meetings and the Conferences. Of course, the ILO Office played a major role in 
predetermining the final outcome by including in Conventions draft provisions which enjoyed a cer­
tain majority among such of its member countries as replied to its questionnaire. However, usually 
not all countries that reply, reply even to all questions of the questionnaires. Another reason for the 
disregard of the development of customary international law is that many aspects of the seamen's 
matters are regulated by national collective agreements which, by reason of their rapid changes, render 
any attempt to establish the formation of a custom through international comparison of collective 
agreements over a long period very difficult
It is true that the ILO Conventions and Recommendations are a prime example of treaty 
making or, it could be argued, of "international legislation", 3^7 and, in this connection, it is considered 
by some writers that codification has pushed customary law somewhat into the background. 138 is 
equally true, however, that no attempt has ever been made to examine whether and what international 
maritime labour norms have passed into customary international law and to what extent Further, no 
attention has been paid to the question whether existing international labour standards in the field of 
maritime employment are a result of the codification or the progressive development 139 of customary 
law in this area or both. i^° Finally, the issue of whether certain international maritime labour 
standards have after the adoption of the relevant instruments become customary international law i4i 
thus has yet to be examined. If this process has taken place, then one could indeed speak of the 
construction of a truly general international legal order in the area of maritime employment, based on 
the provisions of the relevant ILO Conventions.
It is argued in the conclusions to this study that the role of customary law in the field of 
maritime labour should be studied more closely. There are certain factors, such as the availability of
^37as to the question of "international legislation", as a new source of international law see, inter alia, H.W.A. 
Thirlway, International Customary Law and Codification, A.W. Sijthoff-Leiden, 1972, pp. 31 seq., especially pp. 61 
seq.
138verdross, Volkerrecht, p. 137.
139por the concept of codification and progressive development of customary law see, inter alia, Villiger, op. dt., pp. 
64-72. It would be worth considering wheAer the ILO standard-setting activities have successfully transformed into jus 
scriptum  existing customary law in the field of maritime labour. In particular, whether it has filled the lacunae of 
customary law, ^ s  set out the existing rules in a more predse and systematic manner, has added to the clarity and 
certainty of law in a particular area, has taken into account the emergence of new States and recent sodal, economic and 
legal developments on the international plane, has fadlitated the crystallisation and enforcement of the relevant rules, 
etc.
^^^Here, it should be noted that the possibility given to ratifying States to denounce ILO Conventions casts doubts on 
the status of the provisions laid down by ILO Conventions a pre-existent rules of customary law; see on this point, 
Baxter in 129 Recueil des Cours, 1970-1, at pp. 63-64.
^41it is possible for a custom to arise simply from the general ratification of a codifying treaty. North Sea Continental 
Shelf cases in l.C J. Reports 1969, p. 3, at p. 42, para. Ti. See also article 38 of the VCT; for an analysis of this article 
see, inter alia, Villiger, op. dt.. Chuter 5.
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accurate written material from preparatory ILO meetings, which would greatly facilitate such an effort. 
The examination of the relationship between ILO Conventions and customary law and the 
identification of customary rules of maritime labour law would have the effect of enhancing the 
effectiveness of the International Seamen's Code at the international level.
It was mentioned earlier that the International Seamen's Code has a dynamic content. Its 
effectiveness can only be realised when it is kept up to date through regular revision and inspection of 
the relevant standards. It was also pointed out that one of the reasons for the adoption of international 
standards for seafarers was to achieve uniformity of law in this area and to codify and at the same time 
promote social standards for seafarers at the international level. Another reason, which has been 
advanced from time to time, is that the adoption of such standards would have the secondary effect of 
reducing international competition in the shipping industry; moreover, it was frequently pointed out 
that these standards could not fail to take account of economic parameters in shipping if they were to 
be effective. It is to this question that we shall now turn.
D. The economic dimension of ILO instruments with particular reference to seafarers' 
standards
It is frequently argued that international labour legislation cannot be successful unless it takes 
into account economic factors by which the regulation of the relevant employment issues is 
conditioned. To loose sight of economic reality would make any attempt to lay down labour standards 
futile, especially in the case of developing countries. To what extent, however, can economic 
considerations have a limiting effect on social values? In other words what is the balance which 
should be struck between social goals and economic policies and how do they influence each other?
The emergence of flags of convenience and their alleged impact on the employment 
conditions of seamen have given rise to considerable discussion about the impact of competition in the 
shipping industry on labour standards; ^^ 3 further, the question has arisen as to whether international 
labour legislation, apart from its social function, could have the effect of reducing unfair competition in 
the shipping industry. If it could have this effect, then the next question would be by what means this 
end could be achieved.
The possible effects of economic elements on social values and their interrelationship are 
considered in the Treaty of Versailles and Declaration of Philadelphia. According to them, labour is 
not an article of commerce and is not a commodity, The Declaration placed emphasis on the
142por a detailed analysis see infra Chuter 6.
l^^For the impact of the flags of convenience on social conditions on board ship, see infra Chapter 6.1.1., and the 
works and studies referred to in notes 3 , 4 , 5 ,  10, 19 and 20. See also infra Chuter 7.6.2. for the diminishing 
importance of crew costs as a result of the modernisation of the shipping industry. 
l^ S ee  Art. 427 of the Treaty of Versailles and Part I of the Declaration of Philadelphia.
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collaboration of the employers and workers in the elaboration and application of economic and social 
policies. At the same time, it defined in general terms the social objectives of the ILO and confirms 
their primacy in the national or international programmes, especially in the economic field. The 
ILO, thus, has manifested its interest in financial or economic questions which may affect social 
problems coming within the domain of the ILO and has recognised the primacy of social goals over 
economic policies.
One of the oldest arguments in favour of international labour legislation has been the existence 
of international competition. During the C19th and C20th the international regulation of labour has 
been used as an answer to the adversaries of national labour legislation who argued that the advanced 
labour legislation of certain countries placed them in a disadvantageous position on the international 
market because they produced goods at a higher cost than it was the case in other countries. On the 
other hand, it was argued that ILO standards could reduce the detrimental effects of international 
competition on the workers and would constitute among employers and among countries a sort of 
code of fair competition. However, this argument faded when it was realised that foreign competition 
had not prevented industrialised countries from adopting legislation for the protection of workers. In 
the years to come the argument of international or unfair competition was used both by governments 
and by employers' or workers' organisations for various reasons, namely, to show the disadvantageous 
position in which ratifying countries would be placed vis-a-vis non-ratifying countries; or to point out 
the "unfair" economic advantages for countries for which flexibility clauses had been introduced in 
ILO instruments; or to explain that the adoption of international labour standards would reduce 
economic competition between countries with high conditions of employment and countries with low 
conditions of employment
It is clear that nowadays international competition is not regarded as an essential justification 
for the international regulation of workers. Moreover, international competition is only found in 
the third place in the Preamble to the ILO Constitution as supplementary justification of the adoption 
of ILO standards rather than the "raison d 'être" of the international regulation of labour, Since, 
however, economic development and social progress are two interactive elements, the ILO from its 
origins has showed an acute interest in their interrelationship and, following the principles laid down 
in the Preamble to the ILO Constitution and the Declaration of Philadelphia, has confirmed the 
primacy of social considerations over national and international economic policies. In particular, it has 
declared that any economic measures or programmes should aim at reinforcing the fundamental social 
objectives, as set out in the above instruments, in other words, social justice must be the aim of
145valticos, 1983, op. cit.., p. 73; see also Valticos, "Les normes de 1' Organisation Internationale du Travail en matière 
de protection des droits de l 'homme”, op. cit., at p. 695.
l'^Valticos, 1983, p. 107. For an analysis of the diminishing importance of international competition as a justifying 
reason for the adoption of international labour standards, see, ibid., pp. 100-107.
G. Wilson, Labor in the League System, 1934, p. 277.
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economic policies. The specific conclusions concerning ILO responsibilities deduced by the 
Declaration are that "it is a responsibility of the International Labour Organisation to examine and 
consider all international economic and financial policies and measures in the light of this fundamental 
objective" and that "in discharging the tasks entrusted to it the International Labour Organisation, 
having considered all relevant economic and financial factors, may include in its decisions and 
recommendations any provisions which it considers appropriate".
The economic dimension in the ILO's activities is made apparent if one considers that in 
today's sophisticated society economic growth and social progress are two concepts inseparably 
linked. Social objectives can be fully achieved only by sustained economic growth and, as pointed out 
above, from the ILO's point of view at least, economic policies are essentially considered to be a means 
of achieving social objectives and must be judged by their success in achieving these objectives. 
The Declaration of Philadelphia marked a change in the approach of the ILO towards economic 
questions. Until then, the question of productivity did not come into operation in determining labour 
policies. The Declaration, however, proclaimed that "poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to 
prosperity everywhere", that "the war against want requires to be carried on with unrelenting vigour", 
and that policies should ensure "a just share of the fruits of progress to all". Such phrases confirm 
the principle that a proper balance must be held between social progress and economic growth.
Further, in an era where economic integration constitutes one of the major goals of the world 
community, as a response to the dilemma posed by the expanding scale of modem technology and the 
dispersion and fragmentation of political authority, and has already started at the regional level, it has 
been argued that ILO standards, by being universal common standards, would contribute considerably 
to this goal. 151
No proper attention has been given to the impact of the above issues on the development of 
international standards for seafarers. It will be seen that the ILO's efforts to elaborate maritime labour 
standards have taken little account of economic and financial factors related to the shipping industry. 
However, the adoption of these standards has not drastically affected either international competition 
in the shipping industry or the expansion of the FOC regime and of the phenomenon of "off-shore" 
registers. Finally, the capacity of developing countries in particular to meet the financial consequences 
of the adoption of maritime labour standards and their impact on the attempts of these countries to 
establish competitive national fleets has not yet been the subject of detailed analysis.
148por an analysis of this question, see Valticos, 1983, op. dt., pp. 115-119; see also W. Jenks, 1976, op. dt., at pp. 59- 
60.
^'^^art IV of the Declaration of Philadelphia is a clear statement of the philosophy of economic growth. It calls for a 
fuller and broader utilisation of the world's productive resources and prescribes four spedfic series of measures as means 
to this end: measures to avoid severe economic fluctuations, to promote the economic and sodal advancement of the less 
development regions of the world, to assure greater stability in world prices of primary products, and to promote a high 
and steady volume of international trade.
150see G.A. Johnston, op. dt., pp. 174-175.
15l0n this point see W. Jenks, 1976, op. dt., at pp. 90-91.
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E. International labour standards and the 1958 and 1982 Law of the Sea Conventions
It is conceivable that international labour standards may not be applicable and enforceable 
directly, that is through the ratification and enforcement of the relevant ILO instruments but in an 
indirect manner. The latter has been the case, for example, with Convention No. 147 on Minimum 
Standards: through ratification of this Convention ILO Members are obliged to apply and enforce 
standards "substantially equivalent" to labour standards contained in other ILO Conventions listed in 
its Appendix, although they are not parties to the Conventions concerned.
Another opportunity to consider the possibility of the application of international labour 
standards by means of other international instruments is offered by the two relevant Law of the Sea 
Conventions, namely the 1958 Convention on the High Seas and the 1982 United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea. The latter frequently refers to "generally accepted international standards" in 
an attempt to define the prescriptive duties of flag States, coastal States or port States in conformity 
with standards enjoying some degree of acceptance in the international community. This would lead 
to the harmonisation of legislative measures taken for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the 
general goals aimed at by these Conventions and other standard setting methods, such as Codes and 
Recommendations, such as the safety of navigation and, generally, the safety at sea, the preservation of 
the marine environment, etc. In addition to the duties of ratifying Members to adopt regulations 
relating to marine pollution and the safety at sea, the Law of the Sea Conventions have tried to impose 
on flag States certain duties with regard to the regulation of maritime labour on board ship, regardless 
of whether or not these States are parties to the standard-setting instruments concerned. It is 
important, therefore, to try to identify at least the major instruments in this context.
On the high seas the flag State is empowered and obliged to regulate labour matters on board 
ships flying its flag and to take the necessary enforcement measures. Apart from the general duty of 
the flag State to exercise its jurisdiction and control in social matters over ships flying its flag, the 
HSC and the 1982 UNCLOS, in giving effect to the flag State's duty to regulate these matters, contain 
(Art. 10 of the HSC and Art. 94 of the 1982 UNCLOS) certain references to "applicable 
international labour instruments" and to "generally accepted international standards" or "generally 
accepted international regulations, procedures and practices" with the aim of achieving uniformity of 
regulation and enforcement of labour standards on board ship at the international level,
an analysis of the MSC, see infra Chapter 6. 
l^Spor this question, see infra Chuter 1.6,
154For the text of these Conventions, see I. Brownlie (ed.), Basic Documents in International Law, op. dt., pp. 97 seq. 
and 143 seq. respectively.
155on the meaning of "generally accepted international standards", espedally in the field of marine pollution, see, inter 
alia, A. Boyle, "Marine Pollution under the Law of the Sea Convention", 79 AJIL (1985), 347; Vignes, "La valeur 
juridique de certaines règles, normes ou pratiques, mentionnées au T.N.C.O. comme généralement acceptées" A.FD.L, 
1979, pp. 712-718; G. Timagenis, International Control of Marine Pollution, 1979, pp. 605-607; Van Reenen, "Rules 
of Reference in the New Convention on the Law of the Sea, in Particular Connection with the Pollution of the Sea by
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Art. 10 of the HSC, which is still in force, inter alia, provides that every State must take such 
measures for ships under its flag as are necessary to ensure safety at sea with regard among other 
things to:
(b) The manning of ships and labour conditions for crews taking into account the 
applicable international labour instruments.
Para. 2 of Art. 10 goes on to provide that in taking such measures each State is required to 
conform to generally accepted international standards 1^ 8 and to take any steps which may be 
necessary to ensure their observance.
Both Articles evidence a preference for internationally agreed standards on crew conditions to 
be taken into account or to be complied with by the flag State in the regulation of maritime 
employment on the high seas. However, these Articles do not specify the precise content and extent 
of the standards to be applied or taken into account in each case. Each ratifying state is left with wide 
discretion to determine the exact standards to be taken into account. The issue which arises is whether 
ILO standards provide the sort of labour standards envisaged by the above Articles and whether these 
standards can be regarded as "generally accepted" within the meaning of these Articles. In the case of 
labour conditions on board ship the situation is further aggravated by the obligation of the flag State 
to take into account the "applicable international labour instruments" (HSC) or "applicable 
international instruments"^ (1982 UNCLOS) 1^ 9 and renders necessary the examination of the 
interrelationship between this term and the "generally accepted international standards".
The application of maritime labour standards through the Law of the Sea Conventions can 
have considerable consequences: by the time both the 1958 Convention on the High Seas and the 
1982 Law of the Sea Convention were adopted, a considerable number of mziritime labour standards 
had been adopted by the ILO; in view of the not very encouraging record of ratification of a number 
of maritime labour standards it could be argued that only certain maritime labour standards could be 
applied and enforced, at least to a certain extent, following ratification of the Law of the Sea 
Conventions or through State practice based on Art. 10 of the HSC and Art. 94 of the LOSC if the 
latter can be said to codify customary law on the subject
It will be seen in Chapter 1 that the Law of the Sea Conventions have been less than successful 
in their attempt to lay down certain principles for the uniform and effective regulation of employment 
at sea at the international level and the vagueness of the relevant provisions has given rise to a wide
Oil from Tankers", 12 N.Y.I.L., 1981, PP. 3-39; Vukas in Scons (ed.). Implementation o f the Law o f  the Sea 
Convention Through International Institutions, Honolulu, 1990,405; Bernhardt, 20 VJIL, 1980,265.
^^^Art. 94 (3) of the LOSC adds training of crews.
^^ I^n Art. ^  (3) of the LOSC the word "labour" has been deleted.
^^^Art. 94 (5) of the LOSC replaces the term "generally accepted international standards" by "generally accepted 
international regulations, procedures and practices".
^^ ^o similar obligation is imposed as regards the duty of the flag State to regulate or to take measures in respect of 
other matters, such as the construction, equipment and seaworthiness of ships; the use of signals, the maintenance of 
communications and the prevention of collisions (Art 10, para. 1 (a) and (c) of the HSC; Art. 94, para. 3 (a) and (c) of 
the LOSC).
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range of interpretations as to the exact content and extent of the obligations laid down therein. The 
main disadvantage of the relevant provisions is that they look to the regulation and enforcement of 
labour matters as a means of ensuring safety at sea, and thereby also contributing to the pollution 
prevention regime, and not as a goal in itself based on social considerations. At the same time, it is 
argued in the conclusions to this study that if the above provisions are to be effective in achieving 
uniformity in the regulation of maritime employment and in promoting, apart from safety at sea, social 
standards for seafarers worldwide, the widest possible interpretation should be applied for the purpose 
of giving content to the above vague legal terms.
F. Structure of the present study
For reasons of scope and limitations of space this study presupposes that the reader is well ac­
quainted with the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation and the Standing Orders of, 
and the procedures followed at the Conference up to the final adoption of an international instrument 
Although a brief account of the ILO's supervisory machinery has been given earlier, it is assumed that 
the reader is familiar with the ILO procedures concerning the supervision of adopted ILO 
instruments. Reference to these procedures is made only as far as they concern a question of 
maritime labour.
This does not mean, however, that only ILO maritime instruments will be examined. As is al­
ready known, the ILO devotes only a small part of its activities to the improvement of the seamen's 
standards and this represents an important difference between the ILO and the IMO which is con­
cerned exclusively with the adoption of instruments relating to maritime affairs. This, as will be 
pointed out in the first Chapter, has had a negative effect on the frequency of convening ILO Confer­
ences devoted to seamen's affairs. Instruments of a general nature will also be considered to the extent 
that a) they apply to seafarers, and b) may contain a number of provisions which are absent from 
the respective ILO maritime instruments and would add to the effectiveness of the latter, c) by way 
of comparison with ILO maritime instruments for the purpose of identifying comparable "labour stan­
dards" applying to different categories of workers.
Furthermore, instruments adopted by other international organisations, notably the IMO and 
the UNCTAD, will be studied to the extent that they are relevant to the instruments examined. In 
particular, it will be seen that the 1978 IMO Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watchkeeping has been drafted on a completely different basis and following a different strategy
lôOpor example. Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87), Right 
to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98), Medical Sickness Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 
130), and Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138).
161por example. Minimum Wage Hxing Convention, 1970 (No. 131), Minimum Wage Fixing Recommendation, 1970 
Wo. 135), Protection of Wages Convention, 1949, (No. 95), Protection of Wages Recommen&tion, 1949 (No. 8^ . 
162For example, all the instruments on Hours of Work.
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from those used in the adoption of the relevant ILO Conventions and, though it is not itself flawless, 
can provide a model for the revision of these instruments in certain respects.
The present writer is aware of the extensive literature on the various aspects of the activities of 
the ILO. At the international level some authors have concentrated on the analysis of the Minimum 
Standards Convention No. 147, which is widely regarded the most important instrument adopted by 
the ILO in the field of maritime labour. However, the present writer preferred to analyse one by one 
the various aspects of maritime employment rather than to concentrate on a single instrument, such as 
Convention No. 147, for example. The reasons for this are many:
a) From a systematic point of view, it is preferable that an analysis of the international 
regulation of maritime employment follows the various points in a seaman's carrier from the time of 
his engagement up to the time of his retirement. Such a method also facilitates a more accurate and 
systematic examination of particular aspects of maritime employment which, in many instances, are 
more connected with other branches of law rather than with other aspects of maritime employment.
This is also the pattern of investigation adopted in monographs produced at the national level and 
by the ILO itself.
b) Many aspects of maritime employment, such as continuity of employment, facilities for 
finding employment for seamen, hours of work, wages, manning and annual leave, are not covered by 
the MSC.
c) The MSC is an instrument which mainly aims at the implementation of labour standards 
adopted by other means; it is not an essentially standard-setting instrument and, therefore, it would not 
be an appropriate starting point for the analysis of the ILO's standard-setting activities in the field of 
maritime employment
d) As will be seen in Chapter 6, the MSC is flawed as regards the exact content and extent of 
the labour standards encompassed therein. In fact, the undefined criterion of "substantial equivalence" 
detracts from the content of the relevant labour standards. It is preferable, from a methodological and 
analytical point of view, that, in the first place, the exact nature and content of these standards, as they 
appear in the relevant ILO instruments, is ascertained, before the restrictive impact of the MSC on 
them is assessed.
G. Overview of the contents
The examination of the work of the ILO on seamen's standards will be attempted from more 
than one point of view but from the following range of perspectives: a) examination of all preparatory 
and final ILO documents relating to maritime labour; b) historical analysis of the instruments con-
t^^For example, social security issues concerning seafarers should be studied together with national social security 
schemes established by countries at the national level and are closely connected widi traditional and historical methods 
of social security coverage systems adopted in each country and with issues of administrative law which are of pecuhar 
nature in each country.
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cemed and identification of reasons for non-ratification of ILO maritime Conventions; c) comparison 
with relevant instruments of a "general" nature whenever this is deemed necessary; d) exposition of 
the seafarers' and shipowners' views concerning the adoption of international standards relating to 
seamen; e) analysis of IMG, UNCLOS and UNCTAD instruments having relevance to the law of 
maritime employment; and 0  suggestion of possible remedies, aimed at improving existing ILO mari­
time standards, taking into account current state practice, when available, and selected studies. As re­
gards the reasons for non-ratification of ILO maritime instruments, it is recognised that the enume­
ration of these reasons can never be complete, since many countries do not give any reasons for the 
action taken nationally with regard to an adopted instrument
It should be noted that this study has as its object the overall work of an international Or­
ganisation and aims to be a definitive interpretation, not yet attempted, of existing ILO maritime in­
struments; it clearly points out to current or prospective ratifying countries, therefore, the nature of 
their respective obligations. Furthermore, it proposes improvements over existing texts and evaluates, 
as far as possible, their effectiveness. Any in-depth review of the technical and legal aspects of issues 
relating to seamen at the national level is outside the scope of the present study. However, in the 
future the writer intends to embark on comparative studies of this nature, starting with a review of the 
question of seamen's engagement, which is likely to be on the Agenda of the next ILO Maritime 
Conference. At the same time, several factors induced the writer to adopt a somewhat analytical ap­
proach in assessing the ILO's work on seafarers' standards: a) the relative complexity of maritime le­
gal terms in existing ILO instruments; b) the wide divergencies between national laws relating to mar­
itime employment and the usually opposite views of shipowners and seafarers concerning the adop­
tion of ILO maritime instruments; c) the struggle of the ILO to establish international standards relat­
ing to seafarers in a competitive and heterogeneous shipping industry; d) the need for formulating 
conclusions on the possible legal implications of specific provisions of the International Seamen's 
Code, as developed by the ILO, at the national level; and e) the international legal implications of the 
ILO instruments. The first four factors are eminently evident in Chapters 4 and 5, especially the 
sections dealing with wages, hours of work, manning and social security for seafarers.
The first Chapter is concerned with the evolution of maritime labour law at the national and 
international level before the Treaty of Peace in 1919 and the first Seamen's Conference held in Genoa 
in 1920. It identifies differences in the scope and the purposes of early maritime social legislation and 
customs on the one hand and of the ILO instruments on seamen's standards on the other. 
Subsequently, it outlines and analyses the major problems which the ILO has encountered since its 
involvement in seamen's affairs, which include: a) the competence of the ILO with regard to questions 
of maritime labour; b) the question whether the 8-hour day applicable to industrial undertakings 
according to Convention No. 1 on Hours of Work, 1919, is applicable as a legal principle to seamen, a 
negative answer to which would initially free the future regulation of the seamen's hours of work from
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any future ILO standards adopted for workers ashore and would suggest a more independent 
approach toward the regulation of seamen's affairs; c) the meaning of the International Seamen's Code 
and procedural difficulties encountered at ILO maritime conferences; d) the question concerning 
which criterion should be employed for the identification of the ships to which the ILO Maritime 
Conventions apply, the reason why the chosen criterion has been preferred to others, whether it com­
mands the general agreement of both the shipowners and the seafarers and whether the ILO has 
considered revision of this criterion; which will include a final examination of recent trends 
concerning the registration of ships to the extent that this might help in drafting of future ILO 
instruments on seafarers' standards; and e) the structure of the Joint Maritime Commission will be 
studied briefly and its contribution to the ILO's work will be evaluated; the demands for revision of 
the composition of this Commission are critically reviewed.
Chapters 2,3,4, 5 and 6 deal with the substantial law concerning maritime labour as laid down 
in the relevant ILO and IMO texts. Chapter 2 deals with the conditions for admission to employment 
and the entry of seamen into employment. It touches on questions such as the placing of seamen, the 
seamen's articles of agreement, the seafarers' identity documents, the minimum age and the medical 
examination of seafarers. Chapter 3 tackles the problems and the inadequacies of the current 
international system of maritime training. Chapter 4 examines the conditions of employment of 
seamen and is concerned with such issues as hours of work, manning, wages, the repatriation of sea­
farers and holidays with pay. Chapter 5 is generally concerned with social security questions, namely 
unemployment indemnity, unemployment insurance, shipowners' liability in case of sickness or injury, 
sickness insurance, medical care and seafarers' pensions. Chapter 6 is concerned with the question of 
minimum standards on vessels. Because of limitations of space certain issues which concern seamen, 
namely continuity of employment, safety, health and welfare of seamen, will not be examined in this 
study. The question of the continuity of employment is briefly mentioned in certain chapters in 
connection with other aspects of seamen's employment such as the facilities for finding employment 
for seamen. The common characteristic of the issues referred to immediately above is that they did 
not give rise to substantial controversy at ILO maritime conferences and their provisions, except in 
one case (that of the application to fishermen of Convention No. 134 concerning the Prevention of 
Occupational Accidents to Seafarers, 1970) do not present formidable difficulties of interpretation for 
the international lawyer.
Chapter 7 will contain conclusions concerning the improvements which may be effected on 
existing ILO instruments on seamen's standards. It will also deal with questions, such as group 
strategies within the ILO; the impact of automation on maritime labour; the need for improving 
labour/management relations and the role of collective bargaining in the shipping industry; the impor­
tance of ILO Resolutions; the effectiveness of ratified or unratified ILO maritime standards; the role 
of codes of conduct within the ILO standard-setting activities; the position of fishermen; the ways in
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which sociological studies on seamen's behaviour might facilitate the establishment of an adequate le­
gal system for the regulation of maritime employment. Some remarks concerning the potential effects 
of the development of offshore registers on maritime labour will bring this chapter to its conclusion.
Many appendices will be found at the end of this study; they relate mainly to state practice 
concerning the employment of seamen; tables relating to crew costs on board ships under various 
flags; and tables concerning the status of ILO maritime Conventions in terms of ratifications and per­
centage of total world GRT represented by the ratifications registered.
It is hoped that the present thesis will constitute a welcome contribution to the identification 
and development of international maritime law and, generally, to the law of treaties, since the 
international regulation of maritime employment, despite its importance, is a completely neglected 
subject. The International Seamen's Code is a body of international legal rules whose treatment calls 
for careful analysis, especially in view of the changes in the shipping industry after the Second World 
War and the development of flags of convenience which have had a direct impact on maritime 
employment. In fact, these changes have in many instances necessitated the review of relevant ILO 
standards and have given rise to controversies between shipowners and seafarers concerning the actual 
effect which changes in the shipping industry and the introduction of new technology on board ship 
should be allowed to have on existing ILO maritime instruments. The need for a flexible forum, 
where all questions relating to seamen can be discussed remains constant and efforts should be made 
towards the establishment of a mechanism whereby ILO maritime instruments are regularly reviewed 
and kept up to date.
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THE REGULATION OF MARITIME EMPLOYMENT: PAST AND PRESENT
The present Chapter aims to give an account of the historical background of the ILO' attempts 
to regulate maritime employment at the international level. This background is viewed through recent 
developments which have taken place within and outside the ILO. First, the pre-ILO era of the regu­
lation of maritime employment is set out. Then, the origins of the regulation of seamen's affairs 
within the ILO are traced. In particular, the present writer concludes, in agreement with others, that the 
ILO has unquestionable competence with respect to maritime labour. On the other hand, the question 
of the applicability of the Washington Conventions and of Art 427 of the Treaty of Peace to seafarers 
is analysed and the writer reaches a negative conclusion, at least, as far as the first issue is concerned. 
The circumstances under which the establishment of the International Seamen's Code was decided are 
discussed critically and certain procedural difficulties encountered in ILO maritime Conferences are 
analysed. The establishment of the Maritime Branch of the ILO Office and of the Joint Maritime 
Commission is described. A special section of this Chapter is devoted to the examination of the ori­
gin, composition, powers and purpose of the Joint Maritime Commission, as a permanent consultative 
body of the ILO in seamen's affairs. The present status of the JMC within the ILO has been 
criticised many times, in every ILO maritime Conference since the 2nd World War, especially on the 
grounds that its composition fails to take account of the questions posed by the everchanging 
shipping industry of today and the need for the ILO to keep pace with these developments. It is 
concluded that a tripartite structure of the JMC could be an answer to these difficulties provided that 
certain conditions are fulfilled.
A final gloss should be made on the concept of the concept "genuine link" which is examined 
in section 1.6. Although the question of flags of convenience is discussed in Chapter 6, this latter 
Chapter is concerned with port State control from the labour point of view and does not examine the 
question of the exercise by the flag State of jurisdiction over ships flying its flag on the high seas. 
This latter question has been addressed within ILO Conferences and preparatory meetings only from 
the viewpoint of the determination of the scope of application of ILO maritime Conventions. It fol­
lows that Section 1.6. does not aspire to provide a detailed analysis of the concept of the "genuine 
link" but is limited to the evaluation of the usefulness of this concept in determining the scope of ILO
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Conventions de lege ferenda . It will be seen that, to achieve the above end, the writer favours the 
criterion of registration, appropriately modified to take account of recent trends which could result in 
avoiding obligations, assumed by ratifying countries under the ILO Constitution. Since the determi­
nation of the scope of the application of ILO Conventions is one of the general problems with which 
the ILO has been faced, its systematic analysis justifies its inclusion in the present Chapter. On the 
other hand, the writer briefly analyses customary and treaty law (including the Law of the Sea Con­
ventions and the UNCTAD Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships) in which the concept 
of the "genuine link" has been expressed and formulates certain conclusions as to whether it has re­
sulted or may result in the successful treatment of maritime labour issues and, ultimately, the protec­
tion of seafarers at the international level.
1.1. Early maritime codes concerning seamen
Maritime codes for the protection of seafarers have improved substantially since their earliest 
origins, as the following plea illustrates:
"Captayne Marchaunt... Wee ... desyre that, as you are a man and beare the name of a cap- 
tayne over us, so to weighe of us like men, and lett us not be spoyled for wante of foode, for our al­
lowance is so smale we are not able to lyve any longer of i t; ... for what is a piece of Beefe of halfe a 
pounde among foure men to dynner or half a drye Stockfishe for foure dayes in the weeke, and 
nothing elles to help withall - yea, wee have helpe: a little Beveredge worse than the pompe water. 
Wee were preste by her Majesties presse to have her allowance, and not to be thus dealt withall, you 
make no men of us, but beastes ..."
(Add MSS 12,505, f. 241, British Museum, quoted 
in Peter Kemp: The British Sailor, Dent, 1971). ^
The above expressed the legitimate grievance of the crew of one of the ships in Drake's expe­
dition to Cadiz in 1586, which refused to go on. The life of the sailor has changed considerably since 
then. Of course, stages of civilization and patterns of human behaviour are developing gradually but 
law plays an important role in the evolution of the human mind and thus attitudes to standards of be­
haviour "The totality of humanity's achievements is called culture; and in this culture, it is the part of 
the law to promote and vitalize, to create order and system, on the one hand; and on the other, to up­
hold 2md further intellectual progress". 2 Shipping has always been an international affair. By its 
very nature, it has given birth to compilations of maritime customs and usages dating back to the 7th 
century A.D. Collections such as the Rhodian Sea Law, the Rôles d' Oléron, and the Consolato del
 ^Frank E. Hugget, The Past, Present and Future o f Life and Work at Sea , London, 1975, p. 24, 
^Joseph Kahler, Philosophy o f Law , New York, 1921, p. 49.
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Mare  ^attempted to codify existing maritime customs, thus securing to a certain extent navigation 
between different parts of the world and safeguarding sea-trade between the city-states of those times.
1.1.1. The early maritime codes
First, the Rhodian Sea Law  ^appeared between 600 A.D. and 800 A.D. and was probably put 
together by a private person. The material which provided the basis for the construction of these rules 
came from different sources but the main body of it emanated from local customs. ^
The Rhodian Sea Rules exercised a great influence over Roman legislation, became incorpo­
rated in Roman laws and formed the main feature of later enactments like the "Rôles d 'Oléron". ^
The rules of Oleron, about whose origin there appears to be some confusion, provided secu­
rity of tenure and payment for seamen, a scale of punishments and primitive system of welfare. These 
rules formed the basis of English law in the 12th century and had been accepted in the English Court 
of Admiralty and other local courts by the end of the 14th century. This collection became the 
maritime law of the countries of Western Europe, especially of the Atlantic coast and the Baltic Sea. ® 
The Catalan code, Consolato del Mare, which had the force of law in the Court of Barcelona 
and probably dates from the 14th century is a compilation of different customs and laws which have 
originated from different countries and deals with a great variety of subjects, but is very verbose, 
repetitive and self-contradictory.  ^ This was not a collection of customs but the greater part of it con­
sists of "suggestions of learned men" who put together a mass of laws of different origins thus some­
times producing texts of a conflicting nature.
Finally, the maritime laws of Wisby (a port on the island of Gotland), a compilation of laws 
derived from three different sources (Baltic, Flemish or Gascon and Dutch) were first printed in 
Copenhagen in 1505 and were originally written in the Saxon dialect. These laws were observed by 
merchants and mariners, who had resorted to that port, and have been translated in many dialects and 
received wide acceptance. Referring to these three collections of maritime laws and customs, Twiss 
says: "These (the Wisby Rules) laws may be classed with the judgements of Oleron and with the 
customs of the Sea (Consolato del Mare) which have been collected and digested in the Book of the 
Consulate of the Sea of Barcelona, as they form in conjunction with them as it were, a continuous
^For a brief account of the early maritime codes, see R. Pleionis, "The influence of the Rhodian Sea Law to other mar­
itime Codes", RHDI \  1979, pp. 171-191. For the text of these codes and a comprehensive analysis, see T. Twiss, The 
Black Book o f Admiralty, 4  vol. 1871,1873,1874,1876, London.
^For a comprehensive analysis of the Rhodian Sea Law, see Walter Ashbumer, The Rhodian Sea Law , Oxford, 1909. 
^bid., p. cxiii.
^W.S. Lindsay, History o f Merchant Shipping and Ancient Commerce , 4  Vol. London 1874, Vol. I, p. 184.
7[bid., pp. 379-392.
^Dorodiy Burwash, English Merchant Shipping 1460-1540,1947, p. 171, Pleionis, op. dt., p. 182, Lindsay, op. dt., p. 
379.
^ e io n is , op. cit., p. 189.
^^or a comparative analysis of the Rôles d' Oléron and the Consolato del Mare, as far as conditions of seamen are 
concerned, see Burwash, op. dt., pp. 35^82.
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chain of maritime law, extending from the eastern ports of the Baltic Sea through the North Sea and 
along the coast of the Atlantic to the Straits of Gibraltar, and thence to the furthest eastern shores of 
the Mediterranean".
All of these early attempts at "international” maritime regulations have some common charac­
teristics:
1) They were not the outcome of the exercise of legislative power by a sovereign State, except 
in one case: The Basilica, which was a compilation of rules enacted by Byzantine emperors and was 
enacted itself by the Byzantine emperor Leo the Wise. Neither were they confirmed by any superior 
authority. Basically they were collections of customs and usages which because of their intrinsic 
convenience had been accepted on a wide basis by the parties concerned and approved in their written 
form.
2) They were put into writing as a response to the threat to maritime adventure posed by pil­
lage, plundering of wrecks, piracy and other malpractices of the Middle-Ages.
3) They established maritime tribunals vested with authority to adjudicate upon maritime dis­
putes. 13
All these rules contained provisions which dealt with problems of maritime labour (see chap­
ters 3, 5, 6 ,7  and 26 of Part 3 of the Rhodian Sea Law; Articles 3, 5 ,6 ,7 ,8 , 12,19,20 and 21 of the 
Rules of the Oleron; chapters 29, 47, 79-138, 222-223 of the Consulate of the Sea). We do not 
propose to analyze the various provisions of these collections here; our aim rather is to draw attention 
to their significance and point out certain differences between these collections and modem maritime 
legal systems, so far as maritime labour is concerned.
1.1.2. Evaluation of the early maritime codes with regard to maritime labour
The purpose of these regulations was not the protection of seamen as such. Out of the five 
chapters of the Rhodian Sea Law which deal with the seamen's status, four are concerned with matters 
of discipline and one is concerned with the safety of the ship. These rules are characterised by a 
complete absence of protective measures for seamen. Out of nine Articles of the Rules of the Oleron, 
which are concerned with the working conditions on board ship. Just one (Art. 7 providing for treat­
ment of seamen in case of sickness) has a clear protective nature. All others deal with matters of dis­
cipline and safety while sometimes (for example. Arts. 12 and 21) providing the seaman with certain 
guarantees. Commenting on these, Lindsay said that "it is undeniable that they are framed in a spirit 
of wisdom and justice towards the shipowner" and that they were established "... to afford protection 
to those persons and interests (shipowners, mariners, merchants), on which ... the commercial pros-
^^Twiss, op. dt.. Vol. 4, pp. xxvi-xxvii.
^^For a ludd account of these practices, see Jacques Bernard, Navires et gens de mer a Bordeaux (vers 1400-versl550) 
Trois livres, Paris 1968, deuxième livre. Chapitre V: La violence: Rixes, course et piraterie, pp. 765-787.
^3pidonis, op. dt., p. 190.
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perity of England in great measure depended”. That is the reason why safety and disciplinary 
matters were relatively thoroughly dealt with, The great bulk of these enactments was focused 
upon the safeguarding of the maritime adventure as a whole, on which expansion of a State's influence 
depended. It should be noted the regulation of crew discipline is to be found in all local codes of 
medieval maritime law.
A fair share of the chapters of the Consulate of the Sea was allocated to seamen's affairs 
(Chapters 29,47, 79-138, 222-223, 252 out of 334), but as pointed out earlier, the Consulate of the 
Sea was an amalgam of laws and customs of different origin and according to Ashbumer they were 
merely "suggestions by learned men, which were probably never practised by any mariner or enforced 
by any court”. Chapters 80, 81, 82, 83, 93, 94, 95, 96, 106 and 116 conferred upon the mariners 
certain rights especially in respect of wages. But again there is a dearth of any provisions concerning 
social welfare and the mariner's duties while disciplinary matters are dealt with comprehensively.
Rnally, the Maritime Law of Wisby deals with the seamen's status in many articles, especially 
with disciplinary questions and the issue of wages. As to social welfare, only Art. 21 refers to the 
treatment of seamen in case of sickness (identical with Art. 7 of the Rules of Oleron).
In conclusion, the common features of the early maritime labour law were the comprehensive 
regulation of discipline, the protection of the maritime enterprise as such and the use of that law, to­
gether with other provisions concerning safety, as a tool for the extension of national prestige and 
power upon the seas. There was a complete lack of organised international effort to adopt protective. 
legal measures and to propagate the idea of social justice, upon which a coherent body of international 
regulations concerning maritime employment would be based.
1.2. Attempts to protect merchant seamen before the Genoa Conference
The second half of the C19th and the early C20th was the period during which vague ideas 
about the international of labour crystallised into definite laws.
This is not the place to review or assess the significance of these movements. We will 
content ourselves with giving an account of these progressive efforts, as far as seamen are concerned; 
they are very few indeed.
^^Lindsay, op. dt., p. 392.
to disdpline, see Jack Saddler, Discipline at Sea (and industrial relations in the shipping industry), 1983. For 
the period under consideration, see pp. 16-19.
^^For the early German Codes, see Walther Vogel, Geschichte der deutschen Seeschiffahrt , Berlin 1915,1 Band, 
K eitel 8, Der Seemann , pp. 439-464.
^Trhis was the idea underlying the creation of the Labour Part of the Treaty of Peace; see the Preamble to Part XIII of 
the Treaty of Versailles, where reference to sodal justice is made.
^®See James T. Shotwell, The Origins o f  the International Labour Organisation , 2 Vol., 1934, B.E. Lowe, The 
International Protection o f Labour , New York, 1921, pp. 3-168, Frauds G. Wilson, Labor in the League System, 
1934, pp. 28-55, G. Scelle, L' organisation internationale du travail et le BIT , Paris 1930, pp. 18-30, Ernest Mahaim,
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It is true that national laws concerning seamen were passed in a few countries, but the only 
attempt to deal with the seamen's status on the international plane before 1915 was an agreement be­
tween the German Empire and Spain, concluded by an exchange of Diplomatic Notes on November 
30, 1912 and February 12, 1913. ^
This agreement merely concerned the reciprocal communication of Accidents to Spanish 
Sailors on German ships and of German Sailors on Spanish ships and constituted a procedural device 
to facilitate further treatment of the mariners who had suffered an accident rather than a substantial 
provision. At the same time seamen's problems were also being dealt with at the Conference which 
assembled in London in 1913 and 1914 and which elaborated an International Convention for the 
safety of both seamen and passengers at sea, and in the laws drawn up by the International Committee 
for the Unification of Maritime Regulations.
A little earlier, as a result of the Brussels Congress in September 1897, a congress had been 
held in Paris in 1900. The establishment of a private office was then decided upon to promote the in­
terests of labour and to bring together "those who in the different industrial countries consider protec­
tive legislation of working people as necessary" (Art. 2 (1) of the Statutes of the International Associ­
ation for the Legal Protection of Labor). Thus, the International Association for Labor Legislation 
was created; it was regarded as the harbinger of the International Labour Organisation. This was 
an unofficial bodyrbut States could participate therein through the appointment of a representative on 
the Committee of the Association, by which the activities of the Association were to be directed (Art. 5 
(6)). The Committee at its Seventh Meeting at Zurich (September 10-12,1912), adopted a resolution 
concerning the protection of dockers. This asked for an investigation on a national level into the con­
ditions of labour of dockworkers, especially in regard to the duration of work and maximum load.
On January 18, 1919, at the first session of the Peace Conference, international labour legis­
lation appeared as the third item on the Agenda. 22 The countries represented were invited to submit 
memoranda dealing with labour problems. On Thursday, January 23,1919 the following resolution 
was adopted: "That a Commission, composed of two representatives apiece from the five Great Pow­
ers, and five representatives to be elected by the other Powers represented at the Peace Conference, be 
appointed to enquire into the conditions of employment from the international aspect, and to consider 
the international means necessary to secure common action on matters affecting conditions of em­
ployment and to recommend the form of a permanent agency to continue such enquiry in cooperation
Droit international ouvrier, Paris 1913, pp. 196-219; I F. Ayusawa^ International Labor Legislation , Columbia Uni­
versity, 1920, pp. 36-131.
^^National legislation concerning seamen is published in the Official Bulletin (early issues) and the Legislative 
Series.
, vol. Vni, p. 247, Lowe, op. cit., p. 227.
^^Shotwell, op. cit., vol. I, p. 29, Lowe, op. cit., pp. 38-39, John W. Follows, Antecedents o f the International Labour 
Organisation ,OrSoid, 1951, pp. 157-177.
22shotwell, vol. II, p. 126.
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with and under the direction of the League of Nations". 23 This resolution set up the Commission on 
International Labor Legislation, which decided to deal with two separate questions: a) the drafting of 
the constitution of the ILO and b) according to the various proposals submitted, the insertion in the 
Treaty of Peace of a chapter constituting an international labour chapter. Samuel Gompers, the Presi­
dent of the American Federation of Labor, presided at the Commission. Clauses suggested for inser­
tion in the Treaty of Peace had been submitted by the Italian, American, Belgian and British Delega­
tions. 24 Among these, only the American proposal contained a concerning seamen namely, clause 4, 
which read as follows: "That the seamen of the merchant marine shall be guaranteed the right of 
leaving their vessels when the same are in safe harbour". The Proposals of the American Federation 
of Labor to the Inter-Allied Labour and Socialist Conference, September, 1918, concerning the Peace 
Conference, submitted, inter alia , by Samuel Gompers contained a similar clause and it was included 
in the resolution adopted by that Conference, on 19th September, 1918. 25 On the other hand, there 
were a series of other proposals touching in a cursory manner, on the seamen's problems and urging 
the establishment of a special international seamen's code and protective legislation for seamen after 
consultation with seamen's organisations. 26
Thus, the Subcommittee of the Commission on International Labour Legislation, entrusted 
with the task to harmonise the various proposals submitted so far, presented to the Commission a list 
of labour clauses to be included in the Treaty of Peace. This list consisted of nineteen points. In the 
Preamble to the Treaty of Peace the High Contracting Parties declared their acceptance of the follow­
ing principles and agreed to take steps to ensure their realisation. Point 15 read: "The principle that 
seamen of the mercantile marine should have the right of leaving their ships while they are in port". 
Point 15 gave rise to one of the longest and most vehement discussions in the Commission. 27 Three 
different drafts were before the Committee: one submitted by the American delegation (see earlier), the 
text of the Subcommittee and a text suggested by Professor Shotwell to the effect that "no sailor who 
leaves his ship when the same is in port, should be punished on this ground by imprisonment nor 
detained nor returned to his ship by force". This proposal was put forward by Samuel Gompers of 
the AFL. It should be noted that the inclusion of Point 15 was a victory for the Seamen's Union of 
America and was considered as the yardstick of the progressive trend of the American Labor Move-
23shotwell, vol. I, pp. 125-126.
24shotwell, vol. H, pp. 349-356.
25lbid., pp. 75-80.
26Resolution of the International Conference of Trade Unions, Berne, October 4,1917, Res. IX, ibid., p. 48; Memo­
randum from the German Ministry of Labor to the German Minister for Foreign Affairs on International Labor Legisla­
tion at the Peace Conference, December 28,1918, V 16, ibid., p. 113; Manifesto of the International Trade Union Con­
ference at Beme, February 10, 1919 on International Labor Legislation, par. 13, ibid., p. 340. The Draft Scheme 
Founded on the Recommendations made by the InterdepartmentM French Committee on Labor Treaties, February 4, 
1919 called for "the extension to ... maritime workers, of protective legislation which may not yet be applicable to 
them".
27por the minutes of the International Labour Commission, see O .B., vol. I, pp. 1-259, Shotwell, op. dt., vol. H, pp. 
149-322.
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ment. Bames, of the British delegation, rejected the idea of the insertion of this clause in the Treaty. 
He said that the Commission had to deal with general principles and not specific points such as that 
proposed. He put forward three arguments against the proposal, viz that 1) it had been rejected by the 
recent international seamen's conference, 2) in Great Britain when a contract was signed by a sailor, 
every precaution was taken to safeguard his position ("The sailor could not be forced from obligations 
which he had assumed of his own free will") and 3) if the sailor were free to leave the ship when in 
port, he could not ask the master to bring him back to the country from which he sailed (he forfeited, 
thus, the benefit of repatriation). Again, Gompers delivered an eloquent speech about seamen's rights 
and the need to equalise the rights of seamen and land workers, who were only subject to a civil 
penalty and not imprisonment The other members of the Commission found themselves incompetent 
to deal with the question.
To satisfy the American demand a Protocol to Art. 19 was drawn up providing that: "In no 
case shall any of the High Contracting Parties be asked or required as a result of the adoption of any 
recommendations or draft conventions by the Conference, to diminish the protection afforded by the 
existing legislation to the workers concerned". This was adopted by 12 votes, with 2 abstentions 28 
and, slightly amended, was incorporated in the Treaty of Peace as par. 11 of Art. 405. Thus, the right 
of the American sailors would be safeguarded. Later, in a passionate speech, Andrew Furuseth, the 
President of the American Seamen's Union, attacked the Treaty of Peace and asserted that the adopted 
paragraph did not constitute an adequate safeguard for workers but he was contradicted by Gompers 
at the Annual Convention of the AFL. Finally, Point 15 was put to a vote and was rejected by 3 votes 
to 6. 29 Instead, a resolution concerning seamen proposed by Arthur Fontaine, the French 
Government delegate who was appointed President of the Governing Body of the ILO later, was dis­
cussed. He proposed that seamen's questions should be referred either to a special session of the In­
ternational Labour Organisation or to a special organisation of the kind. Since the idea of referring 
seamen's questions to an organisation other than the ILO was not welcomed, the following resolution 
was adopted after some modifications by 12 votes against 2: "The Commission considers that the very 
special questions concerning the minimum advantages (later converted to "conditions") to be accorded 
to seamen might be dealt with at a special meeting of the International Labour Conference devoted 
exclusively to the affairs of seamen".
Thus, the only direct reference to seafarers is the above mentioned resolution, which resulted 
from the deliberations of the Commission. Nowhere in the Labour Part of the Treaty of Peace are 
seafarers mentioned as a special category of workers warranting special treatment. It is true that the 
American proposal for insertion of point 15 in the Labour Clauses could not have been accepted.
28(9.5., vol. I, p. 217. 
29lbid.,p.218.
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Seamen were a special category of workers and the purpose of the Labour Clauses was not to deal in 
detail with questions relating to specific labour problems.
These clauses were included in Part XIII of the Treaty of Peace under the heading 
"GENERAL PRINCIPLES". Thus, the Commission had as its task the identification and recognition 
of certain fundamental principles necessary to social progress which could be further elaborated in 
subsequent International Conferences. According to the Report of the Commission to the Preliminary 
Peace Conference: they did not feel called upon to draw up a Charter containing all the reforms which 
may be hoped for in a more or less distant future, but confined themselves to principles, the realisation 
of which may contemplated in the near future". The American proposal, though an "American 
principle", constituted a provision of substantive law and could only be considered within the stan­
dard-setting programme of the ILO. It should be noted that the U.S. Government, replying to the 
questionnaire drawn up by the ILO Office and submitted to the Governments concerning the possibil­
ity of establishing an International Code for seamen, which was the fourth item on the Agenda of the 
1st Maritime Session of the International Labour Conference (henceforth cited as the Genoa Confer­
ence) reiterated its favourite theme, namely that "while in a safe harbour seamen should be subject to 
only such civil liabilities as those to which other classes of workmen are subject". 30 But it is evident 
from the answers of the Governments 3i that this would be one of many principles to be included in 
such a code and its specificity could not justify its inclusion in the Treaty of Peace.
The subsequent history of the question showed the complexity of the problem which certainly 
could not have been resolved by the enunciation of a mere principle.
The members of the Commission on the Establishment of an International Seamen's Code at 
the Genoa Conference were divided upon the question of the equality of the rights of the shipowners 
and the seamen. Whereas the majority thought that its duty was to recognise the principle of the es­
tablishment of an international seamen's code and define the means whereby this end could be 
achieved, the minority thought that the Conference should deal with the question in detail and sub­
mitted to it a resolution by the Norwegian seamen's representatives, based on the American proposal at 
the Peace Conference that "the seamen be placed upon the same legal level as shipowners, through the 
repeal of all laws and the abrogation of all treaties under which the seamen may be compelled to 
labour against their will when the vessel is in safety or suffer incarceration for refusing to fulfil a civil 
contract to labour". 32 The minority report provoked a storm of controversy at the Conference. 33 
This, however, was partly due to the harsh language used in the first Part of the Preamble of the Res­
olution, which stated that "the seamen's status is little better than that of the serf", and it was substi-
^^International Seamen's Code , Geneva, 1921, p. 21.
3 ^ See footnote 32 and the Report on 4th item of the Agenda of the 2nd session of the Conference (Seamen's Code), 
Geneva, 1920.
322/ej’. , pp. 559-560.
33lbid,.p.443.
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tuted by a text combining a resolution submitted by the French shipowners delegate and one submit­
ted by the Italian seamen's delegate; ^  in that form it was adopted by the Conference. The resolution 
made a distinction between clauses of a private and public character, inserted in the articles of agree­
ment, and treated as criminal offences only violations of clauses of a public character. Between 1920 
and 1926 the matter was discussed in the Joint Maritime Commission 5^ and it first found its solution 
in Art. 3 of the ILO Office Draft Convention concerning the Disciplinary and Criminal Penalties Ap­
plicable to Seamen. It was laid down therein that, as a general rule criminal penalties may not be ap­
plied in cases, inter alia , of desertion and absence without leave where safety on board ship is likely 
to be endangered. 36 Incidentally, it should be noted that under the relevant American law the fact that 
desertion was not an offence did not preclude the institution of criminal proceedings where the safety 
of the ship or life on board ship was endangered thereby. 37
Just to give an idea of how complex the question was, the Conciliation Committee constituted 
by the Committee on Articles of Agreement at the second Maritime Conference in 1926 decided, in 
the light of the impossibility of reconciling the diverging views and the many differences in national 
laws, to delete Art. 3 38 and, therefore, the Committee's draft, leaving aside the classification of the of­
fences (desertion, absence without leave, refusal to obey orders) left the question entirely to national 
law. 39 When the final Record Vote on the Draft Convention concerning the guarantees to be pro­
vided for seamen in regard to disciplinary and criminal penalties was taken, the Convention did not 
attain the two-thirds majority required (in favour 62, against 36) and it thus was not adopted. A sim­
ilar Recommendation submitted by the Drafting Committee to the Conference as a last resort to 
achieve a compromise when it had been made clear that the Convention could not be adopted was de­
feated by 38 votes to 50. Thus, the regulation of cases of desertion and absence without leave, which 
would have been inserted in the labour clauses of the Treaty of Peace as a general principle, was still 
not included in any ILO instrument even after seven years of struggle.
1.3. The competence of the ILO in regard to maritime labour
Since the only direct reference to seamen resulting from the work of the Commission on In­
ternational Labour Legislation is the above mentioned resolution urging for the establishment of an 
International Seamen's Code, the question arises as to whether, and if so where in the Labour Part of
3 ^ e e  the speech of the Secretary General, ibid., pp. 194-195; for the revised draft submitted by the Drafting Committee 
for adoption by the Conference, see ibid., pp. 560-561.
3^For the history of the question, see International Codification o f the rules relating to Seamen's Articles o f  
Agreement^ Questionnaire 1 ,1925, pp. 3-23.
3%'or Art. 3 of the Office draft and comments, see Report on International Codification o f the Rules Relating to Sea­
men's Articles of Agreement, 1926, pp. 253,239-241.
37Questionnaire 1 ,1925, op. dt., p. 81.
389/ej’. , pp. 559-560.
39lbid.,p.569.
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the Treaty of Peace seafarers are mentioned indirectly. This question is related to the competence of 
the ILO with regard to maritime employment. It is not intended here to examine this competence in 
detail. ^  However, as far as seamen are concerned, it is interesting to scrutinise the text of the 
Preamble of the Constitution of the ILO in connection with Arts. 389 and 427 dealing with the 
"GENERAL PRINCIPLES".
1.3.1. The Advisory Opinion of the PCIJ on the competence of the ILO in regard to 
agriculture
The Council of the League of Nations decided at its meeting on 12 May, 1922, that a request 
of the French Government that an advisory opinion should be sought of the Permanent Court of In­
ternational Justice (henceforth PCIJ) on the question of the competence of the ILO in regard to agri­
cultural labour should be submitted to that Court. This raised some interesting questions in relation to 
these articles. The question submitted was as follows: "Does the Competence of the International 
Labour Organisation extend to international regulation of the conditions of labour of persons em­
ployed in agriculture?" In giving its opinion the Court 2^ contented itself with providing a gram­
matical interpretation of the text of certain Articles of the Constitution of the ILO and did not raise any 
substantive issues.
Reference to seamen was made by M. Talbot (counsel of the ILO) and Albert Thomas 
(Director-General of the ILO) in their arguments in favour of the ILO's competence in regard to agri­
cultural labour; they asserted that the fact that seamen were not expressly mentioned in Part XIII of 
the Treaty did not preclude the examination of their problems by the ILO Conferences. Albert 
Thomas said: "Nothing was expressly provided in the text of Part XIII of the Treaty of Peace in 
favour of seamen. Notwithstanding, in their case, without any protest having been raised, a great 
Conference was held at Genoa and draft international regulations were voted for their protection." ^
^*^oncermng the competence of the ILO, see E. Mahaim, "L* organisation permanente du Travail", R.CA.DJ. , 1924 
III, pp. 104-115, Hiitonen, La competence de V Organisation internationale du Travail, Paris, 1929, Scelle, op. cit., 
pp. 72-93, L. 'ïio(Atiy Legislation sociale internationale, 1952, pp. 446-482, W. Jenks, "La competence de T Organisa­
tion internationale du Travail", Revue de droit international et de legislation comparée , 1937, pp. 156-183 and 586- 
623, N. Valticos, Droit international du Travail, Paris 1983, pp. 184-194, J. Morellet, "Legd Competence of the 
International Labour Organisation", The Annals o f the American Academy of Political and Social Science , vol. 166, 
Mar. 1933, pp. 46-52, M. Gueireau, "L' Organisation permanente du Travail; sa Competence en matière agricole". Revue 
générale du droit international pitblic , 1922, pp. 223-255, E. Mahaim, 'Tes avis de la Cour permanente de justice 
internationale au sujet de 1' interpretation de certains articles de la Partie Xm  du Traite de Versailles", Revue de droit 
international et de legislation comparée, 1922, pp. 503-524, C.A. de Reitcrskjold, "La competence de l 'Organisation 
intonationale du Travail en matière agricole", in die same Revue, 1930, pp. 261-375.
41(9.5., vol. VI, p. 103.
42por the proceedings before the Court, see 0 3 . ,  Vol. VI, pp. 121-207; for the opinion of the Court see ibid., pp. 339- 
373.
43lbid.,p. 168.
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As a textual and contextual exegesis of Part XIII of the Treaty of Peace, the PCIJ's opinion 
applied "equally" to seafarers. ^  The Court did decide that the competence of the ILO extended to 
agricultural labour. The Courts’ opinion was supported by the following arguments against the 
exclusion of agricultural questions from the scope of Part XIII of the Treaty of Peace, viz: that Part 
XIII established a "permanent labour organisation"; thus agriculture, the most ancient and important 
industry, could not have been excluded from the scope of that Part of the Treaty of Peace; ^6 the 
preamble of Part XIII is drawn up in the most comprehensive language, namely, that "conditions of 
labour exist involving such injustice, hardship and privation to large numbers of people as to produce 
unrest so great that the peace and harmony of the world are imperilled" and it then enunciate methods 
by which these conditions could be improved; the Preamble also declares that "the failure of any 
nation to adopt humane conditions of labour is an obstacle in the way of other nations which desire to 
improve the conditions in their countries". According to the Court this phrase was applicable "to 
navigation" as to any industry, and it is also applicable to "fishing...". ^
Thus the competence of the ILO according to the Court, is very comprehensive, especially if 
considered in the light of Art 387 which says that an organisation is established "for the promotion of 
the objects set forth in the Preamble".
It is clear that the above cited extracts of the Court’s opinion apply equally to seafarers. The 
Court concluded its^  argument with an obiter dictum which it used to corroborate its previous state­
ments: "Every argument for the exclusion of agriculture might with equal force be used for the exclu­
sion of navigation and fisheries." It laid special stress upon the fact that the second session of the 
ILO was almost entirely devoted to seamen, and that in that session a recommendation was made on 
June 30th, 1920 for the limitation of hours of work in the fishing industry. It was never even sug­
gested that either of these great industries was not within the competence of the Labour Organisation. 
49
^^ollection o f Advisory Opinions, Series B, Nos. 2-3, "Competence of the ILO with respect to agricultural labour", 
August 12th, 1922, PCIJ, pp. 4-43.
4% id.,p.43.
46ibid.,pp.23,25.
47lbid. p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 25 (emphasis added).
49ibid.,p.41.
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1.3.2. Thoughts concerning the competence of the ILO in regard to maritime employment
Even if a textual interpretation of Part XIII might not in itself suffice to prove the competence 
of the ILO in regard to maritime labour, the analysis of the relevant documents in a historical context 
leaves no doubts at all on this question.
The adoption of the resolution by the Commission on International Labour Legislation urging 
that the special problems of seamen should be considered by special session of the ILO Conference 
(see supra p. 58) dispelled any doubts concerning the competence of the ILO in regard to maritime 
labour. As referred to above, the Commission rejected the proposal to establish a special organisation 
entrusted with the task of dealing with exclusively with seamen's affairs. By rejecting this idea and by 
adopting the above mentioned resolution, the Commission established unequivocally the competence 
of the ILO in regard to maritime labour. ^  Thus, the relevant Labour Part of the Treaty of Peace 
broadly interpreted in the historical context applies to seafarers.
1.4. The application to seafarers of the ’’General Principles” of Art. 427 and 
the Washington Conference decisions
The competence of the ILO in regard to seamen's affairs has always been beyond controversy 
and this is confirmed by many writers. It is, however, one thing to confirm the competence of the 
ILO in a particular field, but a quite different proposition to allege that the "GENERAL PRINCI­
PLES" enunciated in Art 427 are applicable thereto. This article provides:
"The High Contacting Parties, recognising that the well-being, physical, moral, and intel­
lectual, of industrial wage-eamers is of supreme international importance, have framed in 
order to further this great end, the permanent machinery provided for Section I, and asso­
ciated with that of the League of Nations. They recognise that differences of climate, 
habits and customs, of economic opportunity and industrial tradition, make strict unifor­
mity in the conditions of labour difficult of immediate attainment. But, holding as they do, 
that labour should not be regarded merely as an article of commerce, they think that there 
are methods and principles for regulating labour conditions which all industrial 
communities should endeavour to apply, so far as their special circumstances will permit. 
Among these methods and principles, the following seem to the High Contracting Parties 
to be of special and urgent importance: -... Fourth - The adoption of an eight-hours day or 
a forty-eight-hours week as the standard to be aimed at where it has not dready been 
attained.
the competence of the ILO in regard to maritime labour, see Scelle, op. cit., pp. 73-74, Troclet, op. dt., pp. 467-9. 
^^Scelle, op. dt., pp. 73-74, Trodet, op. dL, pp. 468-9, Valticos, op. dt., p. 185, Hiitonen, op. dt., p. 148.
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A negative or affirmative reply to this question is of great importance in view of a) the sea­
men's allegations throughout the ILO's history that seamen should not fall behind other categories of 
workers and b) the consideration and adoption of new ILO instruments relating to the seafarers on the 
basis of ILO instruments previously adopted which concern other categories of workers.
1.4.1. The applicability of the 8 hours day and 48 hours a week principle to seamen. The 
views of the shipowners, seamen and governments
This controversial question first arose at the Genoa Conference in 1920 and gave rise to one 
of the most passionate discussions in the ILO, which lasted for several years. Many delegates con­
tended that Point no. 4 of Art. 427 does not apply to seafarers. The seamen's representatives were of 
a different opinion: they argued that at the Washington Conference in 1919 a Convention was adopted 
limiting the hours of work in industrial undertakings to 8 in the day and 48 in the week. "Industrial 
undertaking" was defined to include in Art. 1 (d) "The transport of passengers or goods by road, rail, 
sea or inland waterways...". Art. 1 (d) went on to say that "the provisions relative to transport by sea 
and on inland waterways shall be be determined by a special conference dealing with employment at 
sea and on inland waterways."
The shipowners argued that
1) The general wording of Point 4 of Art. 427 provided for all modifications and restrictions 
and that the 8 hours a day and 48 hours a week principle was only a standards to "be aimed at". 
Therefore, they were not bound by it and were not forced to apply this principle. 2^ Thus, in the case 
of ships' stewards, for example, the standard aimed at "can most nearly approached by the limitation 
of the hours of labour to seventy per week".
2) At the Washington Conference the majority of the delegates were not experts in maritime 
matters ^  and had no power to decide for the shipowners. ^
3) The Commission on Hours of Labour at the Genoa Conference in its report to the Confer­
ence had inserted the following preamble in the Convention limiting the working hours of seamen to 8 
hours per day or 48 hours per week: "The principle laid down in the Treaty of Peace, viz. the adoption 
of an 8 hours day or 48 hours week as the standard to be aimed at where it has not already been 
attained is reeiffirmed". The shipowners now asserted that the High Contracting Parties were not 
thinking of the merchant marine when they drew up and signed the Treaty of Peace. The different 
conditions and requirements of the maritime industry were not envisaged by the High Contracting 
Parties. The principle of 8 hours per day or 48 hours per week was unattainable in regard to maritime 
labour (for many reasons: effects on accommodation of crew, safety of the vessels; lack of economic
^^Declaration of the shipowners' delegates on the Draft Convention concerning hours of labour, 2 R.P. , pp. 513-4, 
307.
53lbid., pp. 516,315.
"^^ This argument first appeared when reported by a Government delegate at the Washington Conference, 1 R.P. , p. 117.
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viability; it had a demoralising effect on seamen, giving them 16 hours of idleness; spacious accom­
modation would result in a reduction in the capacity of the ship to carry passengers and cargo): the 
only analogy that could be drawn between work on land and work on board ship was when a ship was 
in a port, in which cases the principle could be attained.
4) There was nothing in Art. 427 that compelled the Member States to adopt this principle. 
The Preamble to Art. 427 said that "all industrial communities should endeavour to adopt, so far as 
their special circumstances will permit" certain methods and principles. It was argued that the special 
circumstances of the shipping industry do not permit the application of the principle. #
5) The Washington Conference, in deciding to include transport by sea in the Hours Conven­
tion exceeded its power. In any case the Convention was not binding on the Genoa Conference, since 
it had not come into force by the time the Genoa Conference was held. ^
6) The resolution of the Commission on International Labor Legislation proposing that ques­
tions concerning seamen might be dealt with at a special maritime meeting of the ILO Conference, 
empowered that special meeting to decide whether the principle was applicable to seamen or not ^
7) If the hours of work were limited to 8 hours per day, the rest of work necessitated by the 
special conditions of the shipping industry would be compensated as overtime. The seamen, instead 
of working less, would attempt to work harder to get compensation for overtime. This would be the 
very opposite of what Art 427 declares, namely that labour should not be regarded as a commodity or 
article of commerce.
The most comprehensive exposition of the shipowners' thesis was included in a statement by 
the shipowners' representatives submitted to the 13th session of the ILO Conference in 1929. ^
The seamen's arguments, on the contrary, were that
1) The principle of the 8-hour per day and 48-hour per week, included in point 4 of Art. 427, 
was applicable to all workers and, therefore, to seamen; in spite of the different view of the shipowners 
it was a real principle, though it was subject to such exceptions and modifications as the special 
conditions of the shipping industry might require.
552 RJ .^ , p. 307.
56lbid..p.315.
57lbid..p.315.
58lbid..p.315.
59lbid.,p.315.13R P..p. 188.
5^13 R.P. , pp. 341-4, 222. For the reply of the seamen's representatives see ibid., pp. 342-347. In his reply at the 
plenary meeting of the Conference, the Reporter of the Committee on the Hours of Labour, defending the Re^rt of the 
Committee, said that "from a legal point of view the decision to hold a special N'laiitime Conference did not in any way 
affect the obligation imposed by aA. 427 to promote the realisation of the 8-hour day and the 48-hour a week", ibid., p. 
225; see also &e speech of the Reporter at the plenary Conference, ibid., p. 186.
^^Cuthbert Laws, the shipowners' delegate of Great Britain said at the Genoa Conference; "it is hypocrisy to put in the 
front of the Convention a Preamble the promise of which is not fulfilled in the body of the Convention".
622/? P ., p. 511.
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2) Although the seamen's conditions were excluded from consideration at the Washington 
Conference, the Hours Convention adopted by that Conference applied to the whole industrial world, 
and, therefore, there remained only the question of application to seamen of the principle of the 8 
working hours per day included in that Convention. ®
In other instances, where reference was made by seamen's delegates to the Treaty of Peace in 
support of their movements or proposals, no substantial arguments were put forward by them in this 
respect ^
But the most convincing arguments with regard to the compulsory application of the 8-hour 
principle to seamen came from the Government delegates, since the seamen's delegates had found 
themselves unable to oppose the shipowners' allegations on that specific matter. They argued that:
1) Art. 1 (d) of the Hours Convention adopted by the Washington Conference expressly ap­
plied to seafarers. ^
2) Item I of the Agenda of the Genoa Conference defined the task of the Conference as being 
the following: Application to seamen of the Convention drafted at Washington, limiting the hours of 
work in all industrial undertakings, including transport by sea and, under conditions to be determined, 
transport by inland waterways, to 8 hours in the day and 48 hours in the week". ^  Thus, the Genoa 
Conference was compelled to apply the principle, subject to the specified exceptions.
3) Despite the efforts of the shipowners to prove the opposite, at that time it was possible to 
apply the principle to the maritime industry. It had been applied already in at least two countries and 
would not necessitate such great alterations in the ship's structure and in the manning scale as the 
shipowners had suggested.
4) The ILO was established by the Treaty of Peace for the promotion of certain objects set 
forth in the Preamble of the Treaty (see Art. 387). One of these objects, according to the Preamble, is 
the regulation of hours of work including the establishment of a maximum working day. ^  The de­
fect in this argument consists in the fact that the Preamble of the Treaty of Peace, which defines the 
Competence of the ILO, does not specify the maximum limit of working hours and it is another thing 
to say that Art 427 point 4, which enunciates the 8 hours a day or 48 hours a week principle, applies 
to seafarers.
1.4.2. The applicability to seamen of decisions taken at the Washington Conference in 1919
^Giulleti, ibid., p. 352, see also for a general review of the seamen's attitude at the Conference, ibid., p. 311.
^ R J ^ .  , pp. 92 ,97 ,109 , 13 RJ^., pp. 328-9.
652 R P . , p. 309.
66lbid., p. 309, emphasis added.
67lbid., pp. 310,33940,258-9.
6®This argument was put forward by the Government delegate of Netherlands, Mr. Nolens, 9 RP. , p. 102. For other 
instances, where the same delegate declared himself in favour of the seamen's position, see 2 R P . , pp. 311,472.
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On the other hand, only one Government delegate (that, however, of the most important mar­
itime power at that time), the delegate of Great Britain, argued that the Washington Conference was 
not binding on the Genoa Conference. Commenting on the Preamble of the draft Convention on the 
Hours of Labour at the Genoa Conference in 1920, Sir Montague Barlow, the U.K. delegate, said that 
the questionnaire and the Report sent out to the Member States before the Washington Conference, as 
well as the Agenda of that Conference, referred only to land transport and omitted any reference to 
maritime transport. Moreover, the draft Report dated 18th August 1919, expressly stated that 
"commerce, agriculture and the sea services" and "other non-industrial employments have therefore 
not been enquired into by the Commission or dealt with by this Report". He added that that it was 
unfortunate that Art 1 (d) was inserted in the Hours Convention and concluded by giving an example 
of what might happen if at a meeting of the Conference, decisions on any topic, which fell within the 
competence of zinother special meeting of the ILO Conference, could be taken with binding effect
It should be noted that the arguments of Sir Montague Barlow referred only to the question of 
the binding effect of the Washington decisions on the Genoa Conference and did not touch on the 
question of the application of Art. 427 to seamen. On the specific point, however, it was the most in­
genious argument at the Conference and was contradicted by only one delegate and then only in part. 
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At the Washington Conference other Government delegates alleged that that Conference was 
not empowered to take any decision with regard to the maritime industry since the question of hours 
of work at sea was not dealt with in the report of the Organizing Committee (that Committee prepared 
the report for the Conference); the question was not included in the agenda of the Conference nor had 
any Government delegate at the Conference been instructed by his Government to express any opin­
ion on it. 71
The matter was not discussed further at the maritime sessions of the ILO Conferences where 
the question of the working hours for seamen was dealt with, namely in 1936,1946 and 1958.
692 RJ .^ , p. 346.
70por the discussion of this argument, see infra pp. 68-72. It should be noted that Sir Montague Barlow finally voted 
in favour of the Preamble since in his opinion die main difficulties with regard to the 8 hours principle came mainly 
from the operative part of the Convention.
71 1 , pp. 117,119. 120.
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1.4.3. Analysis of the question concerning the application to seafarers of the "General 
Principles" of Art. 427 and the Washington Conference decisions and Conclusions
A distinction must be made between the two aspects of the question. First, whether the Genoa or 
subsequent maritime Conferences are bound by the Washington decision concerning the 8 hours a 
day and the 48 hours a week principle, and, second, whether Art 427 point 4 applies to the seamen as 
a special category of workers. The second question could be subdivided into two further questions: a) 
Does the Preamble to Art. 427 apply to all workers and if so b) Does point 4 alone apply to all 
categories of workers and specifically to seamen?
1,4.3,1. The application o f the Washington decisions to ILO Maritime Conferences
As to the first point, it is clear that the Genoa and, consequently, all the subsequent maritime 
conferences are not bound by the Washington decisions.
On 11 April 1919 at the Preliminary Peace Conference, a resolution proposed by Mr. Barnes, 
establishing an Organizing Committee entrusted with the task of preparing the agenda for the Wash­
ington Conference was adopted unanimously. *^2 According to the Annex attached to Chapter IV of 
Section I of the Treaty of Peace the first item on the Agenda of the Washington Conference was to be 
the Application of the Principle of the 8-hour day or 48-hour week. So the Committee sent a ques­
tionnaire to the Governments, since it wanted to consult them before drawing up the report to be 
submitted to the Conference. The Questionnaire did not mention the shipping industry. Of course, it 
was meant to apply to all industries and a comment in the Official Bulletin of the ILO says that "the 
term "industry" should be interpreted in its most general sense." 3^ This, however, is merely a sug­
gestion.
Art. 6 (a) and 7 (a) asked the Governments whether it was necessary to except from the 8 
hours per day and 48 hours per week limit any industries, branches of industry or particular classes of 
workers. It was clear that the Report of the Committee to the Conference, which would constitute the 
mandate of the Washington Conference, would be based on the replies of the Governments. Thus, on 
the basis of their replies the Committee prepared its Report. Nowhere in the Report, in the 
conclusions of the Report or in the Draft Convention submitted to the Conference are seamen as a 
special category of workers mentioned. On the contrary, the Report submitted to the 1919 Confer­
ence on the 8-hour day and 48-hour week principle it is stated: "Commerce, agriculture, and sea 
service, and other non industrial employments have, therefore, not been included into by the 
Committee or dealt with in its Report. It will be remembered that special proposals with reference to
72(9.5., Vol. I, Apr. 1919-Aug. 1920, p. 301. 
73lbid..p.355.
74lbid..pp. 366-373.
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agriculture and the sea service were made by the labor commission." On the other hand, the Report 
of the Chairman of the Organizing Committee noted that the report prepared by the Committee was 
the result of the replies of the Governments and it added that the Conference will decide on what 
matters it wishes to appoint a Commission to make a new report" 6^
In fact, a commission on the hours of labour was constituted at the Washington Conference 
and it decided to add, in Art. 1 (d) of the draft Convention, after the words "transport of passengers or 
goods by road or rail", the words "by sea or inland waterway" adding later another paragraph, namely 
that "Provisions relative to transport by sea shall be determined by a special conference on maritime 
employment". "^7 The Commission on hours of work could, according to the Chairman of the 
Organising Committee, make a new report to be presented to the Conference. What it could not do, it 
is submitted, was to include transport by sea in the Convention not so much because of the above 
mentioned statement (see above n. 75) in the Report of the Organizing Committee - since the 
assembly of the Conference could make amendments to the Organising Committee's draft provided 
they were in conformity with the Treaty of Peace and the language of the Agenda 78 _ but because the 
Commission on International Labour Legislation had adopted this resolution, namely that the special 
questions relating to seamen would be dealt with by a special maritime session of the Conference. 
This resolution was included in the Report of that Commission submitted to the Preliminary Peace 
Conference and this Report was adopted unanimously at the 35th meeting of the Conference. 79 
Thus, the consideration of questions relating to seamen were clearly outside the mandate of the 
Washington Conference.
It should be noted that the Right Hon. Mr. Barnes of the British delegation who played an im­
portant role in the drafting of the Treaty of Peace, was a member of the International Labor Com­
mission, presented the report of the Preliminary Peace Conference, and drew the attention of the dele­
gates, at the Washington Conference, to the question of agriculture saying that agriculture was 
different from other industries and could not be dealt with by the Conference, since no information 
had been made available upon which a Convention could be framed. This statement equally applies to 
seamen since the Organizing Committee expressly left out of its consideration the question of the ap­
plication of the 8 hour day and 48 hour week principle. There were, however, other minor circum­
stances which made the inclusion in the Convention of a provision relating to seamen undesirable. 
The majority of the delegates at the Conference had no practical experience in maritime matters and 
they had not been instructed to deal with seamen's questions by their Governments. Again, it could 
prove very difficult for countries to ratify the adopted Convention if it included points not covered by
7%mphasis added; League of Nations, Washington, 1919, Report o f the Organising Committee on the Eight-Hours 
Day or Forty-Eight Hours Week, Item I of the Agenda, p. 4.
76(9.5., Vol. I, Apr. 1919-Aug. 1920, pp. 400-1.
77l RJ>. , pp. 222-3.
78gee the ruling of the President of the Washington Conference, ibid., p. 54.
79(9.5., vol. I, p. 222.
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the Agenda, and on which the Governments had not been asked beforehand for their opinion. ^  This 
is why Mr. Barnes, said, after the Washington Conference, although this cannot be verified, that: "It is 
true that the Washington Conference affirmed the principle of an 8 hour day and 48 hour week. But 
as regards maritime labor this was traveling outside its mandate as laid down in its Agenda and Genoa 
is not bound thereby".
Even if the Washington Convention were not bound by the Resolution adopted by the Com­
mission on International Labour Legislation and nor were the regulation of seamen's problems outside 
its mandate, there are still other factors which weaken the effect of the inclusion in the Hours 
Convention of Art 1 (d), which made this Convention applicable to transport by sea. 82
At the plenary sitting of the Washington Conference Arthur Fontaine (Government delegate of 
France) who was later to become for several years Chairman of the G.B. of the ILO), acting as the 
Reporter, presented the Report of the Commission on Hours of Work. When some difficulties aris­
ing from the inclusion in the text of transportation by sea were pointed out, 83 his reply was not satis­
factory. Arthur Fontaine who was the Chairman of the Organizing Committee which prepared the 
Agenda for the Conference, must have realised the implications. He replied that the text merely stated 
a general principle, the application of which, with "the necessary exceptions", was left to a special 
conference. He thought that if transportation by sea were omitted, it would compromise the whole 
convention. 84 Hence, it was a question of "mere form", especially in the light of statements by the 
workers' representatives that they could not allow further concessions to the text of the Convention. 85 
Fontaine thought that the principle could be applied to seamen if the necessary exceptions were ba­
sically provided in Arts. 4 and 5 of the Convention.
The Convention on Hours of Work relating to seamen was not adopted in 1920 since it did 
not receive the required two thirds majority of votes. 86 Since in 1926 the votes of the G.B. were 
equally divided (12 for and 12 against), the question was not put as an item on the agenda of the 1926
8(These difficulties were pointed out by many delegates at the Washington Conference, 1 RJ^., pp. 117,119,120.
8 1 2 ,  p. 346.
82ln particular, the Commission on the Hours of Work, when it amended the Organizing Committee's draft, did not of­
fer any lucid explanations for the inclusion in the Convention of a provision relating to seamen. The Commission's 
report to the Conference said that by including "transport by sea" an important limitation was added to the draft text: 
"Limitation of the hours of work on ships and boats is prescribed herein". The Commission then added another para­
graph, namely that "Provisions relative to transport by sea shall be determined by a special conference on maritime em­
ployment". The words "shall be determined" might be regarded as being in contrast to the inclusion of transport by sea 
in the Convention, which makes it a provision of substantive law. This is why the Commission hastened to inform the 
Conference that its inclusion was only a question of confirming the principle: the application of the principle of the 8 
hours a day and 48 hours a week to transportation by sea would still need to be considered at a special maritime meet­
ing of the ILO Conference, 1 RJ^., p. 223.
83See supra n. 80.
84"lnasmuch as the omission suggested by Mr. Rowell i.e. that transport by sea or inland waterways really has no prac­
tical interest, since all details of adjustment are referred to a conference of specialists, I beg Mr. Rowell not to 
compromise the fate of our convention for die sake of mere form", 1 RJ^., p. 119. He added that exceptions have been 
included in the Convention on a wide and elastic basis, to make it generally applicable to industry, and acceptable to 
all interested concerned.
85jbid.
862 R.P. , p. 478.
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Maritime Conference, and a resolution was passed which postponed any hopes of a final solution un­
til 1928. ^  Since the Maritime Conference of 1929 could not decide the question, and only proposed 
draft conclusions that were to be examined by the next maritime Conference according to the double­
discussion procedure, the first Convention on Hours of Work therefore, was not adopted until 1936 
(17 years after the Washington Conference). ^  The subsequent developments in the field of working 
hours for seamen show that, at least in terms of ratifications, the 8 hours a day and 48 hours a week 
principle has had an unfortunate history. ^
Moreover, the consistently declining importance of the 8-hour day and 48-hour week for sea­
men ^  is evidenced by a) a comparison between the wordings of the Agendas of the Conferences on 
which the regulation of hours of work for seamen had been included as an item (in 1920,1936,1946, 
1949 and 1958) which reveals that in later Conferences less importance was attached to the "principle" 
of the Washington Conference, and b) the fact that the Preamble of the 1920 Convention and the 
1929 draft Conclusions differed considerably from that of the 1936,1946 and 1958 Conventions, the 
later Conventions, unlike the first two, not even mentioning the 8 hours a day principle. 
Furthermore, the unqualified 8-hour day and 48-hour week have never been adopted by any ILO 
Maritime Conference and have been subjected to many restrictions. ^
Here it might be observed that the Washington Convention was meant to apply to the whole 
industrial world and, therefore, it was only a question of application of the principle by subsequent 
Maritime Conferences. ^  But, as pointed out above, agreement so to do could be obtained only if 
exceptions were allowed and application with many exceptions could undermine the principle itself, as 
has actually happened. Furthermore, the Washington Conference did not confirm the principle with 
regard to maritime labour; the inclusion of transportation by sea in Art. 1 (d) of the 1919 Convention 
was the outcome of a compromise.
879/ÎJ»., pp. 470-1,611.
8821 RJ>.,pp. 151.174.
8^See infra Chapter 4  where the question of hours of work is discussed.
^^Fontaine, who, in his inaugural speech as a President of the 1929 Conference, had suggested in 1919, as a reporter of 
the Commission on Hours of Work to the Washington Conference that application to transportation by sea should be 
retained in the Convention because otherwise the fate of the 1919 Convention would be compromised, tried to remove 
any doubts about the task of the 1929 Conference. To a certain extent, his explanations are worth mentioning because 
they show how time tends to modify original high expectations. He said, 10 years after the Washington Conference, 
that the text before the Conference had been framed in the very terms of the resolution adopted in 1926. It was no 
longer necessarily a question of the "application of the Washington Conference to seamen"; the debate was open 
without restrictions, and it would be the duty of the Conference not so much to adapt existing formulae as to tpr to 
find those points which can be recommended to Governments, as hkely to give rise to practical solutions, representing a 
fair compromise between the interests and aspirations of those "concerned", 13 R.P., p. 4. After 10 years it was clear 
that the 8  hour "principle" had been down-graded to a mere suggestion. The principle had lost its importance and many 
delegates at the Conference declined to make any reference to the Treaty of Peace and Washington Conference in order 
to r^ firm  the 8  hours a day principle, ibid., pp. 187,204,216.
^^See O.B. , vol. I, pp. 517-8,21 RJ^., pp. vi-vii, 28 RJ^., p. viii, 41 R I*., p. vii.
92See 2 RJ^., p. 587,21 RJ’. , pp. 238,349,28 RJ*., pp. 318,382,41 R.P. , p. 272.
^For full details see Chapter 4.
^ See supra n. 63.
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Thus, as had been established in the argument outlined so far, the Maritime Conferences were 
not bound to apply the principle adopted by the Washington Conference. 5^ The conclusion reached, 
apart from its historical interest, has the practical result of freeing future Maritime Conferences of the 
restrictions imposed by the Washington Convention on Hours of Work. ^  This at least has the good 
effect of leaving to the delegations an area that remains open for further negotiation and discussion, 
rather than subjecting them to the yoke of a non-ratified principle. On the other hand, it has not been 
contended that general ILO standards should not exercise an influence over maritime labour 
standards; the 8 hour principle has admittedly exercised some influence, and has given a direction and 
served as a guide during the negotiations for the regulations of hours of work at sea.
1,4.3.2. The applicability o f Art 427point 4 to seafarers
It should be noted from the outset that the question is only of theoretical interest, since 
shipowners and seamen have followed in practice their own independent path in their efforts to regu­
late hours of work at sea. It is not intended here to consider the legal effect of Art. 427; it seems clear 
that the Preamble of the ILO Constitution is binding upon the signatories, and it is this which defines 
the competence of the ILO. ^  On the other hand. Art. 427 does not prescribe the level of the compe­
tence of the Organisation; it simply enunciates several principles and methods through which the ob­
jectives set out in the Preamble of this Constitution could be attained. In its advisory opinion the 
P.C.l.J. said, dealing with the competence of the ILO with regard to the personal work of the em­
ployers, that "This Article (Article 427) in the view of the Court "does not define or limit the powers 
of the Organisation. It is merely a declaration of principles the enumeration of which is not claimed to 
be entirely complete or final." %
Interpretation of Art. 427 of the Treaty of Peace
Writers like Scelle distinguished between the Preamble of the Constitution, which in connec­
tion with Art. 387 defines the competence of the ILO and is obligatory, and Art. 427 which is merely a
^^For a different opinion, see Scelle, op. dt., pp. 267-9.
^^onfinning the conclusions reached above came the Report of the Resolutions Committee to the 55th maritime ses­
sion of the ILO Conference held in 1970 on a resolution concerning Holidays with Pay for Seafarers. At its 54th ses­
sion the Conference adopted a Convention on Annual Holidays with Pay (Revised) 1970 which excluded seafarers, 54 
R P . , pp. 612, 632; it also adopted a resolution requesting the G.B. to invite the JMC to consider the question of the 
H oli^y with Pay for Seafarers, in the light of the instruments adopted, ibid., pp. 633,673. The Resolutions Commit­
tee, at the 55th session of the Conference, dealt with die question of the applicability of ILO Conventions of general 
nature to seafarers and submitted its report to the Conference. Para. 25 of that Report said that "Seafarers from among 
both the Employers' and the Workers' members opposed the view which had been put forward at the Conferaice in June 
(54th session), that the standards adopted for workers generally could also be made applicable to seafarers. They 
referred to the historical mandate, dating back to 1920, winch allowed for separate treatment of seafarers in intemationM 
labour instruments; and they reaffirmed the special conditions of seafarers' life and work which made it inappropriate to 
^ p ly  the same standards to maritime workers, as those which apply to workers on land.", 55 R.P. , p. 157.
^Morellet, op. cit., p. 47, Jenks, op. dt., p. 175, Scelle, op. dt. pp. 33-4, Advisory opinion of the Court, no. 2, op. dt., 
po. 27-29.
^Advisory opinion o f the PCIJ, Series B, no. 13, "Competence of the ILO to regulate, inddentally, the personal work 
of the employer", at p. 15.
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list of principles. Although it is not disputed that Art. 427 cannot limit the competence of the ILO, ^  
the legal effect to be given to that Article is not quite clear.
Art. 387 of the Treaty of Peace (Art 1 of the Constitution) states that an organization is estab­
lished for the promotion of the objects set forth in the Preamble. There is no reference to Art. 427 
which in this way could have been made obligatory. Here it should be noted that after the amend­
ments to the Constitution in 1946, whereby the Declaration of Philadelphia was included in the Con­
stitution to replace Art. 427, Art. 1 of the Constitution (Art. 387 of the Treaty of Peace) expressly 
mentioned the Declaration, which thus became part of the Constitution. Although Art. 387 did not 
mention Art. 427, it has been suggested that Art. 427 has the same force as any other article of the 
ILO Constitution because of the latter's position in the Constitution.
The truth is that the legal effect of Art. 427 has never been cleared up in the Commission on 
International Labour Legislation for a variety of reasons. At its 30th meeting Barnes thought that the 
insertion of any principle in the labour clauses of the Treaty of Peace, would entail an immediate obli­
gation to apply the principle, as soon as the signatories approved the Treaty. Baron Mayor de 
Planches had a different view, namely that the principles laid down in Art. 427 would apply only in 
accordance with the decisions of future Conferences. During the initial discussion the text before 
the Commission was different from the final version that emerged, Mahaim argued that there 
were two parts in the Preamble which could not be disassociated from each other. According to the 
first part the Contracting Parties accepted the principles proposed; while in the second part, it was 
made clear that the details of the application of the principle should laid down in future conferences. 
The Report of the Committee to the Preliminary Peace Conference stated, inter alia , that "... (the 
members of the Commission) confined themselves to principles, the resolution of which may be con­
templated in the near future. It will be seen that the High Contracting Parties are not asked to give 
immediate effect to them, but only to endorse them generally. It will be the duty of the International
^^This was the thesis of M. de Lapradelle in presenting his arguments before the PCIJ, when the latter considered the 
question of the competence of the ILO in matters of agriculture, which was rejected by the Court, Advisory opinion. 
No. 2, op. dt., p. 33; see also Hiitonen, op. dt., pp. 107-8, Trodet, op. dt., p. 451.
lOOpor the Declaration of Philadelphia and its effect on the competence of the ILO, see Troclet, op. dt., pp. 445-483, 
particularly pp. 445-451 and Valticos, op. dt., pp. 77,190-4.
^^^HUtonen, op. d t ,  p. 106; he said: "Je ne vois pas cependant par quel motif formel et juridiquement acceptable 1* on 
pourrait etayer une telle opinion (that Art. 427 does not have the same legal value as other articles) puisqu' il s' agit ici 
toujours de diverses parties d'un même traité dans lequel il n* est jamais expressément indique qu' il faille nécessaire­
ment établir des differences de valeur" and in footnote 3 he added: "Notons à ce propos que la dite declaration est en 
realité comprise dans la partie XIII et cela de telle manière que le premier titre est ainsi conçu: "Section I, Organisation 
du Travail", ce qui laisse supposer un complement que 1* on trouve aussi dans le titre de 1* article 427, ainsi conçu: 
"Section II, Prindpes généraux", ce qui indique, sans doute, que les prindpes du dit article sont etroitement liés avec la 
section première". See also Troclet, op. cit., p. 451 "Ainsi donc l ' article 427 (a. 41) faisait partie du texte comme la 
Declaration de la Philadelphie".
, vol. I, pp. 196-198 and 200 respectively. 
lOSThe latter stated that "High Contracting Parties declare their acceptance of the following principles and engage to 
take all necessary steps to secure their realisation in accordance with the recommendations to be made to the interna­
tional labour Co^orence established under the treaty as to their practical apphcation."
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Labour Organisation to examine them thoroughly and to put them in the form of recommendations or 
draft conventions elaborated with the detail necessary for their practical application."
At the Plenary sitting of the Preliminary Peace Conference on 28th April, 1919, Sir Robert 
Borden of the British delegation proposed as a compromise an amended draft of the nine Principles to 
be included in Art. 427. He added: "I may say in the first instance of this ... that there are no alter­
ations of substance as I understand." His view was supported by another delegate at the Conference. 
105
Leaving aside the argument, that the term "industrial wage earners" used in the Preamble to 
Art. 427 does not refer to seamen (which would be in contrast to the PCIJ's wide interpretation of this 
term in its advisory opinion on the agriculture it must be recognised that, despite statements to the 
contrary, the new wording of the Preamble of Art. 427 had a weakening effect. First, there was a 
reference to the differences prevailing in different countries making "strict uniformity in the 
conditions difficult of immediate attainment." Secondly, speaking of the principles, the Preamble 
suggested that "all industrial communities should endeavour to apply them and then only "so far as 
their special circumstances will permit." Thirdly, these principles, which were not complete or final 
only "will confer benefits upon the wage-eamers of the world i f  adopted." This means that it was 
considered that the principles would not be adopted either. That is why Shotwell, while admitting that 
in the first draft some legal obligations, as some Members of the Commission thought, would be 
involved, commenting on a first draft of the Borden amendment, phrased in almost identical language 
to that finally adopted, said: "It will be noted that in this draft the points, to some extent, lose their in­
dividual character, while such legal obligation as was involved in the preamble adopted by the Com­
mission is replaced by a kind of confession of faith, so admirably worded, however, that it gives the 
impression of strengthening the binding effect which in fact it destroys."
Conclusions
Thus, there are doubts about the exact legal effect of the Preamble of Art. 427. The situa­
tion is aggravated by the fact that, as pointed out earlier, the Commission on International Labour 
Legislation adopted a resolution that the very special questions relating to seamen's affairs would be 
dealt with at special maritime sessions of the ILO Conferences, The first point, therefore, is that
, vol. I. p. 268.
105ibid.,pp. 306-7.
106Advisory opinion (PCIJ) No. 2, op. dt., p. 33, Guerreau, op. dt., p. 246. 
lO^Emphasis added. 
lO^Shotwell, op. dt., pp. 189,214.
lO^Some Members of the Commission were of the opinion the questions relating to seamen were delicate and they were 
not competent to deal with them; they should be considered by spedalists.
llO^t the 3rd (general) session of the Conference in 1921, in the Maritime Committee which was appointed to deal 
with the maritime questions on the Agenda, General Baylay, the U.K. employers' delegate, proposed a resolution con­
cerning the future procedure to be followed by the ILO in regard to maritime questions, see ILO, 1921 Conference 
Committees, Committee on Maritime Questions. Insert "resolution presented by General Baylay" attached to the Report 
of the Committee to the Conference. This resolution slightly amended, was adopted on 10th November 1921 and it 
reads: "Sedng that misunderstanding may arise as to the position of those employed in the mercantile marine with re-
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though this Preamble was theoretically and grammatically sufficiently comprehensive to deal with all 
classes of workers, it might be said that in fact the regulation of seamen's problems was outside the 
contemplation of Members of the Commission.
The second point relates to the question concerning the application of the 8 hour-principle to 
maritime labour. It is true that the wording of Art. 427 is very comprehensive and at first sight it ap­
pears to include seamen. On a literary interpretation of the text, which is that used by the PCIJ in his 
opinion on the agriculture, m  seamen are included. If we interpret the text in the historical context 
1^ ,^ however, they might be excluded because their case was expressly excluded from the considera­
tion of the Committee. So the Court's opinion that the above mentioned extracts apply to agriculture 
might not fit the case of seamen because an application of modified principles ("as far as their special 
circumstances permit") presupposes non-exclusion from that application. As far as the 8-hour princi­
ple is concerned, it is not clear from the Court's opinion whether all the principles must be applied to 
all particular fields of labour. Again these principles are neither complete nor final, Thus, 
even if seamen were included in the Preamble, there could be another principle applicable to them 
which is not expressly stated,
Apart from the above mentioned resolution, adopted by the Commission, no other reference to 
seafarers is to be found in the minutes of the proceedings of the Commission. This could be at­
tributed either to the express exclusion of seamen as a particular category from the consideration of 
the Commission, thus leaving future Conferences to regulate relevant matters, or the conviction that 
seamen were included anyway. The latter view, though possible, is not backed up by the Commis­
sion's proceedings, especially in the light of the extensive discussions of the question of agriculture.
gard to Conventions and Recommendations to be passed by the International Labour Conference, it is hereby resolved 
that no such Conventions or Recommendations shall ^ p ly  to those employed in the mercantile marine unless they have 
been passed as a special maritime question on the agenda. All questions on maritime affairs put forward for con­
sideration by conferences should be previously considered by the Joint Maritime Commission of the International 
Labour Office", 3 RJ^., pp. 264,868. For a discussion of this resolution, see ibid., pp. 262-3. It was pointed out by 
one delegate that the phrase "maritime affairs" would include questions of emigration. The comprehensive wording 
seems to mean that all questions relating to shipping, whether they relate to employment or not, should be referred in 
this way.
 ^^ ^Advisory opinion. No. 2, op. dt., 31,33. It should be noted that the Court dealt with the question of the compe­
tence of the ILO and not with die question of the applicability of the piindple of the 8 hours day to agriculture. It had 
to deal with it in a roundabout way, since Art. 427 had been put forward as limiting the competence of the ILO, because 
the 8-hour prindple included therein was not specifically applicable to agriculture. The Court also said that any argu­
ment used for the exclusion of agriculture from the competence of the ILO could be used "with equal force" for the ex­
clusion of navigation and fisheries, ibid., p. 41. This, of course, was an obiter dictum.
^^^de Rdtcrskjold, op. cit., p. 365 "If faut cependant souligner encore, que "le sense exact des termes" ne peut être 
trouvé que dans l 'aspect de l 'hypothèse fondamentale de la partie Xm  du traité".
Advisory opinion. No. 2, op. dt., p. 33. 
ll'^OJ5.,vol. I,pp. 306-7.
is not disputed that the whole ILO Constitution does not apply to seamen. It should be noted that the case of 
seamen was discussed in the Commission on International Labour Legislation only in connection with the Labour 
Clauses of the Treaty of Peace.
^^ I^n this context it should be noted that all the proposals, mentioned earlier, which were put forward before the Com­
mission for consideration, dealt with the 8-hour prindple and they contained a spedal provision relating to seamen and 
made reference to a future international seafarers code to be established, totally unconnected to the 8-hour prindple.
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If the members of the Commission thought that seamen were included then it would have be expected 
that nice points relating to the application of the 8-hour principle to seamen would have been raised, as 
they were in relation to agriculture and commerce.
The inclusion of the Declaration of Philadelphia which replaced Art. 427 in the Constitution of 
the ILO had had an expansionary effect on the competence of the ILO rationae personae et rationae 
materiae . The wording of this Declaration does not leave any doubts concerning the wider com­
petence of the ILO (it refers to "all human beings"). Seamen are certainly included, but the arguments 
in favour or against the application to them of the Art 427 principles cited above still hold.
In conclusion, we have shown in this section that the ILO has undoubted competence with re­
gard to maritime labour, but the 8-hour principle does not have any binding force either by means of 
the Washington principle nor, presumably, by means of Art. 427.
1.5. The ILO and the International Seamen's Code
1.5.1. The establishment of an International Seamen's Code (ISC)
Historical review
The Genoa Conference in 1920 dealt with the possibility of drawing up an international sea­
men's code and adopted a Recommendation suggesting that national collections of laws and regula­
tions relating to seamen should be undertaken in order to facilitate the establishment of an 
international code for seamen; and a Resolution was adopted urging the ILO Office to make the 
necessary investigations relating to the establishment of an international seamen's code and to report 
on the progress of its work not later than 1921.
The Commission on the International Seamen's Code appointed by the 1920 Conference de­
cided that for the purpose of the Report which it was to prepare, the term "seamen's code" would be 
used to mean "the whole of the laws and regulations dealing with the conditions and position of sea­
men as such." 120
The codification of seamen's law which would reflect the maximum of regulations common to 
"numerous" countries would contribute to the uniformity of law relating to seamen and would facili­
tate the movement of seamen as an international community all over the world. Since many countries 
would commit themselves to the implementation of the ILO standards international competition would 
be expected to diminish. The Commission did not attempt to examine the question whether the Inter­
national Seamen's Code should be embodied in one instrument, or, whether special codes - on partic-
ll^As to the problems caused by the inclusion of the word "commerce" in the 8 hours a day principle, see 0 .5 . ,  vol. I, 
DO. 159-160,196,219-220.
'^®See supra n. 100.
1 1 9 2 , pp. 162-173,547-566,594.
120lbid., p. 550.
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ular topics - should be elaborated. Subsequent history shows that special instruments have been 
adopted to deal with particular questions seamen's affairs,
The nature of the ISC
A question to be asked is what is the object of the ISC: is it supposed to codify existing laws 
relating to seamen, or to incorporate provisions constituting in certain respects an improvement on the 
existing regulation. The answer of the Commission on the establishment of an ISC to that problem 
was not clear; it said that by using the term "the collection of laws and regulations dealing with the 
conditions and positions of seamen as such, which it may be possible for the various maritime coun­
tries of the world to adopt as a common and uniform body of international seamen's law" was implied. 
122
The matter was discussed in the first session of the JMC and at the 1926 Conference when the 
question of seamen's engagement was discussed. Based on the replies of the Governments to an ILO 
Questionnaire concerning the question of the international codification of the rules relating to sea­
men's articles of agreement, the ILO Office was, finally, obliged to remark that "in certain respects, no 
doubt, it may be thought a matter for regret that the idea of a code dealing with the engagement of 
seamen has had to be relinquished". 2^3
Following the adoption of a resolution by the 1976 Conference which asked the G.B. to in­
struct the Director-General to prepare and publish, after consultation with the JMC, first a compilation 
of up-to-date maritime labour instruments which could be applied in different countries by means of 
national legislation, collective agreements or practice and, secondly, a compilation of codes and prac­
tices which would serve as models for legislation and would not create binding obligations, the JMC, 
at its 23rd session, had as the 3rd item on its Agenda "the consideration of an international seafarers' 
code and of model legislation concerning seafarers". 2^4 The JMC document contained the substance
^2t A new era for ILO drafting techniques began in 1976 with the adoption of the Minimum Standards Convention No. 
147 and the relevant Recommendation No. 155 concerning the improvement of standards in merchant ships. Until then 
only single instruments had been adopted by ILO Conferences. For the first time, in the Appendices to Convention 
No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155 a number of instruments were listed (most of them maritime). Again, at the 
74th session of the ILO Conference in 1987 Convention No. 165 (1987) concerning Social Security Protection for 
Seafarers (Revised) was adopted. This Convention, by incorporating social security standards included in many ILO 
Conventions of a general nature, further develops the idea of an International Seamen's Code, thought on a smaller scale 
(in the field of social security for seafarers). For all the above instruments see Ch^ters 5 and 6. 
i 222/?.P. ,p .5 5 1 . , .
^23ILO Conference, 9th session, 1926, Report I on the international codification o f the rules relating to seamen's 
articles o f  agreement , p. 186. Despite the fact that the preparatory work of the Office was aiming at a general 
codification of rules to be contained in one single instrument, the Office decided to tackle the question in three 
instruments, a Convention concerning articles of agreement, a Convention concerning repatriation and a Convention 
concerning disciplinary and criminal penalties. For the history of, and the problems which had arisen in relation to, 
this question see ILO Conference, Codification o f the rules relating to seamen's articles o f agreement , 1925, 
Questionnaire 1 .25 G.B., pp. 25,27.
124JMC/23/3 (a) and 23/3 (b).
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of 26 Conventions and 21 Recommendations which, according to the in-depth review undertaken by 
the G.B. and completed in 1979, represented current ILO maritime standards. 2^5
Recently, in 1983, under the auspices of the ILO, a book containing these Conventions and 
Recommendations was published under the title "Maritime Labour Conventions and Recommenda­
tions; 126 this gives the substantial provisions of the ISC.
Conclusions
According to some ILO delegates, one of the aims of the ISC was, as pointed out earlier, to 
reduce international competition. However, as will be seen in Chapter 7, this cannot be the primary
aim of the ILO which is rather the establishment of uniform protective social standards for seafarers at
*  ' . . . .  . . ,
the international level. In any case, there is no evidence that competition in the shipping industry has 
been reduced as a result of the adoption of ILO Conventions and Recommendations. As regards the 
development of the ISC, it must be said that it is no longer based on a theoretical rationale. The 
instruments adopted since 1926 have not always been aimed at, or had the effect of, codifying as well 
as improving seamen's standards nor have economic factors, such as international competition, been 
taken into account in framing the relevant instruments. In many instances, the adoption of the 
instruments concerned was rather the outcome of long deliberations of shipowners, seafarers and 
governments, each group trying to impose its own opinions. As will be seen in later chapters, the 
development of voting tactics in the Conference resulted in the adoption of provisions which, 
sometimes, did not codify existing law nor did they mark an improvement in the regulation of sea­
men's affairs. 2^7
Nowadays the ISC can be conceived as a broad term which contains instruments not only 
dealing with labour questions but also embodying principles concerning safety matters. Convention 
No. 147, in this context, illustrates the close link between labour and safety matters which is also re­
flected in the joint deliberations (trough the Joint ILO/IMO Committee) and the close co-operation 
that exists between the ILO and the I MO. As a result of common action by the two organisations 
towards an improvement of standards safety at sea, the International Convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers was signed in London on 7 July 1978. Its 
objective is to improve safety at sea through a set of minimum standards for training of masters.
125pQur Conventions of a general nature were included in this compilation: These are Conventions Nos 87 (Freedom 
of Association, and Protection of the Right to Organise, 1948); 98 (Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining, 
1949); 130 (Medical Care and Sickness Benefits, 1969) and 138 (Minimum Age, 1973). Following the adoption of 
Convention No. 165 (1987) concerning Social Security Protection for Seafarers (Revised), Convention No. 130 does 
not have the same significant status in the ISC as it used to have before 1987. The above Conventions apply to all 
workers and are considered to form part of minimum maritime standards.
126jlo, Maritime Labour Conventions and Recommendations, Geneva, 1983.
2^'^The question of wages, hours of work and manning represents a prime example of lack of concerted action in 
dealing with seamen's problems. For this question see infra Chapter 4.
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officers of the deck, engine and radio departments, and of ratings forming part of a navigational or 
engine-room watch. 2^8
Hence, the term "International Seafarers' Code" implies a comprehensive set of standards for 
the improvement of conditions of employment on board ship and of safety of life at sea. However, 
safety questions can only constitute a part of the Seafarers' Code in so far as they affect seamen's 
conditions of employment and seamen's safety at sea. 2^9 Related matters, such as passengers' safety 
and technical matters concerning safety come within the sphere of other international organisations 
like the IMO.
1.5.2. Procedural difficulties at ILO Maritime Conferences
One or two procedural problems have arisen at maritime sessions of the ILO conference, 
which have taken up some of the Conference's time.
The first was related to the desire that maritime questions should be dealt with by persons who 
had wide maritime experience. It was pointed out that the maritime character of the Conference oth­
erwise would be impaired, as the maritime Conferences were attended by a large number of delegates 
who had no knowledge of maritime matters. Some of them were delegates at ordinary sessions. The 
problem was solved when special (maritime) sessions of the ILO Conference began to be held at dif­
ferent times of the same year in which ILO Conferences of a general nature were held.
The second question concerned the interpretation of Art. 389 (3) of the Treaty of Peace. It 
stated that "The Members undertake to nominate non-Govemment Delegates and advisers chosen in 
agreement with the industrial organisations if such organisations exist, which are most representative 
of employers or work people as the case may be, in the respective countries". It was argued before the 
Credentials Committee at the 1926 Conference that the fact that a resolution was adopted by the 
Commission on International Labour Legislation to the effect that questions relating to seamen should 
be considered by special maritime conferences would lead to the following interpretation of the above 
Article, viz, "... the non-Govemment Delegates should be appointed, in view of the special nature of 
maritime affairs, in agreement with the most representative occupational organisations directly con­
cerned in maritime affairs;"
The majority of the Committee did not share this view. Art. 389 (3) did not impose any obli­
gation on governments to consult organisations of special categories of mariners. On this the G.B. on 
25 March 1920 adopted a resolution providing that it would be advisable that, at special sessions of 
the Conference, non-Govemments Delegates should be chosen by agreement with employers and
128por a detailed analysis of this Convention see infra Chapter 3,3.2.4; 3.2.5.
129compare Convention No. 134 concerning the Prevention of Occupational Accidents to Seafarers, 1970. For the 
fuller details on the question of safety in the ILO Maritime Conventions and, especially, in Convention No. 147 see in­
fra Chapters 4  and 6, Subsections 4.1.53.4. and 6.1.2.
RJ^., Appendix 1,2nd Report of the Credentials Committee, pp. 422-432, at p. 428.
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workers associations most representative of all sections of the industry. In addition. Art. 389 (3) 
provided for technical advisors whom a delegate could consult, if he had no knowledge of maritime 
affairs. Furthermore, the Committee was of the opinion that the resolution adopted by the Labour 
Commission was nothing more than a resolution, and in any case it was not clear from the language of 
the resolution that there should be special representation of seamen's organisations,
The authoritative view of the Director General dispelled any doubts concerning the duties. He 
quoted 2ui extract of the letters sent to Governments which would be represented at the Maritime Con­
ference in 1929.132 These letters, which represent the ILO Office's views on this matter, show that 
the Governments, in consulting the most representative central and not maritime organisations, were in 
conformity with Art. 389 of the Treaty. It is clear from the wording of these letters that the Gov­
ernments were not obliged to follow the procedure mentioned therein.
Thus the 1929 Conference confirmed the principle that Governments were obliged under the 
terms of A rt 389 to consult central organisations and if they thought it desirable they could ask asso­
ciations of shipowners and seafarers' organisations to express their opinion. 133 Nevertheless, in view 
of the increasing complexity of shipping questions in recent times, it seems desirable that Gov­
ernments request organisations acquainted with shipping matters to express their opinion before they 
nominate delegates to the Conference. As a last resort, experts in maritime matters could be appointed 
as technical advisors to delegates nominated by Governments, who have no first hand knowledge of 
seamen's affairs.
1.6. The ILO and the adopted criterion of the ship's registration
131lbid., pp. 422-427, For a further discussion of this problem see ibid., pp. 142-155,364-377, 500-502,13 RI*., pp. 
30-75,312-3, Scelle, op. cit., p. 158, LLJi. , Vol. XIV, no. 4, Oct. 1926, pp. 509-512, Vol. XXI, no. 1, Jan. 1930, pp. 2-6 
and Vol. LXXVIH, no. 5,1958, pp. 433-436.
132They read as follows: "At its fortieth Session the Governing Body had under consideration the question of the 
representation of the employers and workers at the Thirteenth Session, in view of its exclusively maritime character. 
A^ Tiile it was recognised that the provisions of the Peace Treaty concerning the method of appointing employers' and 
workers' delegates and advisers to a Session of the Conference ^plied to a special maritime Session under the same 
conditions as to an ordinary general Session, it was urged that it would be desirable that the composition of the 
Thirteenth Session should correspond with its special character. The Governing Body accordingly desired me to draw 
special attention to the exclusively maritime nature of the Agenda of the Conference, and from the standpoint of the 
practical and successful results of the Conference to suggest t^ t in following out the procedure laid down by the Peace 
Treaty, the Governments should draw the attention of die most representative employers' and workers' organisations to 
the desirability of nominating their representatives with special regard to their competence on maritime subjects"; 13 
RJ* ., p. 61.
^33The question has not given rise to any practical difficulties since then, but for the first time at a maritime confer­
ence, in 1929, the double-discussion procedure was introduced. The 1929 Conference could not, therefore, decide any 
question concerning maritime labour; it proposed draft conclusions to be discussed at a subsequent maritime 
Conference. The war, which affected shipping, and lack of agreement between the seafarers and shipowners during the 
deliberations at the JMC,made it impossible to convene the next maritime Conference before 1936. The shipowners 
were of the opinion that a Conference consisting of maritime experts should be convened to discuss the 1929 proposals. 
They suggested that a tripartite technical meeting should be held to consider the draft conclusions adopted in 1929, 
before these were presented to the maritime session of the Conference. On the other hand, the seafarers wanted to have 
these matters dealt with at either a maritime or a general Conference, as soon as it could be arranged. All these 
incidents led to the establishment of the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference in 1935; see 0£ . , Vol. XV, pp. 
143-4. Since then, the PTMC has been an indispensable element for the procedures leading to the adoption of maritime 
labour standards. It has held six sessions until now (in 1935,1945,1956,1969,1975 and the last in 1986).
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All ILO conventions relating to the seamen's affairs apply to ships registered in the territory of 
a ratifying country. Thus, the criterion used is that of registration and it is the law of the country in 
the territory of which the ship concerned is registered that will apply in a legal dispute involving sea­
men's questions. 3^4 while it is not intended in this section to examine the question of flags of 
convenience or of the nationality of ships, the possibilities open to drafters of ILO instruments 
will be examined with a view to adopting a more efficient formula concerning the applicable law in the 
light of recent developments in the law of ship's registration.
1.6.1. The history of the question within the ILO
The question as to which criterion should be employed to define the ships to which ILO Mar­
itime Conventions apply, has been discussed within the ILO forum on various occasions.
1) At the Committee on Hours of Work and Manning appointed by the 1936 Conference, it 
was pointed out that the question of supervision was connected with the criterion employed in the 
Convention for defining the ships to which the Convention was applicable. It was decided that the 
criterion in the 1936 Convention on Hours of Work and Manning should be registration in a territory 
for which the Convention is in force. The criteria of nationality and the flag were rejected by the Co­
ordination Committee appointed by the 1936 Conference to study the question. Interestingly, another 
criterion was approved by this Committee but was not included in any Convention adopted in 1936 or 
later, namely that the Convention should apply to "all persons employed on any vessel". 136
2) Similarly, in the Committee on Holidays with Pay for Seafarers appointed by the Confer­
ence at its 62nd session in 1976 Algeria stated that the proposed Convention should, inter alia , also 
apply to seafarers who were nationals of countries which had ratified the Convention but who worked 
on board ships registered in countries which had not ratified the Convention. This proposal was not 
adopted. 137
3) At the 62nd session of the ILO Conference in 1976 the Office again rejected the flag crite­
rion proposed by the F.R.G. which thought that it was in conformity with the HSC and the IMO 
Conventions. The Office said: "The Federal Republic of Germany has made several observations on 
the text on this Point. As regards the change from the expression "registered in its territory: to the ex­
pression "flying its flag", the Office observes that the former expression has been consistently used in
134jq the instrument of ratification of the 1936 Convention on hours and manning this criterion was construed by the 
U.S. Government as including "all vessels of the United States as defined under &e laws of the United States", O B . , 
Vol.XXm,p. 134.
135por fuller details see Chapter 6.1. The pioneering works of B. A. Boczek, Flags o f Convenience, An International 
Legal Study , (1962) and H. Meyers, The Nationality of Ships, the Hague, 1967 remain unsurpassed in their respective 
areas although the two writers disagree on many important points.
13^1 R B . , p. 211. The criterion of "all persons employed on any vessel" appears in Art. 1 (1) of Convention No. 8 
concerning Unemployment Indemnity in Case of Loss or Foundering of the SMp.
13762 R B . , p. 164.
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a number of ILO instruments. There would seem to be advantage for the ILO to follow consistent 
practice in this connection",
4) At the Committee on Repatriation appointed by the 1987 Conference, an amendment was 
moved by the Government delegate of Poland to the effect that the words "or is flying the flag" should 
be inserted after the words "Convention applies to a ship registered in the territory" . He was 
concerned that the original text would not cover bareboat charters. He was supported by the Gov­
ernment of Turkey. Many Governments were uncertain about the effect this amendment would have 
on the Convention on Repatriation. The Government delegate of Liberia pointed out that according to 
UNCLOS III, the responsibility for social matters concerning the ship lay with the flag State, which 
necessarily implied its registration there. He did not see how, in the case of dual registration, any 
State other than the flag State could exercise effective jurisdiction and control under the proposed ILO 
instrument. On the other hand, the position of non-metropolitan territories which maintained separate 
registries from those of the metropolitan territory and which flew the flag of that State, but to which 
the Convention might be extended were the amendment adopted, was troublesome to the Governments 
of Netherlands and the U.K. The views of the Workers' and the Employers' groups were mixed. It 
was decided that a working group should be set up to study the question. It recommended that the 
words "and is flying the flag" should be inserted after the words " ship which is registered in the 
territory". Finally, the Workers stated that they preferred the status quo , since there was no time to 
assess the possible implications of the insertion of these words in the Convention. The amendment 
was not adopted. 1^ 9
5) The question of the criterion applicable to the delimitation of the scope of ILO Conventions 
was discussed to some extent in the Co-ordination Committee appointed by the ILO Conference at its 
21st session in 1936 to study the question. The Committee was of the opinion that in the case of in­
ternational conventions which impose on ratifying countries obligations of a regulatory character and 
require regular State supervision uniformity was desirable. This uniformity could be achieved only 
through the criterion of registration.
l^^Intemational Labour Conference, 62nd (Maritime) Session 1976, Report V (2), Substandard Vessels, Particularly 
Those Registered under Flags o f Convenience , p. 41.
1 3 9 7 4 pp. 15/2-15/3.
140rhe criterion of nationality was rejected, inter alia , because it was too vague and confusing. It was also pointed 
out that "nationality of the ship ... is hot the criterion which determines the jurisdictional rights o f States over 
conditions o f employment on Iward, and that the criterion defining the obligations to be assumed by States must 
necessarily correspond with that which; under general rules of international law, delimits the extent of their powers of 
control"; W. Jenks, "Nationality, the Flag and Registration as Criteria for Demarcating the Scope of Maritime 
Conventions", Journal o f Comparative Legislation and International L aw , Vol. XIX, Third Series, 245-252, at p. 249. 
The Committee felt the same results could be achieved through the criterion of registration and that of the flag but 
concluded, relying on a document prepared by the Permanent Committee on Ports and Maritime Navigation of the 
Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit of the League of Nations and entitled 
"Comparative Study of National Laws governing the Granting of the Right to fly a Merchant Flag", that it is the 
general practice of States that the right to fly a flag depends on prior registration; moreover, the flag criterion would 
cause difficulties in the case of ships flying the flag of the metropolitan territory but registered in non-metropolitan 
territories to which application of ILO Conventions is qualifled. The criterion of registration despite some 
disadvantages (no requirement for registration of small vessels; issue of temporary national certificates for ships built of
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1.6.2. Rules of customary law concerning criminal and civil Jurisdiction over acts occurring 
on board ships on the high seas
It is beyond question that the flag State has jurisdiction over merchant seamen employed on 
board ships flying its flag as regards acts concerning their civil status, i.e. births, marriages, wills, civil 
contracts, etc. Also, the master, as representative of the flag State authorities on board ship is 
entrusted with the necessary powers to maintain discipline on board, As regards crimes commit­
ted on board ship on the high seas, the flag State is competent to decide the relevant cases and it also 
has primary jurisdiction in cases where a crime was committed by a foreign seaman. But this juris­
diction does not exclude a concurrent jurisdiction by the courts of the offender’s nationality, especially 
if the offender has fallen into the hands of the authorities of his own State. Despite the Lotus case 
there is considerable opinion in favour of the view that "jurisdiction in respect of crimes committed on 
board merchant vessels on the high seas is primarily vested in the Courts of the flag-State of the 
vessel, but that such jurisdiction is not exclusive and that the State whose national is accused of a 
crime on board a foreign ship is competent to try him when he is within its jurisdiction, although such 
jurisdiction is not generally exercised".
As regards jurisdiction over civil actions on the high seas, this is primarily vested in the au­
thorities of the flag State. Although this is not a legal rule as regards foreign nationals employed on 
board ship, usually jurisdiction is not asserted by other countries in respect of questions of maritime 
employment involving such nationals.
As far as the rights and duties of the flag State in respect of ships flying its flag on the high 
seas are concerned, it is agreed that customary law imposes on it the obligation to ensure, within the 
bounds of reasonableness, that ships under its flag maintain lawful conduct at sea and that the neces­
sary machinery is created for adequately dealing with violations of such conduct In the context of 
maritime labour this general opinion poses insoluble questions: does disregard of national or inter­
national labour standards constitute unlawful conduct? Have certain international labour standards 
passed into customary law? If a FOC country or a country which possesses substandard vessels has
purchased abroad; establishment of registers of traditional maritime countries outside their own territory) was preferred; 
ibid., pp. 250-252.
Colombos, The International Law of the Sea , 1962, p. 263,273; H. Meyers, op. dt., p. 110.
^^^olombos, op. dt., p. 282; see for discussion, ibid. ot. 274-282; see also R. Rienow, The Test o f  the Nationality of 
a Merchant Vessel, 1937, pp. 189-193,211-3. For a (hfferent opinion see Meyers, op. dt., at p. 48: "Jurisdiction and 
competence are exclusive, alternative (priority given the state rirst adjudicating), and in a particular sense possibly 
cumulative, but never concurrent". MacDougal and Burke, in a more sweeping interpretation of the relevant customary 
law, state that all matters relating to the public order of the ship (disdpline of the crew and control of the passengers, 
including criminal offences) jurisdiction is vested with the (lag State; MacDougal and Burke, The Public Order o f the 
Oceans, 1962, pp. 1092-10^.
I'^^Colombos, op. dt., pp. 284-5. 
l^Meyers, op. dt., pp. 110-3.
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passed protective maritime labour laws and has established national machinery for the prevention of 
their violation (we are concerned here with violations of maritime labour standards occurring on the 
high seas) but its ship-users never call at national ports and the availability of inspectors abroad is 
limited for financial or other reasons, has the State concerned acted reasonably?
As regards the first two questions, it seems that certain international maritime labour standards 
have passed into customary law, such as some provisions concerning minimum age, medical exami­
nation of young persons, and concerning seamen's welfare. However, as is indicated in later Chapters, 
the most important provisions of the ILO instruments, such as those concerning manning, wages, 
hours of work and social security, have not been followed uniformly in state practice, As regards 
the last question, it seems that, to the extent that the State concerned has passed maritime labour 
legislation and has established the necessary machinery, it has discharged its duties under customary 
law; the fact that its ship-users behave unlawfully is not a decisive factor. In conclusion, it is 
beyond doubt - and malpractices on board FOC and substandard vessels support this view - that 
international maritime labour standards cannot be adequately protected by customary law and some 
kind of special international treaty is necessary to protect seamen at the international level. These 
treaties, namely ILO Conventions and Recommendations, will be examined in the following chapters 
but first an examination of the relevance of the UN's Law of the Sea Conventions to maritime 
employment is attempted below and their effectiveness in this respect is briefly assessed.
^^^This thesis does not attempt to answer, for reasons of space, the question whether certain provisions of national 
laws concerning maritime employment have passed into customary law independently of ILO Conventions.
^^Meyers, op. cit., p. 111. However, it might be that the country concerned has not discharged its obligations under 
HSC 5. For the concept of the "genuine link" see infra Section 1.63.
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1.6.3. UNCLOS I and UNCLOS III: The failure to establish an effective "genuine link"
In the High Seas Convention adopted by the United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea in 1958 and in the 1982 Convention adopted by the UNCLOS III there are a number of provi­
sions concerning the so-called question of the "genuine link" between a vessel and the flag it flies:
i) Art 4 of the HSC (UNCLOS 111 90) provides that "Every State, whether coastal or not, has 
the right to sail ships under its flag on the high seas" and
ii) Art. 5 (1) of the HSC lays down that "Each State shall fix the conditions for the grant 
of its nationality to ships, for the registration of ships in its territory, and for the right to fly its flag. 
Ships have the nationality of the State whose flag they are entitled to fly. There must exist a gen­
uine link between the State and the ship; in particular, the State must effectively exercise its ju­
risdiction and control in administrative, technical and social matters over ships flying its flag". 1^2
iii) Art. 5 (2) of the HSC (UNCOS 111 91 (2)) stipulates that "Each State shall issue to ships 
which it has granted the right to fly its flag documents to that effect".
the elaboration on the concept of the "genuine link" attempted in Recommendation No. 108 see infra Chapter 6, 
Section 6.1.1.
^^However, these conditions are not prescribed by the Convention.
^^^Ihe wording of this sentence is said to reject registration as conclusive evidence of nationality; MacDougal and 
Burice, op. dt., p. 1061, n. 78.
l^Ocompare the more predse French text "lien substantiel".
^^^But a proposal in the ILC to the effect that "Nevertheless, for the purposes of recognition of the national character 
of a ship by other states, there must exist a genuine link between the State and the ship" was rejected by the Conference 
as offending the prindple of national soverdgnty; see for the old Art. 29 of the Commission draft and for the relevant 
discussions International Law Commission, Yearbook, 1956, Vol. I, pp. 69-72, Vol. H, pp. 259-260. It should be noted 
in this connection that the early proposals before the ILC viewed the concept of the "genuine link" as a a recognition of 
the national character of the ship in connection with nationality of the owners, the nationality of the c^tain and the 
crew and the place of domidle or residence of the persons who owned the ship; see Meyers, op. dt., pp. 207-211; see 
for texts and discussion, ILC, Yearbook, 1955, Vol. H, pp. 22-23,1956, Vol. I, pp. 36-8. Accordingly, "there can be a 
ship owned by fo r d ^  nationals and yet fulfilling the criterion of the genuine link as laid down in 5 of the Geneva 
Convention of the Mgh Seas"; N. Singh, "Maritime flag and State responsibility", in J. Makarcyk, Essays in Interna­
tional Law in Honour o f Judge Manfred Lochs , the Hague, 1984, pp. 657-71, at p. 663. As will be seen later in this 
Chapter, similar attempts to establish ownership as an element of the "genuine link" were defeated 30 years later in the 
UNCTAD.
152Emphasis added. This Article is almost identical to Art. 91 of the UNCLOS III. Art. 5 (1) (second clause) obliges 
ratifying countries to exerdse sodal but not economic control. However, there is a divergence of opinion as to whe6er 
the words "in particular" ("notamment" in the French text) in the last sentence of Art. 5 mean ”inter alia " or "that is" 
(Meyers is in favour of the first interpretation, op. dt., pp. 218-9; Boczek in favour of the second, op. dt., p. 275). The 
answer to the above question is, however, without any practical significance since the inclusion of some kind of 
economic control in Art. 5 (1) had never been envisaged and no "economic link" for the allocation of a ship to a 
particular country is required under customary international law, Meyers, op. dt., pp. 248-9. In any case, a country 
which has ratified thé HSC would be required to rectify labour abuses on the high seas; unfortunately the Article does 
hot mention the labour standards which would serve as a yardstick for the assessment of the exerdse of effective 
jurisdiction over sodal matters by the flag State; the applicable international labour instruments are only mentioned in 
Art. 10 of the HSC only in connection with the safety of life at sea and thdr usefulness in that Article seems dubious 
(see, below the analysis of HSC 10 and UNCLOS HI 94; the UNCLOS III by disengaging the effective jurisdiction 
and control over sodal matters from the "genuine link" further weakens the effectiveness of flag State control over 
labour matters on the high seas). HSC 5 has been critidsed by many writers as having been ineffective. It was pointed 
out that state practice since 1958 has not been in accordance with it; see D.P. O' Connell, The International Law of the 
Sea, 1984, Vol. II, p. 761; Ademuni-Odeke, Shipping in Internationcd Trade Relations , 1988, p. 72.
Whether the crew list must be counted as included in the documents issued is less than clear. An answer in the 
affirmative is usually given; see Meyers, op. dt., pp. 158,159. However, it is questionable whether the crew list serves 
as a means of identification of the ship, espedally, if under national laws a) no requirement for the engagement of
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iv) Art. 6 (1) of the HSC (UNCLOS III 92 (1)) lays down that "Ships shall sail under the flag 
of one state only and, save in exceptional cases expressly provided for in international treaties or in 
these Articles, shall be subject to its exclusive jurisdiction on the high seas. A ship may not 
change its flag during a voyage or while in a port of call, save in the case of a real transfer of owner­
ship or change of registry",
v) Art. 6 (2) of the HSC (UNCLOS 111 92 (2)) provides that "A ship which sails under the 
flags of two or more states, using them according to convenience, may not claim any of the nationali­
ties in question with respect to any other state, and may be assimilated to a ship without nationality". 
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The common characteristic of the HSC and UNCLOS 111 is that neither clarifies the question 
of the "genuine link" and the nationality of ships. A kind of "legal" link was established but the in­
clusion of an "economic" link in these Conventions was never considered. It has also been argued 
that the HSC clauses on the "genuine link" were not regarded as legally binding because "the propo­
sals permitting non-recognition of flags of convenience and a formal identification of ownership and 
"genuine link" were rejected." This view does not seem to be correct: the concept of the genuine 
link, as appears from the wording of Art. 5 (1), was unequivocally binding. "What was rejected was 
the view that a state has the right not to recognize an immatriculation of a ’ship' by another state, solely
national crews exists; b) "company service" contracts are signed or engagement takes place from a roster on a regular ba­
sis; c) second or third "supply" crews are employed on board the same ship on a cyclical basis. It should be noted that 
Art, 7 of Convention No. 22 concerning Seamen's Articles of Agreement does not re co u se  the carrying of a list of 
crew on board ship as a requirement. The issue of documents may evidence the nationahty of the ship or be a conse­
quence of the attribution of the nationality of the ship under Art. 6 (2) but there is no authority to support the view of 
MacDougal and Burke that the meaning of this provision, in conjunction with Art. 6 (1) is that "ships must be re­
garded as having the nationality of the state issuing documents certifying that a ship is entitled to fly the flag shown"; 
op. cit., p. 1120. Under Art. 5 (3) (c) of the UNCTAD Convention on Conditions for Registration of ships it is clear 
that these documents have a character indicative, and not conclusive, of the ship's nationality.
^^ "^ It has been argued that the word "jurisdiction" in this Article is to be interpreted as having a very broad 
connotation and it also describes the powers of the flag State with regard to ship-users. In contrast to Art. 6, Art. 5 of 
the HSC is, according to the same author, to be interpreted as follows: "In this case jurisdiction would seem to refer to 
the competence of a state to prescribe rules of conduct and to have their application adjudicated in its courts. The 
competence to use physical coercion would, if that construction is correct, not be included in the term, in contrast to its 
use in, for instance, i ^ c l e  6" of the HSC; H. Meyers, op. cit., pp. 36-7,40. Article 6, however, states that a ship shall 
be subject to the jurisdiction of the flag State on the high seas. It does not lay down that a State must exercise this 
"jurisdiction". This obligation is imposed by Art. 5 whose ^plication has not been successful.
^^^This provision has not eliminated the possibility of dual nationalities or instant changes of flags which it is 
thought are allowed under this provision, Ademuni-Odeke, op. cit., p. 68; see also MacDougal and Burke, op. cit., p. 
1086; contra Meyers who thinks that this Article prohibits multiple allocation, op. cit., pp, 134-137.
^^^This provision "prohibits only the contemporaneous use of dual nationality but not the incidence of instant or fre­
quent changes according to convenience", Ademuni-Odeke, op. dt., pp. 68-69.
^^^Boczek, op. dt., p. 282; A. Cafruny, Ruling the Waves, 1987, p. 100; R. Pinto, "Les pavillons de complaisance". 
Journal du Droit International, Vol. 8Î7,1960, pp. 344-369, at p. 362; see also R. Carlisle, Sovereignty for Sale , 1981, 
pp. 154-5. It cannot be disregarded, however, that from the wording and the history of Art. 5 of the HSC it can be in­
ferred that the existence of a "genuine link" must result in "effective jurisdiction and control" and, therefore, it implies a 
duty of the flag State to have means available to ensure suffident authority over ships flying its flag, Meyers, op. cit., 
pp. 244-5. Moreover, "there exists a suffldently "genuine" link when the accessibility of the ship-users or their goods 
to adequately equipped offldals is such that the necessary authority can exist, that the necessary control can be exer- 
dsed"; Meyers, op. d t ,  p. 252.
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in view of the fact that the latter state in its laws does not impose national immatriculation conditions 
of 2my weight upon its ship-users”. Accordingly, the right for non-recognition could exist if, on 
the whole, the flag State did not exercise "effective jurisdiction and control” over ships flying its flag 
by any means available at its disposal (apart from requirements concerning the nationality of the 
owner, crew etc.). The HSC has had no effect in deterring use of flags of convenience while 
UNCLOS III further weakens the concept of the "genuine link” as it "no longer suggests a direct rela­
tionship between the genuine link concept and effective jurisdiction and control...” general, the 
concept of the genuine link in the UNCLOS Conventions, despite its obligatory nature, could not 
possibly provide ILO Members, if it were adopted in ILO Conventions, with specific guidance as to 
what ILO maritime standards, or for that matter other standards, could be taken into account in 
defining some kind of link between the flag State and ships flying its flag.
158Meyers, op. cit., p. 279 (emphasis added); see also ibid., pp. 280-2; for similar views on this point see N. Singh, 
International Law Problems of Merchant Shipping", R.CAJ) J . , 1962, in . Vol. 107, pp. 7-167, at p. 62. 
t^^MacDougal and Burke, commenting on the "genuine link", refer to the "act... of a state in conferring its national 
character upon a vessel"; MacDougal and Burke, op. cit., pp. 1055,1112. Although the concept of genuine link is seen 
by them, correctly, as an international restriction of competence to attribute national character to vessels, it is less than 
clear from their book what the content of the international obligations imposed by the genuine link (apart from man­
ning and ownership requirements) is and whether this concept, as enunciated in HSC 5, imposes concrete obligations 
on ratifying countries in attributing a national character to a vessel. In this respect, the explanation offered by Meyers, 
which is cited immediately above, is more satisfying. Goldie examines the question of the nationality of ships de lege 
ferenda and suggests the test of control as an alternative basis for the recognition of the ship's nationality (registration 
of FOG vessels in Bureaux in the US could, in his view, provide "a telling point"); L.F.E. Goldie, "Recognition and 
Dual Nationality-A Problem ôf Flags of Convenience", BYIL , Vol. XXJGX, 1 9 ^ , pp. 220-283, pp. 261, 283. Al­
though it is not clear from Goldie's article in what this control consists, it seems that assertion of such control could be 
based on ownership and (American) control. GoltUe's thesis is not convincing in certain respects: a) he seems to limit 
the application of this control (and, accordingly, the ^plication of the National Labour Relations Act) to FOC vessels 
under American control (US t^nefldal ownership); this disregards the fact that today the "open registries" is a much 
wider phenomenon; moreover, he gives no legal justification of the reason why such jurisdiction should be asserted in 
the case of FOC vessels under American control and not in the case of other FOC or non-FOC vessels; b) while he 
gives an intelligent analysis of the theory of conflict of laws, he does not explain why labour disputes should not be 
regarded as immune from review under the lex fori ; c) in omitting a clear explanation he disregards some obvious 
advantages of such immunity, such as certainty of law with regard to the obligations and rights of the crew and the 
owner and the principle of non-violation of foreign articles of agreement
160^ Burke, "Changes made in the rules of navigation and maritime trade by the 1982 Convention on the Law of the 
Sea", in The Developing Order o f the Oceans , 1985, pp. 662-677, at p. 663; contrast J.N. Moore cited by M. 
McConnell in "Darkening Confusion Mounted Upon Darkening Confusion": The Search for the Elusive Genuine Link, 
JMLC , vol. 16,1985, pp. 365-396, at p. 382, who thinks that the transfer of the sentence referring to effective juris­
diction and control from Art. 91 to Art. 94 was merely a drafting matter.
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Art. 10 of the HSC and Art. 94 of UNCLOS III
However, Art 10 of the HSC and Art. 94 of UNCLOS III, which is an expanded form of Art 
10 of the HSC, do provide that the flag state is to ensure that vessels flying its flag are seaworthy and 
that labour conditions and standards take into account the work of the ILO and the IMO.
Art. 94 (3), like Art. 10 of the HSC, lays down that every state must take such measures 1^ 2 
for ships flying its flag as are necessary to ensure safety at sea with regard inter alia to: (b) the 
manning of ships, labour conditions and the training of crews, taking into account the applicable in­
ternational instruments. A number of observations must be made in respect of this provision:
1) It establishes a connection between safety and labour conditions on board ship. However, it 
recognises labour standards only in so far as they have some effect on safety at sea and not as social 
standards in their own right. This means that no measures have to be taken by the flag state to apply 
national labour standards which go beyond strict safety requirements. This view is corroborated by 
paras. 4 (b) and (c) of Art. 94 which lists among the objectives of such measures the need to ensure, 
inter alia , that masters and officers and crew should possess appropriate qualifications and 
should be appropriate in number for the particular ship. The instances of appropriate qualifications 
mentioned in this paragraph clearly imply a concern for ensuring safety at sea.
2) If the above interpretation is correct, ILO instruments can only be taken into account in the 
implementation of Art. 94 in so far as they contain provisions relating to safety at sea. These pro­
visions, as will become evident in the next chapters, especially Chapter 6, are very few. 1^ 7 Moreover, 
the words "manning, labour conditions and the training of crews", unless widely interpreted, seem to
^^^The penal jurisdiction of the flag State in matters of collision or other incidents of navigation occurring on the high 
seas is outside the scope of this section. Here it should be noted that, while HSC 11 provides seamen w i±  legal secu­
rity as regards the suspension or cancellation of certificates by providing that only the State which issued the 
certificates concerned is competent to take measures in respect thereof, this is not so as regards all other cases: 
jurisdiction is vested with either the flag State or the State of which the responsible person is a national. Compare the 
relevant 1952 Brussels Convention; see also infra Chapter 6, Section 6.2.1. C).
162Though the wording of the Article is not clear, the word "measures”, which was substituted for the word 
"regidations" in UNCLOS I, includes the promotion by the flag State of adequate collective labour agreements; Meyers, 
op. dt., p. 114.
l^^lt has been argued, although no substantial evidence is supplied in this respect, that the words '*inter alia " in HSC 
10 refer to "measures" and not to "safety"; Meyers, op. dt., p. 115 n. 1. Even if this is so, the necessary "measures", ac­
cording to the Artide, are not any measures but "measures... necessary to ensure safety at sea...". The same author goes 
on to say, on the same page, that "in any case the standard to which any national r e la t io n  must conform is safety at 
sea".
164'pjjg observations below, when relevant, also apply to HSC 10.
1 6 5 \^ lg  examples of "appropriate" qualifications are given in para. 4 (b) and (c) (qualifications in seamanship, 
navigation, communications and marine engineering, etc.), in what these "^propriate" qualifîcations consist is less than 
clear. Para. 5 provides that "In talcing the measures called for in paragraphs 3 and 4  each State is required to conform to 
generally accepted international regidations, procedures and practices and to take any steps which may be necessary to 
secure thdr observance", 
f 66Thus Meyers, op. dt., p. 117.
167^eyers maintains that Art. 10, unlike Art. 5 (2) of the HSC, seems to impose on the flag State the obligation to 
provide each ship flying its flag with the ship's articles of agreement, a bill of health and a safety certificate, op. dt., pp. 
159-160. However, as regards the articles of agreement the writer does not share this view as the presence of the 
maritime contract on board ship does not aim at ensuring safety at sea but to inform seamen of their rights and obliga­
tions under the contract.
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exclude areas of maritime employment with which the ILO has long been concerned and which 
traditionally do not come within the context of "labour conditions", such as social security and 
continuity of employment of seafarers, identity documents for seafarers, health, medical care and 
safety of seafarers. 1^ 8
3) In ensuring safety of life at sea the flag state must only take account o f the applicable 
international instruments (para. 3) while in taking specific measures it is required to conform to 
generally accepted international regulations, procedures and practices (para. 5). First, the wording 
of para. 3 seems to be expressed in less obligatory terms than para. 5. Secondly, it is difficult to 
define the "applicable" international instruments and the "generally accepted" international regulations, 
procedures and practices. As a result of the analysis made under 1 and 2 above, it seems that many 
ILO maritime instruments are ruled out. Also, it is unclear whether the above expressions, especially 
the former, imply that the instruments concerned must be ratified (ILO and IMO Conventions); or 
whether they include such ILO and IMO recommendations as enjoy widespread application; or even 
ILO or IMO codes of practice or conduct that are widely applied; or, finally, widely applied provisions 
of international instruments that have never come into force (for example, certain articles of ILO 
Convention No. 109 concerning wages, hours of work and manning).
168ij jg not clear whether the expression "safety at sea" would cover cases of accidents which occur in the vicinity of 
the ship and are connected with the ship or fittings (for instance, gangways, anchors, chains and cables, etc.) and thus 
the application through Art. 94 of Convention No. 134 concerning the Prevention of Occupational Accidents to 
Seafarers, 1970, and Recommendation No. 142 concerning the Prevention of Occupational Accidents to Seafarers, 1970 
seems questionable. As regards the Minimum Standards Convention (MSC), it seems that only its substantive 
provisions could be taken into account in the ^plication of Art. 94 and not, for example. Art. 4 of the MSC on port 
state control. Art. 94 has its own port control provisions (paras. 1, 2 and 6) which must be regarded as lex specialis 
with regard to Art. 4 of the MSC; unfortunately para. 6 only provides for action on the part of the flag State. Osieke 
takes an optimistic view of the potential effect of Art 94 which, in his opinion, goes some way towards establishing 
the concept of the "genuine link". As regards the control provisions of para. 6 of this Article he recognises that "they 
could be strengthen^ by specifying what the reporting state could do if the flag state willingly or unjustifiably refused 
to take necessary action to remedy the situation"; E. Osieke, "Flags of Convenience Vessels: Recent Developments", 
A //L . Vol. 73,1979, pp. 604-627, at p. 609.
^^^According to MacDougal and Burke the former provision "relieves the state of any obligation to adopt any of the 
mentioned conventions and seems to have no obligatory effect"; op. cit., p. 839. This is too sweeping an interpretation 
since while a ratifying State is not obliged to adopt any of the relevant ILO instruments it does have an obligation to 
take them into account, an obligation equivalent to the criterion of "substantial equivalence" used in Convention No. 
147. Furthermore, the "applicable international labour instruments" could include widely applied ILO Recommenda­
tions.
i^^As regards international labour standards, there is no clear-cut choice between ratified ILO Conventions. It is 
doubtful whether "generally accepted" international regulations etc. apply to a) ILO instruments ratified by most ILO 
member States or by most maritime countries which are parties to the ILO (as will be seen in the following chapters, 
only few ILO maritime Conventions have been ratified by most, no matter all, important maritime countries; not many 
Asian and African countries have ratified ILO maritime instruments (does this fact lower the level of the applicable 
international labour instruments within the meaning of HSC 10 and UNCLOS IE 94?); or b) ILO instruments ratified 
by countries whose total registered toimage represents a specified percentage of the world total (by 1989 only 7 ILO 
maritime Conventions have been ratified by countries whose tonnage amounts to more than 50% of the world total); or 
c) to ILO instruments ratified by countries which have a significant number of nationals employed on board ships of 
whatever nationality. Finally, it is not clear whether the applicable international labour standards imply only ILO mar­
itime instruments or also ILO instruments of a "general" nature which are applicable to seafarers even if they have not 
been ratified by a substantial number of maritime countries.
^^^As regards the relationship between the above phrases and IMO instruments, the Secretary-General of the IMO 
stated at the 19th Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute that "most of the major international regulations 
and standards developed in IMO in relation to maritime safety and the prevention of marine pollution by ships and by 
dumping are covered by these terms" ("applicable" or "generally accepted" standards), C.P. Srivastava, "IMO and the
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Finally, Art Art. 94 (7) obliges flag States to hold an enquiry in the event of a marine casualty 
or navigational accident on the high seas. However, this provision does not refer to employment 
or occupational accidents occurring on the high seas.
In conclusion, the impact of ILO standards on the observance by the flag State of legal rules 
concerning seamen and on the establishment of a "genuine link" for this purpose through the HSC 
and UNCLOS III is minimal.
1.6.4. The UNCTAD Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships
The question of gradual phasing out of open registries and the laying down of conditions for 
registration of ships has been examined in the UNCTAD since early 1978. 173 The efforts of the 
UNCTAD, which in the meantime had established a preparatory group whose purpose was to draft a 
convention laying down specific rules relating to the registration of ships, in this respect led to the 
convening of an International Conference, under the aegis of the UN. This Conference held three ses­
sions between 1984 and 1986. There was general agreement on the following points: a) establishment 
of an effective maritime administration, b) proper ship registration machinery and effective control, c) 
appropriate maritime legislation in the flag State and d) an effective means for identification and 
accountability on the part of those responsible for the operation of the vessels. However, there was 
disagreement on four hotly disputed issues: a) manning (national or otherwise), b) management 
(where should it be located and what should be its nature?), c) equity participation (must the venture 
be owned by flag state nationals), 174 the nature of the proposed instrument (binding or recom­
mendatory). 175
Law of the Sea", in The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea: Impact and Implementation , pp. 419-25, at p. 421. 
For the views of Group B concerning the meaning of the "generally accepted international rules and standards" which 
were expressed in the UNCTAD Coherence on Conditions for Registration of Ships see TD/RS/CONF/10, Appendix 
Vin, p. 49. In short, this Group thinks that the above phrase refers to IMO and ILO Conventions. IMO Conventions 
in force can be considered "generally accepted" while die entry of ILO Conventions into force is only an indication of 
general acceptance. Whether Recommendations should be regarded as "generally accepted" standards would depend on 
die degree of their implementation.
17^The application of this provision is limited to accidents occurring on the high seas and to accidents incurred by per­
sons nationals of a State other than the flag State. Compare the more successfW wording of Art. 2 (g) of ILO Conven­
tion No. 147; for a discussion see Osieke, op. cit., p. 621.
173 See B. ¥di\!tangy International Shipping , 1987, pp. 140-145.
174por the differing views of the various groups (77, B, D, etc.) on the question of manning, management and equity 
participation and the plethora of amendments moved see United Nations Conference on Conditions for Registration of 
Ships, Report on the first part of its session held in Geneva from 16 July to 3 August 1984, Part Three, Report of the 
First Committee, TD/RS/CONF/10, pp. 32-6P, For an interesting account of the positions of the various groups and 
countries in 1985 see United Nations Conference bn Conditions for Registration of Ships, Report on the third part of 
its session held in Geneva from 8-19 July 1985, TD/RS/CONF/ 19/Add. 1 ,7  Aug. 1985, Annex I, Composite Text as at 
the Close of the Third Part of the Conference on 19 July 1985, pp. 1-22.
175por the respective views of the spokesmen for the Group of 77, Group B and Group D see TD/RS/CONF/10, 12 
Oct. 1984, pp. 9-16; the views of the Group of 77 were expressly supported, apart from (koup D, by the representatives 
of China, the United Republic of Tanzania (speaking on behalf of the African Group), Kuwait (speaking on behalf of 
the Asian Group), Argentina and some international bodies (ICFTU); ibid., pp. 16-17,23,28; they were opposed by 
the representatives of Liberia, (implicitly) the US, the ISF, the Bahamas, Vanuatu, Israel, Panama and other international 
bodies (ICC, ICS, INTERTANKO, INTERCARGO); ibid., pp. 18-19,20-22,23,25-27; see also Farthing, op. dt., p.
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Analysis of the provisions of the UNCTAD Convention
Below a brief analysis of certain provisions of the UNCTAD Convention is given to the extent 
they are relevant to maritime labour questions.
1) Art. 5(1) provides that the flag state must have a competent and adequate national maritime 
administration, which must be subject to its jurisdiction and control. This provision, it is submit­
ted, adds nothing new to the existing regime and it is an aspect of the "genuine link" in the UNCLOS 
Conventions as analysed above.
2) Art. 5 (2) lays down that the flag state must implement applicable international rules and 
standards concerning, in particular, the safety of ships and persons on board ...". Again, as in the 
UNCLOS Conventions the identification of the "applicable" rules and standards 1*78 might cause 
problems of interpretation. However, it is submitted that the UNCTAD text is more successful than 
Art 10 of the HSC and Art 94 of UNCLOS III in two respects: a) it expressly states that "the safety 
of persons on board" is one of the aims to be achieved through the implementation of the applicable 
rules and standards; 1^ 9 and b) the implementation of the international applicable standards is not con­
nected with safety at sea. As a result, the applicable international labour instruments (and other 
international instruments) to be implemented are not limited to those aiming to ensure safety at sea.
144. For a review of the UNCTAD attempts to establish a "genuine link" and an analysis o f the UNCTAD 
Convention, see, inter a lia , S.G. Stunney, "The United Nations Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships", 
LMCLQ , Feb. 1987, pp. 97-117; H.W. Wefers Bettink, "Open Registry, The Genuine link  and the 1986 Convention 
on Registration Conditions for Ships", NYIL , Vol. 18,1987, pp. 69-119, at pp. 102-119; M. McConnell, 1985, op. d t ,  
op. 386-394.
^'^It should be noted here that the Convention has not eliminated the ambiguous provisions of the UNCLOS Conven­
tions. In particular, in Art 4, paras. 2 and 5 rdterate the provisions of Art. 5 (1 ) (second sentence) and Art. 6 (1) 
(second sentence) of the HSC. For the text of the Convention see TD/RS/CONF/!^; ILM, Vol. 26, p. 1229 et seq. 
^^For a possible meaning of the words "which shall be subject to its jurisdiction and control" see M L. McConnell, 
"Business as usual": An Evaluation of the 1986 United Nations Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships", 
JMLC , Vol. 18, No. 3, July 1987, pp. 435-449, at p. 443. It seems that the national maritime administration may be 
located either within or without the territory of the flag State. According to one author, the location of the national 
maritime administration within the territory of the flag State would raise the responsibility of that State and improve 
the effldency of the maritime Administration itself; see G.S. Egiyan, T he prindple of genuine link and the 1986 UN 
Convention on the Registration of Ships", Mar. Pol. , Vol. 12, Jul. 1988, pp. 314-321, at p. 319. This view was also 
s^ported by the ITF during the preparatory meetings of the Conference; see infra n. 196.
l^T he UNCLOS Conventions refer to "instruments" and "standards". No great significance should be attached to the 
difference in the wording. However, it is not clear whether these "rules" and "stan^ds" in the UNCTAD Convention 
include collective agreements. The more consistent interpretation is that they do not. These international "rules" and 
"standards" must be implemented by the flag State. First, collective agreements are national instruments and they are 
observed by the parties interested; thdr implementation by the State is not concdvable. Second, the UNCTAD Con­
vention, unlike the UNCLOS Conventions, does not refer to "measures". As pointed out earlier, these "measures" were 
meant to comprise the implementation of labour standards through the promotion of the conclusion of collective agree­
ments. Under the UNCTAD Convention this possibility does not seem to be open (the ITF collective agreement is an 
international instrument but it is doubtful whether it can be regarded as a "standard" or a "rule" within &e meaning of 
Art. 5 (2)). It should be noted that a proposal to add the word "relevant" before the word "applicable" was not adopted 
as it was not acceptable to the Group of 77; see United Nations Conference on Conditions for Registration of Ships, 
ReTOrt on the third part of its session held in Geneva from 8-19 July 1985, TD/RS/CONF/19,18 Oct. 1985, p. 15. 
^^Tlowever, again this phrase seems to exclude implementation of safety standards relating to the accidents occurring 
while the seaman or anodter person are embarking on board ship.
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Thus, the scope of the UNCTAD Convention is broader than that of the UNCLOS Conven­
tions. However, a problem of interpretation arises here. The UNCLOS Conventions, by connecting 
the measures to be taken with safety at sea, gave the relevant provisions a reasonably circumscribed 
scope. Art. 5 (2) of the UNCTAD Convention, however, places the words "in particular" after the 
words "applicable international rules and standards", which could mean that the safety of ships and 
persons on board and the prevention of pollution of the marine environment are only instances of the 
range of international standards to be implemented. If this interpretation is correct it should be noted 
that the "applicable international rules and standards" relating to shipping which have been adopted by 
intergovernmental and private bodies amount to some hundreds. The question concerning the means 
by which the scope of Art 5 (2) could be reasonably limited should be clarified. If, on the other hand, 
this provision is to be interpreted as limiting the obligations on contracting parties to compliance with 
rules concerning safety of ships and persons on board, and the prevention of pollution, then it is ob­
viously incomplete. No requirements concerning the certification of seamen, employment conditions, 
social security and manning are included in Art. 5 although some of these questions are dealt with in 
Art. 9 (6).
3) Under the UNCTAD Convention ownership and manning requirements are optional and 
either can be used in establishing the "genuine link" but a country "may comply with both" require­
ments (Art. 7). Under Art. 8 (2) the flag State "shall include appropriate provisions for participation 
by that State or its nationals as owners of ships flying its flag or in the ownership of such ships and 
for the level of such participation" and the relevant laws and regulations "should be sufficient to per­
mit the flag State to exercise effectively its jurisdiction and control over ships flying its flag". It is be­
yond doubt that the vagueness of this provision gives ratifying countries almost complete freedom to 
decide ownership requirements. Furthermore, the manner in which effective jurisdiction will be 
enhanced by ownership or manning requirements is not clear under the Convention. In particular, one 
wonders why a provision concerning effective jurisdiction was not similarly included in Art. 9 relating 
to manning and whether no such exercise of jurisdiction is required if a ratifying country decides to 
apply Art 9 instead of Art 8.
ISOphus Sturmey, op. dt., p. 101; see also Wefers Bettink, op. dt., pp. 114-115. Wefers Bettink, in opposing Stunney 
on this point, argues that the absence of a clause concerning effective jurisdiction and control does not affect the 
compulsory provisions of Art. 5 which require ratifying Members to have a competent and adequate maritime admin­
istration. This interpretation is ndther in accordance with the intention of the UNCTAD Conference nor supportable 
by the text of the Convention as it now stands. The spokesman for the Group of 77 said at the Conference that 7[h]is 
group agreed that there should be a competent maritime administration but this in itself was not enough for a flag 
State to exercise effective jurisdiction and control unless a significant percentage of key officers and crew were na­
tionals" (emphasis added) TD/RS/CONF/10, p. 35, para. 203. Moreover, a general requirement to have a competent and 
adequate maritime administration does not automatically imply its use for the exerdse of that jurisdiction and control if 
the latter are not otherwise legally required. The present view is supported by the fact that Article 5 is entitled 
"National Maritime Administration" and deals wiüi the general prindples which should pervade the function of 
maritime administrations. Furthermore, the list of requirements in Art. 5, paras. 2 and 3 does not include manning, 
except as an implidt prerequisite for safety on board ship, and then it refers only to "applicable international rules" and 
not to national requirements such as are imposed by Art. 9.
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4) After having imposed the insignificant obligation that the State of registration must observe 
the principle that "a satisfactory part of the complement consisting of officers and crew of ships flying 
its flag be nationals or persons domiciled or lawfully in permanent residence in that State" (Art. 9 (1)), 
181 the Convention, in Art. 9 (2), further reduces the impact of its "manning" provisions by allowing 
the State of registration, in determining manning scales, to take into account factors such as "the 
availability of qualified seafarers within the State of registration" (cl. (a)) and "the sound and eco­
nomically viable operation of its ships" (cl. (c)). 182
Art. 9 (2) (b) speaks of bilateral or multilateral arrangements, binding on signatories, which 
they have to take into account in fixing manning scales. 183 Also, Art. 9 (6) stipulates that the State of 
Registration must ensure (a) that the manning of ships flying its flag is of such a level and compe­
tence as to ensure compliance with applicable international rules and standards, in particular those re­
garding safety at sea; and (b) that the terms and conditions of employment on board ships flying its 
flag are in conformity with applicable international rules and standards. The following observations 
can be made here:
i) It is not clear to what extent the state of registration must give effect to international stan­
dards relating to "social" manning as defined in Chapters 4 (section 4.1.5.3.4.) and 6.
ii) The Convention fails to lay down specific manning scales for various categories of seafar­
ers. As will be explained in Chapters 3 and 4, with few exceptions, for example manning of survival 
craft, there are no international standards and rules applicable to manning.
iii) ILO instruments relating to seafarers are expected to play a major role through Art. 9 (6) 
(b). This provision is not restricted by any reference to safety at sea as clause (a).
iv) It is interesting to notice that this Article, in contrast to Art. 5 of the Convention imposes 
obligations on the state of registration and not on the flag state but at the same time presupposes that 
the state of registration and the flag state are the same state.
^8lThe Group of 77, Group D and China would have preferred "a signilicant percentage” of key officers and crew to be 
nationals of die flag State; TD/RS/CONF/10, p. 34,35, paras. 195,203. It is wondered whether this principle, for EEC 
countries, is not against Art. 48 (1) of the Treaty of Rome which recognises the freedom of workers within the 
Community. In fact, the European Court of Justice held that French regulations reserving the manning of French ships 
to French nationals only were illegal: cited by I. von Munch, "Freedom of Navigations and the Trade Unions”, GYIL , 
1976, pp. 128-142, at p. 140. If 6 e  Treaty of Rome were t^en into account under Art. 9, para. 2 (b) of the Conven­
tion, this would defeat the purpose of Art. 9, para. 1.
the availability of national seafarers has been at times critical in developed countries (see, for example, 
Greece: Shipowners authorised to recruit more foreign seamen, SLB, 2/1981, p. 198), the first of these clauses in the 
Convention may discourage the engagement of certificated personnel on board ship while the second introduces a crite­
rion which is in complete opposition to safety and social requirements underlying the concept of manning. Sturmey, 
commenting on Art. 9, says that the Convention was correct in allowing such flexibility in view of the lack of qualified 
seafarers which would become apparent on board high-tech ships. He argues that if national manning requirements were 
strict developing countries would have to hire land-based technicians and this would initiate a wage spiral, ibid., p. 
102. This view overlooks certain factors: a) seafarers from developing countries are in many resp^ts highly qualified 
as a result of IMO/ILO technical assistance programmes; b) many seafarers from developing countries receive maritime 
training abroad; c) this flexibility could run counter to developing countries' interests in the long run as, in effect, it 
sanctions the status quo, which has not allowed developing countries to establish a significant merchant marine and, 
therefore, it does not give them the incentive to establish maritime training schools and certify ship personnel.
183This provision is not likely to improve the status of labour on board ship; Sturmey, op. cit., pp. 103-104.
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v) Despite the welcome inclusion of these provisions in the text of the Convention, which are 
an improved version of Art. 94 of UNCLOS III from a social point of view, the Convention lacks the 
necessary means for enforcing them.
5) Art. 10 (3) provides that the State -of registration "should ensure" that the persons re­
sponsible for the management and operation of a ship are in a position to meet the financial obliga­
tions arising therefrom in respect of, inter alia , "wages and related monies owed to seafarers em­
ployed on ships flying its flag in the event of default of payment by their employers". Interestingly, 
seafarers' wages will be covered by such means as a maritime lien, mutual fund, wage insurance, social 
security scheme or any other governmental guarantee. ^^ 5 What is meant by the words "related 
monies" is less than clear (social security and repatriation benefits, wages during inability to work, 
compensation in cases of shipwreck, etc.) and a clarification of this point is desirable. 1^6 Moreover, 
the use of the word "should" instead of the word "shall" in this provision diminishes its importance to 
the point of a mere exhortation. 8^7
6) As a principle, the Convention, unlike the UNCLOS Conventions, prohibits dual registra­
tions (Art 4 (4)) but this is subject to the provisions of the Convention concerning bareboat chartering 
(Art. 11 (4) and (5) and Art. 12). Para. 4 of Art. 11 endorses the principle that in registering a ship a 
party to the Convention should ensure that previous registration is deleted while para. 5 provides for 
the suspension of the right to fly the flag of the former flag State and of previous registration when a 
ship has been bareboat chartered and entered in on a new register. These provisions are of an 
hortatory character (the words "should assure itself" are used). Art. 12 attempts to assimilate bareboat
t84pfom the outset it should be pointed out that Art. 10 does not seem to change the status quo in shipping business 
transactions since the identifîability of individual shareholders of bearer shares is not required by it. Moreover, a provi­
sion which would facilitate the identification of individual owners was put forward in the version of Art. 2 (vi) of the 
draft on Registration of Ships submitted by the First Committee. This provision provided that the register must record, 
inter alia , "the name ... nationality of the owner or owners and the proportion o f  the ship owned by each 
TD/RS/CONF/10, Appendix XVII, p. 60 (emphasis added). The latter part of die provision was finally transformed to a 
mere recommendation (Art. 11 (3) (a) of die Convention).
Apart from social security schemes, all other means for the coverage of wages of seafarers are unavailable under ILO 
Conventions. It is important to note, in this respect, that the Convention adopts a very progressive view on the ques­
tion of the protection of wages through the combination of private and governmental procedures. In this connection. 
Art. 11 (2) (i) provides that the particulars of any mortgage or other similar charges upon the ship must be recorded in 
the register. Unfortunately, this provision is qualified by the phrase "as stipulated by national laws". Moreover, as Art. 
11 (2) stands, it does not place an obligation on ratifying countries to assure that the entries made are accurate. In the 
case, for example, where wages are owed to a seaman and they are covered by a lien on the ship ("charges upon the 
ship") it is difficult to see how a ratifying State can be made, under the Aràcle, subject to legal damages on the 
grounds that it has not assured itself throu^ appropriate national procedures that the particulars recorded are accurate. 
Finally, although the remedies available to the seaman under Art. 10 (3) are more precise than those laid down by ILO 
Conventions; they do not constitute anything more than a mere codification of existing practice in the business of open 
r^ stiies and of private law requirements.
I^ It is regrettable that Art. 10 (3) does not refer to the enforcement of other social obligations of the shipowner, ^art 
from payment of wages and related monies; compare the statement of the representative of Israel and the amendment he 
withdrew at the 4th part of the deliberations of die Conference; see footnote j/ in TD/RS/CONF/19/Add. 1 and United 
Nations Conference on Conditions for Registration of Ships, Report on the fourth part of its session held in Geneva 
from 20 January to 7 February 1986, TD/RS/CONF/24,4 Nov. 1986, p. 15.
187Many important provisions of the Convention, apart from Art. 10 (3), prefer "should" to "shall": Art. 6, paras. 3 and 
4, Art. 8 (2) (second sentence). Art. 11, paras. 3, 4 and 5, Art. 12, paras. 2 and 4; for the ensuing uncertainty see 
Sturmey, op. cit., p. 106.
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charterers to shipowners for the purposes of the Convention but, again, the main provisions do not 
have a compulsory character. In any case, circumvention of the provisions of Art 12 is possible even 
if the relevant provisions of the Convention are respected,
7) As regards the protection of the interests of labour-supplying countries, it suffices to note 
here that the effect of Art. 14 in conjunction with Resolution 1 of the Convention leaves the matter to 
bilateral agreements between labour-supplying countries and flag-States, to the regulation of national 
employment agencies of labour-supplying countries and to the harmonisation of goals at the regional 
and international level with the participation of the relevant international organisations. 1^ 9 it remains 
to be seen how these recommendations will be carried out
The Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships was adopted on 7 February 1986 and 
has not yet come into force. As regards the entry into force of the Convention, it has been argued 
that "current indications are that this will take some years. But ...the importance of this convention 
lies not so much in when it comes into force, but the changing atmosphere during the long and diffi­
cult negotiations and the fact that, subject to conditions, the principle of open registries has been 
firmly established. This has opened the flood gates to flag flexibility in pursuit of cost saving, an 
economic necessity in most, if not all, the traditional maritime nations".
1.6.5. Critical review and conclusions
The law of the flag is not absolute or exclusive; especially when vessels enter ports. Several 
provisions of U.S. shipping law impose obligations on carriers entering American ports as regards 
unfair trade practice, available space accommodation etc. On the other hand, it has been stated in 
the Nottebohm case that the grant of nationality to an individual need not be respected by other States 
if there is no real connection between the State and the individual, There is considerable legal au­
thority, however, to support of the view that this opinion cannot be extended to define the "genuine 
link" between the flag State and a ship flying its flag, Furthermore, it seems that under intema-
188see Sturmey, op. d t ,  p. 108.
^^^terestingly, para. 1 of the Resolution suggests, inter alia, that the engagement of seafarers from labour-supplying 
countries might be made conditional on compliance with the provisions of 10 concerning the securities to 1% given 
to seafarers in respect of wages, etc. No such provision exists in ILO Convention No. 9. The suggestion contained in 
para. 1, in the unlikely case in which it will be carried out, is a welcome development in the law of the engagement of 
seamen since it would mean that in the future engagement of seafarers would be made dependent on compliance with 
laws of the flag State concerning securities for se^arers' wages including, perhaps, sodal security benefits. Again, 
however, there is no provision for the enforcement of the recommendations of para. 1 of the Resolution while, theoreti­
cally at least, such enforcement should be secured by the laws of the flag State.
^ ^ t  will enter into force 12 months after at least 40 states with total 25% of world tonnage become contracting parties 
(Art. 19, para. 1). For ah interesting discussion of the question of the entry of the Convention into force see Sturmey, 
oo.dt., pp. 116-117. 
l^lpartMng, op. dt., p. 145.
l^^Don P. Dagenais, "Foreign ships in American ports: The question of NLRB jurisdiction", Cornell International 
Law Journal, Vol. 9 ;50 ,1975, pp. 50-81, at p. 80. 
l^Nottebohm case (Liechtenstein v. Guatemala), [1955] I.C.J. 4.
^^Meyers, op. dt., pp. 96-7; 270-75; Boczek, op. dt., pp. 121-122; MacDougal and Burke, op. dt., pp. 1026-1033; 
D.H.N. Johnson, "The Nationality of Ships", The Indian Year Book o f International Affairs , Vol. 8,1959, pp. 3-15, at
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tional customary law seamen of whatever nationality on board ship are protected under the law of the 
flag State and not under that of other States such as the State of the beneficial ownership. The 
HSC and the UNCLOS III basically confirm this principle but, as pointed out earlier, their attempt to 
require the flag State to enforce labour standards on board ships flying its flag has not been 
successful and is not supported by adequate legal provisions.
The question then arises concerning what is the applicable law in the area of maritime em­
ployment and whether recent developments in defining the concept of the "genuine link" provide some 
legal or other reasons why the traditional use in ILO instruments of the law of the State in the territory 
of which the ship is registered should be discontinued. In particular, it must be asked whether the 
appli^ble law in international instruments and the registration requirements in national laws and 
regulations should be defined with a view to eliminating gradually FOC vessels. The UNCTAD 
Convention has proved a disappointment in this respect. In fact, it seems rather to accept flags of 
convenience as an established lawful regime. Most commentators regard this instrument as creating 
numerous loopholes which will permit the lawful, unhindered operation of FOC vessels in the future; 
in essence, the adoption of the UNCTAD was a ratification of the status quo : "Contrary to the early 
hopes of the secretariat, the convention ultimately proved to be a victory for flags of convenience. 
This was foreshadowed by an agreement in mid-1985 in which language on three key issues - 
ownership, manning, and management - was changed. On manning, a "satisfactory part" of the 
vessel's crew are supposed to be citizens of the flag state. However, owners are able to take account of 
"sound and economically viable operation" of vessels, allowing shipowners to continue current 
practices."" If the UNCTAD Convention had been adopted in its original form it would have
pp. 12-5; Pinto, op. dt., pp. 350-2; see also Ademuni-Odeke, op. cit., p. 73; contraH. Schulte, Die billigen Flaggen im 
Volkerrecht , 1962 at p. 93; Goldie, op. dt., pp. 267-9, 274-6; for other views in favour of the application of the 
Nottebohm case to ships, see MacDougal and Burke, op. dt., pp. i013-I016,1026-1028.
^^^Meyers, op. cit., pp. 98-107; contra A.D. Watts, "The Protection of Merchant Ships", BYIL , Vol. XXXIII, 1957, pp. 
52-84, at pp. 73-84. The basic flaw in Watts's article is that he bases his conclusion on the assumption that the Notte­
bohm case ^plies to shipping; see particularly pp. 66-67; also, there is no connection between the American cases he 
cites (pp. 73-76) and the establishment of a rule of customary law; mostly, these cases deal with questions of 
compensation of the real owners of the vessel and do not examine the question whether national ownership is the 
essence of the concept of the genuine link. Moreover, while he recognises that "the registration can correctly be re­
garded as prima facie evidence of a right to protect" he does not elaborate on the reason why such prima fade evidence 
is not adequate, as a matter of policy, for the purposes of the law of the sea; see also Watts's comment on the article of 
McDougal, Burke and Vlasic in AJIL in Revue Egyptienne de Droit International, 1961, pp. 135-141.
^^^A. Cafruny, /?«///ig the Waves , 1987, p. 255; see also D. Caron, "Ships, Nationality and Status", Encyclopaedia of 
Public International Law , Vol. 11, Law o f the Sea; Air and Space , 1989* pp. 289-297; he makes the general statement 
that the genuine link is a classic example of "soft law"; ibid., p. 292; Wefers Bettink, op. dt., pp. 112,118-9. The most 
pessimistic reviewer of the UNCTAD Convention has been the l ib  which commentW optically on the 1985 Composite 
Text: it described the terms of the Convention as follows: "... the composite text represents a failure to achieve the 
aforesaid goals (promote the orderly expansion of world shipping, give effect to the prindple of the genuine link) and 
... does nothing to further the hopes and aspirations of hundreds and thousands of seafarers ... but rather contributes to 
the maintenance of the status quo with inferior conditions for seafarers at large. ... the proposed regime ... will 
effectively whitewash and legitimise flag-of-convenience operations"; ITF, Conditions for Registration o f  Ships - T^e 
ITF Perspective, opening statement. The main changes which should be effected in the text, according to the ITF, 
comprised, inter alia , elimination of the 500 CRT limit; inclusion of mobile offshore units in the scope of the 
Convention; location of the maritime Administration within the territory of the flag State; inclusion of mandatory pro-
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established an "economic link", through ownership and manning requirements, as a prerequisite of the 
allocation of a ship to a particular State and thus would have constituted a novelty in international 
maritime law; 1^ 7 however, it failed manifestly to do so this.
Apart from the question of what a United Nations Convention should aim to achieve (clarity of 
law, international cooperation, codification and progressive development of customary and treaty law), 
it is clear that the UNCTAD Convention is a business Convention. It facilitates business and it allows 
States to participate therein (Art. 9(1) (b) and (c)). The Convention failed to lay down concrete 
obligations at the national level but its attempt to lay down such obligations at the international level 
should not be underestimated. In particular. Art. 5 (2) and Art. 9 (6) of the Convention lay down 
international obligations, especially from the labour point of view, which are superior to those codified 
in existing UN treaty law. 1^8 Unfortunately, lack of enforcement of the above provisions of the 
Convention would mean that their importance will be substantially diminished. On the other hand, the 
Convention is partly successful in identifying possible areas which would be incorporated in the 
concept of the "genuine link"; these are: a) competent and adequate maritime administration; b) 
identification and accountability of owners and operators; c) national ownership; d) national manning; 
and e) establishment of the company and/or principal place of business in the State of registration. 
However, what the Convention does is merely to identify these criteria. Their real significance in the 
context of creating the "genuine link" is down-graded by the vagueness and permissible character of 
most relevant provisions.
Certain improvements could be effected on the Convention; these improvements concern the 
strengthening of the existing Convention requirements, and not the strengthening of the "genuine
visions concerning participation by nationals in both manning and ownership; replacement of the word "satisfactory" 
part of the complement by the word "substantial" in Art. 9; elimination of those provisions in Art. 9 which undermine 
the principle of "national" manning; and inclusion of provisions concerning port state control; ibid. pp. 1-7.
^^As pointed out earlier, economic control was not envisaged in the HSC and was not required by customary law; see 
supra n. 152. Moreover, it has been shown that before the HSC requirements with respect to the nationality of owners, 
officers and crew as conditions for the lawful assignment of international rights and obligations on a ship by a 
particular State have not become valid in customary law; R. Rienow, op. cit., pp. 50-78,79-116,215-7; This view stiU 
stands under HSC 5; Meyers, op. dt., pp. 257-266; MacEH>ugal and Burke, op. dt., pp. 1133-1137. 
i^^it should be noted that compliance with the provisions of Art. 9 (6) is not optiond according to Art. 7 which per­
mits optional use of Art. 9 in respect of its first three paragraphs.
^^^The Convention, by giving an optional character to Arts. 8 and 9 (Art. 7), generates doubts concerning whether 
ownership and manning requirements are a condicio sine qua non for the allocation of a ship to a State. This situation 
is aggravated by the vagueness of the relevant provisions of these Articles concerning national ownership and manning 
requirements.
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link" elements of the Convention 200 which is neither desirable in certain respects nor in conformity 
with customary law: 201
a) The inclusion of provisions concerning enforcement. This would be achieved either 
through the establishment of an international enforcement authority or by following the example of 
the MSC and the MOU. There is no reason why the provisions of the Convention could not be en­
forced in addition to flag States, by port States, parties to the Convention. In fact, the genuine link, if 
there is any, will have more chances of becoming established if the requirements underlying it, 
however vague, are enforced by port States. 202
b) Although it cannot be foreseen how the Convention will work after its entry into force, it is 
submitted that the provisions of the Convention, referred to earlier, in which the word "should" ap­
pears should be reviewed if they are not in the event regarded as mandatory by ratifying States. 
Moreover, some kind of sanction should be imposed on ratifying States if they fail to ensure by ade­
quate procedures the accuracy of the particulars required to be recorded by the Convention, such as 
economic sanctions in port, detention of the ship (depending on the importance of the particulars con­
cerned), imposition of fines on, or suspension of the certificate of, the person responsible for ensuring 
the accuracy of the particulars concerned, etc.
c) The possibility of extension of the application of the requirements of the Convention to 
ships belonging to non-parties thereto should be considered. This extension would concern the safety 
requirements of the Convention while, as will be seen in Chapter 6, port State control of labour con­
ditions on board ship should be directed to ships belonging to parties only, at least at a first stage. 203
The genuine link in ILO Conventions
2 0 0A new kind of genuine link is suggested in the area of private maritime law, namely the inclusion of clauses in 
charterparties concerning compliance with the provisions of international conventions relating to safety, labour and en­
vironmental issues, including the STCW and the MSC Conventions; see Sturmey, op. cit., p. 111. The passing of 
elimination-of-subsidy Acts was proposed as another measure to eliminate American FOC operators; see Walton J. 
MacLeod, "Hags of Convenience Hoblem", S.CarLM.., Vol. 16,1964, p. 409, at pp. 417-418.
20ijn view of Art. 20 of the Convention, amendments thereto will come into effect only at least 10 years after the Con­
vention has entered into force.
292Here, it should be noted that the representative of the IMO had proposed a kind of enforcement based on reporting 
obligations in the following terms:... (c) with regard to the conditions of the periodic reports of implementation to be 
submitted by countries parties to the international agreement once entered into force, IMO suggested that member States 
be requested to report to each of the three organisations concerned, e g, IMO, UNCTAD and ILO, with regard to the 
field of their respective competence"; TD/RS/CONF/10, p. 20, para. 90. This suggestion was not adopted.
2 ^ At first sight, the above proposition contradicts the principle that treaties do not create either obligations or rights 
for third Stateà without their consent, see Art. 34 of the VCT; I. Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on the Law of  
Treaties^ 2nd edition, 1984, pp. 98-106; E. Osieke, Constitutional Law and Practice in the International Labour 
Organisation, 1985, pp. 166-167. However, the extension of the application of some provisions of maritime Conven­
tions to ships registered in countries, not parties to the Conventions concerned, which enter the port of a ratifying 
country is permissible under the rule of international customary law that these ships are subject to die laws and regular 
tions of the port State, at least as far as certain matters, such as the safety and the public order of the port, are 
concerned; compare Art. 38 of the VCT; see also Sinclair, op. dt., p. 99,100; Philippe Cahier, "Le problème des effets 
des traités à T égard des États tiers", R.C.A.D.I. , Vol. 143, III, at pp. 599-600; R.F. Roxburgh, International 
Conventions and Third States, London, 1917, at pp. 101-103. However, as regards labour questions this rule is far 
from clear. For an analysis of the question and conclusions see infra sections 6.2.1; 6.2.2. and n. 184 to Chapter 6.
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In view of what has been said above, the adoption in ILO Conventions of the UNCTAD's 
concept of the "genuine link" is not recommended. In any case, it would not change the status quo as 
regards international obligations arising from ILO Conventions.
This leads to the following question concerning whether the criterion of registration seems to 
be sufficient for ILO purposes. First, the proposal of Algeria (cited above under 1.6.1. 2)), namely 
that the law of the flag State should, inter alia , also apply to seafarers who are nationals of countries 
which have ratified the Convention but who work on board ships registered in countries which have 
not ratified the Convention, ignores the fact that, in principle, the flag State is entitled to protect all 
seamen, whether national or alien, employed on board ships flying its flag under customary l a w .  2 0 4  
Accordingly, a treaty that contained that part of the Algerian proposal with respect to the protection of 
alien seamen by the State of their nationality would not be binding on States which did not become 
parties thereto. It is another matter that these States might choose to waive their right to protection of 
alien crews on board ships flying their flag. If they did not do so, in the absence of any bilateral 
agreements, the right of the State of the nationality of seamen to protect nationals on board foreign 
vessels could, in the case of a dispute, be open to question from a legal point of view.
The distinction drawn between registration and the right to fly a flag, despite occasional dis­
cussions within the ILO, cited under 1.6.1., has not played an important role in ILO instruments in 
practical terms. It is unquestionable that the right to fly the flag does not always depend on registra­
tion. But in ILO instruments this distinction has not attracted particular attention. Let us take Con­
vention No. 55 as an example. This Convention certainly applies to pleasure yachts although this is 
not expressly stated. 205 This is so irrespective of tonnage unless a ratifying State takes advantage of 
Art. 1 (2) (a) (iii). It is common knowledge that many countries do not subject pleasure yachts, espe­
cially of a small tonnage, to the requirement of registration. Despite this, the Convention applies "to 
all persons employed on board any vessel... registered in a territory for which this Convention is in 
force...". 206 It is clear that registration in ILO documents does not imply a formal requirement in the 
sense of the recording of certain data concerning specific ships in an official document but the re-
204rhiis Meyers, op. d t ,  pp. 104-107; O' Connell, op, dt.. Vol. II, p. 761; F. Gamillscheg, Internationales Arbeits- 
recht, Tübingen, 1959, pp. 21,136,177-179. The law of the flag, as the main criterion for determining the law appli­
cable to employment relations on board ship, is also recognised by national laws, case law and European sodal security 
instruments including the Nordic Agreement on Sodal Security. Exceptions to this rule are made in cases where: a) a 
foreign vessel is engaged solely widiin the national waters of a coastal State; then, the law of the latter State applies; 
b) a seafarer has a continuing contract with a shipping firm in one country but he is subsequently assigned to a ship 
flying the flag of another State; then, the law of the original State applies; and c) in case of FOC vessels an attempt is 
made to "pierce" the vdl of thé flag by applying other rules of conflict of laws; see F. Morgenstem, International 
conflicts o f  labour law , ILO, Geneva, 1984, pp. 30-32; Gamillscheg, op. cit., pp. 136-137. For an analysis of the 
European Convention on Sodal Security and the Supplementary Agreement see C. Villars, "Sodal security for migrant 
workers in the framework of the Coundl of Europe", ILR, Vol. 120, No. 3, May-June 1981, pp. 291-302. In some cases 
national courts have applied other laws, such as the law of the seaman's nationality when die law of the flag contains 
stipulations contrary to the public order of the country of the lex fori ; see Gamillscheg, op. dt., p. 73.
205see infra 5.2.1., at p. 386.
2^Art. 1 (emphasis added). It should be noted that this is a typical phrase in ILO instruments and many of them in­
clude impliddy pleasure yachts.
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levant ILO provisions could be read as follows: "to all persons employed on board any vessel ... 
which belongs to a State for which this Convention is in force ...". 207
Whereas, to crystallise the concept of the genuine link, Rienow prefers the criterion of regis­
tration, Watts and others prefer that of the nationality of the shipowners, Meyers refers to a bundle of 
duties and rights assigned to a ship, MacDougal and Burke mention "the act" by which nationality is 
attributed to a specific ship and UNCTAD attempts the establishment of a socio-economic link, the 
present writer thinks that none of these approaches is practical for determination of the application of 
ILO maritime Conventions. There are several reasons for the latter view:
a) The requirements imposed by the maintenance of public order on the high seas 
(responsibility of the flag State, navigation interests, etc.) are different from the social goals which the 
ILO aims to achieve in the field of maritime employment (improvement of working conditions).
b) ILO Recommendation No. 108 attempts to define the genuine link but if the categories of 
requirements listed therein (ranging from the engagement of seafarers, through repatriation require­
ments to manning and social security measures) were adopted as defining the concept of the genuine 
link, the adoption of other ILO maritime instruments would be pointless.
c) In fact, the ILO aims to improve the working conditions of seamen through manning and 
other requirements, not by incorporating these in criteria aiming to determine the applicable law, but 
by urging ILO Members to ratify the instruments concerned. Accordingly, ILO instruments, since 
they themselves establish a kind of genuine link from the labour point of view, do not need criterion 
other than one which can provide reasonable proof of the fact that a vessel belongs to a particular 
State. In this respect, no one can dispute that such proof is in most cases provided by registration re­
quirements. 208- When an ILO Conference intends to extend the application of a specific instrument 
not only to persons employed on board ships registered in the territory of a ratifying Member but also 
to other persons having a connection with a ratifying Member, it has done so to date by expressly 
adopting an alternative criterion such as the law of the residence of the seaman or, in fact, any other 
law. 209 It should be noted that Convention No. 165 is the first ILO maritime Convention in which
207rhis means that absence of registration does not determine the question of whether a ship has the right to fly the 
flag of certain State, or whether, in fact, it possesses the nationality of that State. A more explicit provision could be 
substituted for all similar provisions in ILO instruments: "This Convention applies to all ships registered in the terri­
tory of a contracting party and to non-registered ships having the nationality of this party"; compare Art. II of the IMG 
1962 Convention concerning revision of the 1954 Convention for the prevention of water pollution from hydrocarbons. 
208rhus MacDougal and Burke, op. 'cit., pp. 1112-1113 where they reject flag and documentation as alternative meth­
ods of proof of the nationality of the ships: the first because it can be run up and down quickly and the second because 
documents can be easily falsified; see also ibid., pp. 1113-1121. According to Singh, the duty to register is a rule of 
customary law and registration should be the only basis for grant of nationality and for the exercise of the right of pro­
tection; Singh, 1962; op. dt., pp. 39-40, 63-64. However, he qualifies the criterion of registration a) by resort to min­
imum requirements imposed by the concq>t of "genuine link" which should follow registration and b) by proclaiming 
that flag should not be divorced from registration which is "a vital factor for fixation of responsibility and maintenance 
of law and order on the high seas"; ibid.
209see Art. 17 of Convention No. 165 analysed in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.6., pp. 419-421. Likewise, sodal security 
instruments in the European Community depart in certain cases from the prindple of the law of the flag State: as re­
gards persons employed in the ports or territorial waters of a Member State these are subject to the legislation of that 
Memlw State while seamen employed on board a vessel flying the flag of a Member State by an undertaking whose
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the criterion of registration has been abandoned but this has not been done on the basis of doctrinal 
principles but because of practical necessities. In the future, it seems that the ILO will adopt any crite­
rion that facilitates the implementation of the standards adopted. This criterion will depend on the 
nature of the labour standards adopted, the administrative difficulties which may be encountered in 
their implementation at the national level and the desire to avoid positive and negative conflicts of law. 
If the same approach is followed in respect of other international maritime instruments concerning 
safety and economic considerations and they become widely ratified, the elusive genuine link will be 
provided by the adopted instruments and the invention of another genuine link through the HSC, 
UNCTAD or another method would be of less value.
From the above analysis it has been made clear that the usefulness of the concept of the gen­
uine link in the context of ILO maritime Conventions is minimal and the identification of a reliable 
means of the proof of the nationality of the ships is more important for ILO purposes. Apart from 
special provisions concerning the applicable law which have a direct effect on this question, such as 
the relevant provisions of Convention No. 165, a standard criterion should be found which would be 
appropriate for inclusion in ILO Conventions. 211 The criterion of registration provides reasonable 
certainty but cannot avoid malpractices. 212 The situation could be rectified if a provision is made in
registered office or place of business is in the territory of another Member State, are subject to the legislation of the lat­
ter in matters of social security (see Art. 14 (2) (b) and (c) of EEC Reg. 1408/71).
210ln the writer's opinion the principle of the genuine link as recognised in the Preamble to the UNCTAD Convention 
has never been established. While in the beginning this principle was aimed at denoting certain substantial obligations 
of the flag State, in modem times it is used to camouflage the same obligations in the name of international law. The 
concept of the genuine link should be eliminated and only its essence should be expressed in international instruments 
adopted by international organisations and bodies. In fact, the UNCTAD Convention in its Preamble, as it stands, es­
chewed any attempt to define this concept; compare the draft submitted by the Working Group on the Preamble which 
attempted such definition, TD/RS/CONF/10, Appendix II, p. 69. To the extent that these international agreements 
provide for port state control the concept o f the "genuine link" would have to be modified to include both flag State 
and port State control.
2 U lf any conclusion can be drawn from the ILO practice in respect of the "genuine link", it is that in the majority of 
cases the criterion of registration has been used to establish a connection between a ratifying country and the ship to 
which the relevant ILO instruments apply. The criterion of registration is also supported by MacDougal and Burke as 
the preferable means for establishing the national character of the vessel and by Rienow as establishing the nationality 
of the ship itself. However, these views are of limited assistance for the purposes of the present enquiry for the follow­
ing reasons: a) the objective to be achieved here is the effectiveness and widespread application of ILO Conventions 
and not the legal or other connection between a State and a ship; b) these views were formulated when the practice of 
dual re^strations and bareboat charters was not so widespread as today (the UNCLOS Conventions do not prohibit 
dual registration); and c) they attempt to define customary law rather than formulate a basis for future policies.
5  FOC countries today permit dual registration. One of the most popular combinations is that of 
Panama/Philippines. As can be seen from table Appendix 6, Table 4, ships falling imder this category have the lowest 
crew costs in die shipping market. Dual registration allows foreign owned tonnage to be chartered under a bareboat 
charter and registered on to a second register. If the ILO criterion of registration applies to the first State of 
registration, a shipowner who has ships registered under, for instance, the Liberian flag and intends to avoid ILO 
standards could register its ship under a bareboat charter with a State such as the Philippines. As regards the 
usefulness of the flag criterion in this respect, if the ship concerned were flying the flag of the State of the second 
registration, the use of the flag criterion would result in the application of ILO Conventions to ships flying the flag of 
a ratifying country, in our example, Hiilippines but not Liberia. If, on the other hand, the ship concerned flew the flag 
of the State of the first registration, the relevant ILO Conventions would apply to Liberia but not to the Philippines. 
The above examples show that in the future the question concerning whether the first State of registration retains its 
obligations under ILO Conventions or they are transferred to the second State or both States assume obligations for the 
purposes of the application of the ILO Conventions concerned should be examined.
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ILO Conventions to the effect that these would apply to countries in the territory of which the ship is
i) registered and ii) registered under a bare-boat charter but such a provision would leave out offshore 
registers to which ILO Conventions would not apply. 213 The scope of ILO maritime Conventions in 
the future could be delineated as follows: "The provisions of the present Convention apply to ships 
registered a) in the territory of a Member for which this Convention is in force, b) in the territory of a 
Member for which this Convention is in force and to which a particular ship has been transferred 
from the registry of another Member to which the Convention applies by means of clause a), as a re­
sult of a bareboat charter, c) in a place other than a territory of a Member for which the Convention is 
in force under clauses a) and b) which are entitled to fly the flag of one of the Members to which this 
Convention applies by means of such clauses". 2M
Finally, it should be noted that in this section, the writer has not argued for or against use of 
flags of convenience. It is beyond doubt that malpractices have occurred on board FOC vessels. 215 
It is the view of this writer (see also infra Section 7.6.2. where the question of crew costs is discussed) 
that from the moment when internationally accepted safety and labour standards are applied on board 
FOC vessels, the value of the legal and moral arguments against the use of FOC vessels will be 
substantially reduced. 216 The aspiration of developing countries to establish their own national 
merchant fleets is regarded as a political and not legal factor. Moreover, it is highly questionable 
whether the elimination of flags of convenience will have any beneficial effects on the development of 
merchant fleets of developing countries. 2i7 Here, it should be noted that UNCTAD and OECD dif-
21 1^1 is obvious that if the country to which the ship has been bareboat chartered has not ratified the ILO Convention 
concerned, this country could not assume any obligation in respect of this Convention under the ILO Constitution. 
However, ratification of international Conventions by a State takes into account different considerations from those on 
which private decisions of particular shipowners are based.
21^Clause c) would not apply to non-metropolitan territories within the meaning of the ILO Constitution and to 
territories which are independent and are entitled to be Members of the ILO and, therefore, can assume obligations under 
ILO Conventions by means of the criterion of registration. Its sole objective would be to deal effectively with offshore 
registers (see for a brief account of these registers Chapter 7, Section 7.11.2.) whose development might corrode the 
meaning of national sovereignty, down-grade the importance of the flag and registration at the intemationial level and fa­
cilitate evasion of international obligations by transferring permanently or temporarily nationally owned tonnage, oper­
ating under the flag of the mainland, to convenient places of registration.
2f5%n 1958 Greek shipowners informed the U.S. authorities that a ship under the Liberian re^ster was to be taken out 
of service. In fact, they paid off the crew at Chester, Pennsylvania and caused it to be repatriated in order to secure a 
new crew at lower wages a few days later, misleading the U.S. authorities so as to cause them to order a repatriation of 
the employees which would not have been required if the intention of reactivating the ship had been revealed. The case 
was brought before the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association which concluded that this was not a 
case of violation of trade union rights by the Greek Government, since the latter had denied responsibility concerning 
ships imder a foreign register; Case No. 173: Complaint Presented by the Federation of Greek Maritime Unions 
(Cardiff) against the Governments of the United States and Greece, O.B. , Vol. XLin, pp. 89-93.
2 l 6^part from safety and labour questions, attempts by shipowners to evade their responsibilities in respect of insur­
ance against their liability as operators of nuclear ships, which is compulsory for parties to the Brussels Convention on 
Nuclear Shipping of 1962, constitute another reproachable aspect of me operation of FOC vessels; see Goldie, op. dt., 
pp. 222-3.
2U see for conflicting views on this point, A. Cafnmy, op. d t ,  pp. 250-255,261-2; McConnell 1985, op. d t ,  pp. 390- 
2. However, it cannot be denied that the FOC concept nowadays is based on market oriented considerations and dis­
regards the aspirations of developing countries to build up national merchant fleets with all ensuing advantages for 
thdr national economy (balance of payments, employment opportunities, etc.). The latter countries view the develop­
ment of FOC as a residue of colonidism which frustrates their attempts to establish a New International Economic Or­
der. For an evaluation of the UNCTAD's work from this point of view see M. Rowlinson, Tlags of convenience: The
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fer on their approach toward "genuine link" requirements for national vessels. While the former was 
of the opinion that the lack of any involvement in the the ownership, management or manning of a 
ship in open registers resulted in a situation where the shipowners can escape obligations imposed by 
the ILO and the IMO, a representative of the OECD stated, inter alia , that "We see no reason to be­
lieve that nationality requirements for ownership, crew and management would lead to any improve­
ment in the safety, control or effectiveness and economy of international shipping". 218
Epilogue: An ILO flag?
Further developments could be envisaged, such as ships flying an IMO, ILO or EEC flag. 2i9 
However, the outcome of such developments is unclear as it depends on the relationship (protectionist 
or not) of these flags to other national flags. The question of the attribution of a flag to international 
organisations is outside the scope of this book but it must be said here that this issue encounters seri­
ous legal problems which have not been yet solved in a satisfactory manner at the international level. 
220 In particular, assuming that the ILO Constitution permitted it to immatriculate ships, 221 the allo­
cation of ships to the ILO could be envisaged as follows: an ILO ship would be a ship to which all or 
the most important ILO maritime instruments would apply. This ship would fly the UN or a special 
ILO flag and could, in addition, fly the flag of an ILO Member. The purpose of this experimental 
ship would be to testify its competitiveness in the shipping industry. On the other hand, any of the 
ILO Members could add to its flag the ILO flag, which would constitute prima facie evidence that the 
ship concerned conforms to the ILO standards on which the attribution of the ILO flag was made de­
pendent. 222
1.7. The Joint Maritime Commission: A Review
1.7.1. The establishment of the Maritime Branch of the ILO and of the JMC
In a Memorandum submitted by Albert Thomas, the first Director-General of the ILO, to the 
Governing Body, the establishment of a Maritime Section of the International Labour Office was en-
UNCTAD case", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1985, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 241-4; L. Juda, "World shipping, UNCTAD, and the 
New International Economic Order", International Organisation , Vol. 35, No. 3, Summer l% l,pp . 493-516. By a cu­
rious irony the phasing out of open registries is also said to defeat the "legitimate" aspirations of developing countries 
for a national flag fleet; see the statements of the representatives of the Bahamas and Vanuatu in the UNCTv^ Confer­
ence; TD/RS/CONF/10, pp. 21-22.
218»Uiictad and OECD differ on open registers", Vonnie Bishop, Report from Hong Kong, EXPOSHIP, Far East 84, 
17 Nov. 1984. On the other hand, the Commission of the European Communities rejected the idea of the "genuine 
link" as conceived by the developing countries while at the same time supported measures which would ensure grater 
transparency of ownership and improvement of ship safety and social standards; see "Progress towards a common trans­
port policy". Maritime transport. Bulletin o f the European Communities , Supplement 5/85, pp. 26-28.
^^^Ùoy(Vs L ist, no. 53420, Tuesday 28 October 1986, "EEC countries urged to create new Euroflag".
220\|eyers, op. dt., pp. 323-351, espedally at pp. 341-351; D. Caron, op. dt., pp. 294-6; Singh 1962, op. dt., pp. 134- 
161.
221 Currently the ILO Constitution does not empower the ILO to register and own tonnage.
222jn this connection Art 7 of the HSC and Art. 93 of UNCLOS III permit ships employed on the oflldal service of 
UN spedalised agendes to fly the flag of these agendes.
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visaged. This was necessary to prepare for the first Maritime Conference in 1920. It was also a de­
mand made by the International Congress of Seamen, which met in February, 1919. 223 jn the 
Memorandum a "permanent joint Representative Commission" was mentioned "which the seamen 
have likewise demanded in default of special regular conferences." 224
According to a resolution adopted by the Commission on International Labour Legislation, the 
Governing Body at the third sitting of its second session decided that the second session of the ILO 
Conference should be devoted to seamen's affairs and it therefore so arranged the Agenda for the 
Seamen's Conference. 225 Then at its third session, after some discussion on the advisability of the 
establishment of a Commission composed of representatives of shipowners and seamen which would 
discuss and give advice on seamen's problems, the G.B. decided that a Joint Commission of twelve 
members should be appointed consisting of five shipowners and five seamen chosen by the Genoa 
Conference and two members chosen by the Governing Body. This Commission would assist the 
technical maritime section of the Labour Office, and would be consulted on any questions of maritime 
labour. It would meet when convened by the President of the G.B., who would preside at its delib­
erations. The members of the Committee were to be nominated by the Conference and it was thought 
by the Members of the G.B. that it would have a purely consultative character. 226
1.7.2. The functions and powers of the JMC
The examination of the JMC's contribution to the ILO's work on seafarers' standards aims at 
providing some answers to the following issues: 227
- the structure of the JMC (bipartite or tripartite).
- the need for tripartite subcommittees of the JMC.
- the composition of the JMC (adequate representation of shipping interests).
- the scope of the JMC's work on seafarer' standards (for example, standardisation of wages 
at the international level, consideration of safety questions affecting seamen etc.).
- the consultative or binding character of the JMC.
1,7,2.1, The scope o f the JMC's powers
223The seamen's organisations had asked for the establishment of a permanent general conference for the international 
regulation o f maritime labour and of an international supervisory office for maritime labour. Finally, they were content 
to have special meetings of the ILO devoted to seamen's affairs and est^lishment of a maritime section of the ILO Of­
fice. Also a Joint Maritime Commission would be established to assist the maritime section of the Office.
224(9^., vol. I, pp. 510-1.
2252 G.B., pp. 11-13.
2263 G .g ., p. 12. It should be noted that the establishment of a Joint Maritime Commission composed of seamen's 
and shipowners' representatives was a demand from seamen's organisations as set out in one of the resolutions adopted 
by the Seamen's Trade Union Conference held at Antwerp in January 1920,2 G B . , p. 39.
227por an account of the work of the JMC see The Joint Maritime Commission and the Maritime Work of the ILO", 
ILR, Vol. LXn, no. 5, Nov. 1950, pp. 337-363 (hereinafter cited as ILR, 1950).
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As regards the scope of the JMC's powers, in practice, they have been exercised only in rela­
tion to questions concerning maritime employment, although the wording of the 1921 Resolution 
which, inter alia , stated that all questions on maritime affairs to be examined by future Conferences 
should be considered by the JMC would have given the JMC wider powers. 228 The JMC has occa­
sionally studied questions of a "quasi-maritime" character. 229
The JMC has occasionally set up sub-committees which have examined various maritime 
questions. These sub-committees had either bipartite 230 or tripartite structure.
1,7,2,2. The structure and composition of the JMC
The structure and composition of the JMC was first discussed in 1941 when the Report of the 
Director General to the International Labour Conference, convened in New York, suggested that the 
seriousness of the problems affecting seamen, especially after the war, might justify a change in the 
composition of the JMC to provide for governmental representation. 23i No action was taken on this 
suggestion until 1946 when a Resolution adopted at the 28th (maritime) session of the ILO Confer­
ence urged for the reconstitution of the JMC on a tripartite basis. 232 However, the Governing Body 
decided to postpone consideration of this question until a later session. 233 Finally, it was agreed that 
the appointment of tripartite subcommittees of the ILO to deal with a) the review of the progress of 
ratification of Conventions and the possible desirability of revising a Convention and b) with technical 
questions in the practiced application of which Governments have a substantial part to play (for 
instance, questions relating to social security, crew accommodation, etc) should be considered. 234
One commentator has defended the bipartite structure of the JMC: "The continued successful 
working of the bipartite Joint Maritime Commission may be viewed as an important concomitant of 
the purpose of ILO's tripartite structure. The retention of this structure assures an effective mecha­
nism for the consideration of the many and complicated matters formulated by the conference 
(referring to the 55th (maritime) session of the ILO Conference). 235
228see supra n. 110.
22^rhese include questions concerning dock workers and fishermen. For the quasi-maritime character of these ques­
tions, see Wilfred Jenks, "Contribution de 1* Organisation Internationale du Travail à 1* elaboration d 'un droit uniforme 
du travail", in Introduction à V étude du droit comparé (Recueil d'études en 1' honneur d'Edouart Lambert), vol. II, 
Paris, 1938, pp. 870-883, at p. 871; the JMC has dso dealt with questions of safety at sea affecting the safety of the 
crew, see the 8th Session of the JMC in 0 £ . , Vol. Xm, pp. (53-8, Vol. XIV, pp. 46-57, Vol. XXV, pp. 168-170. 
230sub-Committee on Deck Cargoes, see O.B. , Vol. V, p. 188, Vol. VII, pp. 211-2, Vol. X, pp. 7-8.
231(9^., Vol. XXV, pp. 118,188.
232For the text of the Resolution see O.B. , Vol. XXIX, pp. 198-9. The Resolution, inter alia , requested the GB to 
"consider the desirability (a) of reconstituting the Commission on a tripartite basis while continuing to provide for 
bipartite discussions wherever suitable or desirable".
2 ^ 0 .g . , Vol. XXIX, pp. 419,454.
234These considerations were included in Art 13, para. 2 of the Standing Orders of the JMC concerning tripartite sub­
committees. Later attempts, especially from the Workers' delegates of France, to reintroduce the question of the tripar­
tite structure of the JMC have not heca successful; for a discussion of this question see 41 R.P. , pp. 155-158, 168- 
169;55R i’.,pp . 3 4 ,6 4 ,1 0 4 ,1 1 2 ,1 2 2 ,1 2 3 ,1 2 4 ,1 5 8 -9 ,2 0 0 -2 ,2 0 4 -5 ;6 2 ,pp.4 1 ,2 0 4 ;7 4 R.R., pp. 6/10,7/4. 
2^ J^oseph P. Goldberg, "Seamen and modernisation of merchant shipping". Monthly Labor Review , Feb. 1971, pp. 49- 
54, at pp. 53-54. Likewise, the review of the JMC's work in the ILR concludes that although the JMC is a body of an
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1.7,2,3. The consultative or binding character o f the JMC
At present, the JMC is a body of a consultative character, viz. it cannot take decisions which 
are binding on third parties. Also, it does not have any constitutional powers as regards the drawing 
up of ILO questionnaires and drafts which deal with maritime questions. 236 However, it must be 
recognised that over the years the JMC has participated actively in the evolution of the International 
Seamen's Code. The importance of the JMC lies in the fact that the Governing Body decides on the 
items to be placed on the agenda of a maritime session of the Conference after the JMC has consid­
ered possible issues which require urgent action on the part of the ILO and has recommended their in­
clusion on the agenda. Thus the JMC predetermines, to a certain extent, the future of the ILO's work 
on seafarers' standards.
The question of the powers assigned to the JMC, especially whether it should be a body of a 
consultative or binding character, depends, to a certain extent, on the structure given (bipartite or tri­
partite) to the JMC. If the JMC remains a consultative body there is no need, to a certain extent, for 
turning it into a tripartite body. The PTMC complements the powers of the JMC and it has a tripartite 
structure which ensures that the views of all parties concerned are heard. 237
On the other hand, this question is also linked to the question of the frequency of maritime 
conferences: from 1920 to 1987 only nine maritime sessions of the ILO Conference (in two instances, 
in 1921 and 1949, general conferences considered maritime questions) have been held and in recent 
years the fact that long periods intervene between maritime Conferences, viz. from 6 to 12 years, has 
led to criticism of the system based on convening special sessions of the Conference to deal with 
maritime matters. 238 jn particular, it has been suggested that if maritime sessions of the Conference
advisory character, ”it has wielded a considerable influence on the maritime work of the Organisation"; ILR , 1950, p. 
362.
23^The Deputy-Director, in response to a letter which had been addressed to the ILO Office by the Shipowners' Group 
of the JMC, in 1925, stated: "With regard to your regret that the International Labour Office was not able to comply 
with your request to place the draft Questionnaire before die JMC for consideration in its collective capacity, I must 
point out that it was not in the power of the International Labour Office to accede to this request. The actual practice, 
as decided by the Governing Body, is that the responsibility for the preparation of the Questionnaire should be left to 
the Director, and so long as this procedure is in force it would hardly be possible to impose this responsibility on the 
JMC as regards Questionnaires dealing with maritime questions. It is of course not impossible to conceive that another 
procedure might be decided on, but it must be remembered that it would be an innovation of a very considerable charac­
ter. If the Governing Body were to decide to discuss and draw up the Questionnaires itself, and to refer those dealing 
with maritime questions to the JMC, it would necessarily have to deal in the same way with what are known as the 
blue Reports containing the replies of the Governments to the Questionnaire and the draft texts which are put forward 
for discussion by the Conference. If this method were to be followed it would be necessary to provide for one or two 
annual Sessions lasting at least a month over and above the Sessions which are held at present."; 0 £ . ,  Vol. IX, p. 138. 
237uere, it should be noted that the Seafarers' Group in the JMC, had opposed the establishment of the PTMC in 
1933, as it would result in delaying agreements and would involve unjustifiable expense; see O.B. , Vol. XIX, p. 10. 
23^The 2nd Asian Maritime Conference urged the the G.B. to "expedite the holding of maritime meetings of the Inter­
national Labour Organisation and... to ensure that maritime sessions of the Conference, meetings of the Asian Maritime 
Conf^ence and meetings of the Joint Maritime Commission are held at considerably shorter intervals than has recently 
been the case"; see Resolution (No. 6) concerning Future Maritime Meetings of the International Labour Organisation
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are still to be held the JMC should be given more power. In this way maritime Conferences would be 
free to discuss fresh topics and would not be required to revise existing instruments. However, if the 
JMC were to be given binding revision powers, it should become a tripartite body. Also, its compo­
sition would have to be enhanced, with the result that the JMC would be transformed into a mini- 
Conference the convening of which at frequent intervals would have obvious financial implications.
1.7.3. Conclusions
The JMC has been to some extent successful in advocating the seamen's cause on the interna­
tional plane. It headed off international seamen's strikes; provided the basis for the conclusion of na­
tional collective agreements; and standardised international practices with regard to crew welfare. It 
has also been argued that deliberations in the JMC have influenced the drafting of collective agree­
ments at the national level. 239 The reasons behind proposals of seafarers' delegates during the last 
ILO Conferences for a transformation of the JMC into a tripartite body are easy to identify. By 
giving the JMC a tripartite structure it is hoped that the power and authority of the JMC will be 
enhanced thus influencing more directly ILO decisions relating to seafarers.
It is the opinion of the writer that the JMC should be transformed into a tripartite body for 
three reasons:
a) The enlargement of the JMC with government delegates will save it from extinction or from 
becoming a merely formal body. It is submitted that the JMC does not now function as it should. 
First, the convocation of the JMC every 4 years on average 240 signifies that the JMC does not quite 
serve its purpose as a body entrusted with the consideration of up-to-date maritime labour standards. 
Secondly, the overloaded agenda of the JMC is hardly reconcilable with the fact that the limited time 
available to the Commission is not sufficient for adequate consideration of the numerous issues in­
volved. The duration of JMC meetings has ranged from I (last (1987) session of the JMC) to II 
(20th and 21st sessions (1967,1972) of the JMC) days (3 to 4 days being the most common). If one 
considers the workload of the Commission, one comes to the conclusion that consideration of the
in O B . , Vol. XLVIII, pp. 290-291. This résolution was adopted in 1965 but, in view of the lack of any developments 
in this direction, it also applies to the present situation.
2^^"Agreements worked out in the JMC are important... because the chief actors in Geneva are the same persons who 
later negotiate collective agreements at the national level. Hence, even in the absence of ratified Conventions, principles 
arrived at in the JMC can find their way back into collective agreements simply because the same parties negotiate 
both."; E. Haas, Beyond the Nation-State, Functionalism and International Organization , Stanford California, 1964, 
at ^ 306 .
240Excluding the first 9 sessions of the JMC from 1920 to 1929 which, in fact, followed the establishment of the ILO 
and the Maritime Branch of the ILO and had to deal with emerging questions concerning the establishment of the Inter­
national Seamen's Code.
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questions on the Agenda within the time available, other than that of a guiding and introductory cha­
racter, is almost impossible. 241
b) The JMC has worked in a satisfactory manner, especially during its last sessions, but it 
should be noted that, apart from the question of minimum standards on board ship and of social secu­
rity for seafarers, the JMC has not considered recently salient questions concerning seamen's affairs. 
On the contrary, the implacable opposition of shipowners and seafarers has, in the past, rendered 
difficult the examination of issues such as wages, manning, disciplinary code for seamen, etc. 242 
These questions thus were sent to the ILO Conference for examination. Even in cases in which some 
progress can be observed on crucial issues concerning seamen, such as introduction of port state 
control of labour conditions on board ship in 1976, the JMC played an ambivalent role: it was the 
1976 ILO Conference that provided the final solution. 243
c) The ILO Conferences are, to some extent, indirectly bound by JMC decisions. The JMC 
considers the various issues to be inserted on the Agenda of future maritime conferences and recom­
mends accordingly to the Governing Body. Although the G.B. may disagree with the JMC decisions, 
its policy until now has been to follow the JMC recommendations in drawing up the Agenda of future 
conferences. Although ILO Conferences are empowered to overturn decisions taken at preparatory 
meetings, they do not have the power to discuss questions falling outside their Agendas; 244 thus, the 
indirect power of the JMC: governments are, to a great extent, not consulted on the possible contents 
of the Agenda of maritime conferences. The view that the negotiation of maritime labour issues at the 
national and international level should be left to collective bargaining between the two parties 
concerned seems to be dated: a) government intervention in the shipping industry has undoubtedly 
increased during the eighties; and b) as will be seen in the following chapters, all ILO maritime 
instruments, including those adopted at the last maritime session of the Conference, call Governments 
to undertake important functions as regards the implementation of the standards included therein.
It is hoped that the tripartite structure of the JMC will instil greater responsibility into the 
preparatory stages leading to the adoption of maritime labour standards. Governments will also have 
greater influence on the drawing up of the Agenda of ILO maritime Conferences. Alternatively, the 
establishment of tripartite subcommittees of the JMC to deal with specific matters concerning
241 See, for example, the meeting of the 12th session of the JMC, which, despite the 5 days available for the considera­
tion of the items of the Agenda, confined itself to the examination of die question of safety and welfare; 0 £ . , Vol. 
XXV, p. 189.
2 4 2 ^  example of disagreement in recent times can be cited: the question of social and industrial implications of tech­
nological development and modernisation aboard ship was not considered by the 62nd (Maritime) Session of the ILO 
Conference as sharers and shipowners could not agree on its inclusion on the Agenda of that Conference; 0 3 .  , Vol. 
LVl, Nos. 2 ,3  and 4, pp. 139-141.
243As will be seen in Chapter 6, Section 6.1.1. C), at p. 443, Art. 4 on port state control was included in Convention 
No. 147, only after a seafarers' amendment had beoa adopted at the plenary sitting of the 1976 Conference.
244]q any delegate can, as a point of order, dispute that a specific issue falls within the Agenda of the Conference.
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maritime labour could be envisaged. This has been done in many instances in the past. 245 These 
tripartite subcommittees could, inter alia, deal with such questions as examination of ratified 
Conventions with a view to revision and the drawing up of the Agenda of future ILO maritime 
Conferences, taking into account recent developments in the field of maritime employment, with a view 
to adoption of new instruments. However, the establishment of tripartite subcommittees does not give 
an answer to the question concerning what procedure might be found to transform the JMC into a 
body of a quasi-binding nature if ILO maritime Conferences cannot be convened at more frequent 
intervals. Moreover, these subcommittees, because of the limited participation of delegates in their 
deliberations, may not be representative of all parties concerned. As a result, important decisions, 
relating to the law of maritime employment, might not reflect the interests of a significant part of the 
maritime community.
The effectiveness of the JMC will be enhanced if:
i) it is convened at more regular intervals and not only before maritime conferences;
ii) it becomes more independent of these conferences. The JMC could undertake the review 
of ILO maritime standards and propose recommendations which do not have the formal character of 
ILO instruments under the ILO Constitution. These recommendations, however, could either be 
adopted by ILO Conferences, which could be conferences of a "general" nature; 246 or they could be 
incorporated in codes of practices which will be JMC codes of practice, or both. 247
iii) it established permanent tripartite subcommittees to deal with "permanent" issues such as 
the evaluation of the effectiveness of existing ILO maritime instruments with a view to revision, 248
245^1 its 14th session in 1947 the JMC, following the resolution adopted by the 1946 Conference concerning the de^  
sirability of restructuring the JMC on a tripartite basis, adopted Resolution II which stated that "the decision whether 
any particular subject coming before it should be referred to bipartite or tripartite discussion should be taken on the 
merits of the case. But considers that as a general rule the following matters are suitable for tripartite discussion: 1. 
The review of the progress of ratification of Conventions, including the consideration of obstacles to ratification and 
the possible desirability or revising a Convention. 2. Technical questions in the practical application of which Govern­
ments have a substantial part to play, inter alia, social insurance measures, crew accommodation, etc."; 0 3 . ,  Vol. XXX, 
pp^8-9.
246The writer has generally opposed the adoption of maritime standards by such conferences. The adoption of maritime 
standards by conferences of a "general" nature would be possible subject to two conditions: a) a tripartite JMC or a 
permanent tripartite subcommittee thereof could be enlargW so as to encompass all countries having an interest in mari­
time employment policies; and b) a practice could be developed or a mechanism be devised whereby these JMC ded- 
sions would not normally be disputed at these conferences or, if they were so disputed, no final decision would be 
taken on the relevant issues: they would be submitted back to the JMC for reconsideration. Although this would run 
counter to the supremacy of ILO Conference within the ILO, a practice could be established according to which 
undecided matters would be submitted back to the JMC by means of Conference resolutions. It should be remembered 
that, as pointed out earlier in this Chuter, the entire involvement of the ILO in maritime affairs is based on a resolution 
adopted by the Peace Conference.
247y\s will be seen later in Chapters 3 and 7, the ILO and the IMO have adopted many codes of practices dealing with 
maritime matters. The codes dealing with maritime labour questions, however, are not so numerous. An example of a 
code which became an instrument of a binding character is provided by Convention No. 164 concerning Health Protec­
tion and Medical Care (Seafarers), 1987 which has included almost verbatim provisions concerning training in medical 
care which were contained in the joint IMO/ILO international maritime training guide, adopted by the ILO/IMO Com­
mittee on Training in 1985.
248This was done, for example, in 1948 when a tripartite subcommittee of the JNIC was established to consider the re­
vision of the Seattle Conventions; see O.B. , Vol. XXXI, pp. 199-200. The Committee on Conditions of Work in the 
Fishing Industry which met in Geneva, in its 4th session in 1988, adopted a Resolution, inter alia , urging the GB to
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and the consideration of proposals concerning adoption of new instruments in a specific area. These 
instruments could be either ILO Conventions and Recommendations or informal JMC recommenda­
tions and codes of practices.
1.8. Summary of Conclusions
Generally, it can be said that the early maritime codes which were in use in various regions of 
the world did not aim to protect the maritime labour force but were based on the principle of 
sovereignty and the desire for its expansion beyond national territory for commercial purposes and 
for reasons of prestige. Strict regulations concerning discipline and safety did not give way to 
considerations of social justice until the establishment of the International Association for the Legal 
Protection of Labor and, more importantly, the establishment of the ILO by the Treaty of Peace in 
1919.
No doubts have ever been raised concerning the competence of the ILO in regard to maritime 
labour but it is useful to bear in mind that such a competence is beyond controversy. Its existence 
was alluded to by the first Director-General of the ILO, Albert Thomas, before the PCIJ in 1922 when 
it considered the competence of the ILO in regard to agricultural labour and has not been questioned 
by any writer of that time. Furthermore, the above Advisory Opinion of the PCIJ can be regarded as 
applying equally to seafarers. On the other hand, the writer after an examination of the preparatory 
work of the Washington Conference and of the International Labour Commission concludes that the 
Washington decisions and, possibly. Art. 427 point 4 of the Treaty of Peace did not apply to seafar­
ers. However, the implications of this long controversy within the ILO are substantially mitigated a) 
by the fact that the 8-hour day and the 48-hour week have never been unequivocally adopted in any 
ILO Convention and have never become binding on ILO Members; b) by doubts concerning the in­
tention of the drafters of Art. 427 of the Treaty to impose on signatories the specific obligations con­
tained in A lt 427 and b) by the "all-encompassing" wording of the Declaration of Philadelphia which 
replaced the above Article and undoubtedly applies to seafarers. Nonetheless, the lesson to be learned 
from this long dispute is that unscrutinised application of labour standards of a "general nature" to 
seafarers is not recommended in view of the specific requirements of their profession. This, of 
course, does not prevent ILO instruments from exercising a beneficial effect on maritime labour stan­
dards, especially in view of the fact that the latter are updated at very irregular intervals.
request the Director General to create a standing committee for the fishing industry which may consist of tripartite dele­
gations and to convene regular meetings of this committee at least every four years; see Committee on Conditions of 
Work in the Fishing Industry (Geneva, 4-13 May 1988), O B . , Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series A, No. 1, pp. 33-41, Resolu­
tion on future action of the ILO for the fishing industry, at p. 39.
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Although the International Seamen's Code had been originally envisaged as a comprehensive 
instrument dealing with most maritime labour issues, in practice this has not proved feasible. The ILO 
has over the years adopted numerous instruments dealing with specific questions relating to maritime 
employment However, in recent years the need for effective protection of seamen at the international 
level and the long periods which intervene before outdated and not widely ratified instruments can be 
revised resulted in the adoption of comprehensive instruments such as Conventions Nos. 147 and 
165. It seems that in the future the ILO's on seafarers' standards will concentrate on the adoption and 
subsequent revision of comprehensive instruments covering wide areas of the law of maritime em­
ployment such as welfare, social security, minimum standards etc. However, the successful treatment 
of maritime labour questions presupposes adequate inspection of labour conditions on board ship by 
the authorities of the flag and the port State and, as will be seen in Chapter 6, it is in this respect that 
Convention No. 147 is dangerously flawed. It should always be remembered that an efficient 
International Seamen's Code should incorporate, as its part, provisions concerning effective control of 
all requirements laid down by it.
The controversial concept of the "genuine link" as developed in customary and treaty law is of 
no use as a criterion for the identification of the ships to which ILO maritime Conventions apply. It is 
not clear what specific obligations customary law imposes on flag States from the labour point of view 
while the potential application of ILO instruments by means of the relevant provisions of the Law of 
the Sea Conventions is arguably minimal. In any case, these provisions are so vaguely drafted and 
with so little regard for labour terminology and social aims that only further complications can arise 
from their application. The UNCTAD Convention constitutes a welcome development in this 
connection since it lays down more specific and comprehensive obligations of flag states in regard to 
maritime employment. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of this Convention is compromised a) by the 
vague obligations imposed on flag States at the national level; b) the optional and non-binding char­
acter of certain of its provisions; and c) the apparent lack of enforcement which has always been a 
major problem of the "genuine link".
It is suggested in this Chapter that the most appropriate method of determining the application 
of ILO maritime Conventions is the criterion of registration because of its inherent ability to provide 
reasonable proof of the ship's national character. However, it has to be modified to encompass a) 
ships registered under a bareboat charter and b) ships registered under offshore registers. An appro­
priate formula is suggested above to achieve this end. It is hoped that the concept of the "genuine 
link" will be eventually replaced by obligations assumed by ratifying countries under international 
maritime conventions. These can be of an economic, safety or labour nature, and their widespread 
application through bilateral or multilateral enforcement mechanisms will have as a result the obsoles­
cence of the concept of the "genuine link" of which they will be a substitute. In any case this concept 
has proved notoriously incapable of producing any results.
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Although the JMC has greatly boosted the development of the International Seamen's Code, it 
is thought that a JMC restructured on a tripartite basis will be able to deal more efficiently with con­
troversial issues concerning maritime labour and will be able to undertake important functions which 
will ultimately benefit the evolution of the law of maritime employment. These include active and 
regular participation of the three parties in the drawing up of the Agenda of ILO Conferences, sug­
gestions for revision of outmoded maritime Conventions, identification of new issues relevant to 
seamen's affairs whose regulation requires substantial research and the adoption of Codes of Practice 
which would aim to facilitate and improve compliance with obligations assumed under ILO Conven­
tions.
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Preface to Chapters 2-6
In the following Chapters an analysis of the maritime instruments adopted by the ILO is pre­
sented. These instruments, whether Conventions, Recommendations or Resolutions, deal with the 
following aspects of maritime employment
A) Entry into, and conditions for admission to employment (Chapter 2). 1 This Chapter deals 
with questions of the minimum age for admission to employment, medical examination, facilities for 
finding employment for seamen, seamen's articles of agreement and seafarers' identity documents.
B) Maritime training and certificates of competency (Chapter 3). 2
C) General conditions of employment (Chapter 4).  ^ This Chapter deals with questions of 
wages, hours of work, manning, repatriation and paid annual leave.
D) Social security (Chapter 5).  ^ This Chapter deals with questions of unemployment indem­
nity in cases of shipwreck, unemployment insurance, shipowner's liability in cases of sickness and 
injury, sickness insurance, seafarers' pensions, and, generally, most aspects of social security for 
seafarers.
E) Substandard ships and maritime labour (Chapter 6).  ^ This Chapter deals with questions 
of minimum standards on board ship and inspection of conditions on board ship from the labour 
point of view.
In particular. Chapter 6 is concerned with the question of minimum standards on board ship 
and labour inspection. This Chapter focuses on the interpretation of Convention No. 147 and it 
points out its deficiencies. Revision of many points of the Convention is recommended. Since Con­
vention No. 147 touches on the question of substandard vessels the writer explores certain aspects of 
the FOC issue and its relevance to the law of maritime employment (the question of the "genuine link" 
is, however, discussed in Chapter I). Finally, as Convention No. 147 is typically concerned with the 
port inspection of labour conditions on board ship, the writer also gives a brief account of current in­
ternational law concerning port State control of labour conditions on board ship and proposes some 
measures whereby this control can be rendered more effective.
On the other hand. Recommendation No. 9 concerning the Establishment of National Sea­
men's Codes is discussed in Chapters I and 2 where the International Seamen's Code and the sea-
^Conventions Nos. 7 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,5 8 ,7 3 ,1 3 8 ,9 ,2 2  and 108; Recommendation No. 107. 
^Conventions Nos. 53,69,74; Recommendations Nos. 77,137.
^Conventions Nos. 57 ,76 ,93 ,108,23,166,54,72,91,146; Recommendations Nos. 49,27,174. 
^Conventions Nos. 8 ,55 ,56 ,70 ,71 ,166; Recommendations Nos. 10,75,76.
^Conventions Nos. 147; Recommendations Nos. 28,108,155.
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men's articles of agreement are examined. Recommendation No. 139 concerning Employment Prob­
lems Arising from Technical Developments on Board Ship and Recommendation No. 153 concerning 
the Protection of Young Seafarers are not allocated separate sections, but, since these two Recom­
mendations deal with certain aspects of seamen's employment from rather specific points of view, 
namely the effect of technical developments on seamen's employment and the need for the protection 
of young seafarers, they are examined together with other relevant ILO maritime instruments and their 
effect is assessed in that context
Issues relating to the safety, health, welfare (prevention of occupational accidents, seamen's 
welfare in port and at sea, food and catering, accommodation, medical care), and to the continuity of 
employment of seamen are not dealt with in the present study for two reasons: a) limitations of space 
preclude their detailed examination; and b) they did not give rise to much controversy at ILO Confer­
ences and no subtle issues of interpretation have arisen in respect thereof.
As can be seen from the organisation of chapters 2 to 6, they intend to describe and analyse 
the ILO's contribution to the development of seafarers' standards; they deal with seamen's affairs in 
the order in which they appear in the seaman's life, starting with his admission to the seafaring pro­
fession and ending with his retirement and pension. Thus the different aspects of maritime employ­
ment are not dealt with in order of importance. Such an order would first require the examination of 
the question of wages, hours of work and manning followed by the question of minimum standards 
on board ship. The order preferred in this study follows the traditional classification of aspects of 
maritime employment in ILO collections of seafarers' standards and in national monographs dealing 
the law of maritime labour and serves research purposes adequately.
The writer starts with an exposition of the attitudes of the shipowners, seafarers and govern­
ments before the adoption of an international instrument on a specific subject. He follows the 
preparatory stages leading to the adoption of each instrument and provides an accurate interpretation 
of the relevant provisions. A number of interpretations of ILO maritime instruments given by the ILO 
Office are also referred to in this study. When available, state practice is examined and compared to 
existing instruments with a view to a) examining how efficiently state practice was evaluated in 
drawing up the relevant draft instruments, and b) considering what improvements can be effected on 
existing instruments. State practice is based on information supplied to the ILO, following question­
naires sent to governments asking for information concerning specific aspects of maritime employ­
ment. Selected monographs have also been taken into account for the purpose of a) assessing state 
practice and b) suggesting areas which remain unexplored by existing instruments.
When necessary, ILO maritime instruments are compared to similar instruments of a general 
nature. The assistance offered by the latter instruments is twofold: a) they show whether seamen's 
standards compare favourably with standards for shore-workers, and b) they contain elements which 
could be incorporated into ILO maritime instruments to advantage. Similarly, the resolutions adopted 
at the two ILO maritime regional Conferences in 1953 and 1965 are taken into account while the im­
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pact that the adoption of a number of IMO instruments, especially in the field of maritime training, 
safety on board ship and inspection, has had on the law of seamen's employment is assessed.
At the same time the attitudes of shipowners, seafarers and governments, studied together with 
the subsequent number of ratifications and attitudes of governments, permit the writer to draw some 
conclusions concerning the effectiveness of certain instruments over the years, the reasons for non­
ratification of ILO mziritime instruments and possible remedies. But above all, this study aims to be a 
definitive hand-book of interpretation of ILO maritime instruments. Therefore, while comments of the 
Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations are occasionally 
taken into account, no extensive study of the effectiveness of ILO supervision in respect of maritime 
labour is undertaken. This topic requires separate research.
The ILO's work on seafarers' standards covers the span of 69 years. It should be noticed that 
in recent years the ILO's standard-setting activities in the field of maritime employment have been 
limited to revision of older instruments. It is worth noting that all four Conventions adopted at the 
74th (maritime) session of the ILO Conference were intended to revise older ILO instruments, 
whether Conventions or Recommendations. Moreover, the revised instruments had been adopted, 
sometimes, over fifty years ago and it cannot be contended that during this period the International 
Seamen's Code, which consists of ILO maritime instruments, has been up-to-date. In many instances, 
the revisionary process was a result of the adoption of ILO instruments of a general nature in the 
same field. These considerations pose the following questions: a) the need for convening ILO 
maritime conferences and ILO regional maritime conferences at more frequent intervals, which may 
prove difficult for financial reasons; b) the reconsideration of the powers of the JMC and the 
Preparatory Conferences (for which see Chapter 1); c) ILO maritime instruments should be adopted 
independently of the adoption of revising instruments of a general nature for two reasons: i) they are 
influenced by these instruments in the sense that provisions of instruments of a general nature are in­
cluded in recent ILO maritime instruments which may not be appropriate for maritime labour and pre­
clude the possibility of inclusion of provisions based on the practice and law of maritime States (see 
the remarks made in respect of the 1987 Convention on social security for seafarers in Chapter 5, 
Section 5.6., at pp. 432-433), and ii) the international nature of shipping may require more urgent 
adaptation to changing conditions (minimum standards, diminishing importance of crew costs in 
comparison to the total operating costs of the ship, etc).
Before the analysis of the ILO maritime instruments is set out in the following chapters, some 
general remarks can be made here. First, although the ILO has adopted a considerable number of 
maritime instruments which cover most aspects of maritime employment, there are, as will be pointed 
out in Chapter 7, still areas (automation on board ship, regional maritime standards, human relations 
on board ship etc.) where the ILO can play an important role. Secondly, from the examination of the 
existing standards on maritime labour, it will become clear that many of these standards, even some 
recently adopted, need to be revised. Thirdly, there are some subjects which have not been dealt with
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successfully within the ILO: the possibility of the drawing up of an international disciplinary code for 
seamen, including the master's responsibilities was considered in 1926 but was not approved and has 
never been reconsidered since then; comprehensive standards on manning were adopted only in 1936 
but the relevant 1936 Convention has never come into force; manning standards in subsequent Con­
ventions have not lived up to expectations; the questions of wages and hours of work have been reg­
ulated in a more complete manner in many ILO instruments, but none of them has come into force 
yet The reasons for these failures are set out in the respective chapters.
Finally, the shipowners and seafarers played an important role in the development and adop­
tion of ILO standards for seafarers. Their attitudes varied according to the importance of the matters 
discussed but it is interesting to notice that they were opposed on most salient issues. As regards the 
participation of Governments, while in the past proceedings have been dominated by traditional mar­
itime countries, such as the U.K. and the United States, nowadays more and more governments par­
ticipate actively in the discussions, especially those of developing and Eastern European countries. 
However, the differences of opinion of Governments have significance only if the representatives of 
shipowners and seafarers disagree on a specific point. As has happened sometimes, especially in re­
cent times, the coalition of the shipowners and the seafarers has outvoted opposition on the part of 
Governments, especially on the burning issue of the latter's financial responsibility in respect of cer­
tain maritime questions, and it would be better to adopt a "wait and see" attitude before pronouncing 
upon the possible adverse effects of the tripartite structure of the discussions on ratification and the 
effectiveness of recent ILO maritime instruments.
THE ENTRY INTO MARITIME EMPLOYMENT
In this Chapter an analysis of a number of maritime instruments adopted by the ILO is pre­
sented. These instruments, whether Conventions or Recommendations, deal with three distinct ques­
tions, though sometimes therefore related to each other: the conditions for admission to employment, 
the entry into maritime employment and, finally, the seafarers' identity documents. As will be seen 
later, reference to other instruments not specifically concerning the above-mentioned questions is also 
made, when this is deemed necessary. Resort to these latter instruments was necessitated by the fact 
that the "maritime" instruments adopted by the ILO on minimum age, facilities for employment and 
articles of agreement date back to the period between the two World Wars. Since then many 
developments have taken place and the ILO has adopted instruments of a "general" or a "maritime" 
nature which are directly relevant to the question of the entry into maritime employment.
Unfortunately, as will be seen in the present Chapter, none of these instruments are wholly 
satisfactory from the viewpoint of the protection of seafarers. Convention No. 138 on minimum age, 
unlike Convention Nos. 7,15 and 58, contains provisions which enable ratifying countries to avoid the 
application of its provisions to their territory, at least, temporarily. Convention No. 9 and the relevant 
provisions of Convention No. 147 on facilities for finding employment are open to subjective 
interpretation and the former instrument is outdated. The instruments concerning medical 
examination are more successful but they also have some flaws. Convention No. 22 on articles of 
agreement is an instrument difficult to interpret and also out of date in certain respects. Convention 
No. 108 on seafarers' identity documents seems to be one of the most complete ILO maritime 
instruments. However, it also poses some questions of interpretation and it does not go so far as to 
establish an international model seafarers' identity document; moreover, it fails to deal, at least 
explicitly, with the position of refugee seafarers. On the other hand, some of the instruments 
concerning the entry of seafarers into employment, especially those relating to minimum age and 
medical examination, are the most successful ILO maritime instruments in terms of ratifications 
received and certainly have resulted, within their limits, in the protection of seafarers world-wide.
Minimum Agg and Medical Examination of Seafarers_____________________________
2.1. Conditions for admission to employment
The Conventions and the Recommendations concerning the conditions for admission to em­
ployment at sea deal with two questions: The minimum age required for such admission and the 
medical examination of young seafarers preceding the issue of a medical certificate testifying to their 
eligibility for the seafaring career. The relevant instruments are Conventions Nos 7,15, 58 and 138 
(concerning Minimum Age) and Conventions Nos 16 and 73 (concerning Medical Examination). 
The first three Conventions concerning minimum age relate exclusively to maritime employment while 
Convention No. 138 is universal in scope.
2.1.1. Minimum Age
Historical review
A. Convention No. 7 (1920)
At its 2nd session in January 1920 the Governing Body included in the agenda of the 2nd In­
ternational Labour Conference (the Genoa Conference) the question of the "Application to seamen of 
the Convention adopted at Washington prohibiting the employment of children under 14 years of 
age." 1 Accordingly, the ILO Office prepared a report on the problem of employment of children at 
sea which gave a brief account of the position in different countries until 1920 and recommended the 
adoption of a Convention on the subject by the Genoa Conference. ^
The Washington Convention and the Office draft
The Washington Conference in 1919 had adopted a Convention fixing the age of the admis­
sion of children to industrial employment at 14 years. Art. 1 defined the scope of the Convention as 
follows: "For the purpose of this Convention, the term 'industrial undertaking' includes particularly: 
...(d) Transport of passengers or goods by road or rail or inland waterway, including the handling of 
goods at docks, quays, wharves and warehouses, but excluding transport by hand." This text applies 
the 14 years requirement to inland navigation but appears to exclude maritime navigation, although the 
special provision in Art. 1 of the Hours of Work Convention that "the provisions relative to transport 
by sea and on inland waterways shall be determined by a special conference dealing with employment 
at sea and inland waterways" was not included in the Minimum Age Convention. On the other hand, 
the language in the French text of the Convention seemed to be more general: 1(d) "Le transport de 
personnes ou de marchandises par routes, voie ferrée ou voie d'eau...". The words 'voie d'eau' might 
include maritime navigation. The Office, on the basis of the replies of the Governments to the 
questionnaire and because it thought that the 14 years principle was fixed by both the Treaty of Peace
l2  G£ . , p. 13.
^See ILO Conference, Seamen's Conference, Genoa, June 1920, Report III, Employment o f Children at Sea , Item HI of 
the Agenda.
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and the Washington Conference, leaving only the question of the application of this principle to sub­
sequent Maritime Conferences, decided to submit to the Conference a draft Convention fixing the 
minimum age of employment on board ship at 14 years (Art. 2 of the Office draft).  ^ The principle 
was not to apply in cases where only members of the same family were employed on board ship or to 
work done by children in school-ships or training ships (Arts. 2 and 3). The master was required to 
keep a register of all persons under the age of 16 years employed on board ship to facilitate the en­
forcement of the Convention (Art. 4).
Genoa Conference - Commission on Minimum Age
During the deliberations of the Commission on the Minimum Age for the employment of chil­
dren at sea appointed by the Genoa Conference, a proposal was made by the Greek shipowners' del­
egate to fix the lower age limit for employment at sea at 12 years, since in Greece special conditions 
prevailed. The proposal was rejected by 7 votes to 1 with one abstention. ^ It was also suggested that 
the words "... to make special mention in the articles of agreement..." be substituted for the words "... 
to keep a register...", since the requirement that the master should keep a register might result in 
unnecessary complications. Furthermore, if mention were made in the articles of agreement of 
persons under the age of 16 years employed on board ship, the interests of those seamen would be 
completely safeguarded. This proposal was adopted unanimously.  ^ The Commission finally de­
cided to add two new articles to the Office draft, the first prohibiting the employment of seamen under 
the age of 18 years as trimmers and stokers and the second forbidding the employment of young per­
sons under 17 years of age on night watches between 8 p.m. and 6 a.m.  ^ The Commission had been 
preoccupied by the special requirements of these two classes of work (heavy work, and the burden of 
responsibility, which would fall upon the shoulders of young persons, if they alone had to keep a 
night watch), which were incompatible with the physical strength of young persons under the age limit 
suggested. Thus, the Commission draft differed from the Office draft, in that the former contained 
provisions relating to the minimum age of trimmers and stokers and to employment of seafarers under 
17 years old on night watches.
Genoa Conference - Plenary Meeting
At the plenary Conference the proposal of the Greek shipowners' delegate to qualify the 14 
years principle for Greek vessels was rejected after some discussion. Later the Conference, on the 
instructions of the Secretary General, decided to exclude the questions of the minimum age of trim­
mers and stokers and employment on night watches from the Convention, since they were not covered
3lbid.,p. 19.
^Conférence Internationale du Travail (2ème session. Gênes, 1920), Commission de V âge minimum d 'emploi des en­
fants à b o rd , Procès-verbaux, 2nd meeting, pp. 2-4 (hereafter ci ted as C.A.M.). For the Report of the Commission to 
the Conference, see 2 RJ*., pp. 539-543; see ^so 2 R.P. , pp. 115-116.
^CA.M . , op.cit., 2nd meeting, p. 5.
^bid., 3rd meeting, pp. 2-4.
72RJ'. ,pp. 120-124.
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either by the agenda or the questionnaire sent to the governments. ® Although the first was included 
in the agenda of the next Conference in 1921 having obtained the necessary two-thirds majority, the 
Conference failed to do this in respect of the second  ^with the result that it could not be considered 
by the following Conference in 1921. In the Commission on Minimum Age the question had been 
raised as to whether a special exception should be included in the Convention with regard to Indian 
seamen, namely that they may be employed on deck and in general service from the age of 12 years. 
The reasons for the exception requested were that the physical growth of children in tropical climates 
was more rapid than in Europe; secondly, children of 12 years of age were not paid for the job they 
were doing but were treated as members of the same family. From 12 to 14 years they gained 
valuable experience of life at sea, while at the same time avoiding being sent to heavier industries. 
Finally, it should be noted that Art 6 of the Washington Convention on Minimum Age contained an 
exception regarding India, which fixed the minimum age of Indian workers at 12 years. Although this 
view was supported by some members, who availed themselves of the Indian demand to advance 
exceptions for their own countries, the Indian proposal was rejected both in the Conunission and after 
some discussion at the Conference. Thus, the Minimum Age (Sea) Convention applies the 14 
years principle to maritime employment with no exception whatsoever except those contained in the 
Office draft (for members of the same family and employment on school-ships or training vessels).
B. Convention No. 15 (192D
The Office draft
As mentioned above, the Genoa Conference decided that the question of the minimum age of 
trimmers and stokers should be placed on the agenda of the next Conference (hereinafter, cited as the 
Geneva Conference) in 1921. Since the matter had been discussed at length at the Genoa Confer­
ence, the Joint Maritime Commission decided at its first session not to reopen the discussion but ex­
pressed doubt as to the capacity of the delegates to deal with maritime questions, Accordingly, the 
Office sent to the Governments a questionnaire and prepared a draft on the basis of their replies. The 
Office draft fixed the minimum age of trimmers and stokers employed on board at 18 years. This 
was considered to be a general principle. The only exception allowed concerned the employment of 
young persons on school or training ships.
Committee on Maritime Ouestions
^bid .p . 128.
%bid,pp. 140-142.
, op.dt., 5th meeting, pp. 2-4.
^^Ibid, p. 4 ,2  R.P. , pp. 145-152.
^2por the Resolution adopted by the Genoa Conference, see 2 RF . , p. 593.
1317.M.C. ,pp. 6-7.
^ I^LO Conference, 3rd session, 1921, Report VIII A, Age of Employment as Trimmers and Stokers, pp. 37-38; see also 
O.B..Vol.IV,pp. 326-327.
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A long discussion took place in the Committee on Maritime Questions created by the Geneva 
Conference. Two exceptions were added to the Office draft to the effect a) that the provisions of the 
Convention would apply mainly to steamers and b) that "young persons of not less than 16 years of 
age, if found physically fit after medical examination, may be employed as trimmers or stokers on 
vessels whose orbit of trading is limited to the coast of India or to the coast of Japan, subject to the 
regulations made in consultation with the most representative organisations of employers and work­
men in those countries", The latter was a concession to India and Japan, despite the fact that many 
members of the Commission were opposed to it. Finally, the Commission draft provided for cases, 
where only persons under the age of 18 were available in a port; younger persons could then be em­
ployed provided that they were at least 16 years old and that two such young persons were counted as 
the equivalent of one man.
Geneva Conference - Plenary Meeting
At the Plenary Conference a new article was proposed by Great Britain providing that the arti­
cles of agreement should contain a summary of the provisions of the Convention; this was unani­
mously accepted,
Thus the Minimum Age (Trimmers and Stokers) Convention declares as a general principle 
the 18 years lower age limit for trimmers and stokers. Exceptions are made in respect of school and 
training ships and young people employed on vessels 'mainly propelled' by means other than steam. 
In the case of India and Japan a 16 years age limit is set, but subject to certain conditions to be ful­
filled. Special provision is made for the cases, where no trimmers and stokers over 18 years old are 
available in the port.
C. Convention No. 58 ( 1936)
The 19th session of the Conference - Plenary Meeting
At this session in 1935 unemployment among young persons was on the agenda and a resolu­
tion concerning the revision of certain ILO instruments was proposed. Also, a proposal to include the 
question of partial revision of the Minimum Age (Sea) Convention adopted in 1920 in that resolution 
was put forward. Despite to some opposition to such an inclusion, the resolution was adopted by the 
Conference on the understanding that the Joint Maritime Commission would be consulted, The 
resolution recommended three measures aimed at the reduction of unemployment among young 
persons. The first fixed the minimum age for admission at 15 years, which meant that the Minimum
CM .Q . , pp. 3 and 5. For the Report of the Commission presented to the Conference, see also 3 R.P. , pp. 252-
253.
R P . . vol. I. p. 260.
17i9 R.P. .pp. 817-818.
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Age (Sea) Convention ( 1920) which set the limit to 14 years had to be revised. It was adopted by the 
Conference at its 27th meeting.
The Office draft
The Governing Body, before placing the question of partial revision of the 1920 Minimum 
Age Convention on the agenda of the 1936 Maritime Conference sought, according to the usual pro­
cedure, the opinion of the Joint Maritime Commission which agreed that the Minimum Age (Sea) 
Convention adopted in 1920 could be revised provided that no effect would be given to the provisions 
of the revising Convention, before a similar revision was applied to shore workers. The Governing 
Body at its 76th session decided to put the question of revision on the agenda of the 22nd (maritime) 
session of the ILO Conference. 20 Although some governments, such as Great Britain and Cuba, 
when asked for their opinion on the raising of the minimum age limit for employment at sea from 14 
to 15 years, proposed that exceptions to the 15 years limit be allowed for children between 14 and 15 
years, the Office draft submitted to the Conference included only the exceptions in the Minimum Age 
(1920) Convention (employment of members of the same family on board ship and employment on 
school and training ships). 21
The 22nd session of the Conference - Committee on Partial Revision
The Committee on the Partial Revision of the Minimum Age (1920) Convention appointed at 
the 22nd session of the Conference, however, adopted the following amendment moved by the British 
government delegate providing "that national laws or regulations may provide for the issue in respect 
of children of not less than fourteen years of age of certificates permitting them to be employed in 
cases in which an educational or other appropriate authority designated by such laws or regulations is 
satisfied, after having due regard to the health and physical condition of the child and to the 
prospective as well as the immediate benefit to the child of the employment proposed, that such 
employment will be beneficial to the child." 22 it explained that the exception would be limited to the 
special cases and be subject to the conditions described therein; there was no question of establishing 
a general exception to the age limit of fifteen. The competent authority might be the local education 
authority or whatever authority was most competent to deal with the question of certificates of excep­
tion. In taking its decision, the authority would consider not only the immediate but also the long term 
interests of the young seaman, taking into account his future career, wages, conditions of employment 
and, as expressly stated, his health and physical capacity. 23 The amendment was adopted at the
^^Ibid., pp. 633 and 949.
^^12 JM.C. , p. 8; see also ILO Conference, 22nd session, Geneva 1936, Report on the Partial Revision o f the Mini­
mum Age (Sea) Convention (1920), pp. 5-6.
2076 G B . , p. 46.
“^^Report on the Partial Revision of the Minimum Age Convention (1920) , op.cit., p. 18.
^^C.RA.M. (Commission de la revision de l 'âge minimum) (1936) P.V. 1/3.
2 3 2 1 - 2 2 ,  p. 391.
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plenary Conference as para. 2 of Art. 2 of the Convention and the whole Convention was adopted 
unanimously. 24
D. Convention No. 138 ( 1973)
Finally, at its 58th session, in 1973, the Conference adopted (by 328 votes to nil, with 24 ab­
stentions) the Convention concerning Minimum Age for Admission to Employment (no. 138). Un­
like the previous Conventions on the subject its scope is universal and, therefore, is of direct impor­
tance to the maritime industry.
After citing the previous Conventions dealing with the question of Minimum Age for admis­
sion to employment, the Preamble of the Convention No. 138 aims at establishing a general instru­
ment on the subject "which would gradually replace the existing ones applicable to limited economic 
sectors..." Para. 3 of Art. 2 adopts as a general minimum the 15 years limit. Para. 4 allows devel­
oping countries to specify a minimum age of 14 years, subject to an obligation to report to the Office 
that difficulties in the application of the 15 years standard persist (para. 5). Art. 4 entitles the compe­
tent authority, after consultation with the organisations concerned, to exclude from the application of 
the Convention "limited categories of employment or work in respect of which special and substantial 
problems of application arise." This article, however, does not apply to hazardous work. Again, de­
veloping countries can initially limit the scope of the Convention in respect of certain branches of eco­
nomic activity (including transport) (Art. 5). Countries which avail themselves of either of these 
provisions must indicate in their reports on the application of the Convention the general position as 
far as the employment of young persons in any branch of activity excluded from the scope of the ap­
plication is concerned. In certain cases work may be permitted at an age lower than the minimum 
standard laid down in the Convention e.g. work in undertakings forming part of an educational, 
training or orientation programme (minimum age: 14 years), work in schools for vocational education 
or training (no limit) (Art. 6). For hazardous work, the general standard is 18 years but can be de­
creased to 16 under certain conditions (Art. 3).
2.L1,2, The significance o f the Conventions concerning Minimum Age
A. Convention No. 7
The Minimum Age (Sea) Convention No. 7 is a comprehensive instrument. Its scope includes 
every ship engaged in maritime navigation, except ships of war. Apart from the easily justified 
exceptions referred to above (for family members and of employment on board school- or training 
ships) the minimum standard laid down in the Convention is 14 years. No other exception is allowed 
despite some states’ attempts to secure exemptions. A 12 years minimum age limit proposed by
24lbid., pp. 392,394; see also Vol. LX, (1936), p. 182.
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Greece and India was rejected by the Committee on the Minimum Age at the 2nd session of the Con­
ference. 25 Greece raised the question because the school-leaving age therein was 12 years. From 12 
to 14 years a young man would thus either remain idle or be sent to heavier industries; the only alter­
native was to send young boys between 12 and 14 years old to training ships but problems could arise 
if countries did not possess training ships; though the prospective seamen might be sent into training 
institutions on shore. The Convention fails to provide a solution in cases where the school-leaving 
age is lower than 14 years, since it does not deal at all with the relationship between the school-leaving 
age and the age for admission to employment The Convention could have provided for production of 
a school leaving certificate when the articles of agreement are signed or the enlistment of the 
particulars contained in such a certificate in the articles of agreement. Nowadays, this is considered 
important. In the light of the technological developments on board ship, general and vocational 
education is a prerequisite for admission to employment at sea. On the other hand, the intelligence of 
a child of 12 years is not sufficiently developed; education at an early age (before 14) might help the 
seaman appreciate better his position and his responsibilities on board ship, so that he would be in a 
better position to protect himself and his interests.
According to Art. 2 of the Convention the 14 years principle does not apply to work done on 
board vessels, "upon which only members of the same family are employed". This is ambiguous 
since the word 'family' has many meanings. It could indicate those descended from a common an­
cestor; or a group of persons, whether or not living under one roof, connected by blood or affinity; 
moreover, it could also mean a group of people bound together by religious or other convictions. 26 
By giving a wide interpretation to the word family, the restrictions of the Convention could be cir­
cumvented; for example, in cases where a dozen of young boys under 14 years old from the same 
village join the same ship but in the minds of the delegates at the Conference 'family' had its usual 
meaning, viz. parents and children belonging to one family (in the strict sense); only in such cases, the 
ship would be a family ship. This interpretation was also given by the Reporter of the Committee at 
the Conference. 27
25c .AA/. , op.cit., 2nd meeting, p. 4 ,5th meeting, p. 4.
26see The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edition, 1989, Vol. V under "family", meanings 2, 3, 4 and 5, at p. 707; 
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, 14th edition, 1961, under "family", meanings 1,2 and 3, at p. 821.
272 RJ>.. p. 123.
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B. Convention No. 15
The proposed 18 years age limit for trimmers and stokers, together with the other limit sug­
gested (17 years for employment of children on night watches), was introduced by the Reporter of the 
Minimum Age Committee during the proceedings of that Committee. The Genoa Conference at first 
was uncertain about the exact limit to be adopted but finally agreed to the 18 years limit. As pointed 
out earlier, though the Genoa Convention on Minimum Age did not make any exception in favour of 
any country, the (Trimmers, Stokers) Minimum Age Convention (1921) excepted persons employed 
as trimmers or stokers on board Indian or Japanese vessels (here it should be reminded that Arts 5 
and 6 of the Washington Convention on Minimum Age (1919) had modified the 14 years principle 
with regard to Japanese and Indian workers: a 12 years limit had been adopted). One might wonder 
why the 1921 Convention contained such exceptions while the Genoa Convention (1920) did not al­
low any exception whatsoever for any country. The reason is first that in the Genoa Convention a 14 
years limit was established as a general principle. If further exceptions were allowed for specific 
countries (12 years), they would undermine that principle. The Trimmers and Stokers Convention, on 
the other hand, adopted a 18 years limit It was easier for the members of the Committee on Maritime 
Questions in 1921 to agree to a 16 years limit (here, the argument, mentioned before, concerning the 
earlier maturity of Indian or Japanese seamen appears to be stronger) in respect of these two countries 
28, since this concession would not compromise the 14 years principle. The most important reason, 
however, for the concession was that unlike the exceptions suggested in 1920, the exception 
contained in the Trimmers and Stokers Convention is saddled with so many restrictions that the pos­
sibility of abuse was negligible, viz.: a) the young person must be at least 16 years old; b) he can be 
employed as a trimmer or stoker only after he has been found physically fit after medical examination;
c) the necessary regulations would be drafted only after consultation with the most representative or­
ganisations of employers and workers and d) the exception applied only to vessels engaged in the 
coastal trade of Japan and India. 29
Art. 3 (b), which makes the Convention applicable to vessels mainly propelled by steam covers 
the case where a person is employed on vessels with auxiliary driving machines, which are used only 
intermittently, thus allowing the seaman a sufficient amount of rest. Consequently, sailing vessels, 
even though equipped with coal machines, were excluded from the scope of the Convention, if these 
machines do not provide the main means of propulsion.
28lt should be noted that the Indian Workers' delegate,though he voted for the draft Convention, did not accept the ex­
ceptions made with regard to Indian seamen, see 3 RJ^., pp. 253-254.
2^owever, a provision providing for the "gradual stiffening" of this special treatment article is desirable; compare Art. 
9 (5) of the Minimum Age (Non-Industrial Employment) Convention, (No. 33) 1932; see also W. Jenks, 'The 
Revision of International Labour Conventions", BYIL , Vol. MV, 1933, pp. 43-64, at p. 60.
30l CM .Q . , p. 3 ,4  C.M.Q. , p. 3.
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Unfortunately, the question of application of the Convention to vessels burning oil fuel was 
left open at the Conference. In the Committee on Maritime Questions, which was to present a Report 
to the Conference in 1921, it was suggested that these vessels should be excluded, However, the 
question was held over by unanimous agreement of the Committee, since heating by oil burners was 
not widely used at that time. ^2 As a result of considerable technical progress in ship-engine con­
struction the situation has changed now, but oil burners are still excluded and the Convention has not 
yet been revised. Fixing the minimum age of persons employed as trimmers and stokers on board oil 
burning ships is a matter left to national law (see also, infra discussion of the 1973 Minimum Age 
Convention). On the other hand, the Convention does not make a distinction on the basis of climatic 
temperature nor does it take account of other factors like the structure of the ship, the number of men, 
amount of rest, etc.
Both the 1920 and 1921 Conventions require the master to keep a register or a list in the arti­
cles of agreement of all persons under a certain age (16 and 18 respectively). In countries where the 
log-book of the ship is badly kept, sufficient protection would be given by the possibility of making 
special mention of these persons in the articles of agreement, which are drawn up by maritime author­
ities on land. Thus, fraud is rendered impossible. This provision is welcome but gives rise to another 
question: What happens in the cases, where it is impossible to ascertain the age of the seaman? No 
provision is made in the Minimum Age Conventions for such cases. In the second draft Convention 
dealing with the question of the establishment of an International Seamen's Code submitted by the 
ILO Office to the Joint Maritime Commission at its 4th session an article was included (Art. 7(a)) 
supplementing Art. 7 of the original draft. According to Art. 7 (a) the medical certificate issued after 
medical examination before any seaman can be employed on board should include a statement to the 
effect that the seaman can be engaged, if his physical development corresponds to the minimum age 
standards laid down in the relevant conventions. 3^ This provision became Art. 8 of the Office draft 
sent to the governments for consideration. 4^ However, after the replies of the governments had been 
received the Office decided, as pointed out in Chapter 1, first to divide the gigantic draft of 73 articles 
into three separate Conventions and secondly to leave outside the Convention the question of the 
physical and professional qualifications of seamen. Since the elucidation of the question of 
ascertaining the age of seamen was closely linked to the issue of a medical certificate attesting their 
physical fitness. Art. 8 was omitted in the Office draft submitted to the Conference and it has not 
appeared in any ILO maritime instrument since. The matter is left to national law. The criterion to be 
used is the physical development of the seaman (as to his mental development, see infra p. 140). The
313 CM .Q . . p. 5.
323 R j>,. p. 763.
3 3 4 / .M C ., p. 75.
3 4 9 th session Geneva, 1925, International Codification o f the Rules relating to Seamen's Articles o f Agreement,
Questionnaire I, pp. 2*- 3*.
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national regulations must also provide for the competent authorities, who must issue the certificate; 
these, to avoid complications, can be the authorities described in Art. 2 of the Compulsory Medical 
Examination (1921 ) Convention.
C. Convention No. 58. Related instruments concerning training
The 1936 (Minimum Age) Convention raised the minimum age limit for admission to em­
ployment at sea to 15 years, subject to the qualification mentioned earlier. When the Joint Maritime 
Commission was consulted as to the desirability of revising the 1920 Convention some members of 
the Commission called attention to the close relationship between the age of entry into employment 
and the school-leaving age. 35 However, no decision on this point was taken at the 1936 Conference. 
As it has been said earlier, the question of age for admission to employment is largely bound up with 
the school leaving age. 36 Moreover, in the light of technological advances affecting working condi­
tions on board ship, training has now acquired a preponderant status in the regulation of seamen's af­
fairs. Consequently, these three elements (age for admission, school leaving age and pre-sea training) 
should be studied together and their respective regulations should be co-ordinated. Art 2, para. 3, of 
the Certification of Able Seamen Convention (No. 74) of 1946 lays down that the minimum age for 
granting a certificate of qualification is 18 years. Para. 4 requires the seaman to have spent at least 36 
months at sea, before he applies for a certificate. If minimum age for admission to employment is 15 
years (as is, in fact, laid down in the Minimum Age (1936) Convention) then it is clear that the above 
provisions take account of one another. Art. 4 (a) and (b), however, introduce an exception to the 36 
months sea-service requirement, allowing for a shorter sea-service if the seaman has received training 
in training institutions or training ships. As the 15 years limit does not apply to young persons 
employed on board training ships, it is possible that a seaman applying for the certificate of an able 
seaman might have obtained the necessary qualifications before the age of 18 years. Nevertheless, he 
must not be employed on board as an able seaman before that age.
Though the question of training will be dealt with in Chapter 3, the instruments concerning 
training of seamen contain some provisions where a connection between minimum age, school leav­
ing age and training is manifested. Subpara. 2 of para. 4 of the Vocational Training (Seafarers) Rec­
ommendation (No. 77), 1946, states that "the age of entry and other conditions of admission and the 
curriculum in institutions for pre-sea training should be related to the age of leaving and the curricu­
lum of the schools of the country". Recommendation No. 137 (1970) concerning Vocational Train­
ing of Seafarers, which supersedes Recommendation No. 77, lays down that training programmes 
should be drawn up in cooperation with educational institutions (para. 5 (2)), that there should be
3^12 JM .C . , p. 6; see also the speech of the Director of the Office ibid., p. 4.
36lt will suffice to note that France could not ratify the 1920 Convention, which fixed a 14 years limit, because pro­
posals had been put forward in the French Parliament raising the school leaving age to fifteen ibid., pp. 6-7.
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collaboration between training institutions and bodies responsible for recruitment and employment 
(para. 6 (g)) and that the level of general education required for admission to vocational training 
courses leading to certificates of competency should be taken into account in the drawing up of the 
training schemes (para. 11(b)). Thus, assuming that a country ratifies the 1936 Minimum Age (1936) 
Convention, such training programmes should be drawn up on the basis of a 15 years minimum age 
limit though Art. 3 of the Convention, which excludes from its scope employment on board training 
vessels, complicates matters. In both Recommendations, expressly or indirectly, training is connected 
with the question of school leaving age, but the fixing of the minimum school leaving age is left to 
national law. No clear connection between school leaving age and the minimum age for admission is 
established.
D. Convention No. 138
a) Relationship between Convention No. 138 and Conventions Nos 7.15 and 58
In 1973 the Minimum Age Convention (No. 138) was adopted. This Convention revises the 
1920, 1921 and 1936 Conventions concerning minimum age for admission of seamen to employment 
(Art. 10 para. 1). This Convention came into force on 19th June 1976 but it does not close the Mini­
mum Age (Sea) Convention (Revised) 1936 to further ratification (para. 2). The 1920 and 1921 
Conventions will be closed to ratification only if all parties thereto have agreed to such closure (para. 
3). Acceptance of the obligations of Convention No. 138 entails automatic denimciation of the 1920 
(Minimum Age) (Sea) and the 1921 (Trimmers and Stokers) Conventions (para. 5 (c)). On the other 
hand, if the obligations of Convention No. 138 are accepted by a Member which is a party to 1936 
Minimum Age (Sea) (Revised) Convention and a minimum age limit of either at least 15 or 18 years 
is specified by virtue of Articles 2 and 3 respectively of the former Convention, this "shall ipso jure 
involve the immediate denunciation" of the latter (para. 5 (d)). 37 To denounce the old Conventions in 
favour of the new one is not a simple matter. The pros and the cons of the 1973 Convention should 
be weighed. They are as follows:
b) New Convention: Advantages and provisions aiming at the improvement of the lot of sea­
men
aa) The obvious advantage of the new Convention is that it replaces under the conditions 
mentioned above all the existing Conventions on the subject. Thus, countries instead of having to 
ratify two instruments (either the 1920 and the 1921 Conventions or the 1936 (Revised) and the 1921 
Conventions) can accept the obligations of a single instrument. This might lead to a higher degree of 
uniformity in international and national legislation in the field.
37por the the relationship between the three old Conventions, see ILO, Int. Lab. Code 1951^ p. 846 (Art. 1051).
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bb) There is an explicit provision about the relationship between age for admission to em­
ployment and school leaving age. According to Art. 2, para.3 the minimum age to be specified by the 
ratifying country "shall not be less than the age of completion of compulsory schooling and, in any 
case, shall not be less than 15 years". If, for example, in a particular country the school leaving age is 
fixed at 16 years, this will also be the minimum age for admission to employment. According to Art. 
7, para. 2, however, employment is permissible from the age of 15, even if the persons concerned have 
not yet completed their compulsory education, but only on work which is not likely to be harmful to 
their health or development and is not such as to interfere with attendance at school, their participation 
in training programmes or their capacity to benefit from the institutions attended. While in the 1936 
Convention the 15 years limit is the standard, in the new Convention this standard can be raised 
upwards following improvements in national legislation concerning school leaving age. Only under 
the conditions mentioned above can young persons be employed from the age of 15 years. Whether 
these conditions are fulfilled in each case is a question to be decided by the competent authority.
The requirement that employment from the age of fifteen should not prejudice attendance at 
school raises the question as to whether young persons who are 15 years of age, can be engaged in 
work on board ship, if in the country where the ship is registered the school leaving age is higher than 
15 years. This would seem to present difficulties, since employment on board ship would always 
interfere with attendance at school (long absence from port, emergencies etc.), unless these persons 
are employed on board school or training ships. In this case no age limit is applicable under Art 3 of 
the Minimum Age (1920 and 1936) Conventions. The 1973 Convention contains a more elaborate 
provision. If work is done in schools for general, vocational or technical education or in other training 
institutions, no age limit is applicable. If, on the other hand, work is done in undertakings, which form 
part of educational, training or orientation programmes, then a 14 years limit is applicable (Art. 6). 
The question then arises whether a school or training ship is a school for educational purposes, a 
training institution or an undertaking, which undertakes the realisation of such programmes as ap­
proved by the competent authority. The answer depends on the relevant provisions of the national 
regulations. If these treat the ship as an undertaking within the meaning of Art. 6, for the first time a 
14 years limit applies to persons employed on board school or training ships. Educational considera­
tions thus can have a beneficial effect on the establishment of a minimum age limit
cc) The 1920, 1921 and 1936 (Revised) Conventions do not apply, as has been stated earlier, 
to persons of the same family employed on board the same vessel. There is no such clear exception
^^There is an absence in the Convention of a provision clearly laying down that the minimum age for admission to 
employment at sea and the school leaving age should be the same (for example, it might be that under the national law 
of a country having ratified the 1973 Minimum Age Convention the compulsory school leaving age is 12 or 13 years). 
It was thought improper to insert a provision concerning educational issues in a Convention deeding with minimum 
age. Ratification might also be impeded. On the other hand, the gap could be filled by training requirements (see 
earlier in the text). A Recommendation to the effect that ratifying countries should endeavour to establish an identical 
minimum school leaving age limit may prove to be useful.
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in the 1973 Convention. Consequently, if a party to it does not intend to apply the Convention to 
employment on board family ships, it has to come within the exceptions provided for therein (Art. 4 
concerning categories of employment or work in respect of which special and substantial problems of 
application arise). Art. 5, para. 3 excludes family and small-scale holdings producing for local con­
sumption from the application of the Convention, but this appears in the Convention only as a result 
of a sub-amendment submitted by the Employers in the Committee on Minimum Age at the 58th ses­
sion of the Conference in 1973 and applies only to agricultural undertakings. 9^ Countries insuffi­
ciently developed may, after consultation with the organisations concerned, initially limit the scope of 
application of the Convention (Art. 5, para. 1). This provision could apply to employment on board 
family ships. However, as was pointed out earlier, in order for a country to avail itself of these pro­
visions, certain conditions have to be fulfilled (consultation with the organisations concerned, inclu­
sion in the reports to the ILO Office on the application of the Convention of information on the cate­
gories or sectors not covered). In the previous Conventions employment on family vessels was ex­
cluded without any limitation whatsoever.
dd) Art. 3 (1) of the 1973 Convention prescribes an 18 years minimum age limit for admis­
sion to "any type of employment or work, which by its nature or the circumstances in which it is car­
ried out is likely to jeopardise the health, safety or morals of young persons..." The types of em­
ployment to which the paragraph applies, are to be decided by the competent authorities after consul­
tation with the organisations concerned. Art. 3 is concerned with so-called "hazardous work". The 
wide language of the Article makes it applicable to firemen in oil burners (excluded from the Trim­
mers and Stokers Convention) but other categories of seamen could be included too, such as mess- 
men of the deck and the engine department, persons employed on board nuclear powered vessels or 
on vessels where the degree of automation is such that a higher age for entry into employment is re­
quired. Art. 3 could also be used to prohibit the employment of young persons on night watches be­
fore a certain minimum age is attained. ^  Ultimately, the competent authority could decide that the 
whole category of seamen in view of the special requirements of their profession should come under 
the provisions of the article, thus meeting the premature aspirations of the Greek Workers' delegate at 
the 1921 Conference. 4i
ee) Finally, the Minimum Age (1973) Convention, unlike the previous Conventions on the 
subject, contains more complete and elaborate provisions for the enforcement of the regulations laid 
down by the competent authorities in accordance with the Convention. The 1920 and 1921 Conven-
3958 . p. 486.
should be remembered that at the 2nd session of the ILO Conference in 1920 a resolution concerning the submis­
sion of the question of the prohibition of employment of young persons under 17 on night watches to the next Confer­
ence in 1921 was rejected, see supra p. 120, note 9.
4I3 RJ^., p. 259; he suggested a 18 years minimum age limit for all seamen. Here it should be noted that the Interna­
tional Seafarers' Charter proposed a 16 years minimum age limit for all seamen, 18 years for trimmers and messmen of 
the deck and engine department and 20 years for firemen (see paras. 52,60 and 63).
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tions require the ratifying State to take such action as may be necessary to make their provisions ef­
fective (Art 9 and 10 respectively). The Minimum Age (Sea) (Revised) Convention (1936) does not 
contain any provisions relating to enforcement. The Government of the United States had, before the 
adoption of the latter instrument, proposed in the Governing Body a new formula, which enunciated 
the principle of child protection and suggested an intensified system of supervision and penalties 
along the lines of Convention No. 33 concerning the Minimum Age for admission to non-industrial 
employment. Mention of the particulars of the school record of young persons in the register kept by 
the employer was even envisaged. The American proposal was rejected as it constituted a radical de­
parture from what the Governing Body then thought it had to do, namely to place on the agenda of the 
Conference the question of partial revision of the Minimum Age (Sea) Convention (1920). 42 The 
1973 Convention requires the competent authority to take all necessary measures to ensure the effec­
tive enforcement of the provisions of the Convention. These measures include the provision of 
'appropriate' penalties. Furthermore, national laws or regulations or the competent authority must de­
fine the persons responsible for compliance with the provisions giving effect to the Convention (Ait 9 
paras 1 and 2). Hence, the interests of the young seafarers are effectively safeguarded.
c) The disadvantages of the new Convention
On the other hand, despite certain conditions that have to be fulfilled, the exceptions allowed 
under the 1973 Convention are of considerable proportions. Art. 2 para. 4 allows developing coun­
tries to specify initially a 14 years minimum age limit instead of 15; Art. 4, para. 1 makes it possible 
for a country to exclude from the application of the Convention "limited categories of employment or 
work in respect of which special and substantial problems of application arise" (nevertheless, this is 
not the case when maritime employment is regarded as hazardous work within the meaning of Art. 3 
(Art. 4, para. 3)); Art. 5, para. 1 permits developing countries to limit initially the scope of application 
of the Convention (employment at sea might be excluded from its scope); finally. Art. 7, para. 1 per­
mits the employment of persons aged 13 to 15 years on light work which is not likely to be harmful to 
their health or development or to interfere with school attendance, participation in educational and 
training schemes, etc. Though the availability of such exceptions is, as mentioned earlier in the chap­
ter, conditional upon strict compliance with certain conditions, the wording of the sole exception ap­
pearing in the 1936 Convention (Art. 2, para. 2) is much more restrictive. 43 That is the reason why 
Art. 10, para. 2 says that ratification of the 1973 Convention shall not close the Minimum Age (Sea) 
1936 Convention to further ratification. At the same time. Art. 10, para. 4 (d) provides that if a 
member specifies a minimum age limit of at least 15 years under Art 2 of the 1973 Convention, this
4^76 G£ . , pp. 41-46. As to child welfare, in 1976 a Recommendation (No 153) was adopted concerning the protec­
tion of young seafarers and the protection of their gmeral welfare.
43see supra p. 122.
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shall ipso jure involve the immediate denimciation of the 1936 Convention (the country is not allowed 
to avail itself of para. 4 of Art. 2 and specify a 14 years limit).
The indisputable advantages of Art. 3 of the new Convention concerning hazardous work have 
been emphasised earlier. However, Art. 3, para. 3 permits the employment of young persons from the 
age of 16 instead of 18 years provided that "the health, safety and morals of these persons are fully 
protected and that they have received adequate specific instruction or vocational training". This 
paragraph is so carefully worded that it is difficult to imagine how it would be applicable to trimmers 
and stokers, ^  night watchmen, etc. Consequently, Art 10, para. 5 (c) (as opposed to Art. 10, para. 4 
(d)), provides that ratification of the 1973 Convention shall involve the denunciation of the Trimmers 
and Stokers Convention without any further qualification.
2,1,13, Conclusions
The present position, on the basis of the Conventions and Recommendations analysed in this 
section on minimum age, is as follows: If a country desires to apply high standards as regards mini­
mum age limit to maritime employment, it needs to lay down in national regulations either that Art. 3 
of the 1973 Convention applies to employment at sea (minimum age: 18 years) or that the same article 
applies to special categories of seamen (trimmers, stokers, etc.). In the latter case, if a country so de­
sires, it can establish a minimum age higher than 15 years for other categories of seamen (see Art. 2 
para. 2). Action on the lines suggested above will involve denunciation of the 1921 and 1936 Con­
ventions if the country concerned is a party thereto. Secondly, a country might specify a 15 years 
limit for all seamen (Art. 2 para. 3). Special categories of seamen engaged in hazardous or dangerous 
work would fall under the provisions of Art. 3. A third possibility for a country intending to frame 
minimum age regulations is to lay down a minimum age lower than 15 years. Many options are open 
in this case: It could ratify only the 1920 Convention (14 years age limit); or the 1973 Convention 
specifying initially a 14 years (Art. 2 para. 4) or an even lower limit in specific cases (Art. 7). 
Nonetheless, Art 3 of the latter Convention would apply to trimmers and stokers (18 years limit); or a 
State concerned could exclude maritime employment altogether from the scope of the 1973 Conven­
tion (this would not apply to trimmers and stokers); or it could initially limit the scope of the Conven­
tion in respect of seafarers (Art. 5) (this would apply to trimmers, stokers, etc.). However, if the 
country concerned is a party to the 1936 Convention ratification of the 1973 Convention under the 
conditions described above would not disengage it from obligations assumed under the former Con­
vention (Art 10 para. 4 (d)), unless it had previously denounced it
^*4Zompare the narrow scope of Arts. 3 (c) and 4 of the Trimmers and Stokers Convention.
^^The analysis in this section of the chapter was based on examination of the progressive work of the ILO towards the 
abolition of child labour on board ship. In the future, it might be desirable that instruments concerning maximum age
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2.1.2. Medical examination of seafarers
2.1,2.1, Historical review o f emergent provisions
A. Convention No. 16 (1921)
The Genoa Conference and the Office draft
As mentioned above, at the 1920 Genoa Conference a Committee on Minimum Age was es­
tablished. During its deliberations it decided to recommend that the Conference should insert on the 
agenda of the International Labour Conference in 1921 the question of compulsory medical examina­
tion of young seafarers. ^  The resolution was adopted by the Genoa Conference 47 and the Gov­
erning Body at its 6th session in January 1921 decided to place the question on the agenda of the next 
ILO Conference in 1921 (the Geneva Conference). A questionnaire was sent to the Governments and 
the ILO Office submitted a draft Convention to the Geneva Conference. The draft required the pro­
duction, before any persons under 18 years of age could be employed on any vessel, of a medical 
certificate attesting fitness for employment at sea other than a family ship. Continued employment of 
such persons at sea was made subject to the repetition of medical examination at intervals of not more 
than one year and the production of the relevant certificate. ^
Geneva Conference - Committee on Maritime Ouestions
In the Committee on Maritime Questions appointed at the Geneva Conference considerable 
discussion took place on certain points. The British Government opposed the draft because it consid­
ered that it would not be able to bear the expenses of a compulsory medical examination scheme for 
persons under 18 years old. They were also against the periodical repetition of the medical 
examination. An attempt was made to render the text less rigid by leaving the question of fixing the 
period for such medical examination to national law but the proposal was defeated. Other countries, 
like Norway, considered that ratification of the draft Convention might lead to confusion in the 
implementation of the standards adopted, since in Norway regulations on the matter had already been 
in force for some time. They requested exclusion of coasting vessels from the scope of the Conven­
tion but again this amendment was rejected. The Commission inserted an addition to the text of the 
Office draft to the effect that if the validity of the medical certificate expired during the voyage 
(according to the Office draft its maximum duration was fixed at one year), it might be prolonged until
for admission to employment at sea should be adopted. These would relate either to the whole category of seafarers or 
to special categories (firemen, watch-keepers) where employment after a certain age would be detrimental to their health 
or to the safety of the vessel.
4^.M A./P.V ./ 5th sitting, p. 4.
472 RJ^., p. 144.
4Slntemational Labour Conference, 3rd session, Geneva 1921, Report Vm B, Compulsory Medical Examination o f all 
children employed on board ship , p. 39.
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the end of the voyage. Finally, the Commission introduced a new article (Art. 4 of the Commis­
sion draft) to provide for urgent cases, where it was impossible at the moment of the vessel's departure 
to secure a seaman issued with a medical certificate. In such cases the seaman should undergo 
medical examination at the first port at which the vessel called. It was explained in the Committee that 
the competent authority for selecting the doctor, who was to examine the seaman, was the consul of 
the seaman's nationality. Furthermore, if the seaman was found unfit after the examination, he would 
be entitled to be repatriated and to the consequent pecuniary benefits. ^
The Convention, thus amended, was adopted by the Geneva Conference after the British 
Government delegate made clear his intention to abstain from voting,
B. International Seafarers' Charter
On 28 and 29 July 1944 a Conference of seamen's representatives of twelve maritime coun­
tries was held. This Conference had been convened by the Seamen's Section of the International 
Transport Workers' Federation (ITF) and the International Mercantile Marine Officers' Association 
and adopted the International Seafarers' Charter, an instrument consisting of 180 paragraphs, which 
contained the seamen's views on every aspect of maritime labour. Para. 60 considered medical ex­
amination to be a prerequisite for entry into the seafaring profession irrespective of age. The seamen 
were particularly concerned with the case of trimmers and firemen, whose arduous work was likely to 
be detrimental to their health. They declared themselves in favour of periodical repetition of the medi­
cal examination and thought that seafarers should have a right to appeal against the doctor's decision; 
this case would then be considered by a medical referee.
C. Convention No. 73 ( 1946)
The Copenhagen Conference
At its January 1945 session the Governing Body decided to appoint tripartite (government 
delegates were included) subcommittees to consider and form conclusions on the items that would be 
placed on the agenda of the maritime session of the Conference in 1946 (the so-called Seattle Confer­
ence). The subcommittee on Continuous Employment and Entry, Training and Promotion dealt, inter 
alia , with the question of the medical examination of seafarers. The documents prepared by the ILO 
Office for consideration by the subcommittee recommended that seafarers be medically examined 
when they first entered into the seafaring profession regardless of age. This would prevent persons 
not physically fit from following the seamen's career and from being employed as seamen on board 
ship. Special consideration should be given to the high physical standards required for the employ-
CM .Q . . p. 7. 
% C.M .G . ,p. 6.
5 I3 . pp. 261 and 310.
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ment of persons as firemen. Furthermore, tests of hearing and eyesight might be included in a future 
instrument dealing with medical examination. 2^
The subcommittee did not come to any conclusion on the question. Consequently, the ILO 
Office submitted a Report to the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, which would be con­
vened in Copenhagen in November 1945 indicating three methods of dealing with the problem:
i) By framing an instrument which, for the first time, would deal with health as a condition of 
entry into employment at sea independently of minimum age;
ii) By drafting an instrument concerning the medical examination of seafarers, where the 
question of health would be dealt with in detail (condition of entry into service, periodical renewal of 
the medical examination throughout the seafarer's carrier); or
iii) By including provisions concerning the issue in a comprehensive instrument dealing gen­
erally with conditions for admission to employment at sea.
In the Report three different texts providing for medical examination of seamen were inserted.
The Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference 54 drafted an instrument concerning General 
Conditions of Entry to Sea Service. The Copenhagen draft provided for a hearing and a colour vision 
test when a person entered for the first time the sea service or re-entered it after an absence of two 
years or more. The medical certificate could be issued by any medical practitioner provided that the 
nature of the examination had been clearly laid down by the competent authority. The Preparatory 
Conference agreed on the necessity for periodical repetition of the medical examination at two years 
intervals, though in urgent cases no certificate was to be required from a person embarking on a single 
voyage. Each case is to be decided by the competent authority. Finally, a right of appeal against the 
decision of the medical doctor is guaranteed to the seaman. 55
The ILO Office before submitting the text to the Seattle Conference decided to delete any ref­
erences in the Copenhagen draft to age requirements and submitted to the Conference a draft instru­
ment relating solely to medical examination of seafarers. A resolution was also submitted containing 
other conditions of entry into employment at sea to be dealt with by a future Conference when they 
became ripe for international regulation.
^^P.TM.C. , Copenhagen, Nov. 1945, Report VUl, Part HI A, pp. 38-39.
5 3 l b i d . ,  Part IV, p p .  58-59,63-66,69-70,95-97.
54No record of proceedings of the Copenhagen Preparatory Conference has been published. However, comprehensive 
information on the discussions held at the Conference is contained in the Reports submitted by the Office to the 1946 
(Seattle) Conference (Reports 11 to IX, blue reports) and a brief account is given in /X J Î., Vol. LIE, Nos. 1-2, Jan-Feb 
1946, pp. 59-63.
55%LO Conference, 28th session. Report V, II Proceedings of the Copenhagen Conference, pp. 12-18.
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The Seattle Conference
At the Seattle Conference a Committee on entry, training and promotion was appointed. 
During the deliberations of the Committee certain amendments were adopted. In the case of the eye­
sight test, the certificate could be issued either by a medical practitioner or by a person appointed by 
the competent authority. For a period of two years from the date of entry into force of the Conven­
tion, a seaman can be employed on board ship without the production of a medical certificate, if he has 
been so employed for a substantial period during the two previous years. The nature of the medical 
examination, which is laid down by the competent authority, has been made dependent on the age and 
nature of the duties of the seaman. The period of validity of the certificate has remained at two years 
but in the case of the colour vision test it remains in force for a period not exceeding 6 years. An 
amendment was moved in the Committee by the Shipowners' group to the effect that the determination 
of the nature of the medical examination should be entrusted, first, to organisations of shipowners and 
seamen and, secondly, to the competent authority, if the organisations concerned cannot reach an 
agreement. The Workers' group agreed but the Netherlands Government delegate pointed out that the 
question of medical examination involved considerations of public safety and, accordingly, the 
amendment was rejected both in the Committee and at the Plenary Conference, where the discussion 
on the question was reopened. Instead, the duties of the competent authority can be discharged by 
delegating its work, or part of it, to an authority or organisation exercising similar functions in respect 
of seafarers. ^  As amended, the Convention was adopted by the Seattle Conference. 7^ There is a 
difference between the 1921 and the 1946 Conventions. The first is concerned with the medical 
examination of "children and young persons" employed at sea, the second with the medical 
examination of seafarers generally. This is the reason why, in the former Convention, an age limit of 
18 years is fixed beyond which medical examination is not compulsory (Art. 2). Repetition of the 
medical examination is obligatory until the age of 18 is reached.
D. Reasons for the adoption of ILO instruments concerning the medical examination of sea­
farers
The arguments in favour of a medical test before admission to employment are, first, that it 
would reveal any inherent ^  physical disabilities which would later prevent the young person from 
following a career at sea, and, secondly, that it constituted a preventive measure, whereby maladies or 
defects could be anticipated and warded off, thus "effecting immediate practical economy in the sea­
man's special calling, and adding to general national efficiency".
5628/?J»..pp. 272,114-115.
5 7 l b i d . , p p .  115,179.
58See 7 CM .Q . , p. 5 .8  CM .Q . . p. 3.
^^ILO, International Labour Conference, 3rd session, 1921, Questionnaire V, p. 9.
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2,1.2,2. Conclusions
1) One important defect is apparent in Convention No. 16: The medical examination is com­
pulsory under the age of eighteen years, but since the age limit for admission to employment of trim­
mers and stokers is fixed at 18 years, the relevant provision cannot be made applicable to them. The 
medical examination of trimmers and stokers is considered necessary because they are the principal 
persons interested considering their peculiar working environment and the hazardous nature of their 
work. ^  Hence, the Convention is incomplete in the sense that it provides for medical examination-as 
a condition of entry into the seafaring profession-of all categories of seamen, except the most con­
cerned.
The doctor, who is to give the certificate, according to the Convention, must be approved by the 
competent authority, Thus, the person in question cannot be any medical practitioner having 
experience in medical matters approved by the shipowner or by shipowners' or seamen's organisa­
tions; of course, they can recommend a person for the position of the doctor, but their proposal is 
subject to approval by the competent authority.
2) On the other hand, the 1946 Convention provides for the medical examination of seafarers 
without any age limit whatsoever. It is a more comprehensive instrument, which deals with medical 
examination both as a condition for admission to employment at sea (Art 3) and as a requisite of the 
efficiency of the seafaring personnel and the safety of the ship (Art. 5). More particularly. Art. 5 
provides for periodical repetition of the medical examination irrespective of age and regardless of 
whether the seaman enters into a contract of maritime employment for the first time.
The 1946 Convention, like the 1921 Convention, applies - subject to Art. 2, where certain 
categories of persons are excluded from its scope - to all seafarers employed on a vessel registered in 
the territory of a ratifying country and not only to nationals. in contrast to the latter Convention, it 
lays down that the medical certificate shall be signed by "a medical practitioner", who could be any 
such person. There is no need for the medical practitioner to be approved by any authority. In the 
Committee on Entry, Training and Promotion of seafarers at the Seattle Conference many formulas 
were suggested relating to the selection of the doctor That he should be "nominated", or rather 
"approved" by the shipowners (nomination) and the competent authorities (approval); by the
^ S ee for a brief comment, 6 CM.Q . , p.4. If young persons less than 18 years -but at least 16 years- old are employed 
on a vessel as trimmers or stokers, then they must W found physically fit for such work after medical examination (Art. 
3 (c) of the Trimmers and Stokers Convention). Nevertheless, this provision, while turning on the very special circum­
stances of the case as it has been explained before, does not obscure the idea underlying the whole Convention, that 
beyond the age of 18 years no medicd examination is necessary.
^^Note that during the deliberations of the Commission on M ^tim e Questions the word "competent" was substituted 
for the word "maritime", giving a freedom of choice to ratifying countries to leave the matter either to maritime or to 
any other authorities already established and competent to deal with it, see 7 CM .Q . , p. 5.
^^ILO Conference, 28th session. Report V, op.dt., p. 13.
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shipowners or the competent authorities; and finally by the shipowners jointly with seafarers' organi­
sations. When put to the vote all were defeated with the result that the Office text was maintained. ^  
Consequently, the medical practitioner can be appointed by the shipping company without any obli­
gation on it to inform the competent authority of the appointment. However, the nature of the medical 
examination must be clearly laid down by the competent authority after consultation with the 
shipowners' and seafarers' organisations concerned (Art. 4 para. 1). Factors to be taken into account 
are the age and the nature of the duties of the person to be examined (para. 2). Hence, different stan­
dards might be prescribed for the deck, engine or catering department. Firemen for example, would 
be subject to a special examination revealing their ability to work under tough conditions. The lan­
guage of para. 2 of Art. 4 seems to be restrictive. It may be thought that other factors like the struc­
ture of the ship, its usual trading route (perhaps necessitating prolonged residence in tropical lati­
tudes), the degree of modernisation on board ship, would have merited mention.
3) Even if the nature of the medical examination is prescribed by the competent authority, 
abuse is possible, when the doctor is, for example, appointed by the shipowner. There is no guarantee 
that the doctor will follow the pattern laid down by the competent authority and, unfortunately, there is 
no provision for supervision or a system of penalties in the case of breach of the relevant regulations. 
The broadness of the provision could instigate discrimination against candidates for the seafaring 
career, should extraneous factors were to be taken into account, whenever the doctor is called to issue 
a medical certificate. The only resort for the seaman would then be Art. 8 of the 1946 Convention, 
which gives a right of appeal to the seaman, the appeal to be held before a medical referee, who is 
independent of any shipowners' or seafarers' organisations; in other words, he must be appointed by 
the competent authorities. Since, in that case, heavier expenses would be incurred, which would fall, at 
least in the first instance, upon the seafarers' organisations or even solely upon the seafarer himself in 
countries, where seafarers are not sufficiently organised, it would have been better, if the medical 
practitioner had to be approved from the beginning by the competent authority and no right of appeal 
was given, provided a system of supervision and penalties were established in the ratifying country. It 
might be the case, however, that the cost of a possible second examination is met by the government, 
in which case the financial onus upon it will be heavier, unless the expenses of the first (or both) 
examination have been undertaken by the shipowner or other agencies.
4) It is beyond doubt, that the medical examination of seafarers will avoid waste of time (in 
the case of inherently unfit persons) and will contribute towards the improvement of safety at sea. 
Nevertheless, there are some financial problems. In the 1921 Convention the question concerning 
who should bear the expenses of the examination was left to be determined by national law. The same
6328 R F . . p. 272.
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solution applies under the 1946 Convention. ^  A scheme for medical examination, in the absence of 
any provision in the Convention, can, however, be financed by the shipowners (this might be 
unacceptable to some shipowners) or by the governments (in this case, ratification might be impeded). 
A third possibility is the establishment of a joint fund, towards which both the shipowners' and the 
seafarers' organisations - and possibly the governments - would contribute.
5) In the 1921 Convention the medical certificate attests the "fitness for such work" 
(employment on board ship) but the Committee on Entry, Promotion and Training at the Seattle Con­
ference added the words "at sea" after the words "a certificate attesting his fitness for the work for 
which he is to be employed". The seafarers' group abstained from voting on the addition. Perhaps, 
the effect of the addition is that the medical examination is confined to the particular job done by the 
seaman on board ship without consideration of any other work indirectly connected with it.
6) It should be noted that the medical certificate must refer, inter alia , ^  to the colour vision 
state of the person examined. After a long discussion at the Preparatory Technical Maritime Confer­
ence it was decided that the colour vision test should apply to all persons employed in the deck de­
partment -not only to watch-keepers, who need to be able to distinguish the lights. ^  Exception is 
made solely in the case of specialist personnel, whose work is not likely to be affected by defective 
colour vision, for example, carpenters. This provision will undoubtedly lead to the improvement of 
safety at sea.
7) As has been said earlier. Art. 8 of the 1946 Convention provides a seaman with a right to 
appeal against a first negative decision of the medical practitioner but does not give the same right to 
the shipowners. Let us suppose that under the national law of a country the doctor is appointed by 
seafarers' organisations, who are keen to promote their employment policies without paying much 
attention to safety requirements; it is only fair that in such a case the shipowner should be given the 
opportunity to protect his interests.
8) In the 1921 Convention provision is made for urgent cases. A young person (below the 
age of eighteen) can embark without having satisfied the requirements of the Convention, provided 
that he will undergo medical examination at the first port of call. While the 1946 Convention provides 
for urgent cases -in the case of a person employed for a single voyage- it does not contain a similar 
provision to the above with the result that, according to the text of the Convention, a seaman must pass 
the medical test before he embarks on a voyage - for example, at the port of departure -; he does not
^  CM .Q . , p. 4 and P.TM.C . , Report VIII, op.cit., p. 65 respectively. This issue, left with considerable uncertainty 
with regard to its proper settlement, is particularly acute in respect of the 1946 Convention, since according to the Con­
vention periodical re-examination will continue not only until the age of 18, as is the case in the 1921 Convention, but 
even until the age of retirement, thus adding to the financial burden to be undertaken.
^^The medical examination can include a number of medical tests under national law. The legislation of some countries 
requires, for example, the production of a certificate of vaccination, before any person is admitted to employment at sea. 
Nevertheless, a hearing, sight and "disease" test is compulsory under the 1946 Convention (Art. 4, para. 3).
^ILO Conference, 28th session. Report V, op.dt., p. 14.
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have the opportunity to be examined at the first port of call in urgent cases, if he is not employed for a 
single voyage. ^
9) Both the 1921 and 1946 Conventions are drafted on the principle of the periodical repeti­
tion of medical examination at regular intervals. In any future revision of the instrument it might be 
thought convenient to extend the period of the renewal of the examination from two to four or five 
years (the medical certificate is valid for 6 years in relation to the colour vision test); or it could be laid 
down that the medical test must be passed whenever a ship embarks on a voyage or on every occasion 
when articles of agreement are signed, if signed for more than a single voyage. Factors to be taken 
into account are the simplification of the medical inspection system and the facilitation of ratification 
of the Convention (by reducing the financial responsibilities of the ratifying countries).
10) Though the 1921 and 1946 Conventions provide for examination of the physical fitness 
of seamen, mental examination is excluded from the scope of this provision. In view of the additional 
expenses and complications which such kind of examination would involve, the question is best left to 
national law. The ILO Office had submitted to the Seattle Conference a resolution concerning other 
conditions of entry the international regulation of which would be desirable. Among them the pro­
duction of evidence of having attained a minimum standard of education was included. During edu­
cation courses, surely the mental unfitness of a person would be revealed. However, the resolution 
was defeated in the preliminary discussions and was not submitted to the Conference. In any case, as 
pointed out earlier, the questions of minimum age, training and education are interrelated. Since the 
instruments concerning training, especially the 1973 Convention, presuppose school education, the 
ascertainment of the mental state of the seaman would not present serious difficulties. ®
11) Another contemporary problem relates to the medical examination of those on board nu­
clear powered vessels. Here the effects of radiation should be taken into account. Periodical re-ex­
amination schemes should encompass radiation surveillance. Apart from radiation monitoring sys­
tems, which have to be installed - this is a matter of naval construction - personal monitoring should 
be introduced and survey instruments and personal devices for the measurement of exposure should 
be made available on board ship. 9^ This is an interesting problem, needing to be examined by the 
ILO in co-operation with other concerned international organisations, especially the WHO (it could 
perhaps be placed on the agenda of a future meeting of the joint ILO/WHO Committee). Many 
provisions of the 1946 Convention will have to revised (e.g. the period for periodical repetition of the
^^Compare the "emergency provision" in the Copenhagen drafts, P.TM.C. , Report VUI, op.dt., pp. 65,66.
^However, with the advance of technology on board ship and the multiple tasks which are required to be performed by 
the modem seaman an increase has been noticed in the attention given by certain countries to mental fitness for the sea­
faring profession. This mental fitness relates to the growing burden of responsibility of the individual seafarer and to 
his mental stress as a result of manning reductions and automation on board ship. Examinations which will ascertain 
the mental/psychological fitness of the seafarer have been introduced in Belgium and thdr introduction is considered in 
a number of countries; see ILO, Report o f the Director-General, 74 (Maritime) Session, 1987, p. 51.
^^Safeguards for Crew Members of the Nuclear Ship "Savannah", , Vol. LXXX, No. 3, Sept. 1959, pp. 236-250, 
at p. 247.
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examination, the nature of the examination, the categories of persons to whom the Convention applies 
under Art 2).
12) The significance of the medical examination is made clear by the negative repercussions 
which non-compliance with the provisions of the relevant Conventions could have on other areas. In 
1936 two Conventions were adopted at the 21st session of the International Labour Conference deal­
ing with the protection of seamen in case of sickness namely Convention No. 55 concerning the lia­
bility of the shipowner in case of sickness, injury or death of seamen and Convention (No. 56) con­
cerning sickness insurance for seamen. Both these questions had been discussed in the Commission 
on the Protection of Seamen from Sickness or Injury. An amendment to Art. 3 of the Shipowner's 
Liability Convention, moved by the shipowners' group, proposed the addition of a new third paragraph 
to the effect that the shipowners' liability in case of sickness would not come into operation if the 
seaman refused to be medically examined. If the shipowner was to cover the liability of the seaman 
for sickness by insurance, it would be only fair to protect the former's interests, if a disease possibly 
entailing heavy liability of the shipowner was not apparent. Moreover, insurance companies were not 
likely to insure without a medical examination. The proposal was fair but nonetheless was opposed 
by the seafarers' group. On being put to the vote the amendment was adopted by the 22 votes to 21. 
”70 It might be argued here that the shipowner was free not to engage such a seaman but it is not fair 
to expect him to look for another seaman in the event of every refusal by a seaman to be medically 
examined, particularly when the shipowner must comply with manning scale requirements. Thus, 
even if a seaman is employed on board a vessel registered in the territory of a country which has not 
ratified any Medical Examination Convention, he should accept medical examination on request if he 
does not want to lose his protection under the Sickness Liability of the Shipowners Convention, if that 
country has ratified the latter Convention. In that case, the expenses of the medical examination would 
be defrayed by the shipowner. The shipowners attempted to insert a provision to the same effect in 
the Convention concerning Sickness Insurance for Seamen (as a new article 12). This proposal was 
rejected by the Committee because it was not thought desirable - by some members of the 
Commission not even possible - to impose a medical examination under the national insurance 
scheme envisaged by this Convention as opposed to an individual liability for sickness insurance 
scheme. Under such a national insurance scheme financed by all the parties concerned (employers
(Commission on the Protection of Seamen from Sickness or Injury) /P.V. 3, IE, pp. 3-4,21 R.P., pp. 250-
251.
^4t should be noted that para. 3 of Art. 3 of the Convention was referred to a sub-committee. The text, which it pro­
posed, was adopted at the Plenary Conference and has the effect of reducing substantially the effectiveness of this para­
graph by laying down that national laws may provide that the liability of the shipowner shall not apply in this case; 
hence, the cessation of the liability of the shipowner is not automatic on the refusal of the seaman to W medically ex­
amined.
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and employees), both good and bad risks should be covered. Considerations of public health and 
safety should not apply in this case.
13) Finally, attention should be drawn to the different length of time laid down for the peri­
odical repetition of the medical examination prescribed by the 1921 and 1946 Conventions (one year 
until the age of 18 under the former, two years without age limit under the latter). Consequently, if a 
country ratifies both Conventions it has to carry out an annual medical examination to seamen em­
ployed on vessels registered in its territory until the age of eighteen years and a biennial one there­
after.
The ILO Conventions concerning minimum age and medical examination for seafarers are 
among the most widely ratified ILO maritime instruments (see Appendix 4, Table A.) and certain of 
their provisions, such as the 15-year minimum age limit, the 18-year minimum age for trimmers and 
stokers, and the medical examination of seafarers before admission to employment at sea (but perhaps 
not the periods of the validity of the medical certificates laid down in Convention No. 73) have 
arguably become part of international customary law.
72C.G.M.M./P.V. 11, XI. pp. W , pp. 266-267.
73\lany countries have ratriled both Conventions (among them Djibouti and Tunisia on the same date).
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2.2. Entry into employment
The issues relating generally to entry into the seafaring profession in addition to those con­
cerning conditions for admission to employment at sea, examined in the previous section, can be di­
vided into three categories:
1) The question of ensuring to seamen fair employment opportunities (Convention for Estab­
lishing Facilities for Finding Employment for Seamen, No. 9,1920).
2) The desirability of having a contract that is acceptable to both the shipowner and the sea­
man, which would protect the interests of both parties and be subject to supervision by the competent 
authority (Convention No. 22 concerning Seamen's Articles of Agreement, 1926).
3) The question of the reciprocal or international recognition of seafarers' national identity 
cards, which would facilitate the movement of seafarers and increase their employment opportunities 
(Convention No. 108 concerning Seafarers’ National Identity Documents, 1958).
Finally, training can be regarded both as a means for improving a seaman's understanding of 
maritime issues, thus rendering him more capable of following the seafaring career and enhancing the 
efficiency of the seafaring personnel, and as a condition for admission to employment in certain cases 
(Vocational Training (Seafarers) Recommendation, 1946 (No. 77) and Vocational Training 
(Seafarers) Recommendation, 1970 (No. 137)). This question will be examined in Chapter 3.
2.2.1. The placing of seamen
2.2,1J, Convention No. 9: Historical background
In 1919, at the Washington Conference, a Convention and Recommendation were adopted 
dealing with unemployment and unemployment insurance respectively. Since these two instruments 
were not intended to take account of the peculiar needs of seamen, the Governing Body, at its 1st ses­
sion, decided to place on the agenda of the Genoa Conference the question of application to seafarers 
of the Washington instruments.  ^ Accordingly, the Office sent a Questionnaire to the governments 
asking for their views on the desirability of adopting instruments concerning facilities for finding 
employment for seamen and the establishment of an unemployment insurance system. 2 On the basis 
of the replies of the governments the Office decided to submit to the Genoa Conference a Convention 
concerning facilities for finding employment for seamen.
i l  G £ . . p .  13.
^The latter question will be discussed later together with other social security issues in Chapter 5.
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Reasons for the adoption of Convention No. 9
The reasons why an instrument of this kind needed to be adopted were that seamen, because 
of the nature of their profession, were obliged to join ships whose crews consisted of sailors of dif­
ferent nationalities. Also, they had to follow the ship from port to port in different countries. When 
the ship finished its voyage the seamen often, especially in periods of depression and a consequent 
unemployment crisis, remained idle and being in a country unknown to them were in urgent need of 
people who could help them in the search for jobs. Often they fell victims to the deplorable system of 
"crimping". The "crimps", under the pretext of finding employment for seamen in a foreign port, 
exploit seamen in need until they are financially exhausted and worn out. These malpractices  ^ could 
be ended by the establishment of national employment offices providing seamen with some guaran­
tees of employment without charging any fees for their services. An internationally co-ordinated 
system of unemployment offices would procure ship's crews whenever needed. It would also make it 
easier for the shipowner to secure a competent crew, since he would know from information received 
from the offices in which port seamen are most likely to be available. Seamen, themselves, would be 
supplied with valuable information as to where employment opportunities exist. Finally, it would 
greatly assist development of an international system of unemployment insurance statistics of 
unemployment to be supplied by such offices. ^
The Office draft
The Office draft prohibited the establishment of employment agencies which charge fees and 
of similar commercial enterprises. These offices should be eliminated as soon as possible and an effi­
cient system of free employment offices should be established in the ports of a ratifying country. 
This system could be set up either by employers' or by workers' associations or, failing that, by the 
State, but a joint committee composed of shipowners and seafarers was envisaged in the draft, which 
should be consulted on all unemployment issues. Moreover, all guarantees for the protection of sea­
men should be mentioned in the articles of agreement. Under Art. 5 of the draft its provisions were 
made applicable to non-nationals. The ILO Office would co-ordinate all national activities in this 
context. 5
The Committee draft
At the Genoa Conference a Committee on Unemployment was appointed to consider the Of­
fice draft and propose amendments, if necessary. The Committee draft included a provision to the ef­
fect that offences against the prohibition of fee charging employment agencies would be punishable
^The first principle of the old Art. 427 of the Treaty of Peace declared that labour should not be treated as a commodity 
or an artide of commerce.
"^ For the reasons necessitating the adoption of an international instrument, see International Labour Conference, 9th ses­
sion, June 1920, Genoa, Report II, Unemployment, pp. 26-33; see also L. Grosjean, La protection Internationale des 
Marins , Paris, 1933, p. 21.
^LO Conference, 1920, Report H, op. d t ,  pp. 33-38.
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by fine or imprisonment (Art 1 (i) (a)). These agencies would be temporarily allowed to operate but 
only under certain conditions (Government licence and supervision. Government inspection) (Art. 1 
(ii) (a-b)). An important amendment -finally adopted- provided that the system of free employment 
offices should be established either by shipowners' and seafarers' organisations -jointly under the 
control of a central authority- or, failing that, by the State itself. So, unlike the Office draft, according 
to which this system could be established either by seafarers or by shipowners, the Committee draft 
required a "controlled" joint action (Art. 2). The Norwegian Government delegate drew the attention 
of the members of the Committee to the public character that such offices should have. The word 
"public" was inserted before the words "employment offices".  ^The Committee draft also provided 
for a co-ordination on a national basis of all different types of free employment offices existing in a 
country. There was a more elaborate provision concerning the joint consultative Committee estab­
lished to give advice on these matters; national law would, if necessary, make a provision for the se­
lection of an independent chairman of the Committee, for the degree of State supervision and for the 
participation of other interests in the Committee (Art. 3 (a, b, c)). Art. 4 of the Committee draft en­
sured to seafarers and shipowners freedom of choice, while Ait 5 complemented that article by giving 
the opportunity to all parties concerned to examine the contract before and after signature. Art. 6 
constituted a substantial amendment of the Office draft; while the latter extended the application of the 
Convention to non-nationals without any qualification. Art. 6 provided that the same facilities for 
finding employment should be available for seafarers of countries, where "the conditions of employ­
ment are generally the same". Finally, a new article (Art. 7) was inserted in the Convention leaving to 
the ratifying country to decide whether it would apply the provisions of the Convention to deck and 
engineer officers.
2,2,1,2, ILO instruments o f a general nature concerning employment agencies and the 
organisation o f the employment service
Instruments concerning the organisation of the employment service
Since 1920 comprehensive instruments concerning employment policies and the organisation 
of an employment service have been adopted (Convention No. 122 concerning employment policy.
^This character, according to the same delegate, would make these bureaux accessible even to seafarers who are not 
members of workers' associations or trade unions; Commission du chômage (hereinafter cited as C.C.), Uème session. 
Gênes, 1920, Procès verbaux, 5ème séance, p. 6.
^It was the wish of the Japanese Government that other interested persons like professors, priests, etc. could participate 
in this Committee. Though it wanted a provision concerning the participation of these interests to be inserted in Art. 2 
(which creates binding obligations), it was finally decided, despite the disapproval of the Japanese delegate, to include 
such provision in Art. 3, thus, leaving the national authorities to decide wheüier such participation would be desirable, 
ibid. 2 C.C. , p .7 ,6 C.C. , p. 10,7 C.C., p. 6; see also Art. 5 of the final Convention. The constitution of advisory 
committees consisting of an equal number of representatives of seamen and shipowners is obligatory under Art. 5; but 
there is no stipulation that each employment office should have an advisory committee; see interpretation of Conven­
tion No. 9 given by the Office in 0 £ . , Vol. Ill, pp. 624-7.
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the relevant Recommendation No. 122 suggesting the adoption of concrete measures to realise suc­
cessful employment policies, both adopted in 1964; Convention No. 88 and the supplementing Rec­
ommendation No. 83 concerning the Organisation of the Employment Service, both adopted in 1948).
It is not intended to analyse these instruments. However, attention should be drawn to Art. 5 
of Convention No. 88 and para. 12 of Recommendation No. 83. Art. 5 lays down that "the general 
policy of employment service in regard to referral of workers to available employment shall be devel­
oped after consultation of representatives of employers and workers" through the advisory committees 
provided for in Art 4 of the Convention. Though the Office draft was more specific, it was decided to 
include the rest of the provisions of Art. 4 of the Office draft in a supplementing Recommendation, 
since a Convention could not deal with the question of referral of workers in detail.  ^Consequently, 
para. 12 of Recommendation No. 83 provided that the employment service should ...(b) "not refer 
workers to employment in respect of which the wages or conditions of work fall below the standard 
defined by law or prevailing practice" and (c) "not, in referring workers to employment, itself 
discriminate against applicants on grounds of race, colour, sex or belief. " ^
Instruments dealing with the question of fee charging agencies
It will be remembered that the Seamen's Placing Convention No. 9 was adopted in 1920. 
Since then, two trends can be identified in the regulation of the question of fee charging employment 
agencies:
i) The distinction, first made in Convention No. 34 concerning Fee-Charging Employment 
Agencies (1933) lO between profit making and non-profit making fee-charging employment agencies. 
The Convention provides for the abolition of agencies conducted with a view to profit (Art. 2), al­
lowing exceptions under exceptional circumstances (Art. 3) and for the supervision of agencies not 
conducted with a view to profit (Art. 4). The latter agencies are defined in Art. 1 (b) as agencies 
which, though not conducted with a view to deriving any pecuniary or other material advantages, levy 
from either employer or worker an entrance fee, a periodical contribution or any other charge for the 
above services. It has already been established earlier that under Convention No. 9 trade unions of 
seafarers are not allowed to continue in existence if they charge fees for the placing services. If Art. 1 
(b) 2uid 4 were made applicable to the placing of seamen, then trade unions of seafarers would be 
covered by Art 4, with the result that their placing activities would be subject to authorisation and su-
831/?i>. ,p .405 .
should be noted that the Employers' Members were consistently opposed to the adoption of such a paragraph. Some 
Government delegates were also against it. It was argued that the paragraph, instead of an mployment service, estab­
lished a kind of wage inspection service, which was outside the scope o f the Convention. Also some difficulties in 
identifying the "prevailing practice" were pointed out. A considerable discussion took place and many amendments 
were moved; see 31 R I*., pp. 410, 208-215. The determination of many delegates to fight against discrimination of 
any kind resulted in the adoption of the paragr^h in its present form on die understanding, however, that the proposed 
instrument was a Recommendation.
^^This Convention does not apply to seamen (Art. 1, para. 2).
 ^^ Whether placing activities are die principal or the main object of these agencies is not material, 17 RJ^., p. 551.
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pervision of the competent authority and the fees charged could not be in excess of the scale fixed by 
the authority with strict regard to the expenses incurred (Art. 4 (b)). This provision provides the 
certainty which the Seamen's Placing Convention lacks, since governments, sometimes under pressure 
from trade unions, might interpret Art. 2 of the latter Convention as not covering trade unions 
charging fees for placing services. This would result in fee-charging trade unions having absolute 
control over the finding employment for seamen without any supervision whatsoever.
ii) In 1949 Convention No. 33 was revised. An important innovation was introduced to give 
more flexibility to the revised Convention as it had not received a satisfactory number of ratifications. 
The option was given to ratifying States either to proceed to the progressive abolition of fee-charging 
employment agencies conducted with a view to profit and the regulation of other agencies not so con­
ducted or simply to regulate fee-charging employment agencies. Thus, Member States are free, if they 
do not wish to abolish these agencies, to subject them to certain conditions of operation (Art 10 of the 
Convention No. 96 concerning Fee-Charging Employment Agencies (Revised) 1949). It was the view 
of the Belgium Government delegate, who was supported by his French colleague, that the distinction 
proposed in the 1949 Convention was inadmissible. According to that delegate the adoption of a 
revised Convention would enable States to choose between the progressive abolition of fee-charging 
agencies and their regulation and this was a retrograde step. Since the majority of the Workers 
favoured the text as drafted by the Committee, the Convention was finally adopted with the above 
option given to the States retained.
^^Emphasis added. An amendment to substitute the words "shall not make any charge in excess of a moderate sum cor­
responding to the cost of their pladng service" for the words finally adopted was rejected because of lack of a quorum, 
17 RJ*., p. 346.
^^Some extracts of his speeches are worth mentioning and might be relevant, if it is thought necessary to adapt these 
provisions to the placing of seamen: "... The 1933 Convention - already in 1919 a Recommendation adopted at the 
Washington Conference disapproved the use of fee-charging agencies - in condemning fee-charging agencies conducted 
with a view to profit, had laid down standards of social policy which should not be abandoned ... Moreover, it would 
be a grave danger to the ILO to adopt a Convention which contained two rather extreme alternatives and asked the 
Governments to accept one or the other of them. To sanction such a procedure would constitute a very dangerous 
precedent and would mean that in practice ratifications would become almost meaningless and that the various 
countries, in ratifying the same Convention, would be adopting different principles and standards" 32 RJ* ., p. 553. 
Furthermore, as pointed out by the same delegate, ratification of the 1933 Convention might have been hampered 
because of the provision in Art. 3, which laid down a ri^d limit of 3 years for the abolition of these agencies (the 
Government of Belgium was unable to ratify the Convention for this very reason, although it was not opposed to the 
principle of abolition of the agencies over a longer period), see 32 RJ^., p. 247. In this respect the 1920 Convention 
is less rigid, as it provides for abolition of the said agencies "as soon as possible".
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2,2.1,3. Recent Developments regarding the engagement o f seafarers
a) Asian Maritime Conference
The methods of recruitment and engagement of seafarers were discussed at the two Asian 
Maritime Conferences in 1953 and in 1965. The Report prepared by the ILO Office for the 1953 
Conference recalled the maritime traditions exercising an influence over the recruitment and the en­
gagement procedures of Asian seafarers and concluded that there are two problems with which 
Asian seafarers seeking employment are faced: a) unemployment resulting from overpopulation and 
from the impossibility of Asian seafarers being absorbed by their national fleets in their current state 
of development and b) corrupt practices in the placing of these seafarers by intermediaries. The 
Conference adopted two resolutions (Nos. IV and V) concerning the recruitment of Asian seafarers 
and the machinery for this recruitment respectively. Para. 2 (c) of the first resolution recommended 
that the machinery for the recruitment of such seafarers "should ensure that no charge (other than an 
official fee) be levied directly or indirectly on seafarers in respect of their obtaining employment." 
Under the second resolution five systems of employment agencies were recognised:
i) A joint body consisting of representatives of shipowners' and seafarers' organisations.
ii) A tripartite body consisting of representatives of the government and of organisations of 
seafarers and shipowners,
iii) Employment agencies set up by the government to regulate the question of the placing of 
seamen in consultation with representatives of shipowners and seafarers (para. 4 in conjunction with 
para. 2).
iv) In the absence of any such action, the State itself (para. 4 in conjunction with para. 3).
v) Directly by the shipowners, if this method is agreed to by the bodies mentioned under the 
previous headings. Finally, "reasonable" freedom of choice should be ensured to the shipowner and 
the seaman in the choice of the crew and of the ship respectively (para. 6).
In 1965 the second Asian Maritime Conference was held. During the 12 years that had 
elapsed since the first Conference, the situation regarding the engagement of Asian seafarers had im­
proved in certain areas though that progress was "by no means universal." The resolution (No. 4) 
concerning the Recruitment of Asian Seafarers adopted by the 1965 Conference, while taking notice
^^Asian Maritime Conference, Second Item on the Agenda, Report II, Methods ofrecnditment and engagement o f Asian
Seafarers, Geneva 1953, pp. 3-5.
l% id.,p .39.
l^The organisations of shipowners and seafarers under a) and b) should be "bona fide" organisations. 
f^For the text of the Resolutions, see 0 £ . , Vol. XXXVI, 1953, pp. 103-104. The first resolution was adopted unan­
imously; the second was adopted by 28 votes to 9 with 7 abstentions, see J.M.C./18/1/1, Oct. 1955, Report of the Di­
rector General, pp. 38-39.
^Report of the Director General, Second Asian Maritime Conference, Tokyo, April 1965, Report I, first item on the 
agenda, p. 103.
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of the progress achieved since the adoption of the 1953 resolutions, emphasised certain areas where 
further improvement was desirable (such as, for example, the development of strong organisations of 
workers) and recommended, as a result of an amendment moved by the Seafarers' group, that coun­
tries in whose territory seafarers are engaged to serve on board foreign vessels should "give full con­
sideration to the provisions of the Seafarers' Engagement (Foreign Vessels) Recommendation, 1958 
(No. 107). 19
b) 17th and 18th sessions of the J.M.C
At the l7th session of the Joint Maritime Commission in 1952 the Seafarers' members ex­
pressed some doubts as to the effectiveness of the No. 9 Convention. Particularly, they argued that it 
was possible for foreign shipowners to engage seamen through irregular procedures contrary to the 
provisions of the Convention. Therefore, they strongly urged that the engagement of seafarers should 
be conducted, without any distinction of nationality and irrespective of the flag of the ship on board 
which the seaman was to be employed, through official or otherwise approved channels. 20
The sixth item on the agenda of the 18th session of the Joint Maritime Commission was the 
possible revision of the Convention (No. 9) concerning facilities for finding employment for seamen. 
After examining the ten-yearly Report of the Governing Body on the application of the Convention, 
which had been submitted to the 1950 Conference, the Report of the Office to the Commission con­
cluded that the provisions of the Convention had been widely adopted as the international standard, the 
Convention was not out of date and the question of providing facilities for finding employment for 
seamen through official employment offices regardless of nationality was outside the scope of the 
Convention. However, it added that this "does not necessarily mean that these groups (shipowners 
and seafarers) would or would not now consider that there is a need for ensuring in an international 
instrument, whether by amending Convention No. 9 or otherwise that all seafarers should be engaged 
through official or approved employment agencies." 21
c) Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference 1956. Adoption of Recommendation No. 107
The question of the engagement of seafarers on board ships registered in a foreign country
was considered at the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference held in London in 1956. The Sea­
farers' group thought that the adoption of an international instrument regulating the engagement of 
seafarers for employment on vessels registered in a foreign country would contribute towards the 
elimination of the abuses which had taken place in connection with the recruitment of seafarers for
, Vol. XXXVIII, 1955, pp. 286,289. The 1953 and 1965 Resolutions concerning the recruitment of Asian sea­
farers have had a considerable effect on the organisation of recruitment systems for seamen in India, Singapore, Pakistan 
and Hong Kong; see E. Argiroffo, "Recruitment of Seamen in Asia", l l /J i . , Vol. 95, No. 3, pp. 145-165.
2 ( ^ e  minutes of the proceedings of the 17th session of the J.M.C. have not been published. For a summary of the 
proceedings, see 119 G.B. , pp. 79-82.
2lEmphasis added, J.M.C./18/6/1, pp. 27-29.
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employment on ships flying "flags of convenience". 22 The proposed instrument was in the form of a 
Recommendation 23 and, with minor amendments, it was adopted by 138 votes to 0 with 11 absten­
tions at the 41st session of the International Labour Conference. 24 Para. 1 of the operative part of 
Recommendation No. 107 concerning the Engagement of Seafarers for Service in Vessels Registered 
in a Foreign Country provides that "Each Member should do everything in its power to discourage 
seafarers within its territory from joining or agreeing to join vessels registered in a foreign country 
unless the conditions under which such seafarers are to be engaged are generally equivalent to those 
applicable under collective agreements and social standards accepted by bona fide organisations of 
shipowners and seafarers of maritime countries where such agreements and standards are traditionally 
observed."
d) The Engagement of Seafarers and its relationship to national manpower policies
The question of the recruitment of seafarers in connection with the establishment of manpower 
plans within a national employment policy is dealt with in Recommendation No. 139 (1970) con­
cerning Employment Problems Arising from Technical Developments on Board Ship. However, it 
should be noted that the purpose of the Recommendation is not to lay down specific standards, which 
would be unacceptable if they were adopted in the form of a Convention, but, as the effect of technical 
developments on board ship on employment questions was a new unexplored topic, to formulate 
"guidelines for national action". 25 in para. 5 it is suggested that systems for the regulation of the re­
cruitment of seafarers should take into account existing manpower plans while para. 6 recommends 
that mobility within the maritime labour force should be facilitated by the operation of an effective 
employment service.
e) The Engagement of Seafarers and Continuous Employment
The Continuity of Employment (Seafarers) Convention, 1976 (No. 145) reflects recent de­
velopments in the field of employment security. 26 The Convention lays down that the conclusion of 
contracts providing for continuous or regular employment with a shipping company or an association 
of shipowners might be one of the possible methods 27 employed to promote continuous or regular 
employment of "qualified" seafarers (Art. 3 (a)). The supplementing Recommendation (No. 154)
22lnteraational Labour Conference, 41st session, 1958, Report HI, Engagement o f  Seafarers through Regularly Estab­
lished Offices, Proceedings of the Preparatory Technical N^iitime Coherence, p. 5. For the question of flags of conve­
nience and substandard vessels, see infra Chapter 6.
2 3 l b i d . . p . 7 .
2441 RJ>. , pp. 162-163.
2^ntemational Labour Conference, 55th session, 1970, Report IV (1), Fourth item on the Agenda, Employment prob­
lems arising from technical developments and modernisation on board ship , pp. 3-6,20-21.
26Already in 1953 it was pointed out that certain countries had developed a system of continuous employment for sea­
farers, i.e., a "company service contract", dispensing with the services of employment offices; see Asian Maritime Con­
ference, 1953, Report H, q). dt., pp. 6-7.
27The measures spedfled in Art. 3 are not exhaustive; countries are free to adopt dther or both of these measures or to 
And a more appropriate method of addressing the question of continuity of employment for qualified seafarers; see the 
wording of Art 3 which uses the phrase "might include"; see also 62 RJ*., p. 148.
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states that systems of allocation of employment should preserve, so far as practicable, the freedom of 
the shipowner and the seaman in the choice of the crew and the ship respectively (Para. 3 (2)).
f) The Engagement of Seafarers and Substandard Vessels
The Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147), which is intended 
to provide a means of taking action against vessels, whatever flag they are flying, that pose a danger to 
safety, to the environment or to the health and welfare of the crew", viz., against substandard vessels, 
28 contains certain provisions touching on the question of the engagement of seafarers for 
employment on board ship:
1) Art. 2 (d) defines the measures that each country that has ratified the Convention should 
take in order to ensure that the recruitment of seafarers for employment on board ship is conducted 
through procedures securing fair employment opportunities to seamen; it distinguishes between ships 
registered in the territory of a ratifying Member and ships flying any other flag:
A) Seafarers engaged on board ships reeistered in the territory o f a Member. Measures 
provided for relate to: "adequate" procedures for the engagement of seafarers and investigation of 
complaints arising in that context The nationality of the seafarer is irrelevant.
B) Seafarers ensased on board ships registered under a foreign flas in the territory of a 
Member. Measures provided for include, for:
1) Nationals: "adequate" procedures for the investigation of complaints in connection with the 
engagement of these seafarers; report of such complaint to the competent authority of the flag State.
ii) Seafarers of foreign nationality: report of such complaint to the competent authority of the 
flag State. 29
2) Art 3 , is a new article and it was included in the Convention after a proposal submitted by 
the Government of France had been accepted at a later stage during the deliberations of the Committee 
on Substandard Vessels, Particularly Those Registered Under Flags Of Convenience appointed by the 
1976 Conference. 30 This Article provides that a Member that has ratified the Convention should 
draw the attention of its nationals to the possible problems that might arise from their engagement for 
employment on board ships registered in countries which have not ratified the Convention, unless it is 
satisfied "that measures equivalent to those fixed by this Convention are being applied".
28gee the speech of the Reporter of the Committee on Substandard Vessels, Particularly Those Registered Under Flags 
of Convenience at the 1976 Conference (henceforth Committee on Substandard Vessels), 62 RJ*., p. 244. For previ­
ous ILO action concerning flags of convenience and the preliminary discussions, which led to the adoption of 
Convention No. 147, see infra Copter 6, Section 6.1.1, pp. 435-444.
2^The distinction made in Art. 2 (d) between seafarers engaged on board ships registered in the territory of a ratifying 
country and seafarers engaged on board ships flying a foreign flag was supportW by a number of countries, such as 
West Germany and the Ne&erlands, during the preliminary proceedings, see International Labour Conference, 62nd 
(Maritime) session, 1976, Report V (2), Substandard Vessels , 5th item on the Agenda, pp. 37-38.
^%2 RF. , p. 192. The application of Article 3 is not limited to a particular ship but its provisions apply to any ship, 
ibid. This Article is based on the same idea as that which led to the adoption of para. 1 of the operative part of Rec­
ommendation No. 107 but the wording of the new Article is superior to the one usW in the Recommendation.
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2.2.1.4. Conclusions
2.2.1.4.1. Problems concerning the interpretation of Convention No. 9
a) Prohibition of Fee-Charging Employment Agencies
At the Plenary Conference, in 1920, many amendments were moved, but the draft finally 
adopted was almost identical to that of the Committee. However, some controversial issues were 
raised by various delegates. Though the Convention reflects the wishes of the majority of the dele­
gates, certain of its provisions call for some clarification. First, when the Convention says that "the 
business of finding employment for seamen shall not be carried on by any person, company, or other 
agency" as a commercial enterprise for monetary gain and that no fees shall be charged "directly or 
indirectly" by the above mentioned persons and agencies for finding employment for seamen it is not 
clear to what kind of persons or agencies it refers. The President of the Unemployment Committee, 
replying to the U.K. Workers' delegate, said that this provision would not apply to employment 
agencies under the control of trade unions, since these agencies do not have a commercial character, 
since they did not charge any fees for these operations. The same delegate raised the question 
again at the Plenary Conference. 2^ The Reporter explained that it would not apply to a federation of 
shipowners or a union of seamen, where the placing of seamen is incidental to the work and not the 
main or sole work of these organisations, but an amendment was moved to insert the words "either 
directly or indirectly" before the word "fees" so that the operation of an employment agency charging 
fees for its work either directly or indirectly would be prohibited. This would include any person who 
charged a seaman "the price of suit of clothes for a pair of boots". The seamen's representatives 
considered - and they were supported in this by the Reporter of the Unemployment Committee - that 
the word "fees" would not include the dues paid to a trade union. 33 The British Shipowners' delegate 
then raised the question of the shipping master. The shipping master is a person who receives a 
"reasonable" fee for finding employment for seamen. Until a system of free employment offices 
proved workable, these people could assist the offices in their work. He proposed the deletion of the 
words "for monetary gain", since the shipping master otherwise would be excluded. It was obvious 
that the adoption of that proposition would give rise to abuses and it was finally withdrawn after a 
compromise formula had been suggested by the Reporter. 34 The delegates speaking after this meet­
ing defended the Committee draft as it stood. Dr. Colmo, the Argentine Government delegate, best 
summarised their views 35 : a) a federation of employers or a workers' union could not be considered 
a "commercial enterprise" within the meaning of the article, b) the words "monetary gain" could not be
311C.C. . p . 4.
322 RJ^., p. 205.
33lbid.. pp. 206-208.
34lbid.,p.213.
35lbid..p.217.
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regarded as including trade union fees ^^and c) the words "directly or indirectly" could be omitted as 
self-evident. As a result the Committee draft was approved without any modifications.
b) The Control over the Procedures of the Engagements of Seafarers
Mr Henson, the U.K. Workers' delegate proposed another amendment to the effect that as a 
third possibility the employment offices envisaged by the Convention would be solely under the con­
trol of seafarers' organisations. This matter had been discussed thoroughly in the Committee. It had 
been decided there that these offices should be set up either jointly by shipowners' and seafarers' or­
ganisations or by the State itself. The reasons were that the establishment Of employment offices not 
jointly controlled by the shipowners and the seamen would give rise to competition (each party would 
offer employment opportunities to the persons it wished without any international control). Moreover, 
if trade unions had absolute control over the placing of seamen, they might decide that only members 
of their unions would be offered employment opportunities or be given priority. 37 Many delegates 
opposed the amendment at the Conference. The French Government delegate said, inter alia, that a 
trade union charging fees for membership could not be regarded as a commercial enterprise and he 
declared himself against the amendment "because the danger of the proposed employment agencies 
becoming instruments of domination in the hands either of the employers or the workers can only be 
avoided bay giving them a joint character". 38 The Henson amendment was rejected and the original 
Art. 2 was adopted as drafted by the Committee. 39 This amendment was rightly rejected. Its 
inclusion in the Convention might give rise to abuses. It did not even refer to representative seafarers' 
organisations. Under the proposal a few people might form a syndicate of minor importance with the 
result that fictitious workers' organisations could administer and control important employment 
issues. ^  On the other hand, as pointed out, the joint system envisaged by the Convention is subject 
to the control of a central authority; if the Henson amendment were accepted, the intervention of the 
State or any central authority would be precluded.
3^However, Art. 1 of the Committee draft included the word "agency" besides "commercial enterprises". Moreover, the 
Colmo case is sound only if trade unions do not charge special fees for the placing of seamen. It is another question, if 
these are to be included or taken into account in the calculation of the seamen's annual membership fees. If a trade 
union required for the placing of its members fees not justified by its non commercial nature, those fees could be re­
garded as an indirect attempt to obtain pecuniary gain.
37f C .C ., p. 5, see also 5 C.C., pp. 2 ,5 -6 ,6  C.C., pp. 5-7.
3% RJ*., p. 223. It has been reported that in Chile a recruitment system was introduced whereby the union legislation 
system ("matricula") which used to give job priority to workers on the register was abolished and since 1981 seamen 
were engaged individually and direcdy by the employers; see Chile: Deregulating the employment system o f seafarers 
and port workers in SLB , 4/81, pp. 401-2.
3% id.,p. 237.
^ b id ., pp. 225,236, see also 7 C.C, p. 6. It should be noticed that Art. 4  of the Convention refers to "representative" 
associations of shipowners and seamen.
^^The words "central authority" were preferred to other formulae, since they would encompass all possible kinds of au­
thorities to suit different circumstances in the ratifying countries. So, a central authority under Art. 2 of the Committee 
draft (Art. 4  of the Convention) could be either the State or an official (maritime) Joint Board or administrative or 
local authorities or a joint organisation composed of seafarers and shipowners and supervised by the State; see ILO 
Conference, 2nd session. Report II, op. dt., p. 34,2 RJ^., p. 201.
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c) The role of the "central authority"
The utility of supervision by a central authority lies in the fact that accurate, unbiased unem­
ployment statistics will be available in the absence of which it would be difficult to establish an effi­
cient system of unemployment insurance. Furthermore, the central authority can prevent abuses in 
the regulation and the organisation of the maritime labour market, for example, it can control the influx 
of foreign labour into the country; it could be the case that agreements between shipowners' and 
seafarers' representatives would take no account of the country's manpower and unemployment poli­
cies. The role of a central authority will ensure, to a certain extent, the "efficacy" and "adequacy" of 
the system envisaged in Art. 4 of the Convention.
d) The right of the State to intervene
In the absence of such joint action the system may be organised and maintained by the State. 
The Office draft proposed use of the phrase "failing that" instead of "in the absence of such joint ac­
tion". The latter wording is retained in Art. 4 and is far from satisfactory. This article stipulates that 
an efficient and adequate system of free public employment offices shall be organised and maintained 
either 1) by the seafarers' and the shipowners' associations jointly under the control of a central au­
thority or 2) in the absence of such joint action by the State itself. What "such joint action" means is 
less than clear. From the place which these words occupy in the text, "such" seems to refer to the 
joint action specified under heading 1, namely the "controlled" joint action and not to the "efficient" 
joint action. According to this interpretation, if a central authority is in charge, the State would not be 
able to judge the efficacy of the system. This is absurd. Consequently, "such" joint action connotes 
an efficient joint action. Whether a system if efficient or not is a matter for Governments to decide. 
This teleological interpretation is to be preferred and it is in accordance with what the members of the 
Unemployment Committee at the Genoa Conference had in mind. ^
Hence, the position under the Convention is as follows: Persons, companies or other em­
ployment agencies are not allowed to carry on their business for purposes of making money. Contra­
ventions must be punished (Art. 1). However, all the above mentioned agencies can carry on their 
business temporarily under Government licence. All "practicable" ^  measures shall be taken to 
abolish fee-charging agencies as soon as possible but no exact phasing out period is prescribed (Art.
3). Existing trade unions or shipowners associations alone can control the labour market but if they
C.C. , pp. 4-6, 2 C.C. , p. 5 ,2  R.P^ pp. 229, 234, 235. The necessity for impartiality in drawing up unemploy­
ment statistics is evident in die event that a country decides to follow Recommendation No. 10 concerning Unemploy­
ment Insurance for seamen in national practice, namely to establish an effective system against unemployment.
R.P. , p. 532. It is submitted that this interpretation is correct if one takes into account the travaux préparatoires 
of the Coiderence whose examination, as pointed out in the Introduction, is a major method of interpretation of ILO 
Conventions. It is also in accordance with the ordinary meaning of the words "joint action" in the context of Art. 4  
para, 1 of the Convention (Art. 31 of the VCT).
^^ *The word "necessary" might be preferable.
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charge unreasonable fees for this job, Arts. 2 and 3 will be applicable to them. Moreover, there is 
no phasing out provision for these associations with the result that they can carry on their business in 
a country, even if the Convention is ratified by the country concerned. However, if there are no such 
non fee-charging professional associations at the time the Convention is ratified and the country con­
cerned wishes to establish a system of free employment offices, this system must ^  be organised or 
maintained either by the joint controlled system referred to above or by the State. Of course, the ad­
ministration and the execution of these joint decisions can be delegated to competent seamen's organi­
sations.
According to Art. 4 (2), the work of all such employment offices must be administered by 
persons having practical maritime experience. Persons outside the restricted class of seamen could be 
regarded as "persons having practical maritime experience" within the meaning of this provision, if, in 
the special circumstances of the case, they have a knowledge of maritime work. 7^
e) The co-ordination of various existing systems of employment agencies
The last paragraph of Art. 4 is of great significance. As shown by the above analysis, different 
types of employment offices might exist in the ports of a country: 1) the state system, 2) the joint 
system, 3) the surviving private employment agencies system disapproved of in the Convention, 4) 
bureaux controlled by seamen's organisations and 5) bureaux controlled by shipowners' associations. 
This paragraph provides for the co-ordination of these different types of employment offices on a na­
tional basis. Unfortunately, this provision is a part of Art. 4 and, therefore, seems to apply to the 
employment offices mentioned in this article, viz., the free "public" employment offices established 
jointly or by the State. It leaves out all the systems mentioned above under categories nos. 3,4,5. An 
amendment which would include all the existing systems of employment offices, whether public or 
private, was moved in the Committee of Unemployment by the Government delegate of Netherlands 
but since its importance was not fully appreciated in the Committee, it was rejected. ^  The adoption 
of the amendment would have as a result the drawing up of more complete statistics and other 
information concerning unemployment (this is covered by Art 10) and, by far the most important, the 
co-ordination on a national basis of all systems of employment agencies. As the provision stands now, 
it is possible that trade unions will find employment for nationals that are members of the trade 
unions, shipowners' associations will try to recruit Asian or Indian crews, with the result that the joint 
or the State system laid down in the Convention will not have much to do. Moreover, the absence of
should be noted that, under Art. 2, the charging of fees for finding employment for seamen, either directly or indi­
rectly, is prohiWted. A distinction should always W made between memb^ship fees and "placing" fees. The charging 
of the latter is disallowed in any case, unless it is reasonable. Nevertheless, the criterion of reasonableness is not men­
tioned anywhere in the preliminary proceedings. As this criterion might complicate the matter and lead to unnecessary 
labour disputes, it is desirable, if not imperative under the Convention, that it should be gradually abandoned. 
^Despite the word "may" in Art. 4, the language of this Article seems to be too restrictive.
'^^Interpretation of Convention No. 9 by the Office in O.B. , Vol. HI, pp. 624-7.
48? C .C ., p. 5.
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co-ordination will sow the seeds of competition among the different employment agencies, thus 
hampering the rational organisation of the labour market of seafarers. It would have been better if the 
last paragraph of Art. 4 had been set out in a separate article referring to the co-ordination of all 
employment agencies.
0  Expenses incurred under the Convention for the establishment and organisation of the em­
ployment offices
The Convention while laying down that no fees shall be charged for the placing of seamen, it 
is silent as to the expenses that the establishment of the employment offices system will entail. 9^ 
This is a matter to be decided by agreement between seafarers' and shipowners' organisations. For 
example, it may be thought that expenses incurred by the seaman to join a ship abroad as a conse­
quence of his placement will be defrayed by the shipowner. Alternatively, the Government may un­
dertake the financial burden, especially in cases, where the system of employment agencies is set up 
by the State itself. As far as the joint "controlled" system is concerned, the controlling authority may 
intervene for purposes of financing.
g) The application of Convention No. 9 to foreign seafarers
One remaining important question is whether the facilities provided for in the Convention (the 
finding of employment for seamen through the various types of national employment offices, as set 
out above, which are established in the territory of a State party to the Convention) should be extended 
to foreign seamen employed on board ships registered in the territory of a Member State even if the 
country of nationality of these seamen has not ratified it. If the answer were in the affirmative foreign 
seamen employed on board ships to which the Convention applies would be secured the same 
employment opportunities as those secured to nationals. Art. 8 replies affirmatively in the case of 
countries where "the industrial conditions are generally the same" and provided that both countries 
have ratified the Convention. This provision was meant to prevent unfair competition from foreign 
seafarers, whose general conditions of employment, particularly wages were lower than those of the 
nationals of the ratifying Member State (flag State). It would also prevent labour from being regarded 
as an article of commerce or a commodity (the first principle of the old Art. 427 of the Treaty of 
Peace); the shipowners would not be able under the Convention to employ cheap labour to man their 
ships. Considering the provisions of Art 8 in connection with the question of union membership, it is 
clear that if a seafarer is a national of the State providing the facilities, he is entitled to the same fa­
cilities as trade union members, even he is not a member of a trade union. ^  If the seafarer is a na-
495  C.C. , p. 4 .6  C.C. , pp. 3-4 ,2  R.P. , p. 208.
^^This was in the minds of the members of the Unemployment Committee when they approved a joint system of em­
ployment offices, see 5 C.C., p. 6 ,6  C .C ., p. 5. Nevertheless, under the surviving system of employment offices con­
trolled by seafarers' organisations, it may be decided that members of the Union should be given priority. This is not 
in accordance with the purposes which the Convention aims to achieve and the importance given by it to the joint and 
the State system. The lack of adequate co-ordination is to be considered as an aggravating drcmnstance.
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tional of a country other than that of the State in the territory of which the ship is registered, a distinc­
tion must be made. If the industrial conditions in that country are "generally the same" as those in the 
State of registration and it has ratified the Convention, then the foreign seaman should be given the 
same facilities, even if he is not unionised; when arrangements between seamen and shipowners do 
not have this result, the government has the right itself to undertake the establishment of a system 
which it thinks is "efficient" within the meaning of the Convention. Otherwise, the Convention is not 
applicable to foreign seamen; in this case, the consular authorities cu*e responsible for finding em­
ployment for those seamen.
Art. 8 demands that the government or the central authorities of a ratifying State take some dif­
ficult interpretative decisions. In what circumstances could they say that industrial conditions in any 
given two countries were "generally the same"? The President of the Unemployment Committee 
thought that it meant "substantially" the same but no analysis of the meaning of that phrase was at­
tempted either in that Committee or by the plenary sessions of the Conference. Apart from the vague­
ness of the term, it is unfortunate that in an international instrument intended to abolish all previous 
abuses, the very persons most likely to be used were left out; the Convention thus could open the way 
to unfair competition, because foreign seafarers, not being able to avail themselves of the advantages 
of the Convention, will try other means to secure employment
At the Genoa Conference an amendment to Art. 8 was proposed by Mr de Michelis, Italian 
Government delegate:
"Each member ratifying the present Convention agrees that the same employment facilities 
shall be available for all seafarers without distinction of nationality and that the guarantees provided 
for in Article 5 shall be extended to them, and they shall at the same time be subject to the same con­
ditions in regard to terms of engagement as the seafarers of the countries concerned." ^
This amendment, however, was opposed by the Reporter of the Unemployment Committee 
because, in his opinion, it did not carry the matter as far as the original text. The intervention of the 
Reporter was decisive and the proposed amendment was rejected by 27 votes to 27. The rejected 
proposal had obvious advantages over that adopted. In the first place, it encompassed all seafarers 
without distinction of nationality. ^  Moreover, the words "generally the same" were left out It might
5lThis, of course, is subject to the control of the "central authority" established under Art 4 and to the manpower poli­
cies of the Government. For discussion on the position of foreign seafarers, see 2 C.C., pp. 3-4, 2 (suite) C.C., p. 2, 
4 C.C. , p. 2 ,5  C.C. , pp. 2 ,4 .
^^2 RJ^., p. 202. However, the real point was made by the same President during the deliberations of the Committee: 
"This will not mean that Lascars (or other seafarers in similar position) will not be given jobs, but that each country 
will determine the conditions, under which this will be done" (translation from the French by the writer), 9 C.C., p. 4. 
Consequently, under Art. 8, each country, according to their own needs, could adopt preferential tactics that would un­
dermine the Convention.
532/?.?., p. 252.
54rhe Declaration of Philadelphia lays down as a fundamental objective that "all human beings, irrespective of race, 
creed or sex have the right to pursue both their material well being and their spiritual development in conditions of 
freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity".
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be objected that it is impossible to subject Panamanian or Chinese crews to the same conditions of 
engagement as those of the U.S. or the U.K. It would be very difficult for every seaman to sign the 
same agreement. The proposal was to some extent unrealistic. It is clear that if Asian crews were 
given wages equal to those paid to European crews, the shipowners of a developed country often in 
agreement with trade unions would give priority to the engagement of nationals. On the other hand, 
it is probable that these Asian crews would not receive the same high wages on a vessel registered in 
their countries; these seamen would prefer to be employed on board foreign ships with the result that 
there would be a shortage of manpower supply in their countries. ^
Art. 8 of Convention No. 9 lacks an international flavour. The article requires that the indus­
trial conditions of the Member State and of the State of nationality of the seafarer are compared but 
this inevitably must be done on a case to case basis and the industrial conditions prevailing in the ter­
ritory of the different Members are not the same in every case; accordingly, the treatment of seafarers 
of the same nationality might vary according to the industrial conditions prevailing in the Member 
State in whose territory they seek employment; this prevents the Convention from being uniformly 
applied at the international level. A solution could be found by requiring that the facilities provided for 
in the Convention be made conditional upon the signing of an agreement satisfying certain minimum 
standards of conditions of employment. The standards concerned could be the minimum maritime 
labour standards adopted by the ILO, which enjoy a certain degree of acceptance among ILO mem­
bers. These standards can be included in an Appendix to a revised Convention concerning the en­
gagement of seafarers; alternatively, reference to them could be made in the text of the Convention it­
self. In this way, the question of foreign labour from developing countries being admitted to em­
ployment on board ships registered in the territory of developed countries would present less difficul­
ties to the competent authorities referred to in Art. 4 (agreement between the shipowners and the sea­
farers would be more likely to be reached), while at the same time the developing country could retain 
seamen of its own nationality for employment on board ships registered in its territory, if a reasonable 
parity between the conditions of employment on board ships registered in developed and underdevel­
oped countries were maintained. ^
^^J'onetheless, this argument loses its force in times when, because of the relationship of the manpower needs of the 
shipping industry to the level of trade, there is considerable room for employment of trained and certificated personnel 
on ships of the national fleet, and not a sufficient number of national seafarers is available for various reasons (for 
example, because, in developed countries, the seafaring profession, despite the facilities it affords, is not sufficiently at­
tractive compared to jobs available on shore).
^^The above problems relate to the question of FOC and substandard vessels; for this question, see infra Chapter 6. 
For the question of wages, especially those paid on board ships registered in developing countries, see infra Chapters 4 
and 6. For the diminishing importance of wages in relation to die total operating costs of a ship, see infra Section
7.6.2.
^^This would happen only in so far as the developing country, despite adverse conditions, like competition from 
F.O.C. vessels, has been able to build up a considerable national fleet. However, no shortage of manpower supply will 
be observed in developing countries where, because of overpopulation, it is considered that national shipping cannot 
absorb all seafarers available for employment on board national ships, see Asian Maritime Conference, 1953, Second
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2.2.14.2. Convention No. 9: The need for revision
Although Convention No. 9 was a significant step in the regulation of the question of fee- 
charging agencies at the time it was adopted, it has become apparent over the years that it is an out­
dated instrument which does not take account of recent developments which have taken place at the 
national and international level since 1920. ^  Certain recommendations concerning possible methods 
of revising this Convention will be found below.
11 Convention No. 9 and the Resolutions adopted by the Asian Maritime Conferences 
As pointed out earlier, there are two systems of providing free public employment offices 
for the engagement of seafarers under the the Placing of Seamen Convention, 1920 (No. 9): a) the 
joint "controlled" system (established by representative organisations of seafarers and shipowners) 
and b) in the absence of such system, the State system. The Convention does not appear to take ac­
count of recent trends in the development of engagement procedures for seafarers e.g. the introduction 
of the "one company service" contracts, the "hiring hall" system, the trade union controlled system of 
securing employment to seamen. ^  A country which has ratified the Convention cannot, as explained 
above, introduce a system of employment offices solely controlled by seafarers' organisations. 
Furthermore, the employment service cannot be organised only by representatives of shipowners and 
seafarers without any control exercised by the central authority of Art. 4 (a).
The Asian Conference Resolutions adopted in 1953 and in 1965 do not exclude the possibility 
of the establishment in the Asian region of recruitment offices organised solely by bona fide na­
tional organisations of shipowners and seafarers. ^  At the 18th session of the Joint Maritime Com-
Item on the Agenda, Report U, op. c it, p. 39. Reduction of the number of the unemployed seafarers is a question of 
successful employment and manpower policies, which is outside the scope of this chapter.
^®The need for the revision of Convention No. 9 has been emphasised more than once at ILO Conferences; see 55 RJ .^, 
p. 38; 74 R.P. , p. 6/13; see also Resolution concerning the recruitment of seafarers and the regulation of fee-charging 
employment agencies, adopted by the ILO Conference, at its 74th session in 1987. The Resolution notes, inter alia , 
that, despite the adoption of Convention No. 9 a long time ago, fee-charging employment agencies continue to exist and 
requests the GB to include on the agenda of the next session of the JMC the question of the desirability of the revision 
of this Convention, taking into account certain provisions of the Fee-Charging Employment Agencies Convention 
(Revised), 1949 (No. 96), which ^plies to shore-workers. For the text of the Resolution see 74 R.P. , p. LXXVII. For 
a discussion of the question of fee-charging manning agœcies see ibid., pp. 9/2,11/10,16/10-16/13.
^^See supra pp. 145,153-155.
^ A  system of employment offices solely controlled by seafarers' organisations was rejected during the discussions of 
the Unemployment Committee, see supra p. 153.
^^For the position in different countries, see Asian Maritime Conference, 1953, Report II, op. dt., pp. 5-7; see also the 
replies of the Governments to the questionnaire formulated by the Office requesting information on national law and 
practice with regard to questions concerning the systems of recruitment and placement of seafarers in various countries. 
The Office Report with the replies of the Governments was submitted to the J.M.C. at its 24th session, Sept. 1984, 
J.M.C./24/5,pp.8-10.
^^This expression probably carries the same meaning as the word "representative" in Art. 4( 1)  (a) of Convention No. 
9 ’ see also supra note 40.
^ S ee Resolution V (1953) concerning the Machinery for the Recruitment of Asian Seafarers (para. 2 (b) in connection 
with para. 4) and Resolution No. 4 (1965) concerning the Recruitment of Asian Seafarers (second paragraph of the 
operative part). These provisions, as explained above, are not in accordance with Art. 4  (1) of Convention No. 9.
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mission, the representative of the Secretary General of the ILO interpreting the No.9 Convention, 
stated that "countries which ratified Convention No. 9 were responsible for ensuring that seafarers, 
regardless of their nationality or the flag of the vessel concerned, were not engaged through any fee- 
charging agencies on their territory; however, there appeared to be nothing in the Convention requir­
ing sezifarers to be engaged through an official employment agency provided that such engagements 
were not made for pecuniary gain and so long as the provisions concerning the establishment of offi­
cial agencies were fulfilled". ^  As pointed out in the preceding paragraph, this is not exactly what the 
drafters of Convention No. 9 had in mind and this interpretation was questioned by the Seafarers' 
group; later, the ILO Office stated that the "main purpose of the instrument is to ensure that the re­
cruitment of seafarers is carried out free of charge and to set forth standards governing the establish­
ment and operation of an adequate system of public employment offices for the placing of seamen..."
The use of the word "public" indicated that a certain degree of control by an official authority was 
required.
2) Need for strong seafarers' organisations: the broadening of the principle of public employ­
ment offices
Convention No. 9 should be revised to take account of the trends mentioned earlier. However, 
the possibility of including provision for a trade union controlled system of employment offices in 
any Convention presupposes the existence and satisfactory operation of strong representative sea­
farers' organisations. This is the reason why all the resolutions adopted by the Asian Maritime Con­
ferences attach considerable attention to the development of strong seafarers' organisations. 66 Thus, 
there should be three possibilities of establishing a non-fee charging employment office under a 
future revised instrument on the placing of seamen: a) the joint controlled system under the control of 
a public authority, b) the State system and c) a system established and organised by the professional 
organisations of the parties concerned. The employment offices established under the third system 
could be controlled i) by the seafarers' organisations only, ii) by joint bodies consisting of an equal 
number of representatives of national organisations of shipowners and seafarers or iii) by shipowners' 
organisations only, if certain safeguards exist that secure fair employment opportunities for seamen 
free of charge'. 67 The system can be set up either by national laws or regulations or under collective
64j.MC/18/6/l,pp. 1-2. ^
65lbid., p. 28, emphasis added.
66para. 3 of Resolution IV (1953); third paragraph of the operative part of Resolution No. 4  (1965) concerning the Re­
cruitment of Asian Seafarers.
67por example, ^proval of the system by the State (e.g. by registration, official licence), national regulations laying 
down the conditions under which this system will operate, and the sanctions for non-compliance with tiiem; see para. 5 
of Resolution V (1953), also J.M.C./24/5, p. 9 (under question 5). Likewise, the disquietening recent phenomenon of 
the appearance of private agencies providing crew members or entire crews which levy exorbitant registration fees with 
no guarantee o f employment and offer contracts which lay down low labour standards or prohibit union membership 
(see ILO, Report o f  the Director-General, 74 (Maritime) Session, 1987, pp. 38-39) could be adequately dealt with if 
in a future revised instrument such agencies are placed under Government control.
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agreements agreed between the organisations concerned. The existence of strong representative 
professional organisations of shipowners and seafarers is indispensable and can be inserted in the 
Convention as a condicio sine qua non of the operation of this system. Finally, it may be thought 
desirable to allow the ratifying country either to adopt one of the systems enumerated above under a),
b) and c) or all of them simultaneously to satisfy the needs or special conditions of different areas un­
der its jurisdiction. ®
3) Co-operation between the various emplovment agencies and the bodies responsible for the 
establishment of manpower policies: The need for a more comprehensive Convention No. 9
If countries are given the option of introducing a system of recruitment agencies solely con­
trolled by organisations of seafarers or shipowners or both, there should be a corresponding provision 
in the new instrument requiring co-ordination between the agencies themselves and between these 
agencies and the general employment policy of the ratifying country. The role of governments in 
establishing manpower plans for the shipping industry should also be taken account when, for 
example, a trade union controlled system of employment agencies is introduced in a country. *^0 The 
problem is particularly acute in certain areas; the Report of the Director General to the First Asian 
Maritime Conference reflected the preoccupation that existed since 1953 in tackling recruitment prob­
lems in the shipping industry: Tn the case of maritime labour in this region, it is considered that even 
the maximum development of national shipping cannot absorb the services of all the seafarers, or 
would-be seafarers, available for employment, while the demand from external sources is not consid­
ered likely to increase appreciably beyond the present level", Problems such as this would be bet­
ter addressed if the regulation of the engagement of seafarers was linked to a comprehensive network 
of provisions dealing with the organisation of the employment service. This could be done in one of 
three ways:
a) Convention No.9 could be revised to include provisions similar to those existing in other 
more detailed instruments concerning the organisation of the employment service and the development 
of manpower policies such as: Convention No. 88 (Arts. 1 para. 2 ,5 ,6  2^^  11) and Recommendation 
No. 83 (especially sections II, III, IV, V concerning employment market information, manpower
^ It should be noted that Art 4 (1) (b) provides for the organisation of a system of employment offices by the State in 
the absence of a joint action by the shipowners' and the sharers' organisations. States have introduced different sys­
tems of enq)loyment offices according to their needs, see J.M.C./24/5, pp. 9-10.
^^The lack of co-ordination and the likelihood that such system would instigate competition among the different em­
ployment agendes was the main reason why the idea of a union controlled employment agency was rejected during the 
early discussions in the Committee on Unemployment; see supra notes 37 and 38.
^®No relationship between recruitment and manpower polides is discernible in Convention No. 9 concerning the Plac­
ing of Seamen.
^^Asian Maritime Conference, 1953, Report II, op. dt., p. 39.
^^For example. Art. 6 (c) and (d) would fadlitate the collection of data concerning unemployment, such as unemploy­
ment statistics and, therefore, the establishment and development of a system of unemployment insurance. Under Con­
vention No. 9 the intervention of the central authority would guarantee the availability of unbiased unemployment 
statistics. However, under this Convention there is no obligation imposed on Members to collect the above-mentioned 
information, though all available information should be communicated to the Office (Art. 10).
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budget, referral of workers -para. 12 is of particular relevance - and mobility of labour respectively). 
In adapting these two instruments to the needs of the maritime employment market, it should be 
pointed out, first, that the duties of the advisory committee established under Art. 5 of Convention No. 
88 could easily be performed by the committees established under Art. 5 of the Employment Facilities 
(Seamen) Convention No. 9. As to para. 12 (b) of Recommendation No. 83, it could be made the task 
of a research group to forecast the consequences and effects of the insertion of this provision in an 
ILO maritime instrument (whether a Convention or a Recommendation) on the employment market 
of seafarers and on freight rates. "^4 in any case, this idea would be workable only if the coming into 
force of that instrument were made subject to ratification by a substantial number of maritime 
countries; certain provisions of Recommendation No. 139 concerning Employment Problems Arising 
From Technical Developments On Board Ship could also be included in a future instrument revising 
Convention No. 9 (for example, paras. 5 and 6). These provisions establish a relationship between the 
recruitment of seafarers and "existing manpower plans", 5^ which is absent in the Convention. It was 
the consistent view of the Seafarers' group at the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference held in 
Genoa in 1969 that "there must be a relation between the intake into the industry and future 
requirements of seafarers." 76
b) A country could ratify both Conventions (Nos. 9 and 88) and apply to seafarers the provi­
sions of the two above mentioned Recommendations (Nos. 83 and 139); in this case there is no need 
to revise Convention No. 9. It should be noted that there is nothing in Convention No. 88 and Rec­
ommendation No. 83, that excludes seafarers from the scope of these instruments. 77 Ratification of 
both Conventions referred to above will not result in double standards in the ratifying country, since 
the purpose of the two instruments is different: The main purpose of Convention No. 9 is to abolish
73por the text of this paragraph, see supra, p. 146.
74rhe J.M.C., at its 24th session in 1984, examined the question of the revision of Convention No. 9. The Office sent 
à questionnaire to the Governments seeldng information on national laws dealing with the question of the placing of 
seamen. Though many countries gave information on the protection of seafarers against employment under conditions 
falling below the "national standards", only 3 countries (France, Mexico and Philippines) out of 23, referred to national 
laws and regulations requiring the employment service not to refer seafarers to employment in respect of which the 
wages or conditions of work f2 l below the standards "defined by law or prevailing practice"; see J.M.C./24/5, p. 24. 
7^Fhe expression "existing manpower plans" does not refer to national manpower plans stricto sensu ; manpower plans 
h ot strictly national in scope, those providing, for example, for foreign seafarers on national ships and vice versa could 
be taken into account, see 55 RJ*., p. 137.
7^55th session, 1970, Report IV (1), op. dt., p. 9.
77see J.M.C./24/5, p. 2. Para. 4 (a) of Recommendation No. 83 spedfically refers to the "merchant marine" as a sector 
where spedal employment offices can be established within the general framework of the employment services. The 
Shipowners' group suggested at the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference in 1969, during the discussion of Rec­
ommendation No. 139, that references to Convention No. 88 and Recommendation No. 83 should be deleted on the 
grounds that they were not spedfically directed to the maritime industry; 55th session, 1970, Report IV (1), op. dt., p. 
9. Besides the fact that this proposal reflects a persistent attitude of the Shipowners' group towards instruments of a 
"general nature", the inclusion of the latter two instruments, together with Convention No. 9, in the Preamble of Rec­
ommendation No. 139 indicates the relevance that these instruments may have to the regulation of an employment ser­
vice spedfically related to seafarers.
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fee-charging employment agencies for seafarers, whereas Convention No. 88 aims to regulate in detail 
the organisation and operation of a public employment service. 8^
c) The detailed provisions concerning the organisation of the employment service can be in­
cluded in a Recommendation supplementing Convention No. 9; in this case Convention No. 9 
would continue to be the standard. 80
4) Convention No. 9 is outdated, insofar as it does not take account of recent developments in 
the field of continuous emplovment
As already mentioned, Convention No. 145 concerning Continuity of Employment of Sea­
farers provides for contracts guaranteeing continuous or regular employment to seamen and also for 
the establishment of registers or lists as measures to promote continuous or regular employment of 
qualified seafarers. If the latter method is adopted. Art. 4 para. 2 establishes priority for engagement 
of seafarers who have been included in the lists or registers. It is obvious that this right of preference 
would interfere with the freedom of the shipowner and the seaman in the choice of the crew and the 
ship respectively. This is the reason why under para. 3 (2) of supplementing Recommendation No. 
154 this freedom of selection is qualified by the addition of the words "in so far as practicable". In 
Convention No. 9 the right of freedom of choice accorded to both the shipowner and the seaman 
seems to be absolute, ^  since the system of registers for the engagement of seafarers was not taken 
into account
2.2.I.4.3. The effect of Recommendation No. 107 (1958)
1) The scope of Recommendation No. 107: its relationship to Convention No. 9 
Recommendation No. 107 concerning the Engagement of Seafarers for Service in Vessels 
Registered in a Foreign Country (1958) was adopted as a result of allegations made by the Seafarers’
78up to now, 44 countries which have not ratified Convention No. 9 have ratified Convention No. 88 (among them, 
Bahamas, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, India, Malaysia, Nigeria, Philippines, Portugal, 
Singapore, Thailand; the U.K., It^y and Bulgaria have, however, denounced the Convention). However, only 14 of 
these 44 countries replied to the questionnaire sent by the Office for the purpose of obtaining information on national 
law concerning employment facilities for seamen. Countries which have not replied include Bahamas, Costa Rica, 
Cyprus, Ecuador, Iraq, Lebanon, Malt^ Nigeria and Sing^ore. Out of the 14 countries that replied (Algeria, Austria, 
Belize, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ghana, India, Malaysia, Philippines, Portugal, Switzerland, Thailand and 
Venezuela), two (Austria and Switzerland), being land-locked states, have no specific regulations concerning the recruit­
ment of seafarers. In Czechoslovakia the seafarers are employed on a permanent basis according to the needs of the 
shipping industry; in other 5 countries (Algeria, Belize, Brazil, Thailand and Venezuela) no employment service for the 
reouitment and placement of seafarers exists. In the remaining countries it was reported that no fees were charged to the 
seafarers and the shipowners, with the exception of the Philippines, where recruitment costs are charged to the shipown­
ers. For the replies of these countries, see J.M.C./24/5, pp. 7-26.
^^t should be remembered that far-reaching provisions, like those relating to the referral of workers, were included in 
Recommendation No. 83 and not in Convention No. 88, see supra notes 8 and 9.
^ ^ ere it should be noted that the supplementing Recommendation will deal only with the organisation of the em­
ployment service. As far as the system of the non-fee charging agencies for seafarers is concerned. Convention No. 9 
can, of course, be revised along the lines suggested above.
*^See supra p. 150.
®^ompare the wording of Art. 6 of Convention No. 9.
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group that, though Convention No. 9 had come into force, certain shipowners still engaged crews 
outside the regular channels for engagement; this practice was leading to the revival of employment 
agencies working for pecuniary gain. ® At the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference held in 
London in 1956 ^ th e  Seafarers' representatives were contemplating a new international instrument, 
which would ensure a) that all seafarers without distinction of nationality were engaged through 
recognised employment offices and b) that its provisions applied to officers. ^  Since the need for a 
new instrument eliminating abuses in this respect was linked by the Seafarers' group to the revision of 
Convention No. 9, it is desirable to define the exact scope of the two instruments. The view that the 
engagement of all seafarers regardless of nationality through official or approved employment 
agencies is outside the framework of Convention No. 9 is not accurate. 86 Convention No. 9 applies 
in cases, where foreign seafarers are to be employed on board a ship registered in a country which has 
ratified the Convention; the foreign seafarer will be offered the same employment facilities as those 
offered to nationals, if, in the country of registration and the country of nationality of the former, the 
industrial conditions are generally the same (Art. 8). The scope of Recommendation No. 107 is 
different it applies Only when seafarers within the territory of a Member are seeking employment on 
board ships registered in a foreign country and the conditions under which these seafarers are to be 
engaged do not meet certain requirements.
The two instruments differ in other two respects:
a) As to the criteria employed in Art 8 of Convention No. 9 and para. 1 of Recommendation 
No 107 for the application of their provisions to a specific case. A change in the ILO's handling of 
"engagement" questions containing a foreign element is discernible; 87 the expression "industrial con­
ditions (which) are generally the same" has been changed to conditions of engagement "generally 
equivalent to those applicable under collective agreements and social standards accepted by bona fide 
organisations of shipowners and seafarers of maritime coimtries where such agreements are tradition­
ally observed". 88 Though in 1920 the decisive criterion was the industrial conditions of a country -
83See supra pp. 149-150.
8^omplete records of the proceedings of this Prq>aratory Conference have not been published. For an extract from the 
Report of the Committee on the Engagement of Seafarers ^pointed by the Conference, see International Labour Con­
ference, 41st session, 1958, third item on the Agenda, Engagement o f Seafarers Through Regularly Established Em­
ployment Offices, pp. 5-9.
85lbid.,p.5.
8^See the interpretation of the Convention by the Office in JM.C./18/6/1, p. 27. Later the Office noted that the main 
purpose of the Convention was to ensure the establishment of non-fee charging public employment offices and "not to 
ensure that the engagement of all seafarers, regardless of their nationality and that of the ship on which they are to be 
employed, is done by the official employment offices"; ibid., p. 28. However, this interpretation was different from the 
view previously expressed by the representative of the Secretary-General that "countries which ratified Convention No. 
9 were responsible for ensuring that seafarers, regardless of their nationality or the flag of the vessel concerned, were not 
engaged through any fee-charging agencies in their territory..."; ibid., p. 1.
87The fact that the two instruments differ in scope is not of any significance in comparing their provisions. The crite­
rion used in Recommendation No. 107 could have been used in Convention No. 9 (Art. 8) and vice versa; see infra 
note 89.
88por the problems engendered by the expression "industrial conditions generally the same", see supra pp. 156-158.
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and this certainly does not refer to the conditions of engagement ^  -, in Recommendation No. 107 the 
latter criterion is substituted for the former.
b) If the conditions of Art 8 of Convention No. 8 are not fulfilled, the consequence is that the 
seafarers of countries where the industrial conditions are not generally the same will not be given the 
same facilities for employment as those where they are, since the main objective of the Convention is 
the establishment of a system of non-fee charging public employment offices. This, however, does 
not mean that no facilities at all will be available for those seafarers but perhaps that national seafarers 
will have priority over such seafarers with the result that they will probably be engaged outside the 
channels envisaged in the Convention. On the other hand, the sanction imposed in para. 1 of Rec­
ommendation No. 107 consists of "discouraging" seafarers within the territory of a Member from 
joining a ship; what is the meaning of this word and the means whereby this "discouragement" is to 
be achieved is not clear.
2) The disadvantages of Recommendation No. 107
Though para. 1 of Recommendation No. 107 evidenced an improvement in the drafting phi­
losophy behind ILO maritime instruments, when comparable situations prevailing in two or more 
countries produce certain legal effects, by abandoning the technique used in Art. 8 of Convention No. 
9 and subjecting these effects, however dubious this result, to an internationally accepted minimum 
standard, a number of major drawbacks are apparent that reduce the significance of this provision and, 
therefore, its usefulness:
i) Even if the wording of the paragraph appears superficially to be satisfactory, this is under­
mined by the fact that a kind of "gentlemen's agreement" was concluded by the delegates at the 
Preparatory Conference in 1956, by means of which the acceptance of the draft by all the delegates 
was secured and on which the future adoption of the draft Recommendation was made dependent; the 
effect of the consensus thus achieved, which it should be noted was based on a decision of the JMC 
was further to complicate the situation. This informal agreement was recorded as follows: 
"Consideration should be given to the adoption of an international instrument to ensure that the en­
gagement of national seafarers for the purpose of crewing foreign ships would only take place 
through approved employment offices. During the discussion it was made clear that the proposed in­
strument would not be intended to interfere with accepted recruitment or replacement practices 
applicable to the seafarers of traditional maritime countries, either in their own country or abroad, 
nor with the replacement of seafarers by the consular offices of the traditional maritime countries in
^^Though the meaning of the expression "industrial conditions generally the same" was never clarified, it is clear that it 
does not refer to the conditions of engagement stricto sensu, as die rejection of an amendment referring to the "terms of 
engagement" indicates, see 2 RJ*., p. 252 and the discussion which ensued. Recommendation No. 107 adopts the crite­
rion used in the rejected amendment moved at the Genoa Conference in 1920 with the sole difference that it does not 
subject all seafarers to the same conditions in regard to the terms of engagement, as the amendment did but introduces a 
new concept, namely that the conditions under which the seafarers covered by the Recommendation are to be engaged, 
are "generally equivalent" to conditions of engagement fulfilling certain conditions.
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foreign ports, but would be designed to prevent malpractices in the placing of national seafarers for 
crewing foreign-flag vessels". ^  The Recommendation does not go as far as it could have gone, since 
it intends to eradicate the abuses or malpractices of the past without disturbing the status quo in the 
engagement of seafarers. There is no indication of what these accepted practices are (for example, 
collective agreements giving priority to members of trade unions over those seafarers who are not 
unionised is an accepted practice?); the effect of these "accepted practices" on the engagement of 
seafarers thus is not clearly established. It may be argued that the main purpose of the Recommenda­
tion is to regulate the recruitment of nationals for employment on board foreign flag vessels and that 
the regulation of the engagement of seafarers generally is outside its scope. This may be true but the 
Recommendation does not even make a cross-reference to Convention No. 9, which applies to cases 
to which the former instrument does not apply, thus leaving some doubt as to the exact relationship 
between the two instruments. ^
ii) The Recommendation refers only to standards provided for in collective agreements or ac­
cepted by bona fide organisations of shipowners and seafarers. It would have been better, if it had 
also mentioned national laws and regulations, since provisions for nationals seeking employment on 
board foreign vessels are contained in national laws and regulations. ^  Moreover, para. 1 does not 
contain substantive law dealing with the engagement conditions of seafarers but merely attempts to 
compare conditions of engagement prevailing in two different countries -the country of nationality of 
the seafarer and the country of the flag - whereas all possible sources of provisions relevant to the is­
sue should be taken into account.
iii) If the argument ex contrario is applied to para. 1, when the conditions of engagement de­
scribed therein are "generally equivalent", a Member should not discourage seafarers within its terri­
tory from joining foreign flag vessels. The Recommendation is silent as to the means by which these
Conference, 1958, Report m , op. dt., pp. 1-2,6.
^4t should be noted, that at the request of the shipowners, "the Committee (on the Engagement of Seafarers appointed 
by the Preparatory Conference) agreed - thus, there was a consensus between the interests partidpating in the work of 
the Conference - that the proposed instrument should in no way interfere with accepted recruitment or replacement prac­
tices applicable to the vessels of traditional maritime countries."; ibid., p. 7.
^ It is undisputable that Recommendation No. 107 supplements Convention No. 9, since the latter does not provide for 
the engagement of nationals on fordgn-flag ships. However, the wording of the Preamble of a previous J.M.C. draft of 
Ae Recommendation would be prefCTable. Whereas the Preamble of the final draft refers to "certain proposals concern­
ing the engagement of seafarers", the J.M.C. draft noted that "fresh problems have arisen since the adoption of the Plac­
ing of Seamen Convention, 1920..." and "it is, therefore, desirable to supplement these provisions..." Thus, the latter 
draft recognised Convention No. 9 as a standard to be supplemented; for the draft prepared by the J.M.C., see Prepara­
tory Techmcd Man time Conference, 1956, P.T.M.C., H/l, pp. 71-72 and ILO Conference, 41st session. Report III, op. 
dt., p.4. No information is available concerning the reasons for the deletion of this paragraph from the Preamble, but 
this does constitute the first step towards a gradual disengagement of ILO maritime instruments from Convention No. 9. 
As will be seen later, other steps followed.
^Convention No. 9, on the contrary, did not mention collective agreements, as they did not constitute a generally ac­
cepted means of implementation of ILO maritime instruments at that time. More recent Conventions offer the option to 
ratifying countries of implementing thdr provisions, inter alia  ^by means of collective agreements, see Art. 22 of Con­
vention No. 109, Art. 7 of Convention No. 145, Art. 1 of Convention No. 146.
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seafarers will be engaged. ^  The result is that, since Convention No. 9 does not apply to seafarers 
within the territory of a Member seeking employment on board foreign-flag vessels, these seafarers 
are not expressly guaranteed engagement through approved employment agencies; this can only be 
achieved if the collective agreements and the social standards referred to in the paragraph provide for a 
system of free employment agencies ^ ^and the "conditions under which such seafarers are to be en­
gaged" mentioned therein include the question of non-fee charging employment agencies. ^  If this is 
the case the usefulness of the device of "generally equivalent" is questionable: either no fees at all will 
have to be paid or certain fees will be charged.
iv) The Recommendation in an effort to establish generally accepted provisions, contains cer­
tain cryptic expressions, without providing any indication as to how these are to be interpreted: a) the 
clarification of the meaning of the words "generally equivalent" was not even attempted during the 
preliminary discussions. ^  Consequently, each Member is left without any guidance whatsoever as 
to the exact meaning of the term and each will have to interpret it subjectively; moreover b) the use of 
the word "discourage" as a sanction in cases where the conditions set out in the Recommendation are 
not met, is not effective. It is left to national law to determine the measures that must be taken to deter 
seafarers from joining the foreign-flag ship (for example, possession of identity documents and the 
signing of the agreement before the maritime authorities; the obtaining by the foreign shipping com­
pany of a licence or permit obtained from the competent authorities before it can employ foreign sea­
men; guarantees concerning the repatriation and the medical care of such seamen, etc). ^
v) In contrast to Convention No. 9, which applies to seamen of all countries that have ratified 
the Convention (Art. 8), para. 1 of Recommendation No. 107 encompasses all seafarers within the
^ A n amendment moved by the Workers' Members in the Committee on the Engagement of Seafarers, appointed by the 
1958 Conference at its 41st session, to the effect that "seafarers are engaged for service on foreign vessels only through 
regularly estaWished offices, and that engagement carried out by other means would be consider^ a punishable offence" 
was rejected by 38 votes to 41, with 6 abstentions. However, this amendment might well have been adopted, if the 
punitive clause had been omitted and the role of consular authorities clarified, see 41 RJ^., p. 235; see also para. 1 of 
the JM.C. draft.
^^The Recommendation does not provide a solution when the system of free employment offices is not established and 
organised by means of collective agreements in a traditional maritime country. Even if such a system is established, 
this system may not be "the free of charge system of public employment offices" required by Convention No. 9. 
A g ^ ,  the principle of Convention No. 9 is not adhered to in its entirety.
^°This is another obscure expression in the Recommendation. An indication of what is meant thereby is given in para 
2; repatriation and medical care issues, are, therefore, included in the term "conditions under which such seafarers are to 
be engaged". Other possible such conditions could include certificates of competency, training qualifications, wages, 
fair contract provisions, etc.
^^The draft prepared by the Office used the phrase; "equal to". For this draft, see 41st session, 1958, Report HI, op. 
dt., 10-12. Many alternatives were suggested in the Committee on the Engagement of Seafarers in order to render the 
text more flexible: addition of the phrase "in accordance with" was proposW by the Shipowners' member of Greece and 
supported by the Govenunent of Greece, and by the U.K. Government. Since no agreement could be reached, the Draft­
ing Committee recommended the final wording of the paragraph, 41 RJ^., p. 235.
^ It may be that the mere effect of para. 1 is that when substandard conditions exist on a foreign vessel, these must be 
made known to applicants for employment. If para. 1 is interpreted in this sense, however, it is down-graded to a provi­
sion of a merely informative character. The J.M.C. draft was clearer conformity with accepted international standards 
was an indispensable condition for obtaining permission to serve as a seaman on board a foreign vessel, see para. 4  of 
the JM.C. draft.
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territory of a Member, even if the country of nationality of these sezifarers has not adopted the Rec­
ommendation. Though this comprehensive approach has been repeated in more recent instruments 
(see, for example. Art. 4 of Convention No. 147), its application to questions relating to the engage­
ment of seafarers can create confusion. It may be that under the national law of a country the consular 
authorities or port officers appointed by the country of the nationality of the seafarer are responsible 
for the recruitment and the engagement of nationals abroad. ^  Consequently, the Recommendation 
does not make clear who is the authority competent to inspect the conditions on board the foreign ves­
sel and discourage the said seafarers from joining it. It is true that, as mentioned above. Recom­
mendation No. 107 is not intended to interfere with the accepted recruitment practices of traditional 
maritime countries but this is not immediately apparent from the text. Either the Recommendation 
should be made clearly to apply only to national seafarers lo^or addition of a provision clarifying the 
role of the consular or the maritime authorities appears necessary.
the view of the Greek Government, which, together with the Greek Employers, abstained from voting on the 
Recommendation 41 RJ^., pp. 112-113. Since there is nothing in Convention No. 9 implying geographical limits to 
its application, if a country that ratified Convention No. 9 wishes to extend its application to seafarers engaged on na­
tional ships outside the national territory, it can secure compliance with its provisions through the consular or other ap­
pointed maritime authorities or through Joint Boards omsisting of shipowners and seafarers. 
l^ ^^ T^his is what had been decided in the J.M.C., see supra under heading i).
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3) Need for revision
To sum up, first Recommendation No. 107, though it represents a decent attempt at interna­
tional regulation of the engagement of seafarers for service on board vessels registered in a for­
eign country, contains provisions which because of their vagueness can be interpreted in different 
ways, and secondly, it is incomplete, since it does not specify the method of engagement of the sea­
farers covered by it. This instrument thus could be improved in certain respects: a) the relation­
ship between it and Convention No. 9 should be clearly established, b) it should refer not only to 
collective agreements but also to national laws and regulations, c) the engagement through recognised 
channels of the seafarers encompassed by the Recommendation should be expressly stated, d) the ex­
pressions "discourage" and "generally equivalent. . .  traditionally observed" should be replaced by 
less ambiguous terms; in particular, the measure of comparison of conditions of engagement prevail­
ing in different countries should not now be standards accepted only by the traditional maritime coun­
tries but should be the internationally accepted standards. In order that uniformity of law at the 
international level can be achieved and doubts as to the identification of the international standards be 
dispelled, these standards should be the international minimum maritime standards adopted by the 
ILO and e) it should be made clear whether or not the Recommendation applies to foreign seafarers; 
in the first case the powers of the bodies competent to deal with these matters in the territory of a 
Member and the country of the flag should be delimited.
2.2.1.4.4. Convention No. 147: Advantages and Disadvantages
This Convention represents a significant, though not fully successful attempt to improve the 
ILO standards concerning the engagement of seamen.
lOllt should be noted that, unlike Convention No. 9 (see Articles 1 and 9), the Recommendation applies to officers, 
see 41 R J*., p. 235.
^O^This instrument has had a limited effect: following a Resolution adopted by the 55th session of the Conference, re­
ports from a number of countries were received providing information on the implementation of the provisions of Rec­
ommendations Nos. 107 and 108. The Conference Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Rec­
ommendations in 1972 made a general survey of these reports and submitted its conclusion to the 21st session of the 
J.M.C. For the history of the question, see J.M.C./21/4, pp. 1-7, P.T.M.C. , Oct. 1975, Report V, pp. 1-2. T he re­
sponse (of the governments) to the survey was not encouraging" P.TM.C., 1975, Report V, op. dt.,p.9; see also the 
Concluding Remarks of the Office in J.M.C./21/4, p. 7. O dy 62 coimtries replied. No reports were received from 
Liberia, U.S.S.R., Panama, Denmark and Yugoslavia. Therefore, the Committee of Experts was of the opinion that the 
replies do not give a complete picture of &e situation in the world's shipping industry, see International Labour 
Conference, 57Ü1 session, 1972, Report III (Part 4C), p. 6. However, Liberia and Denmark sent their replies later. Not 
all of the Governments which replied applied the Recommendation to their territory, see Report of the Committee of 
Experts in P.T.M.C., Oct. 1975, Repot V, op. cit.. Annex IV, pp. 51-58 at p. 52. 
lO^see also supra p. 158.
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1) The advantages of Convention No. 147
Articles 2 (d) and 3 of Convention No. 147, whose provisions show an intention of super­
seding para. 1 of Recommendation No. 107, rectify the mistakes of the latter instrument to a great 
extent
a) The delegates who voted for these articles declared themselves in favour of their application 
only to nationals of a Member; thus, the danger of the overlap of powers of various relevant authori­
ties referred to above is eliminated. On the other hand, the solution offered by Art. 3 is less radical 
than the one proposed by the Recommendation, for the same reason as outlined above, since a Mem­
ber in whose port a ship calls cannot intervene if the country of the nationality of the seafarer does not 
intend to rectify abuses in regard to the engagement of its nationals in the territory of that Member for 
employment on board a foreign-flag ship. However, any complaint arising in this context must be 
promptly reported to the competent authority of the country in which the ship is registered (Art. 2 (d) 
(ii), second part, which successfully supplements Art 3 of the Convention).
b) The wording of the article has been altered to the effect that the phrase "the conditions . . .  
traditionally observed" has been replaced by the words "standards equivalent to those fixed by this 
Convention. . ."  Thus, under Art. 3, ILO maritime standards have been substituted for standards ob­
served in traditional maritime countries. Unfortunately, the text is not clear as to which these stan­
dards are. If the article were meant to refer to the standards included in the Appendix to the Conven­
tion (No. 147), it should clearly have said so. It should be noted that Convention No. 9 concern­
ing the Placing of Seamen is not listed in the Appendix.
2) The disadvantages of Convention No. 147
These relate to its a) general wording, b) the limited powers of the country of the seaman's 
nationality to intervene, when necessary, and c) the fact that Convention No. 9 is completely disre­
garded. Convention No. 147 still retains two undesirable characteristics of Recommendation No. 
107; viz:
a) General wording
As in Recommendation No. 107, no indication of the meaning of the word "equivalent" in Art. 
3 is given.
b) Limited powers of intervention
If the standards mentioned in Art. 3 are not applied on board the foreign ship, the sole conse­
quence is that the ratifying State shall advise its nationals on the possible problems of signing on such
^^Elsewhere the Convention makes express reference to the Appendix (Art. 2 (a)). It is probable that the Article 
refers both to the Appendix and to the provisions of the Convention (for example, to Art. 2 (e) relating to the 
qualifications and training of the seafarers). It is not clear whether the "standards fixed by this Convention" denote 
the instruments listed in the Appendix or the "substantially equivalent" thereto mentioned in Art. 2 (a). In the second 
case it suffices that the standards referred to in Art. 3 are equivalent to the "substantially equivalent" standards of Art. 2 
fa).
I0%or the meaning of "substantially equivalent" in Art. 2 (a), see infra Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2.2), pp. 447-450.
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a ship, in so far as practicable (Art. 3, emphasis added). Even the word "discourage", which we have 
earlier accused of lacking precision, would have been capable of producing more satisfying 
results. Art. 2 (d) (ii), first part, in addition, empowers the ratifying State to investigate any complaint 
made in this context and to report this complaint to the competent authority of the flag-State. 
Consequently, the powers that a Member has to supervise the engagement of its nationals for em­
ployment on board ships registered in a foreign country are a) the investigation of any complaint 
arising therefrom <uid the right to report this complaint to the competent authority of the state of the 
flag and b) if no complaint has been reported, the right to advise its nationals on the possible problems 
of signing on a ship registered in a country which has not ratified the Convention, if the standards 
fixed by the Convention are not applied by that state. It is clear that a Member does not possess any 
substantial control over the engagement of its nationals on board foreign vessels. Under Rec­
ommendation No. 107 a Member could at least "discourage" its nationals from joining a ship; 1^ 7 the 
wording of the JMC draft of Recommendation No. 107 was even stronger: a Member could 
refuse the seaman permission to join the foreign ship. The defects in Convention No. 147 are exac­
erbated by the fact that a Member in whose port a ship calls cannot intervene effectively to protect its 
nationals if no rectifying measures have been taken by the country of the seafarer's nationality after 
repeated complaints have been received.
Finally, the purpose of Art. 2 (d) (i) is to ensure that adequate procedures for the engagement 
of seafarers - whether nationals or foreigners - on board ships registered in its territory exist and for 
the investigation of complaints arising in this context. These procedures are subject to "overall 
supervision by the competent authority, after tripartite consultation amongst that authority and the 
representative organisations of shipowners and seafarers where appropriate".
c) Disregard of Convention No. 9
The provisions of Art. 2 (d) (i) lack clarity and do not take account of previous ILO maritime 
instruments dealing with the question of the engagement of seafarers. First, it is not clear what is 
meant by the expression "adequate procedures". The scope of Convention No. 9 and the scope of 
subpara, (ii) do no differ substantially. Both deal with the engagement of seafarers on ships regis­
tered in the ratifying State. Even though this is so, it is not clear from the text whether the "adequate 
procedures" for the engagement of seafarers are identical with the "efficient and adequate system of 
public employment offices for finding employment for seamen" envisaged in Art. 4 of Convention 
No. 9. It is submitted that Convention No. 147 ignores completely the provisions of Convention No.
10^62 R P . , p. 192.
supra p. 167 and note 98 for the possible interpretations of the word "discourage".
^®®See supra note 98.
^O^fhe phrase added to Article 2 was a result of an amendment moved by the Workers' Group in the Committee on 
Substandard Vessels, which was intended to ensure government control over engagement procedures, see 62 RJ .^ ,191. 
The addition bears some resemblance to Art. 4  (1) of Convention No. 9.
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9. The latter is neither included in the Appendix to the Convention nor in Art 2 (d) (i), though it was 
included in Art. 4 (c) of the Conclusions concerning Substandard Vessels, Particularly Those Regis­
tered under Flags of Convenience, prepared by the Office for the Preparatory Technical Maritime 
Conference, where ratifying States were asked to take account of the provisions of the Placing of 
Seamen Convention 1920, No. 9 and of the Seafarers' Engagement (Foreign Vessels) Recommen­
dation, 1 9 5 8 . The inclusion of Convention No. 9 in Convention No. 147 might impede ratification 
of the latter and the delegates who voted for the text as it stands, m  wished to disengage themselves 
from the rigid provisions of the former Convention and, probably, to give subpara, (ii) a wider scope. 
In relation to the last point, if the words "adequate procedures" are meant to refer to other aspects of 
the engagement of seafarers as well as, in addition, to the question of non-fee charging employment 
agencies, one would expect that other instruments relevant to the issue (Convention No. 145, 
Convention No. 88, Recommendations Nos. 83, 107,139 and 154) would have found their way into 
the Convention. None of the instruments referred to above is mentioned in Convention No. 147 either 
in the text or in the Appendix thereto, Countries ratifying Convention No. 147 can themselves 
determine the procedures which seem to them to be adequate for the engagement of seafarers on 
ships registered under their national flag. "Adequate procedures" is one more term that is left 
undefined in an ILO maritime instrument Moreover, Art 2 (d) (i) by being so general and by failing 
to establish the relationship between the different instruments relevant to the engagement of seafarers 
runs the risk of creating double standards in international maritime labour law.
2,2.1.5. Summary o f Conclusions
In the light of the above conclusions concerning the engagement of seafarers, it is argued that 
further action by the ILO in the field of the recruitment and engagement of seafarers is necessary. 
Since 1920 the trend undoubtedly has been towards the adoption of more comprehensive instruments 
comprising more elastic terms than those of Convention No. 9. All the drafts that contained Conven­
tion No. 9 as a standard of reference were outvoted in favour of proposals that took no account of it. 
This has happened in more than one instance: The reference to Convention No. 9 was deleted from 
Recommendation No. 107, transferred from the operative part of Recommendation No. 139 to its 
preamble and deleted from Convention No. 147. Moreover, as pointed out, the reluctance even to 
mention Convention No. 9 in the latter instruments has resulted in some cases in flaws in the reason-
 ^^ ®See International Labour Conference 62nd session, 1976, Report V (1), p. 5. 
llllb id .,p . 18.
 ^^ ^However, it should be noted that, for reasons which will be explained later in Chapter 6, no Recommendations were 
accepted in the Appendix to Convention No. 147.
^^^See P.TM.C. , 1956,11/1, Appendix IV, p. 71, 41st session, 1958, Report III, op. dt., p.6; 55th session, 1970, 
Report VI, op. dt., pp. 18,22,23; and 62nd session, 1976, Report V ( 1), op. d t ,  pp. 5 ,18 respectively.
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ing and in bad drafting of these instruments. There is a need for revision of Convention No. 9. 
Since this Convention still constitutes the basic instrument concerning the engagement of seafarers, it 
should be taken as the starting point in drafting a future instrument dealing with this question. The 
following points should be taken into account:
1) The principle of the non-fee charging employment agencies has to be broadened to take ac­
count of recent developments in the field of the engagement of seafarers such as those relating to con­
tinuous employment, trade union controlled engagement procedures, joint systems of employment of­
fices established and organised by shipowners and seafarers without the intervention of the public 
authorities but subject to certain guarantees. If it is considered that the organisation of a system of 
non-fee charging employment agencies no longer constitutes an absolute principle. Convention No. 
96, which does not apply to seafarers, may serve as an example. Nevertheless, certain criticisms 
mentioned earlier should not be underestimated.
2) Provisions concerning the organisation of the employment service and the establishment of 
manpower policies can be included in the revised instrument. As a result, the freedom of choice ac­
corded to the shipowner and the seaman as well as the free movement of workers should be subject to 
these policies.
3) A number of distinctions should be drawn in the future instrument between the different 
classes of seafarers, viz.: i) seafarers eni^a2ed on board ships rej^istered in the territory o f a 
Member. There will be no difficulty in regulating the engagement of these seafarers. Art 2 (d) (i) of 
Convention No. 147 will have to be revised to take account of the revised form of Convention No. 9. 
The latter should be included among the instruments listed in the Appendix to the former Convention. 
In this way the "adequate procedures" of this article will be specified;
ii) nationals o f a Member ensai^ed in its territory for employment on board foreien vessels. 
More extensive powers should be given to the competent authorities of the Member in whose port a 
ship calls, if the flag-State is unwilling to rectify certain abuses after repeated complaints. The au­
thorities of that Member could even be accorded the right, after consultation of the representative or­
ganisations of shipowners and seafarers, to prohibit the signing of articles of agreement on foreign 
ships on board which internationally accepted standards are not applied. Alternatively, seamen's as­
sociations could be given a say in these cases and, possibly, the right to prevent their members from 
joining such ships. This will in no way interfere with the right of the flag-State to initiate judicial pro­
ceedings in cases where the reported complaints are found not to be well-founded. Accordingly, it is 
suggested that Art. 3 of Convention No. 147 should be revised to the effect that if a Member is satis­
fied that the internationally accepted standards are not applied on board a foreign ship, it will have the
ll^See supra p. 147, n. 13. Convention No. 96 revised the Fee-Charging Agencies Convention No. 34 (1933), which 
had received only ten ratifications. On the other hand. Convention No. 9 has proved more successful having received 
32 ratifications since Nov. 1923, when it came into force.
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right to take such measures as appear necessary, Such a provision would be flexible enough to 
take into account all national practices while, at the same time, possibly proving more effective than 
A rts .
iii') foreii^n seafarers engaged in the territory o f a Member for employment on board foreisn 
vessels. The provisions of Art. 2 (d) (ii), second part, of Convention No. 147 provide sufficient 
protection in this case.
4) All the internationally accepted standards above should be regarded as representing ILO 
maritime standards. The Appendix to Convention No. 147 provides a good example. A similar Ap­
pendix to the new comprehensive instrument dealing with the engagement of seafarers would be use­
ful to elaborate the standards. If the revised instrument is not as comprehensive as suggested above, 
reference to the major ILO instruments relevant to the engagement of seafarers appears necessary.
5) The same facilities for employment will be available in the territory of a Member for seafar­
ers of all the countries, which ratify the new instrument. If this instrument does not have an Ap­
pendix, following the example of Convention No. 147, these facilities should be made available to 
seafarers of the countries where a number of specified ILO maritime standards are applied. If these 
are applied, it might be thought desirable that seafarers of countries which have not ratified the Con­
ventions may be provided with the same facilities for employment subject perhaps to the principle of 
reciprocity.
6) A provision concerning the facilities for finding employment for officers should be in­
cluded.
7) Finally, the new instrument should contain a clause providing for penalties, when its provi­
sions are not complied with.
 ^^ ^Some of these measures are mentioned at p. 143 under iv). Other measures might include registration of all national 
seafarers with shipping offices or marine authorities, and directives to marine or consular authorities for the engagement 
and placing of seamen.
 ^^ ^Art. 2 (d) (ii) of Convention No. 147, does not have a provision similar to the one contained in Art. 2 (2) of Con­
vention No. 9.
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2.2.2. Seamen's Articles of Agreement
2,2.2.1. Historical Review
As pointed out in the first chapter, i an American proposal submitted to the Commission on 
International Labour Legislation contained the principle "That the seamen of the merchant marine 
shall be guaranteed the right of leaving their vessels when the same are in safe harbour." In the 
discussion which ensued, the question of the establishment of an international seamen's code was 
raised. Since the members of the Commission thought that it was not desirable to insert in the Treaty 
of the Peace concluded at Versailles in 1919 a proposal dealing with the situation of a particular class 
of workers, they adopted a resolution submitted by the French delegation, namely that "The 
Commission considers that the very special questions concerning the minimum conditions to be 
accorded to seamen might be dealt with at a special meeting of the International Labour Conference 
devoted exclusively to the affairs of seamen." 2
The Genoa Conference
To give effect to the above decision, a maritime Conference was held at Genoa in 1920. After 
the Governing Body had decided at its 2nd session to place on the agenda of the Genoa Conference 
as its fourth item the consideration of the possibility of drawing up an international seamen's code, the 
Conference set up a Commission to deal with the question. The Commission on the International 
Seamen's Code considered that certain subjects were ripe for further investigation and possible 
codification, inter alia , questions concerning seamen's articles of agreement ^  and discipline and it, 
therefore, proposed that the Conference should adopt i) a resolution requesting the ILO Office to 
carry out the investigations "necessary for establishing an International Seamen's Code" and ex­
pressed the hope that after the work of the Office was accomplished, the Governing Body would be 
able to place on the agenda of a future Conference draft instruments advancing the idea of such code, 
4 and ii) a Recommendation urging upon the Members of the ILO the desirability of undertaking the 
systematic codification of the relevant national laws in each country.  ^The underlying idea was that in
^See, supra p. 57 et seq.
^See, supra p. 58.
^For the liberalisation of the regulation of the seamen's engagement in France before the ILO embarked on the regula­
tion of this question at the international level, see Robert Zoete, Du Recruitment des Gens de Mer , 1919, from p. 42 
onwards.
^Here, it should be noted that by the words "International Seamen's Code" was and is still implied a comprehensive in­
ternational code relating to seamen's affairs consisting of ILO Conventions, e g. instruments of binding character, or 
ILO Recommendations, e.g. instruments of a formal but non-binding character. The role of codes of practice or codes of 
conduct in the field of maritime employment will be analysed later in Chuter 7, Section 7.2.2., but it must be said here 
that these codes, in all ILO relevant documents, do not form part of the International Seamen's Code. For the legal sta­
tus of these codes, see supra p. 16.
^  RJ*., pp. 555-558.
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that way the establishment of an International Seamen's Code could be "advanced and facilitated". 
Both the resolution and the Recommendation were adopted by the Conference. ^
Minority Report of the Commission on the International Seamen's Code 
However, some members of the Commission thought that the Genoa Conference should adopt 
more concrete measures for the amelioration of the position of the seaman. In their Minority Report, 
in recalling that the seamen's status was a little better than that of a serf, they insisted on the necessity 
of recognition of strict equality between the shipowner and the seaman.  ^ The Conference decided to 
adopt a resolution combining two motions presented by the French Shipowners' and the Italian 
Seamen's delegates respectively. * This was drafted in a less harsh language but contained the 
substance of the Minority Report. The resolution made a distinction between clauses of a public char­
acter, inserted in the articles of agreement in the public interest, and clauses of a private character 
inserted in support of the private interests of the parties to the contract Only violations of the provi­
sions contained in clauses belonging to the first category would be dealt with as criminal offences and 
even then only at the instance of the public authorities. On the other hand, as regards the interpreta­
tion of clauses concerning private interest, seamen and shipowners were placed upon a footing of 
strict equality.
The deliberations in the J.M.C.
Following the decisions of the Genoa Conference the Joint Maritime Commission devoted a 
considerable part of its first five sessions to the discussion and drafting of an acceptable instrument 
concerning Seamen's Articles of Agreement.  ^ During the deliberations of the Commission the dia­
metrically opposite views of the shipowners' and the seamen's representatives became manifest There 
were two points on which the seamen and the shipowners were equally divided:
1) The interrelationship between the Articles of Agreement and questions concerning disci­
pline; the shipowners thought that these two issues were inseparable and, therefore, should be treated 
by one and the same session of the Conference. They were also in favour of a single instrument 
dealing with both of them. On the other hand, the seamen could not admit the connection between the 
questions of Articles of Agreement and discipline. Questions concerning the latter could be settled 
between employers and workers by mutual agreement or, alternatively, in view of the wide divergences 
in national legislation their regulation should be left to national law (the seamen were supported on 
this point by Mr Ripert the legal expert who assisted the Office to prepare the draft instrument). 
Since discipline was an unexplored issue, its examination in detail at that point would involve 
considerable delay in the organisation of the Office's work. It was decided, therefore, that only
^bid.,pp. 173,594 and 182,575 respectively.
^bid,, pp. 559-560.
%bid.,pp. 196,466,594.
^ o r  a brief account of these sessions, see International Labour Conference, 9th session, Geneva 1926, International 
Codification o f the rules relating to seamen's articles o f agreement^ Questionnaire I, pp. 12-21.
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questions of discipline directly connected with the articles of agreement i.e., those relating to seamen 
entering and leaving the ship's service should be considered by the Office. 10
2) The shipowners preferred that the proposed instrument should contain a limited number of 
generally accepted and broad principles which would make it acceptable to a large number of coun­
tries. In a letter addressed to the ILO Office they expressed the view that the Office's draft was too 
detailed, while the framers of the Code of which the codification of rules relating to seamen's articles 
of agreement would constitute a part, should endeavour to produce a draft laying down principles 
universally adopted (the British Government was of the same opinion). Consequently, they sub­
mitted a counter-draft, which by leaving most matters to national legislation, could form an acceptable 
basis for discussion.
The Office draft
The shipowner's draft was not accepted by the seamen's representatives and a sub-committee 
was appointed to find a solution. The sub-committee draft proved to be unacceptable to the seamen's 
representatives, as it was based largely on the shipowners' draft. 12 The three drafts were sent to the 
governments together with a questionnaire. The Office based on the replies of the governments de­
cided to divide the subjects to be submitted to the Conference leaving the idea of a general codifica­
tion by which it had been led until then. Moreover, in accordance with views of the majority of the 
governments the new Office drafts did not make a general reference to national law like the sub­
committee draft but comprised specific proposals concerning a) articles of agreement properly so- 
called, b) repatriation, and c) discipline on board ship.
Aims of the International Seamen's Code
At the maritime Conference in 1926 two Committees (the Committee on Seamen's Articles of 
Agreement and the Committee on Discipline) were entrusted with the task to consider the Office 
drafts together with any amendments that might be moved thereto. The Committee on Seamen's 
Articles of Agreement according to its report to the Conference was led by two considerations in the 
accomplishment of its work: " I) that the object was to draw up a more or less complete seamen's code, 
which would codify the provisions in force in the different countries, but which would nevertheless 
make some advance on the present position, i.e., 'to provide on the basis of the more advanced leg­
islations a solution to some of the problems arising in connection with seamen's articles of agreement' 
which were engaging the attention of the seafaring world, and 2) that the code should be 'confined to
lOSee 2 JM .C . . p .12,3 J.M.C. . pp. 17-21.
^^See 57 .M C ., pp. 65-68, Questionnaire I (1926), op. dt., p. 19.
^^or the Office, the Shipowners' and the Sub committee draft, see 5 J.M.C. , pp. 71-86 and Questionnaire I (1926),
op. d t ,  pp. l*-50*.
^^Repatriation issues will be examined in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.
'^^ For a collection of laws and regulations on the engagement, dismissal, repatriation and disdpline of seamen in 1926, 
see ILO Office, Studies and Reports, Series P (Seamen), No. 1, Geneva, 1926.
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general principles already incorporated in the various legislations, and that it should be left to national 
legislation to apply these principles in detail." Accordingly, and as a result of many amendments 
moved during the deliberations of both Committees the drafts submitted to the Plenary Conference 
were confined to a number of general principles leaving details to national law.
The 1926 Conference
At the Plenary Conference both drafts were considered. The draft of the Committee on Sea­
men's Articles of Agreement, subject to some amendments, was adopted by 78 votes to 13 and when 
the final recorded vote was taken it was adopted unanimously, The Convention contains provisions 
concerning the entering into, the form of and the particulars that should be included in the articles of 
agreement, the expiry and the termination of the agreement. The Committee's draft on discipline 
comprised provisions concerning breach of obligations imposed by considerations of public interest, 
guarantees in regard to the criminal proceedings and the record of offences and assurances for the 
seaman in cases where he was liable to arrest or preventive detention; the penalties inflicted, far from 
being of a vindictive or a military character, were analogous to the gravity of the offences. Finally, 
punishment of offences,whether disciplinary or criminal, was made subject to rules preserving the 
dignity of the seaman. Nevertheless, the Conference was unable to reach an agreement and on the 
final recorded vote being taken the Draft Convention was rejected by 62 votes to 36.
2,2.2,2, Articles o f Agreement and Discipline: These are two questions that have given rise to 
much controversy
a) Comparison of the various drafts
The question of articles of agreement has proved to be one of the most controversial issues in 
the 'maritime' history of the ILO. Before the final draft was adopted by the Conference, no less than 
five drafts had had to be considered: the Office draft, the Shipowners' draft, the Sub-Committee draft, 
the new Office draft and the Conference Committee draft. Among them, the Office draft contained 
specific and detailed regulations relating to the entering and leaving of the ship's service and it was 
supported by the seamen. The Shipowners' draft omitted several articles included in the Office draft 
and in at least 38 cases referred matters of crucial importance for the seafarers to national law. As an 
example, the safeguards in connection with the signing of the agreement, the form and record of the 
agreement, irregular discharge, etc may be cited. Although the Sub-Committee draft presented a num­
ber of advantages over the Shipowners' draft (for example. Art. 29 of the original Office draft pro­
viding that the agreement shall be recorded in or annexed to the list of crew was retained and Art. 38 
of the Shipowners' draft providing for the arrest of the seaman in case of desertion according to na-
159/?.P ., p. 512. 
l% id.,pp. 339,385.
l^Ibid., p. 363 (a two-thirds majority is required for the adoption of a Convention).
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tional law was deleted), the references to national law were too numerous to make the instrument ac­
ceptable to the seamen's representatives. The new Office draft did not take very much account of the 
previous work of the Joint Maritime Commission but it again contained detailed proposals based on 
the replies of the governments. 8^ The Committee at the 1926 Conference once more extensively re­
drafted the new Office draft with the result that national law was again the leading feature of the Con­
vention. Hence, one notes a sequence of events in drafting during which extensive reference to na­
tional law was substituted for a detailed regulation of the seamen's contract. This was due to two 
factors: a) The hostile attitude of the shipowners, who refused to accept any specific proposal not 
universally adopted (in particular, in their opinion a Seamen's Code could not contain provisions con­
stituting an advance over the existing regulations; they were in favour of a codification stricto sensu 
of the status quo ).They also preferred both questions of seamen's articles and of discipline to be 
treated in a single instrument. b) The strong attachment of governments exercising a considerable 
influence at the Conference to usages, customs and regulations followed in national practice by reason 
of their maritime tradition. 20
b) The degree of comprehensiveness of the proposed instrument
Another difficulty related to the actual form of the proposed instrument: should it be a com­
prehensive single instrument comprising every aspect of maritime work, which could be updated and 
revised, as soon as more information on the working conditions of seamen became available, or 
should the specific questions concerning seamen's affairs be treated in separate instruments? As has 
been mentioned earlier, the first Office draft, the Shipowners draft and the Sub-Committee draft were 
based on the first idea; they even contained, though different in form and substance, articles relating to 
the physical * and intellectual qualifications of seamen required for sea-service, the minimum age of 
seamen *, the status of the master on board ship and his obligations and powers vis-à-vis the 
members of the crew, the capacity of minors and married women to enter into an agreement for service 
on board ship, repatriation-unemployment indemnity and facilities for finding employment for seamen 
* 21, and, finally, provisions dealing with discipline were also inserted. 22 Most of these matters were
^^ere it should be noted that the Joint Maritime Commission is a body of a consultative character and the Office, 
while having the right to take notice of its conclusions, is not limited thereby.
^^While the Conference did not align itself with the shipowners' views, the latter successfully supported their position 
in the Conference Committee with the result that the draft submitted to the Conference did not resemble in the least the 
(second) Office draft; for the shipowners' views, see supra pp. 166-7 and accompanying footnotes; see also 9 RJ*., pp. 
17-73.
^^This was the case with regard to the position of the U.K. Government; for an exposition and discussion of its atti­
tude, see 5 J M .C ., pp. 65-66; International Labour Conference, 9th session, Geneva 1926, Report I on International 
Codification o f the rules relating to seamen's articles o f agreement, pp. 28-29,48,175; Committee on Discipline 
(Commission des sanctions, 9ème session, Genève 1926, H o ^  verbaux (hereafter cited as C.S./ P.V.) P.V. 4, Appendix 
to the Minutes of the Fourdi Sitting.
^^Provisions relating to subject-matters marked with an asterisk were included only in the Office draft.
^%ee Articles 3-9,10-12,13-19,23,39-41 and 48-73 of the Office draft; Articles 3-4,5-7 ,9 ,22-44 of the Shipowners' 
draft; Articles 3-4,5-7,22-42 of the Sub-committee draft.
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left out in the Convention as finally adopted as they were thought to be either extraneous to the 
question of the articles of agreement or to be covered by previous ILO Conferences.
In the new Office draft, the Conference Committee draft and the final Convention the idea of a 
single instrument was abandoned. The position as regards seamen's articles of agreement is peculiar. 
It is arguable that questions concerning discipline are largely bound up with questions relating to the 
seaman's contract and as such should be treated together. 23 Nevertheless, two important considera­
tions sufficed to turn the scales in favour of the opposite view: a) ratification would be impeded; if 
both questions were dealt with in a single instrument. States wishing to ratify an instrument containing 
provisions relating to one of the questions mentioned above but not in favour of the rest for several 
reasons would be prevented from ratifying the whole instrument, unless it was divided; and b) in view 
of the divergent national practices and regulations treating the question of discipline most countries 
favoured the idea of separate instruments. 24
2.2,2.3, Analysis o f the provisions o f the Convention
1) Art. 3. Art. 3, para.1 of the Convention provides that the "articles of agreement shall be 
signed both by the shipowner or his representative and by the seaman". 25 Reasonable facilities shall 
be given to the seaman or his adviser to examine the contract before it is signed. According to para. 2 
national law must provide for adequate supervision of the signing of the agreement by the competent 
authority. 26 Thus, in these paragraphs the formal nature of the seaman's contract is recognised; 
fraud or force in obtaining the seaman's consent is rendered difficult. The word "signed" indicates 
that the agreement should be in writing. 27 Proof of the signing of the agreement is, therefore, facili­
tated. On the other hand, it is clear from the wording of para. 2 of Art. 3 that the underlying principle 
is a "public authority" system of control of the signing of the contract. Subpara. 2 of para. 1 of Art 
3 provides that reasonable facilities shall be given to the "adviser" of the seaman to examine the con­
tract. This term includes a trade union official, who can thus examine the agreement before signature 
but it is doubtful whether he can intervene otherwise than by notifying the c o mp e t e n t a u t h o r i t y ,  
mentioned in para. 2, of the existence of vague or unfair clauses in the contract. Moreover, the pres-
25see 3 JM .C , , pp. 17-21; see also supra note 19.
24$ee 3 JM .C . , p. 21, Report I (1926), op. dt., pp. 184-188,211.
25£tQphasis added.
25Ao amendment moved in the Committee on Articles of Agreement at the 1926 Conference to add the words "if in 
writing" after the words "articles of agreement" was rejected; see Conférence Internationale du Travail, IX^ Session, 
Genève 1926, Commission du contrat d ' engagement des marins , Procès Verbaux (henceforth C.S.A.A./P.V.), 6th 
meeting, p. 10.
27rhe paragraph does not require that the representative of the public authority should be present at the time of sigmng 
of the agreement or that it should be coimtersigned by him. These matters are left to national law. For example, it is 
possible under national law that supervision by the competent authority is exerdsed not at the time of signing but at 
the time of drawing up the list of the crew. For more concrete proposals, see Articles 24,28 of the first Office draft. 
Art. 3 of the second Office draft (for the text of the second Office draft, see Report I (1%6), op. dt., pp. 243-251, 9 
RJ*., pp. 505-511); see also for discussion of Art. 3, Report I (1926), op. dt., pp. 231-232, C.S.A.A./P.V. 6 and 7.
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ence of a representative of the trade union at the time of signing of the agreement or the examination 
of the contract by him is not obligatory, if the seaman does not wish it. ^
Art. 3 para. 3 has a further weakening effect on both supervision and trade union intervention. 
It reads: The foregoing provisions shall be deemed to have been fulfilled if the competent authority 
certifies that the provisions of the agreement have been laid before it in writing and have been con­
firmed both by the shipowner or his representative and by the seaman." 29 should be noticed that 
the fact that the agreement must be laid before the competent authority in writing does not preclude the 
previously verbal conclusion of the agreement and this is the reason why this paragraph was inserted 
in the Convention (it should be noted that para. 3 speaks of confirmation of the agreement by the 
shipowner and the seaman and does not require prior signature of the agreement). 30 it would have 
been better if the possibility of trade union intervention had been expressly stated, as was done in 
para. 1, in view of the need for advice and assistance, whenever agreements are concluded orally. 
Furthermore, it is not clear, whether the competent authority has the right to refuse to endorse the 
agreement and, if so, in what cases. It is suggested that para. 6 of Art. 3 (which empowers national 
law to provide for further safeguards for the protection of seamen) should be used to supplement 
para. 3. 3i
Para. 4 makes it obligatory that national law ensures that the seaman understands the agree­
ment There is no requirement that the language in which the articles are concluded should be the na­
tive language of the seaman or that a certain proportion of the crew should possess knowledge of the 
language in which orders are given, though the latter especially would promote the safety of the vessel. 
32 However, adoption of these proposals could have an effect on questions of manning, since it 
might exclude seamen from signing on a vessel registered in a country other than their own. The 
matter is best left to national law as its regulation would involve consideration of manpower policies, 
which cannot be determined by contractual provisions. To national law is also left the question of the 
engagement of a seaman in circumstances ihsx force majeure renders compliance with the provisions 
of Art. 3 impossible. 33
The last question, under this head, relates to the purport of the term "competent public author­
ity" employed in Art. 3. The task of this authority is to supervise the conditions under which the 
seaman's contract is concluded, to identify possible discrepancies and to refuse to endorse the agree-
2^.S.A.A./P.V. 7, pp. 2-3, ibid., P.V. 6, pp. 5-6, 8-9. Consequently, any kind of trade union intervention is really 
weak.
2%mphasis added.
30para. 3 was inserted to satisfy countries, like Germany and Japan where verbal conclusion of the contract was al­
lowed, provided that it was registered with the competent authority, see C.S.A.A./P.V. 6, p. 6, ibid., P.V. 7, pp. 9-10, 
ibid., RV. 10, pp. 6-7.
3^This consideration applies to the whole article.
32see Art. 11 (1) of the old Office draft; For discussion see C.S.A.A./P.V. 7, pp. 12-13, ibid., P.V. 10, p. 4.
33Here, para. 5 of Art. 3 of the second Office draft, laying down adequate safeguards for the protection of seamen 
against forced or unwanted engagement, would be recommended, see Report I (1926), op. dt., p. 245,9 R T . , p. 506.
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ment if the national law so provides. A problem arises in the case of a seaman engaged in a country 
other than the country in which the ship is registered. It might be thought that if, for example, a sea­
man signs an agreement on a British vessel in a Chinese port, the competent authority responsible for 
the supervision of the conclusion of the seaman's contract would be the Chinese authority (especially, 
if the seaman is of Chinese nationality) but this solution has obvious disadvantages:
a) It results in a lack of uniformity in the treatment of foreign seamen on board the same ves­
sel; they would be subject to different laws, any inequality of treatment being solely due to their na­
tionality.
b) It is contrary to the generally accepted principle that matters affecting the interior economy 
of the ship are regulated by the law of the flag state. ^
c) It cannot be accepted as an interpretation of Art. 3 of the Convention, as it diverges from 
the intentions of the ILO Office, as expressed in the Director's Report submitted to the Joint Maritime 
Commission at its 3rd session. 35
On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine how a public authority could apply foreign law. 
The only solution remaining is that the law of the flag be universally applicable to seamen engaged on 
board the same ship, but that the consular authorities be entrusted with the responsibility for operating 
the system abroad. 36 However, it should be remembered that Art. 3 is based on the notion of 
"public" official control of the maritime contract. If trade unions are in charge of the control of the 
seaman's articles of agreement, then it would be difficult for a consular authority to refuse, for exam­
ple, to endorse an agreement signed by a foreign seaman and found to be acceptable to the trade union 
responsible for its supervision. If it is thought desirable to insert in an international Convention a 
provision introducing trade union control, the 1926 Convention will have to be revised in this respect; 
of course, public control would remain as an alternative 37 under the Convention for countries where 
trade unions are not strong enough to exercise effective control in such cases.
Finally, it is suggested that in order to expedite the procedures for the engagement of seamen 
and to avoid waste of time, the requirement that the supervisory competent authority be present at the 
signing of the agreement should be eliminated and a system of forwarding the relevant information to 
the competent authority should be devised; this authority will have the necessary powers to act in the 
particular circumstances of each case, for example, to detain a ship on receipt of information that the 
crew on board ship does not have sufficient knowledge of the language to be able to understand the 
orders of the master or officers. 38
3^For this question, see infra Chapter 6, Section 6.2.1., pp. 435-437; Section 6.2.2., pp. 441442.
3 ^  7.A/.C., p. 61.
3^This view is in accordance with the practice followed in many countries, among them maritime states, before the 
adoption of the Convention at the 1926 Conference; see International Labour Conference, II session, 1920, Report IV, 
Seamen's Code , pp. 28-30.
37See 1 JM .C . , p. 10.
38See F.J.J. Cadwallader, "The U.K. Mariner's Contract", 9 West. Aust. Law Rev. (1969-70), pp. 269-283, at pp. 274-5.
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2) Art. 4. The idea behind Art. 4 is that the inclusion in the contract of clauses referring dis­
putes arising therefrom to a judge or arbitrator not chosen in accordance with the ordinary rules of law 
concerning jurisdiction should be prohibited. This notion is evident from the general principles of law 
and the sole reason for its inclusion in the Convention was to make it possible for both parties to the 
agreement to defend their case before the courts or any other competent authorities (as an example, 
administrative bodies existing in the ports of some countries for the brief settlement of disputes might 
be cited). 39 However, para. 2 of Art 4 stipulates that the provisions contained in the first paragraph 
"shall not be interpreted as excluding a reference to arbitration." This might lead to the conclusion 
that the parties to the agreement are free to insert in the contract arbitration clauses derogating from 
compulsory jurisdictional rules laid down by national law. If the purpose of the article is not to be 
nullified, para. 2 should be taken to mean that voluntary arbitration clauses shall be valid, if they are 
either in accordance with national law or, as far as disputes arising out of collective agreements are 
concerned, permissible thereunder. ^
3) Art. 5. The purpose of Art. 5 is to protect the interests of both seamen and shipowners. 
The document containing a record of the seaman's employment will constitute a proof of his prior en­
gagements and will, therefore, facilitate his further employment by another shipping company. Fur­
thermore, para. 2 provides that this document must not contain any statement as to the quality of the 
work of the seaman (or his wages). This is a commendable attempt to prevent the master from putting 
in the document observations on the conduct and the quality of work of the seaman, since even a slight 
blemish recorded therein would remain in the document forever and would affect his chances of 
further employment, Such observations cannot be entered in the document, even if the seaman so 
desires. ^2 However, he can obtain from the master a separate certificate as to the quality of his 
work. In the interests of the seaman himself the master has the right, in lieu thererof, to give the 
seaman a certificate indicating whether he has fully discharged the obligations arising out of the 
agreement (Art. 14 para. 2). On the other hand, the shipowner or his representative will be able to 
decide from the record of the seaman's employment whether he will employ him or not. ^
All other matters, such as the form of the document or the particulars to be recorded, are left to 
national law. Though it is not clear from the wording of Art. 5, an important question is also left to
3^ or example, to disallow a clause in the contract to the effect that any dispute arising therefrom shall be decided by a 
court in the place where the shipowners' headquarters are situated; see Questionnaire 1 ,1926. op. dt., p. 43, Report I, 
1926, op. dL, p. 233, C.S.A.A./P.V. 8, p. 4.
'^ t  is clear from the history of the article, though not from its wording, that this paragraph was inserted to accommo­
date countries in which an arbitration committee composed of both of the interested parties was set up under collective 
agreements to deal with the disputes arising therefrom; see C.S A  A./P.V. 8, p. 4, ibid., P.V. 10, p. 8 ,9  RJ* ., pp. 518, 
299-300.
^^The seaman's record could 'te  marred by a single entry made at the whim of a spiteful master", 9 RJ*., pp. 306-307. 
^^bid., pp. 305-307, C.S.A.A./P.V. 8, pp. 7-10; see also Interpretation of the Dedsions of the International Labour 
Conference: Seamen's Artides of Agreement, 1926 (No. 22) in 0 .5 ., Vol. XXXVm, pp. 374-375.
^3\Vith respect to this point. Art. 6 of Convention (No. 9, 1920) for Establishing Fadlities for Finding Employment 
for Seamen provides, inter a lia , that freedom of choice of crew shall be assured to the shipowners.
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national law, namely in whose possession the document concerned is to remain. Consequently, the 
document can be kept either by the seaman himself or by the master. The question may have a con­
siderable impact on the regulation of desertion. ^  Finally, the document mentioned above should not 
be confused with the national identity document or the passport issued under Art 2 of the Convention 
concerning Seafarer’s National Identity Documents (No. 108), 1958. The former was intended to 
establish the identity of the seafarer, to provide a proof of the conclusion of all the agreements entered 
into by the seaman during his seafaring career, thus enhancing his employment chances, to enable the 
shipowner to form an opinion about the persons to be employed on board the ship, and possibly to 
deal adequately with cases of desertion. The latter aimed to "alleviate the difficulties and inconve­
niences which arose when seafarers took shore leave in foreign ports or in the connection with their 
travel in transit or in the course of repatriation", ^  in other words, to facilitate the movement of the 
seafarers in certain cases; that is why under Art 3 of the National Identity Documents Convention the 
seafarer’s identity document must remain in his possession. In contrast, as pointed out earlier, the 
question concerning the possession of the document of Art 5 of the Seamen’s Articles of Agreement 
Convention is left to national law.
4) Art. 6. Art. 6 of the Convention enumerates the particulars to be contained in the seaman’s 
contract. These particulars must be included in the contract "in all cases". 47 Since the agreement 
signed by both the shipowner or his representative and the seaman under the supervision of the com­
petent authority will constitute almost conclusive evidence of the terms of the contract, it is important 
that the list of the particulars mentioned should be as comprehensive as possible. This is achieved in 
Art. 6, the provisions of which in this respect appear to be satisfactory. 48 However, certain obser­
vations must be made:
a) Para. 2 of Art 6 of the second Office draft providing for a term (18 months) beyond which 
an agreement for a definite period could not be extended, was deleted during the deliberations of the 
Committee on Seamen’s Articles of Agreement. 49 The purpose of the inclusion of such a provision 
in the Convention was clearly to prevent a seaman from binding himself for an indefinite period. The 
matter is left to national law but the Convention does not require national law to provide for such a 
limitation. If it is thought improper to insert in a revised instrument a provision laying down a maxi-
44por the relationship between the document of Art. 5 and the regulation of desertion, see infra Section 2.2.3., p. 194. 
4^Questionnaire 1,1%6, op. cit., pp. 42,51, Report 1 ,1926, op. dt., p. 233.
4^41 R i» ., p. 246.
47rhis conchtion is not met if certain particulars of the particulars enumerated in Art. 6 are not mentioned in the con­
tract, even if the seaman is provided, by other means, with information concerning his rights and obligations; see Inter­
pretation of the Decisions of the International Labour Conference: Seamen's Articles of Agreement, 1926 (No. 22) in 
0 £ . , Vol. XXXVin, pp. 375-376.
48a  proposal that mention of particulars in the agreement should be optional was rejected in the Committee on Sea­
men's A ^ des of Agreement, C.S.AA./P.V. 9, p. 7.
49lbid.,p. 6; 9 R J)., p. 519.
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mum period to which agreements for a definite period can extend, at least a provision could be in­
cluded to the effect that national law must lay down a maximum period.
b) Art 6 para. 3 (3) stipulates that the agreement must contain the name of the vessel or ves­
sels on board which the seaman is to be employed. The original article did not refer to vessels in the 
plural. The advantage of this provision for the seaman - or the seamen's organisations - is that he is 
able before his engagement to have information on the quality of the ship's accommodation, the per­
sonal record of the master and the seaworthiness of the vessel, so that he can decide whether to con­
sent to the engagement or not. The singular was used to indicate that the seaman could only sign on 
for one specified vessel. The seaman might find himself in a disadvantaged position; though the ves­
sels mentioned in clause 3 of the paragraph may belong to the same shipowner and the name of the 
vessels may be sufficient for their specification, ^  it will be difficult for the seaman to have a knowl­
edge of the conditions on board the ships on which he agrees to be employed at the time the articles of 
agreement are signed.
Clause 4 provides that mention of the number of crew must be entered in the contract, if that is 
required by national law. This provision was included in the Convention to give an indication of the 
number of the crew because it was desirable that the seaman should know how many men were going 
to be employed in the department in which he was engaged to serve; it was not intended to regulate the 
manning scale. 52 The shipowner is bound by ILO manning requirements only in so far as the 
country in whose territory the ship is registered has adopted any of the ILO instruments relating to the 
regulation of manning questions.
5) Art. 9. The termination of the agreement is regulated in Art. 9. Termination of an agree­
ment for an indefinite period shall be subject to notice. Unlike the Office drafts, 53 the notice must be 
in writing. Although the national law of certain countries provided for a verbal notice, 54 this practice 
is not recognised in the Convention. While the provision might seem inflexible, it certainly has the
50hc could, for example, be forced to serve on an unseaworthy vessel. The insertion of the words "or vessels" in Art. 3 
was derided in the Committee on Seamen's Articles of Agreement after the principle that an agreement to serve on more 
than one vessel should not be permissible had been rejected by 17 votes in favour and 17 against; for discussion and 
vote, see C.S.AA./P.V. 9, pp. 8-11.
5^Here, the intervention of the seamen's organisations, which must provide the seaman with information concerning the 
vessels specified in the agreement, is man<hitory. It should be remembered that, imder Art. 3, para. 1, subpara. 2, ”rea- 
sonable facilities shall W given to the seaman or his adviser to examine the agreement before it is signW" (emphasis 
added); also Art 7 of the Seamen's Placing Convention No. 9 provides that "proper facilities s h ^  be assured to 
seamen for examining the contract before and after signing" (emphasis added).
52c.S.A.A7P.V. 9, pp. 11-13. The Reporter of the Committee on Seamen's Articles of Agreement was very explicit on 
this point: "Relativement à ces mentions mêmes, notamment au N ° 4, qui concerne 1' effectif de 1' equipage, il a été 
précisé - et 1' on a demandé qu' on insistât bien sur ce point - que lorsqu' on dit dans le contrat que 1' effectif de 1' 
equipage doit être mentionné, cette mention ne peut constitua: aucune obligation contractuelle de l 'armateur vis-a-vis de 
1' equipage. Donc, si le nombre des membres de 1' equipage indiqué sur le contrat n' est pas atteint, ce fait ne peut pas 
constituer pour le restant de 1' equipage un motif de rupture de contrat", 9 R.P. , p. 289.
53See Art. 33 para. 3 of the first Office draft and Art. 9 (c) subpara. 2 of the second Office draft; especially, the former 
article contains a more elaborate provision for the proof of the actual terms of the notice (acknowledgement of the 
notice by the master or, failing that, witnessing of the notice).
54gee for discussion, C.S.A A./P.V. 10, p. 12,9 RJ*., pp. 313-315.
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advantage of facilitating evidence of the giving of the notice, thus diminishing the possibility of dis­
putes arising as to the actual terms of the notice. Moreover, it is prohibited under the Convention to 
give notice in a place other than a port of call; this is a welcome provision making sure that the voyage 
will not be hampered by formalities as to the termination of the agreement Notice for the termination 
of the agreement may be given in any port; it is clear that a law restricting possible ports in which a 
notice for the termination of the agreement may be given only to national ports is not in accordance 
with the provisions of Art. 9. 5^ o f  the three kinds of agreements mentioned in Art. 6, para. 1 only 
the termination of an agreement for an indefinite period is dealt with in this Article. The question may 
arise as to when an agreement for a definite period is terminated, if this period is reached while the 
vessel is still at sea. It would be preferable that the Convention provide for the termination of the 
agreement at the first port of call (subject, perhaps, to exceptions necessitated by the success of the 
voyage); under Art. 9 in its present form seamen are not adequately protected against unnecessary 
extensions of the validity of the agreement until the end of the voyage.
Among the reasons bringing about termination of the agreement is the "total unseaworthiness" 
of the vessel. In the first place, it should be noted that the wording is not very clear. What is meant by 
the word total ? An intention to distinguish between total and partial unseaworthiness is not evident 
throughout the work undertaken by the ILO Office and no indication is given as to the meaning of the 
term. Since the Convention leaves the question of the definition of unseaworthiness to national law - 
which may not recognise such a distinction -, the word total should have been left out Secondly, if, in 
the opinion of a seaman or a seamen's organisation a vessel, whether at sea or not, is unseaworthy, it is 
not clear whether the contract can then be terminated. The answer must be that it cannot In the case 
of a vessel at sea the seaworthiness of the vessel can be tested at the first port of call by the competent 
authorities; ^  if it is declared unseaworthy the agreement will be terminated. Consequently, any 
boycott ordered by trade unions requiring their members to leave a vessel said to be unseaworthy is 
not permissible under the Convention until there is an official declaration of unseaworthiness.
Finally, the important question of specification of the circumstances in which the shipowner 
will have the right to dismiss the seaman and the seaman to demand his immediate discharge are left to 
national law (Arts 11 and 12 respectively). ^  In this respect. Art. 13 lays down that the seaman may.
^^teipretation by the Office of Convention No. 22 in 0 £ . . Vol. XIII, pp. 26-28, at p. 27.
^^n the case of a ship calling at a port abroad these seem to be the consular authorities of the country in which the 
ship is registered. It is not clear from the discussions held at the Conference who the competent authorities are. It 
might be thought that as the unseaworthiness of a vessel touches upon matters of safety and as considerations of public 
interest are involved, the port authorities would be able to intervene. However, the subject-matter of the Convention is 
not the reciprocal recognition of the right of port authorities to take measures in cases of unseaworthiness but the 
regulation, inter a lia , of the termination of the agreement, and according to the ILO Office philosophy the law of the 
flag regulates the articles of agreement, see supra p. 182 and n. 35.
57C.SA.A./P.V. 11, p. 9.
R.P. , pp. 327-336. For an example of protective provisions concerning dismissal of seamen see SLB , 4/1975, 
Spain: Amendments to the Ordinance respecting employment in the merchant marine, pp. 397-398; 3/1977, France: In­
creased protection for dismissed seamen , pp. 253-254.
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subject to strict conditions that have to be fulfilled, claim his discharge for the purpose of ameliorating 
his position or when "any other circumstance has arisen since his engagement which renders it essen­
tial to his interests..." (for example, important family reasons). To prevent any abuses arising out of 
the application of this article it was understood that the relevant decision rests with the master.
2,2,2,4, Conclusions
The main criticism that can be leveled against the final Convention is that, although it is not so 
general an instrument as the Shipowners or the Subcommittee draft, references to national law are still 
numerous (13 references to national law are made in 13 articles of substance). It should, however, be 
understood that these references to national law confer an obligation upon national legislature to pro­
vide for the proper carrying out of the provisions contained in the Convention. This interpretation 
should be given to the term "shall" appearing in the Convention before or after the words "national 
law" and it is supported by the history of the question. ^  Thus, while there is some uncertainty as to 
what "national law" may provide, the making of such provision is binding upon the competent au­
thorities.
1) Possible improvements in Convention No. 22
As shown above, the Convention contains a number of protective provisions relating to the 
regulation of the seaman's contract. The protective nature of the Convention is manifested by the 
deletion therefrom of an article providing that any agreement for a period beginning to run before the 
expiry of a previous similar agreement should be void. While this article (Art 2 of the second Office 
draft) was based on general principles of law and purported to be a safeguard for the shipowner 
against desertion by the crew, it was left out when it was realised that a regulation of this kind "would 
make a deserter an outlaw". On the other hand, there certainly are areas where the Convention can 
be improved in order to lead to a greater uniformity in the international regulation of seamen's articles 
of agreement: the clarification of the term "adequate" qualifying supervision by the competent au­
thority [signing of the agreement before the competent authority, countersignature by the same author­
ity]; the possibility of trade union control of the signing of the agreement as an alternative; the inclu­
sion of a provision concerning the possession of the discharge book or any other document men­
tioned in Art. 5 [document in the custody of the master or in the possession of the seaman subject to 
the right of the master to inspect it]; a provision for a limit beyond which an agreement for a definite 
period cannot be extended; the regulation of the termination of an agreement for a definite period;
599 RJ>,, p, 326. C.S.A.A./P.V. 12, p. 7.
^ See Questionnaire 1 ,1926, op. dt., pp. 41 *-42*. Although this interpretation refers to previous drafts, nothing in the 
subsequent proceedings evidences a different intention.
61lbid., p. 32*, C.S A.A./P.V. 6, p. 4.
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more detailed regulation of the discharge of seamen either by the shipowner or on their own initiative 
[specification of the grounds for discharge; desertion, absence without leave, serious breach of disci­
pline, etc., compensation in case of irregular dismissal, enumeration of the circumstances in which the 
seaman can claim his immediate discharge (sickness through no fault of his own, changes in the ship's 
route, serious breach of obligations of the shipowner of the master towards the crew, etc 2^)^  discharge 
approved by the competent authorities, entry of the discharge in the ship's documents, compensation 
due to the seaman when his discharge is necessitated by the interruption of the voyage through an act 
of the shipowner or possibly through no act of his own]. ®
2) Agreement for several voyages
The Convention recognises three kinds of agreement: For a definite period, for an indefinite 
period and for a voyage. It may be desirable to make provision for an agreement for several voyages. 
This would cover time spent on land; the regulation of such agreement might be useful in cases where 
a shipping company wished to have relief crews or they have adopted the two-crew system. ^
3) Special Indemnity Clause: A desirable provision
At the Conference in 1926 the following amendment was moved by Mr Brandt, the Belgium 
Workers' delegate: "A special indemnity shall be paid to any master, officer or seaman who has been 
in the service of the same shipowner for a prescribed period, if any such person is dismissed by rea­
son of circumstances for which he is not to blame. The amount of such indemnity, the mode of its 
payment and the conditions under which it should be granted shall be determined in each country by 
the national law." 65 The amendment was finally withdrawn, as some delegates who had a strong in­
fluence at the Conference were opposed to it. 66 it may be thought that the amendment was out of or­
der, since indemnity issues should be treated in an instrument dealing with social security. However, 
the indemnity due to the seaman under the amendment was that due as a result of his dismissal by the 
shipowner i.e., it was connected with the termination of the agreement. As such, it is not improper to 
think that it could be included in an instrument dealing with the articles of agreement. The Brandt 
proposal would be beneficial to the shipowner; it would induce seafarers to remain with the same
62lt should be noted that under Art. 12 (b) and (c) of the second Office draft the seaman could demand his immediate 
discharge in the cases of changes in the nationality of the vessel and non-compliance by the master with laws and regu­
lations relating to the safety of the vessel. This article, however, referred to national laws and not to internationally ac­
cepted safety standards (though the latter could be mentioned in a more elaborate form of the article). If the seamen are 
unionised, adoption of the above-mentioned provision might result in effective trade union controlled boycott of ships 
not satisfying certain standards of safety, manning and other conditions of employment recognised in international in- 
strumoits.
6^There are other questions not regulated in the Convention and indirectly connected with the articles of agreement, 
such as the question of the professional qualifications of the masters, officers and persons with special duties on board 
ship (doctors, radio telegraphists) which are required to be evidenced before an agreement is signed; or the question of 
wages due to the seaman in the case of an agreement brought to an end through no fault of his own. These issues will 
be discussed later in Chapters 3 and 4 when the relevant ILO instruments are examined.
6^As to this practice, see 62 RJ^., pp. 81,91.
659 /L P .,%). 316.
66rhough the delegates thought the amendment to be out of order, the President of the Conference had a different opin­
ion; ibid., pp. 320-321,317.
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shipping company for a long period and would make the seafaring profession more attractive (this 
would attract in consequence more experienced crew to come on board ship). On the other hand, the 
above indemnity would provide the seaman with financial aid as a reward for the "steady" seaman in 
the employment of the same shipowner for a long time, where by reason of the special circumstances 
of the case the former is left unemployed without having a legal claim against the latter. It is regret­
table that a similar provision has not been included in any ILO maritime instrument to date.
4) Vague enforcements provisions
No specific measures to ensure compliance with the provisions of the Convention are laid 
down in it. The matter is left to national law (Art. 15). Of course, the organ qualified to substantiate 
assertions that the terms of the Convention have not been complied with is the "competent public au­
thority" mentioned in Art. 3 para. 2 and Art. 14. In this context. Art. 7, which stipulates that the 
agreement shall be recorded in or annexed to the list of crew, is of great importance, since the exercise 
of the supervision by the competent authority is facilitated by its right of access to the list of crew. 8^ 
What happens in the case where the competent authority has come to the conclusion that the provi­
sions of the Convention have not been complied with, for example, that an agreement contains an ar­
bitration clause contrary to the stipulations of Art. 4? The Convention lays down in para. 5 of Art. 3 
that "the agreement shall not contain anything which is contrary to the provisions of national law or of 
this Convention" but that does not mean that when certain terms of an agreement are contrary to the 
provisions of the Convention, ipso facto they are null and void. The matter is left to national law. 
National law is also to decide whether a clause declared void thereunder would involve the annulment
^^Provisions in ILO social security instruments for seafarers are not based on the philosophy of the amendment as set 
out above. Art 2 of the (Shipwreck) Indemnity Convention, No. 8 differs from the above-mentioned amendment in 
giving to the seaman an indemnity only when out of employment as a result of shipwreck (loss or foundering of the 
vessel). It does not purport to be a reward for services rendered to the same shipowner over a long period. The same 
observation applies to Convention No. 55 concerning the liability of the shipowner in cases of injury, sickness or 
death. In the first place, there are restrictions on the liability of the shipowner (see Art. 2 para. 2 (a)) (national law 
may make exceptions in the case of an injury incurred otherwise than in the service of the ship). No such restrictions 
appear in the amendment; the seaman receives the indemnity when out of employment for reasons for which he is not to 
blame (for example, a seaman on shore-leave injured through no fault of his own). Secondly, Convention No. 55 (Art. 
4) provides for the defrayment by the shipowner of the expenses of medical care and maintenance incurred by the sick 
or injured person; it is not, therefore, a question of indemnity jfricfo sensu within the meaning of the Brandt proposal. 
Hnally, the wording of Art. 2 (b) of the Social Security (Seafarers) Convention, No. 70 is very general (an analogy is 
drawn there between unemployment benefits and benefits in cases of incapacity for work received by seafarers on the 
one hand, and those received by industrial workers on land on the other); moreover, the rewarding element, as found in 
the amendment, is absent in this artide.
^See Report 1 ,1926, op. cit., p. 235. Nevertheless, Art. 7 is subject to national law, which may provide that the list of 
the crew will not necessarily be carried on board ship, see C.S.A.A./P.V. 10, p. 9. It would be advisable to lay down 
that the list of crew must be compulsorily be carried on board ship so that it is accessible to the competent authority for 
purposes of supervision.
°^Compare the first and the second Office draft; there are two methods of prescribing the consequences of non-compli­
ance with the terms of the Convention. First, to stipulate in a special article that clauses contained in the agreement 
which are contrary to the provisions of the Convention shall be null and void (Art. 21 of the first Office draft). As 
pointed out above, the Convention, by referring many important matters to national law, rendered this solution point­
less. Secondly, in the few cases where a question dedt with in an article of the Convention is not referred to national 
law, a provision to the effect that a clause contrary to the terms of the specific article shall be null and void could be in­
cluded in that article (see Art. 3 para. 3 cl. 2 of the second Office draft).
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of the agreement as a whole. It would be better if the Convention provided that the sanction for non- 
compliance of certain clauses of a seaman's agreement with the terms of the Convention would be that 
these clauses be nullified or any other sanction that might seem appropriate to be included in the Con­
vention or both, when such clauses touch upon matters the regulation of which has not been referred 
by the Convention to national law (particularly, if it is thought desirable to revise the Convention along 
the lines suggested above). This would result in the elimination of divergencies in national laws 
concerning the implementation of the standards laid down in the Convention and lead to uniformity in 
the treatment of seafarers internationally. *70
5) Recents trends with respect to the seaman's contract not taken into account
Continuity of employment for seafarers is showing a tendency to be among the basic objec­
tives of the international regulation of seamen's affairs. The Convention concerning Continuity of 
Employment of Seafarers (No. 145) 1976 aims to establish a system of continuous or regular em­
ployment for qualified seafarers. Appropriate measures to achieve this end include, inter alia, 
"contracts or agreements providing for continuous or regular employment with a shipping undertak­
ing or an association of shipowners..." (Art. 3 (a)); similarly para. 14 (2) of the Employment of Sea­
farers (Technical Developments) Recommendation 1970 recommends that schemes for the regularity 
of employment for seamen might include "contracts of employment with a company or with the in­
dustry for seafarers with appropriate qualifications.” There are three kinds of contract for the en­
gagement of seamen permissible under Art. 6 of the Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention: For 
a definite period, for an indefinite period (if permitted by national law) and for a voyage. Though this 
article does not exclude the possibility of the conclusion of a contract for continuous employment 
with a company, it is suggested that the latter Convention should be updated to take account of the 
recent trends mentioned above; this might necessitate the insertion in the Convention of a provision 
concerning the professional qualifications of the seafarers under a contract for continuous 
employment, since the instruments referred to above presuppose that the seafarers concerned possess 
certain qualifications. 73
2.2.3. International Disciplinary Code for Seamen
As mentioned earlier, the Conference was not able to adopt an instrument regulating discipline 
on board ship. 74 Consequently, the question of the penalties to be inflicted in cases of breach of the
70For the different opinions of the governments on the question of arbitration clauses contrary to Art. 4  of the 
proposed draft, see Report 1 ,1926, op. dt., pp. 56-104, point 9; Supplementary Report 1 ,1926, pp. 25-39, point 9.
7lSee 62 RJ^., pp. 145-147,179.
72£mphasis added.
73proposals for inclusion in the Articles of Agreement Convention of provisions relating to the professional qualifica­
tions of seamen were rejected in the Committee on Seamen's Articles of Agreanent, see C.S.A.A./P.V. 10, pp. 5-6.
74See supra p. 178, n. 17.
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contractual obligations imposed on both the shipowner and the seaman is left to national law. Since 
the history of the question and the reasons for the failure of the attempts at an international regulation 
of discipline have been explained in the previous section, this section will be confined to the consider­
ations that should be taken into account in laying down international rules for penalties for breach of 
the articles of agreement. 5^
A. It might be wondered why the adoption of an instrument concerning discipline on board 
ship seems to be indispensable. The regulation of discipline on board ship is necessitated by the exi­
gencies of the seafaring profession. Breaches of the obligations imposed on the seaman under the 
contract may endanger the safety of the community of the ship, which forms a separate society under 
the command of the master who is not only a representative of the shipowner but also a representative 
of the flag state's public authorities on board ship and has to account to them for the maintenance of 
law and order on the vessel under his charge. Moreover, he is responsible for the accomplishment of 
the voyage. The above instrument would constitute a disciplinary code for seamen. On the other 
hand, violations of the agreement by the shipowner or the master would also constitute a danger to the 
community of the vessel (for example, abandonment of the ship by the master, engagement of an un­
qualified master by the shipowner, etc). Consequently, it may be thought desirable to take account of 
these factors in the drafting of a future instrument
B. The form of the future instrument will also have to be considered. It could be either a 
Convention or a Recommendation. This will depend on the attitude of the States and of the degree of 
consensus achieved by the interests concerned. It may seem convenient to include detailed provisions 
in a Recommendation. However, it should be noted that the idea of a Recommendation was rejected at 
the 1926 Conference as it was opposed even by the Workers' representatives. Another question is
75por information on disciplinary questions, see Questionnaire I (1926), op. d t ,  pp. 68-91,12 -19 ,2  JM .C . , p. 12, 
3 JM .C . , pp. 14 ,17-21 ,65 ,4  J.M.C. , pp. 66,71,72-74, 5 J.M.C. , pp. 64-66; Report 1 ,1926, op. cit., pp. 209-228, 
239-243, 252-255; International Labour Conference, 9th session, Geneva 1926, Committee on Discipline , procès 
verbaux, ten sittings; 9 R.P. , pp. 555-575,611,233-250,254-281,361-363,386-390.
^^The Report of the Director of the Office to the 3rd session of the J.M.C. was explidt on this point: "The seaman 
cannot, in fact regard himself as a workman whose relation to his employer is that of an ordinary contract for the hire of 
his services, because the very conditions of his employment involve his removal from the sphere in which ordinary law 
^plies", 3 7.A/.C., p. 65.
^ S ee  Articles 53 ,54 ,5 8 ,6 2  and 63 of the first Office draft. It has been suggested that the réévaluation of the position 
of the master in the shipboard environment will have benefidal effects on the number of casualties which occur yearly. 
In particular, it has been argued that authoritarianism by officers (and, espedally, by masters) is institutionally 
ingrained in the American shipping industry and there is a link between the personality of tiie Master and its 
interaction with the crew, with one type of detrimental outcome, namely casualties due to human error; see R. Hershey, 
"The Primacy of the Master and its consequences", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1988, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 141-146. It is 
suggested that academics in training institutions "can make a contribution during the formative years o f tomorrow's 
Captains by stressing the values of co-operation and communications on the bridge. Students should be taught to 
identify undesirable bridge behaviours of both watchkeepers and Masters"; ibid., p. 144. An important issue, not yet 
discussed in an international forum, is the distinction between the criminal and the dvil liability of a master and the 
extent of the former; for cases which resulted in a questionable criminal prosecution of the master under English law 
see, inter a lia , S. Taylor, "The criminal liability of ships' masters: Provisions and changes", IM CLQ , 1984, pp. 446- 
458, espedally at pp. 450-458.
^^Mr Brautigam, the Netherlands delegate, on behalf of the Workers' Group offered three reasons for the rejection of the 
proposed Recommendation by the Workers: a) if a Recommendation were accepted, this would finally settle the matter.
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whether questions of discipline should be treated together with questions relating to the seaman's 
contract in the same instrument, whether that be a Convention or a Recommendation, or in separate 
instruments. The shipowners were in favour of the first view, the seafarers of the second. Treatment 
of these issues in separate instruments would facilitate ratification while the adoption of the opposite 
technique would result in the elimination of the phenomenon of having uniform rules relating to 
obligations arising out of an agreement and divergent national regulations prescribing penalties for the 
breach of such obligations. Inclusion of provisions relating to disciplinary questions in an instrument 
concerning articles of agreement would require revision of this instrument; in any case the Seamen's 
Articles of Agreement Convention needs be revised along the lines suggested in the previous section.
C. The future instrument may contain either broad principles or specific provisions dealing 
with discipline. The shipowners and some Governments supported the first view, the seafarers were 
opposed thereto. The future instrument could be limited to a number of general principles (for ex­
ample, guarantees for seamen ensuring that the power of the master for arrest and preventive detention 
of seamen shall not be arbitrarily exercised) or may specify offences and penalties for violation of the 
clauses of the contract. While the two Office drafts contained specific provisions on this point, the 
Conciliation Committee set up by the Committee on Discipline at the 1926 Conference redrafted the 
Office text by leaving important matters to national law, to such an extent that the proposed Con­
vention was eviscerated and its title had to be modified. While the enunciation of certain broad 
principles would lessen the difficulties that might be encountered in the adoption of an international 
instrument, frequent reference to national law might nullify the purpose of the Convention. ^
D. The Office draft concerning discipline on board ship was largely based on the Genoa Res­
olution adopted in 1920. ^  The resolution, as pointed out earlier, made a distinction between clauses 
of a public character inserted in the public interest and clauses of private character inserted in the pri­
vate interests of the parties concerned (para. 1). Criminal penalties were inflicted only in the case of
whereas the Workers intended to raise the question at a future Conference, b) a Convention would be a stronger instru­
ment codifying existing legislation, while a Recommendation would contain only suggestions for future action, c) the 
provisions of die proposed Recommendation did not go as far as the Workers would have wished (in fact, they were of 
such a general nature that they could not compare wiüi the specific provisions of the proposed draft Conventions), see 
9 R.P., pp. 386,389,573-575.
^^See supra notes 10 and 19. .
^See supra notes 11 and 20.
*^C.S./P.V. 5, pp. 5-7; Art. 3 of the second Office draft, which prescribed disciplinary and criminal penalties, was fi­
nally deleted. The title was changed from "Convention concerning the disciplinary and criminal penalties applicable to 
seamen to "Convention concerning the guarantees to be provid^ for seamen in regard to disciplinary and criminal 
penalties".
°^Detailed procedures concerning discipline on board ship could be laid down in Codes of Conduct made binding on 
both parties under collective agreements. In this case, an international Convention could make the adoption of such 
Codes at the national level compulsory. Alternatively, an international Code of Conduct on board merchant ships 
could be adopted. For a draft Code of Conduct see Department of Trade, Report o f the Working Group on Discipline 
in the Merchant N avy , November 1975, (hereinafter cited as Report o f the Working Group on Discipline ), pp. 33-37. 
®See Questioimaire 1 ,1926, op. dt., pp. 68-72.
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violations of clauses of a public character (para. 4). It is suggested that the Genoa policy should be 
abandoned. Rrst, not all countries recognise such a distinction. Secondly, the term "clauses of public 
character" might be interpreted in a different way in different countries. Thirdly, the meaning of that 
expression, despite the considerable discussion to which it gave rise, was never clarified either in the 
Joint Maritime Commission or in the Committee on Discipline and finally it was decided at the 
Plenary Conference to substitute for it the words "provisions (that) cannot be derogated by the 
freewill of the parties" with the result that clause 1 of Art 3, as redrafted by the Drafting Committee, 
read as follows: "Only violations of legal provisions from which it is not permitted to depart in the ar­
ticles of agreement may constitute criminal or disciplinary offences by virtue of the national law." 84 
To avoid ambiguity it would be advisable that a future instrument dealing with disciplinary questions 
should identify the provisions from which it is not permitted to depart or indicate how a distinction 
between clauses of private interest and clauses of public interest can be established if the latter method 
seems more appropriate.
E. An international instrument concerning discipline should distinguish between civil and 
criminal sanctions for breach of obligations under the agreement. As pointed out above, criminal or 
disciplinary penalties, according to the Office draft, are prescribed only when considerations of public 
interest are involved. However, it might be that a violation of a clause of the seaman's contract, though 
affecting public interest, could be dealt with in a satisfactory manner, if civil sanctions only were 
applied. 85 a  case study illustrates this; suppose that a seaman deserts; 86 there are two ways of 
dealing with the offence committed:
a) The seaman may be fined or may be imprisoned according to the gravity of the offence or
both.
b) A civil action may be instituted by the shipowner making it difficult for the seaman who de­
serted to find another ship. It might be that desertion constitutes a ground for discharge of the de­
serter under the national law of a country (Art 11 of the Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention
84Compare Art. 4 of the first Office draft. Art. 2 of the second Office draft and Art 22 of the Sub-committee draft; see 
for discussion of the question, 5 JM .C ., pp. 64-65, C.S./P.V. 2, pp. 6-17,9 RJ^., pp. 235-242.
8%'or the pros and the cons of the application of criminal or dvil sanctions in the case of absence without leave, see 
Questionnaire 1 ,1926, op. d t ,  pp. 79-80. Sometimes, the application of criminal sanctions to seamen can be contrary to 
certain international instruments, such as the European Social Charter. It has been reported that the provisions, en­
countered in certain countries, which threaten criminal sanctions against seamen in cases of breach of their contractual 
obligations or bad behaviour can be contrary to Art. 1 of the European Sodal Charter which implicitly prohibits forced 
labour; see H. Wiebringhaus, ”L’ État d' Application de la Charte Sodale Européenne", in Ann., 1 9 ^ , Vol. XIX, pp. 
928-940, at p. 933.
86por an account of the history of the question of desertion, from the era of the Rhodian Law to the beginning of the 
20th century, see C. Clee, "Desertion and the Freedom of the Seaman", ILR , Vol. X m , No. 5, May 1926, pp. M9-672; 
Vol. XIII, No. 6, June 1926, pp. 808-831. From the above review it can be seen that forfdture of wages had been 
envisaged in the early maritime codes dther as the sole consequence of desertion or as a complementary finandal sanc­
tion besides corporal punishment; ibid., pp. 650-656. For the connection between desertion and the equalisation of 
wages see ibid., pp. 808-816; for the legal consequences of desertion in various countries at the beginning of this cen­
tury see ibid., pp. 822-827 and Appendices A and B to the article; for examples of treaties and national laws concerning 
the role of the consular authorities in cases of desertion and thdr interpretation see L.T. Lee, "Consular Role in the De­
sertion of Seamen", RHDI, Vol. 13,1960, pp. 51-59.
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No. 22). Under Art. 14 para. 1 of the same Convention, in the document referred to in Art. 5 (which 
may be the discharge book), the fact is entered that the seaman has been discharged but no entry is 
made showing the reason for the discharge of the seaman. Thus, if a seaman deserts and presents his 
discharge book ^  to the next shipowner, the latter might be unable to establish the circumstances un­
der which the seaman's contract has been terminated. It was pointed out earlier that the questions 
concerning the possession of the discharge book or any other similar document under Art. 5 are left 
to national law. This document can be kept by the seaman subject to the right of the master to inspect 
or it may be required to remain with the master. ^  If the document is to remain in the possession of 
the master, he can deliver it to the competent authorities in the case of desertion of the seaman. In that 
case, the latter, not being in possession of the discharge book, may experience difficulties in finding 
another ship. Moreover, the financial consequences of desertion for the seaman (civil action for dam­
ages, deductions from wages) ^  may deter him from deserting.
F. i) Enumeration of the punishable offences should be the next step. It may be desirable that 
only offences connected with the articles of agreement should be included in a maritime instrument 
dealing with the contract of the seaman. The rest would be dealt with by the general criminal law. ^  
Possible offences committed by the seaman may include absence without leave, refusal to work, de­
sertion, engagement of a seaman using a forged identity document or a forged certificate of qualifica­
tions (if the latter question is dealt with in an instrument concerning articles of agreement), complicity 
in bringing stowaways on board, refusal to obey orders, mutiny. Offences committed by the 
shipowner or the master or both may include irregular engagement of the master by the shipowner, ir­
regular engagement of the seaman (contrary to the provisions of the Articles of Agreement Conven­
tion), irregular dismissal of seamen, refusal to allow the seaman to leave on the termination of the 
contract, abandonment of the ship by the master.
ii) A distinction should be made between serious offences carrying criminal penalties and 
other slighter offences punished by disciplinary measures. The question can either be left to national 
law or dealt with in a future instrument In the latter case, a number of criteria should be laid down for
^The issue of the document of Art. 5 to the seaman is compulsory, even if he does not so desire, see 9 RJ*., pp. 303- 
304.
^%t should be noted that the majority of the countries dis^proved of the principle that the discharge book should be 
kept by the seaman, see Report 1 ,1926, op. cit., pp. 56-104, point 14 (c),
^^Civil sanctions for damages may be available for the shipowner, irrespective of any criminal penalties prescribed for 
the breach by the seaman of obligations under the contract according to general principles of dvil law. It is contended 
here that it may be convenient to substitute civil sanctions for criminal sanctions in the case of certain spedfled of­
fences.
^®See supra note 10. Furthermore, a comprehensive instrument concerning disdpline might be envisaged, which would 
deal with maritime offences committed by the seaman and the shipowner not only connected with the articles of agree­
ment (for example, violations of provisions concerning liability of the shipowner for sickness insurance). In this case, 
it is necessary that a "maritime offence" or "an offence of maritime character" should be defined. For difficulties in 
reaching an agreement as to the definition of the words "offence of a purely maritime character" (only in connection 
with the question of the articles of agreement), see C.S./P.V. 7, pp. 11-15,9 RJP. , pp. 263-264.
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the classification of the offences as criminal or disciplinary. The instrument may lay down that 
certain offences are criminal and others are disciplinary; 2^ or it may provide that certain acts 
(absence without leave, refusal to obey orders) constitute disciplinary offences, unless accompanied 
by aggravating circumstances. These circumstances should be defined to include: a) acts 
endangering the safety of the vessel or of those on board the ship; b) offences committed while the 
ship is still at sea or in a foreign port; c) breaches of obligations arising out of the contract by a 
person holding a significant position in the community of the ship (master, deck officer, etc.) or a 
person assigned with special duties (watch-keeping seamen). On the other hand, it seems that certain 
acts, like mutiny or attacks against a senior officer, would constitute only criminal offences. Finally, 
the question may be considered concerning whether any mitigating circumstances should be taken 
into account in imposing the prescribed penalties, such as, for example, that a deserter returns to the 
ship of his own free will or after an act of disobedience a seaman complies with the orders of a senior 
officer. ^
G. Disciplinary penalties will be inflicted for disciplinary offences while criminal offences 
will carry criminal penalties. The question is who is authorised to impose these penalties. 5^
a) Disciplinary penalties These will be imposed mainly by the master but the following dis­
tinctions should be drawn. It must be decided whether the master will have the right to inflict penalties 
only in the case of slight breaches of discipline or whether his power to impose penalties for 
disciplinary offences will be unlimited. In the first case, the courts or the naval or consular authorities 
(as the case may be) will be competent to consider more serious incidents. In any case, a right of ap-
^^The 1926 Conference in view of the failure of the efforts to adopt an acceptable instrument concerning discipline 
adopted a Resolution urging the ILO Office "to study the question of penalties inflicted in respect of the violations of 
seamen's articles of agreement and in particular the manner in which the national laws classify and punish the various 
acts in which a violation of such articles of agreement may consist...", 9 RF . , pp. 361, 611. No action following the 
resolution has been taken so far.
^Method followed in the first Office draft, see Articles 53-65.
^Art. 3 of the second Office draft.
^^H^uestionnaire 1 ,1926, op. dt., p. 78.
^^In 1966 a Court of Inquiry was appointed under Lord Pearson to study the law relevant to seamen's affairs. The 
Pearson report recommended, as regards disdpline on board ship, the retention of statutory disciplinary criminal 
penalties and the master's jurisdiction to impose fines but with modifications and safeguards. It recommended abolition 
of imprisonment for offences committed under the MSAs, except for those offences where the safety of the ship or life 
at sea was endangered; the treatment of offences such as assault, damage, embezzlement, theft and recdving under the 
general law, the treatment of many offences as dvil breadies of contract; and that jurisdiction for imposing fines should 
be vested in disdplinary tribunals aboard ship as an alternative to the authority of the master; see Final Report of the 
Court of Inquiry into certain matters concerning the Shipping Industry (Chairman: Lord Pearson), Feb. 1967, London, 
HMSO, Cmnd. 3211. These suggestions were partly embodied in the MSA 1970. The provisions of the MSA 1970 
concerning disdpline have been critidsed as "harsh, providing the possibility of at least four concurrent sanctions for 
the same activity". Moreover, it has been argued that "[t]he infrequent inddence of criminal prosecutions also makes 
the retention of most of the offences the more difficult to justify"; N. Lewis, "The Merchant Shipping Act 1970", MLR, 
Vol. 34, pp. 55-61, at p. 59. It is clear that Lewis is against the pœalisation of breaches of the maritime contract, safety 
considerations apart.
^Under Art. 6 (1) of the second Office draft, disdplinary penalties can be inflicted by the master "for minor offences 
or for any offence committed at sea which requires to be dedt with immediately”; the draft of the Committee on 
Disdpline referred to "minor offences requiring to be dealt with immediately", see C.S./P.V. 7, pp. 4-8 ,9  RJ*., p. 565. 
This paragraph was finally deleted at the Conference, see 9 R R ., p. 261.
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peal against the decision of the master to the public or judicial authorities might be envisaged. ^  It 
could even be considered desirable that the powers of the master be taken over by shore-based disci­
plinary committees. ^
b) Criminal penalties The infliction of these penalties falls within the competence of the judi­
cial authorities of each country. These may be either ordinary courts or special maritime courts ac­
cording to the requirements of the relevant national law. However, when the offence is committed 
while the ship is at sea or in a foreign port, the master should have special powers to maintain disci­
pline on board ship. He may arrest the seaman or place him in preventive detention but the extent of 
these rights should be clearly defined to prevent abuses of authority; for example, these powers might 
be exercised when the offence committed is a criminal offence punishable with imprisonment; 
when the seaman cannot be handed over immediately to the competent authority; or in cases where the 
act of the seaman constitutes a danger to the safety of the vessel or of those on board. These condi­
tions can be either conjunctive or disjunctive. Moreover, the master may not have the right to ar­
rest the seaman (a deserter) on shore without the intervention of the public authorities.
H. Finally, other bodies competent to try seamen who break their contract of engagement may 
include seamen's courts. Joint Boards or Committees of seamen's representatives on board ship as 
may be agreed under collective agreements, loi
^For modem procedures regarding discipline on board ship, see NUS, Shipboard representative's handbook, Section 
5, Discipline. According to the Cc^e of Conduct which forms the basis for the National Maritime Board agreement in 
the U.K., the master's sanctions against a seafarer consist of either a reprimand or warning of some kind, or dismissal. 
Warnings may be verbal or written; there are three levels of verbal warnings depending on the gravity of the seaman's 
act. A written reprimand is more serious; it is given by the master and is recorded in the log-book; repeated breaches of 
the Code of Conduct to a lesser degree may lead to dismissal; see also Report o f the Working Group on Discipline , 
op. cit., p. 11.
^°The Working Group on Discipline in the Merchant Navy in the U K. was faced with this question, namely whether a 
shipboard or a shore-based system of discipline was to be preferred. It recommended, inter alia : "... that the present 
system of shipboard fines ... should be abolished. In its place a new disdplinary system should be instituted involving 
a record at the time of the offence with more effective action imposed by a joint committee soon after the offending sea­
farer has returned to the U.K. On the rare occasions when a crew member behaves in a way which endangers the ship or 
any person aboard, or is not deterred by warnings, masters should be prepared, and should be encouraged by their ship­
ping companies and supported by the seafarers organisations, to repatriate the offender. To achieve this masters should 
be provided with wider powers of discharge abroad with a view to repatriation". Report o f  the Working Group on 
Discipline , op. dt., p. 11.
^ t  may be desirable to lay down in a future instrument whether imprisonment should be inflicted for disdplinary of­
fences, see C.S./P.V. 7, pp. 9-11.
lOOpor discussion, see C.S./P.V. 6, pp. 11-18,9 RJ*., pp. 236-237,242-260.
lOlpor a premature resolution adopted by the International Seamen's Conference at Hamburg in 1924 urging for the es­
tablishment of Ship's Coundls consisting of a body representative of the crew, see 4  JM .C ., pp. 66-67,71. In modem 
practice, penalties inflicted by shore-basW joint disdplinary committees include: caution the seafarer about future con­
duct; instruct the competent authority to suspend the Establishment of the seaman concerned or cancel the seafarer's reg­
istration; suggest that the competent authority withdraws the seafarer's Discharge Book, NUS, Shipboard representa­
tive's handbook , op. dt., pp. 22-23. Here, it should be noted that seafarers' representatives on board ship, according to 
Codes of Practice on Disdpline, are in an advantageous position as far as disdplinary action against them is concerned: 
serious disdplinary measures may be taken only after a trade union offldal has been given all relevant information. For 
the question of union representation on board ship and the problems caused by its introduction in the British Merchant 
Navy, see J. MacParlane, "Shipboard Union Representation in the British Merchant Navy", International Review of So­
cial History , 15 (1), 1970, pp. 1-18.
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In conclusion, a useful method of drafting an instrument concerning discipline on board ship 
would be to identify all possible violations of provisions included in ILO maritime Conventions, to 
define the respective offences and to prescribe penalties for them. This procedure would result in a 
comprehensive "discipline" instrument leading to uniformity of laws and regulations dealing with 
questions of discipline on the international plane, which is certainly not the situation at present
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2.3. Seafarers' Identity Documents
2.3.1. Historical Review
The last issue in the field of entry into maritime employment with which the ILO has been 
concerned is the facilitation of the exercise of the right of the seaman to enjoy leave on shore, while 
the vessel is in port, and of the movement of seafarers across various countries at whose ports they 
disembark for various purposes. To this effect. Convention No. 108 concerning Seafarers' National 
Identity Documents was adopted by the 41st session of the ILO Conference in 1958. i The attempt at 
the international regulation of the seafarers' identity documents originated in a proposal put forward 
by the Seafarers' group at the 18th session of the J.M.C. The Seafarers referred to two resolutions 
adopted by the I.T.F. and the Navigators' and Engineer Officers' Union in the United Kingdom re­
spectively which pointed out the necessity for an internationally recognised document aiming to es­
tablish the seafarer's identity. Subsequently, the J.M.C. recommended the adoption of an international 
instrument concerning the reciprocal or international recognition of a seafarer's national identity card 
2
a) The objectives of the Convention. Convention No. 108 is intended to facilitate compliance 
with the formalities required for admission of a seafarer to the national territory of a country. The 
seafarer may find himself in a foreign country either because i) he has obtained a shore leave during 
the stay of the vessel in port or because ii) he has to enter a foreign country in order to join a ship; or 
in case of repatriation; or in the case where he left one ship in a port of a country to join another in 
some other port of the same country. In any case, he will have to establish his identity in order to be 
accepted in that country. However, in doing this he may experience difficulties if the only document 
he possesses is, for example, as is the case in some countries, an employment or discharge book. The 
reason is that these documents usually remain in the possession of the master.  ^ Consequently, the 
seaman, in order to be admitted to a foreign country for the purpose of shore leave, may have to obtain 
a pass from the port authorities or a permit from the master of the ship. The issue of an identity 
document would facilitate the access of the seaman in this respect. Moreover, the identity document
^The classification of Convention No. 108 under the heading "entry into employment" in the official publication of the 
ILO Office "International Labour Conventions and Recommendations, 1919-1981" is questionable, because, as will be 
seen later, the provisions of this Convention can hardly be regarded as relevant to the entry of a seaman into the seafar­
ing career.
^For the text of the resolutions and the J.M.C.'s proposal for the adoption of an international instrument, see Prepara­
tory Technical Maritime Conference, 1956, P.TA/.C. VI/l,pp, 1-2.
^The first Office draft submitted to the Preparatory Conference in 1956 was based on the replies of 27 countries which 
supplied information on national law with regard to the seaman's identity document. In most of the countries, where 
the seaman was issued with a discharge book either alone or in conjunction with an identity document, the former is re­
tained by the master. For the Reports of the Countries see ibid., pp. 4-75; for the tables summarising the information 
see ibid., pp. 75-82.
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could serve as a passport entitling the seaman to stay in a foreign country for a longer period in the 
cases mentioned under ii) above. ^
b) The Office draft.  ^ The Office draft submitted to the Preparatory Conference was largely 
based on the replies of the 27 Governments. The draft provided for the issue of an identity document - 
called the Seafarers' Identity Document - by the competent authority which would usually remain in 
the seafarers' possession (Art. 2). Art. 3 dealt with the form and the contents of this document. The 
main disadvantages of the Office draft were: i) that a Member could limit the issue of that document to 
nationals (Art 1 (para. 3)) and, moreover, limit the recognition of the Seafarers' Identity Document to 
documents issued to nationals (Art 7). The effect of these two provisions was to destroy the interna­
tional character of the document. It is not clear how a seaman, being in a foreign country or serving 
on board a ship not calling at a port of the country of his nationality, could be issued with such 
document. No provision for the role of the consular authorities was made and the absence of such 
authorities in certain countries would defeat the purpose of the Convention. Furthermore, Art. 7 
rendered national law a superimposed system at the international level since i) a Member might decide 
to recognise only documents conforming to the national regulations and ii) the effect of such docu­
ments for the purpose of longer stay in a foreign country was limited. Whereas Art. 4 entitled the 
seaman to enter a foreign country while the vessel was in one of its ports without any qualifications. 
Art 5 gave the bearer of the identity document, either alone or in conjunction with an employment or 
discharge book, ^ the same rights for the purpose of permitting him to enter the country in order to 
join another ship or to be repatriated. This means that in some cases the identity document did not 
suffice alone to establish the identity of a seafarer in cases of longer stay. The result was that the 
movement of the seafarer not in possession of a passport or a discharge book would raise difficulties. 
It is true that Art. 5 was based on the replies of the governments but Art. 5(1) was in conflict with 
Art. 6 which conferred obligations on the ratifying country to recognise the identity document as a 
substitute for a passport.
c) The P.T.M.C. draft. The P.T.M.C. draft, * which was based on a slightly modified form of 
the Office draft submitted by the U.K. government, eliminated the two defects of the Office draft. 
First, it made it possible for the ratifying country to extend the issue of the identity document to non-
^bid., pp. 86-87.
^For the text, see ibid., pp. 90-92; see also International Labour Conference, 41st session, 1958, Seventh item on the 
Agenda, Reciprocal or International Recognition o f Seafarers' National Identity Cards, Report VII, pp. 3-4.
^Emphasis added.
Trhe effectiveness of the Seafarers' Identity Document as regards its acceptance by other countries for the purpose of en­
try of nationals of the countries which replied to the questionnaire into the former countries both for short or longer 
stay was at the time lower compared to that of the discharge book. Out of 17 countries which supplied information 6 
countries stated that this document in possession of their nationals was recognised for purposes of shore leave and 2 
(in one of which the identity document was also a passport) that they were accepted for a longer period. In the case of 
the discharge book the numbers were 9 and 1 respectively (other 4 accepted it if it was so provided in bilateral 
agreements); see P.TM.C. VI/1, p. 80. However, out of 22 countries which replied to the question whether they accept 
Identity Documents of seafarers from other countries, though national practices differed widely on the subject, the 
majority (9) stated that they accepted the identity documents of other nationals for purpose of shore leave and in some 
cases for longer periods if these documents were substitutes for passports, ibid., pp. 81-82.
%ee 41st session. Report VII, 1958, op.cit., pp. 18-23.
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national seafarers serving on board vessels registered in its territory or registered at an employment 
office within its territory who apply for such document (Art. 2 (2)).  ^ Secondly, it deleted the refer­
ence to the discharge book as an additional requirement of the permission to enter a foreign country 
for a longer period (Art. 6 (2)); moreover, a welcome provision entitled the bearer of the identity doc­
ument issued by the competent authority of a territory for which the Convention is in force to read­
mission to that territory (Art. 5). On the other hand, the P.T.M.C. draft included a number of new 
important provisions: a) Art. 2, para. 1 was supplemented by a provision to the effect that if it was 
"impracticable to issue such a document to special classes of seafarers, the Member may issue instead 
a passport... and this shall have the same effect as a seafarers’ identity document..."; b) Art 6, para. 4 
provided that nothing "in this Article shall be construed as restricting the right of a Member to prevent 
any particular individual from entering or remaining in its territory", lo
2.3.2. Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 108
a) Art 1 (2) of the Convention provides the competent authorities of ratifying States with wide 
discretion as regards the determination of the persons who would come under the definition 
"seafarer". In particular, the competent authority, after consultation with the shipowners' and seafar­
ers' organisations, is free to decide that fishermen are excluded from its application.
b) Art. 2 para. 1 of the Convention, providing for the issue of a passport and for its assimila­
tion to an identity document in certain cases, should be interpreted stricto sensu : First, it applies only 
to special categories of seafarers to whom identity documents could not normally be issued, and sec­
ondly, the word "passport" denotes a passport only and not any other document which could serve as 
a substitute for it. 2^
c) Subject to paras. 1 to 5 of Art. 4, which contain certain mandatory provisions in regard to 
the form and the content of the identity document, any other question concerning these two issues will 
be decided by the Member after consultation of the shipowners' and the seafarers' organisations (para.
is not clear whether the words "may issue" conferred an obligation on a Member to provide a seaman covered by the 
Article with an identity document on application or left the matter to the former's discretion; see ibid., p. 8.
^^^ough this provision originated in a proposal of the Japanese Government, which was of the opinion that a gov­
ernment should have the power to exclude seafarers from its country for reasons of hygiene and security, this is not ob­
vious from the wording of Art. 6 para. 4; ibid., pp. 5,13. -  ^
 ^^ Interpretation of Decisions of the International Labour Conference: Seafarers' Identity Documents Convention, 1958 
(No. 108), O B . , Vol., XLVI, 1963, No. 2, Supplement II, pp. 466-7. To prevent the shrinkage of organised seafarers, 
caused by the engagement of unqualified persons for employment on board ship, it has been suggested by the Workers' 
delegate of India at the 1987 Conference that a seafarer in Art. 1 of Convention No. 108 should be defined as "a person 
in possession of valid seafarer's document issued by the maritime administration or competent authority of a member 
State"; 7 4 /«.P., p. 7/11.
^^Report VII, 1958, p. 8. The reference to "other document" in the U.K. draft was deleted and rightly so. Assuming 
that a country interpreted the term as including a discharge book, it is very doubtful whether the discharge book could 
according to the Article have the same effect as the identity document, as it usually remains in the possession of the 
master.
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6). This provision is elastic enough to secure ratification by countries where obligatory regulations 
concerning the form and the content of the identity document exist.
d) Art. 4, para. 5 of the Convention says that if the national law provided for a period of valid­
ity of the said document this "shall be clearly indicated therein." This is useful in view of A it 5 para. 
2 according to which "the seafarer shall be....readmitted during a period of at least one year after any 
date of expiry indicated in the said document." These paragraphs provide the necessary flexibility in 
the case of countries where identity documents are issued for an indefinite period. In this case no pe­
riod of validity will be stated in the document while at the same time countries where it is issued for a 
definite period will not be under an obligation to accept the bearer thereof after one year from the date 
of expiry.
e) Art. 6, para. 1 entitles the seafarer who holds a valid identity document to enter the territory 
of a Member while the ship is in a port of another country, while the phrase "any other purpose ap­
proved by the authorities of the Member..." in Art. 6 (2) (c) may include the case of a seafarer enter­
ing the territory of a Member for the purpose of receiving medical care,
2.3.3. Conclusions
Convention No. 108 is an almost flawless instrument in achieving the purpose of the facilita­
tion of movement of seafarers. The cornerstone of the Convention is certainly Art. 3, which pro­
vides that the seafarers' identity document "shall remain in the seafarers' possession at all times". This 
principle is unqualified and entitles a seaman to possession of the document even if he has also been 
issued with a discharge book which remains in the possession of the master. Thus, the facilitation 
of the movement of the seafarer is fully guaranteed. On the other hand, the facilities given to seamen 
under Arts 2 and 4 are qualified by paras. 3 and 4 of Art. 6, which protect a Member from being 
compelled to admit into its territory persons who would constitute a danger to it for reasons of hy­
giene, security, etc. Certain criticisms were made of the Convention. They came from the Gover­
nments of the United States, Australia and India, none of which has ratified the Convention until now:
l^This deals adequately with the case of the United States, where the identity document consisted of a plain card and 
the inclusion in the Convention of a mandatory provision requiring the document to have additional space for the 
piifjpose of frontier control would render this country unable to ratify the Convention (as will be seen later the U.S. 
Government was finally opposed to the Convention for other reasons). Additional space for "appropriate entries” is 
required only in the case of Art. 6 para. 2 and is strictly limited to that case, ibid., p. 10. 
l^For the discussion on the period of validity, see ibid., p. 11,12,41 RJ^., p. 247. 
l% id.,p .248.
was adopted by 137 votes to 6, with 8 abstentions, ibid., p. 159; it has been ratified by 47 countries so far, includ- 
i% some major maritime countries (Liberia, Panama, Greece, Norway, the U.K. and the USSR).
^^ompare the wording of Art. 3 of the Convention to Art 2 (2) of the Office draft and, especially, to Art. 2 (3) of the 
U K. dmft which formW the basis of the new Office draft.
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i) The sole objection of the U.S. Government to the Convention was its desire to insert a pro­
vision therein making Arts 5 and 6 (4 and 5 of the Office draft) applicable "to the extent permitted by 
the Member's national laws and regulations",
ii) Australia stated that it was opposed to Art. 3, since under national legislation the competent 
authorities were entitled to hold the seaman's identity document in the case of a seafarer who had a 
record of desertion.
iii) The Indian Government expressed its opposition to Arts 2 (2) and 5, giving certain facili­
ties to foreign seamen with respect to the issue of an identity card. It did not want foreign seamen to 
have the same facilities of movement as nationals thus reducing the employment opportunities of the 
Indian seamen. This was so, especially because in India the identity card was issued for an indefinite 
period and under Art. 5 a great number of foreign seamen frequenting Indian ports would have the 
unlimited right to be readmitted to the territory of India for an indefinite period. It was impracticable 
for India to issue identity documents for a limited period (for unspecified reasons). Moreover, if this 
document were to serve as a substitute for a passport, this was prohibited by the Indian Passports Act 
and the visa regulations. A special clause catering for the special case of India was proposed as a 
solution. 20
No special analysis of the proposal of the U.S. Government is necessary, as its acceptance in 
the Convention would nullify the latter's purpose. The point of Australia can be met if account is 
taken of the fact that the identity document does not aspire to constitute the employment record of a 
seafarer entering a foreign country but simply facilitates his movement. As pointed out earlier, the 
employment record and, consequently, the record of desertion is contained in another document, the 
document mentioned in Art. 5 of Convention No. 22 concerning Seamen's Articles of Agreement, 
which can be the discharge or the employment book. The latter, as explained above, may remain in the 
possession of the master, who could deliver it to the competent authorities whenever necessary. The 
problem only arises in the rare case of a country in which no discharge book is issued by the 
competent authorities and the identity document serves two purposes: the proof of the record of em­
ployment of a seafarer and the establishment of his identity for purposes of his movement across fo­
reign countries. In this case, it is submitted, the country concerned should amend national legislation 
to provide for the issue of a separate identity document. This document would not require extensive 
amendment of existing legislation as it could merely consist of a plain card not necessitating inclusion 
of such comprehensive entries as in the discharge book. 21 Finally, concerning the allegations of In­
dia, apart from the fact that they were specifically directed to Pakistani seamen, it must be observed 
that its representatives confused two separate issues: The facilitation of the movement of seafarers
^®See 41st session. Report VII, op.cit., p. 11,41 RJP. , p. 247.
1^41st session. Report VII, op.cit., p. 9, see also the speech of Captain Bull, 41 R I*., p. 108.
2041st session. Report VII, op.dt., pp. 8 ,12, see also the speech of Nagendra Singh 41 R£ , , pp. 108-109.
21lt should be remembered that under Convention No. 108 no discharge or similar book can be issued in the place of 
an identity card, see supra p. 200, n. 12. On the other hand, if it is thought desirable to include in the identity 
document particulars required by national law, this can be done under Art 4, para. 7.
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(which would include the cases of a 'repatriated* seaman or of a seaman simply passing through India 
to join another ship neither of whom would adversely affect the employment opportunities of Indian 
seamen) at the international level and the facilities for the engagement of such seafarers. The fact that 
a foreign seafarer will be able to move without any obstructions in a foreign country does not neces­
sarily mean that he will be given the same facilities for finding employment. 22 it is suggested that 
countries in the same position as India should endeavour first to ratify maritime instruments concern­
ing the engagement of seafarers. Then they can issue identity documents to all seafarers, while at the 
same time refusing seamen of other countries the same employment facilities in so far as this is per­
mitted by the relevant instruments. Alternatively, these countries can ratify Convention No. 108 while, 
on the other hand, not extending the issue of the identity card to foreigners. ^  As a last option, the 
country concerned could issue to foreigners, as opposed to its nationals, an identity document of a 
limited period of validity. This, it is submitted, is not prohibited by the Convention if Art. 2 para. 2 is 
not regarded as a mandatory provision.
Art. 6 para. 4 deserves special consideration. It reads as follows: "Nothing in this Article 
shall be construed as restricting the right of a Member to prevent any particular individual from enter­
ing or remaining in its territory." At first sight, it could be said that this provision renders the Con­
vention meaningless. This is not the case. First, as pointed out earlier, it originated in a Japanese 
proposal and its aim was to protect a Member in certain special cases. A reference to reasons of hy­
giene and security was not included finally in the Convention because there might be other preponder­
ant reasons justifying refusal of admission into the territory of a Member and because this was a 
standard clause in relevant international instruments. ^  Furthermore, it should be noted that para. 4 
applies only to Art. 6, which means that if a Member issues an identity document to a seafarer, the 
appropriate time for the exercise of the power given by para. 4 is the time of issuing the document. 
The Member will not have the power to refuse this seaman his readmission to its territory at a later 
stage if it has provided him with such document; 25 however, under Art. 6, as it stands, it appears 
possible for a ratifying country to prevent a seaman holder of an identity card from entering its 
territory for reasons of public interest if this card has been issued by the authorities of another
22jndia has not ratified any of the instruments relevant to the question of engagement facilities for seafarers 
(Conventions Nos 9 ,145  and 147). While these instruments were not ratified by India for other reasons, the fact re­
mains that India by choosing not to ratify them deprives itself of the opportunity to regulate successfully the engage­
ment of both its own and foreign seamen.
25ln so far as Art. 2 para. 2 can be interpreted as having a permissive character.
2 ^ ee  supra n, 10.
25pwo amendments to the effect that para. 4  of Art. 6 should form a separate article applicable to the whole Convention 
and that a similar provision should be inserted in Art. 5 were both rejected in the Committee on Identity Cards at the 
1958 Conference, see 41 RJ^., pp. 247,248-249.
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country. 6^ Finally, para. 4 refers to a particular individual, thus minimising the risk of a country 
which would be prepared to take advantage of this provision for reasons of protectionism.
To sum up. Convention No. 108 offers a fine example of what good will and able drafting can 
achieve in the international forum. On the one hand, this Convention and, especially. Art. 3 will have 
the desired effect, namely to facilitate the movement of the seafarers; on the other. Art. 5 of 
Convention No. 22 will enable the authorities of a Member to deal with cases of seafarers that have a 
record of desertion. However, Convention No. 108 could be improved upon in certain respects:
a) The international character of the document It should be noted that the identity document 
issued under Art. 2 of the Convention is a national document. The establishment of an International 
Identity Document, having a standard format, would facilitate movement of seafarers across national 
boundaries. A model of such document can be provided by the Specimen Travel Document annexed 
to the Schedule to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951. 27
b) It should be made clear whether or not Art. 2 (2) confers an obligation upon ratifying 
Members to issue non-nationals with identity documents. 28 if it does the inclusion of a clause in the 
Convention concerning mutual recognition of identity documents could be envisaged. This would be 
facilitated by the establishment of an International Identity Document,
c) The possibility should be considered of including in the Convention a provision to the ef­
fect that a seaman must be landed in the territory of a ratifying Member without any other formalities 
and regardless of the seaman's possessing a valid identity document if his mental or physical health 
require so. 29
d) No sufficient account is taken in Convention No. 108 of the need for the harmonisation of 
of national legislation concerning the facilitation of the movement of foreign seafarers in transit. If
26Compare the more restrictive wording of Art. 13 (1) of the Hague Agreement relating to Refugee Seafarers 
(hereinafter cited as the Hague Agreement) which provides that a Contracting Party may consider itself released from 
the obUgations under the Agreement "for compelling reasons of national security and public order”.
27189 UNTS 137.
28jt is suggested that such an obligation should be imposed. Art. 2 (1) obliges a ratifying Member to national 
seafarers identity documents. It might be thought that this obligation is absolute but under Art. 1 (1) of the 
Convention the latter is applicable to every seafarer engaged on board a vessel registered in a territory of a State for 
which the Convention is in force. It follows that this obligation does not exist as regards those national seafarers who 
are employed on board a ship registered in a territory of a State for which a Convention is not in force. If the 
legislation of the latter State does not cover foreign seamen these will never be able to be issued with an identity 
document
29cbmpare Art; 9 of the Hague Agreement. If treatment of seafarers ashore (i.e. hospitalisation) were made d^endent 
on the possession of an identity document by the seafarer the purpose of the ILO Conventions concerning social secu­
rity for seafarers would be defeated (see for example Art. 3 (4) of Convention No. 56). This provision, of course, 
would be subject to the sanitary regulations of the coastal State.
^^esolution XVI concerning the Treatment of Foreign Seafarers in Transit, adopted at the 62nd session of the ILO 
Conference, draws attention to the fact a) that "there is a continual increase in the number of seafarers visiting various 
countries in transit in connection with their employment or as a result of such exceptional circumstances as shipwreck, 
ship accidents or ship repairs, personal illness or accidents, family or other emergencies” and b) that "there is a need for 
bringing about a greater uniformity in the treatment of these seafarers by national authorities in connection with such 
questions as transit visas and other immigration formalities; customs clearance and control procedures; the period seafa­
rers are allowed to remain in a country; restrictions on travel, on visits to certain areas or on lodging in certain seafarers' 
hostels; emergency medical attention; retention of seafarers' documents and special local regulations" The Resolution 
recommended that the question be studied by the ILO with a view to adoption appropriate international labour
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Convention No. 108 is revised to take account of the above circumstances, this will, of course, ne­
cessitate an alteration of its title.
e) The status of refugee seafarers. Although the question was briefly discussed at the 
1956 Preparatory Conference, it is not clear whether these seafarers are entitled to an identity docu­
ment under the Convention. It could be argued that since there is no differentiation in the treatment of 
these seafarers in the Convention, they are covered by it. 32 Since, according to para. 4 of Art. 4, the 
identity card of a foreign seafarer does not necessarily include a statement as to his nationality, in the 
case of a refugee seafarer the space under nationality can be left blank. However, a provision clari­
fying the position of those seafarers seems desirable. 33
Supplement: The Hague Agreement Relating to Refugee Seamen
standards; see 62 R .P ., p. 331. The Resolution was adopted unanimously by the 1976 Conference and was supported 
by both the Employers' and the Workers' groups; for discussion see ibid., p. 217. In this respect, the Convention on 
Facilitation of International Maritime Traffic, which was adopted by the International Conference on Facilitation of 
Maritime Travel an Transport, 1965 and amended in several instances since then, contains a number of provisions that 
are relevant to the facilitation of the movement of seafarers. According to Art. I a contracting part undertakes to adopt 
all appropriate measures to facilitate and expedite international maritime traffic and to prevent unnecessary delays to 
ships and to persons and property on board. A crew member is defined as "any person actually employed for duties on 
board during a voyage in the working or service of a ship and included in the crew list. While this definition may give 
rise to controversy as to the meaning of the phrase "actWly employed for duties on board", it seems that its wording 
would include persons not employed by the shipowner, but it would exclude persons actually engaged on board ship 
who are not entered on the crew list and persons employed on board ships where no crew list exists. The Convention 
contains useful Standards and Recommended Practices concerning the facilitation of the movement of ships calling at 
ports in order to put ashore sick or injured crew members; measures to facilitate the arrival and departure of the crew; 
measures to facilitate foreign crew members to come ashore for the purpose of shore leave see Section 2, H; Section 3, 
A, Standards 3.10.1,3.10.2; B and F of the Annex to the Convention. Nevertheless, state practice as regards a number 
of the above Standards and Recommended Practices, is not uniform; see Supplement Relating to the Annex to the 
Convention on Facilitation o f International Maritime Traffic, 1965 , London, 1979 Edition, pp. 16-18, 28-30,47-48, 
57-58. As of 31 Dec. 1988 57 States have accepted, acceded to, or signed the Convention, including all important 
maritime countries except Panama, Japan, China and the Philippines.
3 ^ Resolution 111 concerning Refugee Seafarers adopted by the JMC at its 16th session recommended, inter alia , that a 
solution should be given to problems such as the consideration of whether it is possible for the governments of ILO 
Members, and, especially, of those suffering from a shortage of seafarers, "to provide employment on board ship, as 
occasion arises, for refugee bona fide seafarers, and to facilitate the acquisition by these seafarers of a country of resi­
dence and a travel document, more especially by enabling them to reckon any period spent on board ship to count as 
residence in the territory of the country whose flag the ship flies"; see 0 3 . ,  Vol. XXXIV, pp. 139-140; at the 18th ses­
sion of the JMC the question of refugee seamen was discussed thoroughly and a similar resolution was adopted; see 
Resolution concerning Refugee Seafarers, adopted by the JMC at its 18& session, OJB., Vol. XXXVm, pp. 322-3. For 
the efforts of the ILO to deal with the problems of refugee seafarers, the impact of the refugee status on labour con­
ditions and state practice (based on the replies of 20 Governments) before the adoption of the Hague Agreement 
Relating to Refugee Seamen see International Labour Office, Joint Maritime Commission, 18th Session - Oct. 1955, 
Seventh Item on the Agenda, Refugee Seafarers, JMC/18/7/1, pp. 1-55. For a picturesque description of the status of 
refugee seamen in the pre-Hague era and possible solutions see G.J. van Heuven Goedhart, "Refugee Seamen", ILR , Vol. 
LXXll; 1955, pp. 138-150, especially pp. 145-6. The question of refugee seafarers has not been dealt with in any ILO 
instrument but was regulated by the Agreement relating to Refugee Seamen, concluded at the Hague on 23 November 
1957 which was drawn up and signed by 8 Western European countries; see Resolution 1 concerning Refugee Seafarers, 
adopted by the ILO Conference at its 41st session in 1 9 ^  which urges ILO Members to consider die possibility of ac­
ceding to this Agreement.
32rhe Memorandum on Refugee Seamen prepared by the Migration Section of the ILO stated that, since most ILO mar­
itime Conventions apply to seamen irrespective of nationality, "countries which have ratified these conventions must 
apply the provisions thereof to refugee seamen serving on ships registered in their territory, in the same way as to their 
own nationals or seamen of any other nationality serving on such ships"; JMC/18/7/1, p. 21.
33rhe status of refugees who flee their country by sea but are not refugee seamen is a special case which is outside the 
scope of the present subsection. For the legal issues involved see, inter alia , J. Pugash, "The Dilemma of the Sea 
Refugee: Rescue without Refuge", Harvard International Law Journal, Vol. 18,1977, pp. 577-604.
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This Agreement ^4 was signed on 23 November 1957 and aims at regularising the status of 
refugee seamen on board ships flying the flag of a Contracting Party. It applies to any seaman who is 
a refugee according to the definition in the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and is serv­
ing as a seafarer in any capacity on a mercantile ship, or habitually earns his living as a seafarer on 
such a ship (Art. 1 (b)). 5^ Moreover, it attributes refugee seamen specific rights when certain condi­
tions are met and is not confined to the enunciation of a general principle.
A person to whom the Agreement is applicable and who is not entitled to admission to any 
State other than one where he has a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, reli­
gion, nationality, or membership of a particular social group or political opinion (Art. 10), must be 
entitled to stay in the territory of the flag State of the ship in which he has served while a refugee for a 
total of 600 days within the three preceding years, or in ships calling at least twice a year in ports in 
that country, or in the territory of a Contracting Party where he, while a refugee, has been lawfully 
resident in the three preceding years (Art 2). ^
A Contracting Party is obliged to grant a refugee seaman who possesses a travel document is­
sued by another Contracting Party valid for return to that country, the same treatment as regards ad­
mission in pursuance of a previous arrangement to serve in a ship, or for shore leave, as is granted to 
seafarers who are nationals of that Contracting Party, or at least treatment not less favourable than is 
granted for alien seafarers generally (Art. 6).
Art. 7 requires a Contracting State to give sympathetic consideration to a request for tempo­
rary admission to its territory by a refugee seaman who holds a travel document valid for return to the 
territory of another Contracting Party with a view to facilitating his establishment in another State or 
for other good reason. Moreover, a refugee seaman must be allowed off a ship if his physical or 
mental health would be seriously endangered by his remaining aboard (Art. 9). It should be noted
ICLQ , p. 344 ff; 506 UNTS 125. It came into force on December 27, 1961. This Agreement supplemented the 
Refugee Convention, 1951. Art. 11 of the latter provides: "In the case of refugees regularly serving as crew members on 
board ship flying the flag of a Contracting State, that State shall give sympathetic consideration to their establishment 
on its territory and the issue of travel documents to them or their temporary admission to its territory particularly with a 
view to facilitating their establishment in another country." This Article was included in the Refugee Convention on 
the suggestion of the ILO; see JMC/18/7/1, pp. 19-20. It was pointed out at the preparatory stages of the above 
Convention that this provision was intended "to benefit only genuine seamen and not refugees who were escaping be 
sea from their country."; cited in A. Grahl-Madsen, The Status of Refugees in International Law , Vol. II, p. 271. TTius 
stowaways are excluded from the ^plication of the Convention; for an interpretation of Art. 11 of the Refugee 
Convention see ibid., pp. 271-2. It is pointed out by the same author that, although Art. 11 contains more than merely 
a formal reconunendation, it does not require the flag State to grant refugee seamen specific rights and benefits. It im­
poses a general obligation on it to give sympathetic consideration to the status of refugees, guided by considerations of 
humanity; the flag State cannot refuse these rights as a matter of principle. On the other hand, it is entitled to weigh its 
national interests against the interests of the refugee seaman and to decide accordingly.
^^This definition is broader than the definition of the seafarer in Art. 11 of the Refugee Convention.
^^For the question of the lawful stay and establishment of a refugee seaman in international law see Grahl-Madsen, op. 
d t. Vol. n, pp. 389-398.
^^There are two differences between Art. 7 of the Agreement and Art. 11 of the Refugee Convention: a) the obligation 
under the latter instrument is addressed to the flag State while under the former to any Contracting State; and b) this 
obligation is not made dependent upon possession of a valid travel document under the Refugee Convention as it is the 
case with the Agreement.
^^Under the terms of Art. 9 a Contracting Party is required to admit a refugee seaman to its territo^ if it is necessa^ 
for his medical treatment or his hospitalisation or for his recuperation from illness, acddent, or physical or mental strain
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here that Arts. 6 and 7 of the Hague Agreement do not prevent a refugee seaman who has been issued 
with a travel document with a valid return clause by a Contracting Party from being readmitted to the 
territory of that Party. 39
of a severe nature. For the respective obligations of the flag State and the State to which the refugee seaman is 
admitted see Grahl-Madsen, op. d t ,  pp. Vol. H, 273-4.
39lbid., pp. 274-5.
MARITIME TRAINING AND CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY
Though the training of seafarers and the certificates of competency are classified in the ILO 
publication "International Labour Conventions and Recommendations 1919-1981" under different 
categories (training is combined with the conditions for entry into employment and the certificates of 
competency form a speciW category), these two questions are treated together in this chapter, since 
they are closely interrelated.  ^ Five instruments adopted by the ILO deal with the questions of the 
training and the certification of seafarers: a) Training: The Vocational Training (Seafarers) Recom­
mendation, 1946 (No. 77) and Recommendation No. 137 concerning Vocational Training of Seafar­
ers, 1970, which superseded Recommendation No. 77; b) Certificates of competency: Convention No. 
53 concerning the Minimum Requirement of Professional Capacity for Masters and Officers on 
Board Merchant Ships, 1936, Convention No. 69 concerning the Certification of Ships' Cooks, 1946 
and Convention No. 74 concerning the Certification of Able Seamen, 1946. In addition, the IMG has 
adopted a number of instruments relevant to the questions under examination: The International Con­
vention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978 and the Safety 
of Life at Sea Conventions with the subsequent Protocols and Amendments (SOLAS Conventions 
1960, 1974, the 1978 SOLAS Protocol and the 1981 and 1983 Amendments). Other instruments of 
more or less importance will be referred to during the examination of the questions mentioned above, 
since they contain provisions directly relevant to the question of maritime training.
^The conditions for entry into employment, the question of maritime training and the question of certification of certain 
categories of seafarers are closely linked to each other. Both the Committee appointed by the Preparatory Conference in 
1945 (the Copenhagen Conference) and the ILO Conference in 1946 (the Seattle Conference) were called Committees 
on Entry, Training and Promotion of Seafarers. Only in the case where the instruments concerning certificates of compe­
tency were simply intended to prescribe certain conditions indispensable for the examination of these seafarers and for 
the granting of the certificates and did not make the engagement of the seafarers concerned conditional upon the posses­
sion of su(± certificates, separation of the two issues would be justified. However, as will be seen later, this is not the 
case. The examination of the question of the certificates of competency in a separate section of this study was necessi­
tated purely by reasons of expe^ency.
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3.1. Maritime training
3.1.1. Historical review
The JMC was convened to meet for the second time since the outbreak of the 2nd World war 
in January 1945. It devoted its session to a general survey of the conditions of employment in the 
merchant marine and adopted a resolution recognising, inter alia , the importance of training and pro­
motion for seafarers. The Commission recommended in para. 3 of the resolution to the Governing 
Body that it should authorise the establishment of special tripartite committees to "examine and report 
upon the following subjects: (c) entry, training and promotion." 2 The conditions for entry into mari­
time employment have been examined in Chapter 2. Here, the question of maritime training is exami­
ned. This section should be read in conjunction with the next section (3.2.) conceming certificates of 
competency.
A) Reasons for the adoption of an instrument concerning maritime training
i) To introduce a predominantly inland-living population to life at sea (by means, inter alia , of 
pre-sea training).
ii) The specialisation of seafarers necessitated by the nature of maritime employment and the 
structure of the ship as well as technological developments on board ship (closed environment away 
from shore, different departments: deck, engine, catering, radio etc, general purpose (GP) crews and 
officers, automation on board ship).
iii) Training enables the seafarer who wishes to reach the top of the profession to realise his 
aspirations.
iv) Seafarers will be able to qualify for more responsible posts and to keep their knowledge 
and proficiency up-to-date by means of the institution of retraining, updating and refresher courses.
v) To secure the safety of the crew, passengers and the ship, which represents a substantial 
investment; and the prevention of pollution, which can result from insufficiently trained crews.
vi) To promote the maximum efficacy and competitive position of national shipping industries.
vii) To attract young people to the maritime profession which availability of training courses 
will do. 2
B) Recommendation No. 77. Two ILO instruments are concerned with maritime ^ training: 
Recommendation No. 77 and Recommendation No. 137, which superseded the former (IX, para. 28). 
Recommendation No. 77 is an old instrument and does not call for extensive examination. The Rec­
ommendation does not attempt to frame binding and detailed international regulations, as this was 
thought impracticable by the Committee on Entry, Training and Promotion; it confines itself to the
^ O ,  Maritime Preparatory Technical Conference, 1945, Report VUI, Entry, Training and Promotion o f Seafarers, pp. 
1-2. For the history of the question of maritime training and other relevant instruments adopted by the ILO before 
1970 and not applying to seafarers, see JM.C./20/3/1, pp. 2-9.
^PTMC, Report VIII, 1945, pp. 5,16; for the objectives of maritime training see J.M.C./20/3/1, pp. 5,45; see also para. 
1 Recommendation No. 77 and Part. II, para. 2 of Recommendation No. 137.
^The training of fishermen, like the status of fishermen on the whole, is not examined in this study.
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enunciation of certain general principles.  ^ Among those of particular importance are that: a) training 
for sea-service should be co-ordinated on the basis of a general programme, the elaboration of which 
could be entrusted to a central authority (paras. 1 and 3), b) there should be no substantial financial 
burdens on trainees (para. 6)  ^and c) refresher and special upgrading courses, including correspon­
dence courses should be provided (para. 5). It should be bom in mind that para. 4 (2) contained an 
important provision combining the age of entry with the school-leaving age. For no apparent reason 
this provision has not been included in Recommendation No. 137. In the early deliberations of the 
Committee it was thought desirable that provision should be made in the Recommendation for the ap­
proval or formal recognition of the existing national private training schools (in this way any doubts 
as to the quality of the training offered by these institutions would be dispelled). This idea was ex­
pressed in the final text in para. 7 (2) and conforms to the provisions of other ILO instruments. ®
In general. Recommendation No. 77 did not contain detailed regulations, like Recommenda­
tion No. 137, but constituted a decent first attempt at the international regulation of maritime training.
3.1.2. The Competence of the ILO with regard to the training of seafarers
Recommendation No. 39, which had been adopted by the international Conference of Life at 
Sea in 1960 recognised the importance of the education and training of masters, officers and seamen 
and urged the contracting governments to ensure that the education and training of seafarers in respect 
of certain enumerated safety matters was sufficiently comprehensive and that such training and edu­
cation was kept up to date by refresher and other courses. In the second paragraph of the operative 
part it suggested that the ILO and the IMG should co-operate closely with each other within their re­
spective spheres of activity to the above ends.  ^ Following the adoption of the Recommendation the 
IMG asked the parties to the 1960 SOLAS Convention to furnish information on the action which 
they had taken or they proposed to take to give effect to the Recommendation. The JMC took notice 
of these developments at its 19th session and recommended the institution of a joint ILG/IMCG 
Committee on Training. In this way the long experience of the ILG in the field of maritime training 
would be made avmlable to the IMG. The Governing Body approved the decision of the JMC and 
contacted the Secretary General of the IMG. The Committee was set up and held its first session in
, Report v m , 1945, op. d t ,  pp. 53-54.
^It should be noticed that the Shipowners' group was opposed to the inclusion of the words "the granting of paid 
study leave" in para. 6 (2) of the Recommendation for the reason that this would constitute an additional burden on 
the industry, see ILO Conference, 28th session, 1946, Report V, Entry, Training and Promotion , p. 20, 28 R P . , p. 
274. By 1967 the practice of the payment of wages, indemnities and allowances by shipowners during periods of 
training was being followed by the shipowners in at least 15 countries, see J.M.C./20/3.1, p. 19.
^As to this point, see supra Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1.2., pp. 124,127-128.
%ee, for example. Art. 4  para. 4 of Convention No. 69.
^ o r  the text of the Recommendation, see International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, Final Act of the 
Conference, IMCO, London, 1973 Reprinted, pp. 482,484 (English text).
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Geneva in 1964. In the meantime, in 1964 the IMO had become a member of the Technical Assis­
tance Board of the United Nations and proposals were drawn up relating to questions whose regula­
tion had fallen up to then, traditionally within the competence of the ILO. The above joint Committee, 
which so far is the first and only Committee giving effect to Art. Ill of the Agreement between the 
ILO and the IMCO, has devoted all its sessions to the study of maritime training in connection 
with safety questions and produced in 1970 (a revised version of a document first appeared in 1968) a 
sort of an international maritime training guide called "document for guidance". This document was 
published in a revised form in 1975 and the last version of this jointly prepared document appeared in 
1985 as a result of the work of the 7th session of the joint Committee. 12 The culmination of the co­
operation of the ILO and the IMO in the field of maritime training was the adoption of the Intema- 
tioned Convention on Standards on Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers by the 
IMO in 1978 (hereinafter cited as STCW Convention). As will be seen later (see Conclusions), this 
instrument refers in many instances to the ILO and sanctions in a way the close collaboration of the 
two organisations. This instrument which amounts to 146 pages is analysed in more detail in subsec­
tions 3.1.3. and 3.2.4. in comparison with relevant ILO instruments. Conclusions concerning the 
conflict of competence between the ILO and the IMO are to be found later under 3.3. For the pur­
poses of the present brief historical account it should be noted that during the proceedings of the 1978 
IMO Conference it was requested that the ILO because of the role it had played in the development of 
an international system of maritime training should be mentioned in Art. XI (2) concerning Technical 
Cooperation Programmes. The Secretary General of the IMO accepted this view saying that 
cooperation between the IMO and the ILO was established within the U.N. system, though "he felt 
bound to stress that the primary responsibility for maritime training lay with, the IMCO."
tOUntil the time of writing seven sessions of the joint ILO/IMO Committee have been held: 1) 14-19 December 1964, 
Geneva. (JCST/1/1964/1), 2) 4-8 May 1970, Geneva, (JSCT/2/1970/2), 3) 2-6 July 1973, London, 4) 27-31 January 
1975, Geneva, (JSCT/4/1975/1), 5) 14 June-7 July 1978, London, 6) 16-20 March 1981, Geneva, (JCT/6/1981/D. 8), 7) 
16-20 December 1985, London, JCT 7/5,
 ^^ This Article provided for the establishment of ILO-IMCO Joint Committees to which "any question of common in­
terest" might be referred by the two organisations. For the Agreement Between the International Labour Organisation 
and the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organisation, see Third Report of the International Labour Organisa­
tion to the United Nations, ILO, Geneva, 1949, pp. 1^-192; OJB. , Vol. XLII, pp. 261-265.
^2See a) THE DOCUMENT FOR GUIDANCE -1970", An International Maritime Training Guide, Prepared Jointly 
by the ILO and IMCO, Geneva, 1971, JCST/2/1970/3, b) Document for guidance. An international maritime training 
guide, 1975, Geneva, 1976 and c) Document for guidmce. An intematioiW maritime training guide, 1985, IMO, Lon­
don, 1987. Certain observations can be made concerning the scope and the legal status of the 1985 Document (these 
observations apply to all above documents): a) most sections of the Document [except sections 10 (Fire prevention and 
fire fighting), 11 (Personal survival and life-saving), 16 (training for crew on board certain specialised vessels) and 17 
(First-aid and medical care) which apply to all departments including catering personnel] apply only to the deck and 
engineer departments; b) the Document is intended to apply to general purpose crews; c) it is to be used as a 
complement of other relevant international or national regulations concerning training and certificates of competency; d) 
it does not have any formal legal status (notice the continuous use of the word "should" therein) and its force rather 
lies in the potential influence which it may exercise at the national level.
^^STW/CONF/SR/11, p. 5. This statement should be read in conjunction with the ILO views on the question, see infra 
Section 3.2.2. and note 54.
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3.1.3. Recommendation No. 137 and the STCW Convention
A) Analysis of the provisions of Recommendation No. 137. Recommendation No. 137, in 
contrast to Recommendation No. 77, contains more elaborate and comprehensive provisions relating 
to maritime training. The Recommendation consists of 8 sections which deal with the scope of the 
Convention; the objectives of training; the national planning and administration (organisation and co­
ordination, financing and training standards); training programmes; general training schemes for sea­
farers; advanced training; training methods and international cooperation respectively and an one- 
paragraph chapter which says that the Recommendation has the effect of superseding Recommenda­
tion No. 77. Some of the provisions of the Recommendation require special analysis:
i) Para. 1 (2) at the end contains an extremely important innovatory provision, namely that the 
Recommendation applies, inter alia , to "training for the performance of the duties ... of general pur­
pose crews.'* Thus, the Recommendation recognises recent trends in the organisation of the crew 
and the assignment of duties on board ship according to which the distinction between deck, engine, 
radio or catering department on board ship will be gradually eliminated and replaced by the distinction 
between the vessel's operation and maintenance. This would result (and this has already been the case 
in certain shipping companies in the appearance of dual purpose officers and crew, This 
category is not mentioned in any other ILO instrument nor is it recognised in the STCW Convention. 
Since Recommendation No. 137 only deals with maritime training, and assuming that an applicant for 
a post requiring the execution of "dual" duties has undergone the necessary training courses 
following the guidelines of the Recommendation, there are no provisions in any instrument 
concerning the training and examination syllabi nor the conditions for the granting of a certificate of 
competency of general purpose crews. With the development and the proliferation of this kind of 
seafarers on board ship (automation on board ship would accelerate this process) the question of the 
certification of dual purpose crews should be considered in a subsequent revision of the relevant ILO 
instruments. Alternatively, the adoption of a new instrument dealing with this question should be 
considered.
l^Emphasis added.
developments in this area in 8 countries (Norway, Holland, Japan, the U X ., Sweden, West Germany, Denmark 
and the United States) in respect of four work innovations arising from the introduction of automation on board ship 
(role flexibility, continuity in employment and assignment, delegation/participation, and social integration), and the 
ranking of the respective countries according to the degree of automation achieved, see R. Walton, Innovating to Com­
pete , 1987, pp. 65-94. For more information concerning the reorganisation of work on board ship in an automated 
shipping industry see infra Chapter 7, Section 7.9.1.
^^See JMC/20/3/1, p. 5. Relevant to the distinction between ship's operation and maintenance are subparas, (a) and (d) 
of para. 12 of the Recommendation. For the effects of automation on the organisation of work on board ship see G. 
Bonwick, Awtomo/zow on Shipboard, 1967, pp. 73-75.
^^Even before 1967 certain countries supplied information on training requirements for crews possessing double 
qualifications: in France a single type of training for officers had been created and the institution of the new system 
would result in the disappearance of separate certificates of competency for deck and engineer officers; in the U.S. an­
other scheme would enable trainees to qualify both as deck and engineer officers. In a few countries special courses 
were provided for preparing trainees to execute combined duties on board ship in view of the development of a sort of 
"integrated crew" on board modem vessels, see JMC/20/3/2, pp. 50, 221,1^1020/3/1, p. 33. Since 1966 the U.S.
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ii) Though training courses in ship automation are covered by the wording of para. 2 (f) of 
Ch. II (see also para. 18 (1)), this is not the case as regards the facilitation of the re-entry of a seafarer 
desirous of ending his sea-career in employment ashore. A special provision concerning this 
should have been included in Ch. II of the Recommendation. Of importance is para. 2 (i) which pro­
vides that training schemes should ensure, as far as possible, the entry of all trainees into the seafaring 
profession.
iii) Para. 6 (f) provides that bodies which draw up training programmes should "participate in 
establishing.../la/iowa/ certification standards..."20 it is clear from the wording of the paragraph that 
the Recommendation presupposes the existence of different national certificates. As will be seen later, 
the establishment of an international model certificate is recommended. Accordingly, Recom­
mendation No. 137 should be revised to point to the necessity of training as a condition for the 
granting of such a certificate. Para. 6 (g) is also significant, since the interrelationship between train­
ing and recruitment (engagement) of seafarers is clearly shown therein. This provision is all the more 
important inasmuch as training tends to constitute an indispensable condition for the granting of the 
certificate and, therefore, for the engagement of seafarers. This provision in conjunction with para. 8 
(b) conveys the important practical consequence of the undergoing of training courses: A priority in 
engagement is established for trained seafarers "other things being equal".
iv) Para. 9(1) provides for the keeping up to date of training programmes while para. 18 
refers to retraining, refresher and upgrading courses. These, in themselves, are welcome provisions 
reflecting the practice of some countries where a system of maritime training has been in force but it 
should be noticed that, as the title of Ch. IV (Advanced Training) indicates, para. 18 rather refers to 
training facilities given to experienced seafarers and does not intend to make the continuation of the 
employment of the seafarer conditional upon obligatory retraining or refresher courses. Such a provi­
sion could not possibly have been included in a Recommendation but the provision, except for its 
value as a policy-provision, seems incomplete. In this respect the relevant provisions of the STCW 
Convention are preferable and a similar provision appropriately amended to fit the limitations imposed 
by the legal nature of the Recommendation should be added to para. 18 (assuming that the new revi­
sed instrument on training will take the form of a Recommendation). ^
Merchant Marine Academy has begun experimentally to train groups of "omnicompetent officers"; see Aaron W. Warner, 
"Future of Maritime Manpower", Monthly Labour Review , March 1966, pp. 268-271, at p. 270.
^^However, para. 12 (g) will be an aid in this direction.
t^Eniphasis added. The word "ensure" has been substituted for the word "assist", 55 RJ^., p. 106.
20Emphasis added.
21JMC/20/3/1, pp. 29-30.
^^The relevant STCW provisions are Regulations II/5, III/5 and IV/2, see also infra Section 3.2.4., pp. 231-232. For the 
relationship between retraining and refresher courses and the duration or validity of the certificate of competency, see 
infra under 3.2.5. B).
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v) Though para. 10 (3) confirms the principle that the seafarers should not through lack of fi­
nancial resources find themselves unable to reach the highest ranks on board, how this end will be 
achieved is less than clear. In contrast to para. 10 (5), under which retraining courses necessitated by 
technical innovations should be provided free of charge, 23 there is no obligation on any other body, 
governments included, to finance all other training schemes. 24 The granting of paid study leave is not 
mentioned in para. 10 as it had been in para. 6 (2) of Recommendation No. 77. Furthermore, 
provisions concerning payment of wages, lodging, meals, unemployment benefit, medical care and 
recreation during training are absent. 25 On the other hand, the STCW Convention deals with 
mandatory training minimum requirements and does not contain any provisions concerning the or­
ganisation and the financing of training schemes.
vi) In the Office draft a provision had been included concerning the minimum age required for 
entry into training schemes (para. 16 (a); this would have been para. 11 (a) of the final instrument). 
This provision was deleted by the Working Party during the deliberations of the 1970 Preparatory 
Conference. 26 Reference to minimum age requirements here would have confirmed the need for the 
co-ordination of national laws and regulations relating to the establishment of a minimum age limit for 
admission to employment, the school leaving age limit and the minimum age limit for entry into 
training schemes. 27
vii) Para. 12 (f) refers, inter alia , to the important question of training in medical care. It 
should be noticed that by 1967 not many countries had established a compulsory system of training 
in medical care. Considering that Recommendation No. 137 is an instrument of policy the question 
of training in medical care is dealt with adequately therein. 28 Recent instruments do now draw 
attention to the need for training in medical care.
viii) The question of the relationship and the establishment of an hierarchy between sea-expe- 
rience and training (including pre-sea training ashore and training on board training or operating ves­
sels, for which see paras. 21 and 22) is not cleared up in the Recommendation. As far as advanced 
training is concerned, para. 19 provides that "where training is facilitated thereby, shipowners should 
release suitable seafarers employed on board their ships for training periods ashore..." Though the 
shipowner in doing this will take account of the operational needs of his fleet, it seems that there is 
some kind of obligation (in so far as the Recommendation can contain obligatory provisions) on him
2355  R F . , p. 106.
24rhe governments of Australia, Canada, France, the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. objected to any obligation on governments 
to finance training schemes, G.B. 177/6/6, p. 72. Consequently, the words "where appropriate" were includW in para. 10
fZ)
26as to these points, see FTMC, 1945, Report VIII, pp. 11-13,15,17-18; see also JMC/20/3/1, pp. 17-19.
26g .B./ 177/6/6, p. 71. Compare para. 4 (2) of Recommendation No. 77.
27gee also supra Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1.2., pp. 124,127-128.
28See G B ./177/6/6, pp. 70,72. Training in medical care is dealt with in two recent international instruments, namely 
Convention No. 164 concerning Health Protection and Medical Care for Seafarers, 1987 and the Document for 
guidance. An international maritime training guide, 1985.
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to comply with the provisions of para. 19. 29 The STCW Convention strikes a balance between sea- 
expeiience and training as conditions for the granting of a certificate of competency. Sea-experience 
is offered as an alternative option to training requirements, Finally, the significance of the coordi­
nation of national training schemes on a regional basis is recognised in para. 26.
B) Conclusions
Recommendation No. 137 is a more comprehensive and detailed instrument than Recommen­
dation No. 77. Nonetheless, it is a "nationally" oriented instrument, attaching much importance to 
national training and certification standards. 22 Moreover, the instrument has some major drawbacks, 
particularly the absence of any useful provisions concerning the organisation of the training of 
"general purpose" crews, the obscure provisions on refresher or retraining courses as well as the lack 
of any provisions clarifying the role that the undergoing of such courses should plav before and dur­
ing the career of the seaman, unclear provisions concerning the financing of training schemes, and the 
unwillingness to decide whether or not pre-sea training should be an indispensable preparatory mar­
itime training course. In this respect, as in others, it is clear that the drafters of the Recommendation 
were reluctant to pronounce themselves for or against specific proposals, with the result that in some 
instances it serves only as a very general guide for countries wishing to institute a maritime training 
system rather than offering clear-cut proposals. Compared to the STCW Convention, it has the ad­
vantage of being a policy-instrument, thus covering aspects of maritime training not dealt with in the 
latter Convention. Questions such as the organisation, the financing of training schemes and the 
promotion of seafarers are not found in the STCW Convention. On the other hand, as regards the 
issues dealt with in both instruments, these are treated very generally in Recommendation No. 137 in 
contrast to the STCW Convention, which contains specific proposals. As will be seen later under 
3.2.4., questions such as minimum age limits, examination and training syllabi, training programmes 
and, generally, training standards are dealt with in considerable detail in that Convention. Even in 
these circumstances, the significance of Recommendation should be not underrated, since it serves as 
a basis and a guide for countries unable to implement the strict and rigid standzu"ds of the STCW 
Convention. 23
29See 55 RJ*., p. 107. Though paras. 21 and 22 touch on the question of pre-sea training ashore or on board training 
or merchant vessels, they do not attempt to determine the significance of this kind of training in coimection with sea- 
experience nor do they aim to define the role and the possible limits that such training should have within an integrated 
s^ e m  of maritime training. It seems that pre-sea training is not a standard in Recommendation No. 137.
2 ^ w o  amendments by the ICFTU and the U.S. to delete the words "sea-experience" in para. 2 (c) (i) of Regulation 
II/7 of the draft (para. 2 (d) (i) of Regulation II/6 o f the STCW Convention) were not taken into account in the 
drafting of the final Convention, see STW/CONF/6/14, p. 3 and 6115, p. 17 respectively.
212 R.P. , p. 107.
22see especially paragraphs 11 and 13.
22%t should be noted that the provisions of Recommendation No. 137 were almost identical with the Conclusions 
adopted by the Asian Maritime Conference in 1965 and the adoption of this instrument satisfied the aspirations of the 
developing countries for the institution of a national maritime training system; see for the Proposed Points for Discus­
sion Second Asian Maritime Conference, Tokyo, April 1965, Report II, VOCATIONAL TRAINING OF ASIAN 
SEAFARERS, pp. 36-44; for the summary of proce^ngs, the report of the Committee of the Whole on Vocational 
Training and the Conclusions adopted see 0 £ . , Vol. XLVHI, pp. 268,269-276.
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3.1.4. Maritime training and technical developments on board ship: Recommendation No. 
139
Apart from the question of technical developments on board ship in connection with the pro­
liferation of automation on board ship, the concern of the seafaring world in the metamorphosis of 
the organisation of life at sea that these developments would bring about, since a change in the al­
location or a transformation of duties on board ship would seem imperative, led to the adoption of 
Recommendation No. 139 concerning Employment Problems Arising from Technical Developments 
on Board Ship. Here, only Part III, which refers to training and retraining, will be examined.
Para. 9 of Recommendation No. 139 provides that where technical developments on board 
ship call for reconsideration of training programmes and standards, account should be taken of Rec­
ommendation No. 137 concerning the Vocational Training of Seafarers. In this connection, the latter 
instrument a) stipulates that one of the goals that the national administrations should aim at is to pro­
vide the training facilities "necessary in order that technical developments in the fields of operation, 
navigation and safety can be put into effect" and b) urges governments to include in training pro­
grammes "theoretical and practical instruction in the operation, maintenance and repair of main 
propulsion installations and auxiliary machinery, with emphasis on the type of equipment, including 
electronic equipment,...". 36 Both provisions, though entirely of a guiding character, are of impor­
tance with regard to training in automated equipment on board ship.
Next, paras. 10 and 11 refer to the question of training and retraining of seafarers which is 
necessitated by technical developments on board ship, while para. 12 provides for the consultation of 
shipowners' and seafarers' organisations when these developments are likely to affect manning stan­
dards or certification requirements.
Again, it should be remarked that the provisions mentioned above are of a very general nature 
and do not answer or even give guidance on crucial issues concerning the reorganisation of the train­
ing and the certification of seamen as result of the introduction of automation on board ship. Certain 
issues deserve special mention:
34see supra under 3.13. A), i) and ii) and notes 15 to 17.
3^The social implications of the introduction of automation on board ship can be far-reaching. Automation on board 
ship would require the training of officers in the handling of new equipment and the training of unskilled workers who 
want to enter licensed categories. However, trade unions are faced with two problems: a) the financing of training 
schemes (here, the establishment of training and automation funds would be of great assistance) and b) the lack of 
agreements governing pension entitlements at an inter-union level. It is reported that many seamen are discouraged from 
seeking promotion because it would entail moving de novo into another pension scheme; see Warner, op. cit., p. 270. 
Thus, the introduction of automation on board ship and, as a result thereof, of general purpose crews may lead to 
jurisdictional disputes among trade unions. For an early look at the implications of modem technology in the shipping 
industry and a brief summary of the 1970 ILO proceedings, see Joseph R Goldberg, "Seamen and modernisation of mer­
chant shipping". Monthly ùtbor Review , February 1971, pp. 49-M; see also RB. Buck, "Technological Change and 
the Merchant Seaman", ILR , Vol. 92, No. 4, Oct. 1%5, pp. 298-313, especially pp. 305-313.
36pars 2 (f) and 12 (d) respectively.
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i) The determination and the classification of training courses according to the new or revised 
duties to be assumed by seamen on board automated vessels is not attempted in the Recommendation 
(for example, training with radar simulator apparatus, training in the use of electronic navigational aids, 
courses in the elements of control engineering). This means that the functions to be performed by 
the various categories of seamen should be defined in some detail.
ii) It should be decided whether the technical developments on board ship would affect all 
seamen without any distinction of status (master, officers, petty officers, junior officers, ratings) or 
seamen who are employed in all departments of the ship (deck, engine, catering and radio department). 
Moreover, the Recommendation does not elucidate the problem concerning whether the traditional 
distinction of crews will be retained or the development of a new type of general purpose integrated 
crew would result in more effective operation and maintenance of automated ships so that training 
courses would be adjusted accordingly. Two aspects of the institution of general training courses 
which would enable a seaman to undertake multiple duties on board ship, should be considered: a) the 
effect of such courses on reducing or increasing unemployment; and b) whether the undergoing of 
such courses would facilitate the employment ashore of seamen after a certain period of service at sea. 
39
iii) The need for retraining to enable seamen to occupy posts which call for additional training 
in automation is pointed out in para. 11 of the Recommendation. However, the possibility of re­
training redundant employees (as a result of reductions in manning) in one occupation for posts in an­
other should have merited special mention. ^
iv) Since Recommendation No. 139 is a jx)licy instrument, it avoids any specific reference to 
certification standards. As pointed out above, none of the instruments adopted by the ILO lays down 
conditions for the certification of integrated crews.
Most amendments put forward by the Governments to the part of the Office draft which con­
cerned the training and retraining of seafarers were not accepted on the grounds that they would be 
more suitable for inclusion in Recommendation No. 137 concerning the vocational training of seafa-
^^Most of these training techniques are mentioned in para. 12 of Recommendation No. 137 to which Recommendation 
No. 139 refers but without any reference to the categories of seamen who should undergo the specified courses or to the 
impact that this training will have on seamen's certihcation.
^%ompafe the amendment submitted by the French Government at the Preparatory Conference in 1970, which read as 
follows; Training should be so organised as to enable those trained, including ratings and in certain cases officers, to 
perform work in A  the departments on board ship", see International Labour Conference, 55th session, 1969, Report IV 
(1), Problems arising from Technical Developments and Modernisation on Board Ship in connection w ith ... (b) train­
ing and retraining for employment at sea..., p. 15; see also 55 RJ*., pp. 137-138.
^ ^ s  regards the latter aspect, para. 16 (2) of Recommendation No. 139 provides, inter alia , for retraining of seafarers 
for other industries. It should be noted that, as the text of the paragr^h stands (in accordance with the objectives of 
the Recommendation), retraining for other industries is recommended only when difficulties in adjusting to technical 
change are encountered by seafarers. No suggestions are made for the retraining of seafarers for other industries as a 
general means of facilitation of employment of seafarers ashore.
^^or information on State practice as regards training and retraining necessitated by technical developments on board 
ship see JMC/20/2, pp. 43-52, 53-54 and FTMC , Genoa, Sep. 1969, Report III, Employment Problems Arising from 
Technical Developments and Modernisation on Board Ship , pp. 49-77,92-95.
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rers. Questions which will have to be considered in the future are i) whether training or retraining 
of seafarers or both necessitated by technical developments on board ship will form a separate item of 
the agenda of a maritime session of the ILO Conference or should be included in a revised instrument 
concerning maritime training, ^ 2 and ii) whether this instrument should take the form of a Convention 
or a Recommendation. By 1970 the impact of technology on employment on board ship had not been 
fully rationalised; it was thought that certain provisions of the Recommendation should be included in 
an annex thereto or even in a resolution. 3^ As will be explained later (see Conclusions), the STCW 
Convention and, especially, certain resolutions adopted by the International Conference on Training 
and Certification of Seafarers, contain a number of provisions which could provide the basis for the 
reconstruction of the ILO regulations concerning maritime training in respect of technical develop­
ments on board ship. ^
'^international Labour Conference, 55th session, 1970, Report IV (2), pp. 10-11.
will be seen later that quite apart from the training of seafarers all LLO instruments concerning certificates of com­
petency need to be revised. The views of the Shipowners' and the Seafarers' group differed on ± is  point; the former 
preferred the Vocational Training Recommendation to cover the question while the latter believed that "the new training 
requirements were not merely an aspect of the general question of vocational training of seafarers but constituted one of 
the main considerations to be taken into account by governments and shipowners when attempts were made to adjust 
employment and the organisation of work to the requirements of ships on whidi new sophisticated methods and equip­
ment were used." ILO Conference, 55th session. Report IV (1), p. 20; see also ibid., p. 13.
^^See for discussion, ILO Conference, 55th session. Report IV (1), pp. 4-6,16, Report IV (2), pp. 3-5, 55 RJ^., pp. 
136.
^ '^ e^e also para. 6 of the Proposed Conclusions on the Implications of Technical Developments for the Vocational 
Training of Seafarers, FTMC , 1%9, Report HI, op. dt., pp. 103-104. It provided for retraining or adaptation courses 
for, inter alia , seafarers who are transferred to work on three different types of ships: a) automated ships, b) vessels 
manned by polyvalent or alternating crews and c) spedalised vessels such as tankers, bulk carriers and container ships 
equipped with advanced loading, Woading and stowage equipment and installations. This important paragraph was 
deleted at the Preparatory Conference, as its inclusion in the Vocational Training Recommendation, No. 137 w ^  
thought more appropriate; however, the spedfic and explidt provisions of that paragraph do not appear in 
Recommendation No. 137.
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3.2. Certificates of competency
3.2.1. Historical review
The 1936 Convention originated in a proposal submitted to the Governing Body of the ILO 
by the International Mercantile Marine Officer's Association as a result of the legal implications of the 
decision of the International Court of Justice in the Lotus case. In that case a certificated officer was 
arrested and condemned by a Turkish court for damages and loss of lives resulting from a collision 
occurred on the high seas between the French liner "Lotus" and the Turkish collier "Boz-kourt". It 
followed from the decision of the Court that the officers or seamen of the vessel held responsible for 
the collision would be exposed to criminal proceedings not only before the courts of the country in 
which the vessel causing the collision was registered but also in the countries to which the other vessel 
belongs by reason of the asserted extra-territorial competence of their courts with regard to certain 
offences committed by foreigners and affecting the citizens or property of the other state. The Asso­
ciation pointed out in a letter to the Governing Body that the ILO should not remain indifferent to the 
question and that it should consider the laying down a) of international rules for the penalties to be 
imposed and defining the competent jurisdictions in such cases and b) of international standards con­
cerning the professional capacity of officers. The ILO considered that in view of the difficulties that 
the treatment of the first question would involve (examination of the competence of the ILO with re­
gard to the question, divergencies in national laws) it should only proceed to the international regula­
tion of the second issue.
A) Reasons for the adoption of an international instrument concerning the certificates of com­
petency of officers and ratines
It had been contended that an international attempt to regulate the question of the certification 
of the seafarers would be useless, since national laws could deal with the matter adequately. ^  How­
ever, an international instrument concerning certificates of competency would constitute international 
legal obligations requiring ratifying countries to exercise supervision whenever necessary. Moreover, 
it would bring about uniformity in the legislation of many countries, thus facilitating supervision.The 
presence of certificated officers and seafarers is desirable both from the aspect of the need for safety 
of vessels and of the passengers aboard, and as regards the material and moral protection of the crews. 
The certificate constitutes a proof of the seaman's or officer's competence (both for administrative and 
supervision purposes) and it would maintain the morale of the crews as it is a recognition of long 
service at sea or of the completion of a special training course or both. ^
^^As will be seen later, the inclusion of a provision for penalties was felt necessary in subsequent instruments concern­
ing certificates of competency. For the incidents, which led to the ILO's involvement and discussion, see 8 JM .C ., pp. 
43-45; 9 J M .C ., pp. 11-12,51; International Labour Conference, 13th session, 1929, Grey Reports, First Discussion, 
The Minimum Requirement o f Professional Capacity in the case o f captains, navigating and engineer officers in 
charge o f watches on board merchant sh ips , pp. 1-3.
'^ e e  the statement of the Netherlands Government delegate.in XIII^^ Session, Genève, 1929, Commission du Min­
imum de Capacité Professionnelle (hereinafter cited as C.M.C.P.), Procès-verbaux, M.3, p3.
47see 13 R .P ., p. 419, 20 J M .C . , pp. 34-35.
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Preliminary discussions and drafts
i) The preliminary proceedings were characterised by attempts of the Shipowners’ group to 
minimise the impact of the Conventions by moving numerous amendments to the effect, inter alia , 
that the proposed instrument should be a Recommendation rather than a Convention or that questions 
of detail would be better dealt with in a Recommendation.^ Most of these amendments were rejected.
ii) The Office and Committee drafts: a) Convention No. 53.
The first drafts concerning the minimum professional capacity of officers provided that no 
person shall be engaged on board ship as a master or skipper, navigating officer in charge of a watch, 
engineer officer in charge of a watch and chief engineer unless he holds a certificate issued by the 
competent authority of the country in which the ship is registered. The following conditions must be 
fulfilled: (a) a minimum age, (b) a certain period of professional experience and (c) the passing of an 
examination organised by the competent authority. An adaptation period of three years from ratifica­
tion was laid down, which enabled ratifying countries to issue, under certain conditions, certificates to 
persons who were not normally so entitled under the Convention. The drafts also provided for sanc­
tions to be applied in cases of contravention of their provisions and laid down that an effective system 
of supervision must be established in each ratifying country, including the power of these countries to 
detain a vessel flying the national flag in the case where the provisions of the Convention have not 
been respected, if  the national laws and regulations provide so. In general, the Office and the 
preparatory Committees were preoccupied by questions such as the allowance of exceptions tempo­
rary or otherwise, the acceptance of foreign certificated officers, and the nature of supervision and 
classification of the offences against the provisions of the Convention.
b) Conventions Nos. 69 and 74. Both drafts provided that no person would be engaged as a 
ship’s cook or an able seaman on board ship, unless he held a certificate of competency issued by the 
competent authority after three conditions have been fulfilled: a minimum age , service at sea for a 
minimum period and the passing of an examination. The difference between the draft dealing with the 
certification of able seamen and that dealing with the certification of ships’ cooks is that the former 
contained specific provisions concerning the minimum age to be attained and the practical experience 
or the training which should be obtained before an able seaman could be issued with a certificate of
^For the Shipowners' views in the preliminary discussions, see C.M.C,P./M.5., p. 3; ibid., M.7., p. 7; 13 R .P ., pp. 
421-422; 2 1 RJ*., pp. 289-291 (as to the 1936 Convention concerning the professional capacity of officers); 28 RF . , 
p. 76 (as to the 1946 Convention concerning the certification of ship's cooks).
^^The category of the chief engineer was included during the preliminary discussions as it was pointed out by the 
Workers' group that it constituted a particular category of officers and should be mentioned separately, 13 R .P ., pp. 
425,116-118.
(^^ For the early Conclusions and the drafts of the Office and the Committees appointed to deal with the matter, see, 
inter alia , 13 R.P. , pp. 417-418, 498-429; International Labour Conference, Report IV, Second Discussion, The 
Minimum Requirement o f professional Capacity in the case o f captains, navigating and engineer officers in charge o f  
watches on board merchant ships , 1931, pp. 100-105,21 R F . , pp. 288-289,291-294.
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competency. The latter drafts simply left the matter to the competent authority. Again, the al­
lowance of exceptions proved to be a controversial issue.
3.2.2. The competence of the ILO with regard to the certificates of competency
It has been pointed out earlier that the Secretary General of the IMO was of the opinion that 
questions of training fell mainly within the competence of the IMO. Here, however, the views of the 
ILO Office will be examined. At the 13th session of the ILO Conference the Shipowners' group 
questioned the competence of the ILO to deal with the certification of officers, maintaining that this 
was rather a matter of safety of the passengers and the cargo and thus was within the competence of 
the Conferences concerning Safety of Life at Sea. 2^ This view was also supported by certain gover­
nments. 3^ However, the majority of the delegates, including the Workers' group, were of the opinion 
that the ILO was competent to deal with the question. This was also the firm view of the Secretary 
General of the ILO. He reminded the delegates during the preliminary discussions and at the plenary 
meeting of the fact that the provisions relating to the certificates of competency had been included in 
the Office draft of the Seamen in 1926 and that, though they had not been finally included in the final 
draft of the Convention, despite an amendment of the Workers' group to that effect, because it was 
thought that the question was outside the agenda of the Conference, the question of the competence of 
the ILO had not been raised. ^
3.2.3. Analysis of the provisions of Conventions Nos. 53, 69 and 74
^^For the drafts concerning the certification of able seamen and ships' cooks, see Preparatory Technical Maritime Con­
ference (henceforth FTMC) 1945, Copenhagen, Report IV, Food and Catering , pp. 19-21,24-25, Report WUl, Entry, 
Training and Promotion o f Seafarers , pp. 99-101; International Labour Conference, 28th session. Report IV, Food 
and Catering on Board Ship , pp. 5-6,32-37, Report V, Entry, Training and Promotion o f Seafarers , pp. 8-11,36-43; 
28 RJ*., pp. 263-264,266-267 and 276,279-280 respectively (the first Reports and pages quoted refer to the drafts 
concerning the certification of ships' cooks).
^^Two Conferences had already been held before the end of 1929 in London: one in 1914 and the other in Apiil-May 
1929. These Conferences produced two Conventions, which were the predecessors of the 1949,1960 and 1974 SOLAS 
Conventions. Art. 48 of die London (1929) Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea provided that "The contracting 
governments undertake, each for the ships, to maintain, or, if  it is necessary, to adopt, measures for the purpose of en­
suring that, from the point of view of safety of life at sea, all ships shall be suffidendy and efficiendy manned." 
Though proposals concerning the certification of seamen had been forwarded, it had not b^n thought necessary at that 
stage to include any provisions with regard to this matter. The Finnish Government held the view that the ILO was the 
competent body to draft an instrument concerning certificates of competency, since the above-mentioned article was 
"very indefinite....simply mentioning that ships are to be suffidendy and effidendy manned, and each ratifying Gov­
ernment being left to see that this provision is applied in respect of its own ships", 21st session. Second discussion. 
Report IV, 1981, op. dt., p. 12.
^^For the views against the competence of the ILO with regard to the question of certificates of competency, see 
C.M.C.P./M.3, op. dt., pp. 2-4,13 RF . , p. 420,118. The Governments, which considered the ILO incompetent to deal 
with the matter were Netherlands, Denmark, Norway and Sweden. However, the last three governments did not finally 
oppose the adoption of an international instrument by the ILO Conference, see for discussion 21st session. Report IV, 
Second discussion, op. dt., pp. 57-59.
^^.M.C.P./ M.3, op. dt., p. 8 ,8  JM .C ., pp. 19-20. At the Conference the S ecret^  General, Mr Albert Thomas said: 
"...nous avons communiqué à tous les gouvernements 1' inscription de la question actuelle à 1' ordre du jour de la 
présente Conférence. Or, aucun gouvernement n' a contesté, comme il le pouvait d'après le Traité de Paix, la compé­
tence du Bureau. La question est donc jugée. Notre Organisation, en accord avec tous les gouvemments souverains, 
dans la cadre du Traité de paix, traite une question qui est de sa compétence ", 13 RJ*., p. 121.
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A) Convention No. 53
1) The scope of the Convention: (a) as to the ships even though the Convention does not 
mention anything about fishing vessels, it is not to be assumed that Convention No. 53, unlike, for 
example, the maritime Conventions adopted by the 1920 and 1921 Conferences, does not apply to 
these vessels. The certification of officers in charge of fishing vessels is regulated by Convention No. 
53; ^  (b) as to the persons included: in Art. 2 (b) and (d) of the Convention, where the definitions of 
a navigating or engineer officer in charge of a watch are given, the words "any person,... who is for the 
time being actually in charge of..." are used. These words appear in the final text as a result of many 
amendments moved at the preliminary stages. Para. 2 of the Conclusions of the Office in 1929 
defined those persons as "any person, ...who, for a definite time, is actually and duly responsible for 
..." The words "for a definite time" and "actually and duly" had been suppressed in the 1929 
Committee, which dealt with the matter, for completely different reasons. ^  The Office reinserted the 
words "actually" and "for the time being" again for other reasons. It wanted to make sure that no 
other persons "besides the person, who is actually in charge of the watch and on whom rests for the 
time being the special responsibility" for directing the ship's movements or running the ship's engines 
are covered by the Convention. ^  Consequently, the Office, referring to vessels of a certain kind and 
of small tonnage, took the view that "there would of course be nothing in the Draft Convention to 
prevent an uncertificated person being on watch duty and actually doing the work of watch officer so 
long as he was acting under the immediate charge of the watch." However, as will be seen im­
mediately below, when the exceptions to the Convention are discussed, the engagement of uncertifi­
cated officers on board vessels of certain types (i.e., sailing vessels) and of small tonnage, under the 
conditions mentioned above by the Office, is not allowed under the Convention.
2) In Art. 3 of the Convention the engagement of the persons to perform the duties prescribed 
in Art. 2 is conditional upon the holding of a certificate issued in accordance with the provisions of 
Arts. 3 and 4 of the Convention. Exceptions are allowed only in case oï force majeure. Special cir­
cumstances, as defined by the national laws and regulations and national considerations, are not suffi­
cient reasons for the allowance of exceptions to the Convention. Japan moved an amendment to the
ratifying Convention No. 53 the United States stated that "the United States Government understands and 
construes the words "maritime navigation" appearing in this Convention to mean navigation on the high seas only."; 
O B . , Vol. XXXni, p. 129. This interpretation, however, is not correct. Convention No. 53, unlike other ILO 
Conventions, does not exclude coastal navigation from its application. Maritime navigation within the meaning of Art. 
1 of the Convention seems to exclude river or inland navigation but not coastal navigation.
^^The Shipowners' group was against the inclusion of fishing vessels in the Convention, the Workers' group in favour. 
Government delegates were divided; see for discussion and the decision taken, C.M.C.P./M.6., pp. 13-17; ibid., M.7., pp. 
1-3; 13 R.P. , pp. 422-423; 21st session. Second discussion, op. cit., pp. 75-77.
^^The relevant amendments had been moved by the Japanese Government delegate and the Workers' group. The former 
thought that the deletion of these words would enable persons not qualified to be in charge of watches under the con­
trol of certificated officers on board vessels of small tonnage. The latter aimed at the presence of a qualified person on 
board ship at all times, who could not be replaced by an uncertificated person in any case, see C.M.C.P./M.6., pp. 9-11. 
^ I s t  session. Report IV, op. dt., pp. 64-65.
5% id.,p.79.
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effect that exceptions should be allowed a) in special circumstances which shall be regulated by the 
national regulations and b) in certain cases (according to the kind of ships, for example, sailing ships, 
area of navigation, small tonnage etc.), if an uncertificated officer is under the supervision of a 
competent officer holding due certificates. The amendment was rejected, ^  with the result that the 
engagement of uncertificated persons to perform duties of a master, chief engineer or of a deck and 
engineer officer in charge of a watch on board any kind of ship engaged in any kind of trade (apart 
from the vessels excepted under Art. 1 of the Convention) is prohibited under the Convention even if 
these persons are supervised or act under instructions of duly certificated officers.
3) Art. 4 of the Convention lays down three conditions for the granting of a certificate of 
competency for officers by the competent authority 62; a) minimum age; b) professional experience; 
and c) the passing of a test prescribed by the competent authority. Unfortunately, the provisions of 
Art 4 are very general leaving the details of their application to the national law of the ratifying coun­
try. It would have been better if the Convention had prescribed a minimum age limit, the period of 
professional experience required for the granting of the certificate, and had laid down in detail the par­
ticulars of the examination and the contents of the training syllabi. As regards the first two conditions. 
Convention No. 74, adopted in 1946, contains more elaborate and detailed provisions. In 1936 the 
Office had not yet decided to embark on a brave and original regulation of the question of seamen's 
certification internationally (this was due, inter alia, to the hostile attitude of certain governments and 
the Shipowners' group) but confined itself to the enunciation and the recognition of a general 
principle. ® This happened despite the availability of concrete proposals urging for a more detailed 
regulation of the question. ^  Art. 4 is not satisfactory in two other respects: i) since the ILO had not 
yet adopted by 1936 an instrument on training, training as an additional requirement or as a substitute 
for the professional experience required by Art. 4 (1) (b) is not mentioned; and ii) medical 
examination of the candidates as an indispensable condition for the granting of the certificate is not re­
quired.
4) Art. 5 of the Convention deals with supervision. Art. 5(1) imposes on ratifying countries 
the obligation to establish an effective system of inspection. In this paragraph only a general principle 
is laid down. The question arises concerning the content of the system of supervision and, in par­
ticular, whether ratifying countries will be empowered under the Convention to detain vessels whose
^QConfërence International du Travail, XXIe Session, 1936, Commission du minimum de capacité professionnelle , 
Procès-Verbaux (hencdforth C.M.C.), 5th meeting, pp. 2-5.
^^The question of the exceptions with regard to the required number of the certificated officers on board ship will be 
considered later.
^^According to Art. 3, para. 1 of the Convention the certificate of competency need not necessarily be issued by the 
competent authority if it has been approved by it.
®See 13th session. First discussion, op. cit., pp. 4-5, C.M.C.P./M3., p. 9 (speech of the Secretary General).
^^Ith session. Report IV, op. cit., pp. 82-83.
^^This is a welcome provision in itself, since other early ILO maritime Conventions had not expressly imposed on rati­
fying countries such obligation; see, for example, the Conventions concerning Minimum Age and Medical Examination.
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officers do not hold the certificates required by the Convention. An important issue had been raised 
during the preliminary discussions viz: whether the power of detainment would encompass foreign 
vessels as well or only vessels registered in the territory of the ratifying country. ^  After the replies 
of the Governments on the specific point had been received, ^  the Office decided a) to limit the power 
of the ratifying countries to detain a ship not carrying duly certificated officers to national vessels and
b) that in case of foreign vessels the consul of the Flag-State should be informed. National 
regulations would determine the cases where the competent authority can detain national vessels (Art 
5 (2)). The question of the detainment of foreign vessels registered in a country which has not ratified 
the Convention was not even considered. The Office relied on maritime practice and the general 
international law in the case of a foreign vessel not carrying duly certificated officers that passes 
through the territorial waters or calls at a port of a ratifying country. ^  Compared to the supervision 
procedures of instruments which will be examined later, it is clear that Art. 5 of the Convention is far 
from radical and does not aim at establishing an effective network of supervision at the international 
level. The power of detention is reserved to the authorities of the flag State. Moreover, the system of 
inspection depends entirely on the national regulations. If there were no other instruments con­
cerning the certification of masters and officers. Convention No. 53 would have to be revised in this 
respect but the STCW Convention dispenses with this procedure. On the other hand, admittedly the 
Conference could not have done much more. It is impossible to lay down in a Convention a compre­
hensive system of co-ordinated supervision of certificates of competency when the conditions for the 
granting of such certificates are not prescribed in detail therein; and (this is another disadvantage of 
the Convention) Convention No. 53 does not contemplate the establishment of an international certifi­
cate of competency for officers. As to the penalties and disciplinary measures envisaged in Art 6, it 
should be noted that an uncertificated person who performs the duties of a certificated officer, is not 
penalised, the reason for this being that he might be subject to penalties for breach of discipline if he 
is ordered to do this by the master and does not obey. Finally, the withdrawal or the suspension 
for a certain period of the certificate of competency of an officer in cases of serious breaches could 
have been contemplated.
^ It was pointed out that in certain cases, for example, where consular authorities of the country of the flag do not exist 
in a port, the authorities of the Port State would have the right to intervene, see C.M.C.P./M.7., p. 10.
^^24 countries replied to the questionnaire, see 21st session. Report IV, op. cit., pp. 46-51.
^Ibid.,p.91.
^^Some countries have decided to improve the supervisory effect of Art. 5, para. 3. In ratifying Convention No. 53 the 
United States stated that "Nothing in this Convention shall be so construW as to prevent Ihe authorities of the United 
States from making such inspection of any vessel referred to in Art. V, paragraph 3, within the jurisdiction of the 
United States, as may be necessary to determine that there has been a compliance with the terms of this Convention, or 
to prevent such authorities from withholding clearance to any such vessel which they find has not complied with the 
provisions of the Convention until such time as any such deficiency shall be corrected"; ibid., O B . , Vol. XXXIII, p. 
130.
70QM.C./P.V;5.,pp.8-9.
71por this question see infra Chapter 6, Sections 6.2.1. C), p. 465; 6.2.2., pp. 468-469; 63 . C), pp. 481-482.
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5) Two last observations can be made: a) the number of certificated officers required on board 
the vessel is not regulated by Convention No. 53 as this was thought to be outside the agenda of the 
Conference. *^2 Thus, under Convention No. 53 the officers mentioned in Art. 3 must hold a certifi­
cate issued by the competent authority but there is nothing in the Convention to prevent the shipowner 
from engaging a smaller number of certificated officers than that required by the type of the vessel 
and other relevant factors nor does the Convention require national law to make a provision 
concerning the number of officers required. The Convention leaves this matter to the instruments 
concerning manning and the associated question of the hours of work; 3^ and b) no provision is made 
for "equivalent" certificates. This resulted again from the fact that the Conference was unable to 
produce a Convention which would define with more precision the conditions for the granting of an 
"international certificate of competency". Though the Office thought it premature to deal with this 
matter, ^4 it is to be regretted that in an international instrument the recognition of foreign certificated 
officers is left to national law or to bilateral agreements.
B) Convention No. 69
Convention No. 69 makes the engagement of ships' cooks on board ship conditional upon the 
holding of a certificate issued or approved by the competent authority. Not every person employed in 
the galley has to be certified, only the person who is actually in charge of the cooking is required to be 
in possession of a due certificate. 76 The observations made above under 3) with regard to the Offi­
cers' Competency Certificates apply to Convention No. 69: The Convention recognises a general 
principle. The detailed application of this principle is left to the competent authorities in each country. 
Furthermore, the following observations can be made:
1) The question of penalties and supervision was completely disregarded during the prelimi­
nary discussions, with the result that the Convention does not contain any enforcement provisions.
2) Though the question of training was discussed in the Committee on Entry, Training and 
Promotion it was nearly ignored in the Committee on Food and Catering. Thus, training does not ap­
pear as a requirement for the granting of a ship's cook certificate and may cause certain countries in 
which this condition is compulsory to adopt a less positive attitude towards the Convention. 77 The 
Convention should be revised to take account of training requirements (particularly, of the relationship
72CA1.CP./M.4.,pp, 2-4; M.8., pp. 6-7.
73However, as will be seen in Chapter 4, these instruments do not deal with the question of manning in connection 
with the question of certificates of competency.
74l3th session. First discussion, op. cit., p. 106.
7^t is another question whether the engagement of such officers on board national vessels is authorised. This will de­
pend on whether the country concerned makes available for foreign officers the same facilities for employment as those 
available for nationals. As to this point, see supra Section 2.2.I.4.I., pp. 156-159; see also pp. 168,171,173-174. 
76?7M2 ,1945, Report IV, op. dt., p. 19.
77^n amendment by the U.S. Government (the U.S. has not ratified the Convention) proposing to insert in Art. 3 (2) 
of the Office draft (Art. 4  (2) of the Convention) a new para, (d) which read: "(d) he has previously satisfactorily com­
pleted a training course approved by the competent authority" was submitted to the Committee on Entry, Training and 
Promotion for further action, see 28 R.P. , p. 261. No action was taken on it, however. There is merely a cursory refer­
ence to training in para. 4 of Art. 4.
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between training and professional experience) which must be satisfied before a certificate of 
competency can be issued to a seaman.
3) Instead of providing for the case oï force majeure as Convention No. 53 did. Convention 
No. 69, Art. 3, para. 2, lays down that exemptions can be granted by the competent authority if in its 
opinion there is an inadequate supply of certificated ships' cooks. This provision is framed in better 
terms than either Art. 3 (2) of Convention No. 53 or the original amendment submitted by the Em­
ployers' group at the Conference, as the maritime expression "force majeure" is limited by Art. 3, 
para. 2 to one situation only (shortage of certificated cooks) and the power to allow an exemption lies 
solely with the competent authority.
4) Convention No. 69 contains the kind of provision that should have been included 10 years 
earlier in Convention No. 53 concerning the Officers' Competency Certificates. Art. 6 provides that 
"the competent authority may provide for the recognition of certificates of qualification issued in other 
territories." Despite its permissive character, this provision at least encourages the States to accept 
other certificates of competency but it is doubtful whether it dispenses with the need for bilateral 
agreements since again Convention No. 69 does not contemplate an international certificate for ships' 
cooks.
C) Convention No. 74
In the beginning the Office thought that two different courses of action were open to it: it 
could either draft an instrument laying the minimum conditions for the granting of a certificate of 
competency for able seamen or prohibiting the employment of uncertificated able seamen. The Office 
submitted two texts to the Copenhagen Conference for consideration. All the members of the Com­
mittee on Entry, Training and Promotion at that Conference agreed to a draft making the engagement 
of able seamen on board ship conditional upon the holding of a certificate of able seaman in accor­
dance with the provisions of the Convention. ^
1) It is important to notice that, unlike Convention No. 53, the Certification of Able Seamen 
Convention does not apply to the engine department as the Office thought that the regulation of the 
certification in this department would present considerable difficulties. ^  Furthermore, it is not clear 
whether the STCW Convention covers this category of seamen (able seamen in the engine depart­
ment): Though Regulation III/6 does not expressly exclude able seamen, as Regulation II/6 does, it is 
presumable that "Ratings Forming Part of an Engine Room Watch" (Reg. III/6) or the "Assistant En­
gineer Officer" (Resolution 9) do not correspond to the definition of an able seaman in Art. 1 of 
Convention No. 74, namely a person "competent to perform any duty which may be required of a
7828R.P. .pp. 78-79.
'^^PTMC, 1945, Report VIII, op. dt., pp. 80-87; 28th session. Report V, op. dt., p. 23.
^ P T M C , 1945, Report VIII, op. dt., p. 80.
^^According to Regulation 1/1 (j) "Assistant Engineer Officer" means a person under training to become an engineer of­
ficer and designated as such by national law or regulations.
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member of the crew serving in the engine 82 department. The minimum requirements for the certifi­
cation of these three categories of seamen (ratings forming part of an engine room watch, assistant 
engineer officer and able seaman) are totally different (for example, the minimum age limit is set at 16, 
17 and 18 years respectively). If it is thought desirable that a special category for the able seaman in 
the engine department should be designated minimum requirements for the granting of the certificate 
of competency should be laid down in an international instrument. The STCW can serve as an 
example for the classification of different types of engine and fuel used.
2) Convention No. 74 differs from previous Conventions concerning the certification of sea­
men in that it prescribes in more detail the minimum conditions for the granting of the certificate of 
competency (Art. 2 (3) (4) and (5)). The reference to the lifeboatman's certificate is welcome, since it 
would enhance the efficiency of the able seaman. However, the reference to Art. 22 of the 1929 SO­
LAS Convention no longer stands. Until 1978 the question of the certification of lifeboatmen had 
been dealt with in the SOLAS Conventions. 83 Since the adoption of the STCW Convention the 1974 
SOLAS Convention, as amended by the 1978 Protocol and the 1981 and 1983 Amendments, no 
longer contains a provision concerning the certification of lifeboatmen; it simply refers to the STCW 
Convention. 84 Consequently, Art. 2 (5) of Convention No. 74 should be revised to refer either to the 
SOLAS Conventions adopted before 1978 or to Regulation VI/1 (Chapter VI) of the STCW Con­
vention. 85
3) Though the provisions of paras. 3-5 of Art 2 of Convention No. 74 are more specific than 
the provisions of other relevant ILO Conventions, still they can be further improved by providing that 
medical examination of an able seaman should be a condition precedent for the granting of the certifi­
cate; and by requiring that an able seaman should have experience or training in certain matters 
(Regulation II/6 of the STCW Convention could serve as the minimum and Regulation II/4 as the 
maximum basis for discussion). 86 The question of the relationship of sea experience and training 
(whether pre-sea or on board) should be reconsidered. The Convention does not offer the ratifying 
countries the possibility of providing in their national legislation for training, as an alternative re­
quirement to sea experience, as a precondition of the granting of the able seaman's certificate. The 
United States Government had a strong view on this point. Normally its national law at the time 
would not enable it to ratify the Convention. 87 Though a declaration of the U.S. Government dele-
83rhe word "engine" is substituted for "deck" since Convention No, 74 only ^)plies to the deck department.
83gee Chuter III, Regulation 32 (c) of the 1960 SOLAS Convention.
84$ee Chapter III, Regulation 3 (1) of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended.
85lt should be noted that the provisions of the STCW Convention impose stricter obligations on the ratifying 
countries than those of the SOLAS Conventions.
8^ The Appendix to Section 26 of the 1985 Document for Guidance provides that able seamen, before they are eligible 
for an able seaman certificate, should, in addition to holding an appropriate certificate of proficiency in survival craft 
(Section 11 of the Document), receive training in at least certain subjects, inter alia , fire-fighting, first aid, knowledge 
of certain navigation devices, ability to keep a proper lookout, etc.
87por example, for graduates of approved school ships no further experience was required in US law; see PTMC , 1945, 
Report VIII, op. cit., p. 84. The issue of the relationship between training and sea-experience as prerequisites for the
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gate ^  enabled it later to ratify the Convention, when the question of vocational training was discussed 
in the 1969 Preparatory Conference the same Government contended that the Convention was out of 
date. 89 The according of greater significance to the role of training as a precondition for the granting 
of the certificate is reflected in recent developments in the field of vocational training of seafarers. ^
4) Unlike other similar Conventions, Convention No. 74 does not contain any provisions re­
lating to exceptions in cases oï force majeure or in cases where there is an adequate supply of able 
seamen. Nor can it be sustained that such an exemption is implied. Convention No. 74 permits 
no exceptions and, therefore, a ratifying government is under an obligation to comply strictly with the 
provisions of the Convention, with the result that it might decide to ignore manning standards if it in­
tends to render them ineffective. ^
D) Resemblances and differences between the various ILO maritime Conventions concerning 
the certification of able seamen
There are four common characteristics of Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 74 of which one only 
constitutes a successful attempt to regulate the question of the certification of seamen: the engagement 
of officers, ships' cooks 2md able seamen is conditional upon the holding of a certificate issued in ac­
cordance with the provisions of the Conventions. There are, however, three disadvantages common to 
the Conventions: i) they do not aspire to establish an international certificate of competency for the 
categories of seafarers covered by them. ^  A uniform model certificate, apart from the uniformity it 
would bring about, would facilitate supervision; ii) with the exception of Convention No. 74, the lack
granting of a seaman's certificate was also pressed at the Conference Committee where the U.S. Government moved an 
amendment to that effect; see 28 RJ*., p. 273.
88por this declaration see ibid., p. 274. The U.S. Government withdrew the third paragraph of the amendment which it 
had put forward in the Conference Committee (proposing the grant of certificates to persons with a period of actual sea 
service of not less than 12 months on deck) on the understanding that the limited category of the so-called "blue ticket" 
able seamen were considered to have an intermediate rating which was outside the scope of the Convention.
8^ rhe first two paragraphs of the U.S. statement were as follows:
"ILO Convention No. 74 adopted by the ILO Conference at its 28th Session in 1946, substantially restricts the use of 
training as a means of qualifying young men with no prior sea experience for certification as able seamen.
This 23-year-old Convention is currently out of date and completely unrealistic in the limits it places on the combina­
tion of prior sea service and training prescribed for granting certification as able seamen." The U.S. government was in 
favour of a 12-months sea service requirement together with appropriate maritime training; for the U.S. statement see 
G.B. 177/6/6, pp. 72-73; see also 55th session, 1970, Report VI, p. 13. However, it should be noted that this view was 
no more than a slightly altered version of that taken by the U.S. on the subject in 1946; see PTM C , 1945, Report VIII, 
œ . cit., p. 84.
^ S ee para. 2 (c) of Regulation II/4 and para. 2 (c) (ii) of Regulation II/6 of the STCW Convention.
^^28 R.F. , p. 116; the reason for the non-allowance of the waiver clause was that the Convention does not provide for 
manning requirements and, therefore, uncertificated seamen could be employed if  no able seamen were available. This 
point, of course, applies to all Conventions concerning the certification of seamen but it was pressed for the first time 
by the Government delegates of U.K. and Panama at tlwt stage of the 1946 Conference. The Panamanian delegate said: 
"The position is that no one can be employed as an able seaman unless certificated. Therefore, unskilled seamen can be 
taken on as such without contravention of the terms of the Convention as such.", ibid. It is submitted that this inter­
pretation is legally correct.
^ S ee the opinion of the Government delegate of Panama in the previous footnote.
^^Though this possibility was considered by the Office, no final decision has been taken on this point; see 21st ses­
sion, Report IV, op. cit., pp. 37,85.
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of precision in the provisions of the Conventions could make them valueless, and iii) there is nothing 
in the Conventions which would prevent ratifying States from evading manning standards and ren­
dering the certification requirements laid down in them meaningless.
The main difference relates to the provision for penalties and supervision. Such provision is 
made only in Convention No. 53. Though the employment of uncertificated masters or officers on 
board ship may constitute a grave offence compared to the engagement of unskilled ratings, there is 
no reason why disciplinary or even (in serious cases) criminal offences should not be prescribed 
against offenders in both cases. ^  Moreover, the Officers’ Competency Certificates Convention does 
not provide for the recognition of certificates issued in other territories. The differences between 
Conventions Nos. 69 and 74 (no exceptions are allowed, training has been allotted a more important 
role and more detailed standards are laid down in the latter Convention), though adopted at the same 
Conference, can be attributed mainly to the fact that the two draft Conventions were discussed in dif­
ferent Committees (the Committee on Food and Catering and the Committee on Entry, Promotion 
and Training respectively). Unfortunately, there was a lack of coordination between the two Com­
mittees.
^For example, if a shipowner or a master employs on board ship an uncertillcated able seaman. It should be noted that 
though the STCW Convention contains provisions concerning supervision the question of penalties imposed by the 
flag-State has not been dealt with therein.
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3.2.4. Other instruments relevant to the certification of officers and ratings
A) International Convention on Standards on Training. Certification and Watchkeeping for 
Seafarers. 1978
It was pointed out earlier that the joint deliberations of the ILO and the IMO through the joint 
ILO/IMO Committee resulted in the adoption of the STCW Convention by the IMO. This Con­
vention does not apply to able seamen and to ships' cooks. For a number of reasons it opens a new 
era in the regulation of the certification of seafarers:
1) For the first time training and certificates of competency dealt with in one instrument thus 
emphasising and upholding the close connection between the two questions. ^  The instrument is 
much more comprehensive than the relevant ILO Conventions which, compared to the STCW Con­
vention, can be said to be Conventions merely laying down policy; inter alia:
i) The STCW provides for a more elaborate classification of officers and ratings on board 
ship. The category of the chief mate (Regulation I/I (f)) is introduced in the deck department and the 
requirements for the certification of the master and the chief mate on board ship are distinguished 
from those of officers of lower rank. In the engine department the categories of the second engineer 
officer and the assistant engineer officer are regulated (Regulation I/l (i) and (j)). ^  The minimum 
requirements for certification of the chief and the second engineer officers on the one hand and the 
engineer officers in charge of the engine room watch on the other are different. Assistant engineer of­
ficer is placed in a special category. The Convention regulates the certification of ratings in the engine 
and the deck department of a rank lower than that of the able seaman; it contains provisions 
concerning the training and certification of seafarers in the radio department (Chapter IV); ^  finally, it 
provides for training in and the certificates of proficiency in survival craft (Chapter VI and Resolution 
19). All these questions are outside the scope of the relevant ILO Conventions.
ii) It contains more detailed provisions as to the type of ships to which it applies. There are 
special requirements for tankers (Chapter V), for ships carrying hazardous cargo (Regulation II/8); 
Resolutions Nos. 1-20 contain detailed provisions on matters dealt with in the Regulations of the 
Convention. Though most of these matters are not outside the scope of relevant ILO instruments they
95por an account of this Convention and the relevant resolutions, see S, Mankabady, The International Maritime Or­
ganisation, 1986, Vol. I, pp. 176-195.
"^The ILO has adopted a different method: the question of certification of seafarers has been dealt with in three 
Conventions, and separate Recommendations have been adopted for the purpose of providing guidance for training; see 
also supra note 89 for the opinion of the U.S. Government.
^ S ee  Resolution 9: "Recommendation on Minimum Requirements for a Rating Nominated as the Assistant to the En­
gineer Officer in Charge of the Watch" adopted by the 1978 Conference.
^^However, it does not go as far as to lay down manning requirements or to link safety and social considerations; com­
pare Regulation II/1 of the STCW Convention with the text of the ILO Seafarers' members of the Joint ILO/IMO 
Committee on Training; see JCT III/4, ANNEX III, p. 1.
9^See also Resolutions 5, 6, 7, 14 and 15. Although the development of the Future Global Maritime Distress and 
Safety System (FGDMSS) by the IMO was said to dispense with the presence on board ship of fully trained radio 
officers, a decision was taken at the World Radio Administrative Conference (Mobile Services) of the International 
Telecommunications Union to the effect that a Radio/Electronic Officer's Certificate, either 1st or 2nd class, would be 
required on all deep sea ships; TTU decision seen by ITF as major victory for maritime safety", SLB , 4/87, p. 649.
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are not even mentioned in them, Classification of types of ships and engines in the STCW Con­
vention is elaborate and in the engine department the criterion of the propulsion power of the engine 
was preferred to that of gross registered tonnage (deck: less than 200 grt, 200-1600 grt, and 1600 
grt or more; engine: propulsion power between 750 and 3000 kW, 3000 kW or more). Then, the 
minimum requirements for the certification of masters, chief mates and certain officers vary according 
to the type of ship or engine. 1^2
iii) There is a detailed enumeration of the requirements of minimum knowledge, examinations 
and training syllabi for the certification of masters, chief mates, officers and certain ratings. Definite 
minimum periods of sea experience and/or training are laid down as requirements for the granting of a 
certificate of competency. Minimum age as a minimum requirement for the granting of a certificate is 
laid down specifically in the Convention and this matter is not left to national law as is the case with 
Conventions Nos. 53 and 69.
2) The STCW Convention provides for updating or refresher courses, thus successfully an­
swering the question of whether the certificate will be valid after the master or the officer concerned 
has spent some time on shore before returning to sea or, even when he is serving at sea, technological 
or other changes have necessitated further special training. Medical examination appears as a re­
quirement for the granting of the certificate of all masters, officers and ratings covered by the Con­
vention and for the continued proficiency and updating of the knowledge of masters and officers.
lOOpor example, the question of the certification of radio operators is not dealt with in any ILO instrument; see 
Resolution 7 of die STCW Convention,
^^^Compare Art. 1, para. 2 of Convention No. 53. It should be remembered that one of the reasons why Convention 
No. 74 does not apply to the engine department is that no generally acceptable classification of types of engine could 
be arrived at.
102There are also special provisions concerning mandatory minimum certification requirements for officers engaged on 
board ships engaged on near-coastal voyages, which are generally lower than those laid down for officers engaged on 
ships not engagW on near-coastal voyages. The Sub-Committee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping 
(subdivision of the Maritime Safety Committee) has prepared guidelines for the application of principles governing 
near-coastal voyages under Regulation 1/3 of the STCW Convention; see STW 18/WP.5/Rev.l. However, the definition 
of a "near-coastal voyage" is determined by the Administration and a proposal that the guidelines should recommend 
that, if a Party to the STCW Convention includes voyages off another Party's coast within the limits of its definition 
of a "near-coastal voyage", it should inform the IMO of the details, was not supported; IMO, Sub-Committee on 
Standards o f Training œid Watchkeeping , 19th session, 9-13 September 1986, STW 19/13, p. 6. 
lOSThe periods of sea experience and training and the minimum age limits vary according to the rank of the seafarer and 
the type of ship or engine. As an indication, the minimum age requirements are a) 16 years for the ratings forming part 
of a watch in the deck and engine department {Regulations U/6 para. 2 (a) and m/6 para. 2 (a) respectively]; b) 17 
years for the a rating nominated as the assistant to the engineer officer in ch^ge of the watch [para. 1 (a) of the relevant 
Recommendation in Resolution 9]; c) 17 1/2 years for a seafarer issued with a certificate of proficiency in survival craft 
[Regulation VI/1 (a)] ; d) 18 years for all officers other than the master and the chief mate in the deck department, for 
engineer officers in charge of an engine room watch, for radio officers, radiotelephone operators and radio operators 
[Regulations 11/3 para. 2 (b) (ii) (1), 11/4, para. 2 (a), 111/4 para. 2 (a), IV/1 para. 2 (a), lV/3 para. 2 (a) and Resolution 
7: "Recommendation on ^nim um  Requirements for Certification of Radio Operators" para. 2 (a) respectively]; e) 20 
years for the master of ships less than 200 grt engaged on near-coastal voyages [Regulation 11/3 para. 2 (a) (ii) (1)]. 
For the officers of higher rank, chief mates, and masters other than that specified under e) an additional period of sea 
experience or sea experience and training is required from the age of 18. A proposal to substitute 23 and 20 years for 
the minimum age limits prescribed in Regulation 11/3 was rejected, see STW/CONF/6/2/, p. 1. It should be noted that in 
the STCW Convention sea experience is considered so important in the case of officers that it cannot be substituted 
completely by undergoing special training. Only in the case of ratings forming part of a navigational or an engine room 
watch training can be a substitute for sea experience.
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None of the relevant ILO instruments contains similar provisions with the result that a) if a country 
wishes to impose a requirement of medical examination for the granting of a certificate it will have to 
ratify not only one of Conventions Nos. 53, 69 or 74 but also Convention No. 73 in which case it 
might feel that an undue burden is imposed on it by Art. 5 (1) of the last Convention; and b) the 
provisions of the ILO instruments do not shed any light on the question of the validity of the certifi­
cates.
3) A very important feature of the STCW Convention is that it establishes for the first time a 
uniform international model of certificates of competency having a standardised title (see Art VI (2) 
and Regulation 1/2)), thus greatly facilitating supervision, Any requirements concerning the 
physical characteristics of the seaman are justifiably not contained in the model form but whether the 
same is true for the photograph of the certificated officer or seaman is questionable. It is certain that 
the affixation of a photograph to the certificate would provide an additional and reliable means of 
identification of the certificated person. The Convention could have provided a solution in cases 
where after the lapse of some time the correspondence of a seaman's physical characteristics to the 
photograph is doubtful; it could have required the "Administration" to update the certificate in respect 
of the photograph at fixed intervals. Alternatively, no photograph at all would need to be provided if 
the correct connection with Convention No. 108 concerning the seafarer's identity document were 
established. Art. 4 (3) (e) of the latter Convention includes as an indispensable requirement for the 
issue of the document the photograph of the seafarer. If in the certificate of competency reference 
was made to the number of the identity card issued under Convention No. 108 or, alternatively, to the 
number of passport or discharge book where appropriate, the identification of the certificated person 
would present no difficulties. 0^6 Unfortunately, the STCW Convention does not do this. Account 
should be taken of this point in giving effect to Resolution 21 which provides for the development of a 
standard form and title for an international certificate of competency.
4) It is clear that under the Convention only certificates issued under Art. VI and Regulation 
1/2 of the Annex thereto are recognised; no equivalents with regard to the issue and the form of the
104a country will have the option in relation to certification of officers either of ratifying the STCW Convention or 
Conventions Nos. 53 and 73. The advantage of the first solution is that a ratifying State can provide for medical exa­
mination every five years (Regulations II/5, para. 1, III/5 para. 1) instead of every two, as required under Convention 
No. 73. Oh the other hand, the second solution offers the ratifying state the possibility of not having to adopt specific 
minimum requirements for the granting of the cohficates of officers.
lO^See the opinion and the proposals of the League of Arab States in STW/CONF/7/1 and 2; STW/CONF/SR/2 at p. 9. 
The detailed proposals of the League of Arab States have not been endorsed by the Conference in their entirety. The 
delegations of other countries were divided on the question: Germany, Japan were against the unified form of the certifi­
cate of competency; the U.S. in favour. Other countries, though not opposed to the proposed model form of the certifi­
cate, either insisted on the certificate including additional means of identification (e.g. Canada, a photograph) or ques­
tioned the value of the photograph and the reference to the physical characteristics which are subject to change (GDR, 
New Zealand); see STW/COM^/7,7/3, SR/2, p. 10,7/4,7/5,7/6 and 7/7 respectively.
lO^However, it should be remembered that Convention No. 108 does not establish an international model seafarer's 
identity card and, therefore, reference to the numbers of the documents issued by the various national "competent author­
ities" might lead to confusion. It would be otherwise if that Convention aimed at the establishment of a uniform 
identity card; for comments on this point see supra Chapter 2, Section 2 3 3 ., at p. 204.
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certificates are accepted. On the other hand, this requirement is counterbalanced by the availability 
of transitional provisions and dispensation facilities. For a period of five years a party may continue 
to issue certificates of competency in accordance with its previous practices. Art. VIII of the 
STCW Convention deals with dispensation. No ILO instrument concerning the certification of sea­
farers contains similar provision. Many amendments were moved to clarify the purpose and to im­
prove the wording of Art. VIII. Of particular importance was the amendment proposed by the 
government of New Zealand to the effect that the number of dispensations granted should be restric­
ted. 109 This amendment did not find its way into the Convention with the result that there is no limit 
to the number of dispensations granted on board the same vessel. It is beyond doubt that the excep­
tions allowed under the relevant ILO Conventions are of more limited a nature: Conventions Nos. 53 
and 69 allow, in fact, exceptions only in cases of force majeure (dispensations solely in cases of 
force majeure are granted only to masters and chief engineer officers under Art. VIII (1) of the 
STCW Convention) while Convention No. 74 contains no exceptions at all. Generally, the system of 
dispensation is unknown in ILO maritime terminology and its use should be avoided.
B) The 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by the 1978 Protocol and the 1981 and 1983 
SOLAS amendments.
Apart from the supervision procedures which are discussed later under Section 3.2.5. A), the 
SOLAS Convention contains a number of provisions the inclusion of which may be considered useful 
in a future revision of the ILO instruments concerning the certification of seafarers:
a) Regulation 13 of Chapter I provides for the issue of a certificate (it should be remembered 
that the certificates of the SOLAS Conventions are ship certificates and not certificates of persons, 
since it is the STCW Convention and the relevant ILO instruments which mainly concentrate on the 
human factor) by another contracting government at the request of a country, which is a party to the 
Convention, in which the ship is registered. As many developing countries send seafarers abroad for 
training, the inclusion of a provision similar to this regulation in an instrument concerning the certifi­
cation of seafarers would facilitate the certification of those seafarers. Thus, these developing coun-
IX which deals with "equivalents", refers only to "other educational or training arrangements" and not to certifi­
cates of competency. An amendment by Canada and the U.S. to add at the end of Art. VI the words "or in accordance 
with Art. Vn were rejected; see STW/CONF/5/9, p. 2 and 5/10, p. 2. Moreover, the certificates issued under Art. VII 
(Transitional Provisions) shall be recognised "as valid" for a period of five years but not as "equivalent" to the ones is­
sued under the provisions of the Convention; see CONF/5/9, p. 3.
198During this period national practices do not have to be in compliance with the provisions of the Convention. Fur­
thermore, the 5-year period does not run from the date of its coming into force but from the date of entry into force of 
the Convention for the country concerned; see relevant amendments by Canada and the U.S. which were not taken into 
account STW/CONF/5/9, p. 3,5/10, pp. 3-4. Compare the more restrictive wording and the lesser period of Art. 4 (3) of 
Convention No. 53 and Art. 5 of Convention No. 69. No similar provision is met in Convention No. 74. 
109STW/CONF/5/12.
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tries will not be burdened with the task of instituting a system of certification of national seafarers 
which may require the provision of funds not available in these countries.
b) Regulation 17 of Chapter I establishes in clear terms the obligation of other contracting 
governments to accept certificates issued under the Convention by the authorities of a Party to the 
Convention. As pointed out earlier, the fact that the ILO instruments dealing with the question of cer­
tification of seafarers did not aim at the establishment of an intemationeil certificate prevented the 
Office and the delegations from allowing such binding provision in the text of the Conventions, m  If 
these instruments are revised along the lines suggested later (see Conclusions), the inclusion of this 
provision will not present any difficulties. However, the STCW Convention is not unambiguous in 
this context: despite the spirit of this Convention (the 'international model' form of the certificate in 
Regulation 1/2 aims, inter alia  ^to facilitate supervision and it would thus be senseless were certificates 
issued by other contracting governments not to be recognised) and of certain provisions, like Art. X 
( 1), which provides that for the purposes of control the certificates issued under the Convention "shall 
be accepted...", unlike the SOLAS Convention, no clear provision is made for the recognition of cer­
tificates issued under the provisions of the Convention by other ratifying countries. Moreover, para. 1 
(a) of Regulation 1/4 of the former Convention says that control shall be exercised to verify "that all 
seafarers serving on board who are required to be certificated by the Convention hold a valid certifi­
cate ..." and under Art. II (c) of the same Convention "certificate" means a valid document issued by 
or under the authority of the government whose flag the ship is entitled to fly or ''recognised (by 
such government) authorizing the holder to serve as stated in this document or as authorised by na­
tional regulations." Consequently, there is no clear obligation imposed bv the Convention on 
ratifying countries to recognise certificates issued by other contracting governments. Moreover, even 
if such an obligation does exist, the wording of Art. VI (1), which imposes on the flag State the 
obligation to issue officers or ratings with certificates if the requirements laid down by the 
Convention are met, is far from satisfactory,
c) Regulation 13 of Chapter V together with Resolution A. 481 (XII) adopted by the IMO 
provide for manning. As pointed out earlier, the question of manning was considered to be outside 
the agenda of the ILO Conferences which adopted the instruments concerning certificates of compe-
STCW Convention does not contain a similar provision, though Art. VI (1) does not exclude the certification 
of foreign seafarers if die requirements of the Convention for such certification are met..
 ^^  ^ Convention No. 53 does not contain a similar provision. Art. 6 of Convention No. 69 and Art. 4  of Convention 
No. 74 give the competent authorities of a ratifying country the option to recognise certificates issued in other territo­
ries.
1 l^Emphasis added.
^^^This article reads as follows: "Certificates , shall be issued to those candidates who, to the satisfaction o f the 
Administration, meet the requirements... in accordance with the appropriate provisions of the Annex to the Conven­
tion.", emphasis added. Of course, it is the flag State that is supposW to make the necessary arrangements for training, 
examination syllabi, etc. prescribed in the Convention. But the wording may lead to the implication that the flag State 
is the sole judge for the issue of certificates (in any case no power of appeal is given to candidates). If the article is in­
terpreted in this sense it may instigate discrimination among candidates from different countries. An amendment by 
Canada to the effect that the words in italics shoiüd be deleted was not taken into account.
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tency. Later, the question of manning was connected with the question of hours of labour in ILO in­
struments. Regulation 13 provides that all ships shall be sufficiently and efficiently manned, from the 
point of view of safety of life at sea. Since the question of certificates of competency is closely linked, 
inter alia , to questions of safety and, as pointed out earlier, the provisions of the relevant instruments 
can be by-passed if the flag State does not apply manning requirements to its ships, the inclusion of a 
provision dealing with manning in instruments concerning certificates of competency should be 
considered.
3.2.5. Port State Control and Validity of Certificates of Competency
A) Port State Control
1) Convention No. 53. It was explained earlier that among the ILO instruments concerning the 
certification of officers and seamen only Convention No. 53 concerning the officers' competency cer­
tificates contains provisions dealing with supervision. It will be recalled that under the Convention the 
power of the port authorities of a ratifying Member to detain a ship is reserved to cases in which 
uncertificated officers are on board ships registered in its territory. The conditions for the exercise of 
that power are not laid down in the Convention but left to be decided by national laws or regulations. 
In cases where a contravention of the provisions of the Convention is observed in the port of a Mem­
ber on board a ship registered in the territory of another ratifying country the only sanction is to 
communicate this to the consular authorities of that country. No provision is made for action on 
breaches of the provisions on board a ship registered in the territory of a non-Party.
2) The STCW Convention. The International Conference on training and certification of sea­
farers, before the decision on the final form of the article dealing with control was to be taken, had had 
two options: either to adopt the control procedures of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by 
the 1978 Protocol or to accept those of the Minimum Standards Convention. It preferred not to incor­
porate either of these procedures in the text of the STCW Convention. Art. X of the Convention taken 
in conjunction with Regulation 1/4 of the Annex constitute a substantial improvement over the supervi­
sion procedures of Convention No. 53. First, in certain cases and under certain conditions, the port 
authorities of a Party to the Convention are empowered to detain a ship registered in the territory of 
another Member.  ^ Secondly, the cases where the Port State is entitled to intervene are clearly laid 
down in para. 1 of Regulation 1/4 and the question is not left to national law. Thirdly, there is a pro­
vision, though obscure, dealing with control procedures with respect to ships registered in the territory
1 l^ T^his is the meaning of the phrase "ships ... are subject, while in the ports of a Party, to control by officers duly au­
thorized by that Party to verify that all seafarers serving on board who are required to be certificated by the 
Convention are so certificated or hold an appropriate dispensation." in Art. X (1). It is clear that the certificates of the 
certificated persons referred to in the article must have been issued by or under the authority of the Flag State party to 
the Convention; see Art. II (b) and (c). The power of the port State to detain these ships had not originally been 
included in the draft Convention but its inclusion was the consequence of a number of amendments presented by the 
delegates of certain governments; see STW/CONF/5/1 (Australia), 5/9, pp. 4-5 (Canada), 5/10, pp. 5-6 (U.S), 5/12, p. 2 
(New Zealand).
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of a non-Party. A number of observations can be made with regard to the control procedures of 
the STCW Convention:
i) It is questionable whether para. 1 of Regulation 1/4, however concrete a provision it may be 
in specifying the circumstances in which control may be exercised in a restrictive manner, is superior 
to a more general wording like that of the former draft Art. X (2), which contained expressions 
such as "on the basis of substantial evidence", "clear grounds for believing that such performance may 
pose a danger..." instead of enumerating the circumstances in which control may be exercised. Since 
in para. 1 (b) of that Regulation an important limitation of the power of supervision of the Port State is 
introduced, it is doubtful whether a Port State party to the Convention, which has received, for 
example, reliable information by a national or an international organisation (ITF) that a specified, for 
instance a "bad-record" ship, does not conform to safety standards, can exercise the control allowed 
under Art. X if the circumstances enumerated in para. 1 (b) did not arise near the port of that Party. 
The wording of Regulation 19 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by the 1978 Protocol or 
of Art 4 of Convention No. 147 would be preferable in this respect
ii) The power of the port authorities to detain a ship is limited under the STCW Convention to 
the control of the validity of the certificates of the master, chief engineer officer and officers in charge 
of a navigational or an engine watch (Reg. 1/4, para. 3) despite the fact that the amendments of the 
governments referred to above contained no qualifications following the example of the SOLAS 
Convention. Moreover, while Art. 19 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by the 1978 
Protocol and, as will be seen later. Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 empower a ratifying country to 
exercise the necessary control and notify forthwith the nearest consular or diplomatic representative 
of the flag State, under Art. X (2) and (3) of the STCW Convention the port State has to notify the 
authorities of the flag State and wait to see whether any deficiencies are corrected before exercising
 ^^ I^n this respect the 1974 SOLAS Convention (Art. 19) is not so progressive, as it does not contain any supervision
Provisions in respect of ships registered in the territory of a non-Party.l^See for the text of this STW X/7, ANNEX H, Page 6. The comparison is strictly limited to the use of general or 
specific terms in the two texts and in no way affects the justified view held by many States at the Conference that the 
port state control envisaged in the draft article X was less than adequate.
“ ^Para. 1 (b) of Regulation 1/4 reads as follows: "Control exercised by a duly authorized control officer under Article 
X shall be limited to the following: ... (b) assessment of the ability of the seafarers of the ship to maintain 
watchkeeping standards as required by the Convention if there are grounds for believing that such standards are not 
being maintained because, while in the port o f a Party or in the approaches to that Port " (emphasis added), certain 
circumstances have arisen, such as collision, stranding, illegal discharge of substances, navigational errors, etc.
 ^l^It is possible that this neoterism in the STCW Convention was the result of an amendment presented by the USSR. 
No other country had questioned the traditional wording. The USSR government pointed out, inter alia , that the 
general terms mentioned above "would permit an arbitrary interpretation by the controlling officers". It is felt that 
widespread rights enjoyed by the controlling officers may not be used in the interests of maritime navigation but for 
political objectives or unfair competition ", STW/CONF/5/13, p. 2. It is submitted, however, that this danger would be 
obviated by the application of Art. X (4) which provides for compensation for any loss or damage resulting from undue 
delay or detainment. Such an article appears in all the above-mentioned Conventions.
i i^See supra note 114. The relevant provisions of the Guidelines for Surveyors, contained in the Memorandum of Un­
derstanding, are less strict than those of the STCW Convention: on the one hand, if the master, the chief engineer offi­
cer or the chief mate do not hold appropriate certificates the ship may be detained; on the other, as regards the absence 
of qualifications of officers in charge of navigational or engineering watches, "[d]etention should not be considered 
imless the extent of the deficiency is such as to render the ship unsafe" (Annex 1, paras. 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).
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the control prescribed in Regulation 1/4. It is clear that the control provisions of the STCW Conven­
tion are not as far reaching as those of the SOLAS or the MS Conventions in this connection and 
should not be preferred over those of the two above Conventions should Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 
74 be revised. 120
iii) The provisions concerning control over ships flying the flag of a non-Party may puzzle the 
responsible port authorities. Art. X (5) reads: " This Article shcill be applied as may be necessary to 
ensure that no more favourable treatment is given to ships entitled to fly the flag of a non-Party than is 
given to ships entitled to fly the flag of a Party." If the Conference had wanted to establish unequivo­
cally the right of the port State to detain in certain cases ships registered in the territory of a non- 
Party, it should either have adopted a provision with wording similar to that of the first two lines of 
para. 1 of Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 or have accepted the amendment of the U.S. which un­
questionably extended the control and the power of detention of the port authorities to these ships. 121
3) Convention No. 147. Though the control provisions of Convention No. 147 will be ex­
amined in Chapter 6, where this instrument is analysed, it should be noted that this Convention con­
tains certain provisions relevant to the supervision of certificates of competency. The Convention 
stipulates that ratifying countries should exercise effective jurisdiction or control over ships which are 
registered in their territory in respect of, inter alia , safety standards, including standards o f compe­
tency prescribed by national laws or regulations and should have laws or regulations for ships regi­
stered in their territory providing for "safety standards, including standards of competency ..." 122 and 
the provisions of such laws or regulations should be substantially equivalent to the Conventions or 
Articles of Conventions referred to in the Appendix to the Convention. In the Appendix to the 
Convention are listed, among other instruments. Arts. 3 and 4 of the Officers' Competency Certificates 
Convention (No. 53). 2^3 Finally, Art. 2 (e) requires a ratifying Member to ensure that seafarers
^20ln addition, the STCW Convention requires the port State to specify "the grounds on which the Party determined 
that these deficiencies pose a danger to persons, property or the environment." Art. X (2) (emphasis added). Despite 
the explanations of the President at the Conference (see STW/CONF/SR/13, p. 7), it is clear that if a seaman or an 
officer does not hold the appropriate certificate the necessary control should be exercised and notification to the flag 
State would be required even if there are no reasons for believing that the deficiencies pose a danger to persons, etc. 
The grounds referred to are necessary only for the detainment of ^ e  ship (Art. X (3)). It would have been better if the 
amendment proposed by the Greek delegate, namely to insert the words "if any" after the word "reasons" in the draft, 
had been accepted; ibid.
121por the amendment, see STW/CONF/5/10, pp. 5-6.
^22Arts. 2 (b) (i) and (a) (i) respectively; emphasis added.
^23pootnote no. 2 to the official text of Convention No. 147 stipulates: "In cases where the established licensing sys­
tem or certification structure of a State woiüd be prejudiced by problems arising from the strict adherence to the relevant 
standards of the Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936, the principle of substantial equivalence shall be 
applied so that there will be no conflict with that State's established arrangements for certification." One wonders 
whether the use of the criterion of "substantial equivalence" in this context has not the effect of nullifying the purpose 
of Convention No. 53. In fact, this Convention contains, compared to all other relevant instruments examined, the most 
flexible provisions, see supra 3.2.1. under B) and 3.23. under A 3). The only improvement that Convention No. 53 
achieved was the establishment of a compulsory system for the granting of the certificate of competency according to 
which certain minimum conditions have to be fulfilled before an officer is issued with it; and this without any specific 
provisions as to age limits, etc. The criterion of "substantial equivalence" here has really the effect of minimising the 
importance of the already "conciliatory" provisions of the Convention.
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employed on board ships registered in its territory are "properly qualified 2^4 or trained for the duties 
for which they are engaged, due regard being had to the Vocational Training (Seafarers) 
Recommendation, 1970". 2^5 Two observations can be made here:
i) Other Conventions should be included in the Appendix to the Convention. First, as has 
been explained earlier, the STCW Convention provides for the control (but not for detention of the 
ships that do not comply) of certificates of competency of ratings of lower rank than that of the able 
seaman. Consequently, the Certification of Able Seamen Convention could be included in the Ap­
pendix to Convention No. 147. Since the former Convention does not contain any control proce­
dures, those of Convention No. 147 would fill the gap. Finally, the inclusion in the latter of the 
STCW Convention, which was adopted later than Convention No. 147, should be considered. This 
could be done by the inclusion of the STCW Convention in Art. 5 of Convention No. 147 where 
other IMO Conventions zire listed, 126 in which case the inclusion of Convention No. 53 in the Ap­
pendix would not serve any substantial purpose. However, this solution would impose an additional 
burden on prospective ratifying countries of the MSC, since they will have to be parties to the STCW 
Convention. If, despite this, the inclusion of the STCW Convention in Art 5 of Convention No. 147 
is thought desirable to tighten the control of substandard ships, an option could be offered at the first 
stage to countries wishing to ratify the latter Convention either of becoming Parties of the former be­
fore ratification or, instead, of implementing the provisions of the relevant ILO instruments, revised 
along the lines suggested above.
ii) Art. 2 (a) provides that the standards laid down by national laws and regulations should be 
substantially equivalent to the Conventions or articles of the Convention listed in the Appendix, "in so 
far as the Member is not otherwise bound to give effect to the Conventions in question." Conse­
quently, if a country that has ratified Convention No. 53 desires to avoid strict control in respect of the 
certificates of competency of officers, unless other reasons are considered predominant (for example, 
that the criterion of "substantial equivalence" will enable the country concerned to avoid ratification of 
other Conventions), it will not ratify Convention No. 147 because in that case not only will that 
criterion be of no avail, but the country concerned will have to implement the strict control provisions
124yhe word "qualified" was inserted before the word "trained" at the 1976 Conference to emphasise that, according to 
this provision, the Government should ensure that seafarers acquired the necessary qualifications without necessarily 
being directly responsible for their training; 62 RJ*., p. 191.
is clear that no obligation is imposed on ratifying Members to conform to the provisions of this Recommenda­
tion. The Legal Adviser of the ILO stated in this respect that the purpose of the reference made to this 
Recommendation in Art. 2 (f) of the Office draft (Art. 2 (e) of the Convention) was "to call to the attention of States 
the standards foreseen in that instrument so that they would feel obliged to take account of them; however, the States 
did not thus lose their liberty of decision on the extent to which they would ^ p ly  that Recommendation, whose 
obligations were not as binding as those of a Convention"; ibid., p. 188.
126jq thig coimection it should be noted that IMO Conventions were not allowed in the Appendix to Convention No. 
147 nor in the text of the Convention because fears were expressed that this would result in a confusion of the supervi­
sory machineries of the two organisations; for discussion see infra Chapter 6, pp. 442,454.
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of Art. 4 as well. For the sake of uniformity the control provisions of Convention No. 53 should be 
revised to conform to the control procedures of Convention No. 147.
B) Validity of certificates of competency
No period of Vcdidity is laid down in Conventions Nos. 53, 69 and 74. The matter is appar­
ently left to national law. The SOLAS Convention, in Regulation 14, contains a number of provisions 
dealing with the duration and validity of certificates of competency. If it was considered necessary to 
include such provisions in an instrument dealing with safety of life at sea, it is even more necessary to 
do so in instruments concerning certificates of competency where technological developments on 
board ship necessitate continuous review and constant updating of training requirements, examination 
syllabi and, therefore, of the conditions for the granting or for the continuation of the validity of the 
certificate of competency. Though, as pointed out earlier, refresher or updating courses are provided 
for in Recommendation No. 137 (para. 18), the possibility of the inclusion of a provision to the same 
effect in ILO instruments concerning certificates of competency was not considered. As a 
consequence, in Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 74 both the question of the validity and the question of 
refresher and retraining courses (which could dispense with the necessity of the issue of new 
certificate or of the renewal of its validity if the fact that a seaman underwent successfully these 
courses were mentioned therein) are left to national law. The competent authority is under an obliga­
tion to "make arrangements for the holding of examinations and for the granting of certificates of 
qualification" 2^7 ^ut nothing in these Conventions requires the competent authorities of ratifying 
countries to review training and examination requirements (this should be reflected in the certificate of 
competency) at certain intervals. 2^8
The STCW Convention once again contains welcome, but in themselves inadequate, provi­
sions. Regulation 1/4 para. 1 (a) provides that control may be exercised to verify "... that all seafarers 
serving on board who are required to be certificated by the Convention hold a valid certificate..." 
Under paras. 2 (a) and 3 of the same regulation failure of the master and certain officers "to have an 
appropriate valid certificate..." may constitute a reason for detaining the ship. 2^9 what by a "valid" 
certificate is meant, is less than clear. No duration of validity of the certificate is laid down in the
^27Art, 4  (1) of Convention No. 69 and 2 (1) of Convention No. 74; see also. Art. 4 (1) (c) and (2) (b) of 
Convention No. 53.
^28xhe Minimum Standards Convention (No. 147) contains more complete provisions in this connection, at least as 
far as the certification of officers is concerned. On the one hand, control of the certificates of competency of officers is 
envisaged (Arts. 2 (a) (i) and (b) (i) in conjunction with Art. 4 and the Appendix to the Convention). On the other 
hand, ratifying countries should have "due regard" to the Vocational Training (Seafarers) Recommendation, 1970, which 
makes provision for refresher and updating courses (Art 2 (e)). Nevertheless, as pointed out earlier, the expression 
"due regard" does not amount to the exact application of the provisions of the Recommendation in national law. 
i29Euiphasis added. It is not clear why the word "valid" was inserted in Regulation 1/4, since Art. II (c) defines the 
certificate as "a valid document...", although it was explained by some delegates that the insertion of this word would 
lead to a stronger port state control. Moreover, though a certificate might be valid as such, it may be held by an 
inappropriate person. The inclusion of this word would deal adequately with both these cases; see STW/CONF/SR/13,
p. 8.
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Convention. The international model certificate of Regulation 1/2 does not specify, among other par­
ticulars, the period of validity of the certificate. Instead, the STCW Convention contains Regulations 
for "the Continued Proficiency and Updating of Knowledge" of masters and officers. If we take one 
of these Regulations (Reg. II/5) as a case study, the first paragraph provides that the proficiency of 
masters and deck officers should be examined every 5 years. Though the fulfilment of the conditions 
of A rt 1 (b) subparas, (i) and (ii) (sea-service) can be easily ascertained by other means (for example, 
the log book or the seafarer's book when appropriate), this is not the case with the requirements laid 
down by subpara, (iii) as well as with those of para. 2 (providing for refresher and updating 
courses). Since a provision for the period or for the renewal of the validity is not laid down in the 
Convention, the successful undergoing of training or other courses should occupy a separate space in 
the model certificate of Regulation 1/2. This is not required in the Convention and the question still 
unanswered is how the passing of obligatory approved tests can be ascertained by the controlling of­
ficers. Therefore, in a future revision of the relevant ILO instruments either the period of validity 
should be specifically included in the model certificate or mention of the passing of the necessary 
tests therein should be required.
1 3 (^ e  conditions laid down in subparas, (i), (ii) and (iii) are alternative options. Compliance with one of these is 
enough for the purpose of Regulation II/5.
l^ ljh e  President of the Conference said that it was his understanding that "if a Control Officer was unable to find evi­
dence to substantiate the validity of a certificate, he should report to the Port State that the seafarer concerned had been 
unable to provide evidence that he had had the required amount of sea service or had attended an up-dating course, and 
that the onus of providing such proof rested with the seafarer." STW/CONF/SR/9, p. 4. This interpretation was ac­
cepted by the whole Conference but besides the fact that it was the subjective view of one person and is not clear from 
the provisions of the Convention, it may lead to judicial disputes as to the required amount of evidence and the onus of 
proof. The inclusion in the international certificate of a statement by the competent authority to the effect that the un­
dergoing of approved courses have been successfully completed could constitute a presumption that would be defeated 
only by prochiction of evidence that the contents of the certificate have been forged.
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3.3. Conclusions
From the above it is clear that the international instruments concerning maritime training and 
certificates of competency and, particularly, the relevant ILO instruments need to be revised in certain 
respects. The most important issue that has to be decided is whether the ILO should stick to its tradi­
tional method of adopting "policy" instruments or whether the IMO style of drafting detailed and long 
instruments would be preferable. Though the number of ratifications is not, and should not be the 
sole standard by which the effectiveness of international maritime instruments is judged, an analysis 
of the ratifications which the STCW Convention and the relevant ILO instruments have received 
would provide some indication. The STCW Convention has received twice as many ratifications as 
Conventions Nos. 53, 69 and 74 adopted by the ILO. 1^ 2 All the important maritime countries have 
ratified the STCW Convention (except Panama and the United States). 2^3 On the other hand. Con­
vention No. 53 has not been ratified by Japan, Greece, the USSR, China, the U.K. but has been rati­
fied by all other important maritime countries including Panama and the United States; Convention 
No. 69 has been ratified by most important maritime countries except Liberia, the United States and 
China. Since the IMO's involvement in the question of maritime training the trend has been towards 
the adoption of detailed Conventions, Recommendations and Resolutions on this subject. What the 
ILO can do in the future is incorporate parts of these instruments in future ILO Conventions and 
Recommendations. 1^ 4 However, in adopting this policy the ILO should always take into account that 
a system of maritime training should be flexible enough to accommodate the needs of developing 
countries. It is hoped that the seminars and technical assistance programmes instituted by the ILO 
and the IMO in the field maritime training would enable in the near future developing countries to im­
plement the provisions of the relevant ILO and IMO instruments.
of 31 Dec. 1988 the STCW has received 69 ratifications, accessions or approvals (the reservations deposited 
with the Secretary General of the IMO mostly concerned certain territories in respect of which the Contracting States 
qualified the obligations assumed under the Convention rather than the substance of the Convention) while the number 
of ratifications for Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 74 is 27,26 and 21 respectively. The combined merchant fieets of the 
States which have ratified, acceded to, or approved the STCW Convention constitute approximately 15% of the gross 
tonnage of the world’s merchant fleet. The percentages of the gross tonnage of the world's merchant fleet for 
Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 74 are 43.77%, 43.88% and 26.59% respectively.
^^ I^t is reported that the training requirements in the USSR fully conform to the provisions of the STCW and cur­
rently exceed those of the basic convention, D M. Long, The Soviet Merchant F leet, 1986, Chapter 3, Soviet merchant 
recruitment, training and professional standards of personnel, pp. 29-38, at p. 32.
^^ ^^ This took place for thé first time in 1987 when, as result of amendments submitted in the Committee on Medical 
Care, Convention No. 164 concerning Health Protection and Medical Care (Seafarers), 1987 was made to include, al­
most verbatim, provisions concerning training in medical care from the joint IMO/ILO international maritime training 
m d e, adopted by the ILO/IMO Committee on Training in 1985.
i35it was reported at the 2nd Asian Maritime Conference in Tokyo that "there were wide divergencies in respect of 
methods and extent of training, and these were due to many factors including the relative importance of shipping to the 
national economy, the type of trade, and the general state of development in vocational training facilities for industry as 
a whole; it was therefore agreed that a rigid pattern of vocational training could not be established for all Asian coun­
tries"; see Second Asian Maritime Conference (Tokyo, 21-30 April 1965), 0 £ . , Vol., XLVHI, 1964, No. 3, pp. 264- 
291, at p. 268. At the same time the seafarers and the shipowners could not agree on the significance to be attached to 
pre-sea training (the former thought it was indispensable, the latter were of the opinion that its successful application 
would depend on the particular circumstances; ibid., pp. 270-2.
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It should be noted that the successful regulation of maritime education and training will con­
tribute considerably towards a more effective international shipping regime in the 90s. International 
maritime law has evolved considerably in the 20th century and hundreds of laws, regulations, statutory 
instruments, marine notices, presidential decrees, codes of practice or conduct have emerged in various 
countries. Masters, officers and ratings are in constant need for retraining and refresher courses. The 
effective regulation of most aspects of shipping nowadays such as marine pollution, safety at sea, 
professional competence, job satisfaction, preservation of capital, etc. depend on the existence of 
adequate training schemes which will enable seafarers to deal with mounting problems arising from 
the emergence of complex and, sometimes, conflicting national and international regulations. 
Finally, adequate training combined with manning requirements will improve the safety record of 
certain fleets and will reduce maritime accidents due to human error. ^^ 7
As regards the international regulation of maritime training the following suggestions can be 
made with a view to enhancing the effectiveness of the existing regime:
1) Correspondence courses do not appear to be the established practice. From the replies of 
the governments to the IMO questionnaire it seems that only one country has established maritime 
training courses by correspondence. 3^8 Though convenient, training courses by correspondence can 
hardly dispense with the need for qualified personnel whose experience ensures satisfactory training 
standards and with the need for active participation of trainees in the national training programmes. 
139 In the revising instrument either certain methods of training should be made compulsory or if the 
list of training methods is not exhaustive, training courses by correspondence should be excluded. In 
countries which lack maritime training facilities, technical assistance programmes would facilitate the 
development of training institutions. Use of the provisions of para. 27 of Recommendation No. 137 
should be made.
On the other hand, it is believed that the use and teaching of English language in maritime 
training institutions will improve the understanding of non-English speaking seamen as regards the 
identification of international signals and will facilitate co-operation between members of the crew of
136see in this context E. Gold, "International maritime law in transition", Mar. Pol.^ Vol. 13, 1989, pp. 178-192. 
Gold thinks that, in view of the profound impact that evolving maritime law has on the nautical profession, the latter 
should try to influence evolving law; ibid., p. 181.
^37Gold says: "Although a certain maritime "chauvinism" often attempts to lay blame in the direction of certain na­
tional flags, this is a fallacious approach dodging the central issue which is that there has been a general reduction in 
training standards in many fleets. Although maritime education today is generally imprpyed, it has often not kept pace 
with technological advances and complexities, and training periods and sea time have also betm shortened, often leading 
to premature promotion"; op. dL p. 183. A high percentage of maritime acddents (about 80% according to one source) 
can be attributed to human error; see I. Millar, The need for a structured policy towards redudng human-factor errors in 
marine acddents", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1980, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 9-15, at p. 9, n. 1. Millar argues that in order to reduce 
human error greater emphasis should be placed on bridge procedural training, and radar simulator training for all bridge 
ratings, refresher courses for senior officers and improvements in ship design; ibid., pp. 10-15.
^38in Singapore there are training courses by correspondence open to deck cadets, see Appendix 1 footnote reference to 
Singapore.
^39see paras. 11 (e) and 21 of Recommendation No. 137. It should be noted that Recommendation No. 137, unlike 
Recommendation No. 77, does not list training by correspondence among the training methods provided for in Section 
Vn. On the other hand, this kind of training is not explicitly excluded.
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various nationalities with beneficial effects on safety at sea. Teaching of English in maritime 
training institutions or its inclusion as a compulsory subject in training syllabi is recommended; this 
has been the practice in certain maritime countries (see Appendix 1). Generally, adequate training 
(including language training) should be combined with efficient recruitment procedures and general 
education. The ship's efficiency is reduced when no proper procedures for the selection of trainees 
are established, the general educational level of the crew is low and communication difficulties exist 
between officers and ratings, and between ratings themselves,
2) In the revising instrument concerning maritime training a provision should be included to 
the effect that training courses should take into account the difficulties that a seafarer might experience 
in adapting himself to shore employment after a period of sea-service. Subjects of general educa­
tional value and theoretical and practical instruction of general nature should be introduced in national 
training syllabi for seafarers. Para. 16 (2) (a) of Recommendation No. 139 should be transferred to 
the revising instrument in an amended form to the effect that not only retraining in special cases but 
training courses for other industries should be available for seafarers in all cases.
3) Training requirements for modem automated ships should be discussed in the ILO and the 
IMO. Likewise, the regulation of the training and certification requirements of "general" purpose
l^^Some welcome provisions of the STCW should be noted in this respect; they impose certain obligations on ratify­
ing States in respect of a) officers in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 200 GRT or more and b) ratings form­
ing part of a navigational watch; as regarck the former, suffirent knowledge of English to enable them to use charts and 
other nautical publications, to understand information concerning the ship's safety and operation and to express himself 
clearly in his communications with other ships or coast stations is required (Appendix to Reg. U/4, Point 16). No clear 
obligation requiring a knowledge of English adequate to enable the aWve officers to communicate comfortably with the 
crew is imposed, but such requirement will probably be fulfilled if the terms of Point 16 are respected. As regards the 
latter. Regulation II/6, para. 2 (d) (ii) includes as a mandatory minimum requirement "the ability to understand orders 
and make himself understood by the officer of the watch in matters relevant to his duties" (an identical obligation is 
imposed in respect of ratings forming part of an engine room watch; see Regulation m/6, para. 2 (c) (ii)). If the officer 
and the rating of the watch do not have the same nationality, an obligation to have sufficient knowledge of English to 
enable the seaman to perform his duties and to communicate with 6 e  officer may be implied under the terms of the 
Regulation. Unfortunately, Regulation II/6 does not apply to able seamen and other lower ratings in respect of which 
no similar obligation is im p o st by the STCW or any other Convention. Canada, in ratifying the STCW Convention, 
reserved its position with regard to its provisions concerning the requirements for adequate knowledge of English since 
in Canada irâth English and French have equal status. This reservation was rightly not accepted by the USSR; see 
IMO, Status of Multilateral Conventions and Instruments in Respect of Which the International Maritime Organization 
or Its Secretary-General Performs Depositary or Other Functions, as at 31 December 1988, pp. 325-6. For the primacy 
of English in maritime affairs and the need for a simplified version thereof see M.A. Bakr, "Maritime language: quest 
for simplicity", Mar//. Pol. M gmt., 1978,5, pp. 133-140. This author pronounces in favour of a limited, "controlled", 
readily understood and short version of maritime English.
^^^A study carried out in 1973, despite its limitations due to the limited number of interviews on which it was based, 
showed that the selection and training methods of Indian crews in the British Merchant Navy were not adequate, the 
educational standard of the crews was very low and language difficulties existed since the existing language training 
system adopted by the shipping company had practical shortcomings; all these factors had adverse effects on crew 
performance; see C. Dasgupta, Selection and Training of Indian Crews in the British Merchant Navy: A Feasibility 
Study, 1973, pp. 21-25,38-41.
^^^Another aspect of successful training methods is reducing wastage in seafaring through specific use of training 
ashore, by developing training on a "sandwich scheme" basis; J. Hill, The seafaring career , London, 1972, pp. 104- 
105. Hill also argues that it seems probable that the level of recruits to the Merchant Navy might be improved if there 
were more systematic attempts to select and train them for their next job. The general compatibility between seafaring 
and other occupations needs to be more systematically explored; ibid., p. 108.
143The USSR has introduced an "automated and computer systems facility" in the training syllabi of higher 
educational institutions; see D M. Long, op. cit., p. 33.
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crews could be contemplated. First, it has to be decided whether this question will be dealt with in 
a separate instrument or not. It is suggested that, as a first step, the question should form an item of 
the agenda of the joint ILO/IMO Committee and recommendations should be included in a revised 
version of the joint IMO/ILO training guide. If the question is dealt with in a single comprehensive 
instrument, difficulties in ratifying this instrument might be encountered by countries which do not yet 
possess ships on board which dual-purpose crews are employed or in which the development of such 
system of employment is unlikely in the immediate future, In this case, the countries concerned 
would also be unable to ratify the future instrument in respect of the provisions which they might be 
unable to implement at the national level. It is suggested that the problem should be tackled in a 
special instrument. It should be remembered that a satisfactory solution of the regulation of the 
training of general purpose crews would necessitate decision on the following points: the drawing up 
at a first stage of national training schemes for GP crews, which, at a later stage, would facilitate the 
international codification of training requirements in a single international instrument; drafting of exa­
mination syllabi for GP crews; setting up certification requirements for such crews at the international 
plane, Implementation of the last task would require: a) classification of variable categories of GP 
crews, b) establishment of international "model" certificates for all the various categories and grades 
of these crews similar to the form of endorsement of certificates of para. 3 of Regulation 1/2 of the 
STCW Convention, c) successful resolution of such questions as pre-sea training (which is of im­
portance in the case of automated vessels), if required (including simulator training), the amount of 
sea-experience and the interrelationship between the former and the latter.
Quite apart from the question of GP crews, it is obvious that the ILO instruments concerning 
certificates of competency cover only limited categories of seafarers. If the ILO continues to adopt in­
struments concerning certificates of competency it is recommended that gradually ILO instruments 
regulate certification of other categories of seafarers. In this respect it is clear that the SCTW Con­
vention is much more comprehensive than the ILO instruments as it regulates the training 4^7 and cer-
^'^For a brief analysis of the organisation and training of the crew on board nuclear-powered ships see R. Godwin and 
others, "Safeguards for Crew Members of the Nuclear Ship "Savannah"", 11.R . , Vol. LXXX, No. 3, Sept. 1959, pp. 
236-250, at pp. 244-246.
^^^Certain countries, such as the United States and Denmark, have introduced a much lower degree of automation than 
countries such as Norway, Holland and Japan, while countries such as West Germany and Sweden were in the middle 
position; see R. Walton, op: cit., supra n. 15. In Japan the training system for deck and engine room ratings was 
changed to a unified system for GP crews; 55 R.P. , p. 79. Many ships in that country are manned by less than 20 
member-crew, while experiments are carried out to put into operation a super manpower-saving vessel that has no more 
than 11 CTew members; ibid., p; 74 RJ*.^  9/1.
146pQr the effects of automation on training and retraining requirements of officers and ratings and on manning scales, 
see Bonwick, op. cit., pp. 75-81.
^^ I^n the STCW Convention a general clause is included in almost every Regulation to the effect that training to 
achieve the necessary (theoretical) knowledge and practical experience must be based or must take account, inter a lia , 
of relevant international regulations and recommendations; see Regulations n/3, para. 3, n/4, para. 5 (b), III/2, para. 3, 
III/3, para. 3 (the first two regulations use the term "shall be based" while the other two the word "shdl take into ac­
count"). Probably these provisions refer to the relevant instruments concerning training adopted by the IMO and the 
ILO analysed above. Interestingly, the above provisions refer not only to binding instruments but also to recommenda­
tions (for example. Regulation II/6, para. 2 (c) (ii) refers to the ILO/IMO training guide); moreover, the application of
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tification requirements for seamen employed in the deck, engine and radio departments and takes into 
account special requirements necessitated by the type of ship (oil tankers, chemical tankers, and liqui­
fied gas tankers and ships carrying dangerous and hazardous cargo other than in bulk), Other ca­
tegories of seafarers, the certification of which could be regulated in the future, include electricians, 
radar operators, and lower officers and ratings of the catering department, Finally, the intro­
duction of a special education officer on board ship could be envisaged. This person could be the 
representative of the trade union on board ship and his duties would include providing assistance to 
seamen in matters relating to training, general education, promotion. In addition, from his position on 
board ship he will be able to identify problems regarding the organisation of training on board ship, 
the effectiveness of existing training and certification schemes and the operational efficiency of the 
ship in relation to these schemes, and whether existing arrangements provide seamen with adequate 
career opportunities and possibilities of alternative employment ashore,
4) In a future revised instrument provisions should be included facilitating re-entry to employ­
ment ashore of those seafarers who after a long sea-carrier desire to be employed ashore. The sea­
faring profession constitutes a closed environment which might render onshore employment impos­
sible at a later stage. These provisions would be of a two-fold nature: a) by the aid of education and 
psychology to make the seaman adaptable to the new exigencies of life on shore and b) provide the
these provisions does not seem to be restricted by references to qualifications, such as "generally accepted" or 
"international applicable" standards. On the other band, it seems that, at least those provisions which employ the term 
"shall take into account", do not impose obligations to implement these requirements; STW/CONF/6/1, p. 2.
148see Chapter V and Resolutions 10,11,12,13 and 16 of the STCW Convention.
^'^^esolution 18 of the STCW Convention concerning Radar Simulator Training recommends that "radar simulator 
training be given to all masters and deck officers". Radar simulator training contributes greatly to safety at sea because 
it reduces the possibility of "radar-assisted" collisions. Knowledge of the fundamentals of radar and ability in the 
operation and use of radar is required for the certification of masters, chief mates of ships and officers in charge of a 
navigational watch on ships of 200 GRT or more; see Point 4 of the Appendix to Regulation n/2; Point 3 of the 
Appendix to Regulation II/4 of the STCW Convention. However, it is very important that seafarers are also trained in 
radar maintenance so that they are able to detect cases where the equipment is not performing properly or is giving 
inaccurate information; see JSCT/I/1964/1, pp. 4,113. It has been suggested that Convention No. 53 could be revised 
to include provisions requiring certificated navigation officers to hold a radar certificate and to attend an approved fire­
fighting course; likewise Convention No. 74 might be revised to include a provision requiring able seamen to undergo 
an approved fire-fighting course; ibid. p. 115. Gold argues that although seafarers are today well trained in the use of 
radar, it still remains an option, and their practical knowledge of the reliability and viability of such equipment is a 
neglected area. He concludes that research and equipment development should be part of maritime training; op. cit., pp. 
182-3.
f^^Examples of the duration of training courses for the above seafarers is given in Appendix 1. For other training 
courses not envisaged or not sufficiently developed in international instruments relating to training and certification of 
seafarers see Appendix 1, II. C). The new proposed amendments to the 1974 SOLAS Convention concerning the safety 
of roll-on/roll-off passenger ferries contain certain draft guidelines for fast rescue boats. These ^ d efin es point out the 
need for "training by a dWy authorized agency ... to all helmsmen and crew of a fast rescue boat in all aspects of rescue, 
handling, manœuvring and driving..."; IMO News, Number 3: 1988, p. 15.
^^^The education or another officer would also be in a position to assist in the implementation of the important Reso­
lution 22 concerning Human Relationships, adopted by the STCW Conference. TTiis Resolution, inter alia , invites all 
Governments (a) to establish or encourage the establislunent of training programmes aimed at safeguarding good human 
relationships on board ships; (b) to take adequate measures to minimize any element of loneliness and isolation for 
crew members on board ships; and (c) to ensure that crew members are suffidently rested before commencing their 
duties.
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seaman with a knowledge of the basic requirements of professions ashore. For example, an engineer 
officer would be able to work in a factory as an engineer, if he is given the motivation and a knowl­
edge of the basic differences between employment on board ship and employment on shore. Another 
solution would be for the seaman concerned to be required by national regulations to possess 
experience of shore-based employment before he is eligible for examination for a certificate of 
competency. Some national legislatures have adopted this system in the case of engineer officers,
The question of certificates of competence should be taken into account in the formulation of 
manpower policies. It may be thought desirable that national manpower schemes gradually establish a 
priority for employment of certificated seamen when all other requirements are met by both certifi­
cated and uncertificated applicants. This policy would have two advantages: a) it would enhance 
safety on board ship and b) it would induce the seaman to obtain certificates which would eventually 
guarantee him jobs, and it could produce good results, from a psychological point of view, since it 
would have immediate effect on the seaman's professional status and prestige.
5) As has been explained in this Chapter, existing international instruments concerning mar­
itime training and certificates of competency ironically lack an "intemationcil'' character. The relevant 
ILO instruments clearly leave the drawing up of training requirements to national authorities and the 
STCW Convention does not go so far as to establish an international model certificate. The drawing 
up of a model certificate at the international level as well as the need for recognition of national certifi­
cates (before an international model certificate is widely established) issued in the territory of a ratify­
ing country by the competent authorities of another contracting country, point to the need for an 
eventual assimilation of national training schemes along the principles agreed upon in an international 
instrument. A future ILO or IMO international instrument on training should refer to international 
compulsory provisions setting up common training syllabi and other training requirements for all sea­
farers employed on board vessels registered in the territory of a ratifying country, Thus, refer­
ences to national training schemes and policies should be eliminated, 1^ 5 unless they deal with matters
Appendix 1, II. B), b).
^^^As pointed out earlier, no obligation for such recognition is laid down in Convention No. 53; recognition is op­
tional in Conventions Nos. 69 and 74; and no such clear obligation exists in the STCW Convention. A provision 
concerning the establishment of an international model certificate in a future revised instrument should be 
complemented by a provision to the effect that, at the request of a party to this instrument, any other party may issue a 
certificate of competency to nationals of the first party who meet the requirements laid down by it., 
l^ A s  the state practice set out in Appendix 1 reveals there are substantial discrepancies between the number of ^ ades 
statutorily recognised in different countries for the purposes of the certificates of competency. These discrepancies al­
ready existed before the 2nd World War; see PTMC, Report VIII, p. 25. Since an international instrument on maritime 
training could not encompass all existing categories of seafarers at the national level, an international model certificate 
would be of great value if differences in existing grades of seafarers were eliminated. The issue of an international cer­
tificate would be restricted to internationally recognised grades of seafarers. This question is related to the "promotion 
of seafarers" which has not yet been sufficiently dealt with in an international instrument. For early attempts to 
regulate the promotion of seafarers see PTMC , Report VIII, pp. 24-28. Para. 54 of the ISC provided for three grades of 
certificates for navigating, engineer and radio officers, and for the establishment of grades for electric engineer officers. 
State practice shows that the grade of electricians exists in some maritime countries.
155such as paras. 3 (1), 5 (1), 6 (f) and 11 of Recommendation No. 137.
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of detail or necessity to be left to the competent authorities. It should be pointed that the estab­
lishment of international certificates would facilitate regular inspection and would, therefore, improve 
safety of life at sea. At the same time, the inclusion of the photograph of the seafarer in the certificate 
as an additional means of his identification should be considered.
6) Retraining, refresher and upgrading courses should be a prerequisite for the continued em­
ployment of seafarers on board ship if such courses are necessitated by newly emerged job require­
ments for the various grades and categories of seafarers; or from long absences from sea; or from the 
need for refreshing theoretical and practical knowledge concerning existing job requirements. The 
need for such refresher courses would result from periodic tests or examinations of employed sea­
farers. These courses should not be limited to advanced courses or courses for masters, officers and 
experienced seafarers but they should be compulsory for any category of seafarer if this were thought 
necessary.
A question akin to that of refresher courses is that of the validity of the certificates of compe­
tency. No duration of validity of these certificates is laid down in Conventions Nos. 53, 69 and 74 
while the relevant provisions of the STCW Convention are incomplete. First, the future international 
model certificate should state its period of validity. Secondly, two systems of supervision of the va­
lidity of the certificates can be envisaged in a future revised instrument, namely that either a) each 
certificate would cease to be valid after a specified period and would be renewed at specified intervals 
after the requirements laid down in this instrument for such renewal were met; or b) the seafarer 
would undergo refresher or retraining courses and would pass the necessary examinations at specified 
intervals; these events will be entered on the certificate of competency as a proof of his ability to per­
form the duties required as the holder of the certificate concerned.
7) The question concerning whether a future international instrument on training should be a 
comprehensive instrument should be resolved. In the latter case, provisions concerning the organisa­
tion and financing of training schemes should be included therein. Alternatively, such provisions 
could be included in a separate instrument concerning not training and certification standards as such, 
but, specifically, the operating conditions and financial background which would permit the develop­
ment of sufficient and efficient training schemes at the international level. Here, a special chapter
^^^The national training schemes and policies of countries that have developed training strategies for seamen may be 
available to countries which, for several reasons, are not financially in position to establish adequate training schemes 
of their own (compare paras. 4 ,26 and 27 of Recommendation No. 137).
^^^The success of maritime retraining depends, as in the case of other strategies such as manpower policies, on the ac­
curacy of sociological data. It was found that in Israel during the 1970s there had been a drastic decline in the number 
of ratings certificated as officers with very few enrolling in retraining courses. It was suggested that a) "Ratings who 
satisfy &e admission requirements of a retraining course but have a low level of expectancy of success, may be conside­
red as potential retrainees, provided that their expectancy can be improved by ^propriate consultation" and b) "Ratings 
who satisfy the motivation^ criteria but not the admission requirement, should undergo psychometric tests at the selec­
tion stage in order to determine their potential ability of learning"; see M. Erez, "Retraining of ratings for officer rank: 
biographical characteristics and motivational determinants of willingness to be retrained", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1978.5, 
pp. 307-313, at p. 313.
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could be added relating to the job requirements (training, sea-experience, teaching experience) of 
training personnel quite apart from training requirements concerning seafarers. Questions, such as 
payment of wages (with a possible differentiation in the treatment of young and adult trainees), lodg­
ing, meals, unemployment benefit, medical care and recreation (particularly in cases of specialist 
training) during training should be considered for inclusion in the revised instrument on the organisa­
tion and financing of training,
The question of financing of national or international training schemes should be cleared up. 
The main burden of financing could be laid on national Administrations or on the shipowners. More­
over, it might be that both governments and shipowners and, possibly seafarers, would be required to 
finance training schemes so that the financial implications of maritime training can be distributed 
among different parties (State, shipowners, seafarers), For example, in the case of a seaman de­
tached from a ship to get advanced or specialist training on shore, the shipowner could finance his 
training; this could be achieved by granting to the seaman a paid "training" leave or paying him 
wages normally as being "on service". The question of financing may depend on the nature of the 
training institution concerned or of the training given. Here, the close interrelationship between 
effective training policies and organised financing can be seen. On the other hand, an International 
Fund for Maritime Training could be set up, which could be financially supported by contributions 
from all parties concerned. In turn, this Fund could finance national training institutions (mainly 
public or institutions offering maritime training free of charge) or, eventually, have national branches 
in all ratifying countries giving a kind of international maritime training. Finally, as state practice 
shows (see Appendix 1) no discrimination between nationals and foreigners as regards the payment
t^Recommendation No. 137 contains a separate chapter (III) on the organisation and financing of national training 
policies (sections A. and B.) but it goes on to add in the same chapter a special section (C.) on training standards 
which is a quite different question. On the other hand, the STCW Convention deals with mandatory training minimum 
recwrements and does not contain any provisions concerning the organisation and financing of training schemes.
^^^The need for the education and training of seafarers is recognised in Arts. 9 (5) and para. 5 of Resolution 1 of the 
UNCTAD Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships. The relevant provisions provide for the co-operation 
of the State of registration, the shipowners and apprt^riate international organisations in order to promote the education 
and training of seafarers. Whether this would imply participation in the financing of training schemes is less than clear 
although Resolution 2 recommends that a number of international organisations and bodies should, upon request, pro­
vide financial assistance aimed at meeting the financial implications of the implementation of the provisions of the 
Convention.
l^Compare para. 6 (2) of Recommendation No. 77.
^^^Compare para. 10, subparas 4 and 5 of Recommendation No. 137. The problem of training costs will not be so 
acute in the future if recruitment methods are optimised. Research carried out by experts shows that the tests applied to 
recruit seamen (such as the aptitude and motivation scales) cannot sometimes explain adequately wastage in the 
shipping industry; see R. Booth and K. Newman, "Social Status and Minority Recruit Performance in the Navy: Some 
Implications for Affirmative Action Programs", Sociological Quarterly : 18 (Autumn 1977), pp. 564-573. It follows 
that if the sqppropriate recruitment method are selected, the long run costs of training will be significantly reduced. 
^^^This idea could be further advanced in the development of an International Examination and Certification Authority 
which (with its national branches in ratifying countries) would grant international certificates having force in all ratify­
ing countries after the "international maritime training" has been undergone and the approved examinations have been 
successfully passed. For the activities of the World Maritime University (WMU) in this respect, see IMO N ews, No. 
4: 1988, pp. 12,16; ibid.. No. 1: 1989, p. 19.
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of tuition fees should be admitted in an instrument concerning the orgzmisation and financing of mari­
time training.
8) The coordination of national laws and regulations relating to the establishment of a mini­
mum age limit for admission to employment, the school leaving age limit and the minimum age limit 
for entry into training schemes would facilitate the international regulation of maritime training in con­
nection with the uniform application of international instruments concerning minimum age and with 
national regulations laying down age-limits for entry into educational institutions. A provision 
connecting the above-mentioned age-limits or obliging ratifying countries to establish such national 
educational age-limits so that they conform to international regulations relating to minimum age and 
training should be included in a future revised instrument
9) The training requirements for all categories of seamen, such as officers in charge of a 
watch, able seamen, ship's cooks, etc., should be laid down in connection with the issue of appropriate 
certificates of competency in future revisions of the relevant ILO instruments. Moreover, the question 
of the relationship between sea-experience and maritime training should be regulated along the lines 
of the STCW Convention which contains detailed provisions on this issue. Recommendation No. 
137 does no more than include a passing reference to pre-sea training and sea-experience required, 
thus leaving the actual determination of the question to national law. Moreover, the inclusion of 
medical examination of the candidates as an indispensable condition for the granting of a certificate of 
competency in a revised instrument should be considered.
10) The question of manning on board ship should at last be regulated at the international 
level. The appropriate place for the regulation of manning scales is a future revised IMO or ILO 
instrument concerning certificates of competency for many reasons: a) as will be seen later in Chapter 
4, the inclusion of manning in ILO instruments concerning hours of work has not been successful 
and is likely to cause additional difficulties of ratification of these instruments, which, after all, have 
failed, for various reasons, to come into force many years after their adoption; b) certificates of 
competency and manning are aspects of safety of life at sea and could be regulated in the same in­
strument to best advantage; and c) the lack of manning requirements in instruments concerning certifi­
cates of competency leaves the door open to ratifying countries to circumvent certification re­
quirements by changing manning scales.
This does not mean, of course, that the regulation of manning scales should be confined to its 
safety aspects. Manning is a question related to hours of work, wages and manpower policies and has 
a social aspect which, apart from safety considerations, could justify higher manning scales on board a
As pointed out earlier, the ILO Conventions concerning training and certificates of competency do not contain pro­
visions on manning Moreover, it was decided in the Maritime Safety Committee and the Joint ILO/IMO Committee 
on Training before the STCW Conference that the question of the international regulation of manning should not be 
taken up despite the objections of the Seafarers' members of the Joint Committee; see JCST/4/1975/1, pp. 3,4-5.
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specific ship. Regulation of social manning could be included in an Annex to the revised instrument 
on certificates of competency.
11) The control procedures of Convention No. 53 should be revised to provide for an interna­
tional system of supervision which would be carried out by the port state and not only by the flag state 
as envisaged in the Convention. Provisions concerning control procedures should be included in 
Conventions No. 69 and 74. Also, the provisions of the STCW are inadequate for an effective 
inspection of certification requirements at the international level; inspection (including the possibility 
of detention) should not be limited to incidents which have occurred in or near the port of a ratifying 
state and it should be extended to the examination of certification requirements of all seafarers 
required to hold a certificate under the Convention. It is submitted that the control provisions of the 
1974 SOLAS Convention, as amended by the 1978 Protocol, or of Convention No. 147 should be 
substituted for them as regards supervision of certificates of competency; in fact, for the sake of 
uniformity it has been argued that all the control procedures contained in ILO instruments should be 
amalgamated to constitute a coherent body of control procedures constructed along the lines of the su­
pervision procedures of Convention No. 147. 1^ 5 Although the endorsement of such a view would 
present dangers, it is submitted that, in the area of certificates of competency, the adoption of the 
MSC control procedures in preference to those of all other Conventions on this subject is desirable, 
subject to three conditions: a) more instruments concerning certificates of competency should be in­
cluded in the Appendix to the MSC; b) either the STCW Convention should be included in Art. 5 of 
the MSC or a way should be found whereby compliance with its requirements will be ascertained 
through the MSC procedures; and c) the criterion of "substantial equivalence" in the MSC should not 
apply to certification requirements but only to social questions concerning seamen as suggested in 
Chapter 6.
Epilogue: The ILO. the IMO and maritime training
Though no decision of the ICJ relates to the issue of the competence of the ILO with regard to 
certificates of competency, it is clear that, at least from certain points of view this matter is within the 
competence of the ILO. The question of the certificates of competency has labour aspects: the
164pQr questions relating to social manning; see infra Chapters 4 ,6 , and 7, Sections 4.I.5.3.4.; 6.1.2. 5) c); and 7.1.5.
had been pointed out by the ISF in an amendment presented at the STCW Conference in 1978, see 
STW/CONF/5/14. p. 2.
^^It is argued by the present writer, in Chapters 4 and 6, Sections 4.1.5.3.4,6.1.2. 5) and 7), 6.3 B) and C) that Con­
vention No. 147 is serious flawed as regards the supervision of social requirements on board ship.
16  ^As regards the question of the jurisdiction for the suspension of certificates of competency, see supra references in n. 
71.
l^ B y  1967 the members of the JMC felt that there was little co-operation and consultation with the IMO on nmtt^s 
of direct concern to the ILO, i.e. training of seafarers. In expressing its dissatisfaction, the JMC, at its 20th session in 
1967, identified four areas in which difficulties in delimiting the respective competence of the two organisations had 
occurred, and made the following distinctions: 1) As regards the safety of the ship, questions of structure, the provision 
of safety equipment and instruments, and the movement of the ship in relation to other ships and to the land, are matters 
of the IMCO (IMO) alone; 2) The question of prevention of industrial accidents to seafarers on board ship and ashore 
is a matter for the ILO; 3) The subject of vocational training, standards of professional competence, manning, and 
methods and organisation of work on board ship are matters for the ILO alone, provided that in the field of vocational
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safety of seamen on board ship, the promotion and the better pay of certificated officers and seamen 
and the social recognition of the efforts of those seamen to achieve a higher status and to reach the 
upper class of the social hierarchy of the ship. On the other hand, as will be seen later, the safety of 
the passengers and the cargo and the protection of the environment are questions closely linked to 
the certificates of competency, Therefore, the certification of officers and seamen also falls within 
the competence of the IMO and the question arises concerning which organisation has the com­
petence to regulate the certification of officers and seamen. It should be noted that despite the 
diametrically opposite views of the Secretary Generals of the two organisations neither of them 
has contested the competence of the other organisation. It was simply contended by the two agencies 
that the primary responsibility for the regulation of the matter lies with the one and not the other 
organisation. The adoption of the STCW Convention in 1978 by the IMO gives the lead to the IMO 
but only by a small margin. It should be remembered that the STCW Convention does not apply to 
able seamen and to ships' cooks; in fact, the IMO recognised the competence of the ILO to adopt 
instruments on the certification of the able seamen. 172 Moreover, during the discussion of Art. V of 
the STCW Convention, it was made clear that the Conference did not intend to interfere with ILO
training and professional competence, where safety equipment or instruments of the ship are involved, there should be 
joint consultation between the two bodies; 4) Consultation and co-operation should be real and effective, and not 
merely formal. While the methods of consultation and co-operation must vary according to the subject-matter and to its 
importance, there will be cases where the only effective way of securing adequate co-operation will be by way of a joint 
body; see Statement concerning Relations between the International Labour Organisation and the Intergovernmental 
Maritime Consultative Organisation, O.B. , Vol. LI, No. 1, pp. 102-103. Of course, after the adoption of the STCW 
Convention by the IMCO in 1978 the views of the JMC under heading 3) are no longer valid as far as the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the ILO over matters relating to maritime training is concerned.
^^^The STCW Convention is classified under the Maritime S^ety instruments in IMO documents; IMO news, Num­
ber 4: 1987, pp. 8-9.
^70it is clear that the activities of the IMO in the field of maritime training are directed towards its technical and safety 
aspects. This view is corroborated by an examination of the instruments adopted by the IMO in this respect: Resolu­
tion A. 124, Recommendation on Crew Training, superseded by Resolution A. 437; Resolution A. 286, Recommen­
dation on Training and Qualifications of Officers and Crews of Ships Carrying Hazardous or Noxious Chemicals in 
Bulk; this Resolution was formally adopted by Resolution 11 of the STCW Conference; Resolution 8 of the Interna­
tional Conference on Tanker Safety and Pollution Prevention, 1978; this Resolution was formally adopted by Resolu­
tion 10 of the STCW Conference; Resolution A. 337, Recommendation on Principles and Operational Guidance for 
Deck Officers in Charge of a Watch in Port (specially par. 3 (a)); Resolution A. 438, Training and (Qualifications of 
Persons in Charge of Medical Care Aboard Ship; Resolution A. 482, Training in the Use of Automatic Radar Plotting 
Aids and Resolution A. 483, Training in Radar Observation and Plotting; Resolution A. 485, Training, Qualifications 
and Operational Procedures for Maritime Pilots other than Deep-Sea Pilots; Resolution A. 537, Training of Officers 
and Ratings Responsible for Cargo Handling on Ships Carrying Dangerous and Hazardous Substances in Solid Form 
in Bulk or in Packaged Form; Resolution A. 538, Maritime Srfety Training of Personnel on Mobile Offshore Units 
(this is the only international instrument laying down training syll^ i for persons employed on board floating objects 
other than ships); see also Resolution A. 624.
^71See supra notes 13 and 54. It should be noted that while in the early IMO Resolutions (A. 89 and A. 188), a close 
relationship of the ILO and the IMO was envisaged, the IMO later followed a more independent approach towards mari­
time training. In the field of labour in the fishing industry the IMO recognised the primary competence of the ILO; see 
Resolution A. 116, Arrangements with the FAO and the ILO, Annex, Agreement between executive heads of the ILO, 
FAO and IMCO on the principles of collaboration in respect of fishing vessels and fishermen. As regards the certifica­
tion of engineer officers of fishing vessels beyond 750 kW power, see Resolution A. 623 and the Document for Guid­
ance on Fishermen's Training and Certification.
^7^The footnote in para. 1 of Regulation II/6 of the STCW Convention concerning the Mandatory Minimum Require­
ments for Ratings Forming Part of a Navigational Watch reads as follows: Reference is made to ILO Certification of 
Able Seamen Convention, 1946 or any successive convention.” (emphasis added).
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instruments covering the same subjects. The Chairman of the Committee which had dealt with it 
stated formally at the Plenary Conference that the members of the Committee had made sure that there 
was no conflict between the new Convention and ILO Conventions. On the other hand, both the 
ILO and the IMO have published studies (compilations of national laws) on the vocational training of 
seafarers 174 and, as regards technical cooperation projects, they have both assisted in the preparation 
of maritime training and education programmes. 175
As will be seen in the Conclusions (Chapter 7, Section 7.10.), the idea is advanced that inter­
national organisations having competence in the maritime field should cooperate more closely than 
they have in the past and their policies should eventually converge on matters of common interest. 
This might require the restructure of certain of these organisations (for example, the UNCTAD might 
eventually merge with the IMO). But it is the opinion of the author that the ILO, because of its unique 
tripartite structure and its vast amount of experience in questions concerning workers in general (not 
only maritime workers), should be looked upon as the primary organisation when instruments con­
cerning maritime training are adopted in the future. 176 This policy will have the following advan­
tages: i) the obsolete ILO instruments will be reviewed through ILO procedures; ii) the employers and 
the workers will have the opportunity to discuss matters of direct concern to them which are not only 
questions of governmental policy; 177 üi) the adoption of instruments on training and certificates of
173STW/CONF/SR/5. p. 3; see also GB. 208/10/4/4.
174see the IMCO/ILO Guidelines For Training in the Packing of Cargo in Frei^t Containers, IMO (72), London, 
1978; ILO Office, Monographs of Seafarers' Vocational Training Programmes in Various Countries, JMC/20/3/2, 
Geneva, 1967,271 pp; IMO, Compendium of Maritime Training Facilities, London, 1980,336 pp; IMCO: Training of 
Masters, Officers and Seamen in the Use of Aids to Navigation and Other Devices, 1961.
175\vhile the ILO is organising seminars and plans technical assistance programs, the IMO follows its own way by 
cosponsoring seminars on training (with the WMU or certain countries such as Norway, Australia, etc.) largely basW 
on die STCW Convention; see, for example, IMO News, Number 4: 1988, p. 12.
176Xhis statement in no way prejudices the value of the work of the IMO in areas such as technical assistance projects, 
seminars concerning maritime training, etc. The Understanding between the Director-General of the Internationa Labour 
Office and the Secretary-General of the Inter-Govemmental \& itim e Consultative Organisation concerning the Conven­
ing of a Conference(s) on Maritime Training, Qualifications or Certification of Mariners allows either the convening of 
a conference on maritime training jointly by both organisations or the convening of such a conference by or under the 
auspices of one of the organisations; however, in the latter case, the other organisation should be able to participate 
actively and fully in the conference concerned; 0 £ . , Vol., LIX, 1976, Series A, No. 1, p. 31. It should be noted that 
the contribution of the ILO to, and its influence in, the STCW Conference has been minimal.
^77it seems that although the STCW Convention was a result of the deliberations of the Joint ILO/IMO Committee on 
Training, it was the direct influence of Governments which down-graded the final draft in certain important respects. 
Two factors contributed to this situation: a) the low-key participation of the ILO in the STCW Conference; b) the 
reluctant attitude of certain IMO members of the Joint Committee towards certain proposals of its ILO members. Many 
examples of this attitude are provided by the records of proceedings of the Joint Committee but one would suffice: at 
the 3rd session of the Committee in 1973 a discussion was being held concerning the minimum requirements for the 
certification of engineer officers in charge of a watch in a traditioi^ly manned engine room or the designated duty engi­
neer in periodically unmanned engine rooms. A proposal was put forward jointly by the Shipowners' and Seafarers' 
members of the Committee to the effect that the introductory paragraph of die relevant regulation (at that time it was 
named STW II/10, Annex HI) be amended to read as follows: 'There shall be an engineer officer in charge of a watch in 
a traditionally manned engine room ... who shall hold an appropriate certificate of competency ...". This amendment was 
opposed by die IMO members and finally rejected; for a discussion of the questions involved see JCT III/4, pp. 4-6. 
The relevant provision of the STCW Convention (para. 1 of Regulation III/4) reads as follows: "Every engineer officer 
in charge of a watch in a traditionally manned engine room ... sW l hold an appropriate certificate." It is obvious that if 
the ILO members' amendment had been passed and had found its way in all relevant provisions of the STCW Conven­
tion, the question of manning scales on board ship would to a great extent have been solved at the international level. 
All interpretations which would imply a manning requirement in the second of the above texts do not stand to legal
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competency will be instigated by prior adoption of similar instruments covering general workers; and 
iv) if the question of manning is included in an instrument concerning certificates of competency, as is 
suggested here, the views of the employers and the workers on the burning issue of manning (a safety 
as well as a social question) will have a direct effect on the form and contents of the final instrument 
This view will not preclude joint consultation of the ILO and the IMO on questions relating to 
maritime safety. 1^ 8
scrutiny. For other examples of disagreement between the IMO and ILO members of the Joint Committee which re­
duced the effect of the STCW Convention see ibid., pp. 6-7; GB. 198/10/9/3; JCST/4/1975/1, pp. 2-7. For the differ­
ence of opinion between the ILO and IMO members of the Joint Committee as to the procedure which should be 
adopted for the discussion of proposals until the STCW Conference see JCT in /4 . Appendices A and B. The 
procedure, which was actually adopted, resulted in the IMO having absolute control over the final drafting stages of the 
instrument
^^ I^n this respect, Para. 3 of the Understanding between the Director-General of the International Labour Office and the 
Secretary-General of the Inter-Govemmental Maritime Consultative Organisation concerning the Terms of Reference, 
Responsibilities and Working Arrangements of the Joint IMCO-ILO Committee on Training (London, 22 May 1974) 
provides that: T he training, qualifications and certification of sea-going posoimel are fundamental factors in promoting 
the safety and efficiency o f  navigation and the protection of the marine environment as well as in improving the occupa­
tional safety, professional qualifications and career structure of the crews" and further provides that the activities of the 
ILO and the IMO in this area should be complementary and not exclusive; for the text of the Understanding see 0 £ . , 
Vd., LVIII, 1975, Series A, No. 3, pp. 254-5.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF SEAMEN
In this chapter an evaluation of the ILO's contribution to the international regulation of the 
general conditions of employment of seafarers will be attempted. Such a review requires close ex­
amination of the following issues: a) wages, hours of work and manning, b) repatriation, and c) paid 
vacations and annual leave with pay. As will be seen, a full and effective analysis of these questions 
necessitates consideration of a wide variety of issues, which, nonetheless, are of vital importance to the 
seaman's profession. For this reason this chapter, despite its great significance, has not been placed 
after the introductory comments made in Chapter 1, although at first sight this might be seen more 
proper, since it is the intention to consider the seaman's affairs in the order in which they appear in the 
seaman's life, starting with his admission to the seafaring profession and ending with his retirement 
and pension. Having dealt with the conditions governing his admission to employment in Chapter 2 
and his training requirements and certificates of competency in Chapter 3, we come now to those 
regulating a vital part of his working life.
PART I; WAGES, HOURS OF WORK AND MANNING
4.1. Wages, hours of work and manning
The question of the seaman's wages and hours of work and the related question of manning 
precede those of repatriation and paid leave, though it would be more properly placed between them 
were a chronological order to be respected, because of the first question's extreme factual and, no less, 
psychological importance in relation to the seaman's professional status, and the substantial 
controversies in which the parties concerned have over the years been embroiled in this respect.
A considerable number of instruments have been adopted on wages, hours and manning, as 
follows: a) the Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 57), b) the Hours of Work 
and Manning (Sea) Recommendation, 1936 (No. 49), c) the Wages, Hours of Work and Manning 
(Sea) Convention, 1946 (No. 76), d) the Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention 
(Revised), 1949 (No. 93), e) Convention No. 109 concerning Wages, Hours of Work on Board Ship
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and Manning (Revised 1958) and 0 Recommendation No. 109 concerning Wages, Hours of Work 
on Board Ship and Manning.  ^ But not one of these Conventions has come into force so far. How­
ever, since all of the above-mentioned Conventions are still open to ratification, since all the relevant 
instruments have not entered into force, it is still necessary and interesting to examine their main ob­
jectives, their exact interrelationship and the prons and cons of the framework they offer to prospective 
ratifying countries. These could be viewed either as encouraging a country to ratify a certain 
Convention or enabling it to ratify or to apply or both the provisions of all relevant Conventions or 
Recommendations nationally on a gradual basis, applying the less demanding provisions first. First, 
the unsuccessful attempt of the 1920 Conference at the international regulation of wages and hours of 
work will be briefly discussed and the whole issue will be analysed in the light of the more recent de­
velopments that have taken place in this field since 1958 onwards.
4.1.1.1920 - 1936: Struggles and impasse
A) The 1920 Conference
The Office draft
The question of wages and hours of work was transferred to the Genoa Conference from the 
preparatory meetings of the Peace Conference held in 1919 and the first International Labour Confer­
ence held the same year, 2 which adopted Convention No. 1 on Hours of Work (Industry), 1919, ap­
plying to shore-workers. The ILO Office prepared a draft which was submitted to the Genoa Con­
ference 3 and which gave, as have done all its successors, rise to passionate and uncompromisingly 
ruthless discussions. The main points of the draft were: a) it established the 8-hour working day or 
the 48-hour working week or "an equivalent limitation calculated over a period of time other than a 
week", which would be applicable to both private and public vessels and to ^  persons persons em­
ployed thereon;  ^b) however, it qualified in the case of a vessel of more than 2500 tons at sea the so- 
called 'principle’ of the 48-hour a week where the seaman could be required to work up to 56 hours a 
week; c) an adjustment period was provided for vessels between 700 and 2500 GRT built before the
^The texts of the first four instruments can be found in 21 R.P.y p. 340 ,0 .5 ., Vol. XXI (1936), p. 199; 21 R.P.y p. 352, 
(9.5., Vol. XXI (1936), p. 209; 28 5.F., p. 382, <9.5., Vol. XXIX (1946), p. 178 and 32 5.5., p. 724, <9.5., Vol. XXXÜ 
(1949), p. 107 respectively. The texts of Convention No. 109 and Recommendation No. 109 are found in ILO, 
International Labour Conventions and Recommendations 1919-1981^ pp. 974-985.
^For the disputes that have arisen there and the ^plication of the concept of the 8-hour-a working day to sea workers, 
see Chuter 1, Section 1.4., pp. 63-76.
^See 2 5.5., pp. 501-504.
^Here, the influence of the all-embracing ^proach of the Peace Conference can be detected. The wording of the draft 
would cover even masters and supervising officers who do not keep a watch but who are, by virtue of their supeivising 
position, required to offer active services on board ship any time. During the deliberations of the Commission on 
Hours of Labour set up by the Genoa Conference, however, these categories were exempted from the application of the 
Convention. Furthermore, the Convention was made to apply to all other persons irrespective of nationality. At the 
same time an amendment to the effect that a 44-hour working week limit should be introduced was defeated by 16 votes 
to 14, ibid., p. 505.
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coming into force of the Convention, and in cases where they could not be suitably converted: a 12- 
hour day-work was to be applied to them; thus, the 8-hour a day principle was further limited; d) as 
regards vessels of less than 700 tons or fishing vessels, these limitations would be applied by means 
of regulations issued by the competent authority after consultation of with the organisations of the 
parties concerned; and e) hours of work could be prolonged without limitation in cases of salvage, fog, 
stranding, fire or other circumstances affecting the safety of the vessel and sickness of a seaman who 
cannot be replaced. Furthermore, permanent or temporary exceptions could be provided for by the 
competent authority in cases of necessary complementary or preparatory work and in other ex­
ceptional cases. These regulations could only be issued after consultation with the respective or­
ganisations of shipowners and seafarers and, more interestingly, should fix a limit for the additional 
working hours required in each case.
It can be seen from the outset that the ’principle' of the 48-hours basic requirement was drasti­
cally modified. Moreover, two questions had not been dealt with in the Office draft: i) how was 
compensation for work done beyond the 48-hours limit to be fixed, and ii) though Art. 1 of the Office 
draft recognised the 48-hours a week or an equivalent limitation calculated over a period o f time 
other than a week as a general rule, it proceeded, in Art. 2, to lay down that working hours when the 
vessel was at sea should not exceed 56 hours per week. Interpretation of the two articles taken 
together could lead to two different conclusions: either that 56-hours a week was the standard time 
limit for work at sea or that the equivalent limitation of Art. 1 encompassed the provisions of Art. 2 
and in subsequent weeks the working hours would be less than 48 hours a week to compensate for 
the additional hours worked over a longer span of time, i.e. a month. In the latter case, questions of 
overtime and compensatory rest would not arise.
The Commission draft
The draft of the Commission on Hours of Labour ^  had an even more restrictive effect on the 
8 hours a day or 48 hours a week principle, limiting the scope of the Convention to foreign-going 
mechanically propelled vessels of over than 2000 tons and to persons employed in the deck and en­
gine departments only. Work on Sunday was allowed, but must be compensated by rest or payment, 
or by use of extra personnel.  ^ Application of the provisions of the draft to other types of vessels not 
within its scope was to be effected by regulations of the competent authority on principles "similar" to 
those laid down in the draft, "so far as circumstances will permit". On the other hand, some positive 
provisions were included in the Commission draft: a) a limit of 14 hours a week or 60 hours per 
month was set to overtime ordered by the master, b) working hours at sea were fixed at 48 hours a
^bid., pp. 507-509.
^However, the period of compensatory rest or the method and calculation of payment had not been laid down in the 
Commission draft. Moreover, no accommodation provisions had been included with regard to the extra hands engaged. 
^Art. 4  (1) of the Commission draft.
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week, though Sunday work was allowed and c) a statement concerning the hours of work should be 
inserted in the articles of agreement
The Commission draft marked a significant change in the philosophy underlying the 48-hour 
principle: Until then this principle was regarded as a standard to be modified only to the extent 
deemed necessary. The Preamble that was added to the draft * proclaimed the over-all importance of 
the 48-hour principle but Art. 1 then subjected it "to the provisions zmd exceptions contained in the 
following Articles." The result was that, though the 48 hours principle appeared to be respected, the 
restrictive scope of the draft linked with the insubstantial right of the competent authority to regulate 
for other classes of vessels or persons not covered by the draft on similar lines, divested it from its 
original power. Vessels serving national needs, even those of substantial tonnage, sailing vessels, 
fishing vessels and coast-traders were not covered by the draft. Similarly, masters, supervising offi­
cers not keeping a watch, wireless operators, radio operators and officers and persons employed in the 
catering department were not covered by the 48 hours principle. Furthermore, provisions concerning 
overtime and compensatory rest were included but with no exact reference to the limit of hours of 
work beyond which compensatory rest or overtime was to begin.
The Genoa Conference
Among Governments, though many were in favour of the 48 hours limit  ^others were against 
it. 10 The U.K.put forward a comprehensive amendment to the effect that a 48 hours limit should be 
agreed upon for all categories of seamen in port, abandoning the 45 hours limit of the draft. This 
amendment was defeated. The effect of the amendment would have been, as far as work at sea was 
concerned, that the only exception to the 48 hour principle would be in case of deck hands working on 
board ship at sea, while for the stewards' department a 10 hours a day limit was proposed. Later, a 56- 
hour limit was proposed for this last category. This proposal too was rejected, n  An important 
amendment was carried to the effect that the Convention be made applicable not only to foreign-going 
but to all ships. 12 Furthermore, the qualified 48 hours principle was made to apply to all ratings 
and it was reinstated for working hours in port, in place of the 45 hours limit. 12 in most other re­
spects the Commission draft remained unchanged,
The 1920 draft Convention stuck, despite certain crucial exceptions, to the 48 hours limit. It 
had some disadvantages, namely that not all persons employed on board ship would have been cov­
ered by it, for example wireless operators and cattle men, sailing, fishing and non-mechanically pro-
®As to this point, see supra Chapter 1, p. 91.
Netherlands, 2 RJ^., p. 311, Argentina, ibid., pp. 338-339, France, ibid., p. 358-9, J^an and Italy, ibid., pp. 359-360, 
Belgium, ibid., p. 370.
^®Great Britain, ibid., pp. 347-9 (though for reasons of vagueness of the draft and not of principle).
1 Ijbid, pp. 371-387,509-510.
12lbid.,pp370,406.
^^Ibid., pp. 407 and 408 respectively.
^^or the text of the 1920 Convention limiting working hours on board ship, see 2 RJ^., APPENDIX VIII, pp. 587- 
592,0.B., Vol. I, pp. 560-564.
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pelled vessels would have been outside the scope of the Convention, even if they were of substantial 
tonnage and embarked on international voyages and, finally, it was open to subjective interpretation 
concerning the relationship between the 8 hours a day, the 48 hours a week and the "equivalent limi­
tation" calculated over a longer period of time. Art. 8 of the draft Convention provided for extra 
working hours in cases of salvage, fog, stranding, fire or other circumstances affecting the safety of 
the vessel. An unanswered question remained concerning whether these extra hours would be com­
pensated with extra money and at what rate (wages or overtime). Provisions regarding wages, and 
especially, the amounts and rates of wages, were not included in that first draft Convention and, at that 
stage, the effect which manning could have on working hours was not fully appreciated. Finally, the 
question of the application of the above limits to ship's officers remained unresolved.
Despite the exceptions allowed to the 48 hours principle the draft Convention failed to be 
adopted. The reasons for this can be traced to the unwillingness of certain government delegates to 
commit themselves to the 48 hours limit, to the failure of the Conference to establish a workable 
"hours of work-overtime-payment-rest" regime, to the lack of any provisions making allowances for 
countries where a three watches system was not fully applied and, of course, to the concerted op­
position it encountered from the shipowners' group.
B) The 1929 Conference
After the failure of the Genoa Conference it was decided that the question of the hours of 
work should be discussed at the special maritime Conference to be held in 1928 (which was not held 
until 1929). At the preparatory meetings of the 1929 Conference some interesting preliminary 
decisions were made: whaling vessels should be treated as ships engaged in the shipping industry, be­
cause of the similarity of working conditions on board both these kinds of vessels; the draft 
Convention was to apply to pleasure yachts, salvage and ice-breaking vessels; 22 possible exceptions 
from the scope of the draft Convention were allowed in the case of non watch-keeping officers and
^^Sunday work was not expressly prohibited in the draft Convention. Thus, if the 8 hours a day limit were to apply, it 
would be tantamount to 56 hours and not 48 hours per week. The result was that it was unclear whether a seaman was 
entitled to overtime payment or to normal payment for work between the 48 and 56 hours.
See 2 R I*., p. 428. Would, for example, the crew of a ship which would normally encounter fog in her ordinary 
route be paid extra money for what would have been their normal duty? 
l^It was the Japanese Government which was faced with this problem, see 2 RJ*., pp. 372,378.
^ I^t was clear from the beginning of the discussion that the draft Convention would encounter great difficulties in 
securing the required voting majority: Art. 1 of the draft Convention was adopted by 48 votes to 30. The 45 hours 
limit in port had been adopted in the Commission by 14 votes to 12 and still remained in the draft Convention. Art. 2 
was adopted by 46 votes to 32, art. 5 by 39 to 26, art. 8 by 48 to 18. The Convention failed to secure the necessary 
two-thirds majority by the fraction of only one vote, 2 R.P., p. 478. The whole shipowners' group, except the French 
and Dutch delegates, voted against the Convention. All the seamen's representatives voted for the Convention; the fol­
lowing Governments voted against: Demnark, Great Britain, Japan, Norway, Portugal, Siam and Spain.
^^or discussion and adoption of the relevant resolution, see 9 RJ*., pp. 88-116; see also International Labour Confer­
ence, The regulation o f hours o f work on board ship , Questionnaire I, Geneva, 1931, pp. 3-31.
^^This is why, according to the then introduced double-discussion procedure, the question had to be finally considered 
at the next session of the Conference. However, this Conference was not held until 1936.
However, it was decided that the question of hours of work in the fishing industry should be reserved for later 
consideration by a special Conference devoted to problems concerning that industry, 13 RJ^., p. 330.
22lbid.,pp. 331-332.
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persons the nature of whose work was not directly related to maritime employment and who were not 
employed by the shipowner or his representative. ^  Nonetheless, it seemed that the most contro­
versial issues, inter alia , hours of work, weekly rest and compensation were left open for later con­
sideration. 24 No changes having been made by the 1929 Conference to the Conclusions which had 
been drafted by the ILO Office, they were adopted at that session of the Conference 25 and were sent 
to Governments for further enquiries. 26
C) The JMC deliberations
In the meantime the Joint Maritime Commission was involved in the task of studying the 
methods by which hours of labour in the shipping industry could be reduced and reconciling the op­
posite views held by the shipowners' and the seamen's groups. 27 The shipowners remained rigidly 
firm in their opinion that the regulation of hours of work on board ship on an 8 hour a day and 48 
hour a week basis was undesirable and impracticable. The seamen's representatives, on the other 
hand, held the opposite view. 28
D) Developments prior to the 1936 Conference
The Preparatory Maritime Conference held in Geneva in 1935
23lbid..pp. 334-335.
24lbid., pp. 326-337. For the complete deliberations of the Committee on the Regulation of Hours of Work on Board 
Ship, appointed by the 13th session o f the Conference, see INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE, 13TH 
SESSION, 1929, CONFERENCE COMMITTEES, Committee on Hours o f Work on Board Ship , C.H.T., (12 sit- 
tings).
^^13 R I*., pp. 182-229. The ILO proposals had taken the form of Conclusions which would serve as a guidance to 
the Governments in their replies to the relevant ILO Questionnaire. They had not been submitted in the form of a draft 
Convention and contained only general points concerning the scope of the future Convention, the method of the regula­
tion of hours of work on board sea for the deck, engine-room and catering department, and the possibility of exceptions 
to the rule of the limitation of working hours or the compensation therefor in cases of 'safety' work. .
26por a comprehensive collection of laws and practices relating to hours of work on board ship in 30 countries, mainly 
principal maritime countries, by 1929, see International Labour Office, Studies and Reports , Series P (Seamen) No. 3, 
"Hours of Work on Board Ship, Collection of Laws, Regulations and Collective Agreements", Geneva, 1929,280 pp. 
It is interesting to note that many national laws, regulations or collective agreements contained provisions concerning 
manning: ibid., the U.K., pp. 2-3, 10, France, pp. 18-21, Germany, p. 38, Norway, pp. 69-74, Sweden, pp. 78-80, 
Netherlands, pp. 108-9, Belgium, pp. 123-4, Italy, pp. 130-4, 138-9, 145-7, Spain, pp. 148-9, Portugal, pp. 155-8, 
Greece, pp. 160-5, Rumania, pp. 16&7, Estonia, pp. 175-180, Latvia, pp. 182-3, U.S.S.R., pp. 200-1, U.S., pp. 212-7, 
Argentina, pp. 218-221, Brazil, pp. 224-6, Dutch East Indies, pp. 228-230, Australia, pp. 231-6,249, New Zealand, pp. 
254-9. In some cases, manning regulations were more comprehensive than regulations relating to hours of work. More 
importantly, in some cases manning was connected with certificates of competency. Another crucial consideration is 
that manning was in the majority of the cases dealt with in laws and regulations and not in collective agreements; this 
might imply a) that manning as an aspect of safety should be regulated by State Acts and b) that shipowners and 
seafarers were unable to agree on the actual number of men carried on board ship. Though these laws, regulations and 
collective agreements differed in many respects (calculation of the number of men per watch, rights and obligations of 
supervising officers and the relevant administrative provisions, etc.), many countries provided for penalties in case of 
breaches and legislated that a ship could only be detained when undermanning is likely to cause a serious danger to life 
or to the safety of the ship; also, exceptions to manning requirements were allowed if life on board ship was not endan­
gered thereby. Nevertheless, it should be noted that manning in most cases was regulated as an aspect of safety and not 
as a social question in connection with hours of work. Mmming, as will be seen later in this (Chapter, has not been 
r^ulated adequately so far at the international level.
^^or the history of the question between 1920 and 1928 see 7 JM.C . , pp. 94-98.
^®7 JM .C . , pp. 18-35; for the views of the shipowners' and the seamen's groups and the grounds on which they were 
based see inifra Section 4.1.5.2., pp. 315-316.
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On the basis of the replies of the 22 Governments concerning hours of work 9^ the Office 
submitted to the Preparatory Maritime Conference a draft Convention and two draft Recommenda­
tions. 30 Meanwhile, important developments concerning the regulation of hours of work on board 
ship had taken place: The shipowners’ and the seamen’s representatives at the 10th session of the Joint 
Maritime Commission had agreed that the regulation of the hours of work on board ship could not be 
effected without the simultaneous consideration of the question of manning and that both questions 
should be included in the Agenda of the 1936 Conference with a view to a final decision. 31 For the 
first time hours of work and manning were viewed as a combined problem. At that time the Office 
was not contemplating production of a comprehensive draft on manning, because of the existing 
differences ”in the scope, methods, criteria and substance of the manning scales and rules in force in 
the different countries”, which made it impossible to arrive at such a document. 32 its purpose was to 
find an international formula which would give effect to the principle that merchant ships should have 
adequate manning standards conforming to the requirements of safety as well as of social progress.
Because of the importance of the questions involved the Preparatory Maritime Conference de­
cided to appoint a Committee, the Hours and Manning Committee so that these would be adequately 
dealt with. The seamen’s representatives defended in the Committee the international regulation of 
hours of work and manning on the grounds of social justice, safety and international competition. 33 
The British shipowners’ representative was clearly against such regulation for economic reasons, 
unless wages were taken into account, which it was not proposed to regulate at that stage. Other 
shipowners, with the notable exception of the French delegate, held similar views. 34 The majority of
^^The first Office draft merely contained points for discussion at the Preparatory Conference rather than presenting a 
complete Convention. As points of departure for discussion, it proposed, on the basis of existing information, a) apart 
from exceptions regarding types of vessels and trades, there should be 3 deck officers, in addition to the master, 3 engi­
neer officers, 6 or 9 other ratings in the deck department and sufficient other ratings in the engine department so that 
work could be organised in three watches, b) a minimum of 50% of the lower deck staff should be able seamen (at least 
36 months previous sea service in the deck department), c) a Recommendation concerning manning scales for lower 
deck staff in cargo ships on the basis of some advanced national laws, d) a number of points that could possibly be 
included in an international instrument: i) sea service and minimum requirements for lower deck ratings, ii) limitation 
of boys and apprentices on board ship, iii) provision for an assistant for engineer officers on board ship, iv) fixing of 
the minimum number of firemen in relation to the number of fires on board ship and/or the daily coal/oil consumption, 
v) number and minimum requirements for the catering staff. For the ILO Office "points for discussion" and the relevant 
text, see Preparatory Maritime Conference, Geneva, November 1935, Hours of Work on Board Ship and Manning , Re­
port I, pp. 27-35,46 and 48.
30por a short analysis of the lines of thought which led the ILO Office to give its conclusions the form of a Conven­
tion and of the acti^ provisions of the draft see International Labour Conference, The Regulation o f Hours of Work on 
Board Ship, Report I, 1931, pp. 193-218. For the text of the draft Convention and the draft Recommendations, see, 
ibid., pp. 220-231.
31fTMC, 1935, Hours of Work on Board Ship and Manning, Report I, pp. 6-7.
32lbid., p. 24. As to the reasons which, apart from the JMC deliberations, induced the Office to believe that the matter 
was ripe for international agreement, and for the safety and social aspects of manning, see ibid., pp. 23-26.
33preparatory Maritime Meeting, Geneva, November-December 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 14,105. 
34yere, it should be noted that the preparatory stages of the Genoa Conference held in 1920 had had a profound effect 
on French policy as regards the regulation of hours of work. The French Government had introduced the 8-hour 
working day in the French mercantile marine as early as 1919 and in its efforts it had been supported by the seamen's 
and the shipowners' associations. For the 8-hour working day in the French mercantile marine and the subsequent 
problems of the French Government in its implementation, see ILO, Enquiry concerning the Application o f the Eight- 
Hour Act in the French Mercantile Marine , Geneva, 1921, especially pp. 7 ,8-9 , 11, 14,17-23,26-29,36-37,38,40,
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the Governments seemed to be in favour of the international regulation of these issues. 35 
Comparison between the attitudes of the seamen's and of the shipowners' representatives shows that 
while the latter declined to put forward any specific proposals, the former provided the Committee 
with specific and very detailed proposals concerning manning and hours of work.
As regards manning, 36 in contrast to the Office's points, the seamen proposed specific man­
ning scales, according to the tonnage of the vessel, for the deck, the engine and the catering de­
partment. Moreover, provisions dealing with minimum age and minimum professional requirements 
and other provisions irrelevant to the question of manning were included in the seamen's proposal. 37 
In the Hours and Manning Committee only 2 Governments (France and Spain) expressly supported 
the 3-watches system, 38 which was opposed by the shipowners' group, though it was favoured by the 
seamen's group. Similarly, the need for professionally qualified seamen and for the grading of lower 
ratings in the deck department was pointed out by the seamen's group but the shipowners held the 
opposite view and the Governments seemed to be indifferent. With regard to the fixing of manning 
scales in the engine department many representatives from all three groups thought that they should 
be based on the horse power of the ship's engine and not on tonnage and the shipowners' rep­
resentatives pointed to several factors which would make establishing of manning scales in the engine 
department impossible. 39 Seamen and shipowners were equally divided on the necessity of 
providing a doctor and more than one wireless operator^ on board ship (for certain classes of ships 
in the former case) and on the need to prohibit employment of seamen in a dual capacity.
As regards hours of work, it should be noted that the seamen's group in the same Committee 
came up with proposals much more specific, far-reaching and advantageous for the seaman than those 
in the Office draft. They were, in their entirety, opposed by the shipowners' group which thought that
43,49-51, 62-68. The application of the 8-hour working day to French ships generally resulted in an increase in the 
manning scales and in the operating costs of the vessels concerned.
36preparatory Maritime Meeting, Geneva, November-December 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 15-16. 
36Certain governments either were opposed to, or did not commit themselves with regard to the question of manning 
being considered together with the question of hours of work for several reasons, maiây because the former was only 
regarded in the light of the safety of the ship; ibid., U.K., pp. 81-82, Sweden, p. Japan, pp. 84-85, Portugal, p. 107. 
Odier countries agreed that hours of work and manning should be regulated together, Norway, ibid., p. 113, Denmark, p. 
124.
37jbid., pp. 50-54.
38lbid., pp. 131,142-143,196.
3%hipowners thought it would be very difficult to work out a manning scale in the engine department, especially in 
the case of engineer officers. Spain was of the view that, owing to the different types of engines in steamers and the 
differing relationship between tonnage and horse power in various ships, it would be difficult to agree on an acceptable 
proposal. Sweden and Japan favoured the exclusion of ships under 2000 tons from the scope of the Convention on 
Hours of Work and Manning, ibid., pp. 161-181.
^*^^e shipowners and certain governments, such as the Netherlands, Sweden and Denmark thought that the question 
was adequately dealt with in other Conventions (at the time two Conventions were in force regarding wireless 
operators: the London Safety of Life at Sea Convention, 1929 and the Madrid Convention, 1933 d ^ in g  with radio­
télégraphie installations on board ship) while the seamen believed that no social protection was afforded to the seaman 
by these Conventions, ibid., pp. 184-1%.
^'por a synopsis of the discussions held on manning, see ibid., pp. 17-27.
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the application of the 8 hour day to maritime employment was premature. 2^ The seamen, on the other 
hand, proposed a 48 hour week instead of the 56 hour week proposed by the Office. 3^ Also, they 
suggested a 48 hour week for the catering department, to be arranged on lines similar to the sug­
gestions made for the deck and the engine department, whereas the shipowners preferred the Office's 
draft which only laid down a compulsory minimum rest. Finally, according to the seamen, the regu­
lation of hours of work and manning did not require consideration of economic factors, such as 
wages, food scales, accommodation, etc; the shipowners held the opposite view. Again, governments 
seemed to be indifferent: some of them, while favouring the 8 hour day, suggested that questions such 
as rates of compensation and minimum compulsory rest should be left to national law (Japan), ^  
while others (France and Spain, as in the case of manning) whole-heartedly supported the 48 hour 
week. 45
After a long discussion concerning whether the Preparatory Conference was to produce a 
Convention or whether a Questionnaire should be addressed to all governments on the basis of whose 
replies the Office would provide the 1936 Conference with a draft Convention, ^  it was decided that 
the outcome of the discussion held at the 1935 Preparatory Conference would form the basis of a re­
port prepared by the ILO Office containing a draft Convention or Recommendation.
The 1935 Conference despite the long discussions which took place on hours of work and 
manning failed to produce any satisfactory results, the main reasons being the diametrically opposed 
views of the shipowners' and the seafarers' groups and the fact that the issues were discussed in the 
wrong order. 47
The 1936 draft
Compared to the 1931 draft, the 1936 Office draft attempted to introduce a number of im­
portant restrictions regarding the scope of the Convention and its provisions of substance but in cer­
tain respects, as will be seen below, surprisingly it contained more advanced provisions, sometimes not 
based on state practice as evidenced by the governments' replies. It gave ratifying countries the option 
to exclude ships trading within certain limits, not farther than nearby ports of neighbouring countries, 
to be defined by national laws or regulations, thus meeting the wishes of a strong minority of 
governments. Furthermore, whaling ships were excluded, though the prevailing view up to 1931 had
42lbid..p.201.
43rhc U.S seamen's delegate held a somewhat different view from that of the other seamen's delegates; he emphasised 
the importance of adequate manning and the 3 watches system while he expressed doubts as to the practicality of the 48 
hour-ovolime rule, ibid., pp. 211-212.
44rhe Japanese Government was in favour of the 8 hour principle on condition that ships under 2000 tons would be 
excluded from its scope, ibid., pp. 209-210.
45por a synopsis of the discussions held on hours of work see ibid., pp. 28-35.
46lbid., pp. 81-102.
47[n fact, the question of manning was discussed first, the number of watches second and, lastly, the hours of work. 
However, on the basis of the information available the question of hours of work should have been discussed in the 
first place so that its implications for the organisation of manning scales and for the number of watches would have 
been more apparent
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been that whaling vessels should be treated as vessels engaged in maritime navigation. On the other 
hand, the 1936 draft applied the 8-hour day and the 50-hour week to vessels of between 700 and 2500 
tons; the inclusion of such a provision was not justified by the replies of the governments. Unlike the 
1931 draft, it expressly provided that if a seaman is at the disposal of a superior, he can add this time 
to his working hours provided that he is outside his quarters, thus deciding this hitherto ambiguous 
issue. Both drafts, as regards the deck and the engine department, adhered to the 8-hour day rule 
allowing for overtime provided that no more than 12 hours per day are worked. However, while the 
1931 draft permitted up to 14 hours overtime per week the 1936 draft, for no apparent reason devious 
from any of the governments' replies, allowed only 6. In addition, the latter, for the first time, provided 
for an 8-hour day and a 50-hour week for daymen in both departments; it provided, with the 
exclusion of night and day watchmen, for a 8-hour day and a 48-hour week in port when watches are 
not maintained, the latter being left to the discretion of the master. As regards the catering department, 
both the 1931 and the 1936 drafts proposed a compulsory minimum rest of 12 hours per day, 
including rest of eight consecutive hours, but the latter went further in providing for a 10-hour day at 
sea for the catering crew in attendance on the crew and an 8-hour day in port for the all catering crew 
subject to exceptions in the case of catering staff in the service of passengers.
For the first time the employment of young persons under 16 at night was prohibited by the 
1936 draft.
Again, for the first time, the draft proposed that, in addition to the master, 2 deck officers 
should be carried on board vessels of between 700 and 2500 tons and 3 on board vessels of more 
than 2500 tons. There should be a minimum of three deck ratings per watch on board vessels of more 
than 700 tons. The tonnage categories for determining the minimum number of deck ratings on board 
ship were 700 tons or more, 2500-6000 tons and over 6000 tons. The minimum manning scales for 
deck ratings fixed for each category were 6, 9 and 12 respectively, out of which, in each tonnage 
category, 4, 5 and 6 respectively should be more than 19 years old and have a 3 years' sea service or 
an equivalent professional qualification. The number of ratings with less than 1 year sea service on 
board ship should be limited according to national scales and ratings signing on in a dual capacity 
were not to be included in the manning scale. The manning scales in the engine department should be 
such as to allow the three-watch system to be applied on board ship. If in case of death, sickness or 
accident the number of the crew diminishes, the master should make up the deficiency as soon as 
possible.
As regards supervision, the draft contained adequate provisions concerning control of national 
ships, requiring ratifying governments to determine the responsibility of the master in respect of the
'^Nonetheless, the 1936 draft adopted the 56-hour week while the 1931 draft seemed to allow a 70-hour week,
dayman or dayworker aboard ship is a crewman who does not work watch hours. The eight-hour day of daymen in 
the deck and engine department usually starts at 8 am. and finishes at 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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matters dealt with in the draft, to provide for adequate public supervision, including provision for 
penalties, to keep records of overtime and compensation granted and to ensure that seamen's recovery 
of overtime payments is secured in an easy way. On the other hand, as regards control of foreign 
ships calling at national ports, the measures proposed by the draft were confined to reporting to the 
consul of the flag-state,
Conclusions concerning the evaluation by the ILO Office of information available on hours of 
work and manning in 1931 and the drafting of relevant international regulations 
Hours o f work
The Office, in submitting the draft Convention to the Preparatory Maritime Conference, took 
very little account of the views of the minority of Governments and of the wide divergencies in na­
tional laws and practices, especially in the case of near trade and medium trade whose meaning re­
mained undefined. Moreover, the interrelationship between hours of work on one hand and manning 
and wages on the other was not fully appreciated at the time, though hints in this direction were in­
cluded in the governmental reports. For example, it was argued that "it would make little difference in 
practice whether the principle was a forty-eight-hour week, or one of fifty-six hours with compen­
sation for the weekly rest." 2^ This, inter alia , disregarded a) the differing opinions of the Govern­
ments, which were divided on the relationship between the 8 hour a day and the 48 hour a week lim­
itation, and b) the fact that different rates of overtime payment could apply for work done between 48 
and 56 hours.
With regard to the limitation of overtime in the engine room department though it was gen­
erally agreed that a limit should be placed, no consistent methods or generally accepted views at that 
time justified mention in the draft Convention of a limit of 14 hours per week, unless deliberately in­
cluded as proposal aimed at changing the law. Moreover, with regard to the limitation of overtime at 
sea the inclusion of the above limit in the Office draft was partly dictated by reasons of practicality 
and expediency; especially, the introduction of the proposed new daily limit of 12 hours maximum 
work was entirely a gesture by the Office staff, designed to make new international law, based purely 
on grounds of expediency. 3^
On the important question of the regulation of working hours for the deck department at sea. 
the Office proceeded to adopt the 8 hour day followed by a tonnage requirement despite several im­
portant factors, namely i) the wide existing divergencies in national laws, ii) the absence of precise
should be noted that the Office drew up a Recommendation which contained more advanced and radical provisions 
on issues such as weekly rest, dual employment, hours of work and manning of wireless operators and engine-room 
manning; for the texts of the 1936 draft Convention and Recommendation, see Report 1,1936, pp. 160-179. 
^^Henceforth, observations made in respect of the evaluation by the Office of the state practice for the purpose of pro­
ducing a draft will be limited to points where the Office draft departed either significantly or in minor aspects from 
state practice. It follows that in all other respects than those mentioned the inclusion of the respective provisions in the 
draft was justified.
^^Report 1,1931, p. 149.
53jbid.,pp. 153-157.
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indications from many Governments to suggest a tonnage limit, iii) the incompatibility of the various 
tonnage limits and methods of calculation for distant trade suggested, and iv) the existence of a num­
ber of countries (Finland, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, Poland, Sweden and Yugoslavia), which were 
opposed to the 8 hour day with or without any qualification. ^  In another instance, the Office, faced 
with impossibility of reconciling divergent views, decided to adopt the 8 hours day in the deck 
department on sailing and arrival days on the basis of a dubious majority; 55 finally, the 8 hour day 
limit on sailing and arrival days was not included in the Office draft, though the latter made no dis­
tinction between working hours in port and at sea on the basis of existing information. The ILO Of­
fice, in proposing the same provisions for the weekly rest for the deck department as for the engine 
room department, did not take sufficiently into account the facts that i) all governments had stated that 
the staff would be required to perform work necessary for the navigation of the ship, and b) 5 Govern­
ments (Finland, Germany, India, Japan and Norway) thought that no compensation for a weekly rest 
day worked should be granted, since they regarded the working week at sea as a seven day-week. The 
Office was wrong in applying to the deck department the same rules concerning limitation of overtime 
on sailing and arrival days as those applied to the engine room staff on the basis of existing 
information, though this inconsistency was later rectified, with the result that no limitation of overtime 
in respect of the deck staff on sailing and arrival days was imposed in the draft. 56 No account has 
been taken of the laws of 4 countries, which differed from the majority of 9, which considered that 
overtime by the deck staff on sailing and arrival days should not give rise to compensation.
In view of the differences between various national laws concerning the limitation of working 
hours in the catering department (in attendance on passengers) at sea, on arrival and sailing days, and 
in port, the ILO Office very wisely decided not to include any provisions on this point in the draft but 
the reasons why it proposed to fix a compulsory minimum rest of 8 hours plus a total of 4 hours rest 
intervals between working hours are less than clear. 57 As regards the weekly rest in the catering de­
partment (staff in attendance on passengers), the same observations as those made in respect of the 
deck department apply here, as they do with regard to the weekly rest in the catering department (staff 
in attendance on the crew). 58
54lbid. pp. 161-164.
55lt was, in fact, a majority within a minority, ibid., p. 166.
56Compare information, ibid., pp. 156-157,168-169,211.
57jbid.,p. 175.
5®rhe above conclusions are based on the international position with regard to hours of work on board ship, as it ex­
isted in 1931. From 1931 to 1936 developments took place as regards the regulation of working hours at sea in a few 
countries, which do not, however, diminish the signifîcance of these conclusions. For a brief analysis of these devel­
opments, see Preparatory Maritime Conference, 1935, Report I, pp. 16-22. Particularly, information on United States 
law and practice showed its tendency towards the establishment of the 8-hour day at sea and in port both for the deck 
and the engine staff, ibid., pp. 20-21.
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The Office explanations made numerous references to the Genoa draft in an attempt to justify 
its own choices and to enhance the chances of its general acceptance. What it failed to notice, 
however, was that the Genoa Conference had failed to adopt an international instrument
Conclusions concerning the evaluation bv the ILO Office of information available on hours of 
work and manning in 1936 and the drafting of relevant international regulations
Some further observations can be made in respect of certain provisions which had been in­
cluded in the 1936 draft The 8-hour day proposed for deck ratings at sea was supported by an insuf­
ficient majority of governments to justify its unqualified inclusion in that draft. As regards hours of 
work on arrival and sailing days, this argument was stronger. Moreover, only one country had sug­
gested limitation of overtime on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Almost all countries favoured the 8- 
hour rule for the deck personnel in port but not the 48-hour week. It should be remembered that the 
1931 draft did not mention the 48-hour week at all.
The 700 tons limit was unjustified in the case of hours of work in the engine room and the 
stokehold. ^  As far as the limitation of hours of work in the engine department at sea, in port and on 
arrival and sailing days was concerned, the same observations applied here as those made in respect of 
the deck department. In addition, 5 countries, including the U.K., were opposed to the international 
regulation of hours of work of the engine room staff at sea. The information concerning the working 
hours of the catering staff on which the draft was based was too limited to justify mention of the 10- 
hour day at sea and a 8-hour day in port, Only a few countries had made definite propositions 
while some countries were opposed to international regulation. The 10-hour limit could equally have 
been 12 and the state practice revealed in the more detailed 1931 Report justified the omission of these 
two limits. The 16-year minimum age limit for work at night did not command a satisfactory majority 
of governments. 2^
Information was insufficient to justify the Office in specifying the minimum number of men 
per watch in the case of vessels more than 2500 tons. In the case of ships in the region of 6,000 tons 
state practice would indicate that the number should be 10 rather than 12 men on board ship. ^  Fi­
nally, the number of able seamen required to be on board ship in proportion to the rest of the crew, 
according to different tonnage categories, as proposed by the Office was somewhat subjectively ar­
rived a t ^
E) The 1936 Conference
Committee on hours of work and manning
example, see Report 1 ,1931, pp. 207-208,211-212.
^%eport 1 ,1936, p. 122.
^Ubid., pp. 123-124; the United States did not send any information regarding the catering staff, ibid., p. 98. 
62lbid.,p. 142.
®Ibid.,pp. 130-131.
64jbid.,p. 133.
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The first important decision taken by the Committee was that officers were to be included in 
the Convention. 5^ Accordingly, a definition of an "officer" as "a person other than a master ranked 
as an officer by national laws or regulations, collective agreement or custom" was adopted (Art. 2 (b) 
of the 1936 Convention). The seamen put forward an amendment to the effect that time at the dis­
posal of a superior inside the crew's quarters could be counted as normal hours of work. This amend­
ment was rejected. ^  It became clear from the beginning of the discussions that the shipowners' and 
the seamen's representatives held different opinions on almost every point of the proposed Con­
vention. The tonnage limit below which vessels were to be excluded from the Convention was set at
3,500 tons by the employers and at 400 by the workers (later, the limits became 2,500 and 1,000 tons 
respectively). The latter supported the 56-hour week without any additional hours of work and the 
inclusion of officers in the Convention, while the shipowners had the opposite opinion. It was for the 
first time suggested that whatever provisions were finally adopted, they should be reviewed three years 
after the adoption of the Convention. Proposals concerning revision of the Convention were rejected 
by the Committee. The tonnage limit beyond which the provisions of the Convention concerning the 
regulation of hours of work in the ship's engine-room would apply, namely 700 tons, despite its 
controversial character, was retained by the Committee. ^
The question of hours of work in the catering department was discussed at length in the 
Committee. The proposal of the French Government to apply the 8-hour day in the catering depart­
ment, as in the deck and the engine-room departments, was rejected by 51 votes to 47. ^  The Office 
draft applied the 8-hour rule in port to ratings of the catering and clerical department subject to ex­
ceptions allowed by national laws for ratings employed in the service of passengers. An amendment 
of the British Government was adopted to the effect that exceptions made under national laws should 
be allowed for all ratings employed in the catering department (in the service of either passengers or 
the crew). The amendment would enable national administrations to provide for wide-ranging 
exemptions from the 8-hour day in port in this department
The proceedings of the Committee show that only a few governments participated actively in 
the Committee's deliberations (the U.K., Japan, France, Australia), mainly by moving amendments 
which would render the Office's draft more flexible. Sometimes, it seemed, as in the case of the 
catering department, that, employers and workers apart, all the proposed amendments were the work of 
one government (the U.K.). Most of these amendments were rejected. In short, as can be seen from a 
comparison between state practice and the new provisions of the 1936 Convention below, the outcome
^^21 R.P. , pp. 210, 224-226, Most governments and the workers' group were in favour of the inclusion while the 
shipowners' group and, notably, the U.K, Government held the opposite view.
6% id.,p.213.
67jbid., pp. 215-218.
68lbid..p.220.
69lbid..p.221.
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of the Committee's deliberations had a distorting effect on certain provisions of the 1936 draft, which 
had been based on existing state practice.
The 1936 Conference
At the plenary Sitting of the 21st session of the Conference, the seamen's representatives de­
clared that they were not satisfied with the text of the Convention but they were prepared to accept it in 
a spirit of conciliation. *70 On the other hand, the shipowners' group stated that it would oppose the 
Convention on the grounds that it would have adverse economic effects on the shipping industry. 
As regards the attitude of governments towards the Convention, certain Government delegates would 
vote for the Convention *^2 while others thought that the text, as it stood, would present grave diffi­
culties of ratification for several reasons. Questioning the significance of the Convention for their 
countries some delegates argued that the exclusion of coasting trade from the scope of the Convention 
would virtually mean that most or all national seamen would be excluded from the protection of the 
provisions of the Convention. Convention No. 57 was adopted by 62 votes to 17. All Workers 
and Governments, except the U.K. and Japan, voted for the Convention. U.K., Japan and the Em­
ployers' group, the Australian, French, Russian and Yugoslavian delegates apart, voted against the 
Convention. The following Governments abstained: Canada, Estonia, Finland, Greece, India, Siam, 
Hungary and Venezuela. If those governments had voted against the Convention, it would not have 
been adopted, as had happened in 1920. In addition. Recommendation No. 49 was adopted by 61 
votes to 15, with same abstentions as above; this urged governments to investigate the conditions ob­
taining in ships not covered by the Convention with a view to preventing overwork and insufficient 
manning in such vessels.
The 1936 Convention
The provisions of the Convention are in many respects identical with those of the 1936 draft 
(for details of which see above); nonetheless, mention should be made of the following new provi­
sions: The draft was made applicable to vessels employed in the transport of cargo or passengers for 
the purpose of trade (Art. 1 (b)). This would exclude salvage vessels, training ships, tugs, etc. How­
ever, this provision was interpreted as bringing within the scope of the Convention "large tugs built for
70[bid.,pp. 119,130,132-133.
71lbid., pp., 121,124,125,126.
^^Sweden, ibid., p. 121, U.S.S.R. (though it considered the text quite inadequate), p. 129, Argentina, p. 136, Spain and 
the United States, p. 137.
^Netherlands (countries unable to give subsidies to shipping companies would suffer from the diminution of their na­
tional fleets if they ratified the Convention), ibid., p. 122; India, p. 129; the U.K. (nationsd collective agreements had 
just been concludW which would be upset by the provisions of the Convention before experience of their working was 
available), pp. 130-131.
^ ^ o  Argentina (Workers) ibid., p. 119, Mexico (Government), p. 120, China (Government), p. 127.
^^Ibid., pp. 174-175. For the texts of Convention No. 57 and Recommendation No. 49, see ibid., pp. 340-352. 
Nonetheless a supplementary Recommendation containing significant provisions of substantial law on hours of work 
and manning, based on the more advanced legislation of maritime countries, had been rejected as a whole in the Com­
mittee by 49 votes to 48; ibid., p. 228.
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ocean-going voyages” which fulfilled the conditions it laid down. It was decided that certain per­
sons, such as officers not keeping watch, pilots, doctors, persons working exclusively on their own 
account etc., should be excluded from the Convention. The lower tonnage limit below which 
vessels would be excluded from the Convention, as far as the regulation of hours of work in the deck 
department is concerned, was lowered from 2,500 to 2,000 tons. The working hours of daymen per 
week were lowered from 50 to 48 in both the deck and the engine departments. Instead of providing 
for specific maximum daily or weekly hour limits, as the 1936 draft did, the Convention just pre­
scribed that excess hours of work may be worked on sailing and arrival days in both the deck and the 
engine departments, leaving the details to be determined by national law (Arts 4 (3) and 5(3)). As re­
gards hours of work in port, exceptions to the 48-hour week in port were made in the Convention in 
the case of ratings required for the safety of the vessel, cargo or passengers on board the ship (Art. 8 
(1) (c)). Time worked beyond 8 hours per day or 48 hours a week in port is regarded as overtime 
unless watches are maintained for purposes of safety or within twelve hours after arrival or before 
sailing (Art. 8 (3)).
As regards the catering department, the compulsory minimum rest of 12 hours (including 8 
consecutive hours) was made applicable only to vessels in respect of which there is in force a safety 
certificate issued in accordance with the Safety of Life at Sea Conventions in force at the time or a 
passenger certificate (Art. 9 (1)). The 10-hour day at sea laid down by the 1936 draft for catering 
staff employed in the service of officers or other members of the crew on board vessels of more than
2,500 tons was made applicable to all vessels other than those covered by para. 1 and to all ratings em­
ployed in the catering and clerical departments for both work at sea and on arrival and on sailing days 
(para. 2).
As to hours of work of deck and engineer officers, new Arts 6 and 7 of the Convention, which 
resulted from the relevant decisions of the Committee on hours of work and manning, dealt with this 
issue respectively. They applied the 8-hour day and the 56-hour week both at sea and on arrival and 
sailing days: "^8 a) to deck officers on board vessels more than 2,000 tons, b) to engineer officers 
on board ships required to carry three or more engineers under the Convention.
Art. 14 of the Convention provides that vessels of over 700 but not exceeding 2,000 tons 
should carry 2 deck officers while on vessels of more than 2,000 tons there shall be 3 deck officers, in 
addition to the master. It should be noted that the article refers not to any or all officers but to certifi-
^^Ibid, p. 212. This interpretation was confirmed by only 57 votes to 41.
^ ^ ith  regard to the last category, it was made clear that only such persons as employees in shops, hairdresser's estab­
lishments, etc. should be excluded from the Convention's provisions; ibid., p. 214.
^^As regards the limitation of hours of work in port, the provisions applying to ratings also apply to officers in both 
the deck and the engine department (Art. 8 (1)).
^^Allowing for additional hours per day to be worked: a) 1 for navigational and clerical purposes (navigational 
purposes include taking the ship's position, 21 R.P. , p. 224) (Art. 6 (2)), b) up to a maximum of 12 hours if the 
master deems it necessary that two officers should keep watch simultaneously (Art. 6 (3)) and c) on sailing and arrival 
days excess hours may be permitted to be worked by national law (Art. 6 (5)).
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cated officers. A provision of this kind is missing from the ILO and IMG instruments on maritime 
training and certificates of proficiency and, it is submitted that its inclusion would make them more 
effective. ^
Finally, the Convention included provisions concerning the exclusion, under certain circum­
stances, of existing ships (Art. 21) and entry into force (after ratification by 5 countries possessing 
a fleet tonnage of not less than 1 million tons. Art 24).
Analysis of the provisions of the Convention
The following examination is restricted only to those provisions which require special analy­
sis. Further information on the provisions of the Convention and their effects will be found imme­
diately below under the subsection on conclusions and the reasons for the failure of the Convention.
As the text concerning the scope of the 1936 Convention stands, it makes the Convention ap­
plicable to vessels engaged on an international voyage. Coasting trade is excluded no matter whether 
or not it is long-distance. Exceptions can be allowed for ships trading between the country from 
which they trade and the nearby ports of neighbouring countries (Art. 1, paras. 1 and 3) within geo­
graphical limits to be defined by national laws. No definition or interpretative glosses on the meaning 
of the words "country from which they trade" and "neighbouring countries" exist. Consequently, a 
large number of vessels can be excluded from the Convention. For example, national ships trading 
between United States' ports on the Atlantic or the Pacific coast or along the Canadian coasts are ex­
cluded from its scope. The situation is less clear in the case of a British vessel exclusively trading 
between the United States and Mexico or between Greece and Turkey, since there is nothing in the 
Conyention pointing to the country from which a ship trades as the country of its registration. ^
Art. 17 of the 1936 Convention provides, as did Art. 13 of the 1936 draft, that if, as a result of 
death, accident or any other cause, the number of the crew decreases, the master must make up the 
deficiency at the first opportunity. The Committee, at the instance of the U.K. Government, added the 
word "reasonable'- between "first" and "opportunity". The idea underlying the amendment was that 
the duty of the master was to find not any man but a suitable man. ® However, the wording of the 
Article does not reveal the intention of the Committee and may give rise to difficulties of interpretation 
burdening national courts with the inappropriate task of adjudicating on the reasonableness of the 
master's decision whether to call at a certain port or not. Furthermore, the Convention expressly 
provides that work performed under these circumstances by the rest of the crew beyond the allowed
same observations apply to Art. 16 which refers, with certain exceptions concerning existing ships, to 3 certifi­
cated engineer officers on lx)ard ships of more than 700 tons or 800 horses indicated horse power.
^^The exemptions allowed refer to existing ships where accommodation changes or installation of equipment necessary 
for an increased crew are not reasonably possible. The word "necessary” would prevent abuse of this Article, 21 /?J°., 
pp. 147-148. Exemption certificates, which according to Art. 21 (3) are valid for four years, could be renewed, 21 R.P.y 
pp. 148-149.
°^The workers and the Netherlands Government delegate proposed to delete the paragraphs imposing the international 
voyage and 'neighbouring countries' requirement unsuccessfully, ibid., pp. 211,138.
83lbid.,p.224.
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maximum daily or weekly hour-limit will not be regarded as overtime or give rise to extra payment 
(Art. 12 (d)). Thus, the delegates who participated in the work of the Committee on hours of work 
and manning decided this controversial issue against the wishes of the workers.
As regards overtime, the Convention, as a result of a workers' amendment aimed to meet the 
views of the U.S Government, leaves to national laws the question as to how overtime must be com­
pensated (Art. 10 (2)). The question of overtime is dealt with inadequately in the Convention. As 
pointed out earlier, the U.S. Government was not concerned about the manner of compensation but 
suggested that the provisions on overtime should be deleted entirely since they were likely to ruin the 
morale of seamen on board ship and to reduce safety. As the text stands, on the one hand, it fails to 
follow the U.S. rationale and, on the other, it does not afford protection to seamen by down-grading 
the social aspect of the limitation of hours of work on board ship and raising the economic considera­
tions to equal status. A provision similar to that of the 1931 Office draft, namely that overtime should 
be compensated primarily by time off, and only where circumstances make this impossible, by extra 
payment, would be preferable. ^
No adequate provisions on weekly rest were included in the Convention. While it was pro­
vided that the requirement of weekly rest, if occurring in port, must be observed, no provision was 
made for the weekly rest at sea or for the compensation if it is not allowed. The reason is obvious: the 
Convention adopted the 56-hour week at sea for the deck and the engine department and, since only 
two governments supported a 24-hour rest for every seven days' work, it is clear that the Office 
intended to allow weekly rest only in port and not at sea. However, the same majority of governments 
that had supported the weekly rest in port (6) was in favour of limiting work on Sundays and holidays 
only to what was strictly necessary. A provision to this effect would have been welcome in the 1936 
Convention, counterbalancing the omission of specific provisions on the weekly rest
As the text of the Convention stands, it only lays down the manning scales for deck ratings 
and for deck and engineer officers (Arts 14-16). The 1936 Office draft contained an identical provi­
sion for both ratings and officers in the engine room. While the draft provision concerning the man­
ning scale for engine ratings had been deleted by the Committee on Hours of Work and Manning, the 
same provision as regards officers, was retained and so modified as to give the impression that the 
question of the manning scale for ratings in the engine-room had never been considered. 5^ Though it 
would be desirable that the Convention should contain a specific manning scale for engine ratings, 
since, with the introduction of a detailed manning scale for engineer officers, the reason for the omis­
sion of provisions on manning scales for the engine department, namely slow ratification, was elimi-
^^^Despite the principle that labour should not be regarded as a commodity, it is the practice in some countries which 
have advanced maritime laws that seamen work long hours of overtime (up to 18 hours a day, including normal 
working hours) on board modem ships to earn more money and to be entitled to more holidays at home. This attitude 
is sometimes indirectly provoked by the terms of a special contract concluded between the company and the seamen's 
union, see Schrank, Industrial Democracy at Sea , 1983 pp. 20-32.
®^ompare Art. 16 of the Convention with Art. 12 of the 1936 Office draft.
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nated, it nonetheless cannot be said that manning scales for engine-room ratings are completely left 
outside the Convention: manning requirements are applied to these ratings indirectly as a result of the 
application of the 8-hour day and the 3-watches system to them.
Unlike earlier Office drafts which contained provisions of a general or indicative nature con­
cerning the regulation of hours of work and manning on board ships not covered by the Convention, 
Convention No. 57 does not make any such provision. It was thought that a provision to this effect 
might impede ratification. 6^ Furthermore, the 1936 Convention does not contain any provisions 
concerning hours of work and manning of wireless operators. ^  While regulation of these issues, as 
will be seen later, would be desirable it can hardly be asserted, in view of the state practice at that time, 
that the Office’s doubts over the acceptability of such provisions in the Convention was unwarranted.
Finally, it should be remembered that the provisions of Convention No. 57 cannot be applied 
in national territories by means of collective agreements, since this possibility was considered but 
postponed i.e. left open for consideration at a later Conference. ®
Conclusions
Convention No. 57 deals with hours of work and manning. As pointed out earlier, the reg­
ulation of wages in the same Convention was not thought possible at that time. Unfortunately, this 
Convention was not purely an instrument concerning one aspect of the seamen’s conditions of em­
ployment. It contained provisions on minimum age limits, night work of young persons and quali­
fications of able seamen. These questions were either partially dealt with in other special instruments, 
though the specific provisions of the Convention do not appear therein, or would be treated in later 
ILO instruments, as would the question of the qualifications of able seamen, as more information on 
these points became available. The effect of the inclusion of these provisions on the ratification pro­
cess cannot readily be ascertained but, it is submitted, information on these points was scarce at the 
time and the proposed age limit for night work of young persons was not supported by a large major­
ity of countries.
It is worth examining whether the Convention has achieved its main objective, namely estab­
lishing the standard of the 8-hour day for all persons on board ship (leaving aside the unattainable 48- 
hour week). It is submitted that it has not: as regards the catering department, no compulsory 8-hour 
limit is provided for. Instead, the limits laid down are an 8-hour day in port ”subject to such excep­
tions as may be permitted by national laws or regulations”, and a 10-hour or an indirect limit in other 
cases. As regards the other departments, the provisions of the Convention concerning hours of work.
^Art. 22 of the 1936 Office draft requiring ratifying countries generally to adopt national legislation for ships not cov­
ered by the Convention was deleted at the Conference, 2 1 /JJ*., p. 151.
®^An amendment moved by the seamen's group to include wireless operators in the regulation of the hours of work was 
rejected by 46 votes to 44,21 R I*., p. 225; the manning scale for wireless operators proposed by the seamen was also 
voted down by 62 votes to 36, ibid., p. 226,
8%1 R.P. . p. 228.
®^owever, the delegates, realising the importance of the question, adopted a resolution urging the Governing Body 
and the ILO Office to take it into consideration and to compile information on the wages of seamen, 2 1 RJP. , p. 159.
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overtime and manning are either vague or not effectively interrelated. Arts 4, 5, 6 ,7  and 8 lay down 
basically an 8-hour day as a starting point. Exceptions to this rule are allowed only in the cases of a) 
deck and engine-room ratings on sailing and arrival days (no limitation of overtime) (Arts 4 (3) and 5 
(3)); b) engine room ratings for the normal relieving of watches and the hoisting and dumping of 
ashes (no limitation of overtime) (Art. 5 (1)); c) deck officers for navigational or clerical purposes and 
two officer-watch duties (maximum 12 hours per day) (Art. 6 (2) and (3)); and d) work in port for 
ratings required for the safety of the vessel, persons or cargo on board. These alone are substantial 
exceptions to the 8-hour rule and the situation is worsened by Art. 12 (e) and (f) which provide that 
the Convention does not apply to extra work for the purpose of customs, quarantine or other health 
formalities and to work by officers for the determination of the position of the vessel at noon.
In addition to all that. Art. 10 provides that "Ratings and deck and engineer officers ... may be 
required to work in excess of the limits of hours prescribed by or permitted under the preceding Ar­
ticles of this Part of the Convention, subject to the conditions that (a) all such time worked shall be 
regarded as overtime for which they shall be entitled to be compensated..." ^  It is not clear to what 
work the Article refers. Does it refer to the unqualified 8-hour day or to the 8-hour day as consider­
ably modified by the preceding Articles? Though the initial and, perhaps, the unchanged desires of 
the Office and many delegates would render the first interpretation imperative, it is the second 
interpretation which is most likely to be adopted by international or maritime lawyers. Art. 10 refers 
to work in excess of the limits prescribed by the preceding Articles without any reference to specific 
paragraphs. It follows that it would apply to all paragraphs of the preceding Articles. If this inter­
pretation is correct, overtime would be allowed without anv limit for all persons employed in the deck 
and engine department beyond the 8-hour day and even beyond the substantial exceptions to this rule 
laid down by Articles 4 ,5 ,6 ,7  and 8. Moreover, A it 10 (a) which refers to all such time, apparently 
meaning time spent on work in excess of these Articles according to the preceding paragraph, would 
render extra payment for overtime almost impossible in many cases.
Let us take as an example a deck rating working on board a ship of 2,001 tons on an arrival 
day and let us assume that the law of the country in whose territory the ship is registered lays down 6 
hours as a limitation of overtime on sailing and arrival days. Initially, he would have to work 8 
hours per day (Art. 4 ( 1)). Then, under national law he would be obliged to work 14 hours on the ar­
rival day (Art 4 (3)). According to Art 10 overtime would be allowed beyond 14 hours without any 
limit since no compulsory minimum rest for the deck and the engine department is laid down in the 
Convention, and extra payment for overtime would start running only from the 15th hour! If no limit 
is laid down by national law. Article 10 is useless. It is arguable that the effect of Art. 10 of the 
Convention in connection with certain preceding Articles is that of nullifying its aims.
^^ ^Emphasis added.
^^Ironically, Art. 4  (3) does not require ratifying countries to fix a limit on working hours on sailing and arrival days.
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Even though it may be possible to make a strong case against this argument, the failure of the 
Convention is inevitable in another respect: Though this is not clearly expressed, the Convention's 
regime is based on the notion of the three-watches system and it was this system which at the 1936 
Conference reassured the otherwise disquieted and distrustful delegates. Despite this extraordinary 
omission. Art. 13 (b) provides that vessels over 700 tons shall be sufficiently and efficiently manned 
for the purposes o f ... making possible the application of the rules relating to hours set forth in Part II 
of the Convention. This means that, given the qualified limit of 8-hours per day, 3 watches are needed 
per day. ^  Then, Art. 15 (1) lays down that in ships of over 700 tons the number of deck ratings 
shall be sufficient to allow for the availability of three ratings for each navigational watch. Further, 
Art. 15 (2) stipulates that in vessels between 700 and 2,000 tons there shall be a minimum (likely to be 
regarded as a maximum by some governments) of 6 deck ratings. 6 men divided into two watches (in 
view of Art. 15 (1) they cannot be divided into three watches) results in 12 and not 8 working hours 
per day. Though these vessels are not covered by Art. 4, which applies to vessels of over 2(XX) tons, 
this conclusion hardly accords with the objectives of the Convention and the supplementary 
Recommendation.
^ In  view of Art. 10, however, which allows overtime without limit, the 3 watches assumption is demolished. Again, 
the text of the Convention was based on a false hypothesis.
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Reasons for the failure of the 1936 Convention ^
Convention No. 57 on Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) was adopted in 1936. Since then, it 
has been ratified only by four countries (Australia, Belgium and the United States in 1938, and 
Bulgaria in 1949, notably after the adoption of the 1946 Convention). Therefore, it has not yet come 
into force.
A reasonable guide to the controversial issues involved is provided by an examination of the 
size of majorities in the votes taken in the Committee on hours of work and manning. The main char­
acteristic of the work of the Committee was that most issues on points of importance were decided by 
very small majorities. Most of the amendments rejected could equally have been carried, had it not 
been for 2 or 3 votes against Though no detailed records of votes in the Committee are available, the 
trifling voting differences indicate that not only shipowners and seamen but also Governments were 
divided on most points of the draft. Here, it should be noted that most of the government amendments 
were put forward by the U.K. government, whose views on most points differed from the provisions 
of the Office draft. It was the most important maritime country at that time (especially in terms of 
influence in round table negotiations) and it can be seen that its opinion had an influence on the voting 
and, perhaps, administration policies of other countries. The U.K.'s amendments nonetheless were 
defeated on many occasions. Among the reasons why Convention No. 57 failed to achieve 
international acclaim are differences between existing practice and the Office's draft as they appear in 
the Conclusions of the evaluation by the Office of the relevant information referred to earlier in this 
section. Certain observations made there apply to the present text of the Convention on points such as 
the 8-hour day for deck ratings at sea, the 12-hour limit for deck officers, the 48-hour week in port, 
the 700 tons limit for working hours in the engine room, hours of work in the engine-room, hours of 
work in the catering department, night work for young persons, minimum number of men per watch 
and number of able seamen per ship. In addition:
1) Though the Office, owing to the lack of sufficient information on the part of the govern­
ments, presumed that both the questions of hours of work and manning should be treated in the same 
Convention, the proceedings of the Geneva Preparatory Conference in 1935 show that Governments 
disagreed on the question concerning whether hours of work and manning should be studied together, 
while shipowners seemed to believe that they should be. ^
^^The observations under this heading concern the results of the Convention in terms of lack of ratification. However, 
it has been argued that nonetheless "the Convention has exercised a decisive influence on the regulation of hours of 
work on board ship, both by national legislation (as in Norway and Sweden, which before the war enacted laws based 
on the Convention) and by national collective agreements, especially on those that have been concluded in the last two 
or three years", PrA/C, 1945, Report I, p. 20. Nevertheless, die subsequent examination by the Office of whether state 
practice until 1945 conformed to the requirements of Convention No. 57 shows that great discrepancies between na­
tional laws and the provisions of the Convention still existed. The areas in which these differences existed may be out­
lined as follows: the U.K. and Poland (hours of work of officers), the U.K., Belgium, Norway (tonnage limit), manning. 
It seems that the Convention exercised a considerable influence and brought uniformity to natioi^ laws as regards 
hours of work of ratings in all departments; for details see ibid., pp. 20-26.
^PTM C  , 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 90, 111.
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2) Certain important maritime countries had serious objections to the tonnage limits adopted 
by the Conference. 5^
3) Coasting trade was excluded and decided certain governments not to ratify the Convention.
96
4) While the 1936 Office draft represented a true compromise between opinions held by dif­
ferent delegates, it seems that the deliberations of the Committee on hours of work and manning, 
owing to the plethora of amendments moved and the resulting confusion, disturbed this balance. ^
5) The 1936 Convention does not contain provisions concerning a daily, weekly or monthly 
limit of maximum working hours, unlike the 1936 draft, which did. It has been pointed out earlier that 
the inclusion of such provisions was not Justified by existing state practice, so that the Convention by 
effecting this change would have enhanced its ratification prospects. Nonetheless, this otherwise 
welcome provision had its bad side because it allowed excess working hours only on sailing and 
arrival days and not at sea, as state practice seemed to indicate. ^  The 1936 draft allowed excess 
hours to be worked at sea. In the engine-room the Convention allowed excess hours of work for the 
relieving of watches and for the hoisting and dumping of ashes (Art. 5 (3)). This provision, however, 
was adopted by 54 votes to 50 in the Committee and might in the event have affected adversely the 
progress of ratification.
6) Art. 9 para. 2 applied the 10-hour day at sea to all ratings in the catering department. It was 
argued earlier that information on this point was insufficient to Justify its inclusion in the Convention 
even with regard to catering staff in attendance on the crew, as in the 1936 Office draft But applica­
tion of this limit to all catering staff without any qualification whatsoever was against state practice at 
the time. On the other hand, the British amendment to the effect that exceptions to the 8-hour day in 
port should be allowed for ail catering staff by national laws (Art. 9 para. 3 of the Convention), though 
it rendered the text weaker, was more in accordance with state practice than was the Office draft text.
7) As regards the hours of work in the engine department at sea and on arrival and sailing 
days, it must acknowledged that, despite a few governments replies to the contrary. Arts 6 and 7 of the 
Convention seem to have been in accordance with state practice at that time. However, a minority of 
governments supported the 48-hour week, for the working hours of officers in port (Art. 8). 
Moreover, from the information available, no consistent international practice would seem to exist, as 
far as manning scales for engineer officers are concerned (Art 16).
^^Japan was opposed to the 700 tons limit laid down by Art. 13 as a general limit for the regulation of manning scales 
on board ship and preferred a 2,000-2,500 tons limit. Report I, 1936, p. 45,21 RJ^., p. 222; Great Britain could not 
accept a limit lower than 2,500 tons in the case of the 56-hour week for ratings, ibid., p. 216.
^(China) 21 RJ*., p. 127. Interestingly, it had voted for the Convention.
^Ibid.,pp. 126,129.
^®For the different views of governments, seamen and shipowners on the limitation of hours of work of ratings, see 
ibid., pp. 234-236.
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8) Though the number of able seamen in proportion to the crew was a question of manning, 
the 1936 Convention proceeded to lay down also their qualifications, namely that they should be at 
least 18 (19 Office draft)) years of age and have three years' sea service or an equivalent qualification) 
(Art. 15 (4)). As a result, the Convention was saddled with a provision on a question that was totally 
outside its originally intended scope confined to hours of work and manning, though seamen seemed 
to hold a different view. ^  The question was not resolved until 1946 when Convention No. 74 con­
cerning the certification of able seamen, which also fixes the minimum age of able seamen to 18 years, 
was adopted. However, the 1936 Convention called governments additionally to ratify an instrument 
containing provisions on qualification requirements, a matter not settled until 1946, and this has 
certainly diminished its ratification chances (plus the fact that, according to the governments' replies, 
an age limit of 19 seemed to be the one most in use).
9) It should be noted that, according to the Shipowners, one of the reasons why the 1936 
Convention failed was that the absence of any provisions on wages tended to accentuate rather than 
minimise international competition, though this reasoning was not fully substantiated,
10) The absence of any possibility of applying the provisions of the Convention by means of 
collective agreements has prevented the ratification of the Convention by the U.K., even though it was 
claimed that existing conditions in that country were at least as favourable as those laid down by it.
Finally, another reason why ratification was impeded was the actual number of ratifications 
required for the Convention to enter into force, though not in the sense it has been argued elsewhere.
It is true that the Convention would not be likely to enter into force until 5 major maritime coun­
tries ratified it but the reasons why these 5 countries have not done so have to be found elsewhere: In 
the Committee on Hours of Work and Manning many Governments, including the U.K., proposed 
more onerous ratification requirements aimed at avoiding international competition but it was the 
Workers' amendment that was adopted. 1^ 3 jf these 5 countries had in those circumstances ratified 
the Convention, it would have entered into force between them and restricted them while there might 
be other important maritime countries which did not ratify and thus would still have been free from its 
obligations.
4.1.2.1936 -1946: A repeated story
The Joint Maritime Commission decided at its second post-war session, held in London from 
8 to 12 January 1945, that the question of wages, hours of work and manning should be examined by
^P T M C , 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 155-159. 
lOOReportlX, 1946, p. 27.
10128 RJ>.. p. 298.
lO^Valticos rightly argues that the entry into force of these Conventions was delayed by the ratification requirements of 
the Hours of Work Conventions, N. Valticos, International Labour Law , 1979, p. 194.
10321 RJ^., pp. 228-229.
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the forthcoming Preparatory Conference to be convened in Copenhagen from 15 November to 1 De­
cember 1945 and a final decision should be taken at the 1946 ILO Conference. The Governing Body 
at its 94th session endorsed the proposals of the Commission.
A) The International Seafarers' Charter (ISC)
In general, the ISC which represented the seafarers' views on most aspects of maritime 
labour, in 1945, contained very advanced provisions going, in almost every respect, beyond Con­
vention No. 57 and the Office's suggestions that the new Convention should be drawn up on broad 
lines leaving details to be settled by national action. It proposed: 1) that provisions on wages, hours of 
work and manning should apply to all classes of ships (para. 19); 2) specific figures of minimum 
rates for most categories of seamen irrespective of classes of ships (paras. 21, 22, 24, 25); 3) a daily 
limit of 8 hours in all cases, a 40-hour week in port and on arrival days, compensation for a 7-day, 56- 
hour week with 3 days off in port for every month (paras. 68,71,74); 4) subject to modifications in 
the case of the catering department, an 8-hour day and a 48-hour week at sea and on sailing days for 
all departments (paras. 73, 75, 76); 5) far-reaching provisions for overtime (paras. 35-38); and 6) 
detailed provisions as regards manning, especially in the engine-room (paras. 79-92).
B) The preparatory work o f the Office
For the first time the Office decided to tackle the problem of wages. Though it was admitted 
that no substantial information was available on the proportion the wages of the crew bear to the total 
costs of the running of the ship, the Office stated that "as the argument of 'undercutting' is so fre­
quently used in the course of discussion on wage and other claims, it must be assumed that the frac­
tion of total costs represented by wage costs is at any rate substantial enough to make rates of pay a 
not inconsiderable factor in international competition." Despite the difficulties involved in the fix­
ing of internationally accepted rates of pay in the shipping industry, it was thought desirable from 
the social point of view that international wi/i/mMW rates of pay should be fixed following trends in 
national shipping industries (as in the U.K. and in the U.S.A.). Subject to reservations concerning the 
reliability of the tables concerned, it can be said that between 1936 and 1944 able seamen's wages 
showed a tendency towards uniformity in rates of pay in European countries. The gaps in rates of 
pay in South America, India, Australia, New Zealand, Indian crews on British vessels and, less so, 
Chinese crews on British vessels had not materially altered, Insufficient statistical information 
was available concerning the rates of pay of other categories of seamen. Questions which, according 
to the Office, could be subjected to international regulation included seniority and continuous service 
pay, long-voyage allowances, compensation for overtime and war risk bonuses. It was pointed out by
l04pTM C, 1945. Report I, pp. 1-2.
the text of the ISC, see ibid., pp. 67-75.
^® I^bid., pp. 3-4.
^(^Ibid., pp. 4-5.
lO^ibid,, p. 7. For the table of comparison of pay of A.B. during the period 1936-1944, see ibid., pp. 18-19.
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the Office that an attempt at the international fixing of minimum wage rates on a regional rather than 
on a world basis would not have any chances of success owing to the considerable differences in the 
rates of pay in the different regions of the world,
The 1945 Office draft
As regards hours of work and manning, from a perusal of the provisions of the 1945 Office 
draft and the accompanying Office explanations it can be seen that it constituted quite a progressive 
instrument compared to the 1936 Convention and aspired to international regulation of such questions 
in detail, eliminating the flexibility of the respective provisions of the latter. It included provisions on 
hours of work and manning of officers and ratings in all departments, including radio operators, on 
both near and distant trade ships, and proposed a 48-hour week for them as the maximum. If the 
number of hours worked exceeded 8 hours a day or 48 hours a week compensation for overtime 
should be provided. Finally, the draft based on the Australian legislation introduced a new system of 
overtime and compensation in cases where this not given. Hours of work in excess of the daily limit 
would be compensated in cash while work in excess of the weekly limit should be compensated by 
time off duty and off the ship. Compensatory time off was regulated in detail and imposed costly re­
quirements on shipowners that were unable to grant time off to officers and ratings. Working hours 
in the catering department were based on the 8-hour day. Unlike the 1936 Convention, the 1945 Of­
fice draft contained detailed provisions concerning overtime and proposed to raise the minimum age 
for able seamen from 18 to 19 years. Finally, a method of ratifying the proposed Convention by 
means of collective agreements was envisaged.
C) The Copenhagen Conference and the 1946 Office draft
The Preparatory Maritime Conference held in Copenhagen in 1945
The conflicts between the shipowners' and the seamen's groups continued at the Preparatory 
Conference: as regards the scope of the Convention, the shipowners preferred the wording of the 
1936 Convention while the seamen argued that vessels engaged in home trade and short sea interna­
tional trade should be included in the Convention. The 100 tons limit below which vessels should be 
excluded from the Convention had been proposed by the seafarers and it was adopted despite the op­
position of the shipowners group and the abstention of certain governments. It was decided by the 
Committee, following a shipowners' proposal that only the minimum rates of pay for able seamen 
should be fixed and that the other rates would be fixed by collective agreements in proportion thereto. 
Between the £ 12, £ 16 and £ 18 figures for the fixing of minimum rates of able seamen the last was 
accepted as being likely to secure relatively greater acceptance. As regards hours of work, the 
shipowners would prefer a text based on the 1936 Convention while the seamen would accept as a 
basis for discussion the more progressive 1945 Office draft outlined above. It was decided that over-
109ibid..p. 83. 
110lbid.,pp. 85-104.
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time should be limited to a maximum of 24 hours per week. Despite strong opposition from the 
shipowners' group, the Conference expressed itself in favour of the 48-hour week in the catering de­
partment. Finally, because of lack of time, the Conference deleted all articles in the Office draft that 
related to manning on the understanding that they would be considered anew at the following Mar­
itime Conference in 1946. m  From the proceedings of the Conference it can be concluded that on 
many points of major importance, such as the tonnage limit, the fixing of a minimum monthly wage 
for able seamen, hours of work in all departments, maximum weekly limitation of overtime, compen­
satory time off and the coming into force of the Convention, the 3 groups, were divided.
The 1946 Office draft
In view of the narrow majorities by which most important issues had been decided at the 
Preparatory Conference, the Office draft departed from the original PTMC draft: it raised the pro­
posed minimum tonnage limit from 100 to 500 tons; it excluded whaling vessels from the scope of the 
Convention but made the exclusion dependent not on the kind of the vessel but on whether a whaling 
agreement governed the relations of the crew or not; it lowered the minimum wage limit for able 
seamen from £ 18 to £ 16, though this decision was partly based on misapprehension of the voting 
tactics at the Preparatory Conference (in fact, the Office took little account of the abstentions in the 
votes taken); it maintained the distinction between near-trade and distant-trade ships both of which 
would be covered by the Convention, but it applied the 56-hour week to officers employed in distant- 
trade ships at sea 2uid on arrival and sailing days; it lessened the rigidity of the 1945 draft as regards 
compensatory time off by providing for guide-lines which should be followed by national administra­
tions in granting time off duty in port; in view of the controversial situation on the question of fixing 
limits on overtime, it rightly omitted the stipulation in Art. 15 of the PTMC draft providing for a 24- 
hour weekly limitation of overtime in the case of officers; it applied the 9-hour instead of the 8- 
hour day to the catering department and reintroduced the distinction between catering staff serving 
passengers and the rest thereof as regards hours of work in port; it contemplated application of the 
Convention by means of collective agreements and provided for a system of enforcement of the 
provisions of the Convention similar to that of the 1936 Convention; finally, the Convention included 
exemption provisions for existing ships similar to, but more elaborate than, those of the 1936 Con­
vention. In general, the Office draft tried to simplify the PTMC text and enhance its ratification 
chances by eliminating the provisions which had secured very small majorities at the Preparatory 
Conference and by taking into account to a certain extent the views of the shipowners.
11 ^ International Labour Conference, 28th session, 1946, Wages; Hours; Manning , Report IX, pp. 16-26.
112por the report of the Committee on Wages, Hours of work and Manning appointed by the Copenhagen Conference 
and the record of proceedings, see ibid., pp. 14-26,42-49.
113lbid., p. 57. However, this modification did not produce any results since no whaling country ratified the 1946 
Convention. However, Norway was able to ratify the 1958 Convention when an important amendment proposed by it 
was carried to the effect that persons employed in whaling could be excluded from the scope of the Convention under 
conditions regulated by legislation, 
ll^ibid., pp. 62-63.
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D) The 1946 Conference
The Conference Committee on wages, hours of work and manning
The Committee discussed in detail all questions concerning the substance of the Convention 
and the questions of the entry into force-requirements and the application of the Convention by means 
of collective agreements. A general observation should be made here: as in the deliberations of the 
similar Committee appointed by the 1936 Conference, the votes taken show wide divergencies of 
views. Most of points of importance, such as the number and the shipping tonnage of countries 
whose ratification was required for the Convention to enter into force, the exclusion of national 
coasting trade from the scope of the Convention, the exclusion of certain classes of officers and per­
sons in supervisory positions, hours of work in the near-trade and distant-trade ships in all depart­
ments were decided by narrow majorities.
The ambiguous question as to the number and the shipping tonnage of ratifying countries re­
quired for the Convention to enter into force was decided by 86 votes to 60; it was considered that the 
Convention should be ratified by nine countries out of a proposed list, 5 out of which should possess 
at the date of registration at least one million CRT, before it comes into force. Later, at the Confer­
ence, a more onerous qualification was added to the effect that the aggregate tonnage of shipping pos­
sessed at the time of registration by the Members whose ratification have been registered should not 
be less than 15 million CRT. This became Art. 26 of the Convention which ironically included 
the Copenhagen statement of good will that the above provisions aimed at facilitating ratification (para.
3 ). 116
Sailing vessels were excluded from the scope of the Convention. A maximum of 24 hours at 
sea in any period of two consecutive days was adopted for watch-keepers employed in near-trade 
ships. In port, an 8-hour days was prescribed for work on Saturdays and a 2-hour day for work on 
Sundays. As regards distant-trade ships a 56-hour week was provided for watch-keepers at sea and 
on arrival and sailing days while, in port, hours of work could not exceed 2 on Sundays. In the 
catering department an 8-hour day in port was laid down, while a 10-hour day was provided for work 
at sea and in port when passengers are on board ship. Art. 23 of the Office draft, which provided for 
exemptions in the case of existing ships, was deleted by the Committee,
The 1946 Conference
Certain important amendments were moved at this Conference. First, a Joint proposal by the 
Government delegates of China, Egypt, France, Greece and Turkey to the effect that the extension of
11^28 ,pp .297,311.
116lt is difficult to imagine in which manner onerous ratification requirements could enhance the ratification process of 
a Convention. Valticos argues on this point; "Bien que les conventions contenant des dispositions finales de cet ordre 
indiquent que celle-ci ont "pour but de faciliter, encourager et hâter la ratification" des conventions par les États 
Membres, les conditions posées ont manifestement retardé et parfois empêché l ' entrée en vigueur de certaines de ces 
conventions."; N. Valticos, N., Droit international du travail, Paris 1983, at p. 483.
 ^^ ^Ibid., pp. 300-313. For the text of the Committee draft, see ibid., pp. 313-318.
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the international minimum wage provided for in Art. 5 of the Convention to the vessels "engaged in 
the national coasting trade within its territorial waters is left to the discretion of the Governments in 
consultation with the organisations concerned" was finally rejected after it had been adopted twice 
(once on a recorded vote) and a proposal to reconsider the question had been upheld. The amendment 
was strongly opposed by the Workers' delegates, who declared that were it to be carried, they would 
not have any interest in the Convention. The amendment was rightly rejected, since it would leave a 
considerable number of seamen outside the international minimum wage regime of the Convention. It 
was claimed by the U.S. Employers' delegate that its adoption would exempt from the relevant provi­
sions 71% of the American merchant marine.
Secondly, an amendment was moved jointly by the Government delegates of the U.K. and 
India to the effect that Art. 12, concerning hours of work on board near-trade ships, should provide 
for overtime payment or time off in port if hours are worked in excess of 112 hours in a period of two 
consecutive weeks. This would recognise the 8-hour day and the 112-hour fortnight (similar in terms 
of the amount of working hours to the 56-hour week). The Office draft provided that overtime would 
start to run after the completion of 96 hours of work in a period of two consecutive weeks. Though 
the amendment was opposed by the U.S. and Australia as rendering the 8-hour principle meaningless, 
surprisingly it was supported by the Workers' group as a gesture of compromise and was finally 
adopted by 64 votes to 24. However, an amendment to a similar effect, as regards hours of work on 
board distant-trade ships, namely that overtime should start running after 56, and not 48 hours per 
week have been worked, was rejected by 31 votes to 46.
The U.K Government, which had recently adopted new maritime labour legislation excluding 
from the regulation of hours of work certain officers enjoying special status, put forward an amend­
ment to the effect that certain officers be excluded from the provisions of the Convention relating to 
hours of work subject to a number of safeguards (see below for a short analysis). This amendment 
was adopted by 50 votes to 0 and provides ratifying States, which have adopted advanced legisla­
tion concerning the regulation of hours of work of officers, with the option of excluding these officers 
from the application of this part of the Convention provided that the competent authority certifies that 
full compensation for this is secured. Convention No. 76 concerning wages, hours of work on board 
ship and manning was adopted by 55 votes to 21 with 7 abstentions,
The 1946 Convention
ll^ibid.pp. 152-156.
119ibid,.pp. 164-170.
120ibid..p. 172.
^^^Ibid., p. 184. The Employers as a body, the Polish delegate apart, voted against the Convention. Most Govern­
ments (including Australia, Canada, China, the UK., India and Norway) and the whole Workers' group voted for the 
Convention. Greece and Chile voted against while the U.S., Panama and Cuba abstained. However, it should be noted 
that in the first Record Vote on the Convention Panama and Cuba had voted against the Convention.
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Convention No. 76 applies to ’’mechanically propelled" vessels of more than 500 GRT en­
gaged in the transport of cargo or passengers for the purpose of trade by sea. Fishing vessels are ex­
cluded (Art 2). Furthermore, it does not apply to certain categories of persons (Art 3), particularly, to 
a pilot not a member of the crew (b), persons working exclusively on their own account or remu­
nerated exclusively by a share of profits (f), "persons, excluding those in the service of a wireless 
telegraphy company, who are employed on board by an employer other than the shipowner (h) and 
persons who are employed in whale-catching for the purpose of whaling or similar operations and are 
subject to a special whaling or similar agreement (emphasis added).
The Convention establishes a minimum international wage of £ 16 or $ 64 per month (Art. 5) 
and provides for special cases where "larger groups of ratings" are employed on board ship than 
would otherwise be employed (this provision was aimed mainly at dealing with the cases of Indian 
and Chinese seamen on board foreign ships or similar situations, though this is not clearly stated). 
An "adjusted equivalent" of the minimum wage will be fixed for these seamen (Art. 6). Art. 9 pro­
vides for a "national" system for the supervision of wages.
As regards hours of work, the Convention lays down both for officers and ratings in the deck, 
engine and catering departments:
a) for near-trade ships: i) 24 hours of work at sea in any period of two consecutive days, ii) an 
8-hour day in port (a 2-hour weekly rest day), iii) a maximum of 112 hours in a period of two 
consecutive weeks, iv) overtime payment if hours of work under i) and ii) are exceeded and, 
preferably, time off in port if hours of work under iii) are exceeded (Art. 12).
b) for distant-trade ships: i) an 8-hour day at sea and on arrival and sailing days, ii) an 8-hour 
day in port (a 2-hour weekly rest day), iii) overtime payment when the above hours are exceeded and, 
preferably, time off in port, if more than 48 hours per week are worked (Art. 13).
As regards hours of work in the catering department, the Convention regime is more elaborate. 
It distinguishes between passenger vessels and non-passenger vessels: a) in the former case a ten- 
hour day at sea is laid down, on arrival and sailing days and in port when passengers are on board, b) 
in the latter, a 9-hour day at sea, and on arrival and sailing days is laid down. In all other cases (in 
port) hours of work should not exceed eight but special provisions exist for hours of work on 
Saturdays and Sundays. If hours of work exceed 112 in a fortnight, time off in port or other 
compensation, as agreed, is granted (Ait 14).
Art 16 of the Convention exempts certain officers from its provisions subject to a number of 
safeguards while Art. 18 includes the usual provisions concerning maritime work "in the interests of 
safety", which is exempted from the application of the part of the Convention dealing with hours of 
work (compare Art. 12 of the 1936 Convention). Art. 19 of the Convention prohibits the employment 
of ratings under 16 at night and is identical with Art. 11 of Convention No. 57.
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Arts 22 and 23 repeat the provisions of Art. 19 of the 1936 Convention concerning the es­
tablishment of a system of national and international supervision with one important difference: while 
the 1936 Convention applied the system of reporting to the consul of the flag State to cases of insuf­
ficient manning. Art 23 of Convention No. 76 applies the same system for contravention of any of its 
provisions dealing with wages, hours of work or manning.
Finally, the Convention contains some harmless provisions on manning (Art. 20), a provision 
to the effect that it revises the 1936 Convention, though the latter is not closed to ratification thereby 
(Art. 24) and more cumbersome provisions than those of the 1936 Convention concerning entry into 
force (ratification by 9 countries, of which 5 should possess 1 million of GRT each, 15 million GRT 
aggregate). 122
Analysis of the provisions of the Convention
The following examination is restricted to those provisions only which require special analy­
sis. Further information on the provisions of the Convention and their effects will be found imme­
diately below under the headings collective agreements, conclusions and reasons for the failure of the 
Convention.
Convention No. 57, inter alia , regarded as hours of work time spent by a seaman at the dis­
posal of a superior outside the crew's quarters (Art. 2 (d)). Art. 11 (d) of the 1946 Convention, fol­
lowing acceptance of an amendment of the Workers deleting reference to the crew's quarters does not 
contain a similar clause. 2^3 Consequently, what is crucial for the determination of the working hours 
of the crew is not the place of work but whether the seaman is under orders given by a superior at the 
disputed time.
Art. 18 of the Convention refers to work that is not to be counted in the application of the 
provisions regarding hours of work and overtime. Para. 3 of the Article refers to the right of the 
master to require to be performed any work necessary for the safe and efficient operation of the ship. 
This seems to be a very wide provision which could be interpreted differently in ratifying countries 
and it was unsuccessfully opposed by the Workers' group. However, the historical method of 
interpretation of this paragraph would not regard as "work necessary for the safe and efficient opera­
tion of the ship" work necessitated by i) sickness of, or injury to, an officer or rating and ii) reduction 
in the number of the crew during the voyage due to unforeseen circumstances. 124
Art 6 of the Convention deals with minimum basic pay for certain kinds of crews. It provides 
for an adjusted equivalent of the minimum basic rates laid down by Art. 5 of that Convention. Para. 3 
stipulates that this equivalent must be fixed by collective agreement between the organisations of the 
shipowners and the seafarers concerned and, failing such agreement, by the competent authority of the
122pQj. (ijg of the Convention, see ibid., pp. 382-394. 
123lbid.,p.303.
124ibid.,p. 306.
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group of the seafarers concerned, only if both the countries concerned have ratified the Convention. 
125 Unfortunately, the Article does not provide any answer to the question concerning the identity of 
these organisations and how "the competent authority of the group of the seafarers concerned" can be 
ascertained. Let us take an example of an Indian seaman employed on a British ship. Probably, the 
parties required to reach an agreement are the association of the British shipowners and the British or 
Indian seafarers depending on the scope of the collective agreement concerned. In the absence of 
such an agreement, two possibilities are open, either: a) the British Government could fix the 
equivalent and b) the Indian Government could fix the equivalent, again depending on the scope of the 
collective agreement concerned. The scope and the effectiveness of the Article is restricted by the 
proviso that both the countries of the territory of the seaman and the flag of the ship must have ratified 
the Convention before it comes into operation. Furthermore, assuming that some competent authority 
fixes an adjusted equivalent, the further issue left undecided by the 1946 Conference concerns how 
this equivalent will be adjusted in relation to the minimum basic rates prevailing in the countries of the 
nationality of the seaman and the flag of the ship.
Para. 3 provides that, failing an agreement between the organisations concerned, the adjusted 
equivalent shall be fixed by the competent authority of "the territory of the group of the seafarers con­
cerned." This territory could be any territory: the territory where the seaman abides or has its perma­
nent residence or the territory of the nationality of the seaman. Though it is the latter interpretation 
which gives effect to the intentions of those responsible for the drafting of the Convention, the clearer 
wording of Art. 5 of the 1946 Office draft, which speaks of the territory of the origin, would have 
been preferable.
Minimum wage rates are fixed only for able seamen. It was presumed by the delegates who 
participated in the Conference that if a minimum basic rate for able seamen were determined, wages 
for the rest of the crew would be fixed in relation to the minimum thus established. However, Art 5 
of the Convention seems to be incomplete. No provision is made for seamen of similar status in other 
departments. Moreover, minimum wages for able seamen may differ given the wide definition of an 
"able seaman" accepted into the Convention whereby he does not necessarily need to be certificated 
(Art 5 read in conjunction with Art 4 (c)).
As regards enforcement of the provisions of the Convention, the observations made in respect 
of Convention No. 57 apply here also with the exception of the welcome provisions of Art. 23 sub-
reference to the obligation of the competent authority of the territory of origin of the ratings concerned to fix the 
equivalent failing such agreement had been deleted in the Committee on Wages, Hours of Work and Manning but was 
reinserted by the Drafting Committee, although the discussion on this point had not been reopened, ibid., p. 307,319. 
The requirement for ratification by both countries does not apply to the whole Article but only to the case where a col­
lective agreement cannot be concluded between the organisations concerned (compare Art. 6 (3) of the Convention to 
Art. 6 (2) (b) of the Committee draft), ibid., p. 160-161. It should be noted that Art. 5, para. 3 of the 1946 Office draft 
on wages, hours of wwk and manning did not make any reference to ratification by both the countries concerned.
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jecting to supervision, however uninspired it may be, obligations arising out of the whole network of 
the provisions relating to wages, hours of work and manning. 2^6
The 1946 Office draft contained provisions exempting existing ships from the application of 
the Convention provided that certain conditions are fulfilled (Art. 23). This provision was deleted by 
the Committee on wages, hours of work and manning 2^7 with the result that no flexibility is provided 
for certain cases where changes in accommodation on existing ships are not possible.
As regards manning, the general nature of the provisions finally adopted precludes any serious 
assessment of their significance. One observation can be made in this connection: The Convention 
applies to vessels of 500 CRT or more (Art. 2 (a)). Art. 20 imposes the manning requirements on 
"every vessel to which this Convention applies." The reason why tonnage limits are fixed in ILO 
Maritime Conventions is that different countries disagree on the degree of application of detailed pro­
visions to small tonnage vessels. Since, however, no detailed regulation of manning is included in the 
Convention the tonnage limit for manning should be smaller, since manning problems in small ships 
can be at least as acute as in larger ships.
Collective agreements
For the first time, the application of the provisions of the Convention in the territory of a rati­
fying country was allowed to be effected by means of collective agreements. As pointed out earlier, 
no provision to this effect had been included in the 1936 Convention. Application of the provisions of 
the Convention by means of collective agreements follows a three or, eventually, a four-stage pro­
cedure: a) the organisations of shipowners and seafarers of the Member concerned must conclude a 
collective agreement, b) the Member concerned must supply to the ILO Office information on mea­
sures taken to apply the Convention, including particulars of the relevant collective agreements, c) it 
must participate, by means of a tripartite delegation, in a Committee consisting of Governments', 
shipowners', seafarers' representatives and members of the JMC, set up for the purpose of considering 
the measures taken to apply the provisions of the Convention in each particular country and d) in 
cases where discrepancies are detected by this Committee between the provisions of the Conventions 
and the clauses of the national collective agreements, the Member concerned should take account of 
any observations made by the Committee in this respect (Art. 21). A number of points require 
clarification:
1) It should be pointed out that Art. 21, para. 6 of the Convention, as modified, requires rati­
fying States to give "full effect" to the provisions of the Convention applied by means of collective 
agreements. Thus, the Conference rejected the notion of substantial equivalence suggested in the 
1945 Office draft. It was the first time that the term "substantial equivalence" was used in an official 
ILO documient, albeit in a sense other than that in which it was employed in Convention No. 147: it
^26As to the enforcement of collective agreements, see infra under collective agreements. 
1 2 7 2 8 p. 310.
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was thought that if collective agreements as a means of application of the Convention were to be al­
lowed, the obligations laid thereby on ratifying countries might not be identical or defined in detail. It 
was the view of the Office that "in deciding on the nature of the obligations to which the Convention 
gives rise, the test should be, not the degree of identity of obligations which the Convention may pro­
vide, but whether one or other form of Convention is more likely to result in positive progress." 2^8
2) Since collective agreements depend on the conciliatory spirit of the organisations con­
cerned, it was thought that if a Member decided to apply the Convention by means of collective 
agreements, these must, in the interests of certainty, be in force before the ratification was registered 
with the ILO Secretariat. Art. 21 (3), which resulted from the deliberations of the Drafting Committee, 
provides that a Member ratifying the Convention must supply to the ILO Office, inter alia, particulars 
of any collective agreements in force which give effect to any of its provisions. Apart from the 
obligations under the ILO Constitution of Members which ratified a Convention, this paragraph 
should be interpreted in the sense that these agreements must be in force before the ratification of the 
Convention. 2^9
3) The wording of paras. 4 and 6 of Article 21 concerning the examination of national collec­
tive agreements by an international tripartite Committee is so weak that it should deserve the status of 
a Recommendation: a) this Committee may be set up and b) when and if the Committee makes any 
observations or suggestions concerning any lacunae in collective agreements, the Member concerned 
undertakes to give consideration to these observations or suggestions. What this provision means is 
less than clear. It should be noted that a special Committee as envisaged by the Convention has not 
yet been set up until now, since the Convention has not entered into force, but meanwhile any ques­
tions raised are considered by the the competent ILO organs within the framework of the ILO's 
supervisory system.
4) Art. 1 of the Convention provides that "nothing in this Convention shall be deemed to prej­
udice any provision concerning wages, hours of work on board ship, or manning, by law, award, 
custom or agreement between shipowners and seafarers, which ensures the seafarers conditions more 
favourable than those provided for by this Convention." It might be thought that this provision was 
unnecessary in view of Art. 19 (11) of the 1946 ILO Constitution which at that time provided that "In 
no case shall any Member be asked or required, as a result of the adoption of any Recommendation or 
draft Convention by the Conference, to lessen the protection afforded by its existing legislation to the 
workers concerned." However, it can be seen that the latter referred to "existing legislation" and did 
not refer to collective agreements by means of which most matters covered by the Convention would
128it was considered by the Office that the inclusion of the possibility of application of the Convention by means of 
collective agreements would overcome ratification-difficulties in countries where collective agreements were the estab­
lished method of regulating these questions; for the justification of, and problems posed by, Ae application of the pro­
visions of the Convention by means of collective agreements, see Report IX, 1946, pp. 71-75.
129This interpretation was upheld by the Committee on Wages, Hours of Work and Manning, 28 R I*., p. 299.
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be dealt with nationally (especially the minimum wage rates), Although some delegates might 
have thought that Art 1 of the Convention forbids states to introduce by collective agreements lower 
minimum wage limits than those already in force at the time of the entry of the Convention into force 
if such limits are above the limit fixed by the Convention, the correct view is that this and similar arti­
cles in ILO instruments do not involve any obligation necessarily to maintain these customs or agree­
ments.
The collective agreement-regime of the Convention cannot be considered satisfactory for the 
following reasons:
i) The enforcement provisions of the Convention do not apply to collective agreements. Art. 
21 (2) disengages a country which intends to apply the Convention by means of collective agreements 
from the obligation to ensure that a system of supervision of the rates of wages exists in that country 
(Art. 9). This addition to Art. 21 had been proposed by the U.K. Government member and was sup­
ported by an overwhelming majority of the delegates in the Committee. 132 However, it would have 
been better if such an exception had been allowed when the collective agreements themselves provided 
for a satisfactory system of enforcement and settlement of disputes and did not relegate enforcement, 
entirely or partially, to legislation.
ii) The question concerning the position when a collective agreement lapses or ceases to exist 
is not resolved by Art. 21. A possible solution would be found if the Committee referred to in Art. 21 
could release a country from its obligations under the Convention for a specified period. Apart from 
the fact that this Committee does not exist at the moment and its establishment is not compulsory, a 
provision to this effect could have been included in the final provisions of the Convention concerning 
ratification. No such provision was made.
iii) The position of foreigners in national ships to which the Convention applies by means of 
collective agreements was not cleared up either at the Conference or in the Convention. Particularly, 
the possibility of having positive or negative conflict of laws relating to the application of collective 
agreements to different groups of seafarers on board ship has not been avoided.
iv) No flexibility in relation to the application of the regime is provided for countries where no 
compulsory application of collective agreements exists. Three categories of countries can be identi­
fied according to the way in which collective agreements function therein: a) countries where a Con­
vention, once it has been ratified becomes the law of the land (with a status superior or at least equal to
130Repoit IX, 1946, p. 70. This omission has been rectified since; Art. 19 (8) of the 1988 Constitution provides that 
Tn no case shall the adoption of any Convention or Recommendation by the Conference, or the ratification of any 
Convention by any Member, be deemed to affect any law, award, custom or agreement which ensures more favourable 
conditions to the workers concerned than those provided for in the Convention or Recommendation."
^31(9.5., Vol. XXIII, Jan.-Dee. 1938, Interpretation of the Decisions of the International Labour Conference, Hours of 
Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1936, pp. 30-3; see also O S . , Vol. XXIX, 1946, Interpretation of the Decisions 
of the International Labour Conference, Convention concerning Vacation Holidays with Pay for Seafarers (1946), pp. 
496-8.
13228 R S . , p. 299.
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that of other laws of that land), b) countries where collective agreements are legally binding on all 
organisations of employers and workers irrespective of whether they are parties to them or not and c) 
countries where collective agreements are the sole means of dealing with the question of wages, hours 
of work and manning and there is no compulsory application of these agreements to all the employers 
and workers concerned. Here, it should be added that Art. 21 dealing with the application of the 
Convention by means of collective agreements should be interpreted as requiring ratifying States to 
afford complete coverage to seamen on ships registered in their territory (para. 1, subpara. 2). The 
Copenhagen text included a proposal that the Convention should be applied by means of collective 
agreements to a substantial percentage (3/4ths or more) of the workers of ratifying countries and a 
similar amendment was moved in the Committee by the U.K. to the effect that provisions thus applied 
could cover 90% of the workers concerned. This amendment was withdrawn, as it was thought by 
some delegates that it was likely to impair the nature of the obligations of the Member States under 
the Convention with the result that countries where there was no compulsory application of collective 
agreements to non-parties thereto would have difficulties in ratifying it
Conclusions
Convention No. 76 is a more comprehensive instrument than Convention No. 57, since it 
comprises the question of wages. It also omits certain provisions of the latter Convention which 
might have impeded ratification and were irrelevant to the subject-matter of the Convention, such as 
the qualifications of able seamen. Manning was regulated by general provisions which would elimi­
nate some of the difficulties encountered in ratification because of certain rigid manning scales laid 
down in the 1936 Convention. On the other hand. Convention No. 76 is a much more specific in­
strument than Convention No. 57 and, therefore, more difficult to apply. Hours of work are regulated 
in more detail while the employment of young persons at night still finds a place in the Convention. 
Moreover, the elimination of the provision exempting, under certain conditions, existing ships from its 
scope may have hampered immediate ratification of the Convention. Finally, as a result of the 
deliberations of the Committee on wages, hours of work and manning the ratification requirements of 
the Convention have been strengthened. The conclusions drawn below are divided into four 
categories based on subject matter, namely wages, hours of work, manning and general provisions.
(i)Wages
An objective aimed at when negotiating this Convention was the establishment of an interna­
tional minimum basic rate of pay aimed at the minimisation of inequalities in the payment of wages or, 
at least, the reduction of irregularities as regards the payment of seafarers in different countries: Art. 6 
fails to achieve this objective. If the organisations concerned do not come to an agreement, the au­
thority of the nationality of the group of seafarers concerned will probable fix the adjusted equivalent.
l^^This was the case in the United States, ibid., p. 298. 
134ibid., pp. 299-300.
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This means that if there are three or more groups of different nationalities on board the same ship, 
they will be paid different wages. But even so far as the same group of employees is concerned, say 
Chinese employed on board two British vessels, they will still be paid different wages, since Art. 6 
adopts the unacceptable criteria of the repercussions of the employment of these seamen on manning 
scales or on the additional or reduced cost to the individual shipowner consequent on such employ­
ment
It may be argued that an international minimum wage is unattainable because of the many 
difficulties involved in determining the factors to be taken into account and the shipowners held views 
similar to this criticism at the 1946 Preparatory Conference. Since the idea of taking into account the 
cost of living and the general level of wages in the country from which the seamen concerned were 
recruited was rejected, 135 it was hoped that the draft Convention would take into account the different 
purchasing power of the same money in the countries where it was spent No consideration was given 
to this variable, since "the proposals of the Office were probably as satisfactory a solution as any that 
could be found, there being no perfect solution of all the problems involved." 136
Quite apart from all this, if the justification for this special treatment of certain categories of 
seafarers is that they are less efficient than other seafarers, inclusion of a provision could have been 
envisaged which would have made the wages paid to those seafarers dependent only on the principle 
of equal pay for equal work, which was professed, by those most concerned, namely the Indian Gov­
ernment and the Indian Workers, to be the principle upon which the Article had been based. 137
The Convention, by eschewing the regulation of this question, compromised the effectiveness 
of its provisions on wages in favour of continuing the cheap labour employed on board the ships of 
traditional maritime countries.
135lbid..p.307.
136lbid.,p. 309.
137lbid., pp. 160,163. An amendment to this effect, moved by the Government delegate of Cuba, was rejected at the 
plenary sitting of the Conference; ibid., pp. 159-162.
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(ii) Hours o f work
Again, the answer to the question whether the Convention has provided seamen with an 8-hour 
day or a 48-hour week must be in the negative. As regards near-trade ships, a limit of 24 hours in a 
period of two consecutive days is laid down. The limit applied to the catering department is a 10 or 9- 
hour day. As far as hours of work on distant-trade ships are concerned an 8-hour day is provided for 
the deck, engine and radio departments. In port, apart from the case of the catering staff when 
passengers are on board (10 hours), an 8-hour day is recognised. However, as in Convention No. 57, 
Arts 12 (4), 13 (5) and 14 (4) allow limitless overtime. Two maximum limits of working hours are 
fixed by Arts 12,13 and 14: 112 hours in two consecutive weeks for near-trade ships and the catering 
department, and 48 hours per week for distant-trade ships, as regards all other departments. These 
maximum limits function on a different plane from that contemplated by the proceedings in 1936. At 
that time they had been regarded as absolute limits in the sense that they could not be exceeded in any 
case whatsoever. In 1946 these limits served only as the baseline for the purpose of calculating 
overtime. No limit is placed on the hours of work on board ship but if the above limits are exceeded, 
compensation in the form of time off or otherwise, as may be determined by collective agreements will 
be granted. In other words there is no limitation on overtime, on the other hand, two significant 
improvements on the 1936 Convention have been introduced: a) the radio department has been 
included in the regulation of hours of work and b) overtime in the deck, engine and radio departments 
on distant-trade ships runs from the completion of the 48th hour of weekly work, and not the 56th 
hour as it was the case with Convention No. 57.
As in the case of the 1936 Convention, the 1946 Convention does not contain any satisfactory 
provisions concerning weekly rest for time worked on the weekly rest day. To a certain extent, this is 
compensated by the provisions of the Convention concerning the granting of time off in port. Though 
time off in port has gained ground since 1936 (see the above-mentioned paragraphs and Art 15), the 
connection between overtime payment and compensatory time off is not clear and it makes granting of 
time off hopeless. Let us take the example of a deck rating on board a distant-trade ship of more than 
500 tons. Without overtime this seaman would, according to Art 13 (1-3), normally have to work 56 
hours per week at sea or 50 hours per week in port. According to para. 4 the 8-hour daily limit can be 
exceeded without limit. Then, para. 5 comes into operation which provides for the granting of time 
off, if 48-hoiirs weekly are exceeded but excluding hours regarded as overtime. This provision may 
result in the bizarre situation where hours worked between 48 and 56 per week would entitle the 
seaman to a day off in port, but hours worked between 56 and, say, 70 or more, would be
138a  24-hour maximum limit on overtime per week had been adopted by 19 votes to 18 at the Preparatory Conference. 
An addition was made to this provision at the Henary Sitting of the Preparatory Conference to the effect that in coun­
tries where no such limits were fixed overtime worked shoWd be compensated in cash. This provision required that 
payment should be at a rate equivalent to at least one and a half times the basic rate. Report IX, 1946, p. 47.
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compensated by the overtime payment of para. 4 which would prevent para. 5, and thus time off, from 
coming into operation. Similar observations apply to Arts 12 and 14.
(iii) Manning
Only one conclusion can be drawn here which acquires significance in relation to the manning 
provisions of the 1936 and 1958 Conventions. It may be thought that manning is not regulated in 
detail by the 1946 Convention because such regulation was found impossible. However, as the 1936 
proceedings revealed, this is not the case, the only reason for this incomplete regulation being that 
neither at the Copenhagen Conference in 1945 nor at the Plenary Sitting of the Conference in 1946 
was there any time available for the consideration of this question.
(\\)General provisions
i) Art. 16 of the Convention excludes certain officers from the application of the Convention 
provided that some conditions are fulfilled: a) they must be entitled by means of collective agreements 
to conditions of employment at least as advantageous as those of the Convention, b) these agreements 
must have been concluded before 30 June 1946 and they, or a renewal thereof, must be in force at the 
time of ratification, and c) the Member concerned must supply to the Director of the Office full partic­
ulars of collective agreements. The Director will then lay a summary of the information received be­
fore the Committee referred to in Art 21, which will examine these collective agreements to ascertain 
whether they give full compensation for non-application of the part of the Convention dealing with 
hours of work and, if the Committee thinks so, make the necessary observations or suggestions.
Thus, Art. 16 establishes an alternative system of application of the provisions of the Con­
vention relating to hours of work to certain officers by means of collective agreements. This option 
would facilitate ratification of the Convention. Nevertheless, it has two major drawbacks: a) the sole 
judge of whether the collective agreements provide full compensation for the non-application of the 
provisions of the Convention is the competent authority of the ratifying State, and b) the counter-bal­
ance to this "national judgement", envisaged in the intervention of the Committee of Art. 21, is inef­
fective in view of the drawbacks of that Committee, which have been explained earlier (see subsection 
on collective agreements).
Despite the above remarks. Art. 16 could prove useful in a modified form. Particularly, it 
would facilitate ratification by countries where certain classes of officers, enjoying special conditions 
of employment, are excluded from the application of national laws and regulations dealing with hours 
of work. Three forms of modification of Art. 16 could have this effect that : a) the collective agree­
ments need not have been concluded before 1946 but before the ratification of the Convention by the 
Member concerned and they or a renewal thereof must be in force at the time of the formal 
registration of the act of ratification, b) supervision of the decisions of national authorities be entrusted 
either to the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations 
according to the ILO Constitution or to the Committee similar to that under Art. 21 of the Convention;
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the establishment of this Committee could be compulsory and its decisions binding on ratifying 
States, and c) either one or other of the above Committees should reexamine the position of the 
Member concerned, at regular fixed intervals, with a view to applying the provisions of the Convention 
to the territory of the Member concerned.
ii) Art. 23 of the 1946 Office draft, which gave the right to ratifying States to exclude existing 
ships from the application of the Convention under certain conditions, was deleted by the Committee 
on wages, hours of work and manning, though there were some delegates who thought that such an 
"escape clause" should be included in the Convention. ^^ 9 This Article aimed at facilitating the rati­
fication of the Convention. If a provision of this kind is thought desirable, then Art. 23 of the 1946 
Office dreift provides a perfect basis for discussion. It is clearer and more specific than the similar 
Article of the 1936 Convention. It laid down that in the cases where the application of the provisions 
of the Convention to certain existing ships was not possible because it would necessitate additional 
accommodation or additions to the numbers of the crew or of these with qualifications which are not 
available, an exemption certificate, not valid for a period of more than four years, must be issued by 
the competent authority. The position on each vessel would be reconsidered aa) at the end of the pe­
riod fixed and bb) whenever substantial alterations or repairs are made to the vessel or the vessel is 
reregistered, In addition, a very useful provision was included in Art. 23 of the Office draft: The 
exemption certificates would be granted in respect of ships existing at the date of the first coming into 
force of the Convention and not at the date of ratification of the Convention by the Member con­
cerned. Thus, a Member would not be able to exempt existing ships from the provisions of the Con­
vention by postponing its ratification.
Reasons for the failure of the 1946 Convention
Convention No. 76 concerning wages, hours of work on board ship and manning was adopted 
in 1946. Since then, it has been ratified only by one country (Australia, in 1949, before the adoption of 
the 1949 Convention). It has not, therefore, yet come into force.
The analysis of the voting during the deliberations of the Committee on wages, hours of work 
and manning shows that most of the important issues were decided by narrow majorities (see the ob­
servations made earlier in respect of the 1936 Convention). In addition, apart from state practice, no 
details of which are available for the 1946 Convention, the voting procedures in the Committee on 
wages, hours of work and manning show that the questions which gave rise to most controversy were 
those dealing with hours of work in respect of all departments in near-trade and distant-trade ships, 
and overtime (votes: 71 to 62, 65 to 61, 60 to 66, etc). One or two conclusions can be drawn from 
these votings: a) the time was not yet ripe for the adoption of the 8-hour day and the 48-hour week at
1 3 9 2 8 p. 310.
140rhe repairs and alterations referred to mean any repairs and alterations and not only those primarily affecting crew 
accommodation. Reregistry means change of flag when a ship has been transferred from ownership in one country to 
ownership in another. Report IX, 1946, p. 78.
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sea plus overtime payment for hours worked in excess of 96 hours in two weeks, and b) no 
crystallised views on how hours of work in the catering department could be organised existed to fa­
cilitate international regulation of this question.
In contrast to the preparatory discussions held in 1936, a close examination of the recorded 
votes taken on most points in the Committee on wages, hours of work and manning and at the plenary 
sitting of the Conference in 1946 reveals that many delegates, especially from governments, abstained 
from voting and adopted a neutral attitude toward the Convention. The impression is left that these 
governments entertained doubts concerning the outcome and the feasibility of the objectives of the 
Conference and this renders evaluation of their position with regard to the Convention more difficult. 
However, certain points may be singled out providing possible reasons for the poor record of the 
Convention in terms of ratification:
1) The preparation for the Convention was incomplete. Proposals had been made at the 
Preparatory Conference that information should be made available on the financieil and economic 
repercussions that the 96-hour fortnight might have on the shipping industry, The Office replied 
that the information requested depended upon the replies of the governments being received early by 
that Office. These replies were never in fact received. Furthermore, the preparatory work of the Of­
fice itself was undoubtedly insufficient: No questionnaire was sent to the ILO members and the re­
sulting proposed Convention consisted entirely of a text devised by the Office alone, taking into ac­
count the confused guide-lines laid down by the Preparatory Conference. Compared to the prelimi­
nary stages of the 1936 Convention, the 1946 Convention started from a particularly disadvantageous 
position. The former was meticulously drafted after the opinions of most governments on all impor­
tant points of the draft had been considered, though not all points were utterly respected, while the 
latter attempted to base itself on a fortnight's work.
2) Difficulties were encountered at the preparatory stages of the Convention in reaching an 
agreement on the position of Asiatic, African and other seamen and on an internationally accepted 
minimum monthly wage for an able seaman. Only 12 governments (compared to an opposed group 
of 11) were in favour of Art 6 of the Convention which aimed to establish an international minimum 
wage limit for certain categories of seamen, mainly the Indian and the Chinese (though 20 delegates 
abstained from voting). The 11 opposed preferred to insert only a simple reference to the principle of 
equal pay for equal work. 1^ 2 jh e  £ 16 minimum rate finally adopted was not universally acceptable 
but it must be admitted that it had been supported by the majority of the governments at the Prepara­
tory Conference and was preferable to the £ 12 limit and the £ 18 limit which had been adopted by the 
Copenhagen Conference. At the 1946 Conference, the question of fixing the actual minimum ba-
l^llbid., pp. 22-23.
1 4 2 2 8 p. 162.
143ReportIX, 1946. pp. 19-21,29-31.
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sic rate for able seamen proved a very controversial issue. Two countries, Italy and Chile, declared 
themselves against the proposed minimum of £ 16 for economic reasons, while in the voting the other 
6 governments abstained (however, one among them, the U.S. was in favour of the principle of an 
internationally fixed minimum wage. Only 3 Governments expressly favoured the inclusion of a 
minimum overtime rate of one and a quarter times the basic pay or wages per hour.
3) The inclusion of the national coasting trade in the Convention undoubtedly inhibited many 
countries from considering ratification. The inclusion was decided after a motion to the opposite 
effect had been rejected by 63 votes to 75, with one abstention. The recorded vote on the question 
of the application of the international minimum wage limit to seamen employed in national coasting 
trade shows that 8 governments were against such application while 13 were in favour. Ratification by 
these 8 countries may thus have been impeded. The issue was eventually decided by 24 votes to 
45 with 21 abstentions. Many Governments, whose future attitude toward the Convention cannot, 
therefore, be predicted, abstained from voting.
4) The 2-hour day for work in port on Sundays was not supported by a substantial majority of 
Governments. In the Committee it had been adopted by 62 votes to 54. There was a difference of 
opinion as to whether overtime on distant-trade ships should be compensated after the completion of 
48 or 56 working hours per week,
5) Art. 19 of the Convention prohibits the employment at night of young persons under 16. 
At least, one Government, Norway, was of the opinion that this issue was irrelevant to the questions 
dealt with in the Convention.
6) As pointed out earlier, reference to existing ships was deleted during the deliberations of the 
Committee by 70 votes to 44. Opinions were divided on the admission of such an escape clause into 
the Convention. The omission, however, of the old Art. 23 of the Office draft may have affected the 
ratification progress of the Convention. Also, it would be very difficult for countries where collective 
agreements are not legally binding on non-parties thereto, to ratify the Convention. It should be noted 
that in 1949 certain governments, like Sweden and Norway, expressed their difficulties as regards
1 4 4 2 8 p. 308.
145ReportIX, 1946, p. 23.
14^For the problems which were posed by the ^plication 48-hour week to the Lakes in Canada at the end of World 
War n  onwards, even though shore workers and deepsea merchant seamen had long enjoyed it, see Jim Green, Against 
the T ide , 1986, especially, pp. 128-137,175-184, W. Kaplan, Everything that flo a ts , 1987, pp. 41-48.
1479  Governments (including Greece, Norway and China) were against the inclusion, while 12 Governments 
(including the U.S., the U X ., Canada, France, India) voted for inclusion, while Sweden abstained.
I48j)ifficulties of ratification because of this reason were alleged by Denmark, International Labour Conference, 32nd 
session. Partial Revision of Four Conventions Adopted by the 28th (Maritime) Session of the Conference, Seattle, 
1946,12th item on the Agenda, Report XII, 1949, p. 17.
14928 R.P., p. 156. 
l^Ojbid., p. 304.
l^llbid., pp. 169-170. The second solution was supported by, at least, the U.K. and India among governments and by 
the Employers' group while the first was supported by the Workers' group and certain governments. The latter was fi­
nally adopted by the Conference which rejected the 48-hour week by 31 votes to 46.
152ibid.,p. 306.
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ratification based on collective agreements and stated that it would be practically impossible in these 
countries to ensure 100% coverage by collective agreements. 1^ 3
7) One of the main characteristics of free collective bargaining was thought to be that it pro­
vided the possibility for the parties concerned to amend, renew or deal in whatever way they desired 
with the collective agreements concluded. However, a country ratifying the Convention on the basis of 
collective agreements was bound for 10 years under Art. 27 of the Convention. This would mean that 
it would have to resort to legislation, if collective agreements expire or lapse within the period of these 
10 years, although the matters covered by the Convention had been traditionally dealt with in collective 
agreements in that country.
Finally, it was alleged by the Workers' group that the inclusion of burdensome requirements 
regarding entry into force might result in impeding ratification. Nonetheless, in view of the substantial 
agreement of governments over the figures of Art. 26 (2) this argument has apparently no validity 
but it certainly constitutes one of the main reasons why the Convention has not come into force.
4.1.3.1946-1958: The years of moderate revision
4.1.3.1.1946-1949: The failure o f attempts at major revision
Despite a Resolution adopted by the 1946 Conference which, inter alia , aimed to encourage 
early and simultaneous ratification of the instrument adopted at Seattle in 1946, only one ratification 
had been registered by 1949. The Governing body eventually decided that the partial revision of 
Convention No. 76 should be placed on the agenda of the 32nd Session of the ILO Conference. Re­
vision would be considered in respect of a) the consistent working of overtime (Art. 18, para. 2) and 
b) the period for its denunciation (Art. 27). 155
A) The deliberations of the subcommittee appointed by the JMC at its 14th session 
It was decided by 73 votes to 4 that ratification of the Convention by means of collective 
agreements should as a principle aim at 100% coverage. If this goal were not attained, any country, 
which had initially ratified the Convention by means of collective agreements, would have to have re­
course to national legislation to ensure that seamen not covered by collective agreements were covered. 
156 Several countries proposed amendments to Articles of the Convention which they considered 
obstacles to ratification. The majority of the amendments was put forward by the Scandinavian 
countries. They regarded as obstacles to ratification a) Art. 14 (2) (b) (ii) and (3) (b) dealing with 
hours of work of the catering staff in port, b) Art. 18 (1) prohibiting the consistent working of over-
153ReportXn,1949,p. 15.
15428 RJ>., p. 297.
155Report XII, 1949, pp. 2-3,5-6, 23-24. The JMC, at its 14th session in December 1947, adopted a resolution which 
recommended that governments should report on the difficulties encountered in the ratification of the Seattle Conven­
tions. After reports by 28 countries had been received, a tripartite sub committee appointed by the JMC adopted a reso­
lution to the effect that the question of allowing partial revision of the Seattle Conventions should be placed on the 
agenda of the 32nd Session of the ILO Conference. 
l^Ibid.,pp. 16-17.
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time and c) the absence of a provision similar to Art. 21 of the 1936 Convention concerning the ex­
emption of existing ships under certain conditions. It was argued that the hours of work prescribed 
by Art. 14 could not be respected without considerable overtime. All the specific amendments were 
lost but it was agreed that Art. 18 (1) should be amended as follows: The words "Consistent working 
of overtime shall be avoided whenever possible" were substituted for the words "There shall be no 
consistent working of overtime." From the proceedings of the Sub-committee it became apparent 
that the Seafarers' and the Shipowners' groups continued to be divided on most issues on the agenda 
even on such questions as the procedure for revision of the Convention.
B) The 1949 Conference
Two questions concerning partial revision of Convention No. 76 were before this Conference:
a) amendment to Art. 18 ( 1) and b) establishment of a shorter period for the denunciation of the Con­
vention than the 10 years prescribed in Art 27 of the Convention. At the Conference the Nether­
lands Government Delegate while accepting that the proposed amendments constituted an improve­
ment over the existing text, emphasised that uncertainty surrounded the question of the application of 
the Convention by means of collective agreements. The first amendment was adopted by 84 votes 
to 24, with 28 abstentions. Most of the Employers and the Governments Delegate of Italy voted 
against,
Conclusions
The 1949 attempt at revision was simply a failure. Only two amendments proposed by the 
Governments were accepted. The change of the period for the denunciation of the Convention was a 
welcome amendment. As regards the amendment to the effect that consistent working of overtime 
should be avoided whenever possible, it is arguable that it ruined the only control-switch existing in 
the Convention. As pointed out earlier, there is no limitation of overtime in the 1946 Convention. The 
only safeguard, if any, against the use of overtime to the disadvantage of time off in port was the 
former Art. 18 (1). As modified. Art. 18 (1) lost most of its original meaning. A better solution 
would have been to reinsert a provision concerning the exemption of existing ships. Overtime would 
then not have been resorted to very often while Art. 18 would maintain its value in the Convention. As 
regards other, more important, points which were, as indicated above, found to constitute possible 
reasons for non-ratification of the Convention, none was either discussed or taken into account
The Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised) (No. 93) was adopted 
in 1949. Since then, it has been ratified by only six States (Australia and Uruguay (1954), Cuba
157ibid.,p. 19.
^^In the Committee on Revision of Maritime Conventions it was agreed that the period for the denunciation of the 
Convention should be altered from 10 to 5 years, 32 R T . , p. 659.
^^^bid., p. 87. He entertained doubts concerning the residual obligations of governments which had ratified the Con­
vention by means of collective agreements in cases where no collective agreements were concluded or the agreements 
concluded had lapsed.
160ibid.,p. 108.
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(1952), Philippines ( 1953), and Brazil and Iraq (1965 and 1985 respectively), notably after the adop­
tion of the 1958 Convention). It has, therefore, not yet come into force.
4.I.3.2. 1949~1958: The loss o f a golden opportunity fo r complete reexamination and the 
compromise formula
A) The preparatory work o f the Office
Following consideration of information submitted by the ILO Office to the JMC concerning 
the working of Conventions Nos. 76 and 93, the latter body recommended, at its 18th session in Oc­
tober 1955, inter alia , that a new maritime session of the ILO Conference should be convened to ex­
amine the revision of these Conventions as first suggested in 1954. In the meantime, a ques­
tionnaire on the possible revision of Convention No. 93 and on the conditions of employment of sea­
farers employed in smaller ships had been prepared for the purpose of eliciting information on the law 
and practice of different countries on this question. The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
replies of the 27 Governments to this Questionnaire: 1^2
1) 5 Governments (Ceylon, Colombia, Luxembourg, Haiti, Iran) replied either that they had no 
particular interest in the revision of the Convention or that, in view of the type of vessels and the small 
number of seafarers employed, it would have little application in their territory. Information on state 
practice in these countries is not available. Australia and Ireland, which had ratified the Convention by 
that date, did not make any comments.
2) The law or practice or both of Canada and New Zealand seemed to be in substantial accord 
with the provisions of the Convention.
3) The law or practice or both of Canada and New Zealand also seemed to provide more ad­
vanced conditions of employment than those laid down by the Convention.
4) Haiti stated that no special legislation had been adopted covering seafarers and that legisla­
tion of a general nature only applied to them while in Switzerland special legislation was in the pro­
cess of adoption.
5) All governments thought that the wages provision of the Convention constituted an obstacle 
to ratification while most of the few governments (including the F.R.G., Japan and Norway), that sup-
l^lThis step had been suggested earlier by a Resolution adopted by the Tripartite Sub committee of the JMC on Hours 
of Work and Manning in the Short-Sea Trades of North West Europe convened in Geneva in April 1954; see ILO, 
Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, London, Autumn 1956, General Revision o f  the Wages, Hours o f Work 
and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised) No. 9 3 , First Item on the Agenda, PTMC , 1956, Report 1/1, pp. 1-3. For the 
texts of the Questionnaire and the Resolution see Appendix to PTMC, Report I/l. It should be noted that the Sub­
committee for North West Europe considered the possibility of a tripartite regional conference at which an agreement 
could have been reached on hours of work and manning in die short sea trades in North West Europe. However, it de- 
dded that the question'was of general application and proposed the consideration of the question at a special Maritime 
Conference through the usual JMC-PTMC procedure; see the text of the Resolution. For a historical review of the 
question of revision of Conventions Nos. 76 and 93, see ibid., pp. 4-9.
observations of a general nature are made here. For the actual state practice in 1954 the reader is referred to 
the ILO publication mentioned in the previous note. The term "Convention" applies only to Convention No. 93 and 
not to previous Conventions.
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plied information on the question concerning whether the provisions of the Convention on hours of 
work taken as a whole had impeded ratification, replied in the affirmative.
6) On a comparison of Articles of Convention No. 93 with the state practice by 1954 the situ­
ation on each Article was as follows:
(i) Art. 1: The law or practice or both in the majority of countries did not differ from the pro­
visions of this Article and did not constitute an obstacle to ratification.
(ii) Art 2: Most national laws either did not contain provisions similar to those of the Article 
or they differed from the latter in certain respects. However, the majority of the Governments (apart 
from Japan, Norway and, partially, the F.R.G.) thought that the provisions of this Article did not 
constitute an obstacle to ratification. 6^4
(iii) Art. 3: The same as above, though the U.K. and the Netherlands expressed reservations.
(iv) Art. 4: The law and the practice of most governments seemed to be in conformity with this
Article.
(v) Art. 5: The law or practice or both of all governments did not conform to the requirements 
of this Article or did not contain any similar provisions. All considered this Article, as it stood, to be 
an obstacle to ratification,
(vi) Art 6: The same as above except that two countries did not regard this Article as an obsta­
cle to ratifcation.
(vii) Art. 7: The law in the majority of the countries was in accordance with the provisions of 
this Article. It did not constitute an obstacle to ratification according to the opinion of most govern­
ments, though two governments (F.R.G. and Norway) thought that it should be deleted in view of the 
observations made in respect of Arts. 5 and 6 of the Convention.
(viii) A lt 8: The national law in the majority of the countries did not contain provisions similar 
to this Article; governments were of the opinion that this Article should be deleted.
(ix) A lt 9: No sufficient information was available. It seems that some countries did not have 
legislation on this point though others did. Some governments stated that in accordance with their at­
titude toward A it 5, this Article should be deleted.
(x) Art. 10: Though the legislation of most governments differed from those of this Article in 
minor respects, they did not regard this Article as an obstacle to ratification.
(xi) Art. 11: The law or practice or both of some countries differed from the provisions of this 
Article while in other countries it virtually conformed to them. The former group regarded the Article 
as an obstacle to ratification.
^^PTM C , 1956, I/l, pp. 30-32. 
164ibid.. pp. 33-39.
165ibid., pp. 47-59.
166ibid., pp. 89-92.
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(xii) Art. 12: The majority of the Governments did not favour the distinction made between 
near- and distant-trade ships. However, in the majority of states no more hours of work on near-trade 
ships were prescribed than those laid down in this Article; the majority did not regard this Article as 
an obstacle to ratification,
(xiii) Art 13: In the majority of states no more hours of work on distant-trade ships were pre­
scribed than those laid down in this Article. However, many important countries opposed the 48-hour 
week. Governments were divided concerning whether this Article constituted an obstacle to rati­
fication.
(xiv) Art. 14: Laws and collective agreements in various countries differed in many respects 
from the provisions of the Convention. Governments were divided concerning whether this Article 
constituted an obstacle to ratification.
(xv) Art. 15: The provisions of this Article were in harmony with state practice at the time 
and no government regarded it as an obstacle to ratification.
(xvi) Art 16: Law and practice in various countries either did not contain a similar provision or 
did not differ from the provisions of this Article. None of the Governments regarded it as an obstacle 
to ratification. However, the U.K., on whose collective agreements this Article was modelled, and 
whom it aimed to satisfy, did not reply to the relevant question.
(xvii) Art. 17: Laws and practice in different countries varied considerably and differed from 
the provisions of this Article. However, the majority of the countries who fixed overtime rates on the 
basis of hourly wages provided for rates higher than those laid down in this Article. Not many coun­
tries supplied information concerning whether this Article constituted an obstacle to ratification but, 
except for one, all those from whom information was available replied in the negative.
(xviii) Art. 18: Law and practice in the majority of countries was in conformity with the provi­
sions of this Article. The majority of governments did not regard it as an obstacle to ratification.
(xix) Art 19 of the Convention: As above.
(xx) Art. 20 of the Convention: As above,
(xxi) Art. 21 of the Convention: As above. 173
(xxii-xxxii) Arts 22 to 32 of the Convention: In general, no observations were made by Gov­
ernments concerning the effective implementation or revision of these Articles.
167ibid., pp. 94-103. 
l^Ibid.,pp. 104-110.
169ibid., pp. 112-119.
170in the U.K., collective agreements at the time specified certain cases where time off in port could count as leave, 
ibid., p. 120.
171 Japan proposed additional cases to be included in the Article to enable it to ratify the Convention, ibid., p. 132. It 
can be seen that these proposals weakened the Article considerably and resembled the early 1920-36 Office proposals. 
172ibid.,pp. 135-141.
173lbid.,pp. 142-149.
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7) Almost all Governments considered that Convention No. 93 should be revised in one re­
spect or another.
B) The 1957 Preparatory Maritime Conference
As regards the interrelationship between wages and hours of work, opinions were divided at 
the Conference. The seafarers' group argued that the revised instrument could be divided into two 
parts which could then be ratified separately so that ratification might be facilitated. On the other 
hand, the shipowners' group was totally opposed to such a division. The U.K. Government was of the 
opinion that a division of this kind would not raise the low standards of conditions of employment 
prevailing in certain countries, unless both shipowners and seafarers were agreed upon such a mea­
sure, which, it was pointed out, was not the case. ^  number of governments pointed to the dif­
ficulties encountered in the ratification of Convention No. 93. Some of the reasons for this were that 
governments were unwilling to interfere with questions traditionally dealt with in collective agree­
ments; that certain Asian countries would not proceed to ratification before the countries on whose 
ships their seamen were employed ratified the Convention; and that the international minimum wage 
seemed to be unacceptable to most governments. Again, seamen and shipowners were divided on 
all the main issues discussed: the tonnage limit below which vessels would be excluded from the 
Convention; the division of the revised instrument into two or more parts; even the form this instru­
ment should take (the shipowners preferred a Recommendation while the seamen a Convention). ^^ 6 
It was decided that the tonnage limit of Convention No. 93 should stand. The definition of 
"basic pay or wages" was clarified to exclude the cost of food. An important amendment proposed by 
Norway was carried to the effect that persons employed in whaling could be excluded from the scope 
of the Convention under conditions regulated by legislation. Moreover, musicians on board ship were 
excluded from the scope of the Convention. 1^ 7
A discussion which ensued at the Conference centred on whether a Convention such as Con­
vention No. 93 could be revised by means of a Recommendation in view of the U.K. Government and 
shipowners' group being in favour of a Recommendation. It was agreed, and this was also the opinion 
of the Legal Adviser of the ILO, that this was not possible. A Convention should be revised by a 
similar instrument and the Conference was in this respect bound by the terms of reference drafted by 
the Governing Body, although it could agree that revision was not possible and that other means of 
securing general agreement on the provisions of the future instrument could be adopted, The 
proposal of the U.K. Government to the effect that a Recommendation be substituted for a Conven­
tion was defeated by a small margin. The shipowners' group plus Canada, the F.R.G., Portugal, the
l^^Intemational Labour Conference, 41st session, 1958, Second Item, on the Agenda, General Revision o f the Wages, 
Hours o f Work and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 9 3 ) , Report II, pp. 5-6,13.
175ibid.,pp. 7-8.
176ibid., pp. 9-10,12,14-15,18-19.
177lbid.,p. 10,11.
178ibid.,pp. 13-16.
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U.K. and the U.S, were in favour of the proposal while the seafarers' group and all other governments 
(including Greece, India, China, Australia, Netherlands and France) were against Japan abstained. An 
amendment moved by the Scandinavian countries to the effect that the Convention should be split into 
two parts which could be ratified separately was adopted. Interestingly, Greece, a leading shipping 
state, voted against the amendment. A Convention and a supplementary Recommendation 
containing more advanced provisions compared to the Convention were submitted to the 41st session 
of the ILO Conference.
After the idea of resorting to a Recommendation had been rejected, the shipowners declared 
that they would adopt a passive attitude in the following deliberations and that they would not move 
the amendments they had intended to. This was particularly regrettable because, from a comparison 
between the reasons for non-ratification of Convention No. 93 and a number of the shipowner's 
amendments, it becomes clear that had they been adopted, they would have removed certain obstacles 
to ratification, in conclusion, the 1957 Preparatory Conference failed to achieve the desirable 
consensus between Governments, shipowners and seafarers. Most of the important issues of sub­
stance remained undecided and the revision attempted was superficial rather than real. The possibility 
of excluding from ratification the part of the Convention that dealt with wages did not secure general 
acceptance.
C) The 1958 Conference
The Conference Committee on Wages. Hours and Manning
Chaplains and persons engaged exclusively on educational duties were excluded from the 
scope of the Convention, the latter by a narrow majority only. An amendment proposed by Bulgaria, 
supported by the U.S.S.R., aiming to apply the 8-hour day and the 48-hour week to all departments 
on board all ships, was opposed by both the employers' and the workers' groups and it was, therefore, 
rejected. Four countries (the F.R.G., Japan, the U.S.S.R. and Spain) were added to the list of coun­
tries of Art. 27.
The deliberations of the Committee did not illuminate the obscure issues which remained un­
resolved since the Preparatory Conference neither did it dispel the lack of confidence concerning the 
future of the Convention displayed by certain governments. It is interesting to note, however, that the 
text, as amended, was adopted by the Committee by 156 votes to 105 with 42 abstentions. The pro­
posed Recommendation was adopted by 267 votes, with no votes against, but with 36 abstentions. 182
l^^bid., pp. 19-20,26-27. For the text of the revised instrument, as slightly amended by the Preparatopr Conference in 
certain respects referred to above, see ibid., pp. 33-64. For the text of the supplementary Recommendation see ibid., pp. 
64-70. The Recommendation raised the international minimum wage and applied the 8-hour day to all departments. 
18®For the shipowners' amendments, see ibid., pp. 22-25.
18141 RT». ,pp. 223-224.
18^The result of the vote for the Convention was as follows: Governments: for , 51 (Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Den­
mark, Finland, France, Indonesia, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Rumania, Sweden, Ukraine, U.S.S.R., United 
States, Yugoslavia); against, 0; abstentions, 42 (Argentina, Brazil, Burma, China, the F.R.G., Greece, Japan, Liberia, 
Pakistan, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, the U.K.); 4 Governments (Colombia, Cuba, Ghana, India) were absent.
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The 1958 Conference
Certain countries drew attention to their difficulties in accepting an international minimum 
wage based on foreign currencies, It was argued by certain delegates at the 1958 Conference that 
though Conventions Nos 76 and 93 had not been widely ratified they had exercised a considerable in­
fluence on national policies in various countries. 1^ 4 However, the exact effect of these Conventions 
on national policy-making is not verifiable. No amendments were moved at the Conference and the 
proposed Convention was adopted by 104 votes to 22, with 22 abstentions. 185
The 1958 Convention
Convention No. 109 concerning Wages, Hours of Work on Board Ship and Manning 
(Revised 1958) is almost identical to Convention No. 93 and the reader is referred to the analysis 
given earlier and the conclusions drawn in respect of the latter Convention. For the purposes of this 
subsection it is sufficient to point out the main differences between Convention No. 93 and Conven­
tion No. 109; they are twofold:
a) chaplains, persons exclusively engaged on educational duties, musicians, and persons em­
ployed in whaling under conditions regulated by legislation 186 were excluded from the scope of the 
Convention, and
b) Convention No. 109 provided ratifying States with the possibility of excluding from rati­
fication Part II of the Convention, dealing with wages, by means of a declaration appended to ratifica­
tion (Art. 5, para. 1). A Member availing itself of this escape-clause must supply to the Office infor­
mation concerning the monthly basic pay or wages of able seaman (para. 3). Such a Member is, 
however, at a later stage free to notify the Director-General of the ILO that it wishes to be bound by
Shipowners; for, 0; against, 105; abstentions, 0. Seafarers: for, 105; against, 0; abstentions, 0, ibid. p. 225, In addition, 
a Resolution was proposed by the U S S R. Government which requested the Governing Body to include seafarers in 
any future consideration of measures aiming to reduce working hours with a view to applying the principle of a 40-hour 
week to them. This Resolution was adopted by 141 votes to 129, with 30 abstentions. For the text of die Convention, 
the Recommendation and the Resolution as amended by the Committee, see ibid., pp. 226-233. It has been reported that 
by 1976 the 40-hour five-day week for seafarers was in force in 11 industrialised countries. In the eighties the 40-hour 
week was adopted either by legislation or, more frequendy, in collective agreements in the following countries: Austria, 
Greece and Spain. France, Hidand and Australia adopted a 39,38 and 35-hour week for seafarers respectively; see I]LO, 
Report o f  the Director-General, 74 (Maritime) Session, 1987, p. 45. However, the report concluded that "... the 
number of countries in which reductions of normal working hours have been achieved appears to be relatively small; 
most of the countries concerned are industrialised countries, where the comparability factor with hours of work in shore- 
based occupations has a strong influence." ibid.
183ibid., pp. 139 (Brazil), 141 (Mexico), 142 (Argentina).
^84ibid., pp. 140 (Sweden, Government), 142-3 (U.K. Workers).
185^ost Govermnents and the Workers' group voted for the Convention. The Employers' group as a whole voted 
against the Convention (^art from the Employer delegates of Poland, Rumania, Spain. Ukraine, the U S S R, and Yu­
goslavia who voted for it). The following Govermnents abstained from voting: Argentina, the F.R.G., Greece, Ireland, 
Japan, Panama, Portugal, Tunisia, Turkey and the U.K. The Recommendation was adopted by 127 votes to 0, with 20 
abstentions and the Resolution by 71 votes to 32, with 35 abstentions, ibid., pp. 188-190,146.
186iu contrast to Convention No. 93, Art. 3 (m) of Convention No. 109 provides ratifying States with the option to 
exclude from the scope of the Convention persons employed in whaling by means of legislation. Report II. 19^ , p. 11. 
This would, of course, facilitate ratification by certain countries such as Norway, France or Canada who had encoun­
tered special difficulties in ratifying the former Convention.
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Part II of the Convention (para, 4). A Member who has made such a declaration may also declare that 
it accepts Part II of the Convention as having the force of a Recommendation (para. 5). This last 
paragraph is particularly important, since for the first time a provision appears in an ILO maritime in­
strument which attempts a fusion of two different notions of commitment: those of a legal obligation 
and of a formal suggestion.
Reasons for the failure of the 1958 Convention
Convention No. 109 has been ratified only by 11 countries (Brazil, France, Guatemala, Mex­
ico, Norway and Yugoslavia between 1960-1970; Australia and Spain in 1972 and 1971 respectively; 
and Iraq, Italy and Portugal after 1980). Therefore, it has not yet come into force. Ratifications by 
Brazil, France and Norway were accompanied by a declaration to the effect that Part II of the Con­
vention dealing with wages was excluded therefrom; moreover, ratification by Norway was condi­
tional. 187 None of these three countries has accepted the Wages Part of the Convention by later noti­
fication.
The reasons for the failure of the Convention set out above in respect of Convention Nos. 76 
and 93 equally apply to Convention No. 109 as regards the identical provisions therein. In addition, 
the following observations can be made:
1) It was apparent that great divergencies of view as regards the proposed tonnage limit ex­
isted. 188
2) At the Preparatory Conference the U.K. Government delegate made it plain that in the ab­
sence of agreement between seafarers and shipowners on the division of the Convention, which was 
the subject of collective bargaining in that country, the U.K. Government would be unable to support 
or ratify either a revised Convention on the lines of Convention No. 93 or a Convention split into two 
or more parts. Moreover, it seemed that certain countries, such as the U.K., were in favour of adop­
tion of a Recommendation in lieu of a Convention. 189
3) The fixing of the international minimum wage in terms of foreign currencies has constituted 
an obstacle to ratification, i^
18^The ratification was made subject to the condition that the Convention will become applicable to Norway after its 
entry into force for Denmark, the FRG, Sweden and the UK; 0 £ . , Vol. XUX, p. 409. As a result, until this is done 
Norway considers itself not to be bound by the Convention even if it comes into force by virtue of other ratifications. 
It is submitted that this conditional ratification by Norway, since it is not allowed by Convention No. 109, is not per­
missible. The question of conditional ratification of ILO Conventions is similar to the question of the admissibility of 
reservations thereto. It has been the consistent view of the ILO, and this has pointed been out in many instances by the 
Director-General of the ILO, that no such reservations are admissible; for a comprehensive account of the views of the 
Office on this question, see O.B. , Vol. XXXIV, pp. 274-312; for cases in which conditional ratifications (ratifications 
subject to suspensive conditions, geographical limitations permissible under the relevant Conventions and understand­
ings which have not been regarcW by the ILO as constituting reservations) have been considered to be acceptable, see 
ibid., pp. 308-312; especially with regard to ILO maritime Conventions, see ibid., pp. 309,310; for the question of 
conditional ratifications of ILO Conventions see also C.H. Dillon, International Labor Conventions: Their Interpreta­
tion and Revision^ 1942, pp. 114-120.
188Reportn, 1958, p. 10.
189ibid.,pp. 13,19-20.
l^^Report II, 1958, p. 21 (Argentina), 41 R.P. , p. 139 (Brazil), p. 141 (Mexico), p. 142 (Argentina).
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4) The controversial distinction between near and distant-trade ships was not removed and the 
48-hour week on distant-trade ships still remained in the Convention despite statements of important 
maritime countries that it should be deleted.
5) The position regarding hours of work in the catering department was not improved and no 
alternative method to calculation of overtime rates on the basis of hourly wages was offered in the 
Convention. Thus many obstacles to ratification and hence entry into force of the relevant Con­
ventions remain.
4.1.4. 1958-1988: Revision of the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen: No change in the 
substantive law of hours of work, manning and wages
A) The Preparatory work o f the Office
The JMC at its 20th session (Geneva, Sept.-Oct. 1967) decided, inter alia , that Recommen­
dation No. 109 should be revised "having regard solely to the fall in the value of money since 1958".
The JMC, Elf ter examining a survey of legislation concerning conditions of employment of sea­
men in Asian countries, had discovered that wages of most Asian seamen were below the minima laid 
down in Recommendation No. 109. The ILO Office assembled information on the levels of 
wages of able seamen in 46 countries during 1958 and 1968 and on the percentage increase in con­
sumer price indices since 1958 in the same countries.
Conclusions concerning the revision of the minimum basic wage in 1969
Subject to the reservations expressed by the ILO Office regarding the accuracy of the data, 
the following conclusions were drawn by it on the situation concerning the minimum basic wage:
1) During the period 1958-1968 there was a general increase in the real value of basic wages 
197 of able seamen in all but two countries (India and Nigeria).
2) In 15 countries the basic wages paid to able seamen were lower than those laid down in 
Recommendation No. 109.
l^lpor problems of interpretation which have arisen in respect of the distinction between near and distant-trade ships, 
see Interpretation of the Decisions of the International Labour Conference: Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) 
Convention (Revised), 1958 (No. 109) (Articles 13,14 and 15), 0 £ . , Vol., XLJII, 1960, pp. 569-574.
192por a comprehensive list of the reasons for the non-ratification of Conventions Nos. 76 ,93  and 109, see Appendix 
2.
193jntemational Labour Organisation, Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, Genoa, September 1969, Reconir 
mendation 109 concerning Wages, Hours o f Work on Board Ship and Manning, Paragraph 2: Revision o f the 
Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen, Report II, p. ii.
194jbid..p.4.
195lt should be noted that the minimum monthly basic pay or wages of an able seaman laid down by para. 2 of Rec­
ommendation No. 109 was UK £25 or US $70.
^^FTMC , 1969, Report U, pp. 8-9,12,15. These observations arc based on three tables prepared by the ILO Office 
showing the basic monthly wages of able seamen in 46 countries in 1958 and in 1968 with their equivalents in US 
dollars, the percentage increase in the consumer price indices in the same countries, and a comparison of percentage 
change in the basic wage with percentage increase in consumer price indices respectively, ibid., pp. 13-19.
^97in this subsection basic wages indicate basic pay excluding seniority pay and all other special allowances. No ac­
count is taken of variations in the number of hours worked per week in different countries.
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3) The increase in basic wages in industrialised countries ranged from 11.2 to 151%, giving a 
spread of 139.8%; however, if four countries were excepted, the spread was reduced to 76.3%.
4) The increase in basic wages in developing countries ranged from 8.2 to 123% giving a 
spread of 114.8% but if four countries were excepted, the spread was reduced to 41.8% (from 8.2 to 
50%). 198
5) It seems that in 10 countries the wages paid to certain categories of able seamen had not 
kept pace with the rise in retail prices, while in 27 countries the wages paid reflected the higher cost of 
living in the respective countries and, in fact, constituted a more than adequate compensation for the 
increase in retail prices between 1958 and 1968.
In addition, we can draw the following conclusions:
a) All countries where the minimum basic wage was lower than that laid down by Recom­
mendation No. 109 were developing countries, including Hong Kong, India (low), Malaysia (very 
low), Philippines (low) and Singapore.
b) No information concerning minimum wages for 1968 was available from two countries, 
Chile and China (Taiwan) but the extremely low wages paid to seamen in these countries in 1958 
(more than three times below the minimum laid down in Recommendation No. 109) indicates that 
minimum wages paid to seamen in these countries in 1968 were well below that minimum.
c) In at least another 4 countries (Colombia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Pakistan) the minimum 
wages paid were very close to the minimum limit laid down by Recommendation No. 109 and could 
easily fall below that limit were there a slight change in the exchange rates of the U.S. dollar and the 
national currencies of these countries.
d) No information was available on wages paid on board ships "in which are employed such 
groups of ratings as necessitate the employment of larger groups of ratings than would otherwise be 
employed" (Recommendation No. 109 (para. 2, period 2), Convention No. 109 (Art. 7, para. 1)).
e) In 14 out of 46 countries minimum basic pay fluctuated according to service time (4), and 
more importantly, according to trade conducted, waters navigated and company worked for. This 
practice ran against the demands of the seamen's representatives at the Maritime Conferences, who 
claimed that a standardisation of seamen's wages in various countries should be effected irrespective 
of trade, waters and company.
B) The 1970 Preparatory Maritime Conference and the 55th session o f the ILO Conference
At the Preparatory Conference the seamen's delegates made a number of important statements:
a) In fixing a minimum wage account should be taken of countries which supplied a large 
number of seamen and of the rise in the cost of living in these countries.
b) An international minimum basic wage should be related to the hours of work in each coun­
try.
198p7MC. 1969, Report H, p. 11.
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c) The increased productivity of newly built ships because of the introduction of automation 
and new technological developments was a factor to be taken into account
The Seafarers' group proposed a formula according to which the revision of the minimum ba­
sic wage should be based on the fall in the value of the money since 1958 in countries which "are 
most affected by the application of the minimum basic wage for able seamen and which account for a 
significant supply of maritime labour, namely Singapore, Hong Kong, Pakistan, Philippines, China 
(Taiwan), Spain and India.
The views of the Shipowners' group were completely opposite; shipowners contemplated an 
increase in the minimum wage based on the rise in the cost of living in the U.K. and the U.S. In fact, 
the minimum wage limits proposed at the Conference, expressed in US dollars, were $111 
(Seafarers), $83 (Shipowners), $ 91 (the higher minimum submitted to the Preparatory Conference 
by the ILO Office and supported by the U.K., Canada, the F.R.G., Japan, the U.S., China and, 
eventually, by the U.S.S.R.); the lower minimum proposed by the ILO Office had been $84. When 
discussions reached an impasse, due to the inflexible positions of the Shipowners and the Seafarers, a 
vote was taken and the minimum wage proposed by the Office was adopted. 200
In the Committee on Wages, appointed by the 55th session of the ILO Conference, it was de­
cided that the appropriate organ for the revision of the minimum basic wages from time to time was 
the JMC and, in the light of the up-dated statistics, the minimum wage was raised to US $100 or £42 
p.m. The revision would take the form of a Resolution referring to this Recommendation and 
Governments were given the assurance that the Governing Body would examine the reports and the 
resolutions adopted by the JMC. However, some governments indicated that they could only accept 
the Resolution placed before the Conference if note were taken of their reservations. It was agreed to 
do this. 201
At the Plenary Sitting of the 55th session of the ILO Conference all delegates from the three 
groups agreed on the minimum basic wage which had been adopted by the Committee as a compro­
mise formula. However, certain governments (Bulgaria, the U.S.S.R., the Ukraine, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Cuba, France, Greece) were opposed to the system of revision envisaged in the pro­
posed Resolution on three grounds: a) the only organ appropriate to revise a Recommendation was 
the ILO Conference, b) the bipartite structure of the JMC excluded the participation of governments 
which were concerned with the fixing of national wages, c) the JMC could not adequately represent
^^^temational Labour Conference, 55th session, Geneva 1970,3rd Item on the Agenda, Recommendation No. 109, 
para. 2, Revision o f the 1958 Wage Figures o f £25 or US $70 to Their Present Equivalent, Having Regard Solely to 
the Fall in the Value o f Money since 1958 , Report HI, pp. 3-4.
20^bid., pp. 5-9. However, from the ensuing glosses of the shipowners' and the seafarers' group on their votes, it is 
clear that neither was really in favour of the adopted minimum, which was the outcome of adoption of a conciliatory at­
titude, ibid., pp. 9-11.
20^55 RJ^., pp. 186-187. The Governments which entertained doubts over certain aspects of the Report of the Com­
mittee were Bulgaria, France, the U.S.S.R. (on the structure of the JMC); Bulgaria, the U.S.S.R., India (on the compe­
tence of the JMC to deal with wages); India (because the proposed minimum wage considered too high).
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the interests of many countries, especially the developing states, because of its limited membership. 
As no objections were raised, the resolution was adopted by the 1970 Conference. 202
C) The 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 25th Sessions o f the JMC, the 1976 and the 1987 Con­
ferences 203
Taking into account changes in consumer prices, foreign exchange rates and the purchasing 
power of the US dollar, the international monthly minimum wage laid down in para. 2 of Recom­
mendation No. 109 was raised to £48 or US $115 (1972), £78 or US $187 (1976), £115 or US $276 
(1980 and 1984), £176 or US $286 (1987) during the period 1970-1988. 204
A resolution adopted at the 62nd session of the ILO Conference introduced new factors to be 
taken into consideration in fixing an international minimum wage for seafarers. They included work­
ers' productivity, taxation, social security benefits and the cost of living in various countries. 205
From 1980 onwards an attempt was made by the ILO Office to encourage the JMC to recon­
sider the usefulness of the mechanical readjustment of the international minimum basic wage for able 
seamen based on the fall in the value of money. To this end, it was suggested by the ILO Office that 
the Commission should re-examine the question of the revision of the minimum basic rates for able 
seamen in the light of new considerations of a social and economic nature. 206 Despite these steps the 
practical outcome of the deliberations of these recent sessions of the JMC was the revision of the 
minimum basic wage for able seamen based on fluctuations in the exchange rates. Nonetheless, the 
JMC at its 24th and 25th sessions adopted, inter alia , two resolutions which simply suggested that 
the ILO Office should undertake a study with a view to reviewing the list of countries that were to be 
used as a basis for establishing the wage figures and proposing a new formula for minimum wage 
fixing. Moreover, the JMC in these resolutions advised the setting-up of a bipartite wage committee 
to be convened every alternative year between sessions of the JMC. 207
At the 74th session of the ILO Conference in 1987 a Resolution was adopted concerning con­
ditions of employment of seafarers. 208 The Resolution referred to the small number of ratifications
202jhid, pp 2 1 1-213. The countries which questioned the suitability of the JMC to undertake such a review did not 
express identical views as to its structure. For the text of the Resolution see ibid., pp. 289-290.
203The 21st—25th sessions of the JMC took place in Nov-Dee 1972, Oct 1976, Oct 1980, Sept 1984 and Oct 1987. 
20^ee, JMC, 21st session, Geneva, Nov.-Dee. 1972, The Minimum Basic Wage o f  Able Seamen , JMC/21/5; JMC, 
22nd session, Geneva, Oct. 1976, The Minimum Basic Wage o f Able Seamen , JMC/22/1; JMC, 23rd session, Geneva, 
Oct. 1980, The Minimum Basic Wage o f Able Seamen , JMC/23/4; JMC, 24th session, Geneva, Sep. 1984, Wages, 
Hours o f Work and Manning (Sea) Recommendation, 1958 (No. 109), Updating o f  Minimum Basic Wage o f Able 
Seamen, Review and Possible Revision , JMC/24/4; JMC, 25th Session, Geneva, October 1987, Wages, Hours o f Work 
and Manning (Sea) Recommendation, 1958 (No. 109), Paragraph 2: Minimum basic wage o f able seamen: (a) 
updating o f wage figure; (b) preliminary discussion on possible alternative formula fo r  revising wage figure, 
JMC/25/1, pp. 1-5; GB. 239/3/3, p. 2; JMC/25/3, pp. 2-3.
20^62 R F . , p. 219. For the text of Resolution XI concerning the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen adopted by 
the 1976 Conference, see ibid., p. 329. The text of the Resolution did no more than embody the contradictory views of 
the shipowners and seafarers on the question of wages as reiterated since 1920.
206JMC/23/4, pp. 12-13, JMC/24/4, pp. 4-8,20-21, JMC/25/3, pp. 5-7.
207228 G B . , p. V /1 ,68 O.B., Series A, No. 1, p. 34. JMC/25/3, pp. 3-4,7.
20874tjj session of the ILO Conference, Provisional Record, p. 18/18.
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that Convention No. 109 had received so far but did not express the need for amending or revising 
either this instrument or the relevant Recommendation. It seems that the work of the JMC remained 
unconnected to the deliberations of the Conference. No proposals concerning revision of the mini­
mum wages for able seamen were put forward in the Resolutions Committee. The Resolution was 
primarily concerned with the possible effects of technological developments on board ship on the 
conditions of employment of seamen and proposed that they should be studied by the JMC and the 
IMO/ILO Joint Committee. Two points in the Resolution are important to the question of wages, 
hours of work and manning: a) its reference to reductions in manning scales following technological 
advances on board ship and b) the suggestion that the IMO/ILO Committee should consider "the 
question of fatigue in the manning and safety of ships", a question now highly relevant not only to the 
welfare of seamen but to prevention of marine pollution resulting from human error in the operation 
of ships. These points have been discussed since 1958 with no as yet positive results and, in any case, 
their resolution is unlikely to improve the poor ratification record of the Wages Conventions, but their 
continued discussion will presumably bring into the wider discussions the problem of hours of work 
and will hopefully eventually initiate a comprehensive review of the whole question. 0^9
the Resolutions Committee a distinction was drawn between the technical aspects of fatigue to be studied by the 
IMO and its social aspects to be dealt with in the ILO, 74 R I*., p. 16/15. Presumably, the former refer to effects of 
advanced equipment on fatigue while the latter connote the relationship between hours of work, fatigue and manning. 
For the text of the Resolution, see ibid., p. 16/25. The Resolution concerning the First Watch on Sailing Days com­
bines the questions of safety, fatigue and manning. It states that "in the interests of safety and efficiency and of the 
professional interests of seafarers, the first watches upon departure of a ship should be manned by personnel who, where 
this is necessary to prevent over-fatigue, have had an adequate rest period"; O.B. , Vol. XLV, pp. 72-3.
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D) Conclusions concerning the fixing o f a minimum wage in 1983for able seamen
1) In many countries the provisions or the spirit or both of Convention No. 109 and Recom­
mendation No. 109 were not respected: i) no minimum wages for able seamen or seamen in general 
were fixed (3) ii) no category of able seamen existed (2), iii) no account was taken of the wage figures 
contained in the Recommendation as amended (19). 210
2) By 1980 the minimum basic wage fixed in 32% of the countries who supplied information 
on the actual basic wages for able seamen (24 out of 35) was lower than the one recommended by the 
JMC in 1980. However, since 8 countries did not give any indication of the actual minimum basic 
wage for able seamen this percentage could be as high as 43% (26 out of 45). By 1983, however, the 
wages paid in 25 out of 36 countries (69%) were higher than the minimum recommended by the 
JMC. The observations made above concerning the year 1980 also apply here. 11 countries, both in 
1980 and 1983 (out of which 9 are the same), applied a figure lower than that recommended by the 
JMC. It seems that the influence of the recommendations of that body with regard to the readjustment 
of the minimum basic wage for able seamen has been minimal. One country has adopted the US 
$276 figure which could have been based on the JMC suggestions.
3) From the state practice available it seems that i) the minimum wage contained in the Re­
commendation was considered useful in a minority of countries and ii) a minority of governments ap­
proved of the method of revising the minimum basic wage on the basis of the fall in the value of 
money and, even on the basis of the proposed additional criteria of economic and social nature.
4) On the other hand, the dearth of sufficient information, the diversity of replies received and 
the complex formulae suggested as to how the method of revising the minimum basic wage could be 
improved upon, render any satisfactory conclusion impossible. 211 A strong minority among the 
governments which supplied information referred to the need for taking into account national or re­
gional conditions.
5) It appears that para. 2 (period 2) of Recommendation No. 109 and Art. 7 of Convention 
No. 109, which provide for exceptions in respect of ships where extra number of ratings are em­
ployed, are not supported by existing state practice. 212
2^(^rhis is so despite the ITPs policy in the 1970s which insisted that in no instance should seafarers receive wages 
lower than those prescribed by Recommendation No. 109, R.L. Rowan, H R. Northrup and M.J. Immediata, "Interna­
tional enforcement of union standards in ocean transport", British Journal o f Industrial Relations , Vol. XV, No. 3, pp. 
338-355, at p. 344. ILO wage minima were also used in the ISF-ITF agreement but this has been a short-term ar­
rangement. ILO minima and, generally, increases in wages have been vigorously opposed by certain Asian Govern­
ments, such as India, Pakistan and Bangladesh and other Asian countries, and by the ITF affiliates in these countries. 
Moreover, the ITF wage policy faces substantial problems in view of the growing surplus of Asian seamen; see H. 
Northrup and R. Rowan, The International Transport Workers' Federation œid Flags o f Convenience Shipping, 1983, 
pp. 96-102,106-109. Here, it should be added that the ITF basic minimum monthly rate for able seamen, according to 
the ITF Collective Agreement World Wide and Far East Wages Scales, has over the years provided for minimum wages 
limits substantially higher than ILO minima as revised by the JMC; see ibid., pp. 123-127.
211 JMC/24/4, pp. 16-17,18.
212jbid., pp. 17-18. At the 2nd Asian Maritime Conference the Seafarer Members stated that Asian crews should be 
treated like European crews in terms of wages in view of the slight differences in the manning scales applied to ships 
employing the former and ships employing the latter, 48 O. 5 . ,  No. 3, July 1965, Report of the Committee of the
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6) It seems that since 1967 the JMC and the ILO have attached more importance to 
Recommendation No. 109 rather than to Convention No. 109 and the reasons for this decision are 
obvious. Convention No. 109 has not come into force and Members could not be instructed to update 
the wage figures laid down in an ineffective instrument. Accordingly, attention has been centred on 
the Recommendation. The question arises why it was decided that the latter instrument should be 
revised by means of a Resolution. The answer lies in the uncertainty which would result in having to 
define the exact interrelationship between an old and a revised Recommendation. Moreover, the po­
sition as regards Convention No. 109 would be peculiar if the minimum wages contained in the 
Recommendation were updated at regular intervals while the minimum wages in Convention No. 109 
remained at the 1958 levels. However, the solution adopted cannot be regarded as satisfactory in as 
much as the revision of minimum basic wages is effected by a Resolution. This is a Resolution 
adopted not by the ILO Conference but by the JMC; thus, the revision of minimum wages is presently 
carried out by means of an informal suggestion. It should be noted that the Governing Body is free 
not to communicate the JMC's Resolution to governments if it thinks it desirable. In fact, as pointed 
out above (under 3)), the minimum wage recommended by the JMC is not taken into account by the 
large majority of countries in fixing wage levels nationally. Two solutions are possible with regard to 
enhancing the legal or moral sense of obligation among ILO Members: a) Convention No. 109 may 
come into force; the question of revision of the minimum wages would then be tackled within it, y) 
this Resolution may be adopted by the ILO Conference either at a general (in which a maritime expert 
may accompany the usual delegation) or at a maritime session, provided that, in the latter case, the 
maritime sessions of the Conference are in future held more frequently. 1^4
7) No real revision of the question of wages and hours of work was attempted during the pe­
riod 1958-1988. The JMC's role has been confined to adjusting minimum wages taking into account 
solely the fall in the value of money. The JMC, during the period 1967-1988, in fixing the minimum 
wage, did not take into account other factors affecting wages. Its terms of reference precluded it from 
considering the following important questions: a) an acceptable definition and purpose of minimum 
wages adapted to the seafarer's profession 215 (protection of low-paid workers, "fair" wages, mini­
mum basic rate below which wages cannot fall (the system adopted so far), etc., b) the criteria to be
Whole on Wages, Hours of Work and Manning, p. 278. However, these statements were disputed by the Shipowners' 
Group, which thought that on average ships manned by Asian seafarers continued to employ larger crews than would be 
the case otherwise. This was partly due to the employment policies of developing countries, ibid., pp. 279-280. 
^l^However, the question is raised as to the position of a State which abides by the rate originally fixed but declines 
to be bound by any newly fixed rate. In this case, the new rate would have the effect of an amendment to the 
Convention. It could be provided that this amendment, if adopted by means of an accepted procedure, would come into 
force for such a State, unless objected to within a specified period of time.
214it is generally accepted that reviews of wage figures as a result of changes in the purchasing power of money can 
only be effective for a period from three to five years, JMC/24/4, p. 20.
2l5por the special characteristics of seamen's wages, see PTMC, 1969, Report II, pp. 6-7.
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selected for minimum wage fixing (such as the cost of living in the respective countries, the general 
level of wages in the country concerned, the interrelationship between wages of seafarers and those of 
other workers in various countries, special allowances, etc.), c) the methods used for determining 
minimum wages (participation or not of groups or persons concerned in minimum wage fixing ma­
chinery), d) variables which should be taken into account in, and methods of, revising the minimum 
wages (wage rates and conditions of employment in a particular country, the labour force, etc., fre­
quency of regular adjustments, automatic adjustment or not following increases in the cost of living). 
216 The method adopted by the JMC in adjusting the minimum rates laid down in Recommendation 
No. 109, having regard solely to the fall in the value of money, was criticised as being too mechanical 
on the grounds that such important factors as the maritime labour force in various countries, techno­
logical changes on board ship were disregarded, and because, on the other hand, important maritime 
countries were omitted while less important countries were included. 2i7
8) Finally, there is the question of the structure of the JMC, a question that has been discussed 
elsewhere. 218 Specifically, in connection with minimum wage fixing, it seems that, as long as the 
JMC's work is restricted to the revision of minimum wages in association with the loss in purchasing 
power, its structure, combined with its limited powers in this respect is not an important issue. Nev­
ertheless, if it is decided that an in-depth review of the question of wages is to be undertaken, having 
regard to multiple factors, the best body to deal, initially, with the issues involved is a tripartite sub­
committee of the JMC in which the countries which appear in the list of states which are to ratify 
Convention No. 109 before it enters into force or any future revision thereof or the countries whose 
seafarers the revised instrument aims to protect or both, might be invited to participate. The list of the 
countries forming the basis for wage calculations should include the important maritime countries, the 
countries appearing in the articles of the 1958 Convention, or any revision thereof, concerning their 
entry into force and the countries whose interests the wage provisions are intended to protect. For the 
purpose of a comprehensive review of the question of minimum wages, as suggested above, the bi­
partite wages committee proposed by the JMC may prove either insufficient or ineffective.
216jMC/23/4,pp.6-ll.
21^55 R.P, , p. 185. These criticisms emanated mainly from the Workers' group while the Shipowners referred to the 
limited terms of the Committee on Wages, ibid., p. 186.
218see supra Chapter 1, Section 1.7 , pp. 104- 110.
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4.1.5. Conclusions
The conclusions drawn in this section are necessarily of a general nature and serve two pur­
poses: a) they aspire to offer a guidance to ratifying States regarding the current international position 
on the question of wages, hours of work and manning in the light of their negotiating history and b) 
they attempt to make a contribution towards a more rationalised regulation of the issues involved. For 
conclusions involving particular aspects of wages, hours of work and manning in respect of each 
Convention the reader is referred to the conclusions at the end of each particular section in this chap­
ter.
Reflecting upon the supposed impact of international law on state practice and, particularly, on 
the need ultimately for uniform application of similar legal provisions in national territories, one is 
tempted to say that, in the case of wages, hours of work and manning, it was state practice that circum­
scribed and defined the limits of international law-making. What was not desired by states was left 
either to national law (there are several references to national law, national measures and collective 
agreements in Convention No. 109) or remained unregulated (wages, in earlier times; manning). State 
practice formulated the proposals which led to the adoption of international instruments, and changes 
in the ILO instruments have been gradual and were mostly aimed at reflecting existing state practice. 
As regards the relevant ILO instruments, whether adopted or not, from a legal point of view none was 
perfect but none was negligible either, since they contained provisions commendable in one respect or 
another.
4,1,5,1, The prons and cons o f Conventions Nos, 57, 76, 93 and 109 and the prospects o f their 
ratification
In terms of both ratifications and of the aggregate of shipping tonnage registered in countries 
which have ratified Conventions Nos. 57,56, 93 and 109, the last Convention takes the lead, having 
been ratified by 11 countries. However, none of these countries is a traditional maritime country with 
substantial registered tonnage apart from Norway, whose ratification is conditional. On the other 
hand, two of the countries who ratified earlier Conventions are worth mentioning: the U.S. in respect 
of Convention No. 57, and the Philippines in respect of Convention No. 93. The greater number of 
ratifications of Convention No. 109 is partly due to the revisionary character of that Convention; every 
subsequent Convention has a revising effect on every prior Convention, which ceases to be open to 
ratification, should the revisionarv come into force. 2i9 fact, the official ILO publication of Interna­
tional Labour Conventions and Recommendations I9I9-I98I (English text) does not include the text 
of Conventions Nos. 57,76 and 93. This means that the ILO regards these Conventions as obsolete.
28 of Convention No. 57, Arts. 24 and 31 of Convention No. 76, Arts 24 and 31 of Convention No. 93, and 
Arts 25 and 32 of Convention No. 108.
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While for fuller details reference must be made to the earlier sections of this chapter, a general 
comparison of the texts of the non-adopted 1920 Convention and the above Conventions leads to the 
following conclusions:
i) The scope of the Conventions. A distinction should be drawn between ships and persons:
As regards the former. Art 1 (c) of the non-adopted 1920 Convention (hereinafter cited as the
1920 draft) left the determination of maritime navigation, as distinguished from inland navigation, to 
national law and, although this brings an element of vagueness into the Convention, it could be 
adapted to the distinction found in later instruments between near and distant-trade ships which, as 
pointed out earlier, impeded its ratification in certain countries. None of the instruments applies to 
fishing vessels but the later Conventions (1946, 1949 and 1958) have been more strict in excluding 
ships from the scope of the Convention: The tonnage limit is now 500 tons compared to the 700-2000 
tons of the 1920 and the 1936 Conventions; near-trade ships were included in the later Conventions 
but seem to be excluded from the earlier Conventions. As regards whaling vessels, they were com­
pletely excluded from the latter while the former contain a complex formula referring to persons on 
board ships under whaling agreements. 220 Among the later Conventions, the 1958 Convention is 
less strict than the 1946 and 1949 Conventions in this respect
As regards the latter, the 1920 draft and, to a lesser degree the 1936 Convention, clearly at­
tempted to cover all persons on board ship. The 1946, 1949 and 1958 Conventions allowed for more 
exceptions than any other but they covered wireless operators, who were not included in the scope of 
the earlier Conventions.
ii) Wages and ratification bv means of collective agreements. Provisions on these issues are 
only included in the 1946,1949 and 1958 Conventions. They are identical in these three instruments 
but the 1958 Convention is less rigid in that it provides the option of a separate ratification. This, 
however, has only partly facilitated ratification.
iii) Hours of work. In certain respects the 1920 draft was the most advanced of all: though it 
evidenced clear signs of the influence of an eeu'lier non-elaborate ILO instrument (especially with re­
gard to questions of overtime and rest), it laid down an 8-hour day and a 48-hour week for persons 
employed in the deck, engine and catering department on board ship and provided for a daily and 
weekly limitation on overtime (provisions which have yet to appear in an ILO Maritime Convention). 
Among the other Conventions, the 1946,1949 and 1958 Conventions were drafted in identical terms 
and contain stricter provisions regarding hours of work than the 1936 Convention. The last provides 
for a 56-hour week in the deck and engine departments, eschews regulating hours of work in near­
trade ships, regulates hours of work in the catering department only indirectly and leaves overtime 
unlimited. The former Conventions provide for a 48-hour week on board distant-trade ships at sea 
and lay down hour maxima for work in the catering department and work in near-trade ships.
220ln any case, whaling vessels are much less important now than they were in the hey-day of that industry.
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iv) Manning. Here the situation is completely different from that set out above in respect of 
hours of work: the 1920 draft does not contain any provisions on manning. Among the other in­
struments it is the 1936 Convention which contains the more advanced and elaborate provisions by 
laying down manning scales for the deck and the engine departments. In the 1946, 1949 and 1958 
Conventions the provisions on manning are no more than an exposition of general principles.
v) Exemption of existing vessels. The 1920 draft and the 1936 Convention contained provi­
sions exempting, under certain conditions, existing ships from the application of these instruments. 
None of the later Conventions contains such provisions.
vi) Final provisions. The requirements for the entry into force of the 1936 Convention are less 
onerous than the respective provisions of the 1946,1949 and 1958 Conventions, which are identical.
Countries might in future be guided in their decision whether or not to ratify these Conven­
tions by the above observations. It would also be possible to draft an instrument encompassing dif­
ferent parts of all or some of the above Conventions, which would include the more or less advanced 
provisions (whether modified or not) on specific aspects of conditions of employment of seamen ac­
cording to the degree of progressiveness aimed at. Despite this academic or "national" possibility, 
from an international point of view this mixture would probably not reflect the current state practice, or 
would it, therefore, eliminate ratification difficulties, which, for the purposes of the study of the 
question of wages, hours of work and manning, are the two considerations that should be the main 
guides in formulating ideas and suggesting proposals and, therefore, such a synthesis will not be at­
tempted here.
4,1,S,2, Shipowners^ and seamen's views
Before suggestions on the possible amendments and revisions of the current ILO instruments 
on wages, hours of work and manning are made, it is useful to survey and take into account the views 
of the shipowners and seafarers during a period of 60 years are kept in mind; these are summarised 
below:
1) The Shipowners' views: generally, the arguments made by the shipowners 221 were directed 
at the plausibility of the 48 hours rule as a general and compulsory principle 222 and the inap­
plicability of the 8 hours a day or 48 hours a week limit to the shipping industry for several reasons, 
such as that: a) reduction in working hours would result in an increase of the crew and necessitate 
changes in accommodation which it would be difficult to realise, b) such a reduction would have a 
demoralising effect on the crew so far as discipline was concerned, which is necessary for the safety 
of the ship and c) it would entail undesirable financial burdens on the shipowners and cause a drastic
221por the views of the Shipowners' group see the Declaration of the Shipowners' Delegates on the Draft Convention 
concerning Hours of Labor in 2 R P . , pp. 512-515; see also 13 RJ*., pp. 341-344.
222This question was profoundly analysed and argumented in Chapter 1 where certain conclusions were formulated.
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reorganisation of personnel on board ship on a more costly basis which would affect wages rates, d) 
as regards wages, an international minimum wage rate should take account of the cost and standard of 
living in the respective countries, 223 e) they denied that the only obstacle to the ratification of the 
Hours Conventions was the provisions on wages and argued that the three questions of wages, hours 
of work and manning should be examined together; moreover, at the 1958 Conference they stated that 
any revised instrument should take the form of a Recommendation rather than that of a Convention.
224
2) The Seamen's views: These included that: a) the ruining of the shipping industry as a result 
of the introduction of the 8 hours a day or the 48 hours a week was a frequently used argument that 
had no valid basis, b) discipline standards were not likely to be lowered, if proper regulations were 
introduced, c) "you cannot apply law without making some sort of reforms, any more than you can 
make omelettes without breaking eggs" 225^  d) reduction in working hours would increase the number 
of seamen and thus enhance the ship's safety and would allow the seaman free time for educational 
purposes, 226 g) the poor ratification of the Hours Convention was due to the provisions on wages and 
a future Convention would secure a larger number of ratifications if the possibility were given to rati­
fying States of ratifying separately the parts dealing with wages, hours of work and manning; fur­
thermore, at the 1958 Conference seamen were in favour of adoption of a Convention instead of a 
Recommendation. 227
Finally, it should be noted that until recent years the shipowners and the seafarers disagreed 
on the actual minimum wage to be laid down and on the method of calculating this minimum.
4,1.5,3, The ”ideal instrument^
Searching for ideal solutions to complex issues may prove futile unless the following distinc­
tion is drawn: An ideal instrument must be regarded as an instrument, which from an international and 
legal point of view, seems to be convincing; or as an instrument likely to enter into force for a long 
period of time which does not require revision immediately after it comes into force. In the latter case, 
notions such as the need for precision and certainty in the law, the progressive development of 
international law rather than mere codification of the existing law, and respect for a dominating social 
element, all of which ideally should permeate the law of conditions concerning employment of seamen 
are limited by more practical necessities. In the case of wages, hours of work and manning, it is 
submitted that codification of existing law, coupled with certain cautious advances likely to be accept­
able to the majority of the countries whose ratification is essential to the coming into force of the Con-
2232 R.P. , pp. 314-317,335, 9 R.P. . pp 92-93, 13 R.P. . pp. 186-188, 7 JM .C . , p. 19, specially PTMC , 1935, Re­
port and Record of the Meeting, pp. 205-208, Report IX, 1^5, p. 43.
224preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, 1956, PTMC 1/1, pp. 6 ,8 ,2 3 , Report II, 1958, pp. 6,12,18-19.
22^2 RJ>., pp. 330-331 (translation by the Office of the original French text).
2269  R j>,, p. 97, see also 13 RJ^., pp. 193,211-213,345-347,7 JM.C . , pp. 19-20.
227preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, 1956, PTMC 1/1, p. 6-7, Report II, 1958, pp. 5-6,12,19.
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vention and its satisfactory operation, is the best approach to drafting of a revised instrument. The 
following conclusions are directed to achievement of this end.
4.1.5.3.1. Recommendations concerning the effectiveness of the ILO OfRce and the Committees' preparatory work 
relating to wages, hours of work and manning
Amendments in Conference Committees should be moved only after full consideration of their 
effects, as they have invariably tended to disturb the balance between conflicting governmental views 
achieved in the ILO Office drafts.
As a general remark, it must be said that the ILO Office's task in collecting, comparing and 
analysing information since 1920 has for the most part been competently executed. However, it is 
disappointing that all the post-war Conventions (1946, 1949 and 1958) were regarded and treated as 
merely revisions of prior ILO Conventions on the same subject. This means that in drafting these 
Conventions the ILO Office has only taken into account suggestions of a restricted nature made by a 
limited number of countries at the Preparatory Conferences. It is concluded by the writer that only the 
Office's work during the period 1929-1936 has been thorough and can be considered as a model for 
the area concerned. The questionnaire which was sent to governments was comprehensive, covering 
almost all aspects of hours of work and manning and a similar procedure should be adopted by future 
Conferences. The adverse consequences of having to work on the basis of insufficient and inadequate 
information have been considerable:
a) The 1946,1949 and 1958 Conventions did not take into account serious amendments which 
had been proposed by a considerable number of countries. Thus, ratification has been slowed down.
. b) In contrast to the 1936 Convention, manning in the above Conventions was only regulated 
by general provisions. The reason, it is submitted, was not that countries disagreed on any proposed 
provisions but the lack of time available for consideration of any of the proposals and bad preparation 
and misinterpretation of the Preparatory Conference's powers concerning the revision of the relevant 
ILO instruments. In future the word "revision" should be used cautiously. Review or re-examination 
could produce more useful results, and the recent JMC's efforts with regard to the question of wages 
point in this direction.
c) The 1949 and 1958 Conventions do not reflect the actual state practice at the time but are 
based on views of delegates expressed at preparatory meetings.
Finally, as pointed out earlier in the conclusions concerning the evaluation by the ILO Office 
of state practice relating to hours of work and manning, there has been a tendency on the part of the 
Office, especially in the early years, to include in the drafts it prepared certain provisions that were 
progressive compared to state practice at the time. While the expertise of the Office in drawing up the 
drafts to be submitted to the Conference is undeniable and shows considerable meticulousness and 
sense of judgement in most respects, the slow progress of ratification and the consistent reluctance of
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the ILO Members to commit themselves fully to the various requirements imposed indicate that in the 
future inclusion of such provisions in ILO drafts should be considered cautiously.
4.1.5.3 2. Recommendations concerning the revision of the ILO instruments concerning wages, hours of work 
and manning for seamen taking into account trends in state practice during 1920-1987
An account of state practice regarding wages, hours of work and manning has been given ear­
lier in this chapter. Here, the conclusions drawn are supported by identifiable common threads in 
state practice in an attempt to single out established concepts in this field:
fi Evaluation of tendencies in state practice and in the drafting of ILO maritime instruments on 
hours of work, manning and wages
In general terms, it appears that national laws and practices between 1920 and 1958 have made 
some progress in establishing standards for these aspects but not considerable. The attitude of the 
governments has been favourable to the inclusion of more topics in the relevant instruments (manning, 
wages and collective agreements) but actual improvements on the substance of each topic have been 
gradual and slow. It is also worth mentioning that none of the Conventions adopted is more 
progressive than others in all respects. Taking into account all the provisions of the relevant in­
struments, the most advanced instrument is undoubtedly the 1946 Convention which brought about 
considerable improvements on the 1936 Convention but was watered down at the 1958 Conference in 
certain respects.
It seems that the distinctions drawn in earlier instruments and reflected in the replies of gov­
ernments to the relevant ILO questionnaires such as the those between hours of work of officers and 
ratings, hours of work at sea and on arrival and sailing days, hours of work in the deck, engine and 
radio department, have been abandoned in recent years and no particular importance should be at­
tached to them. In this respect, it can be asserted that both state practice and the drafting of the later 
ILO instruments on hours of work have made positive steps towards the elimination of differences in 
the working hours of persons employed on board the same ship. On the other hand, as shown above, 
not all countries have taken steps to apply certain provisions of the relevant ILO Conventions and 
Recommendations. 228
ii) The form of the instrument
228gy 1965, namely 7 years after the adoption of Convention No. 109 and Recommendation no. 109, no positive ac­
tion on these instruments had been taken by Asian maritime countries. Some Governments did not offer any explana­
tion for their attitude while others gave a number of reasons for the impossibility of the implementation of their provi­
sions, such as "the mounting costs of operation" (Republic of China), settlement of the relevant issues by bipartite 
agreements, absence or incompatibility of national laws with the provisions of the two instruments, employment of na­
tional seamen on board foreign vessels and the necessity for the ratification of Convention No. 109 by the countries on 
whose ships these seamen are employed (India), differences between national laws and the relevant ILO instruments 
(Japan), International Labour Organisation, Second Asian Maritime Conference, Tokyo, April 1965, Wages, Hours o f  
Work on Board Ship and Manning in Relation to Asian Seafarers , Third item on the Agenda, Report III, pp. 106-112, 
A&O.B., op. dt., p. 279.
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Most Governments favoured the adoption of a Convention rather than a Recommendation and 
thought that the option for separate ratification of different parts of the Convention would facilitate its 
ratification. Points on which agreement was not secured could then be included in a Recommenda­
tion. However, it was alleged from time to time that the relevant ILO instruments had not been ratified 
by maritime countries though the conditions prevailing in these countries were far in advance of the 
provisions laid down by these instruments. 229 if this is true, which is easily verifiable from the 
replies to an appropriate ILO Questionnaire were one to be circulated, the way could be open toward 
the adoption of an instrument of a protective nature which would come into force after ratifications by 
the countries most concerned. However, this instrument could become valid on a regional basis and 
more than one instruments of a regional character could then be contemplated. 230 The question 
might be discussed at the 3rd Asian Maritime Conference, should one ever be convened, with a view to 
proposing relevant resolutions. It should also be noted that, as pointed out earlier, a strong minority 
of governments would be in favour of taking into account national and regional conditions in fixing 
minimum wages for able seamen. The above recommendations are made, however, subject to some 
reservations concerning the desire of developing countries to build up a merchant fleet, problems of 
unemployment and economic depression in these countries and the repeated statements of certain 
countries (India, Pakistan) that they would be unable to ratify an instrument on wages, hours of work 
and manning, unless the countries on whose ships the seamen of the former are employed ratified the 
same instrument
iii) Scope of the Convention
It does not seem necessary to exclude many kinds of ships from the scope of the Convention. 
The exclusion of whaling ships has not been, and is even less likely now to be, a controversial issue, 
apart from a few countries whose ratification in earlier days would have been facilitated by their total 
exclusion. The exclusion of training ships and pleasure yachts was not supported by many countries 
even as early as 1931 but it is recommended that the position on coverage of trainees and cadets by 
national collective agreements be re-examined.
From the very beginning of the ILO's involvement in the question of hours of work, gov­
ernments have consistently been against the distinction drawn between near-trade and distant-trade 
ships. Therefore, it seems desirable that this distinction be eliminated in the future. Adoption of an 
appropriate tonnage limit would dispense with the need for such a distinction. 23i The latter solution 
is also preferable from a technical point of view, since it would eliminate the existing differences in 
defining near-coasting and distant trade. As to the preferred limit, it does not appear that the 500 tons 
limit should be lowered. In fact, if it were raised, the Convention would be more likely to be ratified
22941 R,p, , pp. 137, 142, 144.
230a similar approach, though on a smaller scale, had been suggested by the ILO Office, PTMC , 1945, Report I, p. 83. 
23lThis was in 1954 the opinion of the Japanese Government, see PTMC , 1956, op. cit., p. 83.
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by certain countries. However, if a substantial percentage of seamen were excluded from the Conven­
tion because of a higher limit, the only solution would be to adopt a separate Convention for smaller 
vessels. This procedure has not been followed by the ILO until now but it is consistent with the 
separate ILO questionnaire sent to ILO members in 1954 asking for information on conditions of 
employment of seamen on board smaller vessels. In any case, the applicable tonnage limit should be 
considered with the greatest attention, since it has been shown earlier that it constituted an obstacle to 
ratification of all ILO Convention in this area. It is suggested that after research has been undertaken, 
a kind of schedule to the Convention should be prepared specifying for each country definite geo­
graphical limits within which ships trading solely might be excluded from the Convention. 232
Finally, there is no provision in the ILO Conventions on seamen's hours of work that defines 
the scope of the Convention in the case of mixed (sea and inland) navigation. 233
iv) Hours of work
Liberated from the 8-hour principle the ILO can proceed to the adoption of any limitation it 
likes of hours of work for seamen. 234 jt seems that the 8-hour day at sea in the deck, engine and ra­
dio 235 departments on distant-trade ships is a universally accepted principle but that the same is not 
the case with the 48-hour week. 236 At sea, a 48-hour week implies compensation for work on Sun­
days. It would be better, if this question were left to national law or collective agreements between 
shipowners and seafarers or both. The 8-hour day and the 48-hour week must be regarded as a gen­
erally agreed limitation of hours of work in port on board any ship. This is not the case with the 8-
232a  first step towards this direction is provided by Regulation 3 (b) of Chapter I of the 1974 SOLAS Convention 
which excludes from the application of its provisions certain ships trading within specified limits in the U.S. and 
Canada
233see 2 RJ^., pp. 269-272. Compare Regulation 4 of Chapter I of the 1974 SOLAS Convention.
234as shown in Chapter 1 the 8-hour working day cannot any more be regarded as a principle. As early as 1928 the 
ILO Office decided to ask Governments for additional information and not to proceed on the lines of the Treaty of 
Peace, 8 JM .C . , pp. 22-26, The Director's Report to the JMC said: T he position is not the same as when the Genoa 
Conference opened. It is not now proposed to adapt the Washington Convention to the work of seamen, but to draw 
iro intematioiW rules for hours of work.", 8 JM.C . , p. 52.
235Regulations 6 and 7 of Chapter IV of the 1974 SOLAS Convention recognise the 8-hour watch for radio officers 
and radiotelephone operators on board ship but the regulation of hours of work and watches of these categories of 
seamen therein is incomplete: i) if a ship is not fitted with a radiotelegr^h auto alarm, it is required to carry at least 
one radio officer; since this officer will have to listen continuously on the distress frequency, it is clear that the 8-hour 
limit cannot be respected, if only one officer is employed (compare paras, (a) and (b) of Regulation 6), ii) in cargo 
ships of less- than 1600 GRT fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm the establishment of a listening 8-hour watch is 
not compulsory (para, (c) (ii)); this limit is much higher than the tonnage limit below which ships are exempted from 
the provisions of the relevant ILO Conventions, iii) if a ship is fitted with a radiotelephone station the listening watch 
must be continuous with the result that even if one operator is employed (Regulation 7), the 8-hour limit cannot be 
^plied; furthermore, if  the operator is an officer or a member of a crew, no provision exists defining the relationship 
between his radio-safety and his normal duties, iv) finally, the SOLAS Convention having regard to safety questions 
renders the 8-hour listening watch obligatory as a minimum. Therefore, radio officers and radio operators are not 
guaranteed a maximum 8-hour woridng day, unless the Administrations decided that an appropriate number of radio 
officers or operators (certainly more than one) should be carried on board each ship.
236fiy 1965  the 8-hour rule was applied to Asian seafarers employed in the deck and the engine departments at sea and 
in port. The 56-hour week was usud at sea and on arrival and sailing days while certain categories of ratings would be 
required to work up to 10 hours per day on sailing and arrival days. Ratings employed in the catering department 
might be required to work up to 63 hours per week. Compensation for work on the weekly rest day while at sea was 
not usually granted. Second Asian Maritime Conference, Report HI, op. cit., pp. 103-104.
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hour day on near-trade ships and the existing divergencies in national laws would provide a further 
argument against the drawing of a distinction between near and distant-trade ships. 3^7
As regards hours of work in the catering department, the distinction drawn between passenger 
and non-passenger vessels in the 1958 Convention is not accurate: a) the Convention does not define 
these kinds of ships, b) passengers are sometimes carried on board cargo ships 238 and c) the advan­
tages of fixing a proportion between the crew and the passengers, which could possibly determine the 
nature of the ship and, thus, the respective duties of the catering staff, have not been studied ade­
quately. 239 All limitations of hours of work in the 1958 Convention should be reconsidered in view 
of the considerable divergencies in national laws and practices. A 9-10 hour day applicable to all 
catering staff on board ship without any further distinction may be the starting point.
Generally, proposals for further reductions of working hours below the 8-hour day or the 48- 
hour week with free Sundays should be considered cautiously. 240
v) Wages
237jt vvas reported that by 1958 the working week of 48 hours, or less, had been applied in the following countries; 
France, 41 R.P., p. 39; Yugoslavia, ibid., p. 40, U.S.S.R., p. 54; Poland, pp. 67-68; F.R.G., p. 76; AusW ia, p. 77; 
Spain, p. 103. The working week of 56 hours, or more, was applied in the following countries: Tunisia, ibid., p. 65; 
Pakistan, p. 83; the Un. Ar. Emirates, 74 RJ*., p. 6/11. The 48-hour week was introduced in Japan in 1962,55 r X ,  p. 
37 and atout the same time in Yugoslavia; see R. Pesic, "International labour standards and Yugoslav legislation", 
/X ./? ., Vol. 96, Nov. 1967, No. 5, pp. 443-^7. In 1968 working hours per week for seamen were reduced from 45 to 
42 1/2 in Norway; 55 R.P., p. 59. Around 1970 the following countries had adopted the working week of 48 hours, or 
less, either by legislation or by means of collective agreements: Nigeria (44), 55 RJ*., p. 47; Italy (40), p. 93; India 
(44), p. 99. By 1976 the working week of 48 hours, or less (40-hour working week), had been applied in the 
following countries: Belgium (40), 62 R.P. , p. 45; G.D.R. (40), ibid., p. 63; Japan (40), p. 66; Greece (44), p. 85; 
India (44), p. 98; G.D.R. (40), p. 140.
238(2ompare the more accurate wording of Regulation 2 (f) and (g) of Chapter I of the 1974 SOLAS Convention 
according to which a passenger ship is a ship carrying more than twelve passengers while any other ship is a cargo 
ship. It follows that if on board a ship carrying cargo 6ere are more than twelve passengers, apart from the master and 
the crew, this ship is considered to be a passenger ship for the purposes of the Convention.
239in contrast. Art. 9 (1) of the 1936 Convention contained a definition of passenger vessels. On the other hand, the 
differences in hours of work in the 1958 Convention depending on whether or not there are passengers on board, 
should be retained.
24(>rhis statement is based on a comparison of minimum standards for hours work in Conventions of general nature 
and the progress of their ratifications. By 1st January 1990 the ILO Conventions on Hours of Work had received the 
following ratifications: a) The Hours of Work (Industry) Convention, No. 1,1919 49 ratifications (came into force in 
1921), b) the Hours of Work (Commerce and Offices) Convention, No. 30, 1930 30 ratifications (came into force in 
1933), c) the Hours of Work (Sheet-Glass Works) Convention, No. 43, 1934 12 ratifications with one denunciation 
(came into force in 1938), d) the Hours of Work (coal Mines) Convention (Revised), no. 46,1935 3 ratifications (has 
not yet come into force), e) the Reduction of Hours of Work (Glass-Bottle Works) Convention, No. 49, 1935 9 
ratifications (came into force in 1938), f) the Reduction of Hours of Work (Public Works) Convention, No. 51, 1936 
none (has not yet come into force), g) the Reduction of Hours of Work (Textile Industry), No. 61, 1937 none (has not 
yet come into force), h) the Hours of Work and Rest Periods (Road Transport) Convention, No. 67,1939 four ratifica­
tions (Came into force in 1955), i) the Hours of Work and Rest Periods (Road Transport Convention, No. 153, 1979 
seven ratifications (came into force in 1983). Among these Conventions the first two adopt an 8-hour day and a 48- 
hour week with certain exceptions, the third and the fîfth an 8-hour day and a 42-hour week with few exceptions, the 
fourth a 7.45 hour day with certain exceptions and the obligation for die adoption of lower limits in some cases, the 
sixth and the seventh a 40-42 hour week with exceptions, and the eight and the ninth an 8 (9)-hour day, a 48 (48)-hour 
week, a maximum 5 (4)-hour limit on continuous employment and a 12 (10) hour consecutive rest respectively with 
exceptions. It should be noted that the Forty-Hour Week Convention, no. 47, 1935 lays down the 40-hour week as a 
principle and asks ratifying States to approve this limit as a principle but it needs other special ILO Conventions (to 
be adopted in the future) to be given full effect. Even so, this Convention has been ratified only by 9 countries and 
came into force in 1957.
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Fixing of an international minimum wage seems to be sufficiently warranted following na­
tional developments in minimum wage fixing in almost all five continents, specially after the 2nd 
World War. However, a number of points should be kept in mind, as regards minimum wages for 
seamen. It should be remembered that certain countries have not ratified the ILO instruments on 
hours of work because they were unable to accept a minimum basic rate linked to foreign currencies. 
242 The JMC in its recent sessions seems to have forgotten this aspect of the problem of minimum 
wage fixing and it should be discussed in one of its next sessions.
The 1946, 1949 and 1958 Conventions lay down a minimum basic pay for able seamen. The 
relevant provisions do not deal adequately with the case of a country where the category of able sea­
men has not been introduced. It is suggested that a minimum basic pay for an officer in the deck and 
in the engine department should be fixed. Furthermore, no provisions dealing the choice of forum 
when a seaman sues the master for wages or the time at which the wages are payable are included in 
the these instruments. 243 Finally, no clear connection was established in these Conventions between 
the minimum basic wages and the minimum hours of work laid down therein. To cite an example. 
Art. 6 of Convention No. 109 prescribes the minimum basic wages "for a calendar month of service 
of an able seaman". However, even if this minimum is confined to an able seaman, the minimum wage 
laid down by the Convention is likely to lead to confusion. It is not clear whether they apply to an 
able seaman on distant or near-trade ships, 244 to what hours of work per month they refer (normal 
hours of work per day or per week, overtime on Sundays at sea) 245 what difference it makes if a 
seaman is paid wages on a regular basis irrespective of whether he is employed at sea and if he 
himself bears the expense of any time he spends on shore between two engagements.
In fixing the international minimum wage the observations made earlier in 4.1.4. D) should be 
taken into account. Special emphasis should be put on minimum wage fixing taking account of re-
24lGerald Starr, Minimum Wage Fixing, An international review o f practices and problems , ILO Geneva, 1981, pp. 
1-15. In Asia the growth of minimum wage regulation has been less significant than in developing countries in other 
regions of the world, ibid., pp. 10-12. For the purposes of minimum wage fixing, see ILO, "Minimum wage fixing and 
economic development". Studies and Reports , New Series, No. 72, Geneva 19^ , pp. 5-9; for the connection between 
"adequate" or "minimum living" wages and the attainment of ILO's principal goal of social justice see also the Preamble 
of the ILO Constitution, the &rd of the General Principles listed in Art. 427 of the Treaty of Peace in The Treaty o f  
P eace , HMSO, London 1919, p. 205 and the Annex to the ILO Constitution under the tide "Declaration concerning 
the aims and purposes of the International Labour Organisation", Section III (d) in The Constitution o f the 
International Uibour Organisation , Geneva, January 1988, p. 24.
242other countries have been of the opinion that the establishment of an international minimum wage from a social 
point of view without reference to any actual figure would be preferable, PTMC ,1/1,1956, France p. 48, Argentina, p. 
57-58, Netherlands, p. 59.
243see 2 R I*., pp. 430-431. Compare Art. 12 of Convention No. 95 concerning the Protection of Wages, Paras. 4 ^ d  
5 of Recommendation No. 85 concerning the Protection of Wages, Art. 33 of Convention No. 110 concerning 
Conditions of Employment of Plantation Workers.
244jf the minimum basic wage for able seamen on both ships is the same, it is clear that the minimum wage of the 
Convention will result in inequality of payment within the same grade, since an able seaman on near-trade ships is re­
quired to work more hours according to Art. 13 of the Convention.
245Here it could be argued that Art. 6 of the Convention lays down a minimum wage and, therefore, these considera­
tions are irrelevant. However, it is likely that this minimum will be taken as a basis for the fixing of the actual wage 
rates in developing countries, see Starr, op. cit., pp. 47-53.
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gional factors. ^  The method hitherto adopted by the JMC consists in adjusting minimum wages 
with regard solely to the value in the fall of money. This does not take account of other variables 
which are included in the calculation of the labour costs, such as social security benefits and training 
expenditures. Also, no account is taken of the purchasing power of the money in different countries, 
in other words, no attempt has been made to define the "real” wages of seamen in various countries 
and then to work out an acceptable international minimum.
A number of methods of fixing an acceptable living wage 248 have been suggested:
1) The needs of the workers measured, inter alia , by the undertaking of family budget en­
quiries. 249
2) Comparison between the wages of seamen and other "comparable" wages 250 of other cat­
egories of workers in various countries. 25i
3) The ability of the employer to pay. Wages in each country should not be raised beyond the 
capacity of the industry to pay.
246%n addition, the relationship between the legal and bargaining position of seafarers' associations where they exist, as 
related to that of other categories of workers in certain countries, the financial and administrative resources of the coun­
tries concerned, especially developing countries and the purpose of fixing an international minimum wage for seamen 
with special regard to developing countries should be among the factors to be considered in revising the international 
minimum wage for seamen. The establishment of a specific system of minimum wage fixing in industrialised countries 
may not serve the same purpose and may not be as effective when the same system is applied in developing countries. 
For a discussion of the implications of the use of different systems of minimum wage fixing from an international point 
of view, see, inter a lia , Starr, op. cit., pp. 17-59,78-80.
247jt was the opinion of the Office that a more accurate comparison of the purchasing power of money wages between 
different countries would be possible if it were expressed as tiie total number of hours of labour required to buy a given
quantity of spedfied consumer goods, PTMC , 1969, Report n, p.9. 
248por a definition of the "liviing wage" see ILO, Wages, A Worker's Education M anual, op. dt., pp. 12-13, 16-17. 
For an account of the legislation of various countries relating to the criteria for fixing national minimum wages, see 
Starr, op. dt., pp. 91-95; see also for a critical view of the whole concept. Meeting of Atperts on Minimum Wage Fix­
ing and Related Problems, with Spedal Reference to Developing Countries in É.O, Minimum wage fixing and eco­
nomic development, op. d t ,  pp. 147-164, NN. Franklin, "The concept and measurement of 'minimum living standards'", 
in /X i? ., Vol. 95, No. 4, April 1967, pp. 271-298.
249jlo , Wages, A Workers' Education M anual, 1982, op. cit., pp. 15-16; Starr, op. dt., pp. 97-100; ILO, Minimum 
w ^ e  fixing and economic development, op. d t ,  pp. 60-65.
2^%tarr, op. d t ,  pp. 100-105; ILO, Minimum wage fixing and economic development, op. d t ,  pp. 69-74; ILO, Wages, 
A Workers' Education Manual, op. d t ,  p. 20-22. In fixing the minimum wage for seamen in relation to the minimum 
wages of other categories of workers in 6 e  country concerned, it should be noted that seamen may r^nain unemployed 
for more or less time with the result that thdr actual earnings may be lower, ibid., p. 5. Here, the question of wage 
fixing bears a relation to the effectiveness of national or company manpower planning schemes.
251lt is reported that in 1965 the wages paid to Asian seamen were higher than those paid to other categories of 
workers ashore. Second Asian Maritime Conference, Report HI, op. dt., p. 3 ,48  O. , op. d t ., , p. 278, Para. 13.
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4) Regular adjustments of wages, 5^2 taking into account, inter alia , changes in the cost of 
living and in real wages. 253
The ILO has adopted a number of instruments concerning minimum wage fixing and the pro­
tection of wages. 254 It should be noted that Convention No. 109 and Recommendation No. 109 are 
the only examples of ILO instruments where reference to a specific minimum wage is made. All other 
instruments contain provisions dealing with the methods of wage fixing and the establishment of the 
necessary machinery. On the other hand, the recent trend in ILO instruments is to provide for specific 
methods of, or factors to be taken into account in fixing a minimum wage for a specific industry, 
though no exact minimum wage is laid down. 255
In conclusion, apart from the question whether the fixing of an internationally accepted mini­
mum wage rate will prove feasible in the future, a revision of Convention No. 109 could contemplate 
the establishment of compulsory methods of minimum wage fixing for seamen, particularly taking 
into account the needs and the established practices of the developing countries. Nonetheless, very 
little will be achieved without the co-operation of the parties concerned. As the ILO Office pointed 
out: "There is no doubt a danger that a wage prescribed as a minimum may tend to become a standard 
or even a maximum wage; that danger, however, cannot be avoided by any form of words in an in-
252^evertheless, the frequency and the timeliness of such adjustments and the criteria used for their determination are 
controversial issues, see Starr, op. cit., pp. 119-124,127-134. Answers to these questions would determine how often 
the JMC should convene to propose adjustments of minimum wages for seamen. It seems that in most developed coun­
tries and in Latin American countries, especially those with inflationary conditions, the frequency of adjustments ranges 
from twice a year up to once every three years. In many developing countries, however, adjustments of minimum wages 
are held irregularly, ibid., pp. 120-123. The institution of an international system of minimum wage revision for seamen 
through the JMC at regular intervals would facilitate the elaboration of relevant national policies in developing 
countries and could even lead to the adoption of the minimum proposed at the national level provided it were arrived at 
through aiteria more or less acceptable to these countries.
253por the last two methods of minimum wage fixing see ILO, Wages, A Workers' Education M anual, pp. 26-31,36- 
38; Starr, op. cit., pp. 105-110; ILO, Minimum wage fixing and economic development, op. dt., pp. 65-69. In this 
connection, the suggestions of Section V of Recommendation No. 135 concerning Minimum Wage Fixing would be 
helpful. Of particWar interest is para. 13 of the Recommendation, urging for periodical surveys of national economic 
conditions. The undertaking of such surveys by Governments would facilitate the work of the JMC in respect of the 
periodical adjustment of seamen's wages. In particular, the identification of the categories of workers whose wages can 
be considered "comparable” to those of seafarers in each country should be a first step. Unfortunately, no comparative 
studies conconing minimum wage fixing for seamen exist.
2^Por the international instruments relating to wages, minimum wage fixing and the protection of wages, see ibid., pp. 
148-172; ILO, International Labour Conventions and Recommendations, 1919-1981, pp. 225-242.
255^11. 3 of Convention No. 26 concerning the Creation of Minimum Wage-Fixing Machinery, 1928 and Art. 3 of 
Convention No. 99 concerning Minimum Wage Fixing Machinery in Agriculture, 1951, leave the question of the nature 
and the methods of minimum wage fixing to national law, subject to consultation with the representative organisations 
of employers and workers concerned or dieir participation in the machinery to be established. In contrast to the above 
Conventions, Art. 3 of Convention No. 131 concerning Minimum Wage Fixing, with Spedal Reference to Developing 
Coimtries, 1^70, enumerates spedfic factors to be taken into account by the competent authority of a ratifying Member. 
These include factors which have been proposed by the Shipowner and Seafarer representatives from time to time with a 
view to revising the minimum wage figures for seamen in Recommendation No. 109, viz., factors such as the general 
level of wages in the country concerned, the cost of living, wages and benefits of other social groups in the same 
country, etc; see also Paras. 3 (virtually reiterating Art. 3 of Convention No. 131 in stronger language) and 6 of 
Recommendation No. 135 concerning Minimum Wage Fixing which suggests the possible methods of fixing minimum 
wages, such as statute, dedsions of competent authorities, dedsions of wage boards or coundls, industrial or labour 
tribimals. It should be noted, however, that while the methods of minimum wage fixing are readily identifiable, their 
use in a spedfic context may become a major area of disagreement; for the different views of the Employers' and 
Workers' Groups concerning the suitability of certain criteria for determining the level of minimum wages, see 53 R.P., 
pp. 682-683.
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temational instrument but only by the good sense of the employers, the intelligent determination of the 
workers and the benevolent vigilance of Governments". ^
vi) Manning
To the critical observations made earlier in respect of the ILO's preparatory work, the fol­
lowing recommendations can be added:
a) Art. 21 of the 1958 Convention and the similar Articles in the 1946 and 1949 Conventions 
refer to a "vessel to which this Convention applies". It is recommended that the necessity for applying 
to manning the same exceptions as applied to hours of work by the general provisions of these Con­
ventions should be examined. For example, the limit of Art. 2 (2) of the 1958 Convention expressed 
in tonnage may seem inappropriate as regards manning scales in the engine department
b) It does not seem that the manning provisions in the ILO Conventions on seamen's wages 
constitute an obstacle to ratification but this is due, to a great extent, to the general character of these 
provisions. The 1936 experience showed that governments could agree on certain points concerning 
manning scales on board ship. However, since it should be the aim of those responsible for a revising 
instrument not to overburden the Convention with provisions likely to lead to further disputes, it is 
suggested that provisions on manning should be included in a future revision of the ILO/IMO in­
struments relating to maritime training. 257 xhe advantages of and the necessity for such action have 
been argued earlier in Chapter 3. Here, it could be added that the 1936 experience showed that the 
laying down of manning scales in an international instrument is feasible. 258
256p7'A^C , 1945, Report I, p. 76.
2^^The fixing of manning scales would be facilitated by the relatively slight differences in manning scales applied to 
ships registered in Asian countries and ships registered in European countries, see Second Asian Maritime Conference, 
R c^rt III; JMC, 19th Session, Geneva, 25 Sep.- 5 Oct. 1961, Manning o f ships, JMC/19/2.
258;^ this connection, the IMG has made the first steps towards the international regulation of manning on board ship. 
Regulation 10 of Chapter III of the 1974 SOLAS Convention provides for manning requirements of survival craft; 
Regulation 13 of Chapter V of the 1974 SOLAS Convention provides that "from the point of view of safety of life at 
sea, all ships shall be sufficiently and efficiently manned": according to para. 1 of the Guidelines on Control Procedures 
in Appendix 1 to Resolution A. 466, the surveyor should take into account Regulation 13 of Chapter V of the SOLAS. 
Moreover, para. 22 of Appendix 1, which refers to radio equipment, recommends, inter a lia , that surveyors should ea- 
sure that "appropriate certificated personnel are carried for its operation and for listening periods. The radio log should 
be examined to confirm that mandatory safety radio watches are being maintained". Unfortunately, as pointed out ear­
lier, no compulsory international regulation of manning scales and minimum watches in the radio department exists. 
Resolution A. 481 adopted by the IMO in 1981 evidences a slight change in the way manning has been regulated in in­
ternational instruments: i) it establishes a connection between safe manning, training and certification, hours of work 
and rest, and crew accommodation (Preamble, especially para. 4 of the operative part) and ii) it provides for the issiie of 
a national manning certificate on board ship which would certainly facilitate inspection. On the other hand, die com­
mon characteristics of all the above provisions are the following: a) they speak of an efficient number of trained persons 
or a suffldendy and effldendy manned ship without actually laying down manning scales, b) they are prindpally con­
cerned with manning from a safety point of view and c) they leave thdr implementation dther to the master or to the 
Administration. For a discussion of Resolution A. 481 and the respective views of shipowners and seafarers see 
International Labour Organisation, Joint IMCO/ILO Committee on Training (Sixth Session, Geneva, March 1981), 
JCT/6/ 1981/D. 8, pp. 2-8. The main areas of disagreement between the Seafarers' Members of the Joint Committee on 
the one hand and the Shipowners' members and the IMCO members on the other were the following: a) the extension 
of the substantive provisions of the Resolution to catering personnel; b) the inclusion of a requirement concerning the 
need to maintain up-to-date navigational charts and publications; c) consultation of representatives of shipowners and 
seafarers before safe manning requirements are laid down; d) the establishment of safe manning requirements in 
conjunction with the 8-hour working day and the 3-watch system; and e) the use of overtime and men off watch as a
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c) One of the issues which will have to be considered is whether a limitation of the number of 
young boys or apprentices on board ship or both should be laid down and whether these persons 
would be counted in the fixing of manning scales. Provisions to the above effect would prevent such 
persons from taking the place of an able or an experienced seaman on the ship.
d) The regulation of manning in automated or nuclear-powered ships may not present serious 
difficulties. The manning level would be lower, so more space and accommodation would be available 
for seafarers. That space could be partly used for the accommodation of seafarers and not wholly for 
the storage of cargo. 259 The actual manning scales in automated ships could be laid down in an 
international instrument (preferably, maritime training instrument). However, it should not be 
overlooked that the effectiveness of such scales depends on the availability of highly trained 
"omnicompetent” crews. This presupposes a) that the necessary training facilities exist and b) that a 
rational manpower policy for skilled and less skilled workers is established. 260
e) It is advisable that provisions which contain guidelines with a view to resolving manning 
disputes at the national level should be included in an ILO Recommendation. These may provide ei­
ther for instructions to persons empowered under national law to resolve such disputes or inspect 
manning requirements, or for a kind of international arbitrators adjudicating on manning disputes. 261
vii) Weekly rest and overtime compensation
The consistent opinion of the majority of governments since 1931 was against the inclusion of 
a specific overtime rate in the Convention which was to be dealt with preferably in national collective 
agreements. Therefore, Art. 18 (1) of the 1958 Convention should be reconsidered. Two possibilities 
are open: a) the future instrument could eschew the fixing of a specific minimum overtime rate or b) 
the option might be given to countries where overtime rates are calculated on a basis other than the
substitute for safe manning. The above proposals were opposed by the Shipowners' members and the IMCO members of 
the Joint Committee and, ±erefore, were not adopted.
2^^Ihe question concerning what is the effect of automation on manning scales should be examined. In the United 
States automation on board ship was reported to change work requirements and work assignments and complicate union 
jurisdiction while reducing job availability, see Anonymous comment entitled "Recommendation for Mantime Labor 
Relations Policies'* in Monthly Labor Review , Jan. 1966, pp. 19-21, at. p. 21.
260Less skilled workers who, as a result of automation and of the subsequent reduction of openings for them, would 
experience difficulties in finding jobs in automated ships should be transferred to maintenance branches or other jobs 
ashore. The establishment of retraining facilities will be crucial to the achievement of this end. Moreover, the hasten­
ing of retirement of older unskilled workers would facilitate the admission to sea-service of seamen trained in automa­
tion. On the other hand, manning scales on board ship may be affected by extraneous factors such as government emer­
gencies and seamen whose employment in the maritime sector is only temporary see Aaron W. Warner, Tuture of Mar­
itime Manpower", Labor Review , March 1966, pp. 268-271, at pp. 268,269.
261 According to Paras. 65 to 69 of the 1945 Office draft. Boards of Reference for the Determination of Manning Scales 
should be established. In the case of a complaint the Board would hear the case and would be empowered to propose a 
new manning scale for the specific ship; the requirements of the manning scale so laid down should have effect as if 
they were requirements of the instrument. These internationally accepted sidelin es would facilitate the fixing of the 
actual manning scales at the national level. For the conflicts which arose in the United States in respect of manning 
scales in automated ships the fixing of which had been simply left to collective bargaining, see L. Pressman, "Case 
Study in Labor-Management Relations; Maritime Industry-1%5", Boj/on College Industrial and Commercial Law Re­
view , 1965, pp. 805-820.
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hourly wages to apply the provisions of this instrument by other means, i.e. fractions of monthly pay, 
lump sums or flat rates equivalent to the minimum rate prescribed therein. 262 The question con­
cerning whether overtime should be remunerated at higher rates in certain cases, such as holidays, 
remains undetermined.
The 1958 Convention enumerates certain cases where hours worked in the interests of safety 
do not give rise to overtime compensation. In a future revision of this Convention a more advanced 
system could be envisaged: no compensation would be due for overtime worked in cases where, for 
example, the safety of the ship, cargo and those on board is endangered (absolute exceptions) while 
extra money for overtime will be given when more hours of work are necessitated by requirements of 
navigation (relative exceptions). 263
Though this Convention contains provisions concerning compensation for overtime, it does 
not deal sufficiently with the question of the weekly rest If a definite limit on hours of work on board 
ship is fixed, then the future revising instrument could proceed to the regulation of the weekly rest in 
conjunction with the question of time off in port as compensation for overtime work or work on 
specific days. These days should be fixed (Sundays or portions of Saturdays or both). Moreover, 
the new instrument might determine whether the weekly rest is actually given either at sea or in port 
and, in the latter case, within what period of time it should be given. The limit of two hours placed on 
work on Sundays by the 1958 Convention should be reexamined in view of the fact that by 1958 most 
governments had not adopted this limit 264
viiil General observations concerning Port State Control
More information on Port State Control in respect of wages, hours of work and manning can 
be found below under 4.1.5.3.4., where the provisions of Convention No. 147 relating to the above 
questions are scrutinised. 265 Here only certain conclusions of a general character are drawn:
262jt was the understanding of the U.S. Government that the practice used in maritime collective agreements in the 
United States of basing overtime rates on the monthly earnings of seafarers was not in contravention of this Article, 41 
RJ*., p. 224.
263see 13 R.P. , pp. 329,337. It should be noted that many countries were of the opinion in 1931 that certain circum­
stances should not be regarded as overtime or give rise to compensation. Examples of work necessitated by safety re­
quirements which should, for this purpose, be classified under absolute or rdative exceptions are given below: Overtime 
in cases of fire or boat drill, making fast ship and clearing, customs formalities, mooring and unmooring, closing of 
water-tight doors in bulkheads, preparatory work for unloading and loading, all work connected with the navigation of 
the ship, (engine manoeuvres, helm and look-out duty, taking the log, soundings, observations), heaving ashes, reduc­
tion in CTCW, obtaining fuel, fire, fog, ice, breakdown, leaking, collision, assistance to other vessels or saving life at sea, 
see Report I, 1931, pp. 84, 86, 107-109, 112-113,186-188. However, it should be determined whether overtime in 
certain of the above circumstances comes within the normal duty of a seaman employed on board a specific vessel (for 
example, a salvage vessel, ice-breaker). This may depend on the terms of the contract or the specific collective 
agreement
264%( should be noted that the Art. 8 of 1936 Convention made the granting of weekly rest dependent upon the suspen­
sion of watches and the satisfaction of safety requirements. A similar provision could be substituted for Art. 14 (3) (a) 
of the 1958 Convention.
265por other developments concerning Port State Control, such as the MOU, ILO Rec. No. 28, etc., see Chapter 6.
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While Arts. 10 and 23 of the 1958 Convention seem adequate in laying down national mea­
sures for the supervision of wages, hours of work and manning, 6^6 Art. 24, which provides for in­
ternational cooperation in respect of the enforcement of the provisions of the Convention, has adopted 
the less far-reaching of the available solutions. International control merely consists in reporting the 
failure to the authorities of the flag State. More effective methods can be recommended: the carrying 
on board ship of a wages, hours of work and manning certificate which could be national in the be­
ginning and, hopefully, developing to an international certificate, especially as regards manning. 267 
As far as the powers of the port authority of a ratifying State are concerned, the possibility of the de­
tention of an undermanned ship, contrary to safety requirements, registered in the territory of a rati­
fying state, at a first stage, or in the territory of any state, at a later stage, would contribute to the ef­
fectiveness of the international control of hours of work and manning. Here, the existence of a man­
ning certificate would facilitate supervision by the port authority. However, a manned ship which 
conforms to manning safety requirements does not necessarily conform to "social" demands which, 
as pointed out earlier, have been the underlying idea of all ILO instruments on seamen's hours of 
work and manning. It is doubtful whether a port authority would lawfully exercise its powers in de­
taining a ship registered in a non-ratifying country which does not abide by social requirements in­
cluded in an international Convention.
ix  ^Ratification and transitional provisions
Ratification by means of collective agreements has proved an indispensable element of the 
Convention, if it is to be an internationally acceptable instrument. 268 The position of foreign seamen 
on a ship to which the Convention applies by means of collective agreements is not clear. 269 The 
major issue which has to be resolved is the position of a ratifying state when a collective agreement 
lapses or ceases to exist. An obligation of the ratifying State to adopt legislation in the meantime
266see, however, as regards enforcement of wages provisions, the more complete para. 14 of Recommendation No. 135 
concerning Minimum Wage Fixing. In particular, this paragraph suggests the employment of adequately trained inspec­
tors in contrast to Convention No. 109, which excludes wages and hours of work agreed to in collective agreements 
from public supervision (Arts. 22 (2) and 23 (c)); the shortage of adequately trainW inspectors has been one of the 
main reasons for the non-observance of legal minimum wages in most developing and certain developed countries; Starr, 
op. cit., pp. 141-142.
26?An addition to Art. 23 of the 1958 Convention is suggested to the effect that a manning certificate is kept on board 
ship in addition to the record of hours worked. Many countries have suggested different methods of supervision more 
effective than those contained in the ILO 1958 Convention (posting up notices (compare Regulation 16 of Chapter I of 
the Aimex to the 1974 SOLAS Convention), recording of overtime and the compensation therefor, recording of hours 
of work and weekly rest, nationial or international manning certificate), but they were not adopted because it was 
considered that they were all likely to have adverse effects on ratification, see Report 1 ,1931, pp. 214-216, Report I, 
1936, pp. 147-149,32,58,68,95,21 R.P. , p. 227 An international manning certificate would he better included in an 
IMO/ILO instrument on training. For details, see supra Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3., pp. 225,228-229; Section 3.2.4., p. 
235; Section 33 ., pp. 249-250.
268jt was thought by the Office that collective agreements could be of assistance in securing early ratification of the 
Conventions, see Report IX, 1945, pp. 71-75.
2^^The Seafarer's adviser of Japan suggested that, in order to improve the conditions of employment of Asian seafarers, 
European shipowners should settle the relevant issues with seamen's organisations in Asian countries and that Asian 
seamen should be able to participate in European trade unions, 4 & 0 .B ., op. cit., p. 281.
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could be envisaged but this may not be a solution acceptable to all countries. 7^0 jn my opinion, a 
provision should be inserted in the final Articles of the future instrument to the effect that the obliga­
tion of the ratifying State is suspended for a specific maximum period. If this period expires and no 
legislation is passed, the State concerned will have either to denounce the Convention temporarily 
or the obligations of other ratifying States under the Convention may be suspended, if they so wish, 
until that State is in position to apply the provisions of the Convention again. 272
Until a provision permitting the entry into force of specific parts of the Convention is included, 
problems will arise as to how Part II of the Convention dealing with wages is to come into force for 
countries which have not excluded it from ratification when the necessary number of ratifications for 
the entry of the Convention into force has been registered, but some of the countries which ratified it 
have excluded from ratification Part II of it, with the result that this Part should not normally come 
into force.
It would be interesting to consider whether the practice, followed in ILO instruments on sea­
men's hours of work, of requiring the ratification of the Convention by a number of countries pos­
sessing a specified percentage of the world's total tonnage before it enters into force does serve its 
intended purpose, namely "facilitating and encouraging early ratification of the Convention by mem­
ber States" (Art 27 (3) of Convention No. 109). Governments have been unanimous since 1936 that 
increasing the combination of states and shipping tonnage would ensure that international competition 
is not accentuated as a result of the coming of the Convention into force (parity of economic sacri­
fice). 273 On the other hand, while it may be thought that the ratification of the Convention by the 
majority of the countries concerned before it enters into force would prevent unfair competition, delay 
on the part of one or a few maritime States would nullify the effect of the action taken by others. 274 
The lesson, after almost 60 years of international regulation of seamen's wages, hours of work and 
manning, is that the above requirement will probably delay the coming of the Convention into force 
for an indeterminate period. Thus, the opportunity to obtain some information on how this Conven-
270As was pointed out by the Japanese Government delegate, if the collective agreements are not in accordance with the 
provisions of the Convention, corrective measures should be taken by the adn^stration. Thus, "if Japan ratified this 
Convention on the basis of collective agreements, the Government would be primarily responsible for implementing its 
provisions and, so far as the Government is concerned, ratification of the Convention on the basis of collective agree­
ments would be meaningless", PTMC , 1956, Report I/l, p. 146, also Argentina, p. 147.
27lThis may be done after prior consultation of the representative organisations of employers and workers; see K. Wid- 
dows, "The Denunciation of ILO Conventions", ICLQ , Vol. 33, Oct. 1984, pp. 1052-1 0 6 , at pp. 1054-6. It should be 
noted that no denunciation of ILO Conventions has taken place as a result of problems encountered by ratifying States 
in regard to ratification of ILO Conventions by means of collective agreements, ibid., pp. 1056-63.
272711e possibility that the organisations concerned may later conclude collective agreements in which the minimum 
wage rate is lower than the Convention rate to be observed by a ratifying Member is remote but it cannot be precluded. 
However, recently it was agreed that the freedom of collective bargaining may not be observed if it results in lowering 
minimum wages which have the force of law in the country concerned (/ut. 2 of Convention No. 131,1970 concerning 
Minimum Wage Fixing). This Convention has been ratified by 32 countries so far but no important maritime country 
apart from Japan has ratified i t  It should be noted that failure to apply the minimum wages having the force of law 
m ^ , according to the Convention, subject employers to penal sanctions; for a discussion, see 54RJ^., p. 379. 
27JNonetheless, the 1920 draft required only two ratifications (Arts 14 and 15).
274ReportI. 1931, p. 200.
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tion is working in the countries willing to implement its provisions nationally has always been missed. 
Moreover, since the Convention is not in force, other countries are not encouraged to ratify it. It is 
suggested that amendment of the final provisions of Convention No. 109 should be attempted to the 
effect that the Convention would come into force after two ratifications have been registered. This is 
the only alternative solution to failure and conforms to the practice followed in other recently adopted 
maritime Conventions and other ILO Conventions of general nature on Hours of Work and Wages. 
275
x) Miscellaneous 
Signing on in a dual capacity
The question of signing on in a dual capacity has been abandoned by the ILO in its later in­
struments. It may seem desirable to clarify the question as to whether a seaman, after his signing, is 
allowed to be employed in work other than that for which he had been engaged and its effects on 
manning scales, especially if such scales are included in an ILO instrument in the future.
Hours o f work and limitation o f the number o f young seafarers on board ship 
As regards the prohibition of employment at night of young persons on board ship, it has to 
be decided whether the existence of such provision is appropriate in an instrument dealing with hours 
of work. Nonetheless, it does not seem that ratification has been impeded thereby. 276
The 16-year limit of Convention No. 109 was raised to 18 in 1976. The 1976 Conference 
adopted Recommendation No. 153 concerning the Protection of Young Seafarers. Para. 4 of the 
Recommendation, inter alia , applies 2ui 8-hour day and a 40-hour week to young persons under 18 
years of age. Moreover, the employment of persons under 18 years at night is prohibited (Para. 4 
(1)). However, these obligations are subject to exceptions in cases of impracticability (assignment to 
watch-keeping duties, rostered shift-work 277) or operational necessity and in cases where the effec­
tive training of these seafarers, or the safety of the crew, the passengers and the ship or its cargo are 
compromised (Paras. 4 (2), 5). 278
In a future revision of the 1958 Convention a provision concerning the limitation of number of 
boys and apprentices on board ship might be included. This would prevent ships from being manned 
by inexperienced boys (paid lower wages) instead of able seamen. 279 
Employment o f doctors on board ship
27^For example. Conventions Nos. 131,153 and all maritime Conventions adopted at the special (maritime) session of 
the ILO Conference in 1987. Also, compare Art. 24 of the 1946 Office draft on wages, hours of work and manning of 
seamen; for a discussion see Report IX, 1946, pp. 79-81.
276f{owever, in none of the ILO instruments on wages, hours of work and manning since 1936 has the question con­
cerning whether work at night for young persons would include ordinary night watch duty been clarified, see Report I, 
1936, p. 142.
277x1118 exception applies to the employment of young seafarers in ferries and similar short-voyage vessels with special 
shift arrangements, 62 RE . , p. 124.
278jiig Office draft provided for a 7-hour day and a 42-hour week but this provision was opposed by the Shipowners, 
R ^ r t  III, 1976, pp. 11-12.
PTMC , 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 160-161.
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It should be remembered that doctors are excluded from the scope of all ILO Conventions 
dealing with hours of work. In the light of developments in medical care for seafarers and the in­
sistence on the part of the seafarers that a doctor should be a member of the crew, hours of work and 
manning scales for doctors (presumably, the number of doctors on board ship could be adjusted to 
the number of persons carried on that ship and the length of the voyage) could be laid down. Note 
that none of these questions was discussed at the 1987 Conference.
4.I.5.3.3. Conditions of employment and technical developments on board ship
It should be remembered that only the 1936 Convention contains provisions regarding the ex­
emption of existing ships. It does not seem that the absence of these provisions in later ILO in­
struments hampered the ratification process substantially, a few examples apart If, however, it is de­
cided that the ILO should embark on the examination of conditions of employment on board ships 
where advanced technical equipment has been installed (automated, nuclear-powered ships, comput­
erised engine-room, distinction between operational and maintenance personnel), then the inclusion of 
such provision might be recommended. A model of a provision concerning the exemption of existing 
ships is provided in the 1946 Office draft, as analysed above.
As regards the effects of technical developments on board ship on conditions of employment, 
these can be multiple: a) reduction in manning as a result of the introduction of dual-purpose crews 
and computers in the engine room, b) adverse consequences on working hours, unless a successful 
shift system is established, c) accentuated fatigue after the giving of constant required attention to 
operation controls and d) possible changes in wages connected with reductions in manning. The 
question of wages of seafarers of developing countries on board foreign ships will not be so acute, 
since they would only be employed if they have the necessary qualifications acquired in training cen­
ters, and wages would take account of this fact.
It is not recommended that the conditions of employment of seafarers serving on such ships 
should be regulated in a revision of Convention No. 109. A separate instrument will be required to 
give effect to the suggestions of Recommendation No. 139 concerning Employment Problems Aris­
ing from Technical Developments on Board Ship. This Recommendation, however, does not make 
any explicit reference to the questions of wages, hours of work and manning and, though many ILO 
instruments are referred to in its Preamble, no instrument concerning the above questions was sug­
gested during the preliminary discussions. 280
4.1.5.3 4. Conditions of employment in Convention No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155: These are a 
hodgepodge of unconvincing innovations
28^55 R.P. , pp. 135-136. Indirect references to manning scales appe^ in paras. 2 (b) (ii) and 12 of the Recommenda­
tion in connection with manpower planning and the consultation of shipowners' and seafarers' organisations.
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A) Art. 2 (a) (i) and (iii\ (b) (i) and (iii). (c) and Art. 4 of Convention No. 147
As regards the international supervision of hours of work, manning and wages, certain pro­
visions of Convention No. 147 concerning Minimum Standards in Merchant Ships are worth men­
tioning:
Art. 2 (a) of the Convention provides that every Member which ratifies the Convention un­
dertakes "to have laws or regulations laying down, for ships registered in its territory
(i) safety standards, including standards of competency, hours of work and manning, so as to 
ensure the safety of life on board ship"; am /...
iii) shipboard conditions o f employment and shipboard living arrangements , in so far as 
these, in the opinion of the Member, are not covered by collective agreements or laid down by com­
petent courts in a manner equally binding on the shipowners and seafarers concerned; and
to satisfy itself that the provisions of such laws and regulations are substantially equivalent to 
the Conventions or Articles of Conventions referred to in the Appendix to this Convention ..."281
According to Art. 2 (b) (i) and (iii) the same Member undertakes "to exercise effective juris­
diction or control over ships which are registered in its territory f  in respect of the cases referred to 
above in Art 2 (a) (i) and (iii). 282
Art. 2 (c) requires the ratifying Member to satisfy itself that measures for the effective control 
of other shipboard conditions and living arrangements, where it has no effective jurisdiction, are 
agreed between shipowners' and seafarers' organisations constituted in accordance with the Freedom 
of Association and Collective Bargaining Conventions.
Finally, Art. 4 refers to the possible detention of the ship as one of the measures which a rati­
fying Member may think necessary to rectify any conditions on board ship which are clearly haz­
ardous to safety or health and do not conform to the standards of this Convention.
B) Analysis and criticism of the relevant provisions
Though the meaning of "substantial equivalence" and "minimum standards", the possibility of 
the inclusion of Recommendations or Conventions which have not entered into force in Convention 
No. 147 and the supervisory system adopted in Convention No. 147 are discussed later in Chapter 6, 
the following observations can be made in connection with wages, hours of work and manning:
1) Convention No. 109 is not included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147. Conse­
quently, no rectifying measures can be taken by any ratifying Member, if wages, hours of work and 
manning on board a ship do not conform to the standards of Convention No. 109. 283 Moreover, 
neither Convention No. 109 nor Recommendation No. 109 are included in the Appendix to Rec­
ommendation No. 155.
281 Emphasis added.
282Emphasis added.
283xhis is the result of the combination of Arts 2 (a) and 4 (1) and (2) of Convention No. 147.
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2) Even if, in the future, Convention No. 109 comes into force and either this Convention or 
Recommendation No. 109 are included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147, there is a grave lack 
of social requirements in the latter Convention. This instrument appears more like one adopted by the 
IMO not the ILO. Paras, (a) and (b) refer to safety standards, including hours of work and manning,
284 and para, (a) adds the words "so as to ensure the safety of life on board ship". Art. 4 empowers a 
ratifying State to take rectifying measures when conditions are clearly hazardous, inter alia , to safety.
285 It has been pointed out earlier that the intention behind the Hours Conventions for seafarers was 
the establishment of certain "social standards" for them. Accordingly, Convention No. 147 is incom­
patible with Convention No. 109 and Recommendation No. 109 in this respect 286
3) It is difficult to imagine how the formula of "substantial equivalence" will be applied to a 
complex question such as the international minimum wage when, as pointed out earlier, shipowners, 
seafarers and governments disagreed even on the method of the minimum wage fixing. 287
4) The regulation of seamen's conditions of employment by means of collective agreements in 
Art. 2 (a) (i) and (iii) of Convention No. 147 is not well founded:
a) The Convention requires a ratifying Member to have laws or regulations laying down safety 
standards, including hours of work and manning and shipboard conditions of employment. It has 
been pointed out earlier that one of the reasons why certain countries have not ratified the 1936 Con­
vention on Hours of Work and Manning was the absence of any provisions therein dealing with the 
application of that Convention by means of collective agreements. Art. 2 (a) (i) of Convention No. 
147 does not offer this option to ratifying Members, since it requires them to enact national laws or 
regulations 288 with the result that this paragraph may prove unacceptable to a number of countries.
b) The Convention requires a ratifying Member to have laws or regulations laying down ship­
board conditions of employment, in so far as these, in the opinion of the Member, are not covered by
284por the IMO recommendations on safe manning, see S. Mankabady, The International Maritime Organisation , 
1986, Vol. I, pp. 170-171.
285xhe Shipowners emphasised at the 1976 Conference that references to manning in the Convention implied 
"minimum safe manning". Report V (1), 1976, p. 17. This view was not contested at the Conference and, in the writer's 
opinion, is legally accurate.
286as a result, the interpretation given by the Committee on Substandard Vessels (appointed by the 1976 Conference) 
to the terms "safety" or "safety standards" as referring to "the standards contained in the ILO Conventions listed in the 
Appendices (to the Convention and the Recommendation) as well as in the two instruments themselves" cannot be re­
garded as authoritative in this respect: First, no ILO instruments dealing with hours of work and manning are listed in 
die Appendix and, secondly, the emphasis laid on hours of work as a safety standard was due to the confusion that fol­
lowed an amendment by the Shipowners' group to delete "hours of work" from the Convention, 62 RJ*., p. 190. The 
fact that hours of work and safety could not be considered separately, as the Workers emphasised, does not imply that 
the hours standards adopted by the ILO Conferences from time to time were solely aimed at preserving safety on board 
ship. It should be noted that hours of work had not originally been included in Art. 2 (a) (i) and ^ )  (i) as a safety 
standard alongside manning, Report V (1), 1976, p. 23.
287it is assumed that "wages" are covered by the words "shipboard conditions of employment and shipboard living ar­
rangements" in Art. 2 (a), (b) and (c) of Convention No. 147.
288jhe shipowners were in favour of the inclusion of collective agreements as a means of ensuring substantial equiva­
lence with the standards of Convention No. 147. The sWarers were against this idea in view of the danger of 
company-controlled unions. Report V (1 ) , p. 16. It is a matter of interpretation whether Art. 2 (a) (iii) encompasses 
apart from wages, the "social" aspect of hours of work and manning as distinct from the safety aspect mentioned in para, 
(a) (i). No authoritative interpretation of the meaning of this paragraph is provided by the preparatory discussions.
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collective agreements. But it does not stipulate to what standards the conditions agreed to in national 
collective agreements should conform or be equivalent. 289 Accordingly, if in a ratifying Member 
collective agreements are in force which provide for conditions of employment inferior to the stan­
dards of Convention No. 147, the whole Convention is meaningless in respect of this Member; these 
agreements are not affected by any compulsory provisions of the Convention.
5) As regards the application of the provisions of Convention No. 147 relating to the condi­
tions of employment of seafarers, the writer prefers to use Art. 21 of Convention No. 109 as an ex­
ample of how ILO instruments concerning conditions of employment can be applied through Con­
vention No. 147. It seems that the same observations would apply to most of the provisions of the 
ILO Maritime Conventions relating to conditions of employment. To clarify the issues involved two 
possibilities can be examined:
289According to the draft submitted to the 1976 Preparatory Conference, collective agreements should be substantially 
equivalent to the standards referred to in the Appendix and they should be of a standard of conditions appropriate to 
the flag State. Compare the various Office drafts and the Seafarers' and Shipowners' amendments, ibid., pp. 5 ,18 ,23 , 
27, Report V (2), 1976, p. 50. It may be that the Office was prompted to disengage collective agreements from the 
obligation of the "substantial equivalence" in view of the disapproving opinions of certain government and shipowner 
representatives, see Report V (2), 1976, pp. 37 ,40 ,62  RJ^., p. 187. However, the fact remains that Art. 2 (a) (iii) of 
the Convention acts as an esczye-clause.
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a) Convention No. 109 is included in the Appendix of Convention No. 147
In this case a Member which has ratified Convention No. 147 but not Convention No. 109 is 
required: i) to have laws or regulations laying down, for ships registered in its territory minimum safe 
manning scales, and ii) to ensure substantial equivalence between the relevant national and inter­
national provisions. But Art. 21 (b) and (c) of Convention No. 109 lays down that manning scales 
should be fixed after taking into consideration such questions as hours of work, the prevention of ex­
cessive strain upon the crew and the minimisation of overtime, namely social questions. 290 The re­
lationship between the "safety" element and "substantial equivalence" is not clear but the combination 
of the two is likely to lead to the degradation of the whole principle envisaged in Art. 21 of Conven­
tion No. 109.
Even if "social" manning is interpreted as being covered by Art 2 (a) and (b) (iii) where safety 
is not mentioned, the Member will be unable to enforce these provisions since rectifying measures, in­
cluding detention, are justified only in cases clearly hazardous to safety (Art. 4(1) and (2)).
b) Convention No. 109 is not included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147.
The fact that no Convention concerning hours of work, manning and wages is included in the 
Appendix to Convention No. 147 does not rule out the possibility of the application of the latter. 291 
In fact, the conviction that Convention No. 147 is only active through its Appendix is wrong. In this 
case. Art. 2 (b) (i), (iii) and (c) comes into operation. In our example, these paragraphs would require 
a ratifying State which has not ratified Convention No. 109 to exercise effective jurisdiction or control 
over ships which are registered in its territory in respect of minimum safe manning standards 
prescribed by national laws or regulations. The following observations can be made:
(i) In the first place, the wording of the above provisions presupposes the existence of national 
laws dealing with manning scales, which is not always the case. It does not seem to require ratifying 
States to lay down any manning scales or, even more to the point, safe manning scales with the result 
that the absence of such laws or regulations would delay the application of Art. 2 (b) and (c) indefi­
nitely.
(ii) Secondly, it demands that ratifying States exercise effective control only in respect of safe 
manning. If a ratifying State has established manning scales going beyond strict safety requirements, 
it is not bound by the Convention to enforce such laws insofar as they proceed to lay down social 
standards. Of course, it has always been a principle of the ILO that nothing in the ILO Conventions 
can affect legislation, customs etc., in a ratifying country which ensure the workers concerned condi­
tions more favourable than the respective provisions of the Convention ratified and this has been in-
290pfom its earliest days, the ILO Office has asserted that the social aspect of manning had induced countries to estab­
lish more advanced standards than those required by safety. It seems that in certain countries (France, Spain, Germany) 
manning was regarded as a social corollary of hours of work, see PTMC , 1935, Report I, p.26. At the same time Great 
Britain was of die opinion that m a n n i n g  was a question of safety, not of hours of work, PTMC, 1935, Report and 
Record of the Meeting, pp. 81-82.
2 9 l R e p o r t V ( l ) ,  1976, p .  17.
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eluded in the ILO Constitution and in certain ILO Maritime Conventions. 292 However, it is unlikely 
that this principle extends to supervision of this legislation, unless supervisory provisions are included 
in the legislation concerned, in which case the obligation to exercise effective control in respect of 
social requirements, such as the manning scales mentioned above, exists nationally quite indepen­
dently of the obligations imposed by Ait 2 (b) of Convention No. 147.
(iii) Thirdly, it is highly questionable in what such effective jurisdiction or control consists. 
On the one hand, it is clear that, unlike Convention No. 109, Convention No. 147 does not lay down 
specific methods of supervision even at the national level. The situation could be rectified if, as an 
improvement on Convention No. 109, Convention No. 147 provided for the international control of 
seamen's conditions of employment irrespective of whether an instrument dealing with this question 
appears in the Appendix or not. However, this is not the case: Art 4 of Convention No. 147 applies 
to ships which do not conform to the standards o f this Convention. But Art. 2 (b) and (c) does not 
lay down any standards at all; it refers to "national" standards prescribed by national laws or regula­
tions. 293 The result is that under Convention No. 147 a ratifying State is not entitled, authorised or 
required to take measures against or detain a ship which does not conform to the manning scales laid 
down by the country in which the said ship is registered or to those of Art 21 of Convention No. 109, 
even if the the flag-State has ratified the latter Convention, merely because it is not included in the 
Appendix to Convention No. 147.
O  Conclusions
As long as no ILO instrument concerning wages, hours of work and manning is included in 
the Appendices to Convention No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155, 294 they do not constitute, as 
they stand, useful instruments in the application of national or international provisions relating to this 
aspect of seamen's conditions of employment. Nonetheless, if the existing ILO instruments con­
cerning wages, hours of work and manning are revised along the lines suggested earlier and come into 
force, the new instrument as revised would enhance the effectiveness of Convention No. 147 as an 
"umbrella" instrument. Apart from these considerations, it has been shown immediately above that 
Convention No. 147 is seriously flawed from the legal and technical point of view in its attempt to 
establish methods of international control relating to seamen's conditions of employment. The fol­
lowing remedies may be suggested:
292por example. Art. 1 of Convention No. 109.
293An interpretation which would encompass in "the standards of this Convention" not only standards laid down by 
or referred to in it but also national standards prescribed in consequence or, even in advance, thereof would dangerously 
expand the obligations imposed by international instruments. The wording of a non-adopted French amendment to Art. 
4 of the Convention would have been preferable in this respect: It referred to a ship which does not conform "to the 
standards applicable under Article 2, subparagraph (a), of the present Convention...", 62 RJ^., p. 192. 
2^Recommendation No. 109 concerning Wages, Hours of Work on Board Ship and Manning had been initially in­
cluded in the Appendix to Convention No. 147 but it was opposed by the Shipowners' group and certain Governments 
and was deleted by the Office at a later stage. Report V (1), 1976, pp. 6,20,25, 27, Report V (2), 1976 p. 44. The 
maintenance of Recommendation No. 109 in the Appendix to Recommendation No. 155 was rejected by 1634 votes to 
1663 with 253 abstentions, 62 RJ*., p. 196.
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1) The notions of "safety" and "social standards" should be clearly delimited. 9^5 The first 
question to be decided is whether Convention No. 147 contemplates the implementation of social or 
safety standards at the international level and, in the latter case, how the combination of the 
"substantial equivalence" and a safety-aimed exercise of port State control would be compatible with 
the existence of labour standards in the Appendix to the Convention. It seems that the goal which 
Convention No. 147 purports to achieve is to embody in one instrument most existing ILO maritime 
labour standards but to require supervision only of their safety aspects. Again, it requires countries to 
have laws relating to the safety aspect of hours and manning, so that the inclusion of any existing or 
future relevant ILO instruments in the Appendix to the Convention would be rendered purposeless, 
unless it is assumed that in the field of seamen's hours of work and manning, excluding wages, the 
respective ILO maritime labour standards are down-graded to safety requirements through the concept 
of the "substantial equivalence". In fact, only this interpretation would justify the existence and the 
practicality of Art 2 (a) (i) in the Convention.
A revision of Convention No. 147 might envisage the establishment and international regula­
tion of two categories of standards: a) safety standards and b) labour standards.
As regards the former, the existing provisions of the Convention regarding port State control 
are satisfactory with the following qualifications: i) the reference to ILO Maritime Standards should 
either be eliminated, since it would be very difficult for the port authorities to establish unequivocally 
the safety aspect of the above standards as qualified by the notion of "substantial equivalence", or a 
special study should be undertaken by the Maritime Branch of the ILO in collaboration with the IMO 
to define the "safety" provisions of existing ILO standards.
As regards the latter, they would refer to the ILO standards included in the Appendix to the 
Convention. In fact, the national labour standards could be "substantially" or, at a later stage, "at least" 
equivalent to the standards of the Appendix, since they would not then point to safety standards. This 
would require elimination of the references to safety in Art. 2 of the Convention. Hours of work 
and manning would be treated as labour standards together with other conditions of employment.
Employers interpreted ’’working hours" in Convention No. 147 as relating only to safety, excluding, therefore, 
questions such as compensation for overtime, 62 RJ*., p. 191; see also the view of the Reporter of the Committee on 
Substandard Vessels, ibid., p. 245. Nevertheless, this view is questionable. The notion of safety in Convention No. 
147 was confirmed by the Committee on Substandard Vessels to refer to standards contained in ILO Conventions, ibid., 
p. 190; and the standards adopted by the ILO in this connection, namely all the ILO Conventions and 
Recommendations dealing with wages, hours of work and manning, are not safety but labour standards. Furthermore, it 
is dubious whether the concept of "substantial equivalence" would exclude the application of a provision relating, for 
example, to time off as a compensation for overtime if such a provision were to be included in a revised Hours 
Convention and the latter was included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147. In other words, there is no authority 
to justify the substitution of "safety" for "social standards" through the operation of the "substantial equivalence". On 
the other hand, social advances could improve safety effectiveness; for example, an increase of the number of crew as a 
result of the reorganisation of manning scales would reduce fatigue and enhance a seaman's ability to maintain a proper 
look-out
296Here, it is argued that the notion of "substantial equivalence" should not be allowed to reduce the impact of 
international maritime social standards by down-grading them to mere "safety" requirements; it could, however, be 
applied to labour standards if the nature of these standards as social requirements is not disturbed thereby. On the other 
hand, the above notion should not ^ p ly  to safety standards; as for this question see infra Section 6.1.2. 2), pp. 449-50.
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2) Accordingly, a revised Convention No. 147 would contemplate two levels of supervision, 
one for safety standards and another for labour standards. The international supervision of the safety 
standards, defined as suggested above, would not differ from the provisions of Art. 4 of Convention 
No. 147. However, the port control of ships which do not conform to the labour standards laid down 
therein should be limited to ships registered in a country which has ratified the Convention in its 
revised form. Furthermore, it is advisable that the port State control of international maritime labour 
standards relating to conditions of employment be facilitated by the inclusion of a provision enabling 
port authorities to obtain reliable information concerning whether ILO standards or even national 
standards dealing with seamen's conditions of employment are respected on board a particular ship. 
The suggestions made above under 4.1.5.3.2. viii) could serve as a basis for discussion. 297
3) National standards agreed to in collective agreements should be related to the labour stan­
dards included in the Appendix to the Convention, thus securing the effectiveness of the Convention 
in countries where the relevant questions are settled by the parties concerned. The international con­
trol of the relevant ILO standards applied through collective agreements could then be relegated to the 
national systems of control envisaged in these agreements.
The ILO Office has relied for the drafting of the Wages, Hours of Work and Manning in­
struments on the replies of the governments. However, the important requirement is to have a Con­
vention the text of which would be adapted in vital matters to the law and practice in countries likely to 
appear in the list of countries whose ratification is required before the Convention enters into force. It 
is true that the contents of such a text may be distorted during the deliberations of the Committees and 
of the ILO Conference and this has been the case up to 1946. Nevertheless, the Office draft has 
always exercised a considerable influence on the subsequent proceedings leading toward the adoption 
of the final instrument and, given the restrained intervention of delegates in relation to the moving of 
amendments since 1946, it is possible that such procedure will enhance the likelihood of a future re­
vised Convention coming into force.
Furthermore, the lesson to be learned from the ILO Conferences held since 1920 is that an in­
ternational Convention on Hours, Manning and Wages which aspires to wide ratification and in­
ternational acceptance should contain only those provisions that are acceptable to the large majority of 
important maritime countries and other countries at the meetings. 298 All other regulations, which 
have only been approved by 'relative' majorities, should be left to national laws at the first stage or be
297it is obvious that no problems regarding the lawful exercise of the power of the port authorities to take rectifying 
measures against a ship which does not co^orm to "agreed" labour standards would arise, since the port State and the 
flag State would be bound by the provisions of the same Convention, as revised. The question as to whether the inter­
national control of the labour standards envisaged in a revised form of Convention No. 147 could be extended to ships 
registered in countries which have not ratified it, is discussed in Chapter 6 where the supervision system of this Con­
vention is examined.
298rhis was the view of certain Governments, such as Great Britain, Norway and Netherlands from the early times of 
the ILO's involvement in the question of wages, hours of work and manning. Report 1 ,1936, p. 109.
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promulgated only as an ILO Recommendation. Improvements in the existing instruments can then be 
effected on the basis of evaluation of information regularly supplied both to the ILO and to the IMO.
PART II: REPATRIATION AND ANNUAL PAID LEAVE
4.2. Repatriation
In general terms, repatriation can be defined as the return of an employed person from the 
country in which he has been abandoned or discharged to his homeland, to the place in which he was 
engaged, or to any other agreed place.  ^ Four instruments concerning the repatriation of seamen have 
been adopted by the ILO: a) Convention No. 23 (1926) concerning the Repatriation of Seamen, b) 
Recommendation No. 27 concerning the Repatriation of Masters and Apprentices, c) Convention No. 
166 (1987) concerning the Repatriation of Seamen and d) Recommendation No. 174 (1987) con­
cerning the Repatriation of Seafarers. The first two instruments were adopted by the ILO Conference 
at its 9th session in 1926 while the other two instruments were adopted at the 74th session of the ILO 
Conference in 1987. The above instruments will be examined in this section.
4.2.1. Convention No. 23 and Recommendation No. 27 (1926)
A) The JMC and the preparatory work of the ILO Office
The first sessions of the JMC
Following the adoption of a Resolution by the 1920 Conference which suggested, inter alia , 
that the "question of repatriation of seamen discharged in foreign ports" should be included in the fu­
ture International Seamen's Code, the JMC became the appropriate forum for the discussion of this 
issue. 2 By 1923 the draft of the International Seamen's Code included a separate article concerning 
the repatriation of seamen. Art. 31 of this draft provided the seaman with a right to repatriation if he 
was landed "during the period of his agreement or on its expiry or determination". In the case where 
no extra expenses were involved, the seaman, at his own request, could be discharged in his own 
country. As regards the expenses incurred in repatriation, they would not be charged to the him, un­
less he had been dismissed for "sufficient motives" and included the cost of transport, accommodation
I^n its etymological sense repatriation means return to the "home country" of the seafarer. However, if this interpreta­
tion is adopted, problems might arise in the case of a seaman who was not engaged in his home country when, accord­
ing to national legislation, the seaman's "public" right to repatriation presumes his engagement in his home country. 
International Labour Conference, 9th Session, Geneva 1926, Rrst item on the Agenda, International Codification o f 
the Rules Relating to Seamen's Articles o f Agreement, Report 1 ,1926, p. 131, note 1. As to the reasons why repatria­
tion is considered necessary, it was pointed out by France that it is part of the essence of a labour contract that when it 
expires or is terminated, the employed person should be left in the same position as when his services were hired; it 
also has a beneficial effect on the family life of the seaman and he is given a guarantee that he will not be left alone in a 
country where it would be difficult for him to obtain a fresh engagement, ibid., pp. 129,131.
2l J M .C ., pp. 26-27.
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and food and the maintenance of the seaman on land up to the beginning of his voyage of repatriation. 
The flag-State was responsible for the repatriation of the seamen without distinction of nationality.  ^
The I.T.F. proposed modifications to the above Article to the effect that the expenses of repa­
triation should be bom by the shipowners, and wages should continue until the seaman's return to his 
home port On the other hand, the shipowners argued that they could not accept the inclusion of such 
a provision and contended that it should be included in an ILO instrument dealing with wages.  ^
Thus, one major issue arose as early as 1924, namely the continuation of wages during the repatriation 
travel. This issue was not solved until 1987 by an amendment devised by the present writer and put 
forward by the Greek delegation at the 1987 Conference. However, as will be seen later, it provided 
no more than a half-way solution. ^
The preparatory work of the Office
The ILO Office decided not to take the question of wages into consideration and prepared a 
questionnaire requesting the ILO Members to supply information concerning repatriation. Four im­
portant aspects of repatriation could be discerned in the ILO's questionnaire: a) the port to which the 
seaman was to be repatriated, b) the bearer of the repatriation expenses, c) the definition of these ex­
penses and d) the supervision of the repatriation procedures. ^
As explained earlier in Chapter 2 where the question of the articles of agreement was dis­
cussed, the Office in preparing the final draft for the 1926 Conference had to compare three drafts: its 
own draft and the drafts submitted by the representatives of the shipowners and the Sub-committee 
appointed by the JMC respectively. As regards the question of repatriation, the shipowners had not 
submitted any specific proposal while the Sub-Committee's draft accorded with the Office draft. 
Taking into consideration the unanimity of the governments over most aspects of repatriation, the ILO 
Office submitted to the 9th session of the Conference, a draft similar to that which it had submitted to 
the JMC, as outlined above. It was decided that Art. 31 of the ISC should form a separate instrument, 
namely a Convention dealing with repatriation. 8
B) Positions o f the shipowners and seafarers in 1926
In general, the issues involved in the regulation of the repatriation of seamen did not give rise 
to much controversy. Nonetheless, the shipowners and the seafarers held opposite views on certain 
aspects of this question.
^Emphasis added, 3 JM .C ., p. 72.
^4J.MC. .p .6 5 ,7 1 .
^See infra the analysis of Art. 4  (4) (c) of Convention No. 166.
^International Labour Conference, 9th Session, Geneva 1926, Rrst item on the Agenda, International Codification of 
the Rules Relating to Seamen's Articles o f Agreement, Questionnaire I, pp. 65-67.
^For the text of the first Office draft see, ibid., pp. 11*, 24*, 36*.
^Report 1 ,1926, pp. 208-209,238-239. For the text of the Office draft submitted to the ILO Conference, see ibid., pp. 
251-252,9 R P . , pp. 538-539.
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D Shipowners' views
These were as follows:
i) The question of wages could only be dealt with in the part of the ISC dealing with wages. ^
ii) Since the Conference delegates did not possess the expertise to deal with questions con­
cerning the fishing industry, they were opposed to the idea of applying a Convention dealing with 
repatriation to fishermen. The inclusion of fishermen might impede ratification. Moreover, vessels 
only touching ports of the flag State and pleasure yachts should be excluded from the scope of the 
Convention.
iii) Foreign seamen should be excluded from the scope of the Convention.
II) Seafarers' views
These were as follows:
i) Coasting trade, deep-sea fishing vessels and pleasure yachts should not be excluded from 
the scope of the Convention,
ii) It should be clear in the text a) that the repatriation expenses will be borne by the shipown­
ers and b) that wages should continue to be paid during repatriation.
C) The 1926 Conference
The Committee on the Repatriation of Seamen
In the Committee on repatriation appointed by the 1926 Conference it was decided that plea­
sure yachts should be excluded from the scope of the Convention. Vessels engaged in the coasting 
trade between ports of the same country were also excluded. 12 As regards fishing vessels, it was 
agreed that they were to be excluded from the Convention provided that a Resolution concerning the 
repatriation of fishermen was adopted at the Conference. Considerable discussion ensued as re­
gards the light to repatriation, the port to which the seaman should be re-conveyed and the question of 
who would bear the expenses incurred in the repatriation travel. A compromise formula was finally 
arrived a t the destination port could be either the port of engagement or the port of the home country 
or the port at which the voyage commenced, the choice being left to national law. Moreover, an ad­
ditional provision was included to the effect that in certain cases where the seaman has been landed in 
the country to which he belongs, or in the country to which the vessel belongs, or at the port at which 
he was engaged, etc., the repatriation provisions of the Convention would not apply to him.
The deliberations and conclusions of the Repatriation Committee had a devastating effect on 
the repatriation provisions of the Office draft. The concept of repatriation was down-graded to re-
H  JM .C . . p. 71.
^international Labour Conference, 9th Session, Geneva 1926, Committee on the Repatriation o f Seamen , CR/PV.2, 
pp. 3-4,12.
“ CRT»V.2,pp. 9, ll-12 ,P V 3,p .3 .
12ciUPV.2,p. 13,PV3,p. 11.
13cRT>V3,pp.8.
l^k3l/PV.4, pp. 5-14, PV.5, pp. 6.13.
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conveyance to a (i.e. any) port. The destination port as well as the repatriation expenses were matters 
to be decided by national law. Foreign seamen engaged in a country other than their own were 
excluded from the "protective" provisions of the Convention and their lot was left to national law or to 
the pressure they could exercise at the conclusion of the articles of agreement. A provision, however, 
was adopted which can be regarded as the only important shield available to the seaman against pos­
sible disputes concerning whether he has himself to bear the repatriation expenses: He could not be 
charged with these expenses if he had been discharged for any cause which could not be attributed to 
him.
There was a certain degree of apprehension concerning who was to bear the repatriation costs 
with the Government delegates denying any definite obligation and the shipowners arguing that 
Governments are responsible for repatriation in general, As will be seen later, this attitude on the 
part of the shipowners and the governments was repeated at the 1987 Conference in the Repatriation 
and the Medical Care Committees. It was decided that the question of the repatriation of masters and 
apprentices should be dealt with only in a Recommendation,
The 1926 Conference
At the Conference two important amendments were carried: i) the repatriation benefits envis­
aged in the Convention were applied to foreign seamen engaged in a port of their own countries and
ii) Government vessels not engaged in trade were excluded from the scope of the Convention. 18
D) Brief account and analysis o f the provisions o f Convention No. 23 (1926) and conclusions
A) Scope of the Convention
1) The Convention does not apply to pleasure yachts and fishing vessels of whatever nature 
(no distinction is made between coast and deep-sea fishing vessels (Art. 1).
2) It does not apply to Government vessels not engaged in trade but it applies to seamen en­
tered normally on seamen's articles of agreement on board Government - owned vessels (Arts. 1 (2) 
(b) and 2(b)).
3) The Convention covers any person employed on board ship and entered on the ship's arti­
cles. If a seaman does not appear in the ship's articles or the list of the crew, the provisions of the 
Convention do not apply to him. Finally, masters and apprentices are excluded.
B) Destination and expenses incurred in repatriation
1) Art. 3 (1) reads: "Any seaman who is landed during the term of his engagement or on its 
expiration shall be entitled to be taken back to his own country, or to the port at which he was en­
gaged, or to the port at which the voyage commenced, as shall be determined by national law, which
15cR/PV.6.pp.6-7. 
l<5cR/PV.6,pp. 13-16.
^^CR/PV.7, pp. 3-4, 8-10, For a brief account of the proceedings of the Committee on Repatriation see 9 R.P. , pp. 
539-547. For the texts of the drafts of the Repatriation and the D atin g  Committees, see ibid., pp. 547-555.
18See ibid., pp. 227-228,230-232.
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shall contain the provisions necessary for dealing with the matter, including provisions to determine 
who shall bear the chzirge of repatriation." The following comments can be made:
a) The seaman cannot be repatriated, if he does not wish so. Moreover, the intention of the 
Committee on Repatriation was that he cannot waive his right to repatriation in advance and Art. 3(1) 
of the Convention should be interpreted likewise,
b) Ratifying countries are obliged to see that a seaman is taken back to one of the destinations 
referred to above but it is left to national law to determine which destination this shall be.
c) The seaman is entitled to repatriation, if he is landed during his engagement or at its expi­
ration. There is no limit to the period running from the expiration of the agreement or from the land­
ing of the seaman, after the expiry of which the seaman will not be entitled to this right any more. Of 
course, such a limit can be provided by national law. If no such limit is laid down by national law, the 
Convention does not require shipowners or ratifying countries to repatriate the seaman but it seems 
that he forfeits his right to be repatriated as a seaman. 20
d) The Convention does not decide the question who will bear the cost of repatriation. The 
question is left to national law. This could be either the shipowner or the Government.
e) As the text stands, the right of the seaman to get repatriated seems to be general. A great 
deal of discussion was held with regard to the question whether any seaman, even a deserter, was en­
titled to repatriation. The seamen's group and the legal adviser of the ILO in 1926 were of the opinion 
that a deserter is not entitled to repatriation. The Government delegate of U.K. was of a different 
opinion. According to him, the wording of Art. 3 (I) of Convention No. 23 covered the case of the 
deserter as well. Other Government delegates held similar views. 21 The question was not clarified at 
the Conference.
In the writer's view, the Convention does not cover a deserter. It is doubtful whether a deserter 
is "landed" within the meaning of the Article. Accordingly, a deserter is not one of the cases "where 
this Convention applies" according to Art. 6 of the Convention.
2) Art. 3 (2) lays down that a seaman provided with suitable employment on board a vessel 
proceeding to one of the destinations mentioned above shall be deemed to have been repatriated. The 
meaning of the word "suitable" has not been clarified at the Conference. This provision was deleted 
during the preliminary proceedings of the 1987 Conference and was not included in the 1987 Office 
draft. The Seafarers' members at the Preparatory Conference held in Geneva in 1986 pointed out that 
a seafarer need not be working on board in order to receive his repatriation entitlements. 22
^^The words "shall be entitled to be taken back" were substituted for the words in the ILO Office draft "shall be taken 
back",CR/FV.4,pp. 12.
20CR/PV.4,pp. 11-12.
2 1 9 /(.P. . pp. 201-202.
22lntemational Labour Conference, 74th Session, Pevwion o f the Repatricaion of Seamen Convention, 1926 {No. 23), 
and o f the Repatriation (Ship Masters and Apprentices) Recommendation, 1926 {No. 27) , Report V, 1987, p. 22.
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3) Art. 3 (3) provides that "a seaman shall be deemed to have been repatriated if he is landed in 
the country to which he belongs, or at the port at which he was engaged, or at a neighbouring port, or 
at the port at which the voyage commenced." The Seafarers' group in 1926 was against this provision. 
According to the Article, a Greek seaman engaged in New York and employed on an American or any 
other vessel is deemed to have been repatriated, if he is discharged at a port in New York. If, on the 
other hand, the same seaman was engaged in New York but the voyage commenced in Buenos Aires 
and he is taken back to Buenos Aires, he must be deemed to have been repatriated. It should be 
noticed that para. 3 does not, as does para. I of Art. 3, make any reference to national law with the 
result that if the seaman is sent to one of the destinations mentioned in para. 3, for example, to the port 
at which the voyage commenced because the shipowner considers that this is more convenient for him, 
this seaman shall be deemed to have been repatriated and will have no further rights. Also, it would be 
difficult to imagine how para. 3 could be invoked successfully in national courts when it provides that 
a seaman shall be considered to have been repatriated if he is landed in the country to which the vessel 
belongs while, at the same time, para. I does not provide ratifying States with this option.
The diametrically opposite possibilities with which a seaman may be faced are amplified by 
the existence of reference to both the ports of engagement and of the commencement of the voyage in 
Art. 3 (3) of the Convention. Since these ports can be at a considerable distance from each other even 
within the same country, the seaman cannot recover the costs incurred in moving from the port of the 
commencement of the voyage to the port of engagement if he has been repatriated to the former but 
has his usual residence in the latter. Furthermore, the meaning of the phrase "neighbouring port" has 
never been clarified. In short, the relationship between paras I and 3 of this Article of the Convention 
is far from clear.
4) Under para. 4 of Art. 3 there is differentiation in the treatment of national and foreign sea­
men, as far as repatriation rights are concerned. To take the example of a Greek seaman employed on 
board a German vessel, this seaman would be taken back to Greece or to the port where the voyage 
commenced only if he had been engaged in Greece. If he had been engaged in a country other than 
his own, the whole article (Art. 3) does not apply to him. National law will determine whether and to 
where this seaman is to be taken back. It is not clear from the paragraph which national law is meant 
to deal with the question (in our example, the Greek or the German law). Moreover, the position of 
the word "abroad" in this paragraph is not clear, since it is not apparent whether it refers to the ship or 
the seaman discharged. In both cases, its application may result in inequalities. 23 Para. 4 of Art. 3
2^Employment of nationals on board FOC vessels has adversely affected repatriation entitlements. It was reported in 
1958, at the 41st session of the Conference, by the Workers' delegate of Cuba that the Cuban competent authorities had 
promulgated General Order No. 2), which provided that "Cuban merchant seamen sailing under foreign flags must be 
guaranteed repatriation and assistance in the event of employment injury, in accordance with the provisions of the inter­
national Conventions adopted on this subject. This Order was never applied; in fact, it was immediately suspended at 
the request of the organisation of Cuban merchant seamen in order to avoid the immediate and wholesale discharge of 
Cuban seamen serving under flags of convenience ..."; 41 R.P. , p. 21. It should be noted that Cuba had ratified Con­
vention No. 23 in 19%.
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was adopted on the understanding that the consular authorities of each country will protect the inte­
rests of national seamen who are employed on board foreign vessels and are engaged and discharged 
abroad. ^
Q  Persons responsible for the defrayment of the expenses of repatriation.
1) Art. 4 enumerates the cases in which the expenses of repatriation will not be a charge on the 
seaman: a) injury sustained in the service of the vessel, b) shipwreck, c) illness not due to his own 
wilful act or default, d) discharge for any cause for which he cannot be held responsible. Con­
sequently, the seaman will have to pay the expenses incurred in cases such as illness or injury sus­
tained by him while out of service, for example, on leave ashore. Again, it is difficult to interpret the 
words "any cause for which (the seaman) cannot be held responsible." This is thus a matter for the 
court to decide. Rnally, as the article is worded ("the expenses of repatriation shall not be a charge on 
the seaman if...") the onus of proof lies on the seaman (he has to prove that one of the four reasons 
mentioned in Art. 4 entitles him to repatriation free of charge). It would have been better if the 
Convention had laid down as a general principle that the costs of repatriation must in no case be a 
charge on the seaman. Exceptions to the principle could then have been provided as, for example in 
the case where a seaman breaks the agreement This was, in fact, done in the new Convention No. 166 
(1987) under which the seaman is never responsible for the expenses of repatriation except in one 
case (if he is in serious default of his employment obligations. Art 4 (3) of the Convention).
D) Definition of the repatriation expenses
In the costs of repatriation are included:
a) food and accommodation during repatriation travel and b) maintenance of the seaman on 
land up to the time fixed (by the public authority) for his departure. Departure here is meant to refer 
to the moment of departure fixed by the public authority for repatriation. 25
Expenses of repatriation do not comprise:
a) clothing, medical care during the repatriation travel and b) wages or salaries and allowances 
during the repatriation travel.
E) Supervision
The public authority of the country in which the ship is registered is responsible for the 
supervision of the repatriation of seamen employed on board such ship. 26 The following persons or 
authorities are not responsible for supervising repatriation:
24CR/PV.6. p. 1 7 , 9 p. 223.
2 5 c R / P V , 6 ,  p. 9. The list of the benefits included in the repatriation expenses seems to be restrictive, 9 RJ^., p. 545. 
26phe responsibility of governments for supervision of the repatriation procedures does not extend to the defrayment of 
its cost. Governments are to pay the seaman his repatriation expenses only in cases of necessity which again are 
defined by national law, CR/PV.6, p. 17,9 RJ*., pp. ^5-546. Accordingly, the question of the "financial" responsibil­
ity for the seaman's repatriation was not decided by the 1926 Conference.
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a) the shipowner, b) seafarers' organisations and c) the authorities of the country of the na­
tionality of the seafarer. This, of course, does not prevent a country from establishing a system of 
protection for its national seafarers employed on board foreign vessels.
E) Main points o f Convention No. 23.
i) The Convention does applies neither to fishermen nor to masters and to pleasure yachts.
ii) The destination is determined by national law. There is no provision requiring a ratifying 
country to lay down in national law that a seaman entitled to repatriation should be sent to a place he 
prefers, if the costs of repatriation are not increased thereby.
iii) The nationality of the seaman plays an important role as far as his repatriation rights are 
concerned.
iv) It is not laid down as a general principle that the seaman is not responsible for the payment 
of the expenses of repatriation. National law is left to decide who shall bear the expenses of repatri­
ation. 7^ In cases of necessity (a matter which will be decided by the Government), for example, if a 
shipowner fails to pay the expenses, the government will pay but the amount of money paid is reco­
verable from the shipowner only if national law provides that the latter is responsible for the costs of 
repatriation.
v) Wages, salaries and allowances during the repatriation travel are not included in the costs of 
repatriation.
vi) The public authority of the flag-State, not the shipowner, is responsible for supervising the 
repatriation.
Convention No. 23 was overburdened with implicit or explicit references to national law. All 
important aspects of repatriation were left to national law and governments could apply a wide range 
of interpretations to its provisions. Uniformity in the application of national provisions on repatriation 
based on the Convention was only guaranteed in certain limited cases enumerated in Arts. 4 and 5 of 
the Convention.
F) Convention No. 23: its application during the past 60 years
Convention No. 23 was adopted by 75 votes to 22. All Government and Worker delegates 
voted for the Convention while the Shipowners' group in corpus (apart from the Shipowners' delegate 
of Brazil) voted against it. Since 1926 Convention No. 23 has received 37 ratifications.
Some important maritime countries have ratified Convention No. 23, viz: Liberia, Panama, 
Greece, the U.S.S.R., China, United Kingdom.
But several important maritime countries have not ratified Convention No. 23, viz: Japan, the 
U.S.A., Cyprus, Norway.
The 1926 Conference also adopted a Recommendation recommending that Governments 
should take steps to provide for the repatriation of masters and duly indentured apprentices and a
27cR/PV.6,p.3.
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Resolution inviting the Governments which had not already done so to take the measures required to 
ensure the repatriation of fishermen left in a foreign port. 28
4.2.2. Convention No. 166 and Recommendation No. 174 (1987)
Since 1983 the ILO Office had been examining whether revision of Convention No. 23 was 
needed. Among the reasons which would justify this revision were reported to be "...the operation of 
ships in trades which exclude regular visits to the country of registry or of the seafarers on board, the 
extensive use of air travel to transport seafarers to and from ships, the multinational composition of 
crews of many ships, and the high number of seafarers from developing countries serving under for­
eign flags." 29
A) The Preparatory work o f the Office and the 1986 Preparatory Conference
The preparatory work of the Office
The Office after reviewing state practice concluded that in view of the technical and social 
changes that had occurred in the shipping industry since 1926, the revision of the old ILO instruments 
on repatriation should be considered. It drafted a number of conclusions which were submitted to the 
1986 Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference. The points concerned such questions as the scope 
of the Convention, the repatriation entitlements, the repatriation port, the expenses incurred in repa­
triation and the supervision of the repatriation procedures. 30
Some observations may be made in respect of the proposed conclusions of the Office:
a) Under the definition of the term "seafarer" a seaman was not, as he was under the 1926 
Convention, required to be entered on the articles of agreement. Thus, the conclusions avoided the 
question whether the right to repatriation only applies to "articled" seamen,
b) A new concept was introduced in Section II of the Conclusions. The cases in which the 
seaman was entitled to repatriation were specifically mentioned. This implied that no general right to 
repatriation was recognised.
c) A number of illuminating provisions established a simple regime for the responsibility for 
the repatriation costs. 2^
The 1986 Preparatory Maritime Conference
The Shipowners' group adopted a more conservative attitude towards the Office's Conclu­
sions. In many cases they preferred the wording of the old Convention No. 23. In contrast, the Sea­
farers were prepared to introduce improvements on major aspects of the question of repatriation, such
28por the final votes on, and the texts of Convention No. 23, Recommendation No, 27 and Resolution No, 4  (1926), 
see 9 R.P. , pp, 346-349,610,621-626,
29jM 024/6.p, 1,
30JMC/24/6, pp, 21-24, PTMC , 1986, Report V, pp, 27-35,
 ^^ According to the Office, the elimination of this requirement made clear that seamen not entered on articles of agree­
ment had the same rights as the other seamen. Report V, 1987, pp, 33-34,
^2gee Section IV of the Conclusions, This Section, with modifications, became Arts, 4  and 5 of the Convention No, 
166, For an analysis of these articles see infra pp, 355-357,
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as the inclusion of fishermen and masters in the new Convention. It was decided that the question 
of the inclusion of fishermen in the new Convention should be postponed until the 1987 Conference 
to which Governments were advised to send experts and representatives of the fishing interests. 
Despite these recommendations of the Working Group appointed by the Preparatory Conference, as 
usual, these interests were not adequately represented at the 1987 Conference. Hundreds of 
amendments, however, were moved at the Preparatory Conference, the effect of which is not always 
possible to verify. Only the following points are worth mentioning:
a) By a small margin it was decided that a seaman is entitled to repatriation after an uninter­
rupted period of service not exceeding six months.
b) The drawing, as a precondition of the right to repatriation, of a distinction between illness or 
injury due to the seafarer's wilful act or default and illness or injury not due to these reasons was 
deleted.
c) An additional clause was adopted providing that a seaman has the right to repatriation when, 
without his consent, he is on a ship bound for a warlike area.
d) The Office's text relating to the port of destination was amended to refer to specific ports. 
Consequently, the question was not left entirely to national law.
e) Repatriation costs could be recovered from a seafarer, if he was in serious default of his 
employment obligations.
f) At the instance of the Seafarers a provision was adopted which covered cases in which the 
flag State did not meet its repatriation obligations as the party ultimately responsible for the de­
frayment of the repatriation costs. Consequently, the port State and the State of nationality of the sea­
farer were in that order required to bear these expenses. 5^
It is interesting to note that the Shipowners' and the Seafarers' groups had opposite views as 
regards certain obligations of the shipowners, namely the payment of wages during repatriation travel, 
but were unanimous in rejecting amendments moved by certain Government members to the effect 
that it should be left to each Government to decide who would have the ultimate responsibility for the 
defrayment of the repatriation expenses. Consequently, this responsibility continued, according to the 
Office text, to rest with the Governments despite the opposite views of a number of Government 
delegates.
The Preparatory Conference left certain issues undecided, such as the exact delimitation of the 
scope of the Convention and the question concerning who is to determine the port of destination. A
^^Report V, 1987, p. 9-10.
^4bid.,p. 11.
^^bid., pp. 12-21. However, in view of the difficulties encountered in ascertaining the obligations of these countries 
under the Convention, the Office decided to submit an alternative text providing that these States would not be re­
quired to bear the repatriation expenses if they had not ratified the Convention, but could undertake these expenses if 
they wished so, pp. 34-35. This alternative text was favoured by the majority of the Governments at die 1987 
Conference, 74 RJ*., p. 15/8,
36ReportV, 1987, pp. 18-20.
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number of other questions, such as the time-limit prescribed by Art. 2 (b) of the 1987 Office draft and 
the ultimate financial responsibility for repatriation between different States proved to be controversial 
and, therefore, likely to slow down the ratification progress.
B) Positions o f the shipowners and seafarers in 1987
n  Shipowners' views
The views of the Shipowners' group had not changed substantially: a) a seaman who has 
deserted should not be repatriated at the expense of the shipowner; b) when the shipowner is unable to 
pay the expenses of repatriation, the Government should undertake the payment of the expenses; c) 
the principle of "no distinction of nationality" should apply only to national ships; d) detailed provi­
sions should be left to national law; e) they opposed the inclusion of any bond or guarantee in the 
Convention compelling the shipowner to pay; f) fishermen should be excluded from the Convention, 
since the Conference had neither the mandate nor the necessary expertise to deal with such matters; g) 
they considered the question of wages and allowances to be outside the scope of the Convention; h) 
the 6-month time-limit, after expiration of which a seaman would be entitled to repatriation, was not 
acceptable. 8^
ID Seafarers' views
The views of the Seafarers' group had remained virtually unchanged for 60 years: a) Masters, 
apprentices and fishermen should be included in the Convention, b) all seafarers should have a right to 
repatriation in all circumstances, c) international funds should be established for repatriation purposes 
in cases where a seafarer was abandoned or in distress abroad, and d) wages and allowances should 
be paid before and during the repatriation travel. 39
C) The 1987 Conference
The Committee on Repatriation
An attempt by the Dutch and the Greek Governments to substitute the words "regularly em­
ployed" for the words "employed in any capacity" in Art. 1, para. 3 of Convention No. 166, which 
defined the term "seafarer", was defeated. ^  The question of whether a time-limit, after the expiration 
of which the seaman would be entitled to repatriation, should be laid down in the Convention gave rise 
to considerable discussion. Finally, a compromise formula was arrived at according to which the 
seaman was entitled to repatriation upon the expiry of the notice period given in accordance with the 
provisions of the articles of agreement or the seaman's contract of employment The right to choose 
the repatriation port was conferred upon the seaman. After an impasse had been reached, the 
Committee, accepting an amendment moved by the Greek delegation, agreed that wages would be in-
37Report V. 1987, p. 7 ,7 4  R.P. , pp. 15/1-2. 
38Report V, p. 28.
39ibid., p. 8.
,p . 15/3.
^libid..pp. 15/3-15/6.
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eluded in the repatriation costs, only if national laws, regulations or collective agreements so provided. 
^2 Finally, it was decided that a provision should be included in the text providing that ratifying 
Members should facilitate the repatriation of seafarers serving on ships which call at their ports or 
which pass through waters under their jurisdiction.
D) Brief analysis of the provisions Convention No. 166 and Conclusions 
The ILO Conference at its 74th session adopted, apart from Convention No. 166, a Recom­
mendation and a Resolution relating to the question of repatriation. The following analysis pro­
vides the main points of interest of the new Convention:
D Scope of the Convention
The Convention applies to "every sea-going ship...ordinarily engaged in commercial maritime 
navigation" (Art. 1, para. 1). The phrase "commercial maritime navigation" appears for the first time 
in an ILO instrument and it would have been better if it had been avoided. Para. 3 empowers the 
competent authority to determine what is meant by the phrase "commercial maritime navigation". The 
paragraph, in comparison to the respective provisions of Convention No. 23, gives considerable 
freedom to the competent authorities to determine the scope of the term "commercial maritime naviga­
tion". Under the established practice in ILO instruments either the words "maritime navigation" are 
used and ships of war and Government vessels not engaged in trade are excluded, or the term "sea­
going vessel" is employed and the same categories of ships are excluded.
The Convention seems to exclude yachts from its scope, since they are not "ordinarily en­
gaged in commercial maritime navigation".
The word "seafarer" in para. 4 of Art. 1 of the Convention was given a very broad meaning 
covering all persons employed in any capacity on board ship. The wording of Convention No. 23 
was considerably stricter. According to the new Convention, persons not employed by the shipowner 
or employed by independent companies or even persons not regarded as seamen in national 
legislations, such as short-hired musicians, are entitled to repatriation. It seems that repatriation no 
longer depends on the conclusion of the articles of agreement; this, however, would be justified only if 
repatriation had acquired in the Convention the status of a right o f public law . It is not clear that it
^2ibid., pp. 15/6-15/7. This amendment was identical to the one proposed by the present writer to the Greek Delegation 
at the 1987 Conference, see E C. Tsandis, Report on Repatriation (unpublished), p. 15.
^^Convention No. 166 was adopted by 209 votes to 0 with 2 abstentions; Recommendation No. 174 was adopted by 
206 votes to 0 with 2 abstentions (in both cases by the two Government delegates of Japan), see 74 R P . , pp. 19/10- 
13. Convention No. 166 was ratified by Hungary on 14 March 1989; see O.B. , Vol. LXXII, 1989, p. 56.
*^^ *The Recommendation urges port-States or States of which the seafarer is a national to arrange for the repatriation of a 
seaman when the shipowner or the State of registry have failed to meet their obligations under the Convention. The 
Resolution concerns the expediting of legal procedures in cases of abandonment of seafarers and in the sale of arrested 
ships and urges States to make laws instituting speedy proceedings and the securing, inter alia , of the payment of 
wages, on a priority basis, from the sale proceeds. For the texts of Convention No. 166, Recommendation No. 174 and 
Resolution No. I adopted by the 1987 Conference, see 74 R P . , pp. 15/11-15,15A and 15B; see also ibid., pp. L-LDC, 
O P.. Vol. LXX, 1987, pp. 122-127,133-134.
^^Though the majority of the governments apply repatriation provisions to yachts, the text, as it stands, will facilitate 
the ratiHcation of the Convention by such countries as the F.R.G., Panama and Hiilippines that do not, PTMC , 1986, 
Report V, pp. 8-9.
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was the intention of the drafters to accord it such status, since even consideration of the question of 
the nature of the right to repatriation has been abandoned since 1926. On the other hand, the 
Convention applies to masters and apprentices and, thus, it gives, at last, binding legal force to the 
provisions of Recommendation No. 27 ( 1926) concerning the repatriation of masters and apprentices. 
The coverage of masters and apprentices is in accordance with State practice as shown in Appendix 3 
which sets out state practice concerning repatriation.
2) Cases in which the seaman is entitled to repatriation
Art. 2 of the new Office draft enumerates the circumstances under which a seaman is entitled 
to repatriation. It will be seen that Convention No. 166 adopts a different method from that followed 
in Convention No. 23.
In the latter instrument the right to repatriation is enunciated as a general principle (it should 
be remembered that the British Government delegate expressed the view that even a deserter could 
have a right to be repatriated but in that case, of course, the seaman himself has to bear the expenses of 
his repatriation). So, under the 1926 Convention the main question concerned who should bear the 
expenses of repatriation and not in what circumstances is the seaman entitled to repatriation.
Convention No. 166 does not seem to recognise repatriation as a general principle. The sea­
man is entitled to repatriation only in the seven cases enumerated in Art. 2 (1). Its most important 
clauses are as follows:
i) Clause (b) in conjunction with Art. 2 (2) provides the seaman with a right to repatriation af­
ter a maximum employment period of 12 months. Though these provisions predetermine the outcome 
of deliberations concerning the revision of Convention No. 22 relating to Articles of Agreement, they 
will not pose substantial problems of application in the majority of countries and constitute a substan­
tial improvement over Convention No. 23 in that they ensure that the seaman will not be required to 
serve for an indeterminate period of time before he is entitled to repatriation. ^
ii) Clause (c) stipulates that a right to repatriation exists in the case of illness or injury or other 
similar medical condition. A phrase qualifying the cases of illness or injury in which a repatriation 
right exists, namely, illness or injury "not due to the seafarers' (serious) wilful act or default", was 
deleted at the Preparatory Conference. 47 Consequently, as the clause stands, a seaman has a right to 
repatriation a) in cases of illness or injury sustained by the seaman while out of service (the Conven­
tion does not distinguish); in such cases the costs of repatriation will be defrayed by the shipowner at 
a first stage and b) in the case where such injury or illness was due to the fault (whether wilful or not) 
of the seaman. Again, in this case the shipowner will have to bear the expenses of repatriation; 48 the
4^However, a number of countries (such as Cyprus, the Philippines and India) may experience difficulties in applying 
this provision, 74 RJ^., p. 15/5, para. 38.
4 7 R e p o r t V ,  1987, p .  13.
4^Nonetheless, a historical interprétation of this paragraph reveals that these words were deleted because a) they could 
be interpreted to the detriment of the seafarers and b) the medical competence of the master to determine whedier the 
illness or injury of the seaman was caused by default was questioned by the seafarers (but not by the shipowners). Re­
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shipowner will not be liable for the costs of repatriation in the case of illness or injury only if the sea­
man is "in serious default of his or her employment obligations" according to Art. 4, para. 3.
iii) Clause (g) provides that a seaman is entitled to repatriation "in the event of termination or 
interruption of employment in accordance with an industrial award or collective agreement, or termi­
nation of employment for any other similar reason". The first Office draft read: "for any other reason 
causing the termination of the seafarer's employment through no fault of his own." It is evident from 
the comparison of the two texts, as well as from the comments made above, that the Convention no 
longer attaches much importance to the fault of the seaman. Accordingly, a deserter under the Con­
vention has the right to be repatriated but, of course, he may, finally, have to pay for the costs of his 
repatriation under para. 3 of Art. 4. Art. 2 (g) establishes a general right to repatriation when the em­
ployment is terminated, even in cases where a seaman is at fault.
3) Destination port
While para. 1 of Art. 3 empowers national law to prescribe the destinations to which seamen 
can be repatriated, para. 2 sets important limits to that power. It reads as follows: "The destinations so 
prescribed shall include the place at which the seafarer agreed to enter into the engagement, the place 
stipulated by collective agreement, the seafarer's country of residence or such other place as may be 
mutually agreed at the time of engagement. The seafarer shall have the right to choose from among 
the prescribed destinations the place to which he or she is to be repatriated." ^
a) It is not clear whether these alternatives are all binding or whether the paragraph places an 
obligation on Members to ensure that national law stipulates one of the alternatives as a destination. 
As the text stands, a ratifying Member is obliged to stipulate in its national law that all the alternatives 
mentioned above shall constitute destinations for the purpose of the Convention.
port V, 1987, p. 13. Accordingly, if a doctor on board ship or ashore unequivocally considers that the illness or injury 
was wilful or was caused by default, nothing in the Convention would prevent national laws from denying repatriation 
rights to such seamen. However, the text, as it stands, does not reflect this interpretation.
^^ere, it should be noticed that the three countries which proposed the deletion of the reference to the (serious) fault 
of the seaman (Argentina, Spain and Mexico) considered that "the decision regarding the existence of a serious fault 
could only be taken in accordance with the proper civil procedures of the country concerned and not by the master of 
the ship". Report V, 1987, p. 14. However, after the submission of the text to the Working Group and the final drafting 
of the clause by the Group, the final text as in the case of clause (c), no longer reflects the substance of the amendment 
proposed. It seems that only in serious cases (to be determined by national law) are the costs of repatriation 
recoverable from the seaman; for example, it may be that illness through negligence or injury sustained by the seaman 
while he is ashore and out of service but not in serious default of his obligations, since the safety of the ship in the 
specific case is not endangered by his absence, would give him a right to repatriation free of charge.
^^ompare Art. 3 (2) of the 1987 Office draft: "Destinations so prescribed shall in any case include the place of en­
gagement of the seafarer, the place stipulated by collective agreement, the seafarer's country of residence, the seafarer's 
country of origin and any other place chosen by the seafarer for which the transportation costs do not exceed those en­
tailed in the most costly dtemative". Report V, 1987, p. 40.
^^This is so despite the substitution of the word "or" for the word "and" between "the country of residence" and "such 
other place", and it reflects the intention of the Committee on Repatriation in 1987, see Report V, 1987, p. 16,74 RJ^., 
p. 15/5. However, as the text stands, it seems that if a repatriation port is mutually agre^, the seafarer cannot have 
recourse to national law to demand another destination, if he subsequently changed his mind.
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b) National laws are not required to include the country of origin of the seafarers among the 
repatriation destinations. 2^
c) The right of the seaman to choose the repatriation port is qualified:
i) One wonders by what procedure national laws would be regularly amended to take account 
of "such other place as may be mutually agreed at the time of the engagement". To this difficulty the 
only solution would be that they should include a provision drafted in identical terms to these of Art. 3
(2) of the Convention. It remains to be seen how many countries will embark on such action.
ii) The seafarer is limited in his choice, since he is restricted to choosing among destinations 
prescribed by national laws or mutually agreed in collective agreements (the effectiveness of the latter 
option would depend on the bargaining power of seafarers' associations in the country concerned). 
He cannot claim to be repatriated to a port which is convenient for him, because, for example, he could 
easily find employment at a specific port, which does not coincide with any of the destinations 
mentioned above, even if the transportation costs to it do not exceed those entailed in the most (or even 
less) costly alternative. The provisions of the 1987 Office draft were more favourable for the seaman.
iii) The first part of Art. 8 of the Convention lays down that a seaman "shall be deemed to have 
been duly repatriated when he or she is landed at a destination prescribed pursuant to Article 3 above 
...:" The meaning of this Article is less than clear. The destination under Art. 3 is primarily 
prescribed by national laws but ultimately chosen by the seafarer. By using the word "prescribed". 
Art. 8 can reasonably bear the interpretation that if a destination has been prescribed by some means 
in a ratifying Member and the shipowners repatriates the seaman to that destination, the seaman is 
deemed to have been repatriated irrespective of the fact that he might have possibly chosen another 
port. If this interpretation is correct, the situation as regards the repatriation port under Convention 
No. 166 is no better for the seaman than that under Art 3 (3) of Convention No. 23 analysed earlier. 
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine what function this provision in Art. 8 is meant to serve other than 
qualifying the right of choice of the seafarer; since the first part of Art. 8, as will be seen later, also 
gives rise to other controversies, it should have been deleted at the 1987 Conference.
52xhe 1987 Office draft listed among the obligatory destinations the country of origin of the seafarers and its inclusion 
was supported in the Committee on Repatriation by at least two countries (the USSR and Turkey), 74 RJ* ., p. 15/5, 
para. 46.
^Emphasis added. This Article was meant to refer to one destination, 74 RJ*., p. 15/9, para. 88.
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4) Expenses of repatriation
Unlike Convention No. 23, Convention No. 166 clearly lays down that the primary respon­
sibility for the defrayment of the repatriation costs lies with the shipowner (Art 4, para. 2). A num­
ber of observations may be made with regard to Art. 4:
a) The second sentence of para. 1 of Art. 4 provides that the normal mode of transport must be 
by air. First, it should be observed that this provision may not be applicable to countries where air 
transportation is not widespread or, for some reasons, may not prove to be convenient. Then, the 
provision burdens the national courts with insignificant cases, namely to decide whether or not in a 
specific case transport by ship or train should be considered as normal, the question of damages 
which should be awarded to the seaman and how these could be assessed, etc. ^
b) The interpretation of the "serious default of the seaman's employment obligations" in Art. 
4 (3) would vary in different countries. This might exclude negligence, but the situation as regards 
grave negligence is less than clear. Moreover, the right of the shipowner to recover the costs of 
repatriation in these cases is limited in persona to the seafarer who may be destitute. An addition to 
this paragraph, after the word "seafarer", of words to the effect that the shipowner will have the right 
of recovery from national funds maintained by Governments to cover the expenses of repatriation in 
the case of a seaman's default would be desirable and is thus recommended. ^
On the other hand, the right of recovery in the case of a serious default of a seaman is con­
nected with repatriation necessitated as a result of that fault Art. 4, para. 3 does not seem to have been 
drafted so as to take into account the wording of Art 2(1) (g) as amended. The former Article does 
not require a ratifying Member to lay down provisions relating to the repatriation of a seaman when he 
is in serious default of his employment obligations. Let us take the example of a seaman who injures 
himself deliberately (and this is certified by a doctor on board ship) in order to be repatriated when the 
ship is in a port where it is impossible for the master to make up for the resulting deficiency in the 
manning scale and the voyage is delayed thereby. Presumably, this will constitute a serious default. 
Assuming that this case does not give a right to repatriation under Art. 2(1) (c), 7^ this seaman may 
not be able to claim repatriation under clause (g) because the latter presupposes that the agreement has 
terminated because of the injury incurred which may not always be the case under national law. It 
would have been better if the Convention had clearly decided the question whether a seaman is entitled
^^The Shipowner members and certain Governments were against the inclusion of this provision in Art. 4, Report V, 
1987, pp. 17-18.
^^As the wording of this paragraph makes clear, the shipowner is liable to pay the repatriation costs in any case at a 
first stage. The serious default of a seaman will be determined by the national courts and not by the master. Art. 4 (3) 
is more specific and satisfactory for the seaman in this respect than Art. 4 of Convention No. 23.
^^ompare the similar amendment moved by the Dutch Government delegate in the Repatriation Committee, 74 RJ*., 
p. 15/6.
^^See supra note 48. This interpretation may be given by governments which wish to ratify the Convention and where 
a right to repatriation by law is dependent upon the seaman not intentionally causing his injury or illness, such as is 
provided in the laws of Canada and France, PTMC, Report V, 1986, pp. 12-13.
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to repatriation at his own cost in certain cases of serious misconduct irrespective of whether the 
agreement has terminated or not.
c) Art. 4 (4) (c) provides that repatriation costs shall include "pay and allowances from the 
moment he or she leaves the ship until he or she reaches the repatriation destination, if provided for by 
national laws or regulations or collective agreements". This clause refers to the payment of wages or 
salaries during the repatriation. ^  The addition of the phrase "if provided for by ... agreements" is 
not without significance. First, it takes account of current national practice, as shown in Appendix 
3 which analyses state practice with regard to repatriation. Secondly, it facilitates the ratification of the 
Convention; at the Conference the point eluded many Government delegates that if the shipowner 
does not pay then the State of registry is responsible for the payment of the costs of repatriation 
according to Art. 5 of the Convention, and that wages are included in these costs. ^  On the other 
hand, it is hoped that this provision will encourage seamen to exercise pressure when negotiating 
collective agreements in order to secure the payment of wages during repatriation travel.
5) Ultimate responsibility for the expenses of repatriation
Art. 5 of the Convention deals with the question of who is responsible for defraying the ex­
penses of the repatriation of the seaman, if the shipowner, who is primarily responsible for these costs, 
is unable to meet them. According to this Article, the ultimate responsibility for the cost of 
repatriation lies with the Government (the competent authorities) of the country in which the ship is 
registered; only if they are unable to meet the expenses, can the country from which the seaman is 
repatriated and the country of the nationality of the seaman be held secondarily responsible, if they so
^^The word "pay" should not create confusion; it was included in an amendment moved by the Seafarer members and 
replaced the word "salaries". Moreover, an amendment by the U.K. Government, supported by Canada, which would 
have substituted the words "allowances to cover incidental expenses", was withdrawn. Report V, 1987, p. 19,74 RJ’. , 
p. 15/7.
^^Many reasons may be offered for this amendment: a) in 1926 the question of the inclusion of wages was first consid­
ered but it has always been rejected since it was thought by some delegates that the question of wages fell outside the 
scope of the Convention and should be dealt with in an instrument concerning wages; b) no instrument dealing with 
wages has ever come into force. If a provision relating to wages were included in a Convention concerning repatriation, 
the chances of ratification would be substantially reduced; c) 22 out of 45 countries do not provide for the payment of 
wages during the repatriation travel, among them, Liberia, Greece, the U.K., Norway, France, Canada, Colombia. These 
countries thus would be unable to ratify the Convention unless they changed their laws. It should be noted that all but 
two (Norway and Canada) of the above countries have ratified Convention No. 23; d) the payment of wages may 
depend on whether the agreement has terminated and on the cause of the termination of the agreement. It cannot be ar­
gued that in the case of desertion the seaman will have to bear the expenses of his repatriation (he will probably be in 
serious default of his employment obligations) but he will be paid wages, since the agreement has terminated and wages 
are no longer due; e) Art. 8 provided that if the seaman is not paid the wages due, he shall not be deemed to have been 
duly repatriated. The reference to wages was deleted at the Preparatory Conference. As a result, the seaman if he is not 
paid the wages due, is not entitled to damages on the basis of a claim that he has not been duly repatriated. There are, 
however, two arguments in favour of the inclusion of wages in the Convention: a) Art. 5, para. 2 of Convention No. 23, 
provides that when a seaman is repatriated as member of a crew, he will be entitled to remuneration for work done dur­
ing the voyage. This indicates that the question of wages was not exactly outside the scope of the Convention, and b) 
the ILO instruments concerning wages do not deal with the question of wages during repatriation travel.
^^Report V, 1987, p. 20. It might be argued that even so a ratifying Member would not be called to pay excessive 
amounts, since transportation by air would involve the payment of one day's wages. Nevertheless, these amounts can be 
considerable if: a) a great number of seamen seek to be repatriated, b) normal transportation is not by air for seafarers 
employed on ships trading within specific limits, c) flights from a specific country to a specific destination are infre­
quent, d) travel agents are idle and e) in the case of Art. 2 (1 ) (c) of the Convention, if a long period of time lapses 
from the time an ill or injured seaman has been landed up to the time he is found medically fit to travel.
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wish. No obligation is imposed on the latter two countries. Compared to Convention No. 23, which 
does not decide the question of who is financially responsible for the repatriation. Art. 5 of Con­
vention No. 166 represents considerable progress in protecting the interests of the seaman.
6) Miscellaneous
a) Art. 8 provides that a seafarer must be deemed to have been duly repatriated when he is 
landed at a destination prescribed pursuant to Art. 3. The first Office draft provided, in addition, that a 
seaman shall be deemed to have been duly repatriated, if he has been paid the balance of his wages 
and allowances, sums due in respect of accrued annual leave and any other entitlements due to him 
from the shipowner. This phrase was deleted at the Preparatory Conference. Consequently, it is 
unclear what is the actual effect of the inclusion of a reference to wages in Art. 4 para. 4 (c). It seems 
that under the Convention the shipowner (and ultimately the flag State) is under an obligation to pay 
wages to the seaman during the repatriation travel but if the seaman is not paid the wages due, he can­
not claim that he has not been repatriated in accordance with the provisions of the Convention. He 
will, however, be entitled to the wages due, which he can recover according to the normal procedures 
laid down under his national law.
b) Art 10 provides that a ratifying Member "shall facilitate the repatriation of seafarers serving 
on ships which call at its ports or pass through its territorial or internal waters ...". This Article was 
the result of a proposal by Cyprus aimed at securing that disputes between the shipowner and the port 
State or between the flag State and the port State would not interfere with the repatriation of the sea­
farers. Nonetheless, the wording of this Article is not satisfactory in that it may cause difficulties in 
drawing a distinction between the duty "to facilitate" and the duty to "make arrangements" for the 
repatriation of a seafarer under Art 5 when the shipowner fails to meet his obligations. It should be 
noted that the first obligation is imposed on the port State while the second is imposed on the flag 
State. A complicated legal situation might arise if the shipowner and the flag State fail to arrange for 
and meet the repatriation costs under Arts. 4 and 5. The question then arises as to what this 
"facilitation" consists of (arranging means of transportation, maintenance of the seaman ashore?) and 
whether the port State would be able to recover the costs incurred in "facilitating" the repatriation of a 
seaman from the flag State under 5 (a), which does not refer to Art. 10. Again, it is not clear whether 
this Article implies that immigration and customs laws should not be rigidly applied in repatriation 
cases. It is submitted that the words "shall facilitate" should be construed as "shall not interfere with" 
or "shall not impede" and that this interpretation accords with the intention of the Conference in 
including Alt 10 in the Convention.
E) The main points o f Convention No. 166
6lBy 8415 votes to 8160 with 4080 abstentions. Report V, 1987, p. 22. 
6274R.P. ,p. 15/9.
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1) The Convention applies to seagoing ships ordinarily engaged in "commercial maritime 
navigation" but "commercial maritime navigation" remains undefined. It is up to the competent au­
thority of the flag State to decide what is the meaning of this phrase; it thus has considerable freedom 
in this respect
2) The decision concerning whether the Convention will apply to the fishing industry lies with 
the competent authority of the country in which the ship is registered (Art 1 (2)).
3) Art. 2 (1) of the Convention enumerates the cases in which a seaman is entitled to repatria­
tion and does not recognise unequivocally a general right to repatriation. It seems that clause (c) gives, 
in most cases, the right to a seaman to be repatriated in case of illness or injury, even if the this illness 
or injury was due to the seaman's fault or was sustained while the seaman was not in service; finally, 
clause (g) entitles a seaman a right to repatriation, if his employment has terminated for any reason 
(for example, desertion).
4) Art, 3 provides the seaman with a qualified right to choose the repatriation destination.
5) As a general principle, it is provided that the shipowner is responsible for the cost of repa­
triation, unless the seaman is in serious default of his employment obligations.
6) The shipowner is under an obligation to pay the seaman wages during repatriation travel 
only if national laws or collective agreements so provide. However, if the seaman is not paid the 
wages due, he must be deemed to have been duly repatriated under the Convention.
7) The ultimate responsibility for the cost of repatriation lies with the Government in which the 
ship is registered.
8) Time spent in repatriation travel is not deducted from annual paid leave.
4.2.3. Conclusions
Convention No. 166 is certainly a more progressive instrument than Convention No. 23. In 
particular, questions such as the the repatriation rights of foreign seafarers on board national ships, the 
destination port and the repatriation expenses are decided by the former Convention in a definite and 
unequivocal manner. Moreover, other arrangements, such as the prohibition of deduction of time 
spent awaiting repatriation and repatriation travel time from paid leave, the facilitation of repatriation 
by port States and the possession of passports or identity documents by the seafarer during repatria­
tion constitute progressive provisions in favour of the seaman. ^  On the other hand, the nature of the 
right to repatriation, the exact determination of the cases where a seaman is entitled to repatriation and 
the right of choice of port accorded to the seafarer are not dealt with unequivocally therein, as ex­
plained above. However, the Convention is not a perfect solution to all the problems. Thus, in addi-
^However, it would be difficult for some countries, such as Great Britain, to accept Art. 7 of the Convention relating 
to accrued paid leave, since it is contrary to current national law and practice; Report V, 1987, p. 22.
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tion to the suggestions made earlier (under 4.2.2. D), certain conclusions regarding possible im­
provements that could be made in the existing text and speculations concerning the future of the Con­
vention are set out below:
(i) Scope of the Convention
The Convention applies to all seafarers employed on board a ship to which the Convention 
applies. This means that the Convention applies to any seafarer who is employed on board a vessel 
registered in the territory of a ratifying country whether or not he is a foreigner. This is in conformity 
with A rt 5 of the Convention according to which the ultimate financial responsibility for repatriation 
lies with the flag State.
It is suggested that, taking into account current state practice, an advanced instrument on 
repatriation should provide that the following persons are entitled to repatriation under laws and re­
gulations of the flag State: a) nationals serving in national ships, b) foreigners serving in national 
ships (as a first stage, if they are engaged in a national port; at a later stage, irrespective of the port of 
engagement, which is what Convention No. 166 does at the cost of compromising the ratification of 
the Convention by certain countries), c) national seafarers serving under a foreign flag provided they 
were engaged in a national port or under national articles of agreement. ^
If Convention No. 166 encounters any ratification problems, an alternative suggestion may be 
made: The two parties to the contract (shipowner and foreign seaman) would be free to make the nec­
essary arrangements before the conclusion of the contract. A provision to this effect would have the 
following form: "In the absence of any clause to the contrary inserted in the articles of agreement in 
accordance with national laws and national regulations, a foreign seaman engaged during the voyage 
will have the same right to repatriation as the other members of the crew." This provision is flexible 
enough to accommodate the national laws of all countries while at the same time it does not lose sight 
of the principle that, if there is not anything to the contrary legally inserted in the articles of agreement, 
no distinction of nationality should be accepted on board ship. ^
As regards the repatriation of young seafarers, the Proposed Conclusions by the Office con­
tained a provision concerning this issue. According to para. 5 (f), if a young seaman was found un­
suitable for a carrier at sea, he was entitled to repatriation after a minimum employment of four 
months. This subparagraph was deleted at the Preparatory Conference. ^  The question of repatria­
tion of young seafarers (under 18 years of age) is dealt with in Section V (para. 6) of Recommenda­
tion No. 153 (1976) concerning the Protection of Young Seafarers. Para. 6 (1) is a more elaborate 
version of para. 5 (f) of the Proposed Conclusions of the Office. Para. 6 (2) enables the young sea-
PTMC , 1986, Report V, pp. 10-11. However, in the third case the ultimate responsibility of the State of the 
nationality of the seaman for repatriation would clash with that of the State of the "foreign flag". Accordingly, assum- 
iim that both countries ratify the Convention, an order of priority should be established in Art. 5 thereof.
^^owever, such provision presupposes that foreign seamen have bargaining power to impose certain obligations on 
shipowners at the time of the engagement, which may not always be the case.
^Report V, 1987, p. 14.
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farer to be repatriated after six months' service without leave in certain circumstances. The following 
points arise: a) A rare opportunity has been missed for para. 6(1) of Recommendation No. 153 to be 
embodied in the text of Convention No. 166 and, thus for it to acquire a compulsory status; the rele­
vant article of the Office draft should not have been deleted; b) Para. 6 (2) of the Recommendation re­
quires a minimum employment of 6 months and, therefore, is more progressive than paras. 1 (b) and 2 
of Art. 2 of Convention No. 166; c) Nowhere in Art. 1 of Convention No. 166, which defines the 
scope thereof, is there a hint that young seafarers are excluded from the scope of the Convention. 
According to Art 1 (4) this Convention applies to any person employed on board a ship to which the 
Convention applies, and the deletion of an article relating to a special aspect of the repatriation of 
young seafarers at the Preparatory Conference is not a sufficient argument to establish that the con­
trary is the case. There are two main differences between Convention No. 166 and Recommendation 
No. 153 in this connection: i) The latter does not lay down who is to bear the expenses of repatriation 
in the cases described in para. 6 (however, these will not be a charge on the seaman) while the former 
contains specific provisions on this question and ii) the port of repatriation is either undefined in the 
latter (para. 6 (1)) or offers no option (it is set as the place of original engagement in his country of 
residence) while the former provides the seaman with many possibilities (Art. 3).
Para. 6 (1) of Recommendation No. 153 refers to a special situation 9 (unsuitability for a car­
rier at sea). However, it is submitted that para. 6 (2) is superseded by Convention No. 166 in as much 
as at Art. 2 (2) of the latter provides for minimum employment periods which must be less than 12 
months. It remains to be seen how Governments will react to the obligation to meet the repatriation 
costs under Art. 5 of the Convention since in 1976 they pointed out that in several countries the 
expenses of repatriation of young seafarers are not met by the government.
(ii) Nature of the right to repatriation, repatriation entitlements and destination port
Convention No. 166 avoids the question of the juridical nature of the right to repatriation viz 
whether it is a private or a public right. The answer to this question entails important consequences: a) 
if the right of repatriation is of public nature, it cannot be disclaimed in the articles of agreement; b) in 
this case it can be said that the state is a party to the agreement (because of the nature of a "public 
right" a private person would have rights and obligations against the State itself apart from any other 
legal means of redress). It is true that Art. 5 of the Convention places on the flag State a secondary 
obligation to arrange for and meet the costs of repatriation. However, it is not clear from the Con­
vention whether, for example, a French seaman engaged on board a Greek ship can claim damages 
against the Greek Government, if the latter fails to meet its obligations. An affirmative answer to this 
question should enhance the effectiveness of Art. 5.
With regard to the circumstances which give rise to a claim to repatriation, apart from the ob­
servations made above as regards certain clauses of Art 2 of the Convention, it should be noted that a
6762 RJ^., p. 125.
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number of countries do not provide for repatriation in the case of illness or injury sustained by the 
seaman outside his service or due to his own (wilful) fault or, in any case, on termination of the 
agreement caused by his (wilful) fault. ^  Ratification by these countries is unlikely in the near future 
but the Convention proceeds in the right direction: It initiates the assimilation of national laws in one 
important respect, namely that the right to repatriation should be afforded to the seaman in any case. 
Accordingly, only the question concerning who is to bear the expenses thereof is left to be contested 
in national courts. This solution presents less complex problems for the formulation of national poli­
cies and serves the interests of the seafarers, too. The next step in the same direction would be the in­
clusion of a right to repatriation on compassionate grounds. This is supported by at least as many 
countries as the right to repatriation in cases of sale or chartering of the ship, which has been included 
in the Convention.
As far as the port to which the seaman is repatriated is concerned. Art. 3 of the Convention 
conforms partly to existing State practice: Only ten countries out of 29, which provide for the port of 
engagement as the normal repatriation port, also make provision for the country of residence and this, 
in the majority of the cases, relates only to foreign seamen engaged on board national ships. On the 
other hand, the 13 countries which consider the country of residence as the normal repatriation port, 
do not provide for any other options, such as the port of engagement. It remains to be seen how this 
Article will work in the future.
(iii) Repatriation expenses
Unlike Art. 4 of Convention No. 23, Art. 4, para. 3 of Convention No. 166 seems to imply that 
the onus of proof that a seaman was in serious default of his employment obligation lies with the 
shipowner and this is a welcome progress in favour of the seaman. However, an addition to the effect 
that this default should be certified by the competent authority, which has to record the discharge, 
would facilitate the implementation of this Article and of Article 5 of the Convention.
The major drawback of Convention No. 166 is Art. 5, which places the ultimate responsibility 
for the cost of repatriation on the flag State. The overwhelming majority of the governments imposes 
this obligation on the shipowner but in a few countries the government or public authorities participate 
in the defrayment of the expenses, though only in certain cases. Moreover, when the seaman is at 
fault, governments do not seem to undertake responsibility; the seaman then has to pay the repatriation 
costs himself. "^ 0 Accordingly, this Article coupled with the wide range of cases giving rise to repa­
triation, analysed earlier, is clearly contrary to existing State practice and, though favourable to the 
seaman, it would represent a major success in new international law-making if it is finally widely 
implemented at the national level.
(iv) Miscellaneous
68See P m C , 1986, Report V, pp. 12-14.
Greece, Supplementary Report 1 ,1926, p. 49. 
70f7M C , 1986, Report V, pp. 23-24.
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Despite the detailed provisions of Convention No. 166, the following questions relating to 
repatriation still remain to be decided in an international instrument:
a) If the expenses incurred in repatriation are to be borne by the shipowner, should the seaman 
have a lien or bond against the ship to recover these expenses?
b) The costs of repatriation should be borne by the seaman when he breaks the agreement; the 
situation is less clear when repatriation is necessitated by the order of the consular or naval authority 
(for example, the right of the State to requisition). Should it be provided that the expenses are met by 
the State when the agreement is terminated by order of the consular or naval authorities?
c) If a seaman receives social security benefits in the case of illness or injury, should they be 
deducted from wages due during repatriation travel? Norway, whose national insurance scheme ap­
plies to a seaman repatriated in the case of occupational injury and covers the repatriation expenses 
necessitated by such injury, does not, generally, provide a seaman with a right to wages during repa­
triation travel.
d) Should full particulars regarding repatriation of seamen be given in the articles of agree­
ment? This would facilitate supervision under Art 11 of the Convention.
^^This was suggested by Australia as early as 1926, Supplementary Report 1 ,1926, p. 66.
, 1986, Report V, pp. 20,24.
^Cuba, Report 1 ,1926, p. 128.
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4.3. Leave
The ILO has adopted four instruments concerning pziid vacations for seafarers: a) Holidays 
with Pay (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 54), b) Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 
72), c) Paid Vacations (Seafarers) (Revised) Convention, 1949 (No. 91) and d) Seafarers' Annual 
Leave with Pay Convention, 1976 (No. 146). An analysis of these instruments is given below and 
certain remedies for deficiencies therein are proposed.
4.3.1. Seafarers' Leave in the ILO before the 2nd World War
The question of annual leave refers to the number of paid days or weeks to which a seaman is 
entitled after a specified period of service. This should be distinguished from the question of time off 
in port as a compensation for hours worked on Sundays and public holidays.
The 7th. 8th and 9th sessions of the JMC
The JMC began to express interest in the question of annual holidays as early as 1927. In 
this connection, it considered proposals from professional organisations, such as the International 
Mercantile Marine Officers' Association who regarded the international regulation of this matter as 
one of great concern. In the JMC the shipowners' group was against the placing of the question of 
annual holidays on the Agenda of a near Conference since the categories of workers on board ship 
were numerous and the subjection of them to a uniform international regulation would be impossible 
and impractical. The Governing Body finally decided that the question of annual holidays should 
be placed on the Agenda of the 21st session of the Conference in 1936. ^
The 1936 Preparatorv Conference
By 1935 existing laws, regulations, arbitration awards and collective agreements showed that 
there was a general tendency to provide for annual leave for all members of the crew. The extension 
of annual leave to higher ratings employed in the catering department and, especially, to lower ratings 
in all departments was less widespread. The majority of the countries made no distinctions with re-
"^*This Convention has not come into force. It was revised in 1946 and 1949 by Conventions Nos. 72 and 91 respec­
tively. Following the coming into force of Convention No. 91, Convention No. 54 is no longer open to ratifîcation. 
^^This Convention has not come into force. It was revised in 1949 by Convention No. 91. Following the coming
into force of this Convention, Convention No. 72 is no longer open to ratification.
^^im e off in port is considered together with hours of work in Chapter 4.
^^For the history of the question of animal holidays with pay from the 1920s until the 62nd session of the ILO
Conference in 1976, see International Labour Organisation, Joint Maritime Commission, 21st session, Geneva, Nov-Dee 
1972, Holidays with Pay for Seafarers , JMC/21/2, pp. 3-17.
787JAf.C., pp. 15,52,100-102.
JM .C . , p. 17. Competition was put forward by shipowners as a reason why the consideration of the question was 
premature, 9 JM .C . , p. 25. The JMC at its 9th session in 1929 rejected, by 10 votes to 8, a resolution drawing atten­
tion to the urgency of these questions; however, it recommended that the Office might continue to study them, 9 JM.C. 
, 11,49. For a summary of the state practice before 1935, see ibid., pp. 97-99.
®^eparatory Maritime Conference, Geneva, Nov. 1935, Holidays with Pay for Seamen , Report II, p. 5; the position of 
fishermen was not considered by the Office, ibid., p. 7.
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gard to tonnage and trade. In most cases the qualifying service for annual leave was one year; how­
ever, in certain companies seamen were entitled to leave after a service of 2-5 years. Differences exi­
sted as regards the criteria for fixing the rate of leave per year; different rates were fixed for various 
types of trade and rankings. Rates of leave per annum expressed in days ranged from 4 to 30 days 
for masters ( 14 to 30 being most common), 4 to 30 for officers (around 14 being most common) and 
4 to 20 for lower ratings (around 7 to 8 being most common). Generally, the choice of the time for 
the granting of the leave lay with the shipowner but national schemes placed limitations on this right; 
some countries allowed for accumulation of leave. The pay during leave was in most cases equal to 
the ordinary pay for the rank concerned but excluding a food allowance in the majority of the cases. 
Many schemes provided for payment in lieu of leave. Pro rata leave or pay was not widespread. Fi­
nally, in the majority of the cases workers on board auxiliary or harbour vessels were entitled to an­
nual leave.
The Office thought that the international regulation of annual leave was desirable for the fol­
lowing reasons: a) annual leave would act as a compensation for the failure to grant weekly rest in 
certain countries, b) assimilation of the seamen's status to that of workers ashore and c) the unification 
of the rules and measures concerning annual leave at the international level. It drew up a number of 
suggestions to be considered by the Preparatory Conference. ^
At the Preparatory Conference the shipowners for no plausible reason were against the inter­
national regulation of the question while seamen and most governments held the opposite view. The 
seamen proposed very advanced provisions for annual leave (for example, one day for every month's 
service). ^  However, problems arose concerning the annual leave for lower ratings, wireless ope­
rators and the length of qualifying service. ^
The examination of laws, collective agreements and practice existing in 1936 reveals that, 
owing partly to administrative difficulties in the calculation of holidays with pay for seamen employed 
on board ships which only rarely touched national ports, and partly to different administrative practi­
ces, considerable divergencies existed in various countries as regards most issues connected with an­
nual leave for seamen. ^
The Committee on holidays with pay for seamen and the 1936 Conference
8llbid.,pp. 64-83.
82lbid, pp. 84-85,96-100.
^Preparatory Maritime Meeting. Geneva, Nov - Dec 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, pp. 38-41. For the 
Seamen's draft, see ibid., pp. 69-70. The shipowners thought that the question of annual holidays could not be consi­
dered independently from wages (reiteration of the argument put forward in the case of hours of work); certain govern­
ments thought that thé relationship between annual leave and compensatory time off allowed for the weekly rest should 
be examined, ibid. pp. 38,42,43,70-71; for the full arguments of die shipowners', seafarers' and governments' delegates, 
see Preparatory Maritime Meeting, Geneva, Nov - Dec 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, Part 11, Record of the 
Proceedings of the Meeting, pp. 242-257 (especially pp. 255-256 for the connection between holidays with pay and 
wages). It should be noted diat a number of Governments (Canada, Estonia, Netherlands, Norway) also held the view 
that holidays with pay was a question tied up with wages and hours of work. International Labour Conference, 21st 
(maritime) session, Geneva, Oct 1936, H olid^s with Pay for Seamen, Report V, pp. 13,15-16,17,22,23.
^P T M C , 1935, Report and Record of the Meeting, Part II, Record of the Proceedings of the Meeting, pp. 259-60. 
®^ReportV, 1936, pp. 11-52.
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The 1936 Office draft was an advanced and very comprehensive instrument. It aimed at re­
gulating most aspects of annual leave for seamen and left very few matters to national law (only pro 
rata and accumulative leave, calculation of pay during leave, cash payment in lieu of annual leave). 
The supplementary Recommendation elaborated on certain of the provisions of the draft Conventions 
including, the right to leave be not affected by changes in management or ownership; the principle of 
unbroken leave; cash payment be allowed only in exceptional circumstances; length of leave to in­
crease with length of service; the place of leave; pro rata leave in cases where a continuous service of 
more than six months but less than one year has been completed. 86
As a result of an amendment adopted by the Committee, the draft was made to apply both to 
mechanically propelled and to sailing vessels. 87 After lengthy discussions. Art. 2 of the draft was 
adopted in an amended form. Two points are worth of mentioning: a) According to 2 (2) (c), the con­
tinuity of service was not to be affected by change in the management or ownership of the ship and b) 
under a new Art. 3 the place of leave was specified in the Convention (as the port of sailing or port of 
engagement or port of final destination); it could be given at any other port only by mutual consent 88 
At the Plenary Sitting of the Conference in 1936, as a result of an amendment, travelling 
dockers were excluded from the Convention. 89 After most of the amendments moved had been re­
jected, the Convention was adopted by 60 votes to 15. ^
Analysis of the provisions of Holidays with Pay (Sea) Convention. 1936 (No. 54)
There were some gaps in the above provisions. Under Art. 2(1) seamen were entitled to a 
specified period of leave (not less than 12 days for masters and officers, not less than 9 days for the 
rest of the crew) after one year of service "with the same undertaking ^  It appears that under this 
provision a seaman who had not completed 12 months of service with the same employer (whatever 
his legal personality) was not entitled to full annual leave with pay; and unless, national laws or col­
lective agreements provided for a pro rata leave, the seaman concerned would not be entitled to leave at 
all. ^  Moreover, the question of whether cadets and apprentices on board ships or training ships 
were entitled to leave was not considered at the 1936 Conference.
86por the 1936 Office draft Convention and the supplementary Recommendation, see 21 R.P. , pp. 295-297.
87lbid., p. 298; an amendment moved at the Plenary Conference to the effect that sailing vessels be excluded was re­
jected by 30 votes to 28, ibid. pp. 102-103.
°8[bid., p. 300. The Committee decided not to take up the draft Reconunendation in view of the fact that two of its 
provisions (Art. 2 (2) (c) and Art. 3) were included in the Convention, ibid., p. 301. For the detailed proceedings of 
the Committee on Holidays with Pay, see International Labour Conference, 21st session, 1936, Committee on Holidays 
with Pay for Seamen, (C.C.P.M./P.V.), ten sittings.
8921 R.P. , p. 101
90[bid. p. 170. All delegates voted for the Convention except the Shipowners' group and the Government delegate of 
J^an (Japan had not instituted a system of annual leave for lower ratings. Report V^  1936, p. 19, C.C.P.M/P.V. 3, III/4- 
5). ' '
^^For the text of Convention No. 54, see 2 1 RJ^., pp. 322-327.
92%bid., p. 299. The phrase "the same undertaking" in Art. 2 (1) means "the same employer".
93According to this provision a seaman employed on ships owned by the same person (physical or legal) was entitled 
to annual leave after one year of service, even if these ships were managed by different administrations. TTie opposite is 
not true: It seems that seamen employed on board ships managed by the same administration but technically owned by 
different owners were not entitled to annual leave under Art. 2 (1); for discussion see 21 RJ^., pp. 104-108. However, 
the question of charterers and joint owners was not examined. Here, it should be noted that this provision was not in-
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On the other hand. Convention No. 54 constituted a serious attempt to regulate annual leave at 
the international level: all personnel on board ship was covered thereby (masters, officers, ratings in 
the deck, staff and catering departments, and wireless operators); ^  service off articles (period of 
employment during which the seaman is not under articles of agreement) was included in the reckon­
ing of continuous service and short interruptions of service of less than 6 weeks did not affect the 
continuity of service; also compensatory time off for work done at sea during weekly rest days and 
public holidays were not included in the annual holiday; 6^ and the usual remuneration to be paid 
during leave included subsistence allowance. 7^
Conclusions
The main disadvantage of Convention No. 54 was that the seaman expressly was entitled to 
leave after one year of continuous service with the same undertaking. The seaman thus was not ade­
quately safeguarded against the possibility of being employed by different companies. Moreover, the 
definition of the word "undertaking" was not clarified at the 1936 Conference. Accordingly, the in­
terpretation was left to national courts which might apply various interpretations in cases where the 
shipping company concerned is owned or managed, or both by more than one persons. In most other 
respects, the Convention was a progressive instrument. Unfortunately, it was ratified only by 6 
countries and never came into force. ^  The reasons for this are various:
a) The stringent ratification requirements: ratification by five countries each of which pos­
sesses at least 1 million tons (Art 13 (2)), ^  was required.
b) Wide divergencies existed in national laws as regards holidays with pay for seamen. The 
actual figures for the length of leave had not been unanimously adopted,
c) As pointed out earlier, some countries, such as Japan, had not instituted annual holidays 
with pay for certain categories of seafaring personnel and,
d) The delays caused by the Second World War and the absence of a provision which would 
enable countries to ratify the Convention by means of collective agreements.
compatible with 2 (2) (c): The latter simply afforded protection to the seaman in the case of changes in the management 
or ownership of the ship. Moreover, Art. 7 which provided for cash payment in lieu of leave was limited to the special 
circumstances mentioned therein, namely that a seaman had left the company or had been discharged from the sorice of 
his employers before he had taken the leave due to him (the seaman would have to have earned entitlement to leave be­
fore this Article could come into operation).
94Art. 1 (1).
95Art. 2 (2) (a) and (b).
96Art. 2 (3) (c).
97Art.4.
9^Belgium (denounced as a result of the ratification of Convention No. 91), Bulgaria, France (denounced for the same 
reason), Mexico, the United States and Uruguay. Bulgaria and Uruguay ratified die Convention in Dec. 1949 and 1954 
respectively, notably after the adoption of Conventions Nos. 72 and 91.
9^See 21 RJ^., p. 301. This provision was included to align the ratification conditions of the Convention with those 
of the 1936 Hours of Work and Manning Convention.
lOOjije nine days' anniial holiday for lower ratings had been adopted by 42 votes to 33, ibid., p. 299; this was more 
than the amount of leave granted to such ratings in some countries; see for discussion of and the vote on this point, 
ibid., pp. 108-111.
lOlTTie first reason was invoked by France, the second by the U.K., 28 RJ*., pp. 287,85.
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4.3.2. 1946 -1949: Conventions Nos. 72 and 91 on Paid Vacations for Seafarers
By the end of World War II practices had changed in many states.
A) Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 72)
By 1946 it was reported that national standards concerning annual leave were in a number of 
countries more favourable in certain respects than those of Convention No. 54. However, closer 
ex2unination of state practice shows that the permitted interruptions which, under national laws and 
collective agreements, did not break the continuity of service were less than the 6 week-period laid 
down in Art. 2 (2) (b) of Convention No. 54. other areas, such as the duration of leave and 
cash payment in lieu of leave, progress had been made, Finally, as regards other aspects of annual 
leave, such as the place and time of leave, subsistence allowances, agreement to forgo a right to leave, 
employment during holidays, enforcement, either information was scarce or national provisions 
differed in certain respects from the provisions of Convention No. 54. An interesting progressive 
development also had taken place: the legislation and collective agreements of some countries 
provided for leave to be taken in the home or in another port between voyages, though different ar­
rangements were in effect in various countries. This practice gave rise to the question whether this 
kind of inter-voyage leave could be included in a revised form of Convention No. 54 and whether it 
could be regulated independently from the provisions concerning annual leave and hours of work.
The International Seafarers' Charter and the 1945 Office draft
As with other aspects of maritime employment, the Charter provided for advanced provisions 
concerning annual leave: Para. 71 laid down that seamen were entitled to three days off in port for 
every month of service in addition to their annual holidays. This was a consequence of the seven-day 
week on board ship. Para. 93 provided for a minimum annual leave of 12 days (or when appro­
priate one day per month's service) and for the accumulation of leave entitlements under different 
shipowners.
The 1945 Office draft, taking into account developments in state practice, brought about cer­
tain changes compared to the 1936 Convention: a) it provided ratifying Members with the option of 
exempting masters and chief officers from the scope of the Convention provided they were covered 
by national provisions not less favourable than those of the Convention, b) it increased annual leave to 
18 working days for masters and officers and 12 for other ratings, c) it left to be determined by na­
tional law the port where leave was to be granted provided that the seaman would be able to enjoy his
lO^Australia, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Poland, Sweden, the U.S.A. 
and Yugoslavia, see International Labour Organisation, Maritime Preparatory Technical Conference, Copenhagen, Nov 
1945, I^ave , Report II, p. 3. 
lO^ibid., pp. 5-6.
104ibid.,pp.6-7,9.
105ibid.,pp. 10-11.
10^Ibid.,pp. 12-14.
^^Ibid., p. 16. Thus, the ISC indirectly linked the question of annual leave to compensatory time off in port as a re­
sult of work done on Sundays and public holidays at sea.
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annual leave without any inconvenience, d) it made possible ratification of the Convention by means 
of collective agreements, and e) it urged, in a supplementary instrument, the establishment of national 
systems whereby seamen employed by different undertakings for a period of less than a year were 
entitled to leave in respect of the aggregate period worked,
The 1946 Preparatorv Maritime Conference (Copenhagen) and the 1946 Office draft 
At the Copenhagen Conference it was decided that Art. 1 (3) (b) of the 1936 Convention, ex­
cluding from its scope members of the owner's family, should be deleted owing to the difficulties of 
interpretation of the word "family" in various countries. Among opposing amendments, the one 
submitted by the Seafarers' group was adopted to the effect that a minimum period of leave per month 
of service be substituted for the reference to "annual leave", iio Finally, Art. 9 of Convention No. 54, 
requiring ratifying countries to provide for penalties in cases of contravention, was replaced by a 
provision aimed at ensuring the observance of annual leave provisions by the employers.
In short, the 1946 Office draft contained progressive provisions concerning the length of leave 
and its calculation, and the ratification of the Convention by means of collective agreements but its 
provisions relating to the port of leave should be regarded as a backward step. ^
The Committee on Holidays with Pay for Seafarers and the 1946 Conference 
Amendments to impose a tonnage limit (200 or 500 GRT) below which ships were to be ex­
cluded from the scope of the Convention were defeated in the Committee. With some modifications, 
certain categories of vessels and persons were excluded from the Convention to align it with the re­
spective provisions of the Wages, Hours of Work and Manning Convention. The effect of the 
most important amendment was that the right of the seaman to leave again was made dependent on the 
completion of one year of continuous service as in the 1936 Convention. However, this time the 
seaman was protected if he had completed continuous service of not less than six months or had been 
discharged before service of six months was completed: He would be entitled to one and a half day of 
leave for one month's service.
At the 1946 Conference the question whether a minimum tonnage limit should be inserted in 
the Convention was again discussed and it was decided that ratifying countries would be free to ex­
clude vessels of less than 200 GRT from the provisions of the Convention; whaling vessels and
108ibid.,pp. 26-28.
^(international Labour Conference, 28th session, 1946, Holidays with Pay for Seafarers, Report VI, p. 13. It is worth 
mentioning that it was the first time in the ILO's history that this exception was chMlengW. This has not been done in 
relation to other ILO instruments with the result that there is a lack of uniformity in ILO maritime instruments in this 
connection.
^^%)id. This important amendment had the effect of changing the basis on which seafarers' leave should be calculated. 
It was more favourable for the seaman, since a year of continuous service was no longer required. It also resulted in a 
minimum leave of 18 days for masters and officers and 12 days for other ratings per year.
 ^^  ^ For the text of the 1946 Office draft, see Report VI, 1946, pp. 20-30 (English text).
11228 RJ^., p. 284.
1 l^Art. 3 (1) of the Committee draft; for the Committee draft, see 28 RJ*., pp. 287-288.
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doctors who are members of the crew on board any vessel were included in the scope of the Conven­
tion. Convention No. 72 was adopted by 78 votes to 16 with 4 abstentions,
Analvsis of the provisions of Convention No. 72 and Conclusions
The following analysis is limited to certain points of the text which justify special mention:
1) It seems from Art. 2 (1) of the Convention that it applied only to members of the crew: if a 
person was not a) a member of the crew and b) employed by the shipowner, the Convention did not 
apply to him.
2) Art 3, para. 5 of the Convention, inter alia , laid down that interruptions due to sickness or 
injury must not be included in the annual holiday with pay. It seems that this provision refers to 
sickness or injury occurring during the holiday,
3) Art. 4 (2) of the Convention was not as protective as the text of the 1945 Office draft. It 
left the question of the determination of the port of leave to national law provided this port could not 
be outside the country of engagement or the home country of the seaman. Consequently, if the 
port of leave was within the limits prescribed above, the seaman could not refuse the leave granted, 
although it was impractical for him to take the leave in the prescribed port.
4) The Convention did no more lay down that the seaman should have a minimum period of 
continuous service with the same undertaking. Therefore, the question arises whether under Con­
vention No. 72 a seaman is entitled to leave after a period of continuous service (according to Art. 3 
( 1)) with different employers. It is undeniable that the seaman concerned was so entitled, At the 
same time there were no provisions in the Convention concerning the basis of calculation and award 
of leave entitlements in respect of an aggregated period of employment under different employers. 
These provisions could be related to a system of continuous employment or to the issue of a card to 
the seaman showing the periods in respect of which he was entitled to leave,
5) Art. 8 of the 1946 Office draft (Art. 8 of the 1936 Convention) which required employers 
to keep written records of leaves was deleted on the grounds that it would lead to unnecessary ad­
ministrative complications. 121 it is true that because of this deletion the actual annual leave granted 
would be difficult to ascertain by inspectors but the usefulness of this provision should not be over-
ll4ibid.,pp. 87-90.
^^^Ibid., p. 148. Only the Employers'group voted against the Convention. The Greek Government abstained. For the 
text of Convention No. 72, see ibid., pp. 353-358.
ll^Radio officers and operators are covered by the provisions of the Convention, see Art. 2 (1 ) (f). In the preparatory 
meetings it was agreed that watchmen and repairers employed during the ship's lay up without a crew signed on are not 
covered by Art. 1 thereof. Report VI, 1946, p. 14.
^^^The similar provisions in Conventions Nos. 54 and 91 should be interpreted likewise; see O.B. , Vol. XXXIII, 
1950, Interpretation of Decisions of the International Labour Conference: Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention 
(Revised), 1949 (No. 91), pp. 307-309.
 ^^  ^ Compare Art. 3 (1) of the 1945 Office draft.
^^^The reinsertion of the phrase "with the same undertaking" in Art 3 (1) was proposed by the shipowners twice in 
the Committee on Holidays and at the Conference but was defeated by 26 votes to 21 and 47 votes to 35 respectively, 
28 R T . , pp. 285 para. 21,93.
^20iiere, a provision similar to that included in the supplementary 1945 Office draft would be recommended, see 
PZMC, 1945, Report II, p. 28.
12128 R i» .,p . 286.
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estimated. According to para. 3 (11) of Art. 6 of Convention No. 22 the articles of agreement must 
contain a statement as to the annual leave granted, if annual leave is provided by national law. 122 
Accordingly, the inspector, in any event, would have to examine the articles of agreement to see that 
the requirements of Convention No. 72 were respected and this probably covers the point sufficiently.
Convention No. 72 was ratified by 5 countries only and never came into force. 2^3 The rea­
sons for this are various:
1) It was not ratified by the United States because it had ratified the 1936 Convention and did 
not intend to undertake further international obligations until other countries ratified the instruments 
concerned. 2^4
2) The six months' minimum period of continuous service was not universally acceptable. 2^5
3) Many Governments preferred that a qualifying period with the same undertaking be a pre­
requisite for a right to leave. 126
B) Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 91)
In Nov-Dee 1948 a tripartite Subcommittee of the JMC decided that, in view of the slow 
progress of ratification of Convention No. 72, it needed to be revised in certain respects; it recom­
mended that Art. 3(1) and Art. 5 (2) concerning continuous service and subsistence allowances re­
spectively should be revised at the 32nd (general) session of the ILO Conference in 1949. 2^7
In the Committee on Revision of Maritime Conventions appointed by the 1949 Conference, 
after long discussions and three votes, it was agreed that a) Art. 3 (1) of Convention No. 72 should 
not be changed and b) Art 5 (2) of the same Convention should be revised to make the inclusion of 
subsistence allowance in the usual remuneration during paid leave optional. 128 The Convention, as 
amended, was adopted by the 1949 Conference. 2^9
^22Here, it should be noted that this paragraph has become somewhat obsolete in the light of recent developments in 
the Held of paid leave. In fact, it requires that the articles of agreement contain the annual leave with pay granted to the 
seaman after one year's service with the same company, if such leave is provided by national law. In view of the above 
analysis, it is suggested that this subparagraph should be amended to the effect that the articles of agreement should 
contain the paid leave granted to the seafarers according to national laws, regulations or collective agreements.
2^3Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hnland and France. All countries apart from Bulgaria denounced this Convention as a re­
sult of the ratification of Convention No. 91.
124ReportVl, 1946, p. 18.
^25see for the votes taken 28 R.P. , pp. 285-286.
126see recorded vote taken on this question at the 1946 Conference, ibid., p. 93.
127^etherlands and Australia had encountered difficulties in ratifying Convention No. 72 because Art. 5 (2) required 
ratifying Members to include a subsistence allowance in the usual remuneration of the seafarer during paid leave. Simi­
larly, some countries, such as the U.S. and Netherlands, found it difficult to ratify Convention No. 72 because the sys­
tem of paid leave in use in these countries required a qualifying period with the same undertaking, see International 
Labour Conference, 32nd session, Geneva, 1949, Partial Revision of Four Conventions adopted by die 28th (Maritime) 
Session of the Conference, Seatde, 1946, Report Xll, pp. 11, 26-27. For the texts of the proposed amendments, see 
ibid., pp. 36,38 (English text).
12832 R.P. , pp. 655-657.
129ibid., pp. 90,105. Convention No. 91 was adopted by 85 votes to 20 with 31 abstentions. The Employers and the 
Government delegate of Italy voted against the Convention.
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Convention No. 91 has been ratified by 20 countries so far and came into force on 14 Sep. 
1967. 130
4.3.3. The question of Paid Vacations for Seafarers revisited: 1967-1976
The 21st session of the JMC
In 1967 the Seafarers requested that Convention No. 91 should be revised. Following the 
adoption of a Resolution at the 55th session of the ILO Conference in 1970,131 they repeated this re­
quest in 1972 at the 21st session of the JMC 132 and said that this revision seemed even more justi­
fied in view of the adoption of Convention No. 132 concerning Annual Holidays with Pay (Revised) 
which applied to all categories of employees except seafarers. 133 The Seafarers' Members reintro­
duced the issue of compensatory time off in port and argued that the new Convention should clearly 
distinguish between annual leave and compensatory leave. They also said that the minimum qualify­
ing period of six months laid down in Convention No. 91 was no longer practical, as the operation of 
faster modem ships called for a revision of the frequency with which annual holidays were granted to 
seamen. 134 Finally, the JMC adopted a Resolution urging the Governing Body to place the question 
of revision of annual holidays for seamen on the Agendas of the following Preparatory Technical 
Maritime Conference and the Maritime Session of the ILO Conference. 135
State practice with regard to holidays with pay for seafarers
In most countries the method of regulating holidays with pay for seafarers is by means of 
collective agreements. 136 However, with regard to other aspects of paid vacations wide divergencies 
are encountered: the period of annual leave varies from 8 to 180 days depending on the position of the 
seafarer, the type of trade and the length of service. 137 Pro rata leave is given in certain countries 
while in others a minimum qualifying period is required. This varies from 1 to 8 months (most 
common are 6 months (six countries) and 1 year (seven countries)). Various conditions have to be
130Aigeria, Angola, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Djibouti, Finland, France, Guinea Bissau, Iceland, Israel, Italy, Mauritania, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia and Yugoslavia. It was denounced by France, Italy, Netheriands, 
Portugal and Spain as a result of the ratification of Convention No. 146. For the text of Convention No. 91, see 32 
R.P. , pp. 690-699; ILO, International Labour Conventions and Recommendations, 1919-1981, pp. 970-3.
13lThis resolution (Resolution II) requested the Governing Body to ask the JMC to consider a revision of 
Convention No. 91, see 55 RJ^., p. 286. Resolution VI concerning Compensatory Leave also was of importance: it 
brought together with annual leave the question of time off for work done on weekends and public holidays at sea 
(para, a) and envisaged the possibility of special leave arrangements for various types of ships (tankers, bulk carriers 
and containers) (para, b), ibid., p. 287.
^32joint Maritime Commission, 21st session, Geneva, Nov-Dee 1972, JMC/21/8, p. 4.
3^3Art 2 (1). This Convention provides for a minimum leave of three working weeks per annum (Art. 3 (3)) and for a 
pro rata leave (Art. 4  (1)); and it contains more specific provisions concerning the time for the granting of leave (Arts. 
7(2 ), 8 ,9  and 10).
134jMC/21/8,p. 5.
^35ibid., Annex HI, p. 19.
136state practice is based on the replies of 57 Governments to the 1976 ILO Questionnaire, see ILO, Preparatory Tech­
nical Maritime Conference, Geneva, October 1975, Holidays with Pay for Seafarers, Report II, p. 1. For a comprehen­
sive account of the replies of the Governments, see ibid., pp. 18-77.
f37£)j[vergencies exist even in countries who grant holidays without distinction as to grade, the size of the vessel and 
the type of trade; for the length of the leave granted in various countries, see ibid., pp. 20-31.
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fulfilled before a seaman is entitled to leave (whether or not pro rata). 138 xhe calculation of leave 
entitlements on the basis of time on and off articles varies considerably. It seems that in the majority 
of countries only time on articles entitles a seaman to leave but the details of the calculation are differ­
ent in various countries. In the majority of countries small interruptions of service due to certified ill­
ness, required medical care, etc. do not affect leave entitlement. In 8 countries transfers from ship to 
ship do not affect the seaman's right to leave provided these ships belong to the same owner while in 
ten countries changes in the management or ownership do not have any effects on leave. 139
The relationship between weekly rest days and public holidays and the right to leave, the 
maximum period of interruption allowing a seaman to claim leave, and leave granted for professional 
training were treated in a different manner in various countries, i^ i® Similarly, apart from the inclusion 
of subsistence and food allowances in payments made during leave and the payment of the holiday 
compensation in advance, which are standard provisions in the majority of countries, the calculation of 
the amount, and the method of remuneration during leave differ widely, i^i Some governments 
replied that holidays must be taken at one time (excluding exceptional cases), while in others the 
seafarer is entitled to take them in parts, sometimes not more than two. 1^2 Many countries do not 
allow the accumulation of annual leave beyond the year following that in which it is earned, while the 
making of cash payments in lieu of leave not granted is not favoured in the majority of countries or is 
given only in exceptional cases. In the majority of the countries (19) annual leave is granted by mu­
tual agreement but in a substantial number of countries (10) the actual time at which the seafarer is to 
take the holidays due is decided by the shipowner; in a few countries leave is given at the seafarer's 
request or upon his discharge. 1^ 3
In the majority of countries (26) the seafcu*er is not compelled to take his leave in a port other 
than the port of engagement or the port of his home country. Usually, if that leave is granted in an­
other port, the seafarer is entitled to be taken back to the port of engagement or the home port at the 
shipowner's expense and travel time is not deducted from leave. In most countries (41) the seafarer is 
entitled to cash payment on a pro rata basis, if he leaves his employment before he is able to take the 
holidays earned. In most countries food and subsistence allowance plus wages are included in the 
cash payment. In most countries payment in lieu of leave earned is prohibited and in some countries 
is allowed only in exceptional circumstances. In the majority of countries (at least 23) there are 
no legislative restrictions which prevent the seafarer from taking other employment during leave time 
but in a number of countries, this practice is not well received by representatives of the seafaring in-
^38%'erminatioa of the employment not due to the fault of the seaman, minimum service with the same employer, etc., 
see ibid., pp. 31-37.
139ibid..pp. 38-41.
140lbid..pp. 41-49. 
l^llbid., pp. 49-58.
142ibid., pp. 59-67.
143lbid., pp. 67-71.
144ibid.. pp. 71-73.
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dustry. Nonetheless, in some countries (7) such restrictions exist. The enforcement of leave regula­
tions is entrusted to government agencies, joint committees of shipowners and seafarers and trade 
unions. Finally, in the majority of the countries (35) time off in port is not counted against leave.
The 1975 Office draft, the 1975 Preparatorv Maritime Conference and 1976 Office draft 
The first Office draft was a simplified copy of Convention No. 132 mentioned earlier, 
adapted to the special conditions of seafarers.
In the Committee on Holidays with Pay for Seafarers at the Preparatory Conference the 
Shipowners stated that the new instrument should only lay down the basic principles for annual leave 
for seafarers while the details should be regulated by collective agreements. They added that the de­
tailed regulation of such matters in Convention No. 91 was the main reason why this Convention had 
not been widely ratified. On the other hand, the Seafarers agreed with the Office draft but were of the 
opinion that an annual leave of 21 days (as in Convention No. 132) was inadequate for seamen be­
cause of the special nature of their work. They replied to the Shipowners saying that the main reason 
for non-ratification of the Convention was negligence on the part of Governments.
Some governments desired the exclusion of fishing and sailing vessels while one country 
could not accept that service off articles should be included in the calculation of annual leave. The 
Shipowners preferred the exclusion of certain kinds of vessels, such as sailing and fishing vessels, 
and thought that the Convention should differentiate between ships engaged in different types of 
trade. In contrast, the Seafarers preferred the Office text, which made the Convention applicable to 
persons employed "in any capacity on board a ship other than a ship of war". With regard to the 
minimum length of annual leave, the Seafarers proposed a 48 working days annual leave, while the 
Shipowners proposed a 3 working weeks annual leave (at a later stage, they proposed a 36 and 24 
calendar days annual leave respectively). Finally, a proposal by the Government of the Netherlands 
was adopted, which provided for a 5 calendar weeks minimum annual leave,
Another amendment, moved by the Seafarers, was adopted to the effect that, besides absence 
from work for reasons beyond the control of the seafarer such as maternity, injury and illness,
i^^ibid.pp. 73-77.
146pQf the text of the first Office draft, see ibid., pp. 90-92. However, as regards the time at which leave is to be 
granted the draft adopted the text of Convention No. 91 (time fixed by mutual agreement).
^^^For example. Art. 6 (3) provided that temporary shore leave granted to the seafarer while the ship is in port should 
not be counted against the minimum anmml leave; also, according to Art. 10 (2), the seafarer could not without his con­
sent be compellW to take the leave due in a port other than the engagement or the home port. The return transportation 
was to be paid by the shipowner and travel time was not deducted from annual leave.
l^^^This, as can be seen from previous comments on that Convention, is partly true. For the views of the two groups, 
see International Labour Organisation, 62nd (Maritime) Session, Geneva, 1976, Holidays with Pay for Seafarers, 
Rqx)rt II, pp. 7-8.
14% id.,pp. 8 .10-11.
^^^bid., pp. 13-16. It should be noted that most governments abstained from voting owing to the different systems of 
paid leave which existed in various countries. Finally, the 5 calendar week - minimum anmmi leave was not adopted by 
the Preparatory Conference in Plenary Sitting and was deleted from the Conclusions and the 1976 Office draft, ibid., 
pp. 33,35.
' ^ ^Consequently, self-induced illness or injury fall outside the scope of this amendment which forms para. 3 of Art. 5 
of the final Convention.
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absence from work to attend a training course should be counted as a part of the period of service. 1^2 
Art. 10 (1) of the 1975 Office draft was amended so that it is line with Art. 10 (1) of Convention No. 
132. 153
The final decision on the questions concerning whether fishermen should be included in the 
Convention and whether public and customary holidays should be counted as a part of the minimum 
annual leave was postponed until the 1976 Conference. 154 The 1976 Office draft, which was sub­
mitted to the 1976 Conference, was based on the Conclusions arrived at by the Preparatory Confer­
ence. 155
The 1976 Conference
In the Committee on Holidays with Pay appointed by the Conference the governments ex­
pressed very different views as regards the scope of the proposed Convention and the proposed 
minimum length of annual leave. Finally, after a considerable number of amendments had been exa­
mined, the Committee decided that the Convention would not apply to ships engaged in fishing or in 
operations directly connected therewith or in whaling or similar pursuits. Moreover, the option was 
given to ratifying countries a) to extend the application of the Convention to the categories of persons 
excluded under Art. 2, and b) to exclude from the application of the Convention "limited categories of 
persons employed on board sea-going ships". 156 It also became evident that governments were in 
disagreement as to the actual length of minimum annual leave. At last, the minimum annual leave was 
fixed at 30 calendar days, i ^
The Committee also decided, by a narrow majority, that cash payment in lieu of leave should 
be allowed in exceptional circumstances. 158 The effect of several amendments to Art. 10 (2) of the 
draft 159 submitted by the shipowner, the seafarer and government delegates at the Preparatory Con­
ference and in the 1976 Conference Committee was to diminish the protection it afforded to seafarers 
in two respects: a) the home port of the seafarer is not directly specified as the port where leave is to 
be taken (the place of engagement or recruitment, whichever is nearer his home, was substituted for it)
152rhis amendment was meant to refer to all maritime training courses without any distinction as to level or grade. 
Report n , 1976, pp. 17-18. While this is a welcome provision and will induce seafarers to receive maritime training 
without any apprehensions about possible effects on continuity of service, it may have delayed the ratification progress 
of the Convention, since law and collective agreements in some countries do not provide for continuity of service 
during maritime training; especially the payment of salaries and allowances during training is a controversial issue, see 
PTMC, 1975, Report II, pp. 42-49. It should be noted that this provision may bring into the scope of the Convention 
^prentices and cadets, who in any case are not expressly excluded from it, unless the word "employed” in Art. 2 (1) 
and (2) is interpreted restrictively. This, of course, does not prevent a ratifying Member from excluding these 
categories of seafarers under Art 2 (7).
f53yjie leave due is no longer given by mutual agreement at the first opportunity, as the requirements of service allow, 
but the time at which leave is to be t^en is fixW by the employer after consultation and, as far as possible, in agree­
ment with the seafarer, unless it is fixed otherwise by national laws, regulations or collective agreements.
154Report II, 1976, pp. 12-13,18-19,30-33.
155por the text of die 1976 Office draft, see ibid., pp. 36-45.
15662/?.P., pp. 164-167.
157ibid., pp. 167-168. The seafarers had proposed 36 calendar days and the shipowners 28. The proposals of the Gov­
ernments varied from 28 to 32 days.
158ibid., p. 173. These could comprise quarantine, illness, invalidity and when the time between the current and new 
enmloyment does not permit the taking of leave.
159For the original draft Article, see supra n. 147.
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and b) national laws and regulations can provide for any other place not being bound by the provi­
sions of Art. 10 (2).
In the Plenary Sitting of the Conference the Shipowners declared that they were opposed to 
Arts. 3 (3), 5 (3), 6 (a) and (c) and 7 (1). All Shipowners' amendments having been rejected the 
Convention was adopted as a whole. 1^ 2 it should be added that, unlike all previous ILO Conventions 
on this subject. Convention No. 146 includes the standard final provisions regarding the entry of the 
Convention into force (registration of the ratifications of two Members).
Analvsis of the provisions of Convention No. 146
The analysis of Convention No. 146 will be limited to certain of its provisions which call for 
special examination. As a general remark, it may be said that the concept of annual leave with pay was 
given a restrictive interpretation in this Convention as a : "... component of the total leave enjoyed by 
seafarers which represented the irreducible minimum corresponding to a year of service, to the 
exclusion of such components as compensatory leave",
1) The words "arbitration awards" in Art. I of the Convention refer to both compulsory and 
voluntary awards,
2) Art. 4(1) lays down that a seafarer "whose length of service in any year is less than that 
required for the full entitlement prescribed in the preceding Article" shall be entitled to annual leave on 
a pro rata basis. The question arises as to the length of service to which this Article refers. Art. 5(1) 
stipulates that "the manner in which the length of service is calculated for the purpose of leave enti­
tlement shall be determined by the competent authority or through the appropriate machinery in each 
country". Accordingly, the competent authority may specify a minimum qualifying period of less 
than I year; or it may specify a minimum qualifying period of more than I year. In the first case, if 
the seaman concerned claims his leave after the he has completed the minimum service prescribed by 
the competent authority but before the completion of a full calendar year yet without having been dis­
charged, it can be readily seen that none of Arts. 3 (3), 4(1) and 7 (3) apply thereto. In the second 
case, if, for example, the minimum qualifying period is fixed at two years, the seaman will not be able 
to claim the 30 calendar day - leave for the first year of his service.
In short, the relationship of Art 5(1) to the other articles of the Convention is not clear. It 
is submitted that the satisfactory working of the Convention presupposes that the minimum length of
^^®Rqx>rt n , 1976, p. 23,62 R I*., pp. 173-174, For the text of the Committee draft, see ibid., pp. 175-177. 
161lbid.,pp. 232-234.
^^^Ibid., pp. 236-238. Convention No. 146 was adopted by 183 votes to 25, with 18 abstentions. All Governments 
voted for the Convention except India and Nigeria, who voted against it, and Canada, Colombia, Liberia, Morocco, New 
Zealand, Pakistan, Panama, Sri Lanka and Surinam, who abstained from voting, ibid., pp. 281-282. For the text of the 
Convention, see ibid., pp. ; also ILO, International Labour Conventions and Recommendations , 1919-1981, pp. 986- 
989.
163Report II, 1976, p. 25. This narrow definition prevented the Netherlands from ratifying the Convention because in 
that country the annual leave given to the seaman dso consisted of other components such as compensatory leave, ibid.,
p . 2 6 .
l64Report II, 1976, pp. 9-10.
f^^In this respect paras. 1 and 2 of Art. 3 of Convention No. 91, are much dearer.
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service fixed by the competent authority is one year and from that moment onwards the leave is 
calculated on an annual basis.
3) According to Art. 5 (2) service off articles must be counted as part of the period of service 
under conditions to be determined by the competent authority. This Article leaves the details of the 
reckoning of service off articles to the competent authority but it requires that this service will not in­
terrupt the continuity of service of seafarers which would entitle them to annual leave and will be 
counted as a part of the period of service. Consequently, it is contrary to the law and practice of 
countries where continuity of employment for seafarers has not been established, Art. 5 (3) enu­
merates certain circumstances beyond the control of the seafarer which do not affect the continuity of 
service (illness, injury, maternity). It is not clear from the wording of this provision whether this list is 
exhaustive or not and this was not discussed at the Conference,
4) Art 6 (c) provides that "temporary shore leave granted to a seafarer while on articles" shall 
not be counted as a part of the minimum annual leave. This is so even if the ship is not in port but 
anchored off the port waiting to imload.
5) Art 7(1) provides that the seafarer will be paid during the leave period "at least his normal 
remuneration". This phrase is not clarified in the Convention. Nevertheless, it does include certain 
bonuses given to seafarers, calculated in a manner to he determined by the competent authority, but it 
excludes overtime payment, Art 7 (3) lays down that if a seaman leaves or is discharged from the 
service of his employer before he has taken annual leave due to him shall receive an appropriate 
remuneration in accordance with Art. 7 (1). This does not preclude a seaman from claiming a pro­
portion of his leave before the termination of the employment in addition to his normal remuneration. 
170
6) Art. 10 (2) provides that "no seafarer shall be required without his consent to take annual 
leave due to him at a place other than that where he was engaged or recruited ...". This place does 
not necessarily have to be the port of engagement or recruitment. Under Art. 10 (3) the trans-
l^^This was the position in India, see Report II, 1976, p. 17. It is submitted that the text is not as flexible as was in­
tended in the original amendment moved by the Government of the F.R.G. (the word "shall" was substituted for the 
word "can" in the original amendment); for the situation in Sri Lanka see 62 R.P., p. 235. This paragraph only applies 
to countries where service off articles exist, ibid., p. 169.
Another such circumstance could be temporary discharge caused by the laying up of the vessel, see PTMC , 1935, 
Report II, pp. 70-72. At present, this case could come under Art. 5 (2). Continuity could also be broken by lay-offs 
without the discharge of the seaman, military training and leaves of absence granted by the company.
^^Report II, 1976, p. 20. The word "temporary" implies a short period of time and does not apply to cases where a 
ship has been immobilised for a long period, ibid., p. 19. In the latter case that period will be deducted from annual 
leave. This temporary leave has to be authorised by die master, 62 R P . , p. 170.
^^ I^t also seems that this paragraph prevents ratifying countries from calculating the remuneration of the seafarer during 
leave on the basis of his average remuneration over a given period before the taking of the leave. Report II, 1976, p. 20. 
This provision must have caused problems in certain countries where payment during leave is so calculated, see PTMC, 
R ^ r t  n, 1975, p. 84.
^^^eport n, 1976, pp. 20-21. Compare Arts. 7 (3) and 11 of the 1975 Office draft to the same Articles of Convention 
No. 146. A similar provision in respect of most other categories of workers spears in Art. 11 of Convention No. 132. 
However, certain countries seem to think that the obligations of the employer under Art. 7 (3) of the Convention end 
with the payment of the sum due for the period of leave, 62 R P . , p. 172.
^^^This provision is favourable to the seaman, since he will not have to travel on his own expenses from the port of 
sailing to the place where he was actually engaged or recruited (which might not be a port).
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portation to the place of recruitment or engagement is free of charge to the seaman only if he is re­
quired to take his annual leave from a place other than that permitted by Art. 10 (2).
7) The enforcement of the provisions concerning annual leave, according to Art. 13, is solely 
entrusted to the authorities of the flag State. 1^ 3
4.3.4. Conclusions
The question of paid annual leave for seafarers is one of vital importance to them. Thus, it 
seems advisable that the reasons for the relative failure of Convention No. 146 should be identified 
1*75 and some amendments to the Convention should be effected, if it is to constitute a workable 
regime covering annual leave for seafarers,
4.3.4.1. Comparison between Convention No. 91 and Convention No. 146
The only provision which is not ambiguous in Convention No. 146 and is more progressive 
than its similar provision in Convention No. 91 is Ait 3 (3) which lays down a minimum annual leave 
of 30 calendar days. In all other respects. Convention No. 146 is a general instrument: many matters 
are left to national practice, Moreover, the Convention empowers national laws, regulations and 
collective agreements to derogate from the protective provisions contained therein. The situation 
is further aggravated by Art. 2 (7) which empowers ratifying Members to exclude from the 
application of the Convention "limited categories of persons employed on board sea-going ships".
On the other hand, though Convention No. 91 may have been a more rigid instrument it does 
contain more specific provisions and does not give rise to contradictory or subjective interpretations 
of its provisions. As will be seen below, certain of its provisions, appropriately modified, would 
improve the text of Convention No. 146.
4.3.4.2. Possible remedies
An interpretation of the Convention, which would facilitate ratification by certain countries 
whose legislation and agreements provide for two annual leave standards (a lower minimum in legis­
lation and a higher one in collective agreements), without compromising the text of the Convention, is 
the following: These countries can treat the legislative minimum annual leave (insofar as it is equal to
172Accordingly, if a seaman has resigned his employment, he cannot take advantage of this provision, 62 R.P.. p. 173, 
173ibid.,p. 174.
174Reasons which should be taken into account in calculating the length of leave for seafarers are, according to Seafa­
rers' representatives, that "the physical and mental health of seafarers was seriously affected by the dangers they faced 
and by the constant pressure to which they were subjected. In addition, the special characteristics of the occupation did 
not permit seafarers, as contrasted with shore-based workers, to enjoy a satisfactory social and family life. Finally, the 
technological changes which had occurred..., had considerably increased the productivity of the maritime industry but, 
as a social consequence, had frequently resulted in the reduction of the number of persons working on board and in the 
lengthening of the time worked, 62 R.P. , pp. 163-164; but see different opinion of shipowners, ibid., p. 167. 
l^^Convention No. 146 came into force on 13 June 1979 and has been ratified by ten countries so far: Cameroon, 
France, Iraq, Italy, Morocco, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Portugal, Spain and Sweden.
176The most important objections of the governments to the Convention have been mentioned earlier in this section. 
Here, some possible remedies are suggested.
177see Arts. 5 ,6  (b) and (d), 7 (1), Art. 8 (1).
178See Arts. 7 (2), 8 (2), 9, 10 (1) and (2).
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or higher than the one laid down in Art 3 para. 3 of the Convention) as minimum annual leave within 
the meaning of the Convention while the collective agreement minimum could not be regarded as a 
minimum annual leave within the meaning of the Convention with the result that certain provisions of 
the Convention would not apply to that minimum. The same can be suggested for countries which 
may provide or have provided for two annual leave minima in legislation and have declared the lower 
minimum as a minimum annual leave in accordance with the terms of the Convention,
Convention No. 146 is one of the few ILO Conventions concerning seamen's affairs which 
accords the competent authority or the appropriate machinery in each country a prominent role. In 
fact, without experienced decisions from the competent authority, the Convention is unlikely to work 
properly. In particular, the competent authority has to interpret Art. 5 (3) as giving it the right to im­
pose time limits on the periods of training, illness, injury or maternity which are to be counted as a 
part the seafarer's service. Moreover, the competent authority should be empowered to ensure that 
Art. 5 (3) comes into operation only if the circumstances mentioned therein take place before the ter­
mination of the employment contract between the shipowner and the seafarer. This, it is submitted, is 
the meaning of this provision,
In conclusion, the language used in Convention No. 146 is vague in many respects. It is 
submitted, however, that if the Convention is applied at the national level, as interpreted above in 4.3.3., 
and if the competent authority acts in a responsible and efficient manner along the lines suggested in 
the above paragraphs some of the difficulties in the application of this Convention would be removed.
4.3,4.3, Possible improvements to the text o f Convention No, 146 
The text of the Convention can be improved in certain areas:
1) Food and subsistence allowance should be expressly included in the normal remuneration 
given to the seafarer during leave under Art. 7.
2) A limit could be placed on the possibility of accumulating leave under Art. 8 (transfer of the 
leave not beyond the year following that in which the leave has been earned).
3) Convention No. 146 does not make special provision for the impact on the annual leave of 
employment with different employers. In particular, the effect of changes in the ownership or mana­
gement of the ship on annual leave is unpredictable. Convention No. 91 provides in this respect that 
such changes shall not affect the continuity of service. The establishment of clearing houses to deal 
with changes in employment could be envisaged in a future instrument
a result. Art. 6 would apply only to the lower minimum specified in the declaration appended to the ratification 
of the Convention according to Art. 3 (2).
180See62/?i’. ,p .  169.
^® I^f such a provision is included in a future instrument the words "the same employer" may have to be defined 
(mergers, successors, transfers, joint owners, same management but different ownership, same ownership but different 
management), see supra the analysis of the 1936 and 1946 Conventions at pp. 365-6, 366-7 and 369-70; see also p. 
372. It may seem desirable to evAuate the effect of changes in the seaman's employment status not only on the basis of 
changes in the ownership of the ship but also on the basis of whether the "next" ship is engaged in the same type of 
trade or is covered by the same labour-management agreement.
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4) The text of the Convention as regards the calculation of leave should become more flexible 
to allow for the fact that in some countries the minimum length of the qualifying period and the length 
of paid leave are not calculated on an annual basis. To this end, Art. 3 (3) of Convention No. 146 
should be supplemented to provide for a length of paid leave equal to 30 calendar days per year, al­
though calculated on a different basis (for example, two and a half calendar days for each month of 
service). This would be achieved by the addition of the words "or an equivalent period of leave cal­
culated in accordance with national laws, regulations or collective agreements" after the words "30 
calendar days for one year of service". In contrast to Art. 3 (2) of Convention No. 91, the minimum 
length of service would be determined by the competent authority according to Art. 5 (1) of Conven­
tion No. 146.
5) As pointed out earlier. Art. 5 (2) of the Convention constituted an obstacle to ratification in 
certain countries. ^*2 An "escalator" clause could be added to this provision to the effect, that if na­
tional circumstances do not permit the inclusion of service off articles in the qualifying period of ser­
vice, short breaks of service between signing off at the end of a voyage and signing on for the next 
should not break the continuity of service. To these could be added periods during which the seafarer 
is at the disposal of the master before departure, periods before and after service on board, etc.
6) The scope of the reasons beyond the control of the seafarer which do not affect the conti­
nuity of service should be clarified.
7) Finally, in the light of state practice, as outlined above, in a future instrument the following 
possibilities should be considered: a) enumeration of the circumstances under which time off in port 
does not count against leave, which is the position in the majority of the countries, b) inclusion in the 
Convention of a maximum period of interruption allowing a seaman to claim leave, c) substitution of 
"mutual agreement" for the decision of the shipowner as the main method of determining the time at 
which leave is granted, d) express inclusion of joint committees of shipowners and seafarers, and of 
trade unions as optional means of enforcement of the provisions of the Convention and e) the gradual 
elimination of the too numerous references to national law which are unlikely to ensure uniform 
treatment of seafarers at the international level with regard to annual leave. 1^ 3
the majority of countries only service on articles is counted as part of the period of service, PTMC^ 1975, Report 
II^p. 38-9.
l^This would be possible in respect of Arts. 7 (2), 10 (1) and (2).
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In conclusion, despite some of the critical comments that have been made above with regard to 
some provisions of Convention No. 146, it must be recognised that, given the existing divergencies in 
the calculation of annual leave for seafarers, an international instrument which aims to regulate this 
question should be very cautious in laying down detailed provisions other than certain basic standards 
and safeguards against possible abuse of leave provisions. Details could be left to national law and 
practice.
SOCIAL SECURITY
This Chapter will deal with the numerous instruments adopted by the ILO relating to social se­
curity for seafarers. These instruments are: a) Convention No. 8 (1920) concerning Unemployment 
Indemnity in Case of Loss or Foundering of the Ship, b) Recommendation No. 10 (1920) concerning 
Unemployment Insurance for Seamen, c) Convention No. 55 (1936) concerning the Liability of the 
Shipowner in Case of Sickness, Injury or Death of Seamen, d) Convention No. 56 (1936) concerning 
Sickness Insurance for Seamen, e) Convention No. 70 (1946) concerning Social Security for 
Seafarers, f) Recommendation No. 75 (1946) concerning Agreements relating to the Social Security 
of Seafarers, g) Recommendation No. 76 (1946) concerning Medical Care for Seafarers' Dependants, 
h) Convention No. 71 (1946) concerning Seafarers' Pensions and i) Convention No. 165 (1987) 
concerning Social Security Protection for Seafarers (Revised). Since detailed analysis of these 
instruments would defeat limitations of space and patience (on the part of the reader) the writer fol­
lows another approach in this Chapter, that is to point out, analyse, and draw conclusions concerning 
the main points of these instruments, leaving aside the details. The existence of many instruments 
dealing with aspects of social security for seafarers will require a comparative analysis thereof at the 
end of the Chapter. At the same time certain thoughts will be expressed with regard to the question 
whether Convention No. 165 will be able to achieve its aim, namely the effective and, as far as possi­
ble, uniform regulation of every aspect of social security for seafarers at the international level.
The question of social security of seafarers is one of the most burning questions which the 
ILO has been called to deal with for many reasons: a) wide divergencies of national laws concerning 
this issue have existed and still exist as regards crucial aspects of social security law; b) the choice of 
applicable law is a matter of particular relevance to the question of social security of seafarers and its 
solution has encountered numerous difficulties within the ILO; the final answer, given by Convention 
No. 165, is no more than a "compromise" solution; c) the equality of treatment of seafarers on the ba­
sis of nationality and residence in connection with the applicable law has again presented ILO dele­
gates with insoluble questions; none of the relevant ILO instruments results in complete coverage of 
seamen at the international level from a social security point of view. The satisfactory treatment of all 
these questions required the writer to go into some detail in examining attitudes of governments.
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shipowners and seamen toward the question of social security of seafarers before he attempted to 
formulate certain conclusions concerning the improvement of the relevant international standards. Fi­
nally, the diversity of the social security benefits granted by various countries and the various re­
quirements that have to be fulfilled before such benefits are granted provide a fine example of the im­
pact of administration and administrative law on questions involving labour law.
5.1. Unemployment Indemnity for Seafarers in case of shipwreck
The regulation of unemployment insurance for seamen involves consideration of many ques­
tions:
a) the type of unemployment insurance system (insurance system established by the Govern­
ment or a system of Government subventions to associations whose rules provide for the payment of 
benefits to their unemployed members, compulsory or voluntary insurance scheme or a combination 
of the two),
b) the ratio of employers', workers' and governments' contributions to the unemployment fund,
c) whether there should be a special insurance scheme for seafarers or a general unemploy­
ment insurance scheme covering many categories of workers including seafarers (in the former case 
Government subventions may have to be reduced),
d) the conditions to be fulfilled before a seaman is entitled to unemployment benefit (for ex­
ample, minimum period of employment, minimum period of unemployment, minimum period of 
contributions, age of person entitled to benefits),
e) the scope of unemployment benefit (whether there should be general covering of all causes 
of unemployment or special coverage in cases of shipwreck, acts of war, etc.),
0 the duration of unemployment benefit and the rate of benefit in relation to wages or salaries,
g) circumstances which cause the unemployment benefit to be discontinued (for example, if 
the seafarer refuses suitable employment offered to him by the appropriate employment agencies or if 
he is a deserter, or if he reaches a specified age), and
h) the position of non-resident seamen as regards unemployment benefits granted by the flag 
State and the extension of unemployment benefits to foreigners under certain conditions (for example, 
domicile or residence in the flag State for a specified period, membership of national trade unions).
5.1.1. The history of the question of unemployment insurance for seamen
The Washington Conference had adopted in 1919 a Recommendation concerning Unemploy­
ment. Art. 3 of this Recommendation, adopted by 73 votes to 11, recommended that an effective 
system of unemployment insurance should be established in each country. Furthermore, Art. 3 of the
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Convention which concerned international reciprocity in matters of unemployment insurance had been 
adopted by 51 votes to 15. i
By 1920 the question of unemployment insurance for seamen was dealt with in national leg­
islation only in a fragmentary and incomplete manner.  ^ The replies of the governments to the 1920 
ILO questionnaire showed that only a very few countries (such as the Netherlands) had established an 
unemployment insurance system for seamen. The Office decided that the international regulation of 
unemployment insurance for seamen was a step necessary to rectify the prevailing situation. ^
The Genoa Commission on Unemployment
The Commission decided to restrict substantially the scope of the proposed Convention: it 
provided for unemployment insurance only in the case of loss or foundering of the ship. ^
The Genoa Conference also adopted a Recommendation, namely Recommendation No. 10 
concerning Unemployment Insurance for Seamen. Like the Washington recommendation on unem­
ployment insurance, it envisaged the organisation of unemployment insurance for seafarers either by 
the State or by systems of subventions.  ^ Finally, the Conference adopted a Resolution urging the 
JMC to study the question of unemployment insurance for seamen.  ^ Convention No. 8 was adopted 
by 70 votes to 0 and Recommendation No. 10 by 66 to 0, with 3 abstentions. ^
5.1.2. Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 8 and Conclusions
1) The Convention applies to all persons employed on any vessel engaged in maritime navi­
gation. 8
2) Art. 2(1) of the Convention provides that "in every case of loss or foundering of any ves­
sel, the owner or person with whom the seaman has contracted for service on board the vessel shall 
pay to each seaman employed thereon an indemnity against unemployment resulting from such loss 
or foundering". This applies only in cases of loss or foundering of the ship. Consequently, the ques­
tion of seaworthiness of the vessel is irrelevant to the application of the Convention.  ^ Total unsea-
^For the discussions on unemployment insurance, the votes taken and the texts adopted, see 1 RJ^,, pp. 235,237, 145, 
149-50,258-9.
international Labour Office, Genoa, June, 1920, Unemployment, Report H, Chapter II, pp. 38-46. 
ib id ., pp. 47-50.
, p. 534. For the text of the Commission draft, see ibid., p. 536.
^According to the Report of the Commission on Unemployment, it is ^plicable "to every case of involuntary idleness 
through lack of employment", ibid., p. 535.
^Especially, the means through which an effective system of unemployment insurance would be secured for seafarers 
employed under a foreign flag or whose unemployment arises in a foreign port or who are outside the scope of the na­
tional insurance schemes, ibid., p. 535.
^Ibid. pp. 451-3. For the text of Convention No. 8, Recommendation No. 10 and Resolution on Unemployment In­
surance, see ibid., pp. 578-582,593.
^Emphasis added. It does not make any distinction between nationals and foreigners employed on a ship registered in 
the flag State; also, it does not specify whether these persons should be employed by the shipowner or not; for these 
questions, see 1939 SA.R. App. 10.
^2 RJ^., p. 534.
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worthiness of the ship does not come within the scope of the Convention, unless it is due to loss or 
foundering of the ship.
3) The seaman is entitled to unemployment indemnity irrespective of whether the ship has 
been insured or not. lo
4) The right of the seaman to a minimum of two months' wages (Art. 2, para. 2) can be 
claimed if two conditions are fulfilled: a) the seaman's unemployment comes as a consequence of the 
loss or foundering of the ship (Art 2, para. 1) and b) the unemployment indemnity will be paid for the 
days during which the seaman remains in fact unemployed.
5) It is not clear to what kind of wages Art. 2, para. 2 refers. A gloss on the meaning of 
"wages" is given by the same provision, namely that the indemnity will be "at the same rate as the 
wages payable under the contract". Accordingly, the question whether food and subsistence allow­
ances, travel, seniority and other bonuses, etc. are included in the term "wages" within the meaning of 
the Article depends on whether they are so included according to the law which governs the seaman's 
contract
6) According to Art. 3 seamen shall have the same remedies for recovering such indemnities 
as they have for recovering arrears of wages. Such remedies may include a lien on the ship, if this is a 
means for recovering arrears of wages in the flag State.
The main disadvantage of Convention No. 8 concerning Unemployment Indemnity in Case of 
Loss or Foundering of the Ship is that it is an instrument of a very limited nature. It does not even 
comprise cases where the ship has become unseaworthy because of an accident and the crew has been 
landed. 12 Many issues of unemployment insurance such as the ones mentioned in the opening para­
graph of this section were not resolved in this Convention and this is why Recommendation No. 10, 
which recommended the establishment of an effective system of unemployment insurance for seamen, 
was adopted.
10lbid..p.254-5.
 ^^ Thus, it seems that if the seaman resumes employment ashore he will not be entitled to such indemnity.
^^An amendment to the effect that the words "or in case of any other event as a result of which the crew has to be taken 
off the ship" be added to Art. 2 (1)  was not adopted, 2 R .P., pp. 256-259. Moreover, wide divergencies in various 
countries have been noticed in the annual reports with regard to the following questions: a) the meaning of "loss or 
foundering" of the ship, b) the meaning of "wages" and c) the position in various countries in the case of "loss or 
foundering of a vessel die crew of which would, Md there been no loss or foundering, have had their contract of service 
terminated, owing to the completion of the voyage, within a period of less than two months from the loss or foundering 
which in fact resulted" (extract from the form of the ILO's annual report to ratifying Members), see ILO, The Interna­
tional Labour Code, 1951, Vol. I: Code, pp. 882-883. A statement was made by &e Director of the ILO Office that 
these different practices in various countries did not seem to show that the provisions of the Convention were not ob­
served. This statement was approved by the Governing Body, 73 G.B., pp. 478-9,74 G £ . , pp. 9-10. For conflicting 
views on the applicability of Convention No. 8 to cases in which the seaman is remunerated by the voyage, see 14'R.P.
, pp. 655-6. For the interpretation of the provisions of Convention No. 8 by national courts see C.H. Dillon, In­
ternational Labor Conventions: Their Interpretation and Revision , 1942, pp. 178-185.
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5.2. The protection of seamen in case of sickness and injury before the 2nd 
World War
The question of the protection of seamen in the case of sickness was first discussed at the 
13th session of the ILO Conference in 1929. The Committee on the protection of seamen in case of 
sickness appointed by the 1929 Conference examined two aspects of this question: a) the liability of 
the shipowner towards sick and injured seamen and b) sickness insurance for seamen; accident 
insurance for seamen was excluded from international regulation, In the Committee the 
shipowners were against the regulation of sickness insurance for seamen in a Convention, as opposed 
to a Recommendation. Also, they were of the opinion that fishing vessels, small vessels, vessels 
engaged in inland navigation and seamen not in direct employment of the shipowners, such as barbers, 
musicians, wireless operators, etc. should be excluded from the scope of the proposed instruments. 
On the other hand, the seafarers replied that the shipowners' views were not justified. %t was 
decided that the proposed instruments should have the form of a Convention. Coastwise fishing 
vessels, small vessels and persons not employed by the shipowner were allowed to be excluded only 
from the instrument concerning the liability of the shipowner towards sick or injured seamen.
At the 1929 Conference in Plenary Sitting two amendments were submitted: a) by the sea­
men's group to the effect that the seaman would still retain his rights agmnst the shipowner even if his 
sickness was caused by his own act as opposed to his wilful act and b) by the shipowners' group to 
the effect that the question of repatriation should be deleted from the draft Conclusions. Both 
amendments were defeated,
After the examination of the replies of the Governments the Office decided to submit to the 
1936 Conference for a second discussion, two draft Conventions in many respects similar to the texts 
adopted by the 1929 Conference, After many amendments had been moved, especially by gov­
ernment and shipowner delegates, the Committee on the protection of seamen in case of sickness or 
accident appointed by the 1936 Conference adopted the Office drafts with certain amendments.
^^International Labour Conference, 13 th session. The Protection o f Seamen in Case o f Sickness , including the treat­
ment of seamen injured on board ship, 1929, Questionnaire II, pp. 3-4. For the Committee's report, see ibid., pp. 5-62, 
13 . pp. 356^100.
l^ e e  Shipowners' special statement on matters dealt with by the Committee in their absence and the Observations of 
the Seamen's Group on the statement submitted by the Shipowners, Questionnaire II, 1929, pp. 55-59, 13 RJ^., pp. 
376-381.
^^For the meaning of the term "wilful act", see infra n. 53.
^^13 RJ* ., pp. 139,141. The two draft Conclusions on the protection of seamen in case of sickness were adopted by 
65 votes to 16 and 72 votes to 17 respectively; ibid., pp. 142,152.
^^For the state practice as regards the question of the protection of seamen in cases of sickness and injury, see Interna­
tional Labour Conference, The Protection of Seamen in Case of Sickness, Including the Treatment o f  Seamen Injured 
on Board Ship , 1931, Report II, pp. 2-108,180-261.
^^Ibid., pp. 109-167,262-314. For the text of the Office drafts, see ibid., pp. 168-177 and 316-325, 21 RJ* ., pp. 244- 
247.
^^or the report of, and the drafts adopted by, the Committee, see ibid., pp. 247-269.
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The Conference adopted two Conventions: the first relating to the liability of the shipowner towards 
sick and injured seamen and the second relating to public sickness insurance schemes for seafarers. 
20
5.2.1. The liability of the shipowner towards sick or injured seamen
This question is dealt with in Convention No. 55 concerning the Liability of the Shipowner in 
Case of Sickness, Injury or Death of Seamen. Since 1936 the Convention has been ratified by 15 
countries. 2i
Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 55
1) The Convention applies to all persons employed on board a vessel registered in a territory 
for which the Convention is in force. 22 Foreign seamen employed on board such vessels are covered 
by the Convention. 23 On the other hand, the Convention permits the exclusion of persons employed 
on board by an employer other than the shipowner (Art 1 (2) (b)). 24
2) The Convention applies to pleasure yachts but it permits national laws to exclude coastwise 
fishing boats from its application (Art 1 (2) (a) (ii)). 25
3) The liability of the shipowner in respect of sickness or injury occurs between the dates 
specified in the articles of agreement for reporting for duty and the termination of the engagement 
(Art. 2(1) (a)). 26 it follows that the shipowner is not liable between the date of engagement and the 
date fixed in the contract for the commencement of work; he is, however, liable in respect of sickness 
or injury occurring after the date fixed for the commencement of work, whenever the actual com­
mencement was delayed on the shipowner's account. 27
4) National laws or regulations may provide exceptions in three cases: a) injury incurred 
otherwise than in the service of the ship, 28 b) injury or sickness due to the wilful act, default or mis­
behaviour of the sick, injured or deceased seaman, 29 and c) sickness or infirmity intentionally con­
cealed when the engagement is entered into (Art. 2 (2)).
2^These Conventions (Nos. 55 and 56) were adopted by 70 votes to 14 and by 60 votes to 5 respectively, ibid., pp. 
171-2. Most employers voted against Convention No. 55.
2lBelgium, Bulgaria. Djibouti, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy, Liberia, Mexico, Morocco, Panama, Peru, Spain, Tunisia 
and the United States.
22lt seems that they do not have to be entered on the ship's articles as members of the crew, 13 RI*., p. 360.
2^21 RJ*., p. 248. Moreover, it seems that the Convention also applies to apprentices, ibid., p. 249.
24rhis provision would exclude wireless operators despite the efforts made during the first discussion of the question 
to include them in the scope of the Convention, Questionnaire II, 1929, p. 11,13 RJ*., pp. 360-1.
25Questionnaire II, 1929, p. 9.
2^rhis provision was preferred to alternative proposals according to which the shipowner's liability would start with 
the departure of the ship, or the commencement of the voyage or the beginning of navigation and would end with the 
return of the seaman to the port of shipment, or the end of the voyage, or end of navigation.
2721 RJ>. , p. 249.
28Questions such as whether an accident occurring on board is to be considered as having taken place in the service of 
the ship whether or not the seaman is actually on duty at the time are left to national law. Nevertheless, exceptions in 
respect of sickness incurred otherwise than in the service of the ship are not allowed, ibid., p. 250.
2^fhis is the final form of this provision. For other proposals on this point, see Questionnaire II, 1929, pp. 13-14.
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5) If the conditions of the Convention are met, the shipowner has five distinct obligations to­
wards sick and injured seamen: a) the defrayment of the expenses for medical care and maintenance 
of the seafarer for a specified period, b) payment of wages for a specified period, c) repatriation of 
the sick or injured seaman, d) if the seaman dies, the defrayment of burial expenses and e) the 
protection of the property of sick, injured or deceased seamen.
6) If a seaman refuses to be medically examined at the time of the engagement, national laws 
or regulations may provide that the shipowner is not liable in respect of sickness, or death directly at­
tributable to sickness (Art. 2 (3)).
7) The shipowner is (subject to paras. 2 and 3 of Art. 4) under the Convention liable to defray 
the expense of medical care and maintenance a) until the sick and injured person has been cured, or b) 
until the sickness or incapacity has been declared of a permanent character. 34 On the other hand, 
the Convention enables national laws to limit the liability of the shipowner to a minimum of 16 weeks 
from the day of the injury or the commencement of the sickness. Finally, the liability of the 
shipowner ceases as soon as the seaman is entitled to medical benefits under various compulsory in­
surance schemes in force in the country in which the ship is registered. But the shipowner is still lia­
ble if the seaman concerned is excluded from those schemes because he is a foreigner or a non-resi­
dent. 35 It follows that the Shipowners' Liability Convention in respect of medical benefits, quite apart 
from foreigners, also applies to non-residents as long as they are not covered by any scheme 
established in the territory in which the ship is registered.
8) Medical care under the Convention includes medical treatment (Art. 3). It is not necessary 
under the Convention that this treatment should be given by a certified doctor. 36
9) Subject to the same conditions as those mentioned above under 7), a shipowner is liable, if 
the sickness or injury results in incapacity for work, to pay full wages as long as the seaman remains 
on board and wages in whole or in part from the time he is landed 37 until he is cured or the sickness
3(The shipowner is not, however, required to employ certificated medical staff, such as a qualified doctor, to deal with 
these cases, ibid., p. 15,21 RJ*., p. 251.
3f A proposal to delete the provisions relating to repatriation of sick or injured seamen from the Convention, since repa­
triation was dealt with in Convention No. 23, was rejected by 29 votes to 26,13 R.P. , pp. 368-9,
3^The death must have occurred either on board or on shore; in the latter case the seafarer's dependants or heirs can 
claim the burial expenses only if at the time of his death the seafarer was entitled to medical care and maintenance at the 
shipowner's expense (Art. 7 (1)). It follows that the right to claim burial expenses is not an absolute right per se but 
is dependent on the right to claim medical assistance. It should be noted that no such right is given under the 
Convention, if  the death did not result from the sickness or injury (Art. 2 (1) (b)). The onus of proof is on the 
claimants according to the evidence requirements of national law.
33rhough some members thought that a more clear-cut exception should be allowed, the fact remains that in the case 
where a person does not agree to be medically examined, the shipowner is still liable under the Convention, unless na­
tional law provides for an exception.
34rhe shipowner does not fulfil his obligations under the Convention, if he undertakes the expenses of medical care, 
until the seaman is returned to a proper port of return provided by national law, 21 R.P. , pp. 251-2.
3% id.,p.253.
36lbid.,p.251.
37The right of the seaman to claim wages after he has been landed exists only if he has dependants. Also, the seaman's 
right to wages exists irrespective of whether the sickness or injury arose out of his service or not, ibid., p. 254.
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has been declared of a permanent character (Art. 5). 38 The fraction of wages to be paid depends on 
the good faith of the ratifying countries.
10) Art. 6 provides for repatriation in the case of sickness or injury. It should be noted that 
the shipowner under Art. 6 is not under an obligation to pay the seaman wages during the repatriation 
travel. Again, by virtue of Art. 2, para. 2 of the Convention national law may provide that the 
shipowner does not have to defray the expenses for repatriation in the case of injury incurred not in 
the service of the ship or injury due to the seaman's wilful act, default or misbehaviour. 39
11) As to the property left by a sick, injured or deceased seaman on board ship, the shipowner 
has to take measures to safeguard it (Art. 8). The provision is very elastic and does not require the 
shipowner to take particular measures such as to draw up an inventory of the effects of the deceased 
or an account of wages due to him; the question is left to national law. ^
12) To accommodate divergent national laws the Convention enables ratifying Members to 
maintain their national insurance schemes, if the liability for the cost of medical care, repatriation and 
burial expenses is assumed by public authorities (Art. 10).
13) Finally, no distinction on the basis of nationality or residence is recognised under the 
Convention. It applies to all seamen employed on board a vessel registered in a territory for which the 
Convention is in force (Art. 11). 2^
5.2.2. Public sickness insurance schemes for seamen
In 1929 when the question of a public system of compulsory insurance for seafarers was first 
discussed, some countries had not instituted such systems and were cautious towards the proposed 
instrument. 3^ This situation did not prevent the 1936 Conference from adopting Convention No. 56 
concerning Sickness Insurance for Seamen. ^
Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 56
1) The Convention applies to the master, the members of the crew and to other persons em­
ployed in the service of the ship (registered in a territory for which the Convention is in force) such as
3®rhe option given under the Convention to ratifying countries to provide that the shipowner shall cease to be liable 
from the time the seaman is entitled to medical benchts under an insurance scheme (Art. 4 (3) (a)) may deprive him 
from possible higher wages under the contract he has concluded. There is no provision to the effect that the shipowner 
should pay the difference to the seaman for a specified period.
39rhe seaman does not have a right of choice among the ports specified in Art. 6 (2), see 21 RJ*., p. 255.
40fbid.. pp. 256-7.
^llbid.,p.257.
^^Ibid., pp. 257-8. In the light of what has been said earlier, this Article was unnecessary.
43Questionnaire II, 1929, p. 31,13 RJ*., p. 382.
^Convention No. 56 has been ratified by 14 countries: Algeria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Djibouti, Egypt, France, the 
F.R.G., Mexico, Norway, Panama, Peru, Spain, the UX. and Yugoslavia.
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the catering staff, who may not be employed by the shipowner. Unlike Convention No. 55, Con­
vention No. 56 applies to fishermen (Art 1 (1)). ^
2) The main principle of the Convention is that all persons (subject to the exceptions of para. 2 
of Art. 1) employed on board a vessel registered in a territory for which the Convention is in force are 
entitled to benefits under a compulsory sickness insurance scheme; interestingly, the Convention, un­
like Convention No. 55, provides ratifying Members with the option to exclude from the scope of the 
Convention seamen not resident in the territory of the Rag-State.
3) A ratifying Member assumes the following obligations towards sick seamen: a) the pay­
ment of cash benefits, b) medical treatment, c) the payment of family benefits, ^  d) the payment of 
maternity benefits and e) the defrayment of funeral expenses, unless there is in force a pension 
scheme for the survivors of deceased seamen. ^
4) Under Art. 2, when a seaman is rendered incapable of work and deprived of his wages be­
cause of sickness, he is entitled to a cash benefit for at least 26 weeks or one hundred and eighty 
days of incapacity; the right to the benefit may be made conditional on the completion of a qualifying 
period 52 and a waiting period. The said benefit may be reduced or refused in the case of sickness 
due to the seaman's wilful misconduct (but not otherwise); 53 an amendment moved to the opposite 
effect by the Workers' group was withdrawn. 54
5) The seaman is also entitled, as from the commencement of his illness, 55 to medical treat­
ment free of charge but he may be required to contribute to the cost of the medical benefit. If neces­
sary, he may be sent to hospital where he will receive medical attention and care (Art 3).
4521 R.P. , p. 260.
4^This is due to the desirability of including fishermen in a scheme of compulsory sickness insurance, since the 
shipowner does not assume any obligation towards them under Convention No. 55, Questionnaire n, 1929, p. 34.
4^21 RJ .^ , p. 261. An amendment seeking to bring in the scope of the Convention non-resident seamen was rejected 
in the 1929 Committee on the Protection of Seamen in Case of Sickness by 24 votes to 23. This amendment would 
have entitled a seaman who had served "for an aggregate period of twelve months on board a ship flying the flag of the 
country in which the insurance institution is established" to sickness benefits in the flag State, see (gestionnaire II, 
1929, pp. 39-40,13 RJ .^ , pp. 388-9; see also 21 RJ^ .^  p. 261. On the contrary, under the Convention foreign seamen 
who are resident in the flag State are entitled to medical benefits under the laws of that State, ibid., pp. 269-270.
4®The payment of these benefits is not obligatory under the Convention.
4^rhe payment of maternity benefits to the wife of an insured seaman is not obligatory under the Convention.
5 ( ^ e  seaman is not debarred from these rights, even if he has not undergone medical examination prior to the engage­
ment, 21 RJ^., pp. 266-7; compare Art. 2 (3) of Convention No. 55.
5 (^Zases of incapacity for work due to accidents are not covered by the Convention.
52rhis could be either a fixed period or the payment of minimum number of contributions during the prescribed period 
or both 21 RJ^., p. 263.
55Here, it should be noted that the intention of the drafters was that the cases of the seaman's own act in which the 
seaman would be denied his right to sickness benefits under Convention No. 56 would be more limited than the similar 
cases which would disqualify him from claiming his rights under Convention No. 55 against the shipowner. Compare 
the wording of Art. 2 (5) of Convention No. 56 to that of Art. 2 (2) (b) of Convention No. 55; see also (Questionnaire 
II, p. 41. Furthermore, under the Convention sickness due to "wilful misconduct" is a broader concept than sickness 
"intentionally produced". The latter implies sickness contracted in consequence of a wilful act or omission intended to 
produce the sickness. The former connotes sickness due to "a fault committed wilfully and not simply by negligence, 
nor even a serious fault from the technical standpoint... if committed unintentionally". Report II, 1931, p. 282.
5421R.P. ,p . 263.
55However, it is not clear whether this right legally exists from the commencement of the contract or service.
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6) The duration of the benefits under Arts. 2 and 3 is qualified by Art. 7 which places upon 
ratifying countries the obligation to provide for the continuation of insurance benefits in cases of ill­
nesses commencing in short periods between voyages. ^
7) Art. 4(1) provides that "when the insured person is abroad and by reason of sickness has 
lost his right to wages, whether previously payable in whole or in part, ^  the cash benefit to which he 
would have been entitled had he not been abroad shall be paid in whole or in part to his family until 
his return to the territory of the Member." It should be noted that under the Convention cash and 
medical benefits may be withheld, if the seaman is on board or abroad. The Convention does not 
contain any provision concerning repatriation. It seems that repatriation is a question within the 
sphere of the shipowner's responsibilities; this is the reason why a provision concerning repatriation 
was included in Convention No. 55. Art. 4 (1) is not complete, since it does not provide for cases 
where the seaman abroad is not entitled to, or does not wish to, return to the territory of the flag State.
8) The persons who are primarily entitled to participate in the managements of the insurance 
institutions are the seamen; the shipowners have the same right only if the insurance institutions are 
set up specially for seamen. ^
5.2.3. Conclusions
Comparison between Convention No. 55 and Convention No. 56
Convention No. 55 (shipowners' liability in case of sickness etc) and Convention No. 56 
concerning sickness insurance) are different in many respects:
a) The former Convention applies to foreigners and to non-residents while the latter 
only to foreigners employed on a vessel registered in a territory for which the 
Convention is in force.
b) The shipowners' liability may comprise the following items: Cash benefits (wages), 
medical benefits and burial expenses. A national compulsory sickness insurance 
scheme under Convention No. 56, on the other hand, includes: cash benefits, medical 
benefits (including medical care by a medical practitioner and hospitalisation), family 
and maternity benefits, and funeral expenses.
c) In Convention No. 56 no provision concerning repatriation appears. This is not the 
case in Convention No. 55 which contains certain provisions concerning repatriation.
^ A s to the reasons for the inclusion of this provision in the Convention, see 13 R.P. , pp. 143-4. These periods must 
be fixed by national laws and cover "the normal interval between successive engagements". It follows that if because of 
special circumstances the seaman concerned is unable to find employment within the period specified and he remains, in 
fact, unemployed for many years before he is reengaged, no obligation rests upon ratifying countries under the Conven­
tion to provide this seaman with illness benefits for die whole period of unemployment; see Interpretation of Decisions 
of the International Labour Conference: Sickness Insurance (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 56), O.B. , Vol. XXXm, 
1950, pp. 306-7.
^^For example, wages paid under the shipowners' liability scheme, 21 RJ*., p. 264.
58lbid.,p.266.
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d) While under Convention No. 55 the shipowner is liable in cases of sickness or 
injury, under Convention No. 56 the liability of the insurance institution must continue 
for a definite period after the termination of the engagement so that normal intervals 
between successive engagements will be covered. This protection for the seafarer may 
be graduated according to the time during which contributions had been paid in respect 
of the insured person. It may also be provided that the seaman must have completed a 
qualifying period in order to be entitled to benefits after the termination of the 
engagement. ^
e) Finally, in sharp contrast to the shipowners' liability schemes, the national 
compulsory insurance schemes envisaged in Convention No. 56 entitle a seaman to 
the benefits mentioned above, even if this seaman has refused to be medically 
examined at the time of the engagement It was pointed out that national compulsory 
insurance should cover both good and bad risks.
Comments on the effectiveness of the regime established by Conventions Nos. 55 and 56
The main disadvantage of the system established by Conventions Nos. 55 and 56 is that the 
seaman is fully covered only if both the flag State and the State in which he is entitled to sickness 
benefits, which may be the same country, have ratified both Conventions. ^  If one of them chooses 
to ratify only one of these Conventions, then, there will be gaps in the seaman's entitlements to sick­
ness benefits between voyages, Moreover, the combination of the two Conventions ensures rea­
sonable continuity of the protection of the seaman in cases of sickness or accident but this is by no 
means absolute. 2^
In addition. Convention No. 56 omits one important question, namely the international regu­
lation of accident insurance.
Convention No. 56 allows ratifying Members to exclude from the application of the Conven­
tion non-resident seamen. This provision places in a disadvantageous position non-resident seamen 
employed on board foreign vessels (such as Asiatic crews). ®
The question of repatriation in Convention No. 55
In brief. Art. 6 of Convention No. 55 is incompatible with Arts. 2(1) (c) and (g), 3 (2) and 
other provisions of Convention No. 166 concerning repatriation as analysed earlier in Section 4.2.2.
59lbid.,p.265.
^®Only 9 countries have ratified both Conventions: Belgium, Bulgaria, Djibouti, Egypt, France, Mexico, Panama, Peru 
and Spain.
^^In fact, the Report of the Committee on the protection of seamen in case of sickness or accident stated at the Confer­
ence that Convention No. 56 was complementary to Convention No. 55, ibid., p. 84.
^2To give an example, if in the case of an accident the shipowner’s liability is limited to 16 weeks from the day of the 
injury under Arts. 4  and 5 of Convention No. 55, the seaman may not enjoy any protection, if the qualifying period for 
the granting of insurance benefits under Art. 2 (2) of Convention No. 56 is more than 16 weeks.
^^The regulation of the position of these seamen is left to reciprocal arrangements, see for a discussion, 21 RJ^., pp. 
87-93.
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As will be seen later. Convention No. 165 superseded only Convention No. 56 while Convention No. 
166 replaced Convention No. 23. As a result Art. 6 of Convention No. 55 remains intact and its 
repatriation provisions taken together with the provisions of Convention No. 166 are likely to create 
double standards on repatriation at the international level.
Finally, no account has been taken in the Convention of the following distinction: a seaman in 
good health may find it more advantageous to return to the port of engagement or other ports 
specified in Art. 6, but a sick or injured seaman is in a more advantageous position if he is repatriated 
to the country where he is entitled to sickness or accident insurance benefits.
5.3. Social security for seafarers after the 2nd World War
Shortly after the end of the 2nd World War in 1946, the ILO Conference held its 28th 
session, which proved to be legislatively the most prolific with regard to the question of social security 
of seafarers: in the light of the progress which had taken in the field of social security for seafarers, 
^  four instruments were adopted by that session of the ILO Conference, two relating to social 
security for seafarers, one to medical care for seafarers' dependants and one to seafarers' pensions.
5.3.1. Social security for Seafarers: Convention No. 70 and Recommendation No. 75 
5,3 J .l ,  Convention No, 70 concerning Social Security for Seafarers
The history of the question and the 1945 Office draft
The 1946 ILO instruments on social security for seafarers were based on a model devised by 
the ILO Office having regard to various instruments of national legislation. The main structural prin­
ciples of the first ILO model concerning social security were as follows: ^
(a) Insurance under the general social insurance scheme, supplemented by insurance under a 
special scheme for additional benefits in respect of contingencies or needs peculiar to, or of particular 
importance for, seafarers;
(b) Transfer of the liability of the shipowner to a seafarers' insurance fund administering the 
special scheme;
(c) Compensation in respect of all illness, incapacity (including consequent death) occurring 
during the agreement on the same terms, whether or not these contingencies could be proved to arise 
out of and in the course of the employment;
^For the law and practice in this field before 1945, see Maritime Preparatory Technical Conference, 1945, Report VI, 
Social Insurance ; see also Studies and Reports , M 19, Social Security for Seafarers , 1945.
^^ere, it should be noted that medical care for seafarers relates to the questions of health and welfare of seafarers but 
medical care for the seafarer's dependants is an aspect of social security for seafarers.
^International Labour Conference, 28th session, 1946, Social Security for Seafarers, Report II, p. 2.
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(d) Unconditional equality of treatment for resident and non-resident seafarers (irrespective of 
nationality) for the purposes of the compensation referred to in (c), and, on behalf of seafarers not 
residing in the country of the ship, provision for continued insurance under the appropriate scheme of 
their country of residence, subject to reciprocity.
This ambitious scheme was abandoned in view of the divergencies encountered in various na­
tional laws. Consequently, the first Office draft specified minimum rates of benefits for seafarers 
in case of illness aboard and retirement from sea service; as regards other benefits it merely provided 
that they should not be less than those of shore-workers; and contented itself for the protection of for­
eign or non-resident seafarers with the enunciation of the principle of equality of treatment and ref­
erence to the Maintenance of Migrants' Pension Rights Convention, 1935. This draft was submitted 
to the Preparatory Conference held in Copenhagen in November 1945. ®
The Copenhagen Conference and the 1946 Office draft
The Committee on Social Insurance appointed by the Preparatory Conference agreed that sea­
farers should be entitled to at least the same social security benefits as industrial workers ashore. Af­
ter many amendments had been considered, the Committee agreed to a text which would entitle the 
seaman to medical care and maintenance during incapacity, to repatriation, to a cash benefit for a pe­
riod of not less than 12 weeks and an unemployment benefit thereafter. In the light of the observa­
tions of the two most important maritime countries at the time (the U.S. and the U.K.), which seemed 
to be opposed to specially favourable compulsory public schemes of pensions for seafarers, it was 
decided that the question of pension schemes for seafarers should be dealt with in a separate 
Convention. The Committee also adopted two provisions ensuring the continuity of protection of 
seafarers with regard to social security. Finally, it was decided that the proposed Convention should 
not make any distinction on the basis of nationality or residence as regards the application of both 
shipowners' liability schemes and compulsory sickness and injury insurance schemes; this provision 
was made subject to reciprocal arrangements between the flag State and the country of residence or 
nationality of the seafarer under which he would be covered by compulsory insurance schemes of the 
latter countries. The Committee's draft, only slightly amended, was submitted to the 1946 Confer­
ence. 72 Shipowners and seafarers, of course, held divergent views on the question of social security, 
as illustrated below.
^7ibid.,pp. 2-4.
^For the 1945 Office draft, see ibid., pp. 5-9; see alsoFFA/C, Report VI, 1945, pp. 62-65.
^ ^ ^ r t l l ,  1946, pp. 11-13.
70lbid., pp. 13-4, 18, 23. The scheme envisaged in the draft Convention distinguished between seafarers who had 
reached the age of 55 and those who had reachW the age of 60 and calculated the pension rates accordingly.
7^Ibid., pp. 14-15. The Committee also adopted a Recommendation concerning reciprocal agreements relating to social 
security for seafarers and a Convention on seafarers' pensions.
72por the 1946 Office drafts, see ibid., pp. 32-55.
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Position of the shipowners and the seafarers in 1946
A) Views o f the shipowners
These were as follows:
a) Social security benefits should be made conditional on practicability.
b) Benefits should be granted to seafarers to the same extent as they were granted to industrial 
workers. 4^
c) Cash allowances should be paid only to residents of the country in the territory of which the 
ship was registered.
B) Views o f the seafarers
These were as follows:
a) The country of the ship should be responsible for granting the benefits provided for in the 
Convention both to residents and to non-residents of that country.
b) Cash allowances for seafarers left behind abroad should be equally paid to residents and to 
non-residents.
Selected important points arising from the preliminary proceedings at the Copenhagen 
Conference
a) Although the delegates were in agreement on equality of treatment of national and foreign 
seafarers, there was a difference of opinion concerning the equality of treatment of resident and non­
resident seafarers. A restricted proposal was adopted which would ensure equality of treatment only 
with regard to the shipowner's liability in respect of sickness, injury or death of seafarers.
b) The proposals adopted represented the lowest common denominator of existing laws rather 
than new and higher standards. Some members of the Committee (apart from the French Government 
delegate) were reluctant to go beyond the existing law of their country.
c) Art. 1 of the Convention dealing with the scope of the Convention was modified to corre­
spond to the relevant article of Convention No. 55 concerning the Shipowners' Liability in case of 
sickness, injury or death of the seafzirer. 77 Similarly, provision was made for maintenance after re­
covery from incapacity pending re-employment or repatriation.
Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 70 78
T^This view was rejected at the Preparatory Conference, ibid., p. 11.
7428/?i». ,p.213.
7%eport II, 1946, p. 23.
76jbid.,pp. 23-4.
77lbid.,pp. 26-7.
7®Convention No. 70 was adopted by 76 votes to 14 with two abstentions, 28 R.P., p. 144. The votes against the 
Convention came from the Employers' group. The Convention permits ratification by means of collective agreements 
(Art. 10). For the problems which this Article poses, see supra Qiapter 4, Section 4.1.2., pp. 286-289.
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1) As far as the scope of the Convention is concerned, it applies to radio officers or operators 
and persons serving in the catering department even if they have been employed by independent con­
tractors (Art. 1 (2) (d)). As to the position of fishermen, the position is as follows:
i) where the whole of any benefit up to the standard required by the Convention is 
provided for merchant seamen in virtue of the shipowners' liability as defined by 
legislation then benefit up to that standard must be granted also to deep-sea fishermen;
ii) where, however, the whole of any such benefit is provided for merchant seamen in 
virtue of other arrangements such as social insurance, collective agreements, public
funds, etc., deep-sea fishermen may be exempted;
iii) where any complementary benefit for merchant seamen necessary in order to bring 
the benefit provided in virtue of the shipowners' statutory liability up to the required 
standard is furnished by means of other arrangements, then an exception may be made 
for deep-sea fishermen in respect of the complementary benefit ^
2) From Art. 1 (a) it appears that "the Convention applies to seafarers on board vessels 
registered in that territory and that its purpose is to define the obligations of a Member responsible for 
such a territory which has ratified the Convention.... It is, of course, open to the competent authorities 
of the territory in which the vessel is registered to conclude with the competent authorities of another 
territory agreements providing that the costs or part thereof shall be met by the latter. But the 
responsibility under the Convention for meeting those costs falls on the competent authorities of the 
territory in which the vessel is registered; if those costs are not met the competent authorities of the 
territory in which the vessel is registered alone could be considered as not having fulfilled the obliga­
tions arising out of the Convention". ^
3) The Convention ensures equality of treatment in respect of seafarers and industrial workers. 
^  Moreover, seafarers are placed in a more advantageous position compared to workers ashore: even 
if a specific benefit is not available to shore workers, seafarers will be entitled thereto, viz. either to 
proper and sufficient medical care (medical benefit) or to benefits "at rates commensurate, having
79lbid.,p.212.
the reply of the ILO Office to a question of the Netherlands Government,concerning the position of fishermen 
other than coastwise under the Convention, in ILO, The International Labour Code , 1951, Vol. I: Code, p. 854.
^^The Convention does not require that the seafarer should be employed on board ship as a member of the crew in 
order that he is entitled to the benefits provided for therein. It suffices that the seaman is in the service of the ship but 
in both cases he must have entered into a contract of employment with the shipowner (Arts. 1 (1) (a) and (2) (d), 2 
(1)); see also 28 RJ*., p. 213.
°^See reply of the ILO Office to a question of the Government of Bulgaria as to which country country is responsible 
for the execution of the provisions of Art. 3 of the Convention in The International Labour C ode , op. cit., p. 857.
According to Art. 2 the criteria used for the comparison between benefits granted to seafarers and to industrial 
workers are: conditions of award, extent and duration of benefits. It seems that in all three respects the benefits granted 
to seafarers should be not less favourable than those awarded to industrial workers, 28 RJ*., p. 213.
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regard to the standard of living in the territory (of the flag State), with their needs" (incapacity, unem­
ployment and old age benefit, cash benefits in the case of death of the seafarer). ^
4) The benefits available to seafarers under the Convention can be divided into two categories 
(Arts. 2 85 and 3 respectively): i) benefits given to seafarers or seafarers' dependants who are present 
and resident in the territory in which the vessel is registered and ii) benefits given to seafarers resident 
in such territory who are left behind in another territory. In the first category the following benefits 
are included: a) medical benefits to seafarers or their dependants, cash benefits in respect of incapacity 
for work {whether due to employment injury or not ), 86 of unemployment and old age and cash be­
nefits to the seafarers' dependants on his death. 87 The second category comprises medical benefits, 
board and lodging, repatriation 88 and cash allowance equal to 100% of the seaman's wages, exclusive 
of bonuses for certain specified periods (the Convention entitles a seaman in the circumstances 
mentioned in Art. 3 (left behind in another territory by reason of injury in the service of the ship or 
sickness not due to his own wilful act) to full wages (100%) during a period of 12 weeks). 89
5) Though no distinction on the basis of the place of residence is made among seafarers for 
the purpose of the application of national laws and regulations relating to shipowners' liability in re­
spect of sickness, injury or death of seafarers, ^  the same is not true in the case of national laws or 
regulations relating to compulsory insurance against employment injury, workmen's compensation, 
compulsory sickness insurance, compulsory invalidity insurance, old-age and widows' and orphans'
8 ^ n ly  in the case of medical benefits for seafarers' dependants, if no provisions have been made in a ratifying country 
for this specific case as regards industrial workers, the country concerned is not under an obligation to grant these bene­
fits to seafarers' dependants (Compare Art. 2 (c) to Art. 2 (a), (b) and (d)); see also ibid., pp. 213, 102. A 
Recommendation was adopted by the Conference, namely Recommendation No. 76 concerning M edici Care for Seafar­
ers' Dependants. This recommends that ILO Members should endeavour to ensure proper and sufficient medical care for 
seafarers' dependants pending the development of a medical care service covering all workers in general. For the text of 
the Recommendation, see 28 R.P. , pp. 348-9; ILO, International Labour Conventions and Recommendations, op. cit., p. 
1065.
8^rhe Convention does not expressly state that no right to the benefits laid down in Art. 2 of the Convention exists in 
case of incapacity for work or unemployment due to the wilful misconduct of the seaman but the Convention was 
adopted on the understanding that nation^ law may provide for exceptions in this respect; 28 RJ*., p. 213.
86whether these words mean injury incurred otherwise than in the service of the ship is less than clear: this is to be 
decided by the competent authority, ibid., p. 213. However, as the text stands, it seems to extend the responsibilities of 
the flag State in respect of incapacity benefits beyond cases of "industrial injury”.
87%t is not clear whether incapacity for work due to sickness entitles the seaman to cash benefits as distinct from medi­
cal benefits, ibid., p. 213.
88por the purpose of the Convention repatriation is defined as transportation to a port to which a seafarer is entitled to 
be returned in accordance with hationM laws or regulations (Art. 1 (c)). According to Art. 3 (1) (c) a seaman is not 
entitled to repatriation in the case of injury sustained while out of service and sickness due to his own wilful act. This 
provision is not in accordance with the 1987 Convention concerning Repatriation and it was justly revised by Conven­
tion No. 165 concerning Social Security for Seafarers (Revised).
89/Uthough the payment of wages is limited to a period of 12 weeks, there is no limit to the period during which a 
seaman is entitled to medical care and maintenance while he is left behind abroad, 28 R I*., p. 214. Under para. 2 of 
Art. 3 payment of incapacity or unemployment benefit under a scheme of compulsory social insurance or workmen's 
compensation, paid to die seafarer's dependants, begins not later than the expiry of the period during which full wages 
are payable. On his return to his territory of residence the seaman will be entided to the benefits of Art. 2, Report II, 
1946, p. 28.
^Art. 6 provides for equality of treatment of resident and non-resident seafarers for the purpose of the application of 
laws and regulations relating to shipowners' liability in respect of sickness, injury or death; see ibid., pp. 28-29.
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insurance. With the exception of Arts. 6 (2) and 7 which provide for equality of treatment of resi­
dents and non-residents of the country in which the ship is registered in limited cases, there is no such 
equality in respect of most of the benefits and allowances provided for in the Convention. ^  The 
obligations imposed by Arts. 6 (2) and 7 concerning equality of treatment of resident and non­
resident seafarers do not permit a ratifying country to discriminate against non-residents (in the case 
of Art. 7 this observation applies only to non-residents who are resident in other territories for which 
the Convention is in force) even in the case where benefits in cases of sickness, accident or death are 
provided under national legislation on insurance. Furthermore, when shipowners are required to 
insure against liability under national law, "the laws and regulations dealing with that liability do not 
cease to be "laws and regulations relating to the liability of the shipowners" for the purposes of the ... 
Convention, except where and in so far as the legislation frees shipowners from all liability" (for 
example, by transferring this liability to insurance funds). 3^
6) Art. 5 provides for equality of treatment of nationals and non-nationals for the purpose of 
the application of laws or regulations relating to i) the liability of the shipowner in respect of sickness, 
injury or death of seafarers, ii) compulsory insurance against employment injury or workmen's com­
pensation, iii) compulsory sickness insurance and iv) compulsory unemployment insurance. A rati­
fying country is not under an obligation to treat equally national and foreign seamen in respect of 
compulsory invalidity, old-age and survivors' insurance. ^
Convention No. 70 was one of the four Conventions submitted to the 32nd session of the ILO 
Conference for partial revision but it was decided that the text of the Convention should remain un­
changed. 95
^^Compare Art. 10 of the 1945 Office draft which was more protective of the seafarers' interests, ibid., pp. 7-8.
^^This applies to both the benefits provided for in Art. 2 and 3 of the Convention. An amendment by the Workers' 
members to assure equality of treatment to non-resident seafarers in the matter of cash allowances payable pending repa­
triation was rejected, 28 RJ*.^  p. 214. As a result, the Convention does not decide questions such as whether all seafar­
ers of whatever country of residence serving on the same ship should be entitled to the same amount of wages if they 
are left behind abroad. The only case in which non-resident seafarers are protected under the Convention is that laid 
down in Art. 6 (2). Under this provision, non-resident seafaro^ are entitled to the benefits of Art. 3 (1), if these are 
not provided under shipowner's liability schemes; in no case, however, are they entitled to the benefits of Art. 2 and 
Art 3 (2). See also for discussion of the equality of treatment in respect of resident and non-resident seafarers, ibid., p. 
103.
^Interpretation of the decisions of the International Labour Conference: Social Security (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 
(No. 70), 0 £ . , Vol. XL, pp. 479-480.
9 ^ 8  RJ>., p. 214.
^^See Report XII, 1949, Tartial Revision of four Conventions adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 
28th Session (Maritime), Seattle" and 32 RJ*., pp. 654-655.
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5.3.1.2. Recommendation No. 75 concerning Agreements relating to the Social Security o f  
Seafarers 96
This Recommendation is very important, since it tries to complement the provisions of Con­
vention No. 70 and contains provisions favourable to seafarers, especially to seafarers who do not re­
side in the territory of the country in which the ship is registered. 97 These provisions had not been 
included in the Convention because of the opposition of different groups:
a) Agreements should be entered into by the flag-state and the country of the residence of the 
seafarers concerned to ensure that they are covered by the social insurance scheme of either country 
(Para. 1).
b) The administration of social insurance schemes in the case of seafarers entitled to benefits 
under the scheme of one Member but present in the territory of another Member is very much facili­
tated by para. 2; Members who apply para. 2 can, inter alia , act as agents, take claims, obtain evi­
dence, make payments, receive or transfer contributions, etc.
c) Finally, the Recommendation protects non-resident seafarers in case of employment injury 
or entitles them to supplementary benefits available for resident seafarers (Paras. 3 and 4). 98
5.3.2. Convention No. 71 concerning Seafarers' Pensions 99
The main questions which arose during the discussion on seafarers' pensions in the Commit­
tee on social security appointed by the 1946 Conference were a) the desirability of having special pen­
sion schemes for seafarers and b) the form of the proposed instrument. The first question was not 
decided while it was agreed that the instrument should have the form of a Convention.
Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 71
1) Interestingly, the Convention permits ratifying countries to exclude both foreign and non­
resident seafarers (Art. 2 (2) (j) and (k)). loi
96Recommendation No. 75 was adopted by 85 votes to 7 with 4  abstentions. The seven votes against the Recommen­
dation came from the Employers' Group, 28 RJ^., p. 145. It should be added that Recommendation No. 76, mentioned 
earlier, was adopted by 92 votes to 2, with three abstentions, ibid., p. 146.
97por a discussion of the Recommendation, see ibid., pp. 215-6.
9^Ihese benefits should be extended to non-resident seafarers regardless of the conclusion of collective agreements by 
organisations of shipowners and non-resident seafarers, ibid., pp. 215-6.
99Convention No. 71 was adopted by 56 votes to 16 with 25 abstentions, ibid., p. 147. Almost all employers voted 
against the Convention while many important maritime countries, such as Canada, the U.S., the U.K. and Greece ab­
stained.
majority of the governments favoured the inclusion of seafarers in general pension schemes. Several reasons 
were forwarded in support of this view; a) the cost of supplementary special pensions for seafarers outside the general 
scheme would impose heavy burdens on shipowners and seafarers, b) seafarers often switched from sea-service to shore 
employment and vice-versa and a general pension scheme applicable to all workers would ensure continuity of insur­
ance. Some governments were of die opposite view: they were in favour of special schemes for seafarers a) because of 
the adverse working conditions of seafarers as compared to those of shore workers and b) because general and special 
schemes had co-existed in these countries for many years without difficulties, see 28 R.P. , p. 221.
101lbid.,p.221.
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2) Art. 2 of the Convention does not distinguish between general and special pension schemes 
for seafarers. On the other hand, it is possible for a ratifying country to give effect to the provisions 
of the Convention by establishing private pension schemes.
3) Under Art. 3 of the Convention two conditions must be fulfilled before a seaman is entitled 
to pension: a) the completion of a minimum qualifying period of sea-service and b) the attainment 
of either 55 or 60 years of age.
4) The pension provided under the scheme together with any other social security pension 
payable to the seafarer at the same time, must not be less than the total obtained by computing for each 
year of service 1.5% or 2% (depending on whether the seaman has reached the age of 55 or 60 years) 
of the remuneration on the basis of which contributions were paid in respect of him for that year. The 
contribution of the seafarer to the scheme should not amount to more than half of the total (Art. 3). 
The meaning of "other social security pension" payable to the seafarer has not been clarified at the 
Conference. It seems that it does not include social security benefits, if they are not defined as pen­
sions under national law.
5.3.3. Conclusions
Convention No. 70 has been ratified only by 7 countries so far and has not yet come into 
force. 105 This is due to many factors, including its discrimination between resident and non-resident 
seafarers. Furthermore, it can be seen from the record votes taken in the Committee on social security 
that on most points of the Convention, Governments, Shipowners and Seafarers were not unanimous. 
106 Convention No. 71 has been ratified by 12 countries so far and came into force in 1962. 107 
Some of the reasons why it has not been widely ratified are a) the obligation it imposes on ratifying 
countries to provide for participation of shipowners and seafarers in the management of the pension 
schemes and b) the detailed financial arrangements of Art. 3 on the basis of which the pension rates 
are calculated, los
Convention No. 70 aspired to be a more general and comprehensive instrument than the pre­
vious ILO instruments on this subject. It has only partly achieved this aim. In fact, it covers accident 
insurance, which had been excluded from Convention No. 56. On the other hand, the shipowners'
102lbid.,p.221.
lO^This is to be determined by the competent authority.
l®^k)n the other hand, whether this expression comprises all or some kinds of pensions payable to the seafarer (for ex­
ample, invalidity pensions, allowances payable to the seafarer's dependants, survivor's pensions, etc.) is unclear. 
l^^Algeria, France, Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Spain and the U.K. According to Art. 12 of the Convention, it will 
come into force after the registration of its ratification by seven countries out of a list of 23 countries, including at least 
four countries each of which has at least one million gross register tons of shipping. This Convention was recently re­
vised by Convention No. 166 concerning Social Security for Seafarers (Revised). 
lO^See 28 R.P. , pp. 216-7.
Algeria, Argentina, Bulgaria, Djibouti, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Panama and Peru. Art. 6 
regarding the entry of the Convention into force is identical to Art. 12 of Convention No. 70 with the substitution of 
the numbers 5 and 3 for 7 and 4, see 28 RJ*., pp. 104,111-2.
108fbid.,pp.222,109-111.
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liability in respect of sickness, injury and death of seafarers is not regulated therein except in Arts. 5 
and 6, which contain the principle of non-discrimination between national and foreign, and resident 
and non-resident seamen, a principle which had already been enunciated in Convention No. 55. 
no
Convention No. 70, despite its comprehensiveness, dealt with certain questions in a general
way:
a) It did not lay down the conditions which have to be met before the seaman is entitled to the 
benefits prescribed in the Convention.
b) It did not deal with family and maternity benefits, m
c) It did not prescribe the duration of the benefits except in Art. 3 (2) and did not contain any 
detailed provisions on repatriation.
Moreover, the Convention is defective in certain respects:
a) Its scope differs from the scope of both Conventions Nos. 55 and 56, although, if uni­
formity were to be achieved, the scope of all these Conventions should be identical. 112 The same can 
be said for Convention No. 71 whose scope should have been identical to that of Convention No. 70.
b) There is no provision concerning continuity of protection for the seafarer passing from the 
benefits under the shipowners' liability law to those of public social insurance in the Convention; there 
is no co-ordination between the two systems.
c) The Convention does not provide for special arrangements which would ensure protection 
to non-resident seafarers whose country had no social insurance scheme. H3
d) There is no provision concerning inter-State assistance in the administration of national So­
cial insurance schemes,
^^Article 3, which guarantees to seafarers certain benefits, namely, medical care, board and lodging, and repatriation in 
the event of their being left behind, by reason of injury or sickness, in a territory other than that in which the ship is 
registered, does not in any way specify that such benefits must be payable by the shipowner (see also para. 2 of Art. 6), 
In general. Convention No. 70 does not specify the method of payment of the benefits for which it makes provision. 
They may be provided out of compulsory social security schemes, or by virtue of laws or regulations relating to 
shipowners' liability, or, again, in the case of medical care, by a public service; see reply of the ILO Office to a question 
of the Belgian Government as to whether the Convention in general refers exclusively to the shipowners' liability in In- 
ternational Labour C ode , 1951, op. cit., pp. 851-852.
^ (^^The Office believed that there should be no incompatibility between the two Conventions, Report H, 1946, pp. 26- 
27. However, it should be noted that this aim cannot be fully achieved if the benefits of Art. 3 are ensured to seafarers 
by means of shipowner's liability schemes in view of the differences between this Article and the relevant provisions of 
Convention No. 55.
 ^1 ^ Compare Arts. 4  (2) and 5 of Convention No. 56.
^^^Art 1 (1) and (2) of Convention No. 70 should be identical to Art. 1 of Convention No. 56 while the whole Art. 1 
of Convention No. 70 should be identical to Art. 1 of Convention No. 55. In fact, it should be noted that Convention 
No. 70 took little account of the discussions held and instruments adopted at the 1S66 Conference. 
l^^See Report II, 1946, p. 16. Art. 7 (1) and (2) of the Convention constitutes an exception to this position: if the 
country of residence of the seaman has not established a scheme of medical and cash benefits in respect of seafarers resi­
dent in that country, the country in the territory of which the ship is registered will treat equally resident and non-resi­
dent seafarers in respect of these benefits. This Article has two limitations: first, it comes in operation only if both 
countries mentioned above are parties to the Convention and, secondly, it ensures equality of treatment for all seafarers 
in the flag State only in respect of employment injury coverage, see for discussion 28 RJ*., pp. 214-5.
^^^Report II, 1946, p. 9.
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The implementation of the provisions of Recommendation No. 75 at the national level would 
eliminate the major drawbacks of Convention No. 70 but, as will be seen later, the development of 
agreements of the kind envisaged in the Recommendation has been remarkably slow.
Finally, it should not be overlooked that, although the aspirations of the first Office scheme 
relating to social security for seafarers (see the beginning of Section 5.3.1.1.) have not been fully 
realised, 6 countries have ratified all three Conventions Nos. 55, 56 and 71 and the ILO has, 
therefore, contributed to uniformity of national laws relating to social security of seafarers in these 
countries, except in the field of compulsory accident insurance.
5.4. The Minimum Standards Convention, 1976 (No. 147) and Social Security 
for Seafarers
The question of social security in the context of Convention No. 147 was only discussed in a 
cursory manner at the 1976 Conference.
This Convention provides that a ratifying country should enact legislation laying down 
"appropriate social security measures" and satisfy itself that the provisions of such laws and regula­
tions are substantially equivalent to the provisions of the Conventions referred to in the Appendix 
(Art. 2 (a) (ii)).
The Conventions concerning social security which are listed in the Appendix are Convention 
No. 55 (Shipowners' Liability), No. 56 (Sickness Insurance) (Sea) and Medical Care and Sickness 
Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 130). However, a country which has ratified Convention No. 147 is 
only required to have laws and regulations "substantially equivalent" to the provisions of one of the 
above Conventions at its option.
Critical analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 147 concerning social security
The Appendix to Convention No. 147 is examined later in Chapter 6. Here, a number of ob­
servations and suggestions concerning the effectiveness of Convention No. 147 in respect of social 
security for seafarers may be made:
a) It is not clear what is meant by the words "appropriate social security measures". The 
meaning of this phrase has not been clarified at the 1976 Conference,
b) Convention No. 147 provides ratifying Members with the option to have laws and regula­
tions which are "substantially equivalent" to either Convention No. 55 or 56. As pointed out earlier, 
these two Conventions are meant to be complementary and it is their combination which secures a re-
^Bulgaria, Djibouti, Egypt, France, Panama and Peru. Other countries have ratified two Conventions out of the 
three: Cheece (55,71), Italy (55,71), Norway (56,71), Algeria (56,71).
^^^Art. 2 (b) (ii) requires a ratifying Member to exercise effective jurisdiction or control over ships which are 
registered in its territory in respect of social security measures prescribed by national laws or regulations. 
ll"See62/?J>.,p . 191.
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latively adequate social security regime for seafarers.Their optional application at the national level 
through Convention No. 147 results in a reduced protection of seafarers in the field of social security.
c) Convention No. 70 is not listed in the Appendix to Convention No. 147 though it does ap­
pear in the Appendix to Recommendation No. 155 concerning the Improvement of Standards in Mer­
chant Ships. Though Convention No. 70 is an old instrument and has not yet come into force, it 
is suggested that some of its provisions which command general acceptance could be incorporated in 
Convention No. 147.
d) Convention No. 147 requires ratifying Members to lay down appropriate social security 
measures but it also provides that these measures should be laid down by laws and regulations (Art. 2
(a) (ii)). Consequently, the ratifying Member cannot fulfil the obligations imposed by Convention 
No. 147, which relate to social security, by means of collective agreements. It is true that Convention 
Nos. 55 and 56 do not envisage application by means of collective agreements but Art. 1 (a) of Medi­
cal Care and Sickness Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 130) lays down that in that Convention the 
term "legislation" includes any social security rules as well as laws and regulations. Moreover, Con­
vention No. 70, which is included in the Appendix to Recommendation No. 155, expressly envisages 
the possibility of ratification by means of collective agreements (Ait. 10).
e) It would suffice to notice here that Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 relating to port State 
Control is unlikely to be interpreted to empower port authorities to take "measures necessary to rectify 
" any social security conditions which do not conform to the standards of this Convention, viz. the 
provisions of Conventions Nos. 55, 56 and 130 as qualified by the criterion of "substantial equiva­
lence". 121 However, Art. 4 of the Convention may come into operation in so far as obligations con­
cerning social security are not observed and, as a result, the health of a seaman is affected (for exam­
ple, failure of the shipowner to discharge his obligation to provide a seaman with medical treatment).
Possible remedies
a) The effectiveness of Convention No. 147 in the field of social security for seafarers will be 
at risk until more Conventions concerning social security are included in its Appendix. The Appendix 
requires revision, since the Conventions listed cover only three aspects of social security (medical and
maintenance of this Convention in the Appendix to Recommendation No. 155 was decided by 1659 votes to 
1413 with 478 abstentions, ibid., p. 197.
^^^or example. Arts. 3 (1), 4 ,5  and 6 (1). This idea is further developed in Chapter 6.
^20Also, if in the future it will seem desirable that Convention No. 165 concerning Social Security for Seafarers 
(Revised) be included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147, it should be noted that Art. 1 (b) of the former 
Convention is identical to Art. 1 (a) of Convention No. 130 mentioned above.
^2lThis also applies to measures permitting detention of the ship. It would be very difficult for a port authority to es­
tablish a connection between non-compliance of "q)propriate social security measures" and "conditions on board which 
are dearly hazardous to safety or health", which is necessary before rectifying measures can be taken. In this respect, the 
Memorandum of Understan&ng does not provide any solution either. Section 2.1 of the MOU merely enlists Con­
vention No. 147 among other instruments while Section 4  of Annex 1 of the MOU does not include guidelines 
concerning the implementation of social security standards. The result is that even in progressive states there is a lack 
of adequate social security port State control. For an analysis of Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 and the Memorandum 
of Understanding, see Chapter 6; see also the analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 147 in relation to the 
question of wages, hours of work and manning in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.53.4.
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sickness benefits and the shipowner's liability in respect of sickness, injury or death of seafarers). 
The inclusion of certain provisions of Convention No. 165 would be advisable. ^22
b) The conclusion of collective agreements relating to social security should be recognised as 
a means of complying with the provisions of Convention No. 147, which should, therefore, be 
amended to this effect. This would facilitate ratification by countries where social security protection 
for seafarers is guaranteed by collective agreements and not by legislation. 2^3
c) The port State Control provisions of the Convention should be amended to enable port au­
thorities to take measures against a ship to rectify social security conditions on board that are inferior 
to the standards contained in its Appendix, as amended. At the first stage, these measures may be 
taken only against ships registered in the territory of a ratifying Member. 2^4
5.5. Recent attempts to regulate social security for seafarers at the in­
ternational level: Convention No. 165 (1987)
5.5.1. Introduction
At its 62nd (Maritime) Session in 1976 the International Labour Conference adopted a resolu­
tion inviting the Governing Body of the International Labour Office to instruct the Director-General to 
initiate a survey of the extent to which provisions concerning social security and conditions of em­
ployment are applied on board flag-of-convenience ships, and to report to the Joint Maritime Com­
mission and to the Governing Body the results of such a survey. 125
The first results of the survey were submitted to the Joint Commission at its 23rd session in 
1980. 126 A questionnaire was sent to 23 countries to which all but three countries (Liberia, Somalia, 
Yugoslavia) replied. 127 The subject was placed again on the agenda of the 24th session of the Joint
122 Moreover, other Conventions of great value in this area are not listed therein; these are: the Social Security 
(Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102), the Equality of Treatment (Social Security) Convention, 1962 
(No. 118) and the Maintenance of Social Security Rights Convention, 1982 (No. 157).
123During the preparatory stages of Convention No. 147 Pakistan stated that it was impossible for it to institute so­
cial security measures at die present time, not for lack of goodwill, but because no such measures existed in any other 
field in Palastan, Report V (1), 1976, p. 29.
^24por further details concerning how Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 should be amended so that its effectiveness in the 
field of maritime labour would W enhanced, see infra Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2., pp. 452^; Section 6.3 C), pp. 478-81. 
1253ee Resolution III: Resolution Submitted to the Conference on the Proposal of the Committee on Sub-standard 
Vessels, Particularly Those under Flags of Convenience, 62 RJ^., p. 324. For the previous forms of this Resolution 
and the relevant discussions, see ibid., pp. 227-9,274-5.
^26gee International Labour Organisation, Joint Maritime Commission, 23rd session, Geneva, 1980, Social security 
and employment conditions o f seafarers serving in ships flying flags other than those o f their own country (including 
flags o f convenience), JMC/23/1.
2^7%t should be noted that the question of social security for seafarers was at that time linked with the question of flag- 
of-cxmvenience vessels. The Sharers admitted that there was a lack of information which would render difficult the ex­
amination of the question at the forthcoming maritime session of the ILO Conference. They thought that Convention 
No. 147 was a valuable instrument but could not solve all the problems. In a resolution, the Seafarers requested the 
Governing Body, inter alia  ^to urge certain member States to appoint ILO inspectors" to survey physically ships 
whose crews were not covered by collective agreements as well as ships from countries which did not supply 
information concerning employment and social security conditions. On the other hand, the Shipowners were of the 
opinion that any new instrument should be directed not only towards FOC vessels but should ^ p ly  to all vessels and.
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Maritime Commission ^^ 8 where it was decided that the question of social security for seafarers 
should be considered by the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference in 1986. 2^9 gy  this time 
three important issues had been decided by the Office: a) the proposed instrument would only deal 
with the question of social security of seafarers, excluding the question of employment conditions of 
foreign seamen on board ships belonging to the flag State, b) the examination of this question should 
not be restricted to FOC vessels but would encompass all vessels and c) social security protection for 
both national and non-national seafarers would be considered, Again, the views of shipowners 
and seafarers differed widely, as illustrated below.
5.5.2. Position of the Shipowners and the Seafarers in 1986
A) Views o f the Shipowners
These were as follows:
a) Social security instruments should be made more effective; Convention No. 70 (1946) had 
proved to be ineffective and had not come yet into force.
b) Any new instrument adopted should be included in the Appendix to the Minimum Stan­
dards Convention, 1976 (No. 147).
c) The provisions of Conventions No. 55 (concerning the Shipowner's Liability (Sick and 
Injured Seamen)) and No. 70 (Social Security for Seafarers) for the protection of seafarers in the 
event of sickness or accident during a voyage and their repatriation if they had to be put ashore for 
medical treatment had been widely put into practice; they could, therefore, be excluded from any revi­
sion.
d) Seafarers serving in foreign ships should receive adequate protection against the different 
contingencies under the legislation of their own country.
e) Three principles should be taken into account in the drafting of an instrument concerning 
the social security of seafarers:
further, suggested that it was not necessary that employment conditions on FOC vessels should be reviewed, except in 
the field of social security; see for the discussions and the diametrically opposite views of the Seafarers and 
Shipowners, International ^bour Organisation, Joint Maritime Commission, 24th session, Geneva, Sep. 1984, Social 
security and employment conditions o f seafarers serving in ships flying flags other than those o f their own country 
(including flags o f convenience), JMC/24/1, pp. 1-2.
^^^The Office, inter a lia , noted the "striking" absence of bilateral or multilateral social security agreements necessary 
for the continuity of protection of non-national seafarers. It suggested that ^  Conventions previously adopted by the 
ILO in this area, namely Conventions Nos. 55 ,56 ,70  and 71, should be revised. Particularly, it pointed out that Con­
vention No. 70 was the most advanced instrument on social security for seafarers at that date, but it had been adopted 
too early and was subsequently outmoded by the adoption of higher standards of social security, such as those 
containW in Conventions Nos. 102,118,121,128,130 and 157; see ibid., pp. 40-42.
129see International Labour Organisation, Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, Geneva, May 1986, Social se­
curity protection for seafarers including those serving in ships flying flags other than those o f their own country  ^
Report n. Annex, Resolution on Social Security, pp. 4W 2.
ISO^oreover, the Office was of the opinion that the Convention would be more flexible if two levels of social security 
standards were prescribed therein, the minimum level being that to be attained by developing countries, ibid., pp. 27-8. 
For an analysis of the instrument proposed by the Office and the 1986 Office draft, see ibid., pp. 28-40.
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i) national laws should provide for national seafarers' social security benefits not less 
favourable than those prescribed for shore workers;
ii) such national arrangements should be available to foreign nationals who are 
domiciled or resident in the country concerned:
iii) Members should ensure that national social security anangements should be 
available to their national seafarers who are employed on board vessels registered in 
foreign countries and that such seafarers should not be disadvantaged vis-à-vis their 
national arrangements as a result of their undertaking such employment,
0  Fishermen should be excluded from the Convention.
B) Views o f the Seafarers
These were as follows:
a) They preferred a comprehensive instrument which would also cover fishermen. The adop­
tion of this instrument would necessitate the revision of Conventions Nos. 55,56,70 and 71.
b) The applicable law, as far as social security for seafarers is concerned, should be the law of 
the flag State, so that all the seafarers on board the same ship would fall under the same legislation. 
For this reason non-national seamen, including non-residents, should receive the same social security 
protection as national seamen. 1^2
The above views revealed the main area of discord, even among governments, at the 1987 
Conference, namely whether the law of the flag or the law of the country of residence should apply to 
seafarers serving in foreign ships. In the absence of Convention No. 165, adopted by the 1987 Con­
ference, no definite rule concerning the position in international law as regards the applicable law 
could be laid down. At present countries are almost equally divided on this point.
l^^Ibid.,pp. 1-2, 
132ibid..pp. 2-3.
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5.5.3. State practice concerning social security for seafarers in 1986
I. Protection o f national seafarers
A) Protection of national seafarers serving on board national ships
Henceforth, when reference is made to "contingencies" nos. 1, 2 etc., this implies the contin­
gencies listed in n. 134.
a) 21 countries (including Canada, France, the F.R.G., Greece, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, 
Norway, the USSR and the U.K.) out of 56 afford protection to seafarers in respect of all contingen­
cies.
b) Contingency no. 2 is not covered in 7 countries.
c) Contingency no. 3 is not available in Ghana.
d) Contingencies nos. 4 and 6 are not covered in 9 countries.
e) Contingency no. 7 is excluded from coverage in 11 countries.
0  Contingency no. 8 is not available in 19 countries,
g) Contingency no. 9 is not covered in 26 countries.
h) Contingency no. 10 is not provided for in 11 countries.
B) Protection of national seafarers not employed on board national ships but awaiting em­
ployment 141
l^^The information concerning State practice on social security is based on the replies of 56 maritime countries to the 
relevant ILO questionnaires from 1980 to 1984. These countries are: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Ban^adesh, 
Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Ethiopia, Finland, 
France, German Democratic Republic, Federal Repubhc of Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, 
Iraq, Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, P&istan, Panama, Peru, 
the Hiilippines, Portugal, Qatar, Seychelles, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, the 
USSR, the U.K., the U.S., Uruguay and Venezuela, PTMC , Report H, 1986, pp. 5-24.
134’The ILO Office defined the term "social security protection" as follows: "benefits in cash and medical and allied 
benefits, which are provided by the national legislation to seafarers and to their dependants in case of the following 
contingencies: 1) temporary incapacity for work due to sickness or injury of an occupational origin (i.e. directly 
connected with work or employment), 2) temporary incapacity for work due to sickness or injury of a non-occupationd 
origin, 3) permanent disability due to accidents or diseases of an occupational origin, 4) permanent disability due to 
accidents or diseases of a non-occupational origin, 5) death due to accidents or diseases of an occupational origin, 6) 
death due to accidents or diseases of a non-occupational origin, 7) maternity, 8) responsibility for maintaining 
dependants (in respect of which family benefits are usually provided), 9) involuntary unemployment and 10) 
r^atriation, PTMC , Report II, 1986, pp. 23-4.
Australia, Barbados, Liberia, Madagascar, Morocco, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
I^^Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Ghana, Indonesia, Madagascar, Morocco, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
^^^Australia, Barbados, Ghana, Malaysia, Morocco, New Zealand, Pakistan, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Thailand and the U.S. 
India and Switzerland stated that no women are employed on board ships.
^^^Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Colombia, Cyprus, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guyana, Liberia, Madagascar, Mo­
rocco, Peru, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Switzerland, TTiailand and the U.S.
^^^Algeria, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Ghana, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Liberia, Madagascar, 
Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Thailand, Turkey, the U.S. and 
Venezuela
^40Australia, Austria, Chile, Cyprus, Egypt, Ghana, Guyana, Madagascar, Seychelles, Sri Lanka and Sudan.
^4lExcept in 4 countries (the F.R.G., Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland), in respect of social security no country 
makes a distinction between national seafarers under contract and those not under contract. Most replies did not refer to 
repatriation benefits.
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a) In 17 countries the same protection is afforded to such seamen as when they are employed
at sea.
b) Reduced protection is available to these seamen in 14 countries, which mainly excluded 
contingencies directly connected with work or employment
c) No protection is afforded to these seamen in 14 countries.
Cl Protection of national seafarers employed on board foreign ships
a) In at least 26 countries legislation provides for the coverage of such seamen,
b) However, conditions which have to be met in order that these seamen be entitled to protec­
tion and coverage differ widely in various countries:
i) These conditions include: temporary sending of the seaman on board a vessel registered 
abroad (3); charter of vessel on a bare-boat basis or ownership or operation by a national shipowner 
(5); protection at the request of the shipowner (2) and the foreign vessel subject to national laws and 
regulations relating to the prevention of occupational accidents and the supervision of safety (1); resi­
dence in the national territory (1); employment under national articles of agreement (1); that the con­
tract of employment is entered into in the national territory and the person by whom wages are paid 
has a place of business therein or that the contract of employment is entered abroad and the seafarer is 
paid by some person other than the owner of the vessel, if that person has his principal place of busi­
ness in the national territory (1).
ii) Coverage is complete in 10 countries, but it is incomplete in 11: the different contingen­
cies covered in each of these countries do not permit any kind of classification.
D) Types of schemes covering different contingencies in respect of national seafarers
a) General social security schemes covering all employed persons, or active population, or all 
residents apply to seafarers in the large majority of the countries (32).
^^^Canada, GDR, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, 
USSR, the U.K., the U.S. and Uruguay. The same applies in the F.R.G. and Sweden in respect of employees who 
remain undo* contract.
Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, the F.R.G. (between periods 
of employment), Ghana, Incha, New Zealand and Sweden (Ixtween periods of employment).
^^Australia, Barbados, Brazil, Ethiopia, Guyana, Indonesia, Liberia, Malaysia, Morocco, Pakistan, Philippines, Qatar, 
Seychelles and Venezuela.
l^SArgentina, Bangladesh, Cuba, Finland, France, the F.R.G., Greece, Guyana, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 
USSR and the U.K.
^^An observation must be made here in respect of the above data: countries which cover all contingencies usually lay 
down conditions governing the maintenance of protection. On the contrary, countries which only cover certain contin­
gencies do not usually impose additional requirements. In three countries, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, coverage is 
complete without any further conditions.
I'^ I^n USSR the question does not arise, since national seafarers are employed on board foreign vessels only under a 
Soviet technical assistance project and remain subject to national legislation. In Sweden the coverage is not normally 
complete but when a national seaman is employed on board a foreign ship chartered on a bare-boat basis all contingen­
cies are covered.
^'^Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, the 
FÜ.G., the GDR, Ghana, Guyana, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Liberia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nether­
lands, Peru, Thailand, the USSR, the U.K., the U.S., Uruguay and Venezuela.
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b) Special schemes for seafarers; 7 countries have these. 1^ 9
c) A combination of a special scheme for seafarers and a general scheme; this is in operation 
in 9 countries, each covering certain contingencies,
d) The general or special social security schemes for seafarers or both supplemented by 
shipowner's liability schemes; this is done in 22 countries. The latter schemes usually cover 
sickness and accident during voyage and repatriation.
In two countries (Ethiopia and Sri Lanka) only a shipowner's liability scheme exists while in 
Colombia this scheme applies in regions where a social security general scheme is not yet applicable.
E) Social security benefits granted (nature, conditions, duration, rates, etc.)
a) Sickness benefits
i) In many countries the shipowner is responsible for the payment of medical care expenses in 
the event of sickness during the voyage. When the shipowner's liability comes to an end, the public 
social security schemes are applicable.
ii) In order that a seaman be entitled to social security benefits he must be ill, incapacitated for 
work and he must not receive wages or sick leave payments from his employer. Certain countries also 
provide for a minimum qualifying period of contribution but other countries have eliminated this 
requirement. The length of the qualifying period for cash sickness benefits differs widely in various 
countries while the qualifying period for cash maternity benefits is usually longer than that required 
for the payment of cash sickness benefits. Usually, no minimum qualifying period is required for 
medical benefits.
iii) The amount of cash sickness benefits payable usually varies from 50 to 75% of the sea­
man's earnings while in some countries it is even higher. Usually, the duration of cash benefits in 
case of sickness is not shorter than 26 weeks. In some countries the duration of benefits is longer. 
Thereafter, a seaman is entitled to invalidity pension in most countries. The amount of cash maternity 
benefits differs widely. In many countries, such benefit is paid for a certain period before and after 
childbirth and the wives of insured seamen are also covered. As regards medical care, it is provided in 
most countries for an unlimited period. Hospitalisation is provided for a limited period in certain 
countries. Medical care is also provided to seafarers' dependants but in certain countries it is more 
limited than that afforded to seafarers.
iv) In the majority of countries social security schemes are financed by contributions from the 
employers and the workers but some legislation provides for government contributions. In some 
cases in Eastern European countries contributions are paid mostly by state-owned enterprises.
b) Employment injury benefits
"^*^ Chile, France, Greece. India, Japan, Philippines and Spain.
^^Australia, Belgium, Finland, Italy, Norway, Pakistan, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland.
^Argentina, Austria, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Denmark, the F.R.G., Hnland, France, Ghana, Greece, India, 
Iraq, Japan, Liberia, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Qatar and Sweden.
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i) No minimum qualifying period of insurance or employment is usually required for entitle­
ments to cash benefits in the case of unemployment injury which results in temporary disability. The 
amount of such cash benefits differs widely but usually is at least 50% of the seaman's average earn­
ings during a period before the injury. The duration of such benefits varies from 26 to 52 weeks. 
Cash benefits in cases of permanent disability generally consist of a pension payable for life. In few 
countries a lump sum is given instead of a pension. The pension is usually equal to 60-75% of the 
seaman's earnings and there are no qualifying period requirements. In the case of permanent partial 
disability either a fraction of the pension or a lump sum is paid.
ii) Apart from cash benefits, a seaman is entitled to medical care in case of employment injury. 
If this injury results in the death of a seafarer, pensions are paid to the seafarer's dependants. No 
minimum qualifying period is required for the payment of these pensions. The rates of the pensions 
granted to seafarers vary from 30 to 60% of the seaman's average earnings immediately before his 
death. The rates of the pensions provided to other members of the family are lower. In some coun­
tries not a pension but a lump sum is paid.
iii) Social security benefits in case of employment injury are usually financed by employers' 
contributions. If, however, employment injury protection has merged with other social security 
schemes, contributions from all three parties are required.
c) Old age, invalidity and death benefits
i) The attainment of a specified age (usually 60 to 65) and a minimum qualifying period of 
employment (5 to 15 years) is usually required for the granting of the old age benefit. Retirement 
from the covered employment is an additional requirement. If a seaman is retired before he reaches 
the age specified, he is usually entitled to a reduced benefit. These pensions are in most countries 
in the form of wage- related, periodic payments while in other countries they consist of a fixed sum or 
of a combination of the two. The actual rates of these benefits are calculated using different criteria in 
various countries.
ii) Incapacity for work and a minimum qualifying period of contributions or employment 
(usually 3 to 5 years) are two prerequisites for the payment of invalidity pensions. Full or partial in­
validity pension is calculated on the basis of the percentage of the loss of working capacity (usually 
66 2/3 % for entitlement to full pension). These pensions are calculated on the basis of percentages 
of average earnings. In the case of partial disability a reduced pension is paid. Some countries pay 
lump sums instead of pensions.
iii) Survivors pensions are available to the seafarer's dependants if either the deceased seafarer 
had already been a pensioner at the time of his death or had completed a minimum qualifying period 
of employment or contribution. These pensions are in the form of periodic payments in most coun-
t Full pension is paid in some cases even before the attainment of the age specified in the case of arduous or un­
healthy work, which may include maritime employment as in Greece and the USSR.
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tries expressed as a percentage of the seafarer's pension at the time of his death or of the pension to 
which he would have been entitled if he had reached the appropriate age (50% to 75% of the seafarer's 
pension). In some countries lump sums are paid. Sometimes lifetime pensions are payable to 
widows while other countries impose several limitations (age, children in care). Special provisions 
exist for orphans' pensions.
iv) The above benefits are financed by contributions from employers and workers and, in 
many countries, from governments. In most countries with bipartite financing, the employers pay a 
larger share than the workers. These contributions are either wage-related or flat-rate.
d) Unemployment benefits
i) Three conditions have to be met before a seaman is entitled to these benefits: i) he must be 
involuntarily unemployed, ii) he must have completed a minimum qualifying period of contribution or 
employment (usually six months of insurance before unemployment began) and iii) registration with 
an employment office.
ii) These benefits are expressed either as i) wage-related percentages of average earnings (40 
to 75 % of average wages) during a certain period or ii) flat rates. The duration of these benefits 
usually is not shorter than 26 weeks. In certain countries unemployment assistance schemes exist 
whereby a seafarer continues to receive unemployment benefits after he has exhausted all his rights 
under the regular unemployment insurance scheme.
iii) Unemployment insurance contributions usually are a fixed percentage of covered wages. 
In some cases, governments pay contributions. In some countries contributions are paid by both em­
ployers and workers while in other countries contributions are only paid by the employer. The assis­
tance schemes are entirely financed by governments.
e) Family benefits
i) There are two kinds of family benefit schemes: i) those which apply to all resident seafarers 
and ii) those which apply to all employed persons.
ii) Most countries pay allowances with the first child. The entitlements are closely linked with 
the child's school leaving age but in some cases extensions are provided. Allowances for children are 
fixed uniform amounts of money for every eligible child regardless of the number of children 
(majority of countries) or they increase with each additional eligible child. Workers do not contribute 
to family allowances.
F) Continuity of protection of seafarers covered bv special schemes
In some of the countries, which have special social security schemes for seafarers, mainte­
nance of the rights in course of acquisition is provided for seafarers who have left sea-service to work 
ashore.
t53A combination of both systems is in force in the U.K. 
^^Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Japan, Norway, Spain and Sweden.
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II. Protection o f non-national seafarers 1^ 5
A) Protection of non-national seafarers resident in the country in which the ship is registered 
and employed on board national vessels
a) Full equality of treatment is assured to these seafarers in 31 countries,
b) Restrictions on equality of treatment of such seafarers are imposed in 9 countries. 
These restrictions are based on the type of contingency, the type of scheme by which the seaman is 
covered, recruitment in national territory, nationality, etc). It seems that in three countries (Indonesia, 
Egypt and Mexico) non-national seafarers are totally excluded from coverage.
B) Protection of non-national seafarers not resident in the country in which the ship is regis­
tered but employed on board vessels registered in that country
a) Full equality of treatment is assured in 13 countries,
b) Restrictions on equality of treatment are imposed in 15 countries. Again, these restric­
tions 2u*e based on the type of the scheme by which the seaman is covered, the type of contingency, the 
capacity in which the seaman is employed on board ship, the type of trade and the country of resi­
dence of the seaman.
c) No social security protection of non-national non-resident seafarers is provided for in 10 
countries.
C) Equality of treatment of national and non-national seafarers by means of bilateral or multi­
lateral agreements or both between the flag State and other countries
a) The EEC countries are bound by Community regulations to secure equality of treatment of 
national and non-national workers including seafarers.
b) Equality of treatment of all nationals of the contracting Parties is compulsory for states par­
ties to the European Convention on Social Security.
c) The Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden) have concluded a 
multilateral agreement which ensures non-discrimination for seafarers employed on board a ship fly­
ing the flag of one of these countries, if they are resident in one of these countries.
155jsjo foreign seafarers are employed on board ships flying the flag of the following countries: Bangladesh, Ethiopia, 
Hungary, India, Pakistan, Turkey and the USSR. In Algeria and Sudan foreign seafarers are employed only if there is a 
lack of nationals. In the GDR, when, exceptionally, foreign seafarers are employed they enjoy the same benefits as na­
tional seafarers.
ISÔArgentina, Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cyprus, Demnark, Finland, the 
F.R.G., Ghana, Guyana, Iraq, Italy, J^an, Liberia, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Philippines, 
Portugal, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Sweden, the UJC. and Venezuela.
^^^Algoia, Cuba, France, Greece, Malaysia, Spain, Switzerland, the U.S. and Uruguay.
158Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, Iraq, Liberia, Morocco, the Philippines, Portugal, Qatar 
and Sri Lanka.
Algeria, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, the F.R.G., Greece, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the U.K. and the U.S.
IfiOgarbados, Cyprus, Egypt, Ghana, Guyana, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Panama and Spain.
^^Ijhis agreement was signed by Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden on 5 March 1981 and entered into 
force on 1 January 1982. It is mainly based on the principle of residence but in the case of seafarers the law applicable 
is that of the country under whose flag a seafarers sails; for an analysis see A. Trier, T he Nordic Social Security Con-
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d) Bilateral agreements have been concluded by 27 countries but there remain 26 countries 
that have not concluded such agreements.
5.5.4. The Office drafts and the 1986 Preparatory Maritime Conference
The 1986 Office draft was based on three main considerations: a) that the Convention should 
usually be applicable i) to ^  foreign seafarers irrespective of nationality or ii) to foreign seafarers na­
tionals of a Member, refugee seafarers and stateless persons resident in the territory of a Member, b) 
that the primary responsibility for the application of the Convention lay with the flag State with certain 
exceptions and c) that rights in course of acquisition should be maintained.
At the Preparatory Conference the Shipowners objected to the Office draft for two reasons: 
they were opposed to the inclusion of fishermen in the Convention and they thought that it was the 
country of residence which should have the primary responsibility for the protection of foreign or mi­
grant seafarers. The seafarers supported the flag criterion. Some governments also spoke in favour 
of the flag criterion while others preferred the residence criterion. Other governments were in favour 
of a Recommendation rather than a Convention. Considerable discussion ensued about the ques­
tion of whether the shipowner's liability should be included in the Convention. The Shipowners and 
the Government of Japan were against that idea while the representative of the ILO Office thought that 
the proposed instrument should be as comprehensive as possible. The latter view was shared by the 
Seafarers and the USSR. It was decided that two alternatives should be included in the Office draft, 
one laying down the responsibilities of the shipowner in more detail while the other simply referring 
to the provisions concerning the shipowner's liability in any Member.
Again, the Preparatory Conference could not reach an agreement over the question concerning 
the applicable legislation. It was decided that two alternatives should be included in the 1987 Office 
draft: a) the applicable law should be the law of the flag subject to exceptions (point 20 of the 1986
vention", ILR , Vol. 121, No. 3, May-June, 1982, pp. 259-269; Nordic Countries: *TNlordic Social Security Convention", 
SLB, 4/1981, pp. 485486.
Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Cyprus, Finland, France, the F.R.G., Italy, Madagascar, 
Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the U.K., the 
U.S. and Uruguay. For the countries between which bilateral agreements have been concluded, see PTMC , Report II, 
1986, pp. 22-23.
l^Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Colombia, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, the GDR, Ghana, Greece, Guyana, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Liberia, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Qatar, Sri Lanka, the Sudan, Thailand, USSR and 
Venezuela. The Office observed that "Considerable gaps subsist in the network of bilateral or multilateral social secu­
rity agreements which are necessary to solve the problems of foreign or migrant seafarers. The near total absence of 
such agreements among or with the Asian maritime countries is striking”, ibid., p. 26.
^^Ibid., p. 31; see also Points 17-21 of the Office draft, ibid., pp. 37-38. 
l^^Ibid., pp. 31-32; see also Points 22-27 of the Office draft, ibid., pp. 38-39.
^^International Labour Conference, 74th (Maritime) Session 1987, Social security protection for seafarers including 
those serving in ships flying flags other than those o f their own country , Report HI (1), pp. 12-14; also see for the 
Sh^wners' and Se^arers' views, ibid., pp. 35-36.
167ibid.,pp. 19-20.
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Office draft) and b) the law applicable would be decided by mutual agreements taking into account 
both the flag and residence criteria, plus the criteria of the place of business and the residence of the 
employer.
Finally, an amendment was submitted by the Government members of France, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the U.K. to allow Members 
to derogate from the provisions of the new instrument by special bilateral or multilateral agreements, 
provided these did not affect the rights and obligations of other Members and afforded social security 
protection to seafarers that was, in the aggregate, at least as favourable as they received under the new 
instrument. This proposal was finally adopted but it applied only to the maintenance of rights. 1^ 9 
Certain controversial issues concerning social security for seafarers revisited 
The Office having noted that some of the most important issues of social security for seafa­
rers, namely the inclusion of the liability of the shipowner in the Convention, the maintenance of the 
rights in course of acquisition in the case of a seafarer switching to shore employment, the law appli­
cable to foreign or migrant seafarers and equality of treatment of nationals and non-nationals, had not 
been resolved at the Preparatory Conference decided to send a questionnaire to Governments on these 
questions.
a) The shipowner's liability: Out of 48 governments 23 were in favour of more detailed 
regulation of the shipowner's liability in the Convention (Alternative I of 1987 the Office draft) while 
23 held the opposite view (Alternative II of the draft),
168The second alternative was a result of a proposal put forward by the Government of Sweden, ibid., pp. 22-23. Many 
countries, among them, Greece, the U.K., Netherlands were in favour of the residence criterion. The Government of 
Jaapm favoured the residence of die employer criterion.
t^ b id ., p. 25. See also Art. 29 of the 1987 Office draft. For the text of the 1987 Office draft, see ibid., pp. 37-47. It 
is important to note that one Government, Belgium, was of the opinion that this provision should ^ p ly  to the protec­
tion of the foreign or migrant seafarers as well. International Labour Conference, 74th (Maritime) Session 1987, Social 
security protection for seafarers including those serving in ships flying flags other than those o f  their own country, 
R ^ r t  in  (2), pp. 19-20.
^^^eport III (1), 1987, pp. 48-49. Information on these points is based on the replies of 50 member States 
(Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, 
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Djibouti, Ecuador, El S^vador, Ethiopia, Finland, the FRG, Gabon, the GDR, Greece, 
Guatemala, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Japan, Liberia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, United Arab Emirates, 
the USSR, the U.K., the U.S. and Venezuela, Report HI (2), 1987.
Argentina, Austria, Bahrain, China, Cyprus, the GDR, the FRG, Guatemala, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Madagascar, New 
Zealand, Nigeria, Peru, Portugal, El Salvador, Spain, Turkey, Ukrainian SSR, U n it^  Arab Emirates, USSR and 
Venezuela
172Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Djibouti, 
Ethiopia, Greece, Hungary, Liberia, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, Paldstan, Sweden, Switzerland, the U.K. and the 
U.S. Two governments Ecuador and Finland held other views. Report III (2), 1987, pp. 5-7. The sharers' organisa­
tions were in favour of Alternative I while the shipowners' associations favour^ Alternative H, ibid., pp. 7-8.
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b) Law applicable to foreign or migrant seafarers; Out of 48 governments 23 were in 
favour of the flag criterion (Alternative I) while 20 favoured determination of the applicable legis­
lation by conclusion of mutual agreements (Alternative II).
c) Equality of treatment of national and non-national seafarers: Out of 33 countries, 15 were of 
the opinion that equality of treatment should be guaranteed to all foreign seafarers irrespective of na­
tionality (Alternative I), while 9 thought that equality of treatment should only be guaranteed to 
foreign seamen who are nationals of a Member, refugees or stateless persons irrespective of residence 
(Alternative II).
Following the consideration of the replies of the governments the Office decided to maintain 
the original Office text, as far as the shipowner's liability and the equality of treatment of nationals and 
non-national seafarers were concerned. It inserted a paragraph ensuring continuity of protection of 
seafarers passing from a special to a general social security scheme. It also added a third option, 
based on the flag criterion, to the possibilities open to ratifying countries regarding determination of 
the legislation applicable to foreign or migrant seafarers. 1^ 7
5.5.5. The 1987 Conference
In the Committee on Social Security the Employers' reiterated the views which they had ex­
pressed at the Preparatory Conference while the Seafarers' members maintained a reserved attitude 
and awaited the governments' views. All members emphasised the complexity of the question of the 
social security for seafarers. 7^8 Considerable discussion arose with regard to the number of 
branches of social security benefits in respect of which a ratifying Member would undertake obliga­
tions. The Employers and most developing countries preferred to limit themselves to only three 
branches while the Workers proposed that shipowners and governments accept four or five branches. 
In the end, the Office text was maintained limiting the obligation to 3 branches. 1^ 9
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Chile, China, Colombia, Cyprus, Denmark, Djibouti, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, the 
GDR, Guatemala, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Malaysia, Nigeria, Peru, Spain, Ukrainian SSR, United Arab Emi­
grates, USSR, the U.S and Venezuela.
Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Gabon, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, Indonesia, 
Japan, Liberia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Turkey and the U.K. 5 countries (Finland, the F.R.G. 
Portugal, El Salvador and Switzerland) had other views. Generally, the Shipowners were in favour of Alternative II 
while the Seafarers preferred Alternative I; however, the representatives of the Swiss and British seafarers preferred 
Alternative II, Report HI (2), 1987, pp. 11-16.
^^^Australia, Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Djibouti, Ecuador, the GDR, Indonesia, Iraq, Nigeria, Portugal, 
El Salvador, Turkey and USSR.
l^^Bahrain, Ethiopia, Finland, the FRG, Greece, J^an, Liberia, Netherlands and Sweden. 9 countries, namely Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, New Zealand. Norway, Switzerland, Ukrainian SSR, the U.K. and the U.S. had other views. The 
shipowners' associations were in favour of Alternative II while the seafarers' organisations in favour of Alternative I, 
Report III (2), 1987, pp. 16-19. It can be seen from the replies of the governments that most governments which favour 
the residence criterion with regard to the legislation applicable to foreign or migrant seafarers are opposed to equality of 
treatment of national and foreign seafarers regardless of residence.
^^Ibid., p. 16. For the text of the 1987 Office draft, see ibid., pp. 22-44 (English text).
1 7 8 7 4 pp. 14/2-14/4.
179[bid.,pp. 14/5-14/6.
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Despite the fact that the Employers' group and many government delegates took the opposite 
view, the Committee decided that the Convention should contain provisions regulating the liability of 
the shipowner in respect of social security benefits,
The most controversial issue in the Committee on Social Security was the choice of law appli­
cable to foreign or migrant seafarers combined with the equality of treatment of national and non-na­
tional seafarers, a  compromise formula was agreed under which the flag criterion, the residence 
criterion and mutual agreements were accepted on an equal footing as the criteria determining the law 
applicable. As regards the equality of treatment of national and non-national seafarers, many gov­
ernments thought that the benefits of the Convention should not extend, without any other condition, 
to all non-national seafarers. Furthermore, though the Employers and certain governments accepted 
that the benefits of the Convention should extend to non-national seafarers who were nationals of an­
other Member they considered that in such cases the criterion of residence in the territory of the 
Member to whose legislation the seafarer concerned is subject should play an important role. 
Again, the Members of the Committee agreed on a compromise wording which ensured equality of 
treatment of national and non-national seafarers, the residence test being expressly applied to both 
nationals and non-nationals. The possibility of derogation from certain articles of the Convention by 
means of the adoption of bilateral and multilateral instruments was extended to the provisions 
concerning the protection of foreign or migrant seafarers.
At the plenary sitting of the Conference, the Chairman and the Vice-Chairmen of the Commit­
tee on Social Security pointed out that the instrument arrived at was the result of a compromise and 
aimed to accommodate the divergent national legislations in the area of social security for seafarers.
The Convention was adopted by 198 votes to 3, with 4 abstentions. ^^ 5
5.5.6. Analysis of the provisions of Convention No. 166
The intention of the Office was to produce a single, comprehensive instrument covering all 
aspects of social security: basic provisions, co-ordination of national legislation, obligations of the
Alternative II of the Office draft which provided that the Convention did not affect the obligations of the shipowner 
under national laws and regulations was rejected by 14688 votes in favour, 15552 against, with 648 abstentions. For a 
discussion see ibid., pp. 14/8-14/9.
^^^The writer was present at that meeting of the Committee on Social Security and noted that numerous amendments 
were moved. Shipowners, seafarers and governments held widely differing views on this issue and it seemed that an 
impasse would be reached. The text arrived at represents a compromise between conflicting views. For a discussion, 
see ibid., pp. 14/10-14/12.
182ibid.,p. 14/12. 
l®Ibid..p. 14/13.
18^bid.,pp. 18/2-18/5.
ISSjhe French Government and the Employer delegate of Norway voted against the Convention. The Employer dele­
gates of France and Greece and the Government delegate of Madagascar abstained, ibid., pp. 19/8-19/9. For the text of 
Convention No. 165, see ibid.. Appendix 14A; see ^so ibid., pp. XXXII-XLIX. The Convention has not received any 
ratifications so far.
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shipowner. The Convention does not propose to revise Conventions Nos. 8 and 55 (Shipowners' 
Liability) which the Office considered useful in the specific fields they covered.
1) Convention No. 165 establishes two levels of social security protection: the first minimum 
level of protection is based on acceptance of certain provisions of the Social Security (Minimum Stan­
dards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102); the second more advanced level of protection is based on the 
acceptance of certain provisions of Convention No. 102, the Maternity Protection Convention 
(Revised), 1952 (No. 103), the Employment Injury Benefits Convention, 1964 (No. 121), the Inva­
lidity, Old-Age and Survivors' Benefits Convention, 1967 (No. 128) and the Medical Care and Sick­
ness Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 130). ^^ 6 On the other hand, the Convention aspires to achieve 
five aims in the field of social security for seafarers: a) to ensure that seafarers are treated no less 
favourably than shore workers, b) to lay down a number of provisions of substantive law relating to 
social security at the two levels mentioned immediately above, c) to establish a simple regime gov­
erning the shipowner's liability, d) to ensure the protection of foreign or migrant seafarers and e) to 
provide a workable system for the maintenance of rights in course of acquisition.
2) The term "Member" in the Convention does not include non-metropolitan territories.
As a result, ratifying Members can avoid the obligations of the Convention concerning social security 
by registering national ships in non-metropolitan territories.
3) The 1987 Office draft applied to deep-sea fishermen. No possibility of exclusion of 
this category was envisaged, unlike in Convention No. 70. The Convention, for the first time, 
adopts a new formula: As a result of a common wording employed in all Conventions adopted by the 
1987 Conference, the competent authority is empowered to exclude even deep fishing vessels from the 
scope of the Convention (Art. 2 (2)). The new formula results in reduced protection of fishermen 
in the field of social security. On the other hand, the Convention applies to all seafarers: National law 
cannot provide for any exceptions in respect of the categories of the persons to whom the instrument 
applies. Moreover, for the first time in an ILO maritime instrument, the seafarer does not have to 
be employed on a board ship registered in the territory of a Member. Thus, prima facie , the
is not necessary for a country wanting to ratify Convention No. 165 that it should have ratified Conventions 
Nos. 102, 103, 121, 128 and 130. Nor does it have to accept all the obligations imposed by these Conventions. As 
regards Convention No. 102 it is sufficient that the country concerned should be able to accept the obligations laid 
down in this Convention in respect of a minimum number of categories of benefit, which are left to its own choice but 
which must include at least one of the categories of benefit required for ratification of Convention No. 102, namely 
unemployment, old age, employment injury, invalidity or survivors' benefits, PTMC , Report II, 1986, p. 29, see also 
Art. 2 of Convention No. 102.
^®^The opposite would be contrary to Art. 35 of the ILO Constitution, which allows ratifying Members to exclude 
from the ^plication of the Conventions ratified, subject to certain conditions, non-metropolitan territories for whose in­
ternational relations the former are responsible or any trust territories for w hi^  they are die administering authority. 
^^Art. 1 (c) (i); see similar provisions in Conventions Nos. 55 and 70.
189ReportIII(l), 1987, p. 15.
19074 R .f .,  p. 14/4.
19lR eportni(l), 1987, p. 17.
19274/Î.P ., p. 14/4.
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Convention applies to all seafarers and is not based on the criterion of registration, which traditionally 
had been used for more thzin 60 years within the ILO.
4) Art. 3 lays down that Members should comply with the obligations imposed by Arts. 9 or 
11 in respect of certain categories of benefits. It does not, however, specify in respect of which sea­
farers these obligations are undertaken. The protection of foreign or migrant seafarers is included in 
Part IV of the Convention. On the other hand. Art. 3 of the Office draft had included a provision 
(para. 2) to the effect that for any country which has ratified and has accepted the obligations of the 
the Social Security (Minimum Standards) Convention (applying to shore workers), "the number of 
branches accepted in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 may not be less than the number 
of branches in respect of which that Member has accepted the obligations of that Convention". This 
provision, however, was deleted in the Committee on Social Security. This deletion is without any 
significance, since Art. 7 of the Convention requires ratifying Members to provide for seafarers social 
security protection no less favourable than that enjoyed by shore workers in respect of each of the 
branches of social security mentioned in Art. 3 for which it has legislation in force, The result is 
that if a Member has accepted obligations imposed by the provisions of the Conventions listed in 
Arts. 9 and 11 of Convention No. 165 in respect of more than three categories of social security bene­
fits for shore workers, it is required to apply the same protection in respect of each branch to sea­
farers.
5) The Convention provides for the social protection of the seafarers at two levels:
i) Social security protection in each Member should not be less favourable than that 
enjoyed by shore workers in respect of all nine branches mentioned in Art 3. It 
follows that, if in any country the social security provisions are higher than those 
provided for in Convention No. 102 the Member concerned is under an obligation to 
provide for seafarers social security protection of the same level.
ii) The social security protection for seafarers should be of the level afforded by a) 
Convention No. 102 (Art 9) or b) by Conventions Nos. 103,121, 128 and 130 (Art.
11) or c) the combination of a) and b).
Finally, the Convention recognises voluntary insurance schemes provided that they are super­
vised by public authorities or administered by shipowners and seafarers, cover a substantial number of 
seafarers and comply with the relevant provisions of Convention No. 102 (Arts. 10 and 12).
193ibid.,p. 14/6.
194Tbe equality of treatment of shore workers and seafarers in the "competent" Member is one of the basic principles of 
Convention No. 165. This seemed to have eluded the attention of the Greek delegation when they were thinking of ap­
plying 3 branches of social security benefits to seafarers. Greece has accepted the obligations of Convention No. 102 in 
respect of Parts II to VI and VIII to X. that is in respect of 8 branches of social security benefits: medical care, sickness 
benefit, unemployment benefit, old-age benefit, employment injury benefit, maternity benefit, invalidity and survivors' 
benefit. If Greece ratifies Convention No. 165, it will have to apply at least the same protection to seafarers. 
195R eportni(l),1987,p . 19.
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One observation should be made here: Art. 11 (h) requires a ratifying Member which chooses 
to ratify the Convention by accepting the obligations of Art. 11 rather than those of Art. 9, to ensure 
that seafarers receive unemployment and family benefits no less favourable than those specified "in 
any future Convention laying down standards superior to those specified" in Convention No. 102 in 
respect of these benefits. This is the first time that an ILO maritime Convention has referred to an 
instrument to be adopted in the future as binding the ratifying country a priori. This provision
may cause difficulties in the future and its inclusion was only possible because of the existence of in­
ferior standards in Art. 9 of the Convention. It should not constitute a precedent in areas other than 
social security, since employment conditions in the maritime industry show peculiarities which are 
not always reconcilable with provisions of general instruments.
6) The Convention regulates in some detail the liability of the shipowner in respect of social 
security benefits. It should be noted that there are important differences between the provisions of 
Convention No. 165 and those of Convention No. 55. The main examples of these are as follows:
i) The liability of the shipowner under Convention No. 55 is restricted to cases of 
sickness and injury. The similar provisions of Convention No. 165 apply to "seafarers whose condi­
tion requires medical care ... or who are left behind by reason of their condition...". It is not clear 
whether this condition will have been caused by sickness or injury.
ii) Convention No. 55 enables national laws to provide for exceptions in the case of (a) 
injury incurred otherwise than in the service of the ship, (b) injury or sickness due to the wilful act, 
default or misbehaviour of the seaman and (c) sickness or infirmity intentionally concealed when the 
engagement is entered into. None of these exceptions is provided for in Convention No. 165.
iii) Convention No. 55 limits the liability of the shipowner in respect of medical care to 
16 weeks. Convention No. 165 does not contain any such limitation.
iv) In contrast to Convention No. 55 no detailed provisions concerning repatriation 
exist in Convention No. 165. 200
l^Emphasis added.
^^^The same provision goes on to provide that seafarers will be entitled to the superior benefits of the future Conven­
tion which "the General Conference of the International Labour Organisation has, after its coming into force, recognised 
as applicable for the purpose of this clause by means of a Protocol adopted in the framework of a special maritime ques­
tion included in the agenda". This provision is not satisfactory for two reasons: a) if a Member specifies at the time of 
the ratification of the Convention that it accepts the obligations of Art. 11 in respect of unemployment and family 
benefits (Art. 4) and the same Member is in the dissenting minority at the General Conference which considered as ap­
plicable the provisions of the future Convention for the purpose of Art. 11 (h) of the Convention, this Member will in 
any case be required to apply the provisions of the future Convention to unemployment and family benefits for seafar­
ers: Arts. 5 and 6 of the Convention do not seem to permit a Member which has accepted the "advanced" obligations of 
Art. 11 to replace them by the minimum obligations of Art. 9. The only solution for this Member would be to de­
nounce the Convention under Art. 40; b) it empowers a general session of the Conference to deal with questions of a 
maritime nature. This method would be better avoided, for the reasons explained in Chapter 6, pp. 457-459,484-485. 
^^^Even in the field of social security, as has been pointed out earlier, some countries maintain special social security 
schemes for seafarers.
^^^or a discussion of this question, see 74 RJ*., pp. 14/7-14/8.
2^According to Art. 1 (i) repatriation means "transportation to a place to which seafarers are entitled to be returned 
under laws and regulations or collective agreements applicable to them". No reference is made to Convention No. 166
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v) Under Convention No. 55 the shipowner is not liable for the cost of the sickness 
benefits, if the seaman concerned refused to be medically examined. There is no such provision in 
Convention No. 165.
vi) Wages under Convention No. 55 are mainly paid when the seaman remains on 
board whereas Convention No. 165 does not lay down such a condition.
vii) The obligation of the shipowner to pay wages is broader under Convention No. 
165 them under Convention No. 55. The combination of Arts. 14 and 15 of the former instrument has 
the following consequences: the shipowner is required to pay the seaman full wages: a) if he is left 
behind in the territory of a State other than that of the competent Member, 201 from the time he is left 
behind until he finds suitable employment or is repatriated or until the expiry of a period which must 
not be less than 12 weeks, whichever event first occurs, and b) if the seaman is repatriated or landed in 
the territory of the competent Member, from the time when he is repatriated or landed, until his 
recovery or until the expiry of a period specified as above under a). 202
viii) Unlike Convention No. 55, no right of the seaman to require the shipowner to de­
fray the funeral expenses of a deceased seaman is established under Convention No. 165.
7) Art. 17 of the Convention reads as follows:
"With a view to avoiding conflicts of laws and the undesirable consequences that might ensue 
for those concerned either through lack of protection or as a result of undue plurality of contributions 
or other liabilities or of benefits, the legislation applicable in respect of seafarers shall be determined 
by the Members concerned in accordance with the following rules:
(a) seafarers shall be subject to the legislation of one Member only;
(b) in principle this legislation shall be
- the legislation of the Member whose flag the ship is flying, or
- the legislation of the Member in whose territory the seafarer is resident;
(c) notwithstanding the rules set forth in the preceding subparagraphs. Members concerned may de­
termine, by mutual agreement, other rules concerning the legislation applicable to seafarers, in the in­
terest of the persons concerned". 203
on Repatriation of Seafarers which, as pointed out in Chapter 4  (Section 4.2.2. D), pp. 353-4) imposes certain 
restrictions on such national laws and regulations.
201 According to Art. 1 (f) competent Member means "the Member under whose legislation the person concerned can 
daim benefit".
202p|Qtj(]^Qj t^3 to wages under Art. 14 and 15 are not cumulative. If wages have been paid under Article 14 the period 
in respect of which wages have been so paid will be deducted from the period of Art. 15 (Art. 15 second period), see 
also 74 R.P. , p. 14/9. A problem which arises from the text of Art. 15 as it stands is that it provides that a se^arer 
who has been repatriated in the territory of the competent Member "shall continue to be entitled to full wages ... from 
the time when he is repatriated ..." (emphasis added). This Article may imply that wages continue to be paid during the 
repatriation travel, that is the time between the periods in respect of which wages are paid under Art. 14 and Art. 15. 
This was not the intention of the drafters and the Convention should be interpreted as not giving a right to sick or in­
jured seaman to demand wages during the repatriation travd.
*^Emphasis added.
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It is clear from the introductory paragraph that this Article aims to eliminate positive or nega­
tive conflicts of law in the field of social security for seafarers. 204 As a general remark, it may be 
said that this Article is not as flexible as the Committee intended it to be. The above provisions re­
quire clarification in many respects:
i) The phrase "shall be determined by the Members concerned in accordance with" contains 
two obligations: the obligation to determine the law applicable and the obligation to determine that law 
in accordance with certain rules. It is not clear whether this law must be determined by mutual agree­
ment by the Members concerned or whether the words "Members concerned" permits the decision to 
be made unilaterally by the Member concerned. 205 it ig difficult to imagine how ratifying Members 
can be required by the Convention to conclude bilateral or other agreements in accordance with certain 
rules. 206 It ig submitted that the above words should be interpreted as enabling the Member con­
cerned to determine the applicable law either by mutual agreement, if feasible, or by unilateral deci­
sion.
ii) According to Art 17 in principle the legislation applicable shall be either the law of the flag 
or the law of the seafarer's country of residence. The meaning of the phrase "in principle" is obscure. 
It may be said that it implies that Members can derogate therefrom by mutual agreement under clause
(c), though the text does not favour such an interpretation. 207 Another interpretation could be that 
other laws could be applicable to foreign or migrant seafarers, such as the residence of the employer, 
the place of the conclusion of the contract, etc. This interpretation is unacceptable first because it does 
not evidence the intention of the Workers' Members who drafted the original amendment 208 and, 
secondly, because it would render the whole Art. 17 meaningless. Accordingly, any rule other than 
the law of the flag or the law of the seafarer's country of residence can only be agreed by mutual 
agreement under clause (c). 209
204’pijq rules relating to the choice of applicable law only concern the public social security schemes in force in each 
country and do not deal with the shipowner's liability. As a result of a Swedish proposal. Ait, 20 of the first 1987 Of­
fice draft, which applied the same rules to the shipowner's liability, was deleted. This article was rightly rejected for 
many reasons, see Report III (2), 1987, pp, 20,21, Therefore, it is safe to assume that the shipowner's liability as set 
out in Arts, 13 to 15 of the Convention applies to all seafarers employed on board ship irrespective of nationality or 
residence.
205An earlier version of this amendment used the word "Member" instead of "Members". An amendment by the Gov­
ernment of Belgium, supported by the Government of Netherlands, sought to eliminate the words "by mutual agree­
ment" in clause (c) because, in the opinion of that Government the introductory paragraph implied an agreement be­
tween Members, This amendment was rejected but this fact does not elucidate the meaning of the word 'Members" in 
the introductory paragraph, 74 R.P. , p, 14/11,
206The Swedish proposal adopted at the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference used the words "taking into ac- 
coimt" instead, see Art, 21 (Alternative 11) of the PTMC draft. Report HI (1), 1987, p, 31, Some countries such as 
Japan, Liberia, Netherlands and the U.K. and a number of shipowners' associations favoured the wording of the original 
Swedish proposal. Report III (2), 1987, pp. 12,14-5,
297if this was the case, the words "in principle" should appear in clause (a) too,
2O8 7 4 RJ’. ,p , 14/11,
2^^Again, one is led to the conclusion that the introductory paragraph envisages both unilateral decisions and mutual 
agreements.
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iii) Exceptions may be mutually agreed under clause (c) either to the applicable legislation ac­
cording to clause (b) or to the principle that the seafarer concerned should be subject to one legislation 
only. 210 It is debatable what is the effect of an exception to clause (a). If Members can derogate 
therefrom the seafarer might be subject to more than one applicable law and thus the purpose of the 
introductory paragraph would be defeated. It is submitted that the exception to the principle of clause
(a) by means of mutual agreements should be regarded as enabling the Members concerned to apply 
more than one law in respect of different branches of social security benefits. 211 It should be noted 
that that there is no legal vacuum in Art 17 in this respect: the conclusion of mutual agreements under 
clause (c) is optional but if no agreement is reached either the law of the flag or the law of the sea­
farer's residence is applicable. 212
iv) Perhaps the most important observation concerning Art. 17 is that though legally mutual 
agreements are not given a prominent role therein, it is unlikely that the regime established by the 
Convention will work outside a network of mutual agreements. Let us take the example of a Greek 
seaman resident in Greece and employed on board a Spanish ship. If Greece applies the residence 
criterion and Spain the flag criterion this seaman will be subject to both countries' laws. In the oppo­
site case of a Spanish seaman resident in Spain and employed on board a Greek ship, this seaman will 
not normally be entitled to benefits under either country's law. The principle of the introductory 
paragraph and clause (a), then, can onlv be realised bv the conclusion of mutual agreements. 213
8) Art. 18 establishes equality of treatment irrespective of nationality. This equality of treat­
ment must be ensured by the Member whose legislation is applicable to the seafarer and not by the 
Member whose nationality the seafarer has. Accordingly, Art. 18 comes into operation after the ap­
plicable law has been determined under Art. 17. 2i4 Equality of treatment of national and foreign 
seamen under Art. 18 is subject to certain conditions: a) the foreign seaman must be a national of an­
other Member, b) the foreign seaman will enjoy equality of treatment with a national seaman without 
any condition of residence in the territory of the national seaman, if the latter is entitled to the same
2^^As a result of an amendment by the Govenunent of Sweden, the effect of clause (c) was extended to clause (a) as 
well. 7 4 p. 14/11.
21 iThis interpretation is in accordance with Art 16 of the Convention which provides that the rules of Art. 17 are ap­
plicable to foreign or migrant seafarers "in respect of any branch of social security specified in Art. 3 ...".
2l2ciause (c) provides for possible exceptions to clauses (a) and (b) but not to the introductory paragraph.
213'nie wording of Art. 6 of the Revised Agreement concerning the Social Security of Rhine Boatmen (13 February 
1961), although it could not have been adopted by the 1987 Coiderence, provides much more certainty of law than the 
provisions of the Convention: in the absence of any agreement to the contrary (para. 5) the applicable law is defined as 
follows in order of compulsory application: a) the law of the country in whose territory the undertaking employing the 
person concerned has its principal place of business (para. 2); b) the law of the country of the legal domicile of the 
owner (if the latter operates the vessel himself and does not have his principal place of business in the territory of one 
of the contracting parties); c) the law of the country of the nationality of the owner (if he does not have its legal 
domicile in one of the contracting parties) (para. 3); for the text of the Agreement see O.B. , Vol. XLIV, pp. 371-401. It 
is interesting to note that, according to this agreement, the applicable legislation is centralised on the person of the 
owner; it is his legal status which m ^es the law of one or another party applicable to the boatman concerned.
21474 Rj>,, p. 14/12.
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social security benefits without any such condition. 2i5 As a result. Art. 18 can still result in cases 
where a non-national non-resident (or even a non-national resident) seaman is not entitled to social se­
curity benefits under any state’s laws. 216 The need for conclusion of mutual agreements is, therefore, 
obvious.
words ’’resident in the territo^ of a Member" in Art. 18 apply only to refugees and stateless persons, ibid., p. 
14/12. The old Convention No. 70 is more progressive than Convention No. 165 in certain respects: a) the foreign 
seaman does not need to be a national of another Member, b) if the shipowner's liability scheme in a country does not 
cover a seaman resident outside its territory in respect of medical care, board, lodging and repatriation, he must be cov­
ered by a public social security scheme of the same country. No such obligation is imposed on a ratifying Member un­
der Convention No. 165. On the other hand, under both Conventions Nos. 70 and 165 unconditional equality of treat­
ment of seafarers regardless of residence is ensured, as far as the liability of the shipowner in respect of social security 
is concerned (Arts. 6 (1 ) and 20 respectively).
^l^This might happen in three cases: a) when the national seaman is not entitled to a specific benefit because he does 
not reside in the country of his nationality, b) when the national seaman is entitled to a specific benefit not because he 
is resident in the country of his nationality (this discrimination would be prohibited by the second period of Art. 18) 
but because he is covered by the social insurance scheme of a third country which does not £q>ply to the non-national 
non-resident (or non-national resident) seaman concerned, and c) where discrimination on the basis of residence is 
based not on residence of the seafarer concerned in the territory whose law is applicable to him under Art. 17 but on his 
residence in the territory of another country. Let us take the example of a German seaman employed on board a Spanish 
ship and resident in Spain. Assuming that the law of the flag is applicable to that seaman under Art. 17 (in fact, this 
seaman could be covered by German law only at the request of the shipowner and subject to certain conditions), this 
seaman, although primarily subject to Spanish legislation, will not be covered thereby, since current Spanish law does 
not regularly apply to non-national seafarers. If a Fhilippino seaman resident in Spain was employed on board the same 
Spanish ship, he would not be entitled under current Philippinese law to repatriation benefits and his dependants 
would not be entided to maintenance. But under Spanish law he or his dependants would be entitled to the above 
benefits because Spanish law discriminates between foreign nationals of Latin American countries, Andorra, Philippines 
and Portugal who are covered thereby and all other nationals who are excluded from coverage. In short, the exclusion 
of the German seaman from coverage does not consist in the fact that he is not a resident of Spain but in the fact that 
Spanish law discriminates between foreign nationals, which case is not covered by Art. 18 (case b)). If the Philippine 
seaman was resident in Philippines, he would not have any rights under Spanish law. In this case there would be a 
discrimination between Philippine seamen on the basis of residence which is prohibited by Art. 18. A second example 
may be given in the case of a French seaman resident in Belgium and employed on board a British vessel. Assuming 
that by mutual agreement under clause (b) of Art. 17 the law of the flag is applicable to that seaman (in fact, it is 
unlikely that he would be covered by French law), this seaman would be subject to British law and could be entitled, 
for example, to disablement benefit under that law, which applies to non-nationals resident in a number of specified 
countries, among which is Belgium, in respect of certain branches of social security benefits. The situation would be 
the same, if the same seaman had his residence in Australia or in the Netherlands. But if this seaman was a resident of 
Spain, he would not be entitled to any benefit under any state’s laws (French, English or Spanish) (case c)). However, 
this discrimination on the basis of residence does not come within Art. 18 wWch forbids discrimination against a 
foreign seafarer on the basis of whether or not he is resident in the territorv of a countrv to whose legislation he is 
subject under Art. 17. This territory, in our example, is the British territory and not Spanish, Belgian, Australian, etc. 
territories, residence in which actually determined the seaman’s rights in our example.
^^^The question of equality of treatment of national and foreign seamen outside the treaty regime has been examined 
indirectly in a recent case by the Court of Appeal in Sri Lanka. The Court of Appeal, in affirming the Order made by 
the High Court, held that dWuctions for NAT (the Greek Maritime Pension Fund) tax imposed under Greek law on Sri 
I^nkan seamen under Greek articles are not to be upheld because they are repugnant to the content and spirit of Sri 
Lankan law. In fact, under Greek law such deductions are imposed on all foreign seamen serving on board Greek ships 
and are never returned to them. At the same time these seamen are not eligible for social security benefits under Greek 
law which applies only to seamen of Greek nationality; see M.L.S. Jayasekera, "Greek Nat Tax Illegal in Sri Lanka", 
LMCLQ , Nov. 1986, pp. 434-5. Some observations can be made here: a) the Greek policy concerning social security is 
inconsistent since it applies social security laws using the criterion of the flag for tax revenue purposes and the crite­
rion of nationality and residence as regards entitlements to benefits; b) the Court did not decide the question whether 
the deductions concerned were illegal under Greek law (whether a clause dealing with NAT deductions should be 
inserted in the articles of agreement under Greek law) and whether Greece was acting in conformity with the rules of 
international law in imposing such obligations on foreign seamen on a discriminatory basis; c) Art. 18 of Convention 
No. 165 should be interpreted in the sense that equality of treatment applies equally to rights and obligations arising 
from the applicable social security laws under Art. 17; otherwise, ratifying countries will still be able to impose 
obligations on foreign seamen serving on board national vessels while at the same time avoiding to grant them social 
security benefits by employing as a criterion for the granting of these benefits the residence of the seaman.
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9) Arts. 21 to 27 refer to the question of the maintenance of rights in the course of their acqui­
sition and contain useful provisions concerning calculation of periods of insurance, employment or 
residence or of benefits in respect of different branches of social security. Three observations can be 
made here: a) not all benefits are treated in the same way; 218 b) the whole system of maintenance of 
rights in course of acquisition envisaged in the Convention is based on the conclusion of mutual 
agreements; 2i9 and c) there is no compulsory provision in the Convention regulating the maintenance 
of such rights in cases where the establishment of maintenance schemes proves not to be feasible.
10) Special mention of Art. 29 of the Convention should be made. This Article eliminates the 
last possibility of uniformity and clarity of law in the Convention. It provides ratifying Members with 
the option of derogating from the provisions of Articles 16 to 25 and 27, namely the provisions of the 
Convention relating to the protection of foreign or migrant seafarers and the maintenance of rights in 
course of acquisition. This Article, which is a result of an amendment submitted by the EEC coun­
tries, 220 has the advantage of allowing the EEC countries or other countries to apply their own regime 
of social security for seafarers if the standards contained therein are not lower than those of the 
Convention. However, it has two major drawbacks: a) it allows the substitution of bilateral and re­
gional instruments, which will be adopted in the future, for the Convention itself, thus eliminating 
clarity and certainty of law within the Convention and rendering impossible the eventual 
"rapprochement" of national laws in the field of social security for seafarers, and b) it aggravates the 
situation by providing that the provisions contained in these instruments should, "m the aggregate ", 
be at least as favourable as those required under the Convention. 221 %t is not clear what is meant by 
the words "in the aggregate" but they are likely to cause confusion at the international level and give 
rise to a wide range of interpretations. 222
11) Art. 30 provides that "every person concerned shall have a right of appeal in case of re­
fusal of the benefit or complaint as to its nature, level, amount or quality". This provision empowers 
the seaman to launch an appeal either in court or before an administrative authority. 223
218compare Art. 24 to Art. 27, Art. 24 to Art. 25 
21^Art. 24 is a partial exception to this rule.
2 2 O7 4 /J.P. 14/13.
221Compare the more precise provisions of Art. 4 of the Revised Agreement concerning the Social Security of Rhine 
Boatmen; "... if the provisions of such other Convention or regulations, on becoming apphcable, are not in any case less 
favourable than the corresponding provisions of this Agreement”.
222jt may mean that countries can by bilateral or other agreements agree on another criterion for the determination of 
the law ^plicable to foreign or migrant seafarers; or that the periods of Art. 19 could be varied by agreement, if cover­
age is the same; or that different arrangements from those of Arts. 21 to 25 and 27 may be agreed for the establishment 
of maintenance schemes in respect of specific branches of social security; or even that no equality of treatment of na­
tionals and non-nationals regardless of residence will be ensured to seafarers by public social security schemes, if this 
equality is provided by the laws and regulations relating to the shipowner’s liability. It should be noted that Art. 17 of 
Maintenance of Social Security Rights Convention, No. 157,1982, from which the provisions of Art. 29 of Conven­
tion No. 165 were copied, has a much more limited scope, since it only applies to the maintenance of social security 
rights and not to the acquisition of social security benefits; compare Art. 17 of Convention No. 157 to Art. 29 of Con­
vention No. 165 in conjunction with Arts. 16 ,3 ,9  and 11 of the same Convention.
223Report III (1), 1987, p. 24. Thus, a means of rapid settlement of disputes is available under the Convention 
(provision for the rapid and inexpensive settlement of disputes concerning the shipowner’s liability is also required
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5.6. Conclusions
Convention No. 165 concerning Social Security for Seafarers (Revised) is a comprehensive 
instrument which aims to afford seamen social security protection in most branches of social security 
at the international level. It ensures equality of treatment of seafarers and shore workers and of na­
tional and non-national seafarers regardless of residence (subject to certain conditions, as pointed out 
earlier). It also makes provision for the maintenance of rights in course of acquisition and contains 
provisions concerning the shipowner's liability in the field of social security. 224
On the other hand, the adoption of this Convention brought about innovations previously un­
heard of in the maritime standard-setting activities of the ILO:
a) The flag criterion is no longer preponderant. In fact, the application of the Convention is 
not entrusted to the flag State (or as better expressed, the state in the territory of which the ship is 
registered) but to other states, such as the country of the seafarer's residence or, as pointed out in the 
analysis of Art. 17 of the Convention, to virtually any other State or a combination of other States.
b) The standards aimed at are not only minimum, as has been the case with most ILO maritime 
instruments, but advanced as well. Also, the Convention provides ratifying Members with the option 
to implement minimum and advanced standards in respect of different branches of social security. 225
c) The Convention indirectly burdens with indeterminate obligations any ratifying Member 
who chooses to accept the obligations of Art. 11 in respect of unemployment and family benefits. 226
d) Existing and future international rules adopted or to be adopted by other bodies were al­
lowed to have a substantial effect on the Convention. 227
However, the ILO's regime of social security of seafarers, as pointed out earlier, has many 
disadvantages. The main ones will be outlined here and possible remedies will be suggested.
1) Convention No. 165 does not cover all aspects of social security for seafarers, since it does 
not deal with the questions of shipwreck indemnity and seafarers' pensions, which are dealt with in
from Members under the Convention (Art. 32)). What the Convention does not lay down, is whether the seaman will 
have the right to appeal to a court when the benefits disputed are refused by the administrative authority at first appeal. 
This matter is left to national law.
224convention No. 70 affords more protection than Convention No. 165 in certain areas; a) in the cases referred to in 
n. 215, b) in that it provides for repatriation benefits without specifying whether it is to be granted by the shipowner or 
by public schemes established by the Member (no repatriation benefits are provided for in the articles of Conventions 
Nos. 102,103,121,128 and 130 listed in Arts. 9 and 11 of Convention No. 165) and c) in providing for cash benefits 
in cases of incapacity for work "whether due to employment injury or not" (for an interpretation, see supra n. 86). 
225compare the substantive provisions contained in Arts. 9 and 11 of the Convention.
226see the earlier analysis of Art. 11 (h) at p. 418, n. 197.
227Art.29.
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Conventions Nos. 8 and 7 1 . 228 A revision of Conventions Nos. 8 229 and 7 1  230 should have been 
undertaken as regards certain points.
2) A close examination of the scope of Conventions Nos. 8,55,71 and 165 reveals that there 
are important differences both as regards the types of ships and the persons covered. 231 Since all 
these Conventions will be in force after Convention No. 165 comes into force 232 and will comple­
ment each other in the field of social security for seafarers, it is advisable that all the above Conven­
tions have the same scope; viz. the scope of the recently adopted Convention No. 165, as amended 
along the lines to be suggested later.
3) As pointed out earlier, there are important differences between the provisions of Convention 
No. 55 concerning repatriation and those of Convention No. 166 concerning the Repatriation of 
Seafarers (Revised). The repatriation provisions of Convention No. 55 are now obsolete. Since 
neither Convention No. 165 nor Convention No. 166 revises Convention No. 55 in this respect, the 
situation results in the existence of double standards at the international level. It is suggested that the 
repatriation provisions of Convention No. 55 should be replaced by the relevant provisions of Con­
vention No. 166. Furthermore, the social security Conventions adopted by the ILO never took ac­
count of the repatriation Conventions. Conventions Nos. 55 and 70 did not take account of Conven­
tion No. 23 and this history was repeated in the case of Convention No. 165 which neither mentions 
nor refers to Convention No. 166. Again, it is suggested that the repatriation provisions of social se­
curity Conventions should be aligned with other ILO instruments on repatriation. Finally, as pointed 
out earlier, when Convention No. 55 was examined, it would have been desirable that further consi­
deration be given to the place to which a sick or injured seaman is to be repatriated, since he may be in 
a more advantageous position if he is repatriated to the country where he is entitled to sickness or ac­
cident insurance benefits.
228puithermore, an amendment put forward by the Government member of the USSR in the Committee on Social Se­
curity to the effect that where the injury or death of a seafarer is due to a violation by the ship's administration of estab­
lished safety provisions, extra compensation payable by the shipowner should be given to the seafarer or his 
dependants, in the case of his death, beyond the relevant social security benefit, if the latter falls short of the seafarer's 
lost wages, was not seconded, 74 RJ* ,, p. 14/9. This amendment raised interesting issues, as in it security questions 
mesh with labour rights, and its inclusion in Convention No. 165 might have indirectly enhanced safety on board ship. 
229convention No. 8 could have been revised by Convention No. 165 in order to clarify in certain respects the follow­
ing points; a) the meaning of lo ss  or foundering" of the ship, b) the meaning of the indemnity payable for the period 
during which the seaman remains unemployed, and c) the position in various countries in the event of the loss or 
foundering of a vessel the crew of which woiüd, had there been no loss or foundering, have had their contract of service 
terminated in any case, because the voyage would have been completed within a period of less than two months from 
the loss or foundering which in fact resulted.
239jhe revision of Convention No. 71 by Convention No. 165 would have been useful in certain respects: a) the re­
consideration of Arts. 3 (1 ) and 4 (4) of the former Convention, since these have proved to be obstacles to the ratifica­
tion of that Convention, b) the reconsideration of Art. 2 (2) (j) and (k) of the same Convention, which permit the 
exclusion of foreign and non-resident seafarers therefrom. As the situation is now, equality of treatment of non-national 
or non-resident sharers is ensured under Convention No. 165 but it is not so ensured in respect of one of the most im­
portant social security benefits, namely the seafarer's pension.
^  ^ Compare Art. 1 of Convention No. 8, Art. 1 of Convention No. 55, Arts. 1 and 2 of Convention No. 71 and Arts. 1 
and 2 of Convention No. 165.
232The latter Convention revises only Conventions Nos. 56 and 70.
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4) It was explained in subsection 5.5.6. 6) that the provisions of Conventions Nos. 55 and 165 
relating to the shipowner's liability differ in many areas, with Convention No. 165 providing the 
seafarer with more comprehensive protection in almost all respects. As a result, double standards 
exist at the international level as regards the shipowner's liability. 3^3 it is suggested that the provi­
sions relevant to the shipowners' liability (Arts. 13,14,15,20 and 32) should have been deleted, since 
most of the points mentioned therein are covered by Convention No. 55 in a different way and the 
latter Convention has not been revised; to provide for this case it would have been necessary to include 
a provision in the Convention to the effect that that Convention did not apply to the shipowner's 
liability. Nonetheless, if the Convention encounters ratification difficulties in the future and the 
deletion of the provisions relating to this liability is then suggested, it may be considered desirable to 
maintain Arts. 20 and 32 of the Convention. 234
The writer considers that provisions concerning the shipowner's liability should be included in 
a future revised Convention, if Convention No. 55 is accordingly revised. The argument advanced by 
a number of countries that Convention No. 70 was not ratified because of the existence of provisions 
regarding the shipowner's liability is only partly justified. First, not all these provisions were of a 
controversial nature and, secondly, as pointed out earlier, there were other reasons which slowed down 
the progress of ratifications of that Convention. Even if no detailed provisions concerning the 
shipowner's liability, such as were contained in Arts. 13 to 15 of Convention No. 165, are included in 
a future revision of this instrument, it is very important that continuity of protection should be secured 
to the seafarer under the shipowner's liability schemes and the public social security schemes. 235 
Ironically, as in Convention No. 70, such a provision is absent from Convention No. 165. If a 
provision concerning the liability of the shipowner is finally maintained, it might be desirable to insert 
in a future instrument a provision laying down the time when the national insurance scheme starts to 
apply to seafarers in situations where a shipowner, because of bankruptcy or other reasons, cannot 
fulfil its obligations under the shipowners' liability scheme. There is a gap in Convention No. 165 in 
this respect
233%n fact, in many instances it was pointed out at the 1987 Conference that if Convention No. 165 were to contain 
provisions relating to the shipowner's liability it should provide for the revision of Convention No. 55 but this was 
not done. From the replies of the representative of the Secretary General, it seems that the Office decided to include 
these provisions in the 1987 draft because they encompassed the main ideas of Convention No. 55 which had not been 
the cause of any difficulty within the framework of that Convention, 74 R.P. , pp. 14/8-14/9. With respect, this is not 
the case. Arts. 13 to 15 of Convention No. 165 are substantially different from the relevant provisions of Convention 
No. 55 and, interestingly, are not based on knowledge of state practice today but were the result of an ill-matched 
transfer of the provisions of Convention No. 55 into &e text of Convention No. 165. It is almost certain that Arts. 13 
to 15 will cause great ratification problems in the future.
234phis alternative would be aiming at countries which have not ratified Convention No. 55 but are prepared to apply 
the principle of "no distinction on Üie basis of nationality or residence" in respect of the shipowner's liability as well 
as to provide for a rapid and inexpensive settlement of disputes concerning such liability.
235j^s, of course, would apply to countries whose legislation provides for a shipowners' liability scheme, since in 
many countries no such schemes exisL
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5) The major drawback to Convention No. 165 is that its effectiveness is based on the future 
conclusion of bilateral and other agreements concerning the social security of seafarers. 236 The 
combination of Arts. 16 to 25,27 and 29 virtually render the Convention an international generator of 
future bilateral and multilateral agreements. In fact, the Convention only seems to create legal obliga­
tions in respect of the social security protection of national seafarers while it gives only guidance con­
cerning the protection of foreign and migrant seafarers and the maintenance of rights in the course of 
acquisition. Rexibility was given preference over clarity and certainty of law. 237 The Convention 
provides that the applicable legislation "...shall be determined..." but it remains to be seen how a 
country can unilaterally or otherwise be forced to enter into an agreement. It is possible that the 
agreements envisaged in the Convention will never be concluded with the result that, even if it is rati­
fied, it will be a dead letter. 238 A solution could have been found, by adding a provision in the Con­
vention to the effect that ratifying countries should report to the ILO the conclusion of such agree­
ments or if no agreements had been concluded, the reasons for this failure. The Committee of Experts 
would then have the opportunity of drawing the attention of ratifying countries to the conclusion of 
the necessary agreements. It might even be considered desirable that the entry of the Convention into 
force be made dependent on conclusion of a number of agreements between a specified number of 
States or even between a number of specified countries after examination of their laws and regulations 
and of the number of foreign and migrant seafarers employed on board vessels registered in these 
countries. Unfortunately, no such requirements are imposed by Convention No. 165.239
Moreover, the regulation of the protection of the foreign or migrant seafarers is defective in 
three respects: a) no mention is made of the position of national seafarers employed on foreign regis­
tered ships (for the flag State these seafarers are non-nationals), b) no provision is made for discrimi­
nation on the basis of nationality between foreign seamen, as opposed to discrimination between na-
22^It is worth noting that only one of the four paragraphs of Recommendation No. 75 (para. 1) is implemented by 
Convention No. 165. It has been reported that the Government of the Philippines is prepared to respect die provisions 
of Convention No. 165 and adopted, to this end, a decision to the effect that in the future all contracts signed in the 
Philippines for overseas sea-going Philippino nationals will include a clause bringing them within the country's social 
security system. All Philippino seafarers recruited by local licensed manning agencies on behalf of foreign owners will 
be covered; see SLB , 4/88, pp. 499-500. It remains to be seen how such a clause will be effectively inserted in articles 
of agreement of Philippino seafarers and to what extent these benefits could be extended to Philippino seafarers which 
signed contracts outside the Philippines. It is interesting to notice that the decision of the Government was a unilateral 
one and seems to espouse the criterion of the nationality of the seaman combined with that of the lex loci contractus as 
the criteria for the determination oS the applicable social security law.
2^^It is interesting to note how the attitude of Conferences and parties concerned changes with time. In 1936 an 
amendment which proposed that the question of compulsory sickness insurance for seamen should be regulated by 
b^artite arrangements between the flag State and the country of residence of the seaman was rejected, 21 R B . , p. 262. 
23oThe danger of a legal vacuum" was pointed out by some countries, such as the U.S. and Denmark, Report HI (2), 
1987, pp. 11,13-4.
23^rhis is the reason why the present writer was opposed to the inclusion of the standard final provisions in Conven­
tion No. 165 (entry into force after the registration of ratification by two countries). The combination of tonnage and 
ratification requirements before the Convention enters into force, which had been proposed by the Shipowners in the 
Committee on Social Security, may have been excessive; also, it was stressed by many government and worker dele­
gates that it was important that a social security instrument came into force as soon as possible, see 74 R B . , pp. 14/14- 
14/15. But the ent^ into force of a Convention whose effectiveness depends on a widespread conclusion of bilateral 
agreements after the registration of two ratifications is meaningless.
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tional and foreign seamen, and c) no provision is made for discrimination on the basis of residence 
not related to the country whose legislation is applicable under Art 17.240 it is suggested that provi­
sions concerning the social security protection of foreign seafarers in a future instrument should deal 
with the above points, otherwise, there will be gaps in the international social security network estab­
lished thereby.
6) It has been suggested above that if the entry into force of Convention No. 165 had been 
made dependent on the conclusion of a number of agreements between specified countries, the possi­
bilities would have been clean either the Convention would come into force and would start having its 
beneficial effect immediately or it would never come into force, in which case it would have to be re­
vised. The question must be asked: could the 1987 Conference have avoided having recourse to 
"mutual agreements"? This would necessitate, at a first stage, an examination of whether the flag or 
the residence criterion should have been given the more prominent role in the Convention. Apart from 
the fact that countries are almost equally divided on this question, the legal arguments in favour of 
either criterion are equally sound:
i) Arguments in favour of the criterion of residence: a) a seafarer may be employed on board 
vessels flying flags of different countries; b) a seafarer may be employed on shore in his country of 
residence for certain periods, c) the seafarer’s dependants usually remain in his country of residence; 
241 d) the extension of social security benefits to non-resident foreign seafarers would cause enor­
mous administrative problems; e) seafarers from developed countries might be obliged to receive the 
lower protection provided for in developing countries. 242
ii) Arguments for the criterion of the flag: a) all seafarers employed on board the same ship 
should be entitled to the same social security benefits; b) most international instruments have adopted 
the flag criterion; c) the application of different legislation to members of the same crew would, espe­
cially in the Third World countries, be very difficult to administer. 243
240see the examples given in n. 216.
24tjt is worth noting that these arguments were advanced by the National Union of Marine, Aviation and Shipping 
Transport Officers, Report III (2), 1987, p. 5.
242Reportni(l), 1987, p. 18.
243Views of the Ethiopian shipowners in Report HI (2), 1987, p. 14.
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A solution could have been found if the Convention had laid down that the protection of for­
eign or migrant seafarers should be ensured by either the country to which the seaman belongs or in 
which he has his ordinary residence, or the country in the territory of which the ship is registered. 
This protection would be ensured by mutual agreement. If, however, no agreement were reached, this 
protection would be ensured by the flag State. 244 a  residual obligation imposed on the flag State or, 
perhaps, another State, would press this State to conclude bilateral agreements and the aim of the 
Convention could eventually be achieved. However, this solution would not have been acceptable to all 
countries.
Alternatively, Art. 17 could distinguish between different categories of seafarers, i.e.:
i) Resident nationals of the flag State serving in national flag vessels could enjoy social secu­
rity protection under the legislation of that State.
ii) Nationals of the flag State serving in national flag vessels but resident in the territory of an­
other Member to whom the law of this flag State could be applicable.
iii) Non-nationals resident in the flag State serving in flag State vessels who could enjoy social 
security protection under the law of the flag State 245 (for temporary residents the law of the country 
of ordinary residence might also be applicable, if the necessary agreements have been concluded).
iv) Non-residents non-nationals serving on foreign flag vessels could be covered by the social 
security schemes of their country of nationality, if this is also the country of residence; if the country 
of the nationality and the country of residence are different, then agreements between the flag-State 
and the country of residence should be entered into thus avoiding eventual plurality of contributions 
or lack of protection of the seafarers concerned.
The above proposal has the advantage of clarity and certainty of law and could result in uni­
form and comprehensive social security protection of seafarers at the international level. 246 jt renders 
the conclusion of mutual agreements necessary only in the case of a non-resident non-national 
seafarer, if the country of his nationality and the country of his residence are not the same. 247 More­
over, the preference for the residence criterion in case iv) would ensure that no difficulties of an ad­
ministrative nature would be encountered in the protection of non-national non-resident seafarers. 248
24^ompare para. 3 of Recommendation No. 75.
245xhis is the case in the majority of the countries, see PTMC, Report II, 1986, p. 20.
246jiiis basic regime would not prevent the conclusion of bilateral or other agreements which would regulate the social 
security protection of seafarers in a different manner. However, if no bilateral or other agi^ments were concluded, the 
above arrangements would be obligatory for ratifying countries. The advantage of the writer's proposal in this connec­
tion is, it is submitted, that the Convention would then provide ratifying countries with a rather more certain framework 
within which the social security protection of foreign seafarers is to be developed.
247por the proposal of the Norwegian shipowners, which distinguished between non-national non-resident seafarers 
from labour-supplying countries and those which are not from labour-supplying countries, see Report III (2), 1987, p. 
14. The difficulty inherent in this proposal is identifying labour-supplying countries in an everchanging shipping in­
dustry.
248por the advantages of the residence criterion in this respect, see the statement of the Government member of Philip­
pines in 74 RJ*. , p. 14/10. Case iv) would afford adequate protection to seafarers nationals of and resident in 
developed countries serving on board vessels registered in developing countries; see the views of the unions of British 
seamen in Report IH (2), 1^7,4-5,15-16.
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7) In view of the analysis of Art. 29 conducted earlier, the question concerning whether a 
provision should have been included in Convention to the effect that other ways of implementing the 
provisions of the Convention should be allowed, provided protection at least equal to that afforded by 
the Convention is assured to seafarers, is difficult to answer. No such provision is usually included in 
ILO maritime instruments. Moreover, as pointed out earlier, this Article transforms the Convention 
into a generator of future bilateral or other agreements instead of providing an international legally 
compulsory instrument. Its inclusion in the Convention could be allowed if the words "in the aggre­
gate" now laid down in it are deleted and if additional supervisory procedures are laid down, requiring 
those ratifying countries that have taken advantage of the derogation clause to report to the ILO on the 
agreements they have concluded to implement the substantial provisions of the Convention.
8) Convention No. 165 contains provisions ensuring the maintenance of seafarer's rights in 
course of acquisition when a seafarer, who is covered by a special scheme, has cezised to be subject 
thereto (for example, when, after a period of service at sea, he decides to find employment ashore, 
wtere he will be covered by a general scheme for shore workers). 249 provision is made in the 
Convention for the case where a seaman had been covered by a general scheme before he switched to 
ses employment, or had periods of shore-based employment between employment at sea.
9) If the extension of social security benefits extra-territorially encounters difficulties, the set­
ting up of an international social security fund for seafarers, contributed to by interests to be agreed to, 
could be envisaged. The purpose of this institution would be to provide social security protection in 
cases where a seafarer does not enjoy such protection under any national legislation or to facilitate the 
provision of these benefits for certain categories of seafarers. 250
10) No provision is included in Convention No. 165 concerning the benefit entitlements of 
naional seafarers who are not employed on board ship but are waiting for future employment at sea. 
It may be provided in a future instrument that these seafarers are entitled to the same benefits as other 
naional seafarers, if and insofar as they remain under contract
24)Art. 8.
25)Report IH (1). 1987, p. 14 and Report III (2), 1987, pp. 4,20.
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11) There is no specific provision concerning inter-State assistance in the administration of 
national social insurance schemes.
12) The revision of the Appendices to Convention No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155 in 
respect of social security protection of seafarers should be undertaken as a result of the adoption of 
Convention No. 165. 252
13) There is a notable absence of provisions relating to the inspection of social security re­
quirements laid down by Convention No. 165. Art. 4 of Convention No. 147, unless amended along 
the lines suggested in 5.4., does not provide a satisfactory inspection framework. In particular, there 
should be provisions (included either in a Convention or in a Code of practice) ensuring that contri­
butions are actually paid and recorded; that the provisions of the Convention concerning social secu­
rity of national and foreign seamen are respected, etc. 253
14) It has been pointed out earlier that double standards exist at the international level as re­
gards the shipowner's liability in the field of social security and repatriation in cases of sickness or 
injury. The same can be said with regard to the choice of applicable law to foreign seafarers as re­
gards the maintenance of rights in social security. This is the result of the adoption of Convention 
No. 157 concerning the Establishment of an International System for the Maintenance of Rights in 
Social Security. A comparison between Art. 5 (1) (c) of that Convention 254 and Art. 17 of Conven­
tion No. 165 shows that in the field of maintenance of social security rights the former instrument, 
unlike the latter, adopts the flag criterion with two exceptions allowing the use of the residence crite­
rion and for the conclusion of mutual agreements. 255 The most important difference between these 
two provisions is that, as pointed out earlier, the satisfactory working of Art. 17 of Convention No. 
165 presupposes the conclusion of mutual agreements whereas under Art. 5 of Convention No. 157,
251Compare para. 2 of Recommeiidatioa No. 75; see also Part V of Convention No. 157 concerning the Establishment 
of an International System for the Maintenance of Rights in Social Security, 1982 and Title IV, Administrative Centre 
for the Social Security of Rhine Boatmen (Arts. 71-72) of the Agreement concerning the Social Security of Rhine 
Boatmen (Revised), 30 Nov. 1979; for the text of the Agreement see O.B. , Vol. LXIV, 1981, Series A, No. 1, pp. 38- 
80. A similar centre could be set up to administer socid security schemes for seafarers at the international level. In 
particular, this centre could propose revision of Convention No. 165, if this is deemed desirable, and could facilitate the 
conclusion and supervise the ^plication of bilateral or multilateral agreements concluded under the Convention.
252see JMC/24/1, p. 46. However, the application of the criterion of "substantial equivalence" to the provisions of 
Convention No. 165 relating to the protection of foreign or migrant seafarers may cause severe problems of inte^reta- 
ticQ and implementation of social security provisions through Convention No. 147. As to the need for revision of 
Convention No. 147 in other areas relating to the social security of seafarers, see supra Section 5.4. where Convention 
No. 147 is examined.
253por example, the inspector should be able to see that that the employer has not debited the worker with sums larger 
than the latter would o&erwise Mve to pay, see ILO, labour inspection, purposes and practice , Geneva, 1973, pp. 
152-153.
2^Art. 5 (1 ) (c) of Convention No. 157 reads as follows: "The legislation applicable in respect of persons covered by 
this Convention shall be determined by mutual agreement between the Members concerned, with a view to avoiding 
conflicts of laws and the undesirable consequences that might ensue for those concerned either through lack of protec­
tion, or as a result of undue plurality of contributions or other liabilities or of benefits, in accordance with the 
following rules: ... (c) employees and self-employed persons sailing on board a ship flying the flag of a Member shall 
be subject to the legislation of that Member even if they are resident in the territory of another Member or if the 
undertaking which employs them has its registered office, or their employer has his place or residence, in the territory of 
another Member".
255Art. 5, paras. 2 and 3.
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if no agreements are concluded the flag criterion will be applicable. It will be unfortunate if maritime 
countries do not ratify Convention No. 157 because of the existence of Art. 5(1) (c) therein. Once 
more, the lack of coordination between conferences of a general nature and maritime conferences is 
evident.
15) Finally, some observations should be made here concerning the provisions of substantive 
social security law contained in Arts. 9 and 11. This question did not occupy the attention of the 
Committee on Social Security in 1987 which was concerned with other thorny problems, such as the 
protection of foreign seafarers and the liability of the shipowner. The question which arises, is 
whether it was wise to regulate social security for seafarers by reference to instruments of a general 
nature such as Conventions Nos. 102, 103, 121, 128 and 130. In terms of ratification numbers this 
decision is partly justified. These Conventions have received a fairly large but not exceptional number 
of ratifications. 256 Also, despite the fact that Members which wish to ratify Convention No. 165 do 
not have to ratify the above Conventions, it is worth mentioning that many important maritime 
countries have not ratified them. 257
A comparison of the provisions of Convention No. 102 contained in Art. 9 of Convention No. 
165 and current state practice, as set out above under 5.5.3. E) reveals a degree of irregularity in the 
latter Convention: while in certain areas the provisions of Convention No. 102 provide lower social 
security protection than state practice would indicate. Art 18 of Convention No. 165 goes further than 
Art. 68 of Convention No. 102 in providing unconditional equality of treatment of non-nationals 
residents. Thus, non-national resident seafarers are treated more favourably than non-national resi­
dent shore-workers. 258 \i is suggested that an analysis of seafarers' social security schemes in the 
maritime state Members of the ILO be undertaken and that independent conclusions then be drawn 
which would form the basis of an international instrument clearly depicting the situation in the ship­
ping industry. 259 jt ig outside the scope of this work to undertake such an analysis, which could well 
be the subject of another dissertation.
256convention No. 102 has been ratified by 32 countries. Convention No. 103 by 26, Convention No. 121 by 18, 
Convention No. 128 by 14 and Convention No. 130 by 13. Moreover, the ratifications registered by different countries 
reveal that there are wide divergencies as regards the parts of each Convention in respect of which each country has ac­
cepted the obligations of the Conventions. This observation is especially sound in respect of Conventions Nos. 102 
and 130.
25^The U.S., the USSR, Liberia, Panama, China and India have not ratified Convention No. 102; other countries such 
as Greece, Japan, Norway and the U.K. have ratified it. Convention No. 103 has not been ratified by any important 
maritime country apart from Greece and the USSR. Convention No. 121 has not been ratified by any important mar­
itime country apart from Cyprus and Japan. Similar observations apply to Conventions Nos. 128 and 130. Panama, 
Liberia, India, Pakistan, China and the U.S. have not ratified any of the aix)ve Conventions.
258Here, it should be noted that Art. 9 of Convention No. 165 does not refer to Art. 69 of Convention No. 102 which 
provides for cases where a shore-worker's right to a specific benefit is suspended. The intention, however, was not to 
give seafarers unconditional rights to social security benefits. This question is left to national law under Convention 
No. 165.
259por example, state practice as set out in 5.53. A) indicates that many countries do not provide for maintenance of 
seafarer's dependants and for protection in case of involuntary unemployment. The relevant provisions of the Conven­
tions of a general nature listed in Arts. 9 and 11 of Convention No. 165 may cause difficulties of ratification of the lat­
ter Convention. On the other hand, other questions such as the problem of crediting periods during which insured sea­
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men were unemployed for reasons beyond their control, such as inc^acity, unemployment, military service, training and 
education are not dealt with in Convention No. 165. Compare the definition of the term "periods of employment" in 
Art. 1 (1) of Convention No. 157. A similar attempt resulted in the revision of the 1961 Agreement concerning the 
Social Security of Rhine Boatmen by a Governmental Conference which produced a very comprehensive instrument 
covering almost every aspect oX social security of these workers; see Agreement concerning the Social Security of Rhine 
Boatmen (Revised), Adopted by the Governmental Conference Responsible for Revising die Agreement of 13 February 
1961 concerning the Social Security of Rhine Boatmen (Revised) (Genevj^ 30 November 1979); O.B, , Vol. LXIV, 
1981, Series A, No. 1, pp. 38-80. This revised agreement amounts to 98 Articles. Articles 15-70 contain detailed pro­
visions dealing with most aspects of social security and do not refer to other social security instruments as Convention 
No. 165 does.
SUBSTANDARD VESSELS AND MARITIME LABOUR
In this Chapter the main ILO instruments on substandard vessels will be examined, namely 
Convention No. 147 concerning Minimum Standards in Merchant Ships and Recommendation No. 
155 concerning the Improvements of Standards in Merchant Ships. Other instruments of other inter­
national organisations will also be considered insofar as they are relevant to the question of substan­
dard vessels from the labour point of view. It should be noted that important questions posed by the 
above two instruments have already been answered in previous chapters where appropriate sugges­
tions to improve the existing standards were made. i After a brief account of the efforts of the ILO to 
regulate substandard vessels, this Chapter is confined to the examination of other problems that these 
instruments present, such as the scope of Convention No. 147 in relation to the scope of the instru­
ments listed in the Appendix thereto, the meaning of substantial equivalence, its port State control 
provisions insofar as they have not been considered earlier, the determination of the nature of the in­
struments which should be included in the Appendix and the implications of such inclusion and, fi­
nally, the question of the revision of this Convention.
Since Convention No. 147 is typically concerned  ^with substandard ships from the labour 
point of view, the present Chapter will examine the question of flags of convenience (the question of 
the "genuine link" is discussed in Chapter 1) in so far they are related to maritime labour questions. 
Moreover, Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 deals with the inspection of labour conditions on board ship. 
Conclusions concerning the improvement of this brave but incomplete Article would be of limited 
authority if no account were taken of the status of port inspection of labour conditions on board ship 
in international law. To achieve this end, a brief account is given of the status of port state control of 
labour conditions under current international customary law. Also, the relevant provisions of the Law 
of the Sea Conventions are discussed. Finally, account is taken of ILO Recommendation No. 28 
dealing with principles which should govern the inspections of conditions of work on board ship, the 
1952 Brussels Conventions on Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction and the Memorandum of Un-
^The provisions of Convention No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155 concerning a) seamen's engagement, b) training, 
c) hours of work, wages and manning and d) social security have been considered in Chapters 2, 3, 4  and 5 
respectively.
^As will be seen later, it is the opinion of the present writer that the control provisions of Convention No. 147 are not 
labour-conscious and are limited by safety considerations.
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derstanding on Port State Control. It will be seen that the general thesis of this writer is that the law 
which should govern labour relations on board ship should be the law of the flag State for reasons of 
uniformity and legal certainty of the crew unless certain specified considerations necessitate a 
different solution. These considerations (suspension and cancellation of certificates, peace and secu­
rity of the port, matters falling outside the internal discipline of the ship), however, are not absolute or 
are difficult to ascertain and reversion to the law of the flag State should be the primary consideration, 
particularly if revision of the relevant instruments follows the lines suggested in this Chapter.
6.1. Minimum standards for substandard vessels with special reference to 
Convention No. 147 and Recommendation No. 155
6.1.1. The question of substandard vessels within the ILO
A) Brief history o f the question
The concern of the ILO over the question of flags of convenience (hereafter FOC) dates back 
to 1933 when the ITF requested the ILO to study the effect of the transfer of ships from one flag to 
another on the seamen's conditions of employment. 3 This request was repeated in 1946 and a reso­
lution was adopted by the JMC at its 14th session drawing attention to the implications of the 
question of FOC vessels and requesting the ILO to keep it under continuing study.  ^ After a threat of 
the ITF in 1948 to boycott substandard ships in Panama and Honduras, the Panamanian Government 
asked the ILO to appoint an independent Committee to consider the question of the conditions of 
seamen on board Panamanian vessels. The Committee drew certain conclusions in a report following 
which some progress was noted in Panama and a number of collective agreements were concluded. ^
^9 J M .C . , Appendix IV, pp. 95-96^ O .B ., Vol. XIX, p. 11. For a review of the ILO's policy with regard to the ques­
tion of FOC and substandard vessels, see Bmco Argiroffo, "Rags of Convenience and Substandard Vessels, A Review 
of the ILO's Approach to the Problem", /.LJ?., Vol. 110, No. 5, Nov. 1974, pp. 437-453.
^For the history of the action taken by the ILO as regards substandard vessels, see International Labour Organisation, 
Joint Maritime Commission, 21st Session, Geneva November-December 1972, Flags o f Convenience, FouÆi Item on 
the Agenda, JMC/21/4, pp. 2-6, Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, Geneva, October 1975, Report V, Sub- 
stanc^ d  Vessels, Particularly those Registered under Flags o f Convenience , pp. 3-10, At the 14th session of the 
JMC in December 1947 the seafarers criticised the fact that die shipping tonnage of Panama had increased to an 
unprecedented level but the shipowners replied that the was no evidence that this fact had an adverse impact on 
seamen's conditions and they argued that registration under the Panamanian flag did not, in fact, have the effect of 
lowering wages and social conditions of seamen, PTMC , 1975, Report V, p. 4.
^See International Labour Office, Conditions in ships flying the Panama flag  , Report of the Committee of Enquiry of 
the International Labour Organisation, Studies and Reports, New Series, No. 22, Geneva 1950. The Committee of En­
quiry concluded that a) the percentage of ships which were 30 years old or older under the Panamanian flag was higher 
than in most of the le ^ n g  maritime countries, b) a number of Panamanian ships was not up to Lloyd's classification 
standards, c) the legislation concerning seafarers' conditions was scattered over a number of texts and it was difficult to 
apply; moreover, the existing texts were deficient in certain respects, d) the Panamanian legislation was in conformity 
with Conventions Nos. 7, 15,58, Recommendation No. 9 (in the course of application); did not deal with matters cov­
ered by, or was not in conformity with. Conventions Nos 9, 53, 57, 68, 69, 74, 75, 76, 92, 93 and Recommendation 
Nos. 10 and 28; was partially in accordance with Conventions Nos. 8 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,5 4 ,5 5 ,7 2 ,7 3 ,9 1 ; no final verdict was 
given in respect of Conventions Nos. 56,70 and 71, e) there was a need for adequately trained career consuls in foreign 
ports and the establishment of a system of inspection of safety standards on board Panamanian vessels, f) safety and 
labour standards on board these stups fell short of the requirements of the relevant international regulations, f) that the 
charges of the ITF against Panama were partly justified as regards the possibility of evading safety, social and labour 
standards, ibid., pp. 8-40, specially pp. 37-40. For the provisions of the Panamanian law which used to govern the 
employment of seamen at that time, see ibid.. Appendix III, pp. 56-64. As regards the age of Panamanian vessels in re­
cent times, it should be noted that the situation ^  substantially improved. It was reported that more than half of the
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However, the question was not solved in a satisfactory manner and in 1954 the ITF again asked the 
ILO to reconsider the matter.  ^ This led to the adoption of the Seafarers' Engagement (Foreign 
Vessels) Recommendation, 1958 (No. 107) and the Social Conditions and Safety (Seafarers) 
Recommendation, 1958 (No. 108). ^
As pointed out by the Office some years ago, the interest of the ILO in the question of sub­
standard vessels is twofold: "Firstly, the ILO aims not only at ensuring that the terms of international 
competition in the shipping industry do not adversely affect the employment conditions of seafarers 
but also at the establishment of minimum standards for these conditions. There is a not inconsider­
able body of standards in the maritime field which have been widely ratified, and the ILO is concerned 
that these should not be evaded by recourse to flags of convenience. Secondly, the ILO considers that 
countries which have become important maritime nations through the registration of merchant vessels 
not their own should exercise effective authority over the ships under their registry and thus ensure 
the observance of appropriate social and safety standards in conformity with the provisions of 
Recommendation No. 108 adopted in 1958". *
Recommendation No. 106 (1958) concerning Social Conditions and Safety (Seafarers)
The Recommendation recalled the efforts of the first U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea 
to solve the question of substandard vessels and its Preamble referred to the High Seas Convention 
and, particularly, to a) the requirement that a genuine link should exist between the flag State and the 
ship, and b) the obligation that every State should take such measures for ships under its flag as are 
necessary to ensure safety at sea "with regard, inter alia , to the manning of ships and labour condi­
tions for crews, taking into account the applicable international labour instruments". ^
The operative part of Recommendation No. 108 referred to the need for the country of regis­
tration to accept the full obligations implied by registration and exercise effective jurisdiction and con­
trol for the purpose of the safety and welfare of seafarers in its sea-going merchant ships and it enu­
merated certain cases in which effective jurisdiction and control should be exercised, such as safety 
standards for ships, adequate inspection services, the engagement of seafarers, their conditions of 
employment and the freedom of association, the repatriation of seafarers and, finally, their certifi­
cation.
tonnage which was added to the Panamanian register during 1985 was less than four years old, see "Panama ships regis­
trations increase 15%" in Cargo Focus , 26/7/85, p. 4.
^For the ITF activities in the ILO see H, Northrup and R. Rowan, The International Transport Workers' Federation 
and Flags o f Convenience Shipping , 1983, pp. 31-33; Appendix C, pp. 213-229 (especially for ITF activities in the 
ILO concerning seafarers see ibSd., r). 213-220).
^For details concerning Recommendation No. 107, its inadequacies and conclusions, see supra Chapter 2, Section 
2.2.1.3, pp. 149-150; Subsection 2.2.1.43., pp. 164-169.
8jMC/21/4,p.3.
^Emphasis added. For an analysis of the relevant provisions of the HSC and UNCLOS III, see supra Chapter 1, Sec­
tion 1 .6 3 , pp. 85-90.
l^ o r  the preparatory meetings and discussions which led to the adoption of Recommendation No. 108 see 
International Labour Conference, 41st session, 1958, Report IV, Flag Transfer in Relation to Social Conditions and 
Safety, pp. 1-8.
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The main characteristic and drawback of Recommendation No. 108 is that it contained provi­
sions of a very general nature and though it referred to most aspects of maritime labour, it did not 
maike law nor did it refer to any specific provisions of other ILO maritime instruments. Expressions 
such as "internationally accepted safety standards" (clause (b)), "conditions ... in accordance with the 
standards generally accepted by the traditional maritime countries" (clause (d)), "proper repatriation... 
in accordance with the practice followed in traditional maritime countries" (clause (f)), "proper and 
satisfactory arrangements ... for the examination of candidates for certificates of competency ..." 
(clause (g)) were either too vague to be effective or relied on the ambiguous criterion of the law and 
practice in traditional maritime countries, particularly vague since law and practice in these countries 
relating to the matters dealt with in the Recommendation differed widely.
B) The preparatory discussions before the 1976 Conference
At the 55th Session (Maritime) of the ILO conference Resolution VIII was adopted 
concerning Hags of Convenience. It urged the Governing Body to ask the governments to report on 
the measures taken to implement the provisions of the Seafarers’ Engagement (Foreign Vessels) 
Recommendation, 1958 (No. 107), and the Social conditions and Safety (Seafarers) Recommendation, 
1958 (No. 108). 12 The Governing Body decided that the question should be referred to the 21st 
session of the Joint Maritime Commission. 12
After the reports of the governments had been received, the Workers' members of the Confer­
ence Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations at the 57th session 
remarked that, though 62 countries had supplied information on the action taken on the above Rec­
ommendation, important maritime countries (including Liberia, Panama, USSR, Denmark and Yu­
goslavia) had failed to provide any reports. Moreover, a small number of countries referred to the 
question of freedom of association of seafarers. This view coincided with the findings of the Com­
mittee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (henceforth also referred 
to as the Committee of Experts). Both Committees expressed the hope that more complete informa­
tion would be available to assist the JMC in its work. 1^  It should be noted, however, that 8 countries 
which had not supplied information, provided the reports requested by the Office before the 21st
1 IAs regards clause (e) (obligation of the Member to ensure freedom of association for the seafarers serving on board 
its ships), it should be noted that it covers all seafarers employed on board a ship to which the Convention applies and 
not only nationals of the country of the ship's registration, 4 1 R P . , p. 238. Recommendation No. 108 was adopted by 
144 votes to 0, with 3 abstentions (U.S. Government and Greek employer delegates), ibid., pp. 187-188.
^2por the text of the Resolution, see 55 R P . , p. 288. It was argued by the Workers' Group that little or no action had 
been taken on those Recommendations. The Workers' member of Greece pointed out that the situation in Greece was 
better, since Greek seafarers employed on Greek-owned FOC vessels enjoyed protection similar to that of Greek 
seafarers on Greek ships through ^propriate collective agreements. On the other Im d, the Employers' Group objected 
to the use of the word "flags of convemence" and preferred a general wording which would call upon all governments 
to implement the provisions of the relevant ILO instruments, ibid., pp. 161,199; this latter view was also shared by the 
Government of Liberia, ibid., p. 207.
13185 G.5. ,p p .7 8 ,154.
l^JMC/21/4, p. 6. For the Report of the Conference Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommenda­
tions, see ILO, Report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations, Report 
III (Part 4C), International Labour Conference, 57th Session, Geneva, 1972 (hereinafter dted as the Report of the 
Committee of Experts). This report is also reproduced in PTMC, Report V, 1975, Annex IV, pp. 51-57.
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session of the JMC (Denmark, Haiti, Ireland, Jamaica, Liberia, Portugal, Sudan and Ukraine). Among 
these countries Denmark and Ireland stated that existing laws gave effect to the provisions of 
Recommendation No. 108; Haiti gave a general answer referring to Sections 328-344 of the Labour 
Code ’’Francois Duvalier”; Jamaica reported in general terms that the provisions of the Recommenda­
tion are complied with; Portugal referred to Decrees-Laws passed for the ratification of the relevant 
ILO Conventions; the Sudan gave specific information on all aspects of employment of Sudanese 
seamen which, generally, seemed to be in accordance with the aims and provisions of the Rec­
ommendation; the Ukraine stated that the Recommendation was not of any interest to that country at 
present; and Liberia indicated that it had legislative and administrative provisions covering some of the 
matters dealt with in the Recommendation,
As regards the implementation of the provisions of Recommendation No. 108, the replies of 
forty six governments were examined by the Committee of Experts. As the report of the Commit­
tee reveals not all countries had taken action on all the provisions of the Recommendation. How­
ever, an impressive number of countries reported that they gave effect to certain of its clauses.
In the meantime other bodies and governments became very concerned with the question of 
flags of convenience. It was pointed out that one of the reasons which contributed to the growth of 
FOC vessels was the substantial financial advantages that shipowners operating under flags of conve-
^^International Labour Organisation, Joint Maritime Commission, 21st session, Geneva November - December 1972, 
Supplementary information on: 1 Holidays with pay for seafarers, 2. Protection o f young seafarers, 3) Continuity of 
employment o f seafarers, 4. Flags o f Convenience, JMC/21/7, pp. 6-30. As regards Liberia, the main law relating to 
seamen's employment was Chapter 10 of Title 22 of the Liberian Code of Laws of 1956, effective 18 August 1964. Of 
particular interest were Sections 292 and 341 (c) regarding manning (the first required that a Liberian vessel must not 
be navigated unless it had on board such complement of officers and crew as is necessary for safe navigation; the 
second laid down that a sufficient number of men must be employed to promote safety of life at sea and to avoid 
excessive overtime!: no actual number of officers and crew was prescribed), 294 which prescribed penalties for misuse 
of licences or certificates, 320-325 which contained provisions similar to those of Convention No. 22,326 which laid 
down a 16-year minimum age limit, 332,334,335 and 336 (4) preserving the right of seaman to wages, 336 (1) - (3) 
which provided for wages, maintenance and cure for sick and injured seaman and further enumerated the cases where the 
said seaman was not entitled to these benefits, 341 which provided for an 8-hour day without provisions for limitation 
of overtime and weekly rest, 336 (3), 342 and 343 relating to repatriation whose provisions differed substantially from 
die ILO repatriation instruments actually limiting the seaman's right to repatriation to cases where his landing ashore is 
not due to his own fault, 352-357 concerning freWom of association and collective bargaining. Art. 361 empowered the 
Commissioner to make rules and regulations (but not contrary to the above provisions) relating to all aspects of 
seamen's affairs. Under the Liberian Maritime Regulations, as amended through to 11 July, 1%9, all ships were 
required to carry a specified minimum number of certificated personnel (Chapter X, 10.292); for the above-mentioned 
provisions, see ibid., pp. 9-28. For the philosophy of the new Liberian Register from a shipowner's point of view see 
Which Register? Which Flag? Conference, 1987, Speech of J. Smith, especially pp. 6-12.
^^These included all major maritime countries except the five countries mentioned earlier. For the position in these 
countries with regard to Recommendations Nos. 107 and 108, see International Labour Conference, 57th session, 
Geneva, 1972, Summary o f reports on two Recommendations, Report III (Part 2 B), pp. 2-51.
17paras. 14,16,17 and 18 of the Report of the Committee of Experts, op. cit., pp. 4-5.
f%ut of 46 countries the following indicated that they gave effect to clauses (a) to (g) of Recommendation No. 108: 
Clause (a): 45 (98%), clause (b): ^  (87%), clause (c): 29 (63%), clause (d): 33 (72%), clause (e): 30 (65%), clause 
(f): 34 (74%), clause (g): 36 (78%). The percentages given are rounded off to the nearest 0.5%. For details as regards 
which countries reported to have given effect to Recommendation No. 108, see the Report of the Committee of Experts, 
opjtit., pp. 5-6, PTMC , 1975, Report V, Annex IV, pp. 54-55.
^^The UK Government made an inquiry into the conditions prevailing in the shipping industry, see Committee of In­
quiry into Shipping - Report - Chairman, Lord Rochdale, London, May 1970 (L&iSO, 1970; Cmnd 4337), especially 
p. 51, para. 184 where a definition of the flags of convenience is given; also see OECC, Study on the Expansion o f the 
Flags o f Convenience Fleets and on various aspects thereof, 1958; OECD: Maritime Transport 1971. A Study by 
the Maritime Transport Committee (Paris, 1972).
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nience enjoyed as regards crew costs, including lower manning scales, The Committee concluded 
that, though the information available did not give "a sufficiently complete picture of the manner in 
which the matters covered by the two Recommendations are dealt with in a large segment of the 
world's shipping industry at the present time", more than half of the countries who replied seemed to 
give effect to their provisions. Nevertheless, about half of the countries only refer to national provi­
sions ensuring freedom of association for seafarers employed on board their ships. 21
The 21st session of the JMC
At the 21st session of the JMC the views of the Seafarer and the Shipowner members re­
mained unchanged. The Seafarers stated that the operation of vessels under flags of convenience 
meant lower labour and safety standards on board ship. This had an adverse effect on seamen's hours 
of work, wages, social security and repatriation benefits and accounted for the poor accident record of 
those vessels. On the other hand, the Shipowners argued that certain flags of convenience countries 
had established safety and labour standards higher than the accepted minima and these were indeed 
higher than those adopted in some non-FOC countries. The shipowners had recourse to flags of 
convenience because of the operational and financing advantages which registration under these flags 
entailed. 22 Finally, the JMC at the same session adopted a unanimous resolution on substandard 
vessels, particularly those registered under flags of convenience, calling the countries who had not 
done so to take immediate action on Recommendations Nos. 107 and 108 and requesting the 
Governing Body to include the question in the Agenda of the Preparatory Technical Maritime Confer­
ence the question of substandard vessels. 23
Other developments
Apart from the case of Panama, certain progress was reported in other countries after 1960. 
Liberia ratified Convention No. 53 concerning the Minimum Requirements of Professional Capacity 
for Masters and Officers on Board Merchant Ships, 1936 and it was reported that Liberia had estab­
lished an adequate system of inspection services and satisfactory arrangements for the certification of
20[t was asserted that American shipowners were indeed required to use flags of convenience, if they were to operate 
and compete in the international market without subsidies, OECD, 1971, op. cit., p. 16, para. 188. No or inefficient 
mechanisms for the enforcement of safety and social regulations were provided in FOG countries, ibid., pp. 20-21. It is 
calculated that crew cost savings of up to 45% are ra ise d  by shipowners who decided to flag out because of the 
international competition, A. Branch, Economics o f Shipping Practice and Management, p. 18. For the fiscal and 
other advantages of FOC countries, see also E. du Pontavice, "Les pavilions de complaisance". Droit Maritime 
Français , no. 345, Sept: 1977, pp. 503-512; no. 346, Oct. 1977, pp 568-582, at pp. 506-512. It has been asserted that 
the registration under a FOC flag rather than under a traditional flag would be translated to a difference of 2 to 300000 
DM in crew costs only; however, reduction of crew costs may prove a more difficult proposition in ships such as 
tankers in view of the need for the employment of qualified personnel, E. du Pontavice, ibid., pp. 509,510; labour costs 
is regarded as an important advantage of flags of convenience by B. A. Boczek, Flags of Convenience, An International 
Legd Study, (1962), at pp. 30-31; however, this opinion is valid when U.S. wages are compared to FOC wages. It 
may be that certain European wages are lower than FOC wages, ibid., p. 31, n. 18. For the differences between average 
monthly total costs for able seamen on dry cargo vessels in the U.S. and in other countries in 1954, see J. Collins, 
Never pay off ^  1964, pp. 269-270; for differences in annual operating costs of North European and FOC tanker fleets, 
see B.N. Metaxas, Flags o f Convenience, 1985, pp. 76-82,86.
21 See paras. 20,23 and 24 of the Report of the (Committee of Experts, op. cit., pp. 6-7.
22/TMC . 1975, Report V, pp. 9-10.
23por the text of the resolution, see ibid.. Annex V, pp. 58-59, JMC/21/8, Annex V, pp. 21-22.
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officers. ^4 The Liberian Government had issued a Notice to shipowners, masters and officers of 
merchant ships which contained regulations regarding the duties of the masters as regards regular in­
spection of the ship and the facilitation of the duties of nautical inspectors. It also contained inspec­
tion reports to be completed by the nautical inspector and signed by him and the master. It is impor­
tant to note that apart from annual surveys, special inspections were required when the Commissioner 
of Maritime Affairs or his substitute believes that the safety of the ship, its cargo, the crew or its pas­
sengers is endangered or when previous inspections disclose such deficiencies as to warrant follow- 
up inspections. However, cargo ships of less than 500 CRT, pleasure yachts and sailing and fishing 
vessels were excluded from these regulations. ^
The Governing Body at its 189th Session (February-March 1973) decided that the question of 
substandard vessels, particularly those registered under flags of convenience should be included in the 
Agenda of the Preparatory Technicd Maritime Conference to be held 1975 as item 5.26
The ILO Office decided that the new instrument should have two parts: a) a part defining the 
obligations of ratifying Members with regard to a comprehensive body of labour and other standards 
and b) a part laying down provisions for the effective application of the above standards. As will be 
seen later, these two parts were linked into a combined text which constitutes Convention No. 147, as 
it stands today.
The first Office draft and the PTMC draft
Three points can be made as regards the 1975 Office draft submitted to the Preparatory Con­
ference:
a) each country which had not ratified the instruments contained in the Appendix should sat­
isfy itself that laws, regulations or collective agreements lay down standards at least equivalent to the 
standards listed therein (Point 4 (b));
b) this instrument aspired to be a comprehensive instrument aiming to combat substandard 
vessels; this is the reason why the Appendix thereto contained a wide range of instruments, such as 
the IMG Conventions on Pollution, as amended (1954,1962,1973), the ILO Wages, Hours of Work 
and Manning Recommendation and a number of ILO Conventions of general nature, and
c) Section B (Programme for the effective attainment of standards) contained a provision to 
the effect that if the instruments referred to in the Appendix were not ratified by a party to the Con­
vention, "it will be open to shipowners to advise the Director-General of the International Labour Of­
fice that the standards required in clauses (b) and (d) of point 4 (the instruments listed in the
^ P T M C , 1975, Report V, pp. 11-12, Fred T. Lininger, Senior Deputy Commissioner of Maritime Affairs, Republic of 
Liberia, Lloyd's List Annual Review , 1968. At the 31st session of the Maritime Safety Committee of the IMO in 
1974, the U.K. proposed a form of international inspection service based on internationally accepted instruments estab­
lishing safety and labour standards, such as the SOLAS Convention, the Load Line Convention, the Training and 
Watchkeeping Convention and the ILO Convention on substandard vessels which would be adopted in 1976, see 
P 7 M 7 ,15^5, Report V, pp. 14-15.
2%ee Instructions Concerning the Annual Inspections of Liberian Ships, Bureau of Maritime Affairs, Marine Notice 
No. 117, Republic of Liberia, 7 August 1972 in PTMC, 1975, Report V, Aimex VI, pp. 60-75.
26189G.B. ,p p .5 9 ,88.
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Appendix plus the Vocational Training (Seafarers) Recommendation, 1970) of the proposed 
conclusions with a view to an instrument are, to the extent that they do not specifically call for 
government action, satisfied on their ships, and to accept that any allegations that this is not so will be 
examined by a procedure to be determined by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office; 
the Director-General would inform member States of the receipt of such statements". 7^ This 
provision was deleted by the Office at a later stage. 28
During the discussions held in the Committee on Substandard Vessels appointed by the 
Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference in 1975, certain countries, such as Liberia, the Scandina­
vian countries, and the shipowners were against the use of the words "flags of convenience" in the 
Convention and argued that the latter aimed to combat substandard conditions on board ship irrespec­
tive of the register or the flag. On the other hand, the seafarers preferred a specific reference to flags 
of convenience, since for various reasons, such as the poor accident record and low level of labour 
conditions, the safety and labour standards on board these ships should be corrected. 29
After lengthy discussions it was decided by vote that the provisions of laws or regulations 
which a ratifying Member undertook to have under the Convention should be "substantially equiva­
lent" to the Conventions listed in the Appendix thereto. 30 A new paragraph was adopted requiring 
ratifying Members to hold official enquiries into serious marine casualties and that the report of such 
inquiries be made made public. Finally, the part of the Office draft entitled "Programme for the effec­
tive attainment of the standards" was substantially modified, the provision mentioned above relating to 
the responsibilities of the shipowners having been deleted. The reference to flags of convenience of 
convenience in the title of the instrument was maintained. 3i
The second Office draft (19761
Before the 1976 Conference there was no unanimity among Governments as to which instru­
ments should be included in or excluded from the Appendix to Convention No. 147: Some Govern­
ments preferred the exclusion of the Social Security (Seafarers) Convention 1946, others the exclu­
sion of the Certification of Able Seamen Convention, 1946 and that certain instruments should be 
deleted from the list according to single countries. Again, some countries thought that Recommenda­
tions, resolutions and guidelines should not be included therein while other countries did not en­
counter any problems in this respect. Finally, many countries were of the opinion that this list should
27rhis procedure could be modelled along the lines of Arts. 24 and 25 of the ILO Constitution. For the text of the 
first ILO Office draft, see PTMC , 1975, Report V, pp. 17-19, International Labour Conference, 62nd (Maritime) 
Session 1976, Report V (1), Substandard Vessels, Particularly Those Registered under Flags o f Convenience , pp. 5- 
8.
28lntemational Labour Conference, 62nd (Maritime) Session 1976, Report V (2), Substandard Vessels, Particularly 
Those Registered under Flags o f Convenience, pp. 26-27.
29Report V (1), 1976, pp. 10-12, Report V (2), 1976, p. 4, see also the discussions held at the Committee on Substan­
dard Vessels appointed by the 1976 Conference, 62 R p . , pp. 186-187.
30Report V (1), 1976, p. 17.
31lbid., pp. 21-22.
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not be so comprehensive as to impede the ratification of the future Convention but a few countries did 
not object to a comprehensive list comprising all aspects of seamen's employment
The Office decided, in view of the fact that a number of countries (including Liberia, Japan, the 
U.K., Canada and India) favoured the exclusion of IMO instruments from the Appendix to the 
Convention, to delete IMO instruments from the Appendix and to require that ratification should only 
be open to Members which are parties to the IMO Conventions for the Safety of Life at Sea, on Load 
Lines and the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea. 2^ Accordingly, from that 
time the Convention on Minimum Standards ceased to be a joint ILO/IMO Convention, since no IMO 
instruments were included in the Appendix to this Convention at a later stage and no reference was 
made to IMO control procedures as had been done in the earlier Office draft. 3^
Finally, the reference to flags of convenience was deleted from the title of the instrument ac­
cording to the replies of the majority of the governments. ^
C) The 1976 Conference
The Committee on Substandard Vessels. Particularly Those Registered under Flags of Con­
venience
In the Committee many countries identified areas where the Office text was not considered 
satisfactory. The Government of Sweden pointed out that some instruments contained in the Ap­
pendix to the Convention were obsolete and that their revision should be undertaken by the Joint 
Maritime Commission. ^5 %t added that important documents such as the Labour Inspection 
(Seamen) Recommendation, 1926 (No. 28) had not been included and that the final instrument should 
be supplemented by guidelines forjudging a substandard ship similar to IMO control procedures. 
Bulgaria suggested the drafting of a Recommendation aiming to ensure the human rights of seafarers. 
36 Once more, the views of the shipowners' and the seafarers' groups were divided. The former 
thought that the Convention would not be practical, if it contained a long list of instruments in its 
Appendix while the latter seemed to favour a comprehensive instrument applicable to FOC vessels. 37 
The Committee adopted a very important new Article (Art 4 of the Convention) proposed by 
the Workers' group, to the effect that a ratifying Member could take the necessary measures (not 
unreasonably detaining or delaying the ship) to rectify conditions on board ship which are clearly haz-
32see Report V (2), 1976, pp. 10-17. The IMO Pollution Conventions and the ILO Recommendations were altogether 
deleted from the Appendx to Convention No. 147, ibid. p. 44.
33as the Office stated, IMO Conventions would continue to be enforced through IMO control procedures while ILO 
instruments would be enforced through the procedures available under the ILO Constitution, ibid., pp. 43-44. This dis­
pelled the doubts expressed by certain countries in the Committee on Substandard Vessels (at the 1976 Conference) 
over the competence of die two organisations, 62 R T . , pp. 187-188,197.
34%2 countries favoured the maintenance of the words "flags of convenience" in the Convention while 19 had the oppo­
site opinion. The latter offered many reasons for this deletion; a) the Convention aimed to fight substandard vessels 
which did not always coincide with FOC vessels, b) "flags of convenience" could not be accurately defined. Report V 
1976, pp. 27-32.
36as  to the competence of the JX^ IC in this respect and the feasibility of the Swedish proposal, see supra Chapter 1, 
Sections 1.7.2. and 1.73., pp. 105-110.
3662R.P. ,pp. 186-187.
37lbid.,pp. 186,188.
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ardous to safety or health. Although certain developing countries such as India were afraid that such a 
provision would inhibit the aspirations of developing countries to build up national fleets, it was made 
clear that it only aimed to combat safety and health standards that were inferior to the standards of 
Convention No. 147; "these measures would be taken in the light of the standards included in the 
Appendix to the proposed Convention, in other words according to internationally accepted standards 
and not according to the standards in force in a certain State". 38
It should also be noted that these measures are not subject to prior notification thereof to the 
competent authorities of the flag State. 39
Finally, the Committee departed from the common final provisions for ILO maritime Con­
ventions and agreed that the Convention would come into force after ratification by at least ten coun­
tries had been registered representing a total shzu"e in world shipping gross tonnage of 25 per cent.
Para. 2 of Recommendation No. 155 concerning the Improvement of Standards in Merchant 
Ships, as adopted by the Committee, provides that the provisions of national laws, regulations and 
collective agreements should be "at least equivalent" to the international standards listed in the Ap­
pendix to Convention No. 147 despite the opposite views of the Shipowners' group and the Gov­
ernment of India. ^  An attempt by the Workers' group to include a new paragraph in the Recom­
mendation to the effect that official enquiries into marine casualties should be held not only in the case 
of a marine casualty involving a ship registered in the territory of a ratifying Member but also cases 
involving a ship passing through waters under the jurisdiction of the same Member was defeated. In 
the Appendix to the Recommendation were included in their entirety the following instruments: 
Convention No. 53 (Arts. 3 and 4), Convention No. 68 (Art. 5), Convention No. 133, Convention No. 
134 (Arts. 4 and 7), the Workers' Representatives Convention, 1971 (No. 135), Convention No. 91 or 
(optionally) Convention No. 146, Convention No. 70, Recommendation No. 137 and the IMCO/ILO 
Document for Guidance, 1975.
The Committee on Substandard Vessels had before it two Resolutions concerning Rags of 
Convenience submitted by the Workers' delegates of France and Sweden respectively. These gave 
rise to lengthy discussions in the Committee which led to the adoption of two trivial resolutions, the 
first reaffirming the need for a study of the social security and employment conditions of seamen on 
board FOC vessels and the second urging governments to implement the provisions of Convention
38lbid., pp. 192-193. The majority of the countries were in favour of a control procedure which would permit ratifying 
Members to take the necessary rectifying measures against a ship which does not conform to the standards of the Con­
vention, even if this ship is registered in a country which has not ratified it. An amendment by the USSR aiming to 
limit the application of this AAicle to vessels flying a flag of country which has ratified the Convention was rejected 
by 306 votes in favour, 2938 against, with 356 abstentions, ibid., pp. 188,192-193.
3% d .,p . 193.
^ i d . , p .  195.
'^ I^bid., pp. 196-197. In parentheses ^pear the Articles of the same Conventions which are included in the Appendix 
to Convention No. 147 as opposed to the entire instruments.
^^Recommendation No. 137 on seafarers' training is the only Recommendation which appears in the Appendix to either 
Minimum Standards instruments. The 1975 Document for Guidance has been revised recently following amendments 
proposed by the Joint ILO/IMO Committee on Training; for details see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2., p. 200, n. 12.
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No. 147 and the substantive provisions of the instruments listed in the Appendix thereto at the na­
tional level. ^
The 1976 Conference
At the Conference many Governments ^  and both the Employers and the Workers spoke in 
favour of the two proposed instruments. In particular, the Government delegate of Netherlands 
pointed out that the port State control provisions of Article 4 of the Convention were not something 
new in international law, since IMO instruments provided for similar control procedures and that there 
were trends at the Law of the Sea Conference towards confirming certain powers of coastal States. 
However, from the speeches of the Governments it is clear that the text of Art. 4 was acceptable only 
because it was limited to cases "clearly hazardous to safety or health”. It is probable that it would not 
have been supported by the government delegates, had it aimed at providing for control of social 
standards on board ship.
All amendments having been lost. Convention No. 147 (or the Merchant Shipping (Minimum 
Standards) Convention, hereinafter cited as the MSC) was adopted by 160 votes to 0, with 67 ab­
stentions and Recommendation No. 155 by 211 votes to 0 with 15 abstentions. ^
6.1.2. Analysis of the key features of the MSC and possible remedies for its weaknesses
Convention No. 147 has been ratified by 20 countries so far and came into force on 28 
November 1981. As explained earlier, not all substantive provisions of this Convention will be anal­
ysed below, since this has been done in previous chapters; this section will be confined to the exami­
nation of the key concepts pervading this Convention and of certain of its provisions such as Arts. 1,2 
(f)-(g), 4 ,5 ,6  and the Appendix.
1) The form and the scope of the Convention
the texts of these Resolutions (III and IV) see 62 RJ*., pp. 230, 324-25. The resolutions originally submitted 
to the Committee pointed out the need for a genuine link between the flag State and the vessel and recommended that 
measures be taken against ships on board winch no adequate safety, socid and environmental standard exist. Despite 
certain matters dealt with inadvertently in the Resolutions, such as the requirement that pay of all seafarers on FOC 
vessels should correspond to that of seafarers of advanced countries without any further qualification, para, (d) of the 
operative part of ± e  Swedish resolution contained a novelty in ILO control procedures; it read as follows: "where port 
States are unable to inspect such vessels in order to determine whether the required standards are met with regard to 
qualifications, pay, working and social conditions the International Labour Organisation shall be given the necessary 
power to undertake inspection", ibid., p. 228. If this provision had found its way into a Convention or a Recommenda­
tion, it would have been the first time in an ILO maritime instrument that the Organisation would act as a nautical 
inspector, quite apart from the provisions of the ILO Constitution concerning supervision.
*^^ *The following Governments were opposed to Art. 4 of the Convention in that form: Indonesia, Poland, Bulgaria, 
Cuba, G.D.R., Philippines, Hungary, Mexico, Ghana and the USSR.
^%2 RJ*., pp. 248-260. See particularly, the speech of the Russian Government delegate, who was against a broad in­
terpretation of Art. 4 and stated that it did not apply to labour disputes and social problems on board ship, ibid., p. 250. 
As shown earlier in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.5.3.4., where the conditions of seamen's employment in relation to the 
question of port state control were discussed, this is the only accurate and possible interpretation of Art. 4.
^ b id ., pp. 261,283-286. The following Governments abstained: Algeria, Brazil, Bidgaria, Colombia, Ivory Coast, 
Cuba, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Hungary, Morocco, Mexico, Panama,Peru, Poland, G.D.R., Rumania, Sierra Leone, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Ukianian SSR, USSR, Venezuela and Yugoslavia (24). All other Governments voted 
for the Convention (44). Most Employers' and Workers' delegates voted for the Convention.
^^Belgium, Costa Rica, Denmark, Egypt, Hnland, France, F.R.G., Greece, Iraq, Italy, Japan, Liberia, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the U.K. and the U S (in 15 June 19^).
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The ILO regime on substandard vessels consists of a Convention and a Recommendation. 
However, this was not an obvious choice at the 1976 Conference: Out of 40 Governments, 21 
(including Canada, France, the F.R.G., Honduras, India, Norway, Philippines and the U.S.S.R.) 
preferred a Convention and 15 (including Denmark, Japan, Liberia, Pakistan and the U.S.) were in 
favour of a Recommendation, while 4 (including the U.K.) preferred a Convention supplemented by a 
Recommendation. Other countries proposed other forms: the instruments should be divided into 
"Standards" covering all requirements essential for safety and for good conditions for seafarers and 
"Recommended Practices" which would include all controversial items. ^  Since, however, the MSC 
has been ratified by major maritime countries and has come into force, the value of alternative propos­
als regarding the form of the instrument will be considered later, insofar as they could provide a basis 
for the elimination of any obscurities of the notion of "substantial equivalence".
The Convention does not apply to sailing and fishing vessels (Art. 1 (4) (a) and (b)). How­
ever, problems may arise in cases where one of the Conventions listed in the Appendix covers fishing 
vessels explicitly or implicitly. If a country, party to Convention No. 147, has ratified the Con­
vention concerned, then it will be bound by that Convention. ^  If, however, it has not ratified the latter 
Convention, the question arises as to whether the concept of "substantial equivalence" also affects the 
scope of the Convention concerned. This problem is part of a more general question relating to the 
scope of the concept of "substantial equivalence" and will be discussed later. However, in view of the 
unequivocal wording of Art 4 (b) of Convention No. 147, a ratifying Member, in the implementation 
of the provisions of Conventions listed in the Appendix which it has not ratified, is not required to 
apply them to fishing vessels, even if the Conventions concerned apply to fishing vessels or 
fishermen.
It also does not apply to small vessels 2^ and oil rigs or drilling platforms that are not engaged 
in navigation (Art 1 (4) (c)). ^
'‘^ ^hana. Report V (2), 1976, pp. 7,12.
^^For example, the Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 (No. 55) implicitly covers 
fishing vessels engaged in deep-sea fishing; the Sickness Insurance (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 56) expressly covers 
all vessels engagW in sea-fishing; the Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138) (apart from possible exceptions al­
lowed under Art. 4) and Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining Conventions (Nos. 87 and 98) apply to all 
wrxkos.
^ S ee Art 2 (a) of Convention No. 147, at the end "... in so far as the Member is not otherwise bound to give effect to 
the Conventions in question".
^^The Office draft contained after the words "in similar pursuits" the following phrase: "except in so far as they are ex­
pressly covered by Conventions referred to in the Appendix to this Convention". This phrase was deleted by the Com­
mittee on Substandard Vessels, after the Legal Adviser of the ILO had pointed out certain difficulties of interpretation 
which might have arisen because of its existence in the text of the Convention, 62 RJ*., pp. 189-190.
^2"Small vessels" cover, for example, small submarines engaged upon exploration work but not all "specialist" vessels, 
62 R.P. , p. 190.
^^The decision as to which vessels are covered under this subparagraph is taken by the competent authority. This was 
the first step in an ILO Convention towards the inclusion of oil rigs and platforms therein, which had not been 
regarded as vessels up to then. If oil rigs or platforms are engaged in navigation it seems that they are included in the 
Convention. However, according to Art. 1 (1) of the Convention, it applies to every sea-going ship (to be determinW 
by the competent authority) "winch is engaged in the transport of cargo or passengers for the purpose of trade or is 
employed for any other commercial purpose". It is not clear whether the words "not engaged in navigation" in subpara, 
(c) refer to commerdal navigation. Even if it is assumed that an oil rig is usually removed for commerdal purposes, no 
attempt was made to determine how the frequency such "movement" would constitute the essence of "navigation".
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Though Convention No. 147 is aiming to combat substandard vessels, inter alia , for safety 
purposes, it follows the traditional ILO wording in defining its scope; it should be noted that the Of­
fice in drafting Art. 1 of the Convention adopted a formula similar to that used in previous ILO Con­
ventions for defining their scope and rejected proposals which sought to bring this Article into line 
with similar provisions of IMO instruments, such as the Collision Regulations and the 1974 SOLAS 
Convention. ^
Comparing the scope of the MSC to that of the ILO Conventions included in the Appendix to 
the former, one comes to the conclusion that the scope of the former Convention is not identical to the 
scope of any of the latter. In some respects the scope of certain Conventions is broader than that of 
Convention No. 147 in that the former do not exclude sailing or fishing vessels. On the other hand, 
the latter instrument expressly applies to sea-going tugs and does not impose a tonnage limit below 
which vessels are excluded therefrom (as do Conventions Nos. 73,92,22 and 23). This is the reason 
why at the Preparatory Conference an amendment was accepted to the effect that the scope of each of 
the Conventions listed in the Appendix should remain unaffected by Article I of the Minimum 
Standards Convention.
2) Substantial equivalence
At the 1976 Conference, the Government of Mexico raised issues concerning the nature of 
obligations of countries which ratify Convention No. 147 but have not ratified the Conventions listed 
in the Appendix thereto. In particular, the question was whether ratification of the former Convention 
was tantamount to ratification of the latter for purposes of creating intemationzil legal obligations. ^  
This requires interpretation of the phrase "substantially equivalent" in Art 2 (a) of the Convention.
It is worth noting that many countries in 1976 were against the inclusion of the notion of 
"substantial equivalence" in the Convention and preferred the expression "at least equivalent" to the 
former. In fact, the ILO Office chose to apply the concept of "substantial equivalence" to the ILO in­
struments listed in the Appendix only. ^
Though "substantial equivalence" is the concept on which the whole edifice of the Convention 
rests, no definition of the notion of "substantial equivalence" exists therein. It is submitted that such 
definition should have been included in the text of the Convention as a guidance to ratifying Mem-
^^ *The Office considered it important that the scope of Convention No. 147 should be in line with the scope of an ILO 
Convention, Report V (2), 1976, pp. 34-35.
^^Report V (I), 1976, p. 15. Nonetheless, Art. 1 (5) of the MSC, as it stands, only wards off the possibility of ex­
tending the scope of the Conventions listed in the Appendix thereto, thus implying that the scope of these Conven­
tions could be restricted in certain cases. The following wording would be preferable: "Toothing in this Convention 
shall affect the scope...".
5 ^ 2  R,P. , p. 187.
^^This was a decision based on a marginal relative majority. 10 countries stated that the expression "substantially 
equivalent" should apply to all instruments, II though Uiat it should apply to all ILO instruments included in the Ap­
pendix and not to the IMO instruments (including the U.K., Japan and Philippines) while 9 countries (including 
Canada, France, Liberia and the U.S.) rejected the concept of "substantial equivalence" altogether; Report V (2), 1976, 
pp. 25.
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Ibers. Only two interpretations of the meaning of this phrase have been given by ILO officials at the 
preparatory meetings and these are not considered to be satisfactory:
i) At the Preparatory Conference, the opinion of the Legal Adviser was requested as regards 
ithe interpretation of the words "at least equivalent" in the Office draft. He indicated that this wording 
was not tantamount to requiring ratification of the Conventions listed in the Appendix and gave the 
following three reasons for this: "a) As regards some of these Conventions, only the acceptance of 
certain Articles was required, b) acceptance by virtue of collective agreements, with a residual obliga­
tion to legislate, was envisaged, c) the expression "standards ... which are at least equivalent..." meant 
that deviations of detail from the terms of a Convention could be admitted as long as the general level 
of protection remained the same". 8^
ii) The opinion of the representative of the Secretary-General with regard to the nature of obli­
gations that the instruments included in the Appendix would impose on ratifying Members was as 
follows: "... the expression 'substantially equivalent' contained in Article 2, subparagraph (d) - refer­
ring to laws and regulations of States which ratified the Convention - did not involve the ratification of 
the instruments mentioned in the Appendix but implied that the State agreed to take account of the 
general goal of those instruments, whose absolute conformity with national standards was not re­
quired".
As regards the first opinion, the phrases "deviations of detail" and "general level of protection" 
are so vague as to permit a wide range of interpretations by the competent authorities, and if this is the 
case with the words "at least equivalent", one wonders what restrictions on interpretation use of the 
words "substantially equivalent" might impose. As to the second opinion, the distance between the 
general goal of the instruments concerned and absolute conformity with national standards is so huge 
that this interpretation as a guide is meaningless. Moreover, no expedient procedure exists in the 
Convention which could resolve doubts as to the substantial equivalence of standards implemented at 
the national level to the standards contained in the Appendix to the Convention. ^  The lack of any 
criteria, either in the Convention or in any ILO Recommendation or Resolution by means of which the 
existence or absence of "substantial equivalence" may be ascertained, is aggravated by the fact that
^Report V (1), 1976, p. 14.
RJ* ., p. 188. The United States ratified Convention No. 147 subject to 5 understandings which were regarded 
by the Director-General as being in conformity with the terms of the Convention. Understanding No. 3 read as follows: 
I t  is the understanding of the United States that the term 'substantially equivalent* as it appears in Article 2 (a) 
requires the ratifying State to take account of the general goal of the instruments in the Appendix, but does not require 
it to adhere to the precise terms of these instruments. This means that national laws and re la tio n s  may be different in 
detail, if the ratifying State has satisfied itself that the general goals of the instruments in the Appendix are respected;", 
see O.B., Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series A, No. 2. p. 66. It is apparent in understandings such as the above which also 
conforms to the official ILO interpretation of the term 'substantially equivalent' that the difficulties of application of 
this concept consist in identifying the general goal of the instrument concerned. There are no means in the Convention 
for ensuring a uniform interpretation of the term "general goal".
^^Compare the Committee envisaged in Art. 22 paras. 4-6 of Convention No. 109, see supra Chapter 4. According to 
New Zealand, such procedure woidd require a member State which maintains that any of its standards are substantially 
equivalent to describe those standards to an ILO Committee of Experts which would determine whether or not they are 
substantially equivalent and advise other member States accordingly; Report V (2), 1976, p. 22.
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countries seem to attach different meanings to this concept, which, it seems, can sometimes hardly be 
justified by the intentions of the drafters.
Many examples of the difficulties likely to be encountered in the application of this notion can 
be given but three would suffice:
a) Art 2 of Convention No. 7 provides that no children under the age of 14 must be employed 
on board ship. If a country allows this limit to fall to 12, would this be "substantially equivalent" to 
Art 2 of the Convention? If the criterion is the spirit and purpose of the Convention and the historical 
facts as evidenced by the discussions at the preparatory meetings, this limit may well not be regarded 
generally as "substantially equivalent" to the limit of Art. 2. But if the criterion is the socio-economic 
conditions of the country concerned and it can arguably show that, for example, the average minimum 
age-limit of workers employed in private establishments is 13, the answer may be different.
b) A rt 3 of Convention No. 22 provides that the articles of agreement must be signed by the 
shipowner and the seaman. Can oral conclusion of the contract be regarded as substantially equiva­
lent to signing? In this case, an answer in the negative is facilitated by the text itself, since Art 3 (3) of 
the same Convention lays down that the above provisions shall be deemed to have been fulfilled if the 
competent authority certifies that the provisions of the agreement have been laid before it in writing 
and have been confirmed by both parties. Thus, para. 3 itself provides a standard for testing what is 
considered "substantially equivalent" to the requirements of para. 1 and, given the heated discussions 
which led to the adoption of these provisions, it can be said that an oral conclusion of a contract, which 
lacks the safeguards of Art. 3 (3), cannot be regarded as substantially equivalent to the signing of the 
agreement under Art. 3(1).®
c) Art. 4 of Convention No. 53 prescribes three conjoined requirements for the granting of a 
certificate of competency to officers in the deck and engine departments: i) minimum age, ii) profes­
sional experience, iii) passing of the appropriate examinations. The question arises whether a period 
of training in a maritime training institution can be substituted for professional experience and vice 
versa. This would constitute a departure from the requirement of professional experience in Art. 4(1)
(b) of the Convention. The discussions at the 1936 Conference would point to the rejection of this 
interpretation. However, recently some countries have pointed out the need for revision of certain ILO 
Conventions concerning certificates of competency. ^  Moreover, the IMO in 1978 adopted the
^^One country (Philippines) thought that the criterion of "substantial equivalence" has "a wide range of flexibility 
being modified by economic, political, educational and social environment" while another (Portugal) reported that the 
basic standards included in the Appendix to the Convention, as applied though the concept of substantial equivalence 
"should constitute only guidance to be taken into consideration by the nationd legislation, since their strict application 
is not required; Report V (2), 1976, p. 23.
^^The Legal Adviser of the ILO Office was of the opinion that taking into account the doctrine of substantial equiva­
lence the minimum standard is, in fact, 14 years, Francis Wolf, Convention No. 147, The First Ten Years , extract of 
unknown source found in the Maritime Branch of the ILO Office in Geneva, pp. 9-12, at p. 9.
®Problems may arise, if the country concerned asserts that similar categories of workers (cabotage, dockworkers, fish­
ermen) are legally or in practice allowed to conclude their contract of employment orally. The answer depends entirely 
on the choice of criteria to define the concept of "substantial equivalence".
^ e e  supra Chapter 3, especially n. 89.
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STCW Convention, which in Regulations II/4 para. 2 (c) and HI/4 para, 2 (c) - (d) allows the substi­
tution of a certain period of special training or approved education for a fraction of a required period 
of professional experience. The question thus arises whether these developments can be taken into 
account when the notion of substantial equivalence is applied. 5^
As a conclusion, the application of the concept of "substantial equivalence" to a wide range of 
international maritime labour standards presupposes the use of strictly defined criteria for determining 
its scope; otherwise another formula has to be devised and Convention No. 147 will have to be revised 
in this respect.
On the other hand, it could be argued that if broadly interpreted substantial equivalence could 
also provide the necessary flexibility so that ratifying Members do not have to ratify antiquated ILO 
instruments, but this flexibility runs counter to the more precise safety standards adopted by the IMO 
and this is why many countries were of the opinion that the criterion of substantial equivalence should 
not be applied to IMO safety standards or, in any event, to standards of safety, competence and man­
ning. ^  Even so, it is far from clear that in the ILO maritime Conventions it is only to social stan­
dards that the notion of "substantial equivalence" could possibly be applied. It is difficult to assert 
that Conventions or provisions of Conventions, such as Arts. 3 and 4 of Convention No. 53, Con­
vention No. 73, Convention No. 134 and Art. 6 of Convention No. 92, do not deal with matters di­
rectly related to safety on board ship. If it was thought desirable or mandatory that "substantial 
equivalence" should not apply to IMO instruments, this is the case with at least the above-men­
tioned instruments and provisions. Thus, apart from the fact that this notion is not defined in any in­
strument, its potential scope betrays the grounds on which it was allowed to enter into Convention No. 
147.
The last question which may present difficulties in respect of the expression "substantially 
equivalent" is the definition of its scope. In particular, it is not clear whether this notion only applies 
to the substantive provisions of the instruments listed in the Appendix or whether it comprises their 
scope and final provisions too. No attention has been paid to this aspect of "substantial equivalence" 
either at the 1976 Conference or later. Attempts to answer this question by means of textual interpre­
tation of Convention No. 147 is rendered difficult by the existence of two rather ambiguous provi­
sions therein: a) Art. 2 (a) refers to national provisions "substantially equivalent to the Conventions or 
Articles of the Conventions referred to in the Appendix The word "Conventions" comprises the 
scope and final provisions of the instruments listed in the Appendix ® but the Articles of Conventions
^^The same problems arise if an Administration seeks to vary the requirements of Art. 4  of Convention No. 53 in re­
spect of engineer officers employed on board ships engaged on near-coastal voyages; see Regulations III/2 para. 2 (d), 
III/3 para. 2 (d), III/4 para. 2 (at the end) of the STCW Convention.
^«Report V (2). 1976, pp. 20-25.
^^As was pointed out by several delegates, the notion of "substantial equivalence" would have had the effect of weak­
ening IMO safety standards, had they been included in the Appendix to the Convention, Report V (1), 1976, pp. 28, 
30, Report V (2), 1976, p. 5.
^However, this is not clear. It seems that the delegates at the 1976 Conference, when they voted for this Article, had 
in mind the standards of the Conventions and not die "Conventions" as a whole, since the scope thereof had not been
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listed therein do not refer to the scope or the final provisions of these Conventions and it would be il­
logical to apply the concept of "substantial equivalence" to the first group of instruments but not to the 
latter, since this was not the intention of the 1976 Conference. On the other hand. Art. 1 (5) of Con­
vention No. 147 seems to allow the use of "substantial equivalence" in certain cases. This provi­
sion, as pointed out earlier, was intended to leave the scope of the instruments listed in the Appendix 
unaffected by Art. 1 of Convention No. 147 but, as it stands, the notion of "substantial equivalence" 
can be used to reduce the scope of the Conventions concerned. On the whole, it seems that 
"substantial equivalence" applies to the scope and, perhaps, the final provisions of the Conventions 
listed in the Appendix, though doubts are not dispelled, if one takes into account the proceedings 
which led to the adoption of the Convention.
3) Art. 2 (c) of the MSC
Art. 2 (c) provides that each Member which ratifies the Convention must "satisfy itself that 
measures for the effective control o f other shipboard conditions o f employment and living arrange­
ments , where it has no effective jurisdiction, are agreed between shipowners or their organisations and 
seafarers organisations constituted in accordance with the substantive provisions of the Freedom of 
Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948, and the Right to Organise and 
Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949". This Article requires ratifying States which are unable to 
satisfy themselves that the shipowners' and seafarers' organisations have agreed on measures for 
effective control (by means of grievance procedures, arbitration, etc.) of the respective collective 
agreements, to take measures enabling them to exercise effective jurisdiction and control themselves, 
thus eliminating the need for measures to be agreed upon between shipowners' and seafarers' organi­
sations. *72
4) Art. 2 (f) and (g) of the MSC
Art. 2 (0 deals with the inspection of national ships by the port authorities of the flag State 
and is aimed at verifying that they comply with a) ratified international labour standards and b) na­
tional labour standards. It is not clear from the Convention whether this requirement consists in peri-
discussed either at the Conference or at any preparatory meeting. As to whether the Articles of Conventions listed in 
the Appendix are meant to comprise the scope and the final provisions of the same Conventions, see below under 7), 
The Appendix to the MSC.
^^This Article reads as follows: "Nothing in this Convention shall be deemed to extend the scope of the Conventions 
referred to in the Appendix to this Convention or of the provisions contained therein", emphasis added.
^^An affirmative or negative answer to this question is of considerable significance, since, in the first case, a ratifying 
Member may be able to vary the requirements of the instruments of the Appendix with regard to certain categories of 
workers or vessels, or the denunciation periods.
^^Italics supplied. The Government Member of Mexico declared that his Government would have serious difficulties 
in accepting this text, not having ratified one of the two Conventions mentioned therein (Conventions Nos. 87 and 
98); 62 RJ^., pp. 191,257. The words "constituted in accordance with the substantive provisions" denote probably 
Arts. 2 ,3  and 7 of Convention No. 87 and Art. 2 of Convention No. 98; see Interpretation of Instruments Adopted by 
the Conference: Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147), O B . , Vol. LXV, 1982, Series 
A, No. 3, pp. 129-132.
72lbid.,p. 131.
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odic or regular inspections and, in the latter case, how frequently they should be exercised. It is 
important to note that, as Art. 2 (f) stands, it requires ratifying Members to carry out ship inspections 
in respect of matters pertaining both to private and to public law. 4^
Inquiries, according to Art. 2 (g) of the MSC, may be held only into serious marine casualties. 
75 The expression "serious" is only indirectly defined: it must certainly comprise cases involving 
injury or loss of life but other "serious" marine casualties could be envisaged such as stranding or 
loss of ship involving serious environmental damage or potentially serious environmental damage, 
collision, injuries to members of the crew, etc. The requirement that the final report of the enquiry 
must normally be made public is likely to result in legal complications in certain countries. 76 One of 
the disadvantages of this provision from the technical and practical point of view is that it does not aim 
to facilitate and regulate the conduct of official inquiries into marine casualties at the international 
level. 77
5) Port State Control (Art. 4 of the MSC^
Much has been written about whether the extension of the control procedures of the Article to 
ships registered in countries which have not ratified the Convention constitutes a violation of the rules 
of international law. 78 Yet, both the shipowners' and the seafarers' groups supported Art. 4 of the 
Convention concerning port State control. Since, as pointed out earlier, the majority of governments 
were also in favour of this Article, it may be confidently asserted that it constituted an acceptable for­
mula. 79
T^See relevant IMO Recommendations.
7 4 R e p o r t  V (2). 1976, p p .  38,41.
75[t should Ix noted that Art 2 (g) is in accordance with the present rules of international law under which each State 
has jurisdiction over vessels flying its flag on the high seas, Ebere Osieke, T he International Labour Organisation and 
the Control of Substandard Merchant Vessels", ICLQ , Vol. 30, Jul. 1981, pp. 497-512 at p. 505; ibid., "Flags of 
Convenience Vessels: Recent Developments", AJIL, Vol. 73,1979, pp. 604-627, at pp. 617-8.
76fsjew 2[ealand: No publication of the findings of preliminary inquiries should be required. Report V (2), 1976, pp. 38- 
39, Germany: It may not be possible to carry out an official inquiry or to require periodic inspection in respect of an act 
of private law, such as the recruitment procedure, ibid., pp. 36,37-38,41, Norway: The Norwegian Maritime Act, sec­
tions 308 and 314, provide that in certain cases the findings of offldal inquiries into marine casualties need not be pub­
lished. This is the reason why Art. 2 (g) of the Convention could not be accepted by Norway, ibid., p. 40. However, 
Norway and Germany have ratified Convention No. 147. No information is available as to how the word "normally" in 
Art. 2 (g) is interpreted in these countries.
77Compare IMO Resolution A. 173, Participation in Official Inquiries into Maritime Casualties. According to this 
Resolution such inquiries may be conducted by a State other than the flag State. The provisions of this Resolution 
concern countries "affected by or having a substantial interest in maritime casualties" and were aimed at dealing with oil 
pollution incidents but they could equally apply to certain of the instruments included in the Appendix to die MSC, 
such as the Accidents Prevention Convention (Arts. 4 and 7); see also IMO Resolution A. 440 concerning The Ex­
change of Information for Investigations into Marine Casualties.
78The view that Art 4  of Convention No. 147 is in accordance with international law at present was expressed by 
many writers, see Osieke 1979, op. cit., p. 619; Osieke 1981, op. dt., pp. 507-508. One commentator described the 
possibility of the examination of foreign ships as "an irmovation for the ILO", Joseph P. Goldberg, "ILO tightens stan­
dards for maritime safety". Monthly l ^ o r  Review , July 1977, pp. 25-30, at p. 28. Another writer stated tlmt the MSC 
is "a step toward international regulation of conditions aboard vessels repladng FTP boycotts as a method of obtaining 
improved conditions"; see Rachel Roat, "Promulgation and Enforcement of ^linimum Standards for Foreigri Flag 
Ships", Brooklyn Journal o f International Law , Vol. VI: 1,1980, pp. 54-87, at pp. 70-71, n. 83. However, the view of 
the latter writer that port control under Art. 4  of the Convention may extend only to vessels registered in the territory 
of a ratifying Member is not acceptable and is due to a misapprehension of the proceedings of the 1976 Conference, 
ibid., pp. 83-84.
7962 R.P. , pp. 246-248.
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However, the regulation of port State control in Art. 4 of the Convention is not unequivocally 
successful in legal and practical terms:
a) Art 4 clearly contradicts Art 6 (1) of the Convention,
b) It wcis argued that this Article is contrary to the ILO Constitution and to Art. 34 of the Vi­
enna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
c) As pointed out in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.5.3.4., where the provisions of Convention No. 
147 were examined in relation to the seamen's conditions of employment, although the "standards" of 
Convention No. 147 include not only safety but also social standards, port State control is confined to 
the former. ^
d) Some countries have adopted a very restrictive view of the powers of the port State under 
Art. 4. 83
e) No procedures are laid down in Art. 4 (3) for the submission and consideration of com­
plaints by the persons or bodies enumerated therein. 84 Accordingly, such questions as the onus of 
proof and acceptance of complaints are left to national practice and interpretations vary. 85
f) Many times at the 1976 Conference it was argued that the powers of the port State under 
Art. 4 are likely to be abused. 86 This argument calls for closer consideration. In 1976 the MSC 
Convention was the first instrument which aspired to establish a system of international inspection of 
labour conditions on board ship and this may have generated fears which mounted because of the ex­
istence of the obscure insertion of the phrase "substantial equivalence" into Art. 4. At first sight, port 
State control is only restricted to the rectification of conditions clearly hazardous to safety or health, as 
defined above, and, therefore, it seems that the powers of the port State cannot exceed the limits fixed 
thereby. However, there is one element in Ait 4 of the Convention which complicates the matter The 
port authority is empowered to rectify certain conditions on board ship, if it receives a complaint or 
obtains evidence that the ship does not conform to the standards o f this Convention . It may be asked 
to what standards this provision refers. The proceedings of the 1976 Conference show unequivocally
8( ^ e  latter reads: "This Convention shall be binding only upon those Members of the International Labour Organisa­
tion whose ratifications have been registered with the Director-General".
8lThe following Governments at the 1976 Conference were opposed to Art. 4 of the Convention in its present form: 
Indonesia, Poland, Bulgaria, Cuba, G.D.R., Philippines, Hungary, Mexico, Ghana and the USSR, 62 RJ^., 248-260. 
8^According to the Reporter of the Committee on Substandard Vessels, the words "clearly hazardous to safety and 
health" apply to "flagrant examples implying danger to safety or health", 62 RJ*. , p. 245, The term "safety" in Art 4 
(1) seems to apply to the safety of both the vessel and the crew (compare Art. 4 (3)); for observations concerning this 
distinction see International Labour Conference, 9th session, Geneva, 1926, Report on General principles for the 
inspectionof the conditions o f work o f seamen
83Argentina stated: "we understand that such measures should be none other than urgent measures which caimot be put 
off in order to deal with real emergency situations, to be undertaken only in extreme circumstances which might arise 
while a ship is in a port under the jurisdiction of a member State which has ratified the Convention", 62 RJ*., p. 276. 
84Compare Section IV of Resolution A. 321 adopted by the IMO, Section 4 of the Aimex to Resolution A. 466 (Res. 
A. 466 superseded Res. A. 321).
8^ The need for rules for the submission of a complaint concerning social conditions on board ship was pointed out by 
the Philippines, 62 R .P ., p. 253. Argentina interpreted Art. 4 (3) to mean that "the person who makes such a com­
plaint should show proof that he has a legitimate interest in the situation about which he is complaining", ibid., p. 276. 
86rhe danger of subjective interpretation of the provisions of Convention No. 147 has been regarded as a major disad­
vantage of this Convention, see Stewart Wade, "Anti-foe lobby marshals forces with ILO 147", Fairplay International 
Shipping Weekly, 1st May 1986, pp. 12-14.
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that these standards are not only the standards of Convention No. 147 relevant to safety and health but 
refer to all the standards of this Convention, viz. all standards included in the Appendix thereto. ^  
This observation has two important consequences: a) it makes the job of the port authorities 
particularly difficult, since they have to decide whether the breach of the labour standards (safety 
standards apart) of the Conventions listed in the Appendix could lead to conditions clearly hazardous 
to safety and health and if so the breach of what standards (here, the discretionary powers of the port 
authorities are particularly important) ^  and b) it attaches great significance to the vague criterion of 
"substantial equivalence": it is the latter which will ultimately decide whether given conditions on 
board a specific ship justify the taking of rectifying measures because the ship concerned does not 
conform to the labour standards of the MSC as qualified bv the expression "substantially equivalent". 
In conclusion, port authorities, though they are not free in the exercise of their power to take rectifying 
measures, have a degree of discretion that could result in a non-uniform application of the provisions 
of the Convention at the international level.
6) Co-ordination of the activities of the ILO and the IMO with respect to Convention No. 147
Essentially, each Organisation would continue to supervise its own instruments, and govern­
ments would make reports on these instruments only once. The IMO representative said that a dis­
tinction should be made between safety standards, which were the responsibility of the IMO, and 
social standards that were to be applied by virtue of Convention No. 147. ^
Although the IMO Conventions relating to safety standards have been widely ratified and, as 
pointed out, they would not constitute a substantial obstacle to ratification of Convention No. 147, it 
is submitted that the precondition that the Convention should be open to the ratification of parties to 
these IMO Conventions would have been better deleted. The reason is that the line between safety 
standards and social standards cannot be easily drawn and many ILO instruments contain safety stan­
dards. As a result, problems of interpretation may arise in certain cases concerning the applicable 
control procedures (ILO or IMO procedures).
7) The Appendix to the MSC
The main question with regard to the Appendix to Convention No. 147 concerns the criteria 
for inclusion of new instruments in, and exclusion of old instruments from this Appendix. Un-
8 7 6 2 .  pp. 259-260,261,266-267.
88lt is recommended that a Guide should be prepared setting out the ILO maritime standards non-compliance with 
which may have adverse effects on safety and health on board ship. At the preparatory meetings of the EEC countries 
on medical care which were held in Luxembourg in 1986 (no proceedings available) the question was discussed 
whether the absence of a doctor or medical facilities on board ship would justify rectifying measures on the part of the 
port authorities. It is submitted that an unqualified negative answer to this question (which prevailed at the meeting) 
could hardly be given in view of the analysis made above.
89por the cooperation between the ILO and the IMO on the subject of substandard ships, see Resolution A .353 (IX) 
adopted by the IMCO Assembly on 13 November 1975.
9Q62/ÎJ’. ,p . 191.
^Ubid., p. 193. The words "or any Convention subsequently revising these Conventions" at the end of each clause of 
Art. 5 (1) do not mean that a Member wishing to ratify Convention No. 147 must be a party to the IMO Conventions 
mentioned in the Article "with amendments at any time in force"; they only enable a country to ratify Convention No. 
147, if it was not a party to these Conventions but would be a party to any revised version thereof, ibid., p. 194.
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fortunately, government opinions differ on this point. ^  It seems that the existence in the Appendix 
of instruments not ratified by the countries concerned has slowed down ratifications only to a certain 
extent ^
Certain observations can be made as regards the Appendix to the MSC:
a) As a formula aiming to tighten control procedures in respect of labour standards on board 
ship, it is incomplete. This can be seen from a) tables A and B which appear in Appendix 4 ^  and b) 
from the comparative list of the number of ratifications of Conventions included in, and excluded 
from, the Appendix to Convention No. 147, which are classified by categories relating to particular 
fields of maritime employment, as follows:
i) General: Continuity of Employment (Seafarers) Convention, 1976, No. 145 ( 17).
ii) Conditions for admission to employment: Minimum Age (Trimmers and Stokers) Con­
vention, 1921, No. 15 (67), ^  57,49,57, ^  Medical Examination of Young Persons (Sea) 
Convention, 1921, No. 16 (70), 30 . ^
iii) Entry into employment: Placing of Seamen Convention, 1920, No. 9 (32), Seafarers' 
Identity Documents Convention, 1958, No. 108 (47), 52 . ^
^^Canada; only those ILO Conventions which have been ratified by nations owning the majority of the world's 
tonnage should be included in the list, RR.G. and the U.K.; no Recommendations and Resolutions should appear in the 
list, since they would otherwise be given the force of a Convention, India: basic principles should be included in the 
instrument itself and not in a separate list, Spain: the list should be limited to Conventions in force, Sweden: the 
Appendix to Recommendation No. 155 could contain instruments adopted by the ILO as well as the IMG; in particular. 
Resolution A .321 (IX) (referring to control procedures) adopted by the IMO should be included in the Appendix to 
the Recommendation, USSR: only instruments actually acceptable and acknowledged internationally should be 
included therein; see Report V (2), 1976, pp. 10-16.
^Out of 12 countries which argued that there would be ratification difficulties of a Convention that invoked the provi­
sions of other Conventions not ratified by the countries concerned (U.K., Netherlands, Italy, Denmark, the United 
States, Libyan Arab Republic, New Zealand, Pakistan, Switzerland, Turkey, Indonesia and Mexico, see Report V (1), 
1976, pp. 12,13, Report V (2), 1976, pp. 4 ,6 ,7 -8 ,9 ,1 3 ,1 5 -1 6 ,6 2  RJ*., pp. 251,257) the first five countries ratified 
Convention No. 147 (aided by "substantial equivalence*^ while the other seven did not. Therefore, it seems that de­
veloping countries encountered more difficulties in ratifying a super-Convention referring to a wide range of labour 
standards than did developed countries.
'^^Table A includes all ILO Maritime Conventions in force; Conventions which have not come into force have also 
been included therein as long as they have not become obsolete; the latter category comprises Conventions which have 
not come into force and were subsequently revised. As a result, the following Conventions are omitted: Holidays with 
Pay (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 54), Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1936, Paid Vacations 
(Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 72), Accommodation of Crews Convention, 1946 (No. 75), Wages, Hours of Work 
and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1946 (No. 76), Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised), 
1949 (No. 93). In Table B certain Conventions of a general nature are listed which are applicable to seafarers.
^^The numbers in parentheses denote the number of ratifications received by the respective Conventions which are d - 
ther excluded from, or only partly included in the Appendix to the MSC; when a second or more numbers (printed in 
italics) follow, these signify the number of ratifications received by the Conventions included in the Appendix to the 
MSC which relate to the same field of employment at sea. The words "in part" in brackets mean that only certain arti­
cles of the Conventions concerned are included in the Appendix to the MSC.
^^ertain countries have denounced this Convention as a result of the ratification of Convention No. 138.
^Number of ratifications received by Conventions Nos. 138,58 and 7 (dealing with minimum age) respectively. Cer­
tain countries have denounced Convention No. 7 as a result of the ratification of Conventions Nos. 58 and 138 while 
certain countries have denounced Convention No. 58 as a result of the ratification of Convention No. 138.
98jsjumber of ratifications received by the Medical Examination (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 73).
^^umber of ratifications received by the Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention, 1926 (No. 22).
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iv) Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936, No. 53 (27) (in part). Training and 
certificates of competency: Certification of Ships' Cooks Convention, 1946, No. 69 (26), 
Certification of Able Seamen Convention, 1946, No. 74 (21).
v) Conditions of employment Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention (Revised), 1949, No. 
91 (20), Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised), 1958, No. 
109 (11, not yet in force). Seafarers' Annual Leave with Pay Convention, 1976, No. 146 
(10), Repatriation of Seafarers (Revised) Convention, 1987, No. 166 (1),57.
vi) Safety, health and welfare: Food and Catering (Ships' Crews) Convention, 1946, No. 68 
(21) (in part). Accommodation of Crews (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1970, 
No. 133 (17, not yet in force), 31 Prevention of Accidents (Seafarers) Convention, 
1970, No. 134 (22) (in part). Seafarers' Welfare Convention, 1987, No. 163 (3), Health 
Protection and Medical Care (Seafarers) Convention, 1987, No. 164(1).
vii) Social security: Unemployment Indemnity (Shipwreck) Convention, 1920, No. 8 (51), 
Social Security (Seafarers) Convention, 1946, No. 70 (7, not yet in force). Social Security 
(Seafarers) Convention, 1987, No. 165 (0), Seafarers' Pensions Convention, 1946, No. 71
(12), 7 5 , 7 4 , 75.103
A number of conclusions can be drawn from a close examination of the above information: aa) 
the Appendix to the Convention contains only Conventions in force. However, the number of ratifi­
cations does not seem to play a major role nor is there any rational classification of instruments based 
on a high or above average ratification level; the number of ratifications of the instruments, included in 
the Appendix, relating to certificates of competency, food and accommodation and social security is 
low while instruments with a good or high record of ratification, such as Conventions Nos. 8,9,15,16 
and 108, have not been included, bb) there are areas of maritime employment which are not covered at 
all by Convention No. 147 such as continuity of employment, the seafarers' engagement and general 
conditions of employment (repatriation apart); the certification of seamen is only partly taken into 
account in the Appendix and only certain aspects of seamen's social security are dealt with in in­
struments included therein, cc) in the cases of the conditions for admission to employment and the 
entry into employment, the Conventions left out are more widely ratified than those included in the 
Appendix.
b) The extent of application of Conventions Nos. 53,68 and 134, of which only certain articles 
are listed in the Appendix is not clear. These Articles do not refer to the scope of the respective Con­
ventions and the question arises whether the scope applicable thereto will be the scope of these Con­
ventions as qualified by "substantial equivalence" or that of Convention No. 147. If the first inter-
tOOcertain countries have denounced this Convention as a result of the ratification of Convention No. 146. 
lOlNumber of ratifications received by the Repatriation of Seamen Convention, 1926 (No. 23). 
t02jsjmni,er of ratifications received by the Accommodation of Crews (Revised) Convention, 1949 (No. 92).
^(^Number of ratifications received by the Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 (No. 
55, the Sickness Insurance (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 56) and the Medical Care and Sickness Benefits Convention, 
1969 (No. 130) respectively.
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pretation is accepted, the respective articles of the Conventions should have been specified. Despite 
this fact, it is the first solution which is more likely to have been intended by the 1976 Conference.
c) In two cases (Minimum Age and Social Security Conventions) the Appendix provides rati­
fying States with the option of applying the provisions of one out of three instruments. This practice 
acts as an escape clause and is legally confusing. As regards the Minimum Age Conventions, the age 
limits adopted by Conventions Nos. 7 and 58 are 14 and 15 years respectively. The 14-year limit 
qualified by the criterion of "substantial equivalence" could result in the application of a 13 or 12 year 
limit at the national level which is in sharp contrast to the obligations imposed on States which chose 
to respect the provisions of Conventions Nos. 58 or 138. Finally, Conventions Nos. 55 and 56 both 
deal with questions of sickness insurance for seamen but the conditions which have to be fulfilled be­
fore a seaman is entitled to a sickness insurance benefit are different in each Convention and in many 
respects they deal with different aspects of social security (for example. Convention No. 55 includes 
provisions concerning repatriation necessitated by sickness or injury while Convention No. 56 makes 
provision for maternity benefits. 0^5 since optional application of the above Conventions could result 
in malpractices as regards minimum age requirements and in a partial application of social security 
provisions to seamen. Convention No. 7 and the word "or" between Conventions Nos. 55 and 56 
should be eliminated.
Therefore, it seems that much remains to be done as regards the revision of the Appendix to 
Convention No. 147. 0^7
The last question with regard to the Appendix to Convention No. 147 relates to the updating 
of the list of instruments contained therein. The effect of an amendment moved at the Preparatory 
Conference would have been that the words "as updated from time to time" were inserted after the 
phrase "substantially equivalent to the Conventions or Articles of Conventions referred to in the Ap­
pendix to this Convention". This addition was not finally adopted at the Preparatory Conference be­
cause there was uncertainty as to what updating procedures should be adopted.
A system of automatic replacement of the instruments listed in the Appendix by the relevant 
revised instruments as soon as the latter come into force would be objected to on two grounds: i) it 
would by-pass any criteria for the selection of instruments whose inclusion in the Appendix seems
tO^ *This is supported by Art. 1 (5) of Convention No. 147 which provides that this Convention cannot be used to ex­
tend the scope of the Conventions included in the Appendix "or of the provisions contained therein": emphasis added. 
These provisions do not have any scope in themselves, if no implied reference is intended to the scope of the respective 
Conventions.
^®^ For details, see supra Chapter 5, Section 5.23., pp. 390-392.
^®^The expression "substantial equivalence" would ensure conformity with the provisions of Conventions Nos. 58 and 
138 even by governments who have not ratified them.
107The Appendix to the Supplementary Recommendation (No. 155) can be regarded as more progressive in this 
respect: from the instruments listed above, it includes Conventions Nos. 68 ,133,91,146 and 70. The ^ C ,  at its 25th 
session, recommended that the Appendix to Convention No. 147 be revised by adding to it Conventions Nos. 108,145, 
146 and 133 (as soon as the latter comes into force); see Resolution concerning the Identification of any Possible New 
Conventions to Be Added by a Protocol to the Appendix of Convention No. 147, O S . , Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series A, 
No. 3, p. 161.
lOSReport V (1), 1976,pp. 17-18.
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appropriate (see infra under 6.3. Conclusions) and b) it would impose on the national legislator future 
obligations whose significance he would be unable to assess.
On the other hand, updating of the Appendix could be effected by means of the following pro­
cedures: a) a vote by a general Conference (which would, however, lack the expertise of specialist 
delegates), b) a vote at a maritime session of the Conference (updating may not be effective in view of 
the infrequent holdings of these sessions), a vote in the Governing Body or a resolution adopted by 
the JMC (impractical in view of the bipartite structure of this Committee; however, a comprehensive 
tripartite sub-Committee thereof could be entrusted with the task of revision),
Finally, it was decided that "the incorporation into the Appendix to Convention No. 147 of 
new Conventions which have achieved reasonably wide acceptance and are in force should be effected 
by means of a Protocol which contains a supplementary appendix listing such Conventions and which 
provides that States may accept the obligations of Convention No. 147 in respect of them by ratifying 
the Protocol in addition to the Convention". In addition, it was decided that the question concerning 
whether any specific Convention should be included in the Protocol should be examined in the first 
instance by the JMC and the inclusion or inclusions would be upheld by a maritime session of the 
ILO Conference, unless special maritime sessions are held at intervals of more than 6 years in which 
case the question will form an item on the Agenda of an ordinary session of the Conference to which 
a particular Protocol to Convention No. 147 might be submitted for adoption after a recommendation 
of the JMC, "based on a high level of consensus within that body;" m
Certain other comments concerning the adopted revision mechanism must be made:
a) It prevents the JMC from considering the inclusion in the Appendix of Conventions that 
have not come into force, and Recommendations.
b) The phrase "new Conventions which have achieved reasonably wide acceptance" is not clear 
and is thus misleading. It is submitted that it implies Conventions which at present are not included in
^^^Certain countries raised issues of interpretation of the Convention with regard to the updating of instruments 
considered obsolete (Sweden) or would not accept the above-mentioned method of revision (Germany), Report V (2), 
1976, pp. 5.11.
 ^^ ®See Para. 4  of Recommendation No. 155 concerning the Improvement of Standards in Merchant Ships and Resolu­
tion II concerning the Periodic Revision of the List of Conventions Appended to the Merchant Shipping (Minimum 
Standards) Convention, 1976 adopted by the 1976 Conference, 62 RJ*., p. 324. According to this Resolution the con­
sideration of the need for a revision of the instruments contained in the Appendix to the MSC rests with the JMC 
while the final decision is to be taken by a maritime session of the ILO Conference.
11 ^ Resolution concerning the Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147) adopted by the 
1986 Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, see Joint Maritime Commission, 25th Session, Geneva, October 1987, 
Identification o f any possible new Conventions to be added by a protocol to the Appendix to the Merchant Shipping 
(Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147) , JMC/25/2, p. 5. The Conference, by adopting this position, 
rejected other forms of revision of the Appendix to Convention No. 147, such as a revised instrument or a revised Ap­
pendix (along the lines of Conventions Nos. 121 and 110 respectively), PTMC , Geneva, May 1986, The Merchant 
Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 147); Mechanism for incorporating new Conventions in the 
appendix, Report IV, pp. 5-6.
O^No obvious reasons have been given for this, see Joint Maritime Commission, 24th session, Geneva, September 
1984, Review of the application and scope of the Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 
147), JM 024/3,p. 18.
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the Appendix to the MSC. This means that old Conventions may be included in the Appendix, if 
the terms of the Resolution are satisfied.
c) According to the Resolution revision of the Appendix may be undertaken by a General 
Conference; this possibility is not welcomed by certain governments.
d) The effectiveness of the revision of the Appendix entirely depends on the JMC. In particu­
lar, the submission of a particular Protocol to Convention No. 147 should be based on a high level of 
consensus within that body. It is the experience of the present writer that such consensus has been 
achieved only when questions of a less controversial character have been discussed in that Committee. 
As can be seen from the history of the questions examined in previous chapters, in many instances, 
shipowners would not agree proposals to submit certain questions to the Conference if they thought it 
undesirable for various reasons (premature, adverse effects on shipping industry, etc). The inclusion 
of new instruments in the Appendix to Convention No. 147 is likely to lead to passionate discussions 
in the JMC depending on the controversial character of the instrument which is proposed for 
inclusion. It is possible that, as regards certain questions, such as wages, hours of work, manning and 
social security, a large majority in favour of particular proposals will be very difficult to obtain. 
Moreover, the bipartite structure of the JMC at present means that Governments have no voice in dis­
cussions involving the inclusion or exclusion of certain instruments in the Appendix to Convention 
No. 147. This situation is aggravated by the fact that the revision of the Appendix is entrusted to 
the General Conference where the presence of non-maritime countries and unqualified delegates may
 ^^ ^At the Preparatory Conference the seafarers' group was of the same opinion while the shipowners' group thought 
that the terms of the Resolution would exclude reconsideration of the Conventions excluded at the 1976 Conference, 
unless "some material diange had occurred in the interim", JMC/25/2, p. 3.
 ^^ ^An unofficial statement to this effect was made by the Greek delegate at the 1986 Preparatory Conference in Athens 
in 1987. Though it has been argued by the same delegate that a maritime question should be considered at a maritime 
session of the ILO Conference, it cannot be overlooked that, as a matter of fact, maritime Conventions have been 
adopted at two General Conferences in 1921 and 1949 (revision of the Conventions adopted by the Seattle Conference 
in 1946) respectively. However, it is submitted that the revision procedure adopted at the 1 ^ 9  should be limited to 
the special circumstances of the case. The Office Report said: "... in view of the very limited number of points involved 
in this instance and of the desirability of avoiding delays in ratification while revision is pending, the Governing Body 
agreed to place the question of the partial revision of four of the Seattle Conventions on the agenda of the 32nd session 
of the Conference, instead of waiting till a special maritime session could convened in accordance with the procedure 
generally followed for the consideration of questions affecting seafarers ". International Labour Conference, 32nd ses­
sion, Geneva, 1949, Partial Revision o f Four Conventions Adopted by the 28th (Maritime) Session o f the Conference, 
Seattle, 1946 , Report Xll, p. 2. It should be noted that this procedure was vigorously opposed by the Shipowners in 
the tripartite Subœmmittee of the JMC, which was entrusted with the task of revising the 1946 Conventions, and was 
only adopted on tihe understanding that the proposed revision would involve minor points, ibid., pp. 8, 21-23. For dif­
ferent views on the significance and interpretation of the 1921 Resolution which recommended that maritime questions 
should be passed as a special maritime question on the agenda after they have been examined by the JMC, see 8 J.M.C., 
D. 17,9 J M .C , , pp. 24-25.
is the o ff ic ii position of the Greek Government that the Appendix to Convention No. 147 should not be over­
loaded with other instruments before the effectiveness of this Convention, as it stands, is assessed; 74 R.F ., p. 8/8. In 
the meetings of the EEC countries convened to examine matters which fell within the competence of the Committee on 
Health Protection and Medical Care at the 1987 ILO Conference (no proceedings available), one of the main issues was 
a resolution adopted by the EEC to the effect that the Convention on Health Protection and Medical Care which was 
going to be adopted at the Conference, should be included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147. It was only after 
heated discussions in these meetings that it was realised that none of the delegates present had strong feelings about 
this resolution. Had it been adopted by the 1987 Conference (its existence was and is still unknown to the shipowners 
and seafarers), now the JMC would be called to decide on its inclusion in the Appendix without the participation of 
Governments.
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have disastrous consequences. In fact, nothing prevents an ILO Conference from reversing the de­
cisions of the JMC as long as it respects the terms of the Agenda, as finalised by the Governing 
Body.
e) The exact procedure for the revision of the Appendix is not laid down in the Resolution; es­
pecially the question concerning whether the partial revision or the single discussion procedure should 
be adopted for the revision thereof remains unanswered,
6.2. International customary law and other international instruments relating 
to inspection of labour conditions on board ship and relevant questions
6.2.1. Brief analysis of the relevant rules of customary and treaty law
In the Conclusions to this Chapter, a revision of the port State control provisions of the Mini­
mum Standards Convention is suggested. The scope of the powers of the port authorities in this re­
spect can be understood only after an examination of the legal position of merchant seamen in the ter­
ritorial waters of a foreign State and in foreign ports under international customary and treaty law. 
Any pronouncement on the jurisdiction of port authorities over cases concerning maritime employ­
ment is facilitated by an examination of the powers of the flag State and the port State in respect of 
criminal and civil acts occurring on board ship while it is passing through the territorial waters or is in 
the port of a third State.
A) The relevant rules of international customary law concerning criminal and civil iurisdiction 
over acts occurring on board ships in foreign territorial waters and foreign ports
Extensive analysis of the exercise of criminal and civil jurisdiction over ships passing through 
territorial waters is outside the scope of this study. Here, it should be noted as regards civil jurisdic­
tion over ships passing through the territorial waters of a coastal State that while there is no general 
legal rule exempting such vessels from the application of territorial laws there is a rule of international 
comity (some States regard it as a rule of law) which prohibits the exercise of such jurisdiction over 
all issues relating to the internal discipline of the ship so long as the peace of the littoral State is not 
affected and the intervention of the local authorities has not been requested,
1 PTMC , 1986, Report IV, pp. 3-4.
ll^As distinct from the question of the legal position of merchant seamen, the powers of the flag state on the high seas 
over vessels flying its flag have been analysed in Chapter 1 where the question of the applicable law in cases 
concerning maritime labour was considered. As pointed out in that Chapter, the relevant 1958 HSC and UNCLOS III 
do not provide any assistance in this context, are open to subjective interpretation and have not been followed in state 
nractice.
^^®It should be noted that port State control in this section is discussed only from the labour point of view. Watts ar­
gues that the right to protection of alien seamen as such by the law of the flag State is doubtful under international 
law; he founds his assumption on US practice and theoretical considerations but the conclusions he reaches are unclear; 
A.D. Watts, T he Protection of Alien Seamen", /CLQ , Vol. VII, 1958, pp. 691-711, at pp. 698 ff. The cases cited in 
that article refer to diplomatic protection and to injuries incurred by seamen (not to employment relations); moreover, 
no distinction is made, as regards the protection of seamen under the law of the flag State, according to whether the 
facts out of which a legal dispute has arisen occurred on the high seas, or the territorial or internal waters of a foreign 
State.
^^^Colomhos, International Law of the Sea , 1962, p. 293. Some are of the opinion that this is a rule of international 
comity; others regard it as an obligatory rule of international law, H. Meyers, The Nationality o f  Ships , 1967, pp. 80- 
81,90. For the differences between the French and the American doctrine as regards criminal jurisdiction over ships in
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As regards civil jurisdiction over foreign vessels in port, two observations can be made: a) state 
practice supports the view that the authorities of the port State should not interfere with matters 
relating to the internal discipline of the vessel unless the acts committed on board ship compromised 
the peace and tranquillity of the port or assistance was invoked; 120 and b) apart from the question 
concerning the right of a port State to close its ports to foreign merchant ships, 121 if it does choose to
the territorial sea and internal waters and the advantages of each system, their modifications over the years and the rele­
vant practice, see A.H. Charteris, "The Legal Position of Merchantmen in Foreign Ports and Nation^ Waters", BYIL , 
1920-21, pp. 45-96; see also D P. O' Connell, The International Law o f the Sea , Vol. II, pp. 941-9; M.S. McDougal 
and W. Burke, The Public Order of the Oceans , 1962, pp. 161-173. The last author states that prevailing opinion 
among observers would place limitation upon coastal authority to assume jurisdiction over events in internal waters ac­
cording to the effects of the conduct. He concludes that "the current doctrinal formulations might be made adequately 
to protect both coastal value processes and to preclude undesirable interference with the intemd economy of a vessel" 
with one exception, namely the right of the coastal State to assume jurisdiction in cases of imminent criminal behaviour 
likely to affect the coastal State, ibid., pp. 172-173. Charteris, quoting extracts of the Tempest decision and stating as 
a rule of international law "the complete subjection of foreign vessels in port", criticises the French system on the 
grounds that it runs counter considerations of convenience and interest; op. cit., pp. 55 ff. However, his arguments are 
limited to criminal jurisdiction over ships; he does not state whether such rule exists as regards, for example, labour 
disputes on board ships in foreign ports; moreover, it seems that in the case of the latter disputes considerations of con­
venience dictate the application of the law of the flag State; since no criminal offence is committed (of whatsoever na­
ture) it is obvious that the need for legal certainty of seamen worldwide could only be satisfied by a uniform 
application of one law which would enable them to know their rights and obligations. Furthermore, from Charteris's 
analysis of the British doctrine and its followers (op. cit., pp. 62 ff) it is evident that English and American courts were 
uncertain as to the extent of the application of the law of the flag State and that of the port State to cases involving 
disciplinary and civil matters on board ship and, generally, they were reluctant to maintain an action for wages 
involving foreign seamen on board foreign ships in national ports (see especially pp. 65,69-70,72). Although English 
courts exercised their discretion in determining the application of English law to claims for wages made by seamen 
serving on board foreign ships while in a UK port (see The Leon XIII (1883) 8 P.D. 121 (C.A.); s. 24 (2) (a) of the 
Supreme Court Act 1981; for the position under the Consular Relations Act 1968 see D C. Jackson, Enforcement o f  
Maritime Claims , 1985, pp. 127-8), two factors militate against the assertion of such jurisdiction de lege ferenda : a) a 
claim for wages may not depend on lien on the ship but on another civil right to damages as is the case with other 
claims concerning repatriation, employers' contributions to social security funds, medical treatment, etc; accordingly, 
there is no action against the ship itself which is subject to port jurisdiction (however, it should be noted that courts in 
some countries, such as the U.K., the U.S., Canada and France, have inte^reted the term "wages" very broadly, although 
minor differences exist); for a comparative analysis of national legislation concerning seamen's and master's wages in 
these countries see, inter a lia , W. Tetley, Maritime Liens and Claims , London 1985, pp. 100-129; see also Jackson, 
op. cit., pp. 24-26; b) if the foreign seaman concerned was engaged under foreign articles, remedial action before the 
tribunals of the port State disregards the contractual obligations Wween the parties; the shipowner, like the seaman, is 
entitled to know his rights and obligations as finalised at the time of the conclusion of the contract (usually the lex 
loci contractus will be the law of the flag State). If the jurisdiction of the port State is extended to the above cases 
through the principles of the lex fori and Hoc forum conveniens, as developed in English doctrine with all ensuing 
uncertainty, resort to foreign jurisdiction which results in disrespect for the terms of the contract or in a substantial 
alteration of the remedies available under it, should be regarded as a breach thereof. It has been argued that "It is ... hard 
to think what system of law, apart from English law as the lex fo r i , ought to govern liens for wages; in view of the use 
of flags of convenience, the law of the flag would be arbitrary ..."; A M. Tettenbom, "Maritime securities and the 
conflict of laws-some problems", LMCLQ , 1980, pp. 404-410, at p. 406. Apart from the fact that a lien for wages with 
high priority has been introduced in most maritime countries, including certain FOC countries, and the treatment of 
maritime liens as procedural, and not substantial rights, is highly questionable (for a criticism of this view see D C. 
Jackson, "Foreign maritime liens in English courts-Prindple and policy", LMCLQ , 1981, pp. 335-340), the real issue 
is whether national courts, in accepting that the claimant has a maritime lien for wages, will ôiforce national wage rates 
or ITF rates, or the wage rates agreed to under the law of the flag. It is submitted that it is the law of the flag that 
should be applied in such cases.
120colombos, op. dt., pp. 294-302.
i21por this question see, among others, M.S. McDougal and W. Burke, op. dt., pp. 99-117 where all conflicting views 
on this issue are dted. Lowe argues in favour of such a right; see A.V. Lowe, "The Right of Entry into Maritime Ports 
in International Law", SDLR, Vol. 14 (1977), pp. 597-622; for a different opinion see die dictum from the award in the 
Aramco arbitration which stated that "According to a great prindple of public international law, the ports of every 
State must be open to fordgn vessels and can only be closed when the vit^ interests of the State so require "; Aramco 
V. Saudi Arabia (1958), 27 Intern. Law Rep. 1963, 117, at p. 212; see also R.J. Dupuy and D. Vignes, Traité du 
Nouveau Droit de la Mer , Paris, Brussels, 1985, at p. 223.
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open its ports to trade the Geneva Convention and Statute on the International Regime of Maritime 
Ports, 1923, which, in the view of some, could provide some evidence customary law, 1^2 requires it to 
open these ports to all states on a non-discriminatory basis (Art. 2 (1)). As far as questions re­
lating to maritime employment are concerned, it could be argued that a similar obligation is imposed 
on states non-parties to Convention No. 147. The latter Convention with its port state control provi­
sions, like the SOLAS Conventions, introduces a kind of novelty as regards the principle of prohibi­
tion of discrimination against foreign ships in open ports in so far as measures to rectify conditions 
on board ship may result in withdrawal of certain port facilities.
B) The 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea (TSC) and UNCLOS III
a) Innocent passage
The TSC, inter alia , provides that a coastal State must not hamper passage which is innocent 
(Art. 15 (1)) and passage is considered to be innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, 
good order or security of the coastal State (Ait 14 (4) first period). It seems that this Article does not 
refer to economic or ideological security. 2^4 On the other hand, this passage shall take place in con­
formity with the relevant TSC provisions and other rules of international law (Art. 14 (4) second pe­
riod). In this respect. Art. 16 (2) lays down in the case of a foreign vessel proceeding to the internal 
waters of a coastal State that the latter may take the necessary steps to prevent any breach of condi­
tions to which admission of those ships to those waters is subject It follows that if the coastal State 
makes such admission dependent upon compliance with specified maritime labour standards these 
must be observed. Moreover, Art 17 provides, inter alia , that a vessel engaged in innocent passage
^^^Contra MacDougal and Burke, op. cit., p. 113; O' Connell is ambiguous, op. cit., pp. 848-851. Lowe doubts 
whether Art. 2 of the Statute has the necessary qualities to create a rule of customary law; op. cit., pp. 605-6.
123For the text of the Convention see LNTS , Vol. 58, pp. 285-313. This Convention was concluded on 9 December 
1923 and entered into force on 26 July 1926. The Convention and the Statute have been ratified by 34 States, 
including most European States, but not by the United States, the Soviet Union, China and the Latin American States; 
this equMity of treatment under this Convention covers, inter cdia , the use of port facilities such as the allocation of 
berths, and loading and unloading facilities (Art. 2 (2) of the Statute); see also O' Connell, op. cit.. Vol. II, pp. 848-9. 
This observation is not without legal consequences. If neither the port State nor the flag State are parties to 
Convention No. 147 and assuming that the port State does not make access to its ports dependent upon compliance 
with labour standards, it is unclear on what legal basis discriminatory l i b policies against certain ships can be justified 
when seamen's unions gain the support of dockworkers and loading or unloading of specific ships is hindered. 
Unfortunately, the relevant legal questions are frequently obscured by laws of the port State concerning the protection 
of trade unionism and "seconikry" boycott activities. Deviation from the provisions of the 1923 Geneva Convention is 
permitted only in cases of "grave incidents" which compromise the vital interests of the port State (Art. 16). While a 
strike in the port of the coastal State might be regarded as a grave incident (but this may not be die case if  a strike 
occurs on board ship), union boycotts not amounting to such incidents may involve the international responsibility of 
the coastal State as a consequence of the violation of the international rule of non-discrimination (especially, when the 
boycotts concerned are illegal under the law of the port State). While this argument may not be valid outside the 1923 
G ^eva Convention, it is argued that it is so under the Treaty of Rome for Œ C countries; I. von Munch, "Freedom of 
Navigation and the Trade Unions", GYIL, 1976, pp. 128-142, at pp. 136-142. Here, it should be noted that, depending 
on the provisions of the lex fo r i , a strike may have unforeseen consequences as regards the legal liability of the strikers 
for damages incurred by third parties; see Israel: "Supreme Court creates precedent by ordering strikers to reimburse 
third party", SLB , 4/87, pp. 565-567.
124Q' Connell, op. cit.. Vol. I, pp. 268-9; MacDougal and Burke, op. cit., pp. 215-6, 251-2. Thus, labour disputes on 
board ship arising from ideological and economic reasons, which is usually the case, would not appear to impair irmo- 
ccnt passage. For the meaning of "innocent passage" at this date and the distinction between the concept of iimocence 
of passage and that of the obligation of a vessel in passage to conform to the laws and regulations of the coastal State 
and the ^ e s  of international law see MacDougal and Burke, op. dt., pp. 249-263,273, espedally n. 237.
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must conform to the laws and regulations enacted by the coastal State in conformity with these Arti­
cles and other rules of international law and, in particular, with such laws and regulations relating to 
transport and navigation. As a result, as long as innocent passage is maintained, the law of the flag 
State applies; otherwise the law of the coastal State is operative. However, the extent of the power of 
the coastal State under international law to lay down laws and regulations under this provision is not 
clear.
Art. 19 of UNCLOS III while maintaining the definition of TSC 14 adds a list of 11 (and one 
"catch-all category", "1") types of conduct which would render passage non-innocent. No provision 
relating to non-observance of maritime labour standards is included in this list. However, clause (1) 
(any other activity not having a direct bearing on passage) is ambiguous. It has been argued that this 
clause is not made ejusdem generis to the others. 1^ 5 This, coupled with Art. 24 (1), would not em­
power the coastal State to render a passage non-innocent as labour disputes on board a vessel passing 
through the territorial sea do not have a direct bearing on passage. 2^6 While it may be argued that the 
effect of clause (1) is to reduce the significance of Art. 24 (1) (b), which provides for the duty of the 
coastal State not discriminate against the ships of any State, one conclusion can be safely drawn: in 
the unlikely case where unacceptable labour conditions on board ship may render the passage non-in­
nocent (for instance, when the law of the coastal state makes fishing rights subject to certain stipula­
tions concerning labour conditions), the coastal state is empowered under the above provision to treat 
ships on board which national or international labour standards are not observed (substandard vessels 
from the social point of view) as ships not engaged on innocent passage but is not entitled to discrimi­
nate against ships belonging to traditional maritime countries and FOC vessels. The criterion 
applicable must be the standards on board ship and not the flag. Similarly, if on certain FOC vessels 
labour standards render the passage non-innocent the same test should be applied to East European 
vessels; otherwise favourable treatment of the latter vessels would constitute discrimination. It is not 
certain how many States parties to UNCLOS III, would be prepared to adopt this attitude. This 
means, in effect, that the powers, if there are any, of coastal States in respect of non-innocent passage 
as far as maritime labour questions are concerned are unlikely to be exercised.
Finally, a gloss should be made on Art. 21 (2), which provides that the laws and regulations 
enacted by the coastal State relating to innocent passage do not apply, inter alia , to manning of for­
eign ships unless they are giving effect to generally accepted international rules or standards. As a 
consequence, even though this State may adopt regulations concerning safety of navigation and the 
prevention of pollution (UNCLOS III 21 (1) (a) and (f)) (in fact, successful regulation of these issues 
calls for the international regulation of manning and the laying down of manning scales), these ex­
pressly cannot apply to manning. The effect of the last part of para. 2 is less than clear. No generally
125o* Connell, Vol. I, op. cit., p. 270. Similarly, it is argued that the list of regulations which the coastal State may 
enact under Art. 21 is not exhaustive; ibid.
126jh e  question concerning whether labour disputes on board ship are considered to be an "activity** within the 
meaning of Art. 19 of UNCUDS m is a  matter of interpretation.
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accepted international standards and rules relating to manning exist. 1^ 7 Consequently, manning on 
board foreign ships traversing the territorial sea is outside the regulatory competence of the coastal 
State. Can it be inferred that, similarly, other issues relating to maritime employment should be treated 
similarly, or do they fall within the competence of the coastal State under Art. 21 (1) ? No definite 
answer can be given to this question. On the one hand, manning is one of the most burning safety 
and social issues and by virtue of one interpretation Art. 21 (2) applies to manning and to anything 
less than manning in terms of social importance. On the other, the listing of manning among design, 
construction of ships, etc. can lead to the interpretation that only safety issues were intended to be 
included in Art. 21 (2). In the latter case, maritime labour questions could be within the regulatory 
competence of the coastal State under Art. 21(1) (assuming that the list is not exhaustive). A third 
interpretation is that the inclusion of questions relating to maritime employment was not contemplated 
by the drafters of UNCLOS III and these questions are regulated by customary law.
b) Criminal eind civil jurisdiction of the coastal State
Provisions which are relevant to maritime employment will be exclusively examined here.
Art. 19 (1) of the TSC (Art. 27 (1) of UNCLOS III) provides for the intervention of the 
coastal State in respect of crimes committed on board a ship passing through its territorial waters in 
cases where a) the consequences of the crime extend beyond the vessel; b) the crime is likely to dis­
turb the peace of the country or the good order of the territorial sea; c) the assistance of the local au­
thorities has been requested by the master or the consul of the flag State; and d) if it is necessary for 
the suppression of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs (UNCLOS III adds psychotropic substances). 2^8
Art. 20 of the TSC (Art. 28 of UNCLOS III) provides, inter alia , that the littoral State should 
not stop or divert a foreign ship passing through the territorial sea for the purpose of exercising civil 
jurisdiction in relation to a person on board (para. 1) and, moreover, it cannot exercise its jurisdiction 
in civil matters arising on board a ship passing through its territorial waters except in the case of obli­
gations assumed or responsibilities incurred by the ship in view or on the occasion of navigation 
during her passage through the waters of the coastal State (para. 2). 2^9
^27The relevant ILO provisions are inadequate, vague, and not "generally accepted" while IMO Resolutions Nos. 466 
and 481 cannot claim to have achieved the status of "generally accepted" standards and Regulation 13 of Chapter V of 
the 1974 SOLAS Convention is not of great assistance; see Chzqjter 4, especially n. 258.
128jj|is provision is of an hortatory character; L.T. Lee, "Jurisdiction over Foreign Merchant Ships in the Territorial 
Sea", AJIL , Vol. 55 (1961), pp. 77-96 at pp. 83-84; contra MacDougal Burke, op. dt., pp. 300-1. Its importance in the 
context of maritime labour lies in the fact that, as will be seen below, a breach of obligations under the contract by the 
parties thereto may also result in, or constitute, a criminal offence. Clause (d) is not in accordance with customary law 
but gives rise to an interesting question: it will empower the territorial State to exerdse criminal jurisdiction in relation 
to a seaman who clandestinely has carried drugs on board ship. At the same time, this seaman will probably be in 
breach of his contractual obligation (false declaration of personal belongings) and if  the ship is delayed from the 
investigation the owner may be entitled to sue for damages. The applicable law in the latter case will probably be the 
law of the flag State but the question arises whether the lex f o r i , if it happens to be the law of the territorial State, 
could apply to the dvil action for damages as diforum conveniens.
^29The first of these provisions is an exhortation and not an obligation; L.T. Lee, op. dt., p. 84; contra MacDougal md 
Burke, op. dt., pp. 279-80. In any case. Art. 20 discourages coastal States from exerdsing dvil jurisdiction in relation 
to labour matters on board ship. In particular, if disputes arising from the maritime contract, such as claims for higher 
wages, are based on facts which occurred prior to the entry of the ship into the waters o f the coastal State such
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C) The 1952 Brussels Conventions
These Conventions were the result of the CMI's Naples Conference in 1951.
The 1952 Penal Jurisdiction Convention vests the flag State with exclusive jurisdiction, in­
cluding arrest or detention, over incidents occurring on the high seas and involving the penal or disci­
plinary responsibility of the master or of any other person in the service of the ship (Arts. 1 and 2). 
However, A rt 3 established a concurrent criminal Jurisdiction in two cases: the power to suspend or 
cancel certificates is also vested in the country which issued them while States are empowered to 
prosecute their own nationals for offences committed on board ships flying the flag of another State 
(Art. 3). 3^1 The Convention does not apply to ports and inland waters and a ratifying State may re­
serve its right to institute proceedings in respect of crimes committed within its territorial waters (Art. 
4 ). 132
The 1952 Arrest Convention provides in Art. 2 that: "A ship flying the flag of one of the 
Contracting States may be arrested in the jurisdiction of any of the Contracting States in respect of 
any maritime claim, but in respect of no other claim, but nothing in this Convention shall be deemed to 
extend or restrict any right or powers vested in any Governments or their Departments, Public Au­
thorities, or Dock or Harbour Authorities under their existing domestic laws or regulations to arrest, 
detain or otherwise prevent the sailing of vessels within their jurisdiction." 133 The right of the terri­
torial State to intervene is subject to certain safeguards. However, it remains obscure whether the 
"jurisdiction" of a contracting party under the Convention empowers it to arrest a ship in its territorial 
sea or in its ports. 134
jurisdiction may not be exercised by it. The position in customary law could have been different; see O' Connell, op. 
cit., vol. n, pp. 870-2; MacDougal and Burke argue that Art. 20 represents customary law; op. cit., p. 281.
130The International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to Penal Jurisdiction in Matters of 
Collision or Other Incidents of Navigation (10 May 1952) and the International Convention for the Unification of Cer­
tain Rules relating to the Arrest of Sea-Going Ships (hereinafter cited as the 1952 Penal Jurisdiction Convention and 
the 1952 Arrest Convention respectively); for the text of these conventions, see N. Singh, 4  International Maritime 
Law Conventions , 1983, at p. 3101; 439 UNTS 233,193.
^3Ih . Meyers describes the difference between this Article and HSC 11 as far as the former relates to criminal jurisdic­
tion over incidents occurring on the high seas, in the following terms; according to the HSC "only the state which is­
sued the certificate is competent to take such disciplinary measures. The so-called passive nationality principle ... as 
well as the principle of the first port put into, amongst odiers, have been abandoned, as involving too much legal inse­
curity for the crew"; op. d t ,  at p. 47; see also ibid., pp. 48-51.
^32'jijg importance of this Convention in the present context lies in the fact that, when no reservations are made under 
Art. 4, it applies to crimes committed within die territorial waters of the coastal State. If a certificate is suspended as a 
result of disdplinary proceedings against the crew the concurrent jurisdiction laid down in Art. 3 is established. This 
Convention together with HSC 11 poses questions of uniformity in the application of legislation to suspensions of 
seamen's certificates; see Sections 6.2.2. and 63. undo; Q .
133The term "maritime claim" is defined in Art. 1 of the Convention and includes, inter alia , "wages of Masters, Offi­
cers or crew" (Art. 1 (m)).
^34MacDougal and Burke, op. dt., p. 277. For a comparison of the 1952 Arrest Convention and Art. 20 of the TSC 
see ibid., pp. 281-2. For the application of the Brussels Convention in the U.K. and France and the connection between 
the Convention, the Mareva injunction and the saisie conservatoire see W. Tedey, "Attachment, the Mareva injunction 
and saisie conservatoire”^  IMCLQ, 1985, pp. 59-80, espedally pp. 64,78-79.
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6.2.2. Conclusions
Before we proceed to the examination of Recommendation No. 28 and of the Memorandum 
of Understanding, it is opportune to draw certain conclusions concerning jurisdiction over questions 
relating to maritime labour under present international law.
In the light of the above analysis the question which arises is whether labour disputes on 
board a ship engaged on passage through the territorial sea of another state are likely to render such 
passage non-innocent It seems that labour disputes are not generally likely to compromise the peace, 
good order and security of the littoral State (but see below in this subsection). However, non-com­
pliance with sanitary regulations could render the passage non-innocent. It might be that the passage 
will be regarded as non-innocent if the laws of the territorial State lay down special procedures to be 
followed in cases of epidemic diseases and further provide for the obligation of the shipowner to pro­
vide the seaman with medical treatment in certain cases (sickness occurring between the date specified 
in the articles of agreement for reporting for duty and the termination of the engagement; compare 
ILO Convention No. 55) and to take the necessary precautions, and the latter fails to discharge such 
obligations. Finally, the language of Art. 21 of UNCLOS III, as explained above, particularly 
clause (1), may give rise to arguably justified interventions by the coastal State in cases concerning 
maritime employment
As a general rule, the regulation of questions relating to the internal discipline of the vessel is 
left to the flag State, whether or not the ship is on the high seas, in the territorial waters or in the ports 
of a third State unless, in the last two cases, a) the peace or tranquillity of the port is affected; or b) as­
sistance has been requested by those in control of the ship or a representative of the flag State. This 
view poses a number of questions as regards port State control in respect of maritime labour ques­
tions, namely whether a) the intervention of the port State is justified when assistance is requested not 
by a representative of the owner or the flag State but by a person directly concerned, such as a national 
or international seafarers' union; and b) labour disputes on board ship can be regarded as matters 
relating to the internal discipline of the ship.
As regards the first question, there is no evidence of established state practice that the inter­
vention of the port State at the instance of a trade union is justified. The TSC certainly does not pro­
vide legal support for such interpretation. Moreover, as will be seen in the Conclusions to this 
Chapter, recent judicial practice in the United States and other countries shows that such interventions 
by trade unions have not been generally upheld by courts.
135The shipowner is on the one hand in breach of his obligations under the contract (assuming that the law of the flag 
State also imposes on him such obligations) and on the other he may be engaged on non-innocent passage.
136Apart from the fact that Art. 19 (1) (c) applies to crimes and not labour disputes, this provision is "an application 
of the principle of international law according to which a party can renounce by agreement certain rights it has under a 
treaty"; Meyers, op. cit., p. 89. It is clear that the master in this provision is mentioned as a representative of the flag 
State and not as a party to the maritime contract in which case a request by a trade union representing seamen for the in­
tervention of the port State could be legally sound on the basis of the principle of international labour law which ge­
nerally affords "equal rights" to employers and employees.
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As regards the characterisation of maritime labour questions as matters relating to the internal 
discipline of the ship a clear answer cannot be given. Usually, these questions will be regarded as 
questions relating to the internal discipline of the ship. However, in two cases national courts may 
find it convenient to claim jurisdiction over maritime labour disputes: a) when a disciplinary issue has 
arisen on board ship which has criminal aspects which might affect the good order of the port of the 
littoral State (for example, mutiny on the part of the crew is a breach of their obligations towards the 
master and the shipowner but if this results in the murder of a senior officer and the ship is likely to 
flee onto the high seas the port State may decide to interfere); 3^7 b) when labour disputes are likely to 
activate public opinion and cause labour disputes in the littoral State. ^^ 8 bJo established practice ap­
pears to exist with regard to the above-mentioned issues. On the other hand, the principle of non-
137a  similar case could be envisaged when the shipowner does not discharge his obligation towards a sick seaman to 
provide him with medical treatment and, as a result, the seaman dies in the port of another state; the shipowner has 
committed a breach of his obligations under the contract but at the same time he may be accused of manslaughter. The 
littoral state may find it convenient to intervene; however, before deciding the criminal case, it will have to decide the 
dvil case (whether there was a breach of contract and whether it resulted in the death of the seafarer). In the special 
case of desertion it is argued that, in the absence of bilateral or other treaties, there is no rule of international law 
requiring a port State to assist the master in bringing back the deserters; Colombos, op. dt., p. 303.
13spQr example, complaints of seamen on board a ship about low wages are received by the port inspector who deddes 
to carry out the appropriate inspection to see whether wages on board the spedflc ship conform to die national laws of 
the flag State or to collective agreements in force. On the other hand, the ITF forces the owner of the ship to sign the 
ITF agreement threatening delay of the ship and it gains the support of seamen's unions and stevedores' representatives 
in the port State. If the owner, in the absence of any treaty, questions before the court the legal right of the inspector to 
carry out the inspection and argues that the court of the port State cannot claim jurisdiction in respect of such a dispute, 
the question arises whether the port authorities present an effective counter argument by claiming that subsequent 
labour disputes and movements would compromise the peace of the port concerned. If the Avis du Conseil d'État of 
November 6, 1806 is taken as representing the yardstick by which subsequent disputes concerning the internal 
disdpline of the ship are to be measured, the above facts might not constitute instances in which the security of the 
port has been affected. It has been argued that under the Avis "by disturbance of the peace was meant the actual 
disturbance at the moment of the inddent, not the mord disturbance created when it became known ashore"; Charteris, 
op. dt., p. 51 n.l. Subsequent cases, like the anàÜlitWiîdenhus cases, modified the Avis but these cases
dealt with crimes committed on board ship and not labour disputes.
f39complications may arise in cases where the theory of the territoriality of ships is called into question in 
interpreting international Conventions. The question whether the term "territory" in ILO Conventions also includes 
ships registered in the territory of a ratifying Member has rarely arisen within the ILO. The views of the ILO Office in 
this respect are as follows: "... the legal construction of the territoriality of merchant ships -which is not universally 
accepted- was developed as an explanation for the exclusive jurisdiction of the flag State over the ship on the high seas, 
and does not require, and has not normally been understood to require, that the term "territory" in an international 
instrument comprise ships of a State in addition to its territory in the normal geographical sense"; OJB. , Vol. LV, 1972, 
p. 150. In 1926 the Japanese Govermnent requested the ILO Office to indicate whether Art. 1 of the Equality of 
Treatment (Acddent Compensation) Convention, 1925 (No. 19), which imposes on obligation on ratifying Members to 
grant equality of treatment in respect of workmen's compensation for personal injury due to industrial acddents 
happening in their territory, applies in respect of accidents occurring to persons other than the crew of a ship while the 
ship is anchored in the territorial waters of another country, for example during loading or unloading operations or the 
carrying out of repairs. The Office concluded, on the ground that as a genei^ rule merchant ships which are in the 
territorial waters of another country are not considered part of the territory of the country whose flag they fly, that, 
unless national legislation were to rule otherwise, compensation for accidents which occur on board a ship in foreign 
waters to persons other than the crew should be governed by the legislation of the country in the territorial waters of 
which the ship is situated. It should be observed that the existence of the general rule invoked by the Office is 
questionable. Furthermore, it is not clear whether it was led to this interpretation by the fact that persons in question 
did not belong to the crew (injuries incurred by a person other than a member of the crew are not always a matter 
concerning the internal discipline of the ship). The Office had the opportunity to examine the effect of equality of 
treatment in relation to members of the crew in 1970 when the Norwegian and the Dutch Governments asked the ILO 
Office whether the words "within its territory" in Art. 3 (1) of the Equâity of Treatment (Social Security) Convention, 
1962 (No. 118) and in Art. 32 of the Medical Care and Sickness Benefits Convention, 1969 (No. 130) should be 
interpreted to exclude merchant ships in foreign trade in view of the fact that, according to the laws of these countries, 
national social insurance Acts do not cover non-nationals on board national ships engaged in foreign trade who are not 
residing in their territories. The Office, after having examined the preparatory work of these Conventions, came to the
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discrimination should be kept in mind when ITF boycotts are carried out Apart from the fact that this 
principle may be a rule of international customary law, for parties to the Geneva Convention on the 
International Regime of Maritime Ports, 1923, and to UNCLOS III the rule of non-discrimination, al­
beit on a different level, is obligatory. Moreover, as will be seen later, it is endorsed in the Memo­
randum of Understanding on Port State Control according to which the maritime authorities of the 
Western European States must maintain an effective system of port State control with a view to en­
suring that, without discrimination as to flag, foreign merchant ships comply with certain international 
standards. This rule further weakens the intervention of port States in maritime labour cases.
Finally, two questions of policy arise with regard to HSC 11 and the 1952 Penal Jurisdiction 
Convention: a) whether as a matter of policy a single, instead of a concurrent, jurisdiction should be 
established in cases of suspension of certificates; b) and whether this single jurisdiction should be 
made to apply to suspensions of certificates as a result of acts occurring in foreign ports. It is cer­
tainly desirable that a single jurisdiction (that of the issuing country) be established; this principle is, 
unlike the 1952 Convention, endorsed in HSC 11 (2) and would provide seamen with legal certainty.
With respect to the second question, it is submitted that the law of the issuing country should 
be substituted for the law of the flag State to the extent that the latter law is applicable to acts commit­
ted on board ship while it is on the high seas or in the port of a foreign State. This observation ap­
plies to suspensions of certificates as a result of acts which cannot be regarded as crimes, and to sus­
pensions of certificates as result of disciplinary proceedings instituted in respect of professional be­
haviour of seamen which do not result in collisions or "other incidents of navigation", In short, it
conclusion that there was not sufficient basis for a conclusion that the Conference intended the term "territory" used in 
the above instruments to include ships registered in the territory of the Member concerned. The conclusions of the 
Office were mainly based on two considerations: a) that international law does not require the term "territory" as used 
in international conventions to comprise the ships of a State; and b) the preparatory work of Convention No. 118, 
while indicating that the Conference intended the personal scope of the obligation laid down in Art. 3 to extend to 
alien non-resident seafarers, "shows that the Conference did not address itself to the question of the territorial scope of 
that obligation in relation to the persons concerned"; ibid., pp. 150-3. As a result, the Office said that the Convention 
applied a) to foreign seafarers who are resident in the territory of a Member and b) to foreign seafarers, not resident in 
such territory, who are employed in the geographical confines of that territory, including territorial waters. It is 
submitted that this interpretation is correct in the context of the Conventions interpreted but it results in administrative 
difficulties: two Greek seamen employed on board two Norwegian vessels and resident in Greece may be entitled under 
the above Conventions to sodal security benefits, the one under Norwegian law and the other under Greek law, if the 
former is employed on a ship engaged in the coastal trade of Norway and the latter on a ship engaged in foreign trade. 
This rather results in inequality and complications concerning the payment of such benefits, especially if  the first 
seaman is transferred to foreign trade. As has been seen in Chapter 5, ILO Conventions concerning the social security 
of seafarers have dealt with the question of equality of treatment. Not all provisions of these Conventions are 
satisfactory in this respect and state practice is not uniform.
140rhe term "suspension" of certificates in this context includes cancellation thereof.
l^ l^por example, the national law of a country could provide for suspension of certificates in cases where the holder has 
repeatedly disregarded safety considerations on board ship. If repeated failure to observe safety considerations causes 
(Wger of life at sea in many instances but does not result in collision or other "external" damage to pipelines, subma­
rine cables, etc., suspension of the certificate of the seaman concerned in this case might not come under HSC 11 or the 
1952 Convention. Of course, such a case would come under HSC 11 (2) if the term "disciplinary matters" in that Arti­
cle is not limited by the "disciplinary proceedings" within the meaning of HSC 11 (1) and is, therefore, applicable to 
"disciplinary matters" arising out of circumstances other than collisions or other incidents of navigation. On the other 
hand, the words "disciplinary proceedings" in HSC 11 (1) do seem to apply to disciplinary measures other than the 
suspension of certificates; for a discussion see MacDougal and Burke, op. dt., pp. 832-3, espedally n. 322.
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is submitted that on the high seas HSC 11 (2) should be the guiding provision. In respect of acts 
committed in the territorial or internal waters of a foreign coastal State the law of the issuing country 
should apply to the suspension of certificates unless these acts compromise the security and peace of 
the coastal State or assistance has been requested by the representative of the flag State.
6.2.3. ILO Recommendation No. 28 and the Memorandum of Understanding
A) ILO Recommendation No. 28
The question of inspection of maritime work was first considered in the first session of the 
JMC which proposed to include in the ISC an item worded as follows: "Service of inspection of mar­
itime work charged with the control of the application of Conventions, laws and regulations relating to 
hours, hygiene and safety of maritime work". After a resolution had been adopted at the 5th session 
of the Conference in 1923, which asked the Governing Body to consider the possibility of inscribing 
on the Agenda of a forthcoming Session of the Conference the institution of a special inspection 
system for the mercantile marine...", the JMC, at its 4th session in September 1924, requested the 
Governing Body to place the inspection of maritime work on the Agenda of the 1926 Maritime 
Conference. The Governing Body, at its 25th session, in January 1925 decided to place on the 
Agenda of the 1926 Conference the following item: "general principles for the inspection of the 
conditions of work of seamen".
The Office made in 1926 a very important distinction between three issues of an inspection 
system for the conditions of seamen: a) the aspects of maritime employment which would be subject 
to supervision, b) the methods of inspection and c) the organisation of such inspection. This dis­
tinction was forgotten when more recent ILO maritime instruments were at the drafting stage, notably 
Convention No. 147 with the result that the regulation of inspection of seamen's conditions therein is 
inadequate. The 1926 Office draft was a very comprehensive instrument aiming to enunciate the gen­
eral principles which should govern inspection of labour conditions on board ship. It was divided 
into four parts relating to the scope of inspection (which included virtually all aspects of maritime em­
ployment), the organisation of inspection, the reports of the inspection authorities and the powers and 
duties of inspectors.
Though Recommendation No. 28 concerning the General Principles for the Inspection of the 
Conditions of Work of Seamen does not specifically refer to different aspects of maritime labour as 
the Office draft did, the powers of inspectors therein were meant to apply to all conditions "under
1^2see 5 R F . . pp. 275,195,350.
^^^These principles were intended to apply to all staff on board ship. For the history of the question, see 9 RJ*., pp. 
584-585; International Labour Conference, 9th Session, Geneva, 1926, General principles for the inspection o f the con­
ditions o f  work o f seamen , Second item on the Agenda, Questionnaire II, pp. 3-11. 
l'^Ibid.,pp. 11-12.
^^^Intemational Labour Conference, 9th Session, Geneva, \916^Report on General principles for the inspection o f the 
conditions of work o f seamen , Second item on the Agenda, Report II, pp. 108-116,9 RJ*., pp. 576-583.
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which seamen work" (Para. 1 (1)). The Recommendation also applies to all vessels, including 
f  shing vessels.
The innovation of Recommendation No. 28 consists in the fact that it empowered the flag 
State to inspect labour conditions of seamen while the vessel was on the high seas. On the other 
hand, as in Convention No. 147, detainment of the vessel in port is only allowed in "serious cases 
where the health or safety of the crew is endangered" (para. 12). However, Recommendation No. 28 
is more progressive than Convention No. 147 in one respect: the inspector's powers in the former 
unquestionably encompass all aspects of maritime labour while the in the latter they can affect labour 
conditions on board ship only as long as non-observance of labour standards endangers safety and 
health on board ship.
Finally, unlike Convention No. 147, which refers to measures taken by "a Member", Recom­
mendation No. 28 provides for the setting up of joint committees of shipowners and seamen which 
could assist in the enforcement of the relevant laws and regulations and for the participation of seamen 
in inspection authorities (paras. 18 (b) and 19 (2)). Moreover, it seems that trade union members 
could function as inspectors.
B) The Paris Memorandum of Understanding (signed on Jan 26.1982)
The Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control (hereinafter cited as MOU) which 
succeeded the "Hague" or "North Sea" Agreement (Memorandum of Understanding on the Mainte­
nance of Standards on Merchant Ships) is a regional instrument on port State control and has been 
signed by officials (not Ministers) representing 14 European countries and entered into force on 1 
July 1 9 8 2 . The Memorandum applies to all individual foreign merchant ships entering the ports 
of a signatory State (Section 1.3).
Under Section 3 port authorities are empowered to carry out inspections following a special 
selection procedure (preference for ships which may present a special hazard, such as oil tankers and
would include periods during which a seaman is not actually engaged in his occupation, such as repatriation, 9 
R.P. , p. 587.
1^7ibid.,p.588.
148However, the powers of inspectors were limited to exceptional cases fixed by national law and by authorisation of 
the maritime authority, ibid., p. 589. This provision had its origin in inspections which used to be carried out on board 
deep-sea fishing vessels on the high seas in Iceland and Newfoundland, Questionnaire II, 1926, p. 43.
According to Recommendation No. 28, in certain cases inspection authorities are empowered to issue orders 
concerning the observance of laws and regulations governing the conditions under which seamen work” (para. 14).
I5O9   ^p 591  Nevertheless, it appears that seamen cannot alone carry out inspections at the exclusion of a gov  ^
emmental inspection body; they may be included in an impartial body of inspectors consisting of permanent public ser­
vants, see paras. 19 and 21.
, Vol. 21 (1982), p. 1. For the history of the MOU and an analysis of its main provisions, see A.V. Lowe, "A 
move against substand^d shipping”. Reports in Mar. Pol. , Oct. 1982, pp. 326-330; see also Françoise Moussou- 
Odier, "Le Memorandum de Paris et son Application", Annuaire de droit maritime et aérien , Vols. 7-8,1983-85, pp. 
127-131; Europe: "Maritime conference agrees to strengthen state contrd of the safety of merchant ships", SLB ,4/198^, 
np. 112-114.
'^^There are special provisions for ships under 500 GRT: The MOU applies to such ships insofar as the instruments 
listed in Section 2.1 are applicable to them; if these instruments do not apply, the inspecting authorities will take "... 
such action as may be necessary to ensure that those ships are not clearly hazardous to safety, health or the environ­
ment..." (Section 2.5). The standards to be expected from these ships is a matter left to the professional judgement of 
the surveyor (Annex 1, Section 5, paras. 5.1-53).
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gas and chemical carriers, ships with several deficiencies, no inspection of ships having been inspected 
within the previous months unless there are clear ground for doing so). 1^ 3 Targets are set for the 
number of inspections to be carried out by each State. Surveyors are called to see that the ships 
inspected comply with a number of instruments listed in Section 2.1 of the Memorandum. This list 
mostly includes IMO safety and pollution Conventions. As far as maritime labour is concerned, three 
instruments in the list are of importance: ILO Convention No. 147, the 1978 STCW Convention and, 
to a lesser extent, the 1974 SOLAS Convention with the 1978 Protocol.
Since under Section 2.3 each signatory undertakes to apply such instruments in force as it has 
ratified, with such amendments in force as it has accepted, uniform application of inspections to dif­
ferent ships presupposes that each signatory should ratify all the instruments listed and accept all 
amendments thereto at the same time. The MOU contains a "no more favourable treatment" 
clause whose effect would be similar to Art. 4 (1) of Convention No. 147. An important 
advantage of the MOU compared to the MSC is that it lays down specific methods of inspection. 
Though the rectification of the deficiencies detected includes labour questions, detention of the 
ship may be justified only in the case of deficiencies clearly hazardous to safety and health.
The disadvantages of the Memorandum of Understanding
1) The main drawback of the MOU is ironically the inclusion of Convention No. 147 in Sec­
tion 2.1 thereof. The MOU presupposes that the instruments listed in Section 2.1 make provision for 
the issue of a certificate of compliance which constitutes prima facie evidence of satisfactory condi­
tions on board ship. Accordingly, it seems that the application of Convention No. 147 to a speci-
153sections 3.3 and 3.4. Compare the more general wording of section 3 of the Hague Agreement which empowered 
inspecting authorities to carry out inspections at random or following a complaint from any source. 
l^L ow e, op. dt., p. 327. As regards Convention No. 147, all parties to the MOU but one (Ireland) have ratified Con­
vention No. 147. Since parties to the MOU can enforce the provisions of the instruments listed in Section 2.1 only if 
they are parties thereto, it follows that Ireland cannot enforce Convention No. 147 through the MOU. Also, all MOU 
members have ratified die 1974 SOLAS and the STCW Conventions.
155section 2.4.
l^A nnex 1 contains detailed provisions for inspections concerning minimum age, medical examination, certificates of 
competence, food and catering, crew accommodation and the prevention of occupational acddents (these guidelines for 
surveyors extensively refer to the MSC). The surveyor will have to use his professional judgement to dedde whether 
the ship shall recdve a more detailed inspection with regard to, inter alia , acddent prevention, health and hygiene 
standards covering matters such as the construction and equipment of crew accommodation, catering and working areas, 
etc (para. 4.1). On the other hand, certificates of competency are to be accepted as valid unless there is a reason to 
believe that the holder of the certificate is not the authorised bearer, or in a case of manifest fraud (para. 33 .1) (for an 
analysis of the control procedures relating to maritime training, see supra Chapter 3). It should be noted that only the 
STCW Convention can be applied in the manner prescribed above. Arts. 3 and 4 of ILO Convention No. 53, which are 
to be applied by MOU surveyors via the MSC do not provide for uniform international certificates of competency, see 
supra Chapter 3. As a result, the surveyor will have to compare the particulars of a specific certificate to the 
requirements of the national law of the flag State.
/Section 3.6 in conjunction with Section 2.1.
158section 3.7. It seems that low working conditions on board ship may not justify detention. Art. 7.2 of the EEC 
draft (quoted in Lowe, op. dt., p. 328) which gave certain examples of cases where the detention of a ship is rightful 
did not make any reference to general conditions of employment on board ship.
l^^ara. 1.3 of Annex 1 provides that if the country, whose flag the ship to be inspected is entitled to fly, is not party 
to the instruments listed in Section 2.1 and, therefore is not "provided with certificates representing prima facie 
evidence of satisfactory conditions on board", the surveyor will carry out a detailed inspection. It goes on to add that 
"[t]he conditions of and on such ship and its equipment and the certification of the crew, its number and composition 
shdl be compatible with the aims of the provisions of a relevant instrument; otherwise the ship shall be subject to such 
restrictions as are necessary to obtain a comparable level of safety"; emphasis added. Three observations may be made
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fie ship will almost always require a "detailed inspection" from MOU surveyors, according to Section 
3.1 or Annex 1, Section 1, para. 1.3 of the MOU, for which the resources and the number of in­
spectors available may be limited, Moreover, the professional judgement of the surveyor who is to 
decide whether a detailed inspection is necessary may be different from that of other surveyors or 
from that of the master of the ship concerned; this is especially so when account is taken of the two 
following factors: a) the MSC contains the criterion of "substantial equivalence" which renders the 
application of ILO maritime standards uncertain; and b) the guidelines included in Section 4 of Annex 
1 of the MOU are far from comprehensive and do not take account of all relevant instruments con­
tained in the Appendix to the MSC.
2) No manning scales are laid down in the MOU. Reference is made to the 1974 SOLAS 
Convention, the MSC (and especially to Arts. 3 and 4 of Convention No. 53), the STCW Convention 
and IMO Resolution A. 481 (XII). It has been pointed out earlier in Chapters 3 and 4 that the inter­
national regulation of manning scales on board ship is defective. With few exceptions mentioned ear­
lier, no manning requirements exist at the international level. Resolution A. 481 contains only some 
useful guidelines without specific mention of manning requirements. Furthermore, it was shown in 
Chapter 3 that Convention No. 53 and the STCW Convention do not impose manning requirements at 
the international level. Detention of the ship for non-observance of manning requirements is justified 
only if the actual number and composition of the crew is not in accordance with the safe manning 
document issued by the flag State.
No guidelines for surveyors are laid down in Annex 1 of the MOU as regards the inspection 
of the following aspects of maritime employment: a) social security for seamen, including the
here: a) the expression "compatible with the aims" is reminiscent of the criterion of "substantial equivalence" in the 
MSC as analysed above; b) the "relevant" instrument is not always readily identifiable: As regards the MSC, this 
expression should be interpreted to apply the instruments listed in the Appendix to Convention No. 147, and not to the 
Convention itself. Moreover, it has bera pointed out earlier in Chapter 3 that the number and the composition of the 
crew has not yet been adequately dealt with in any international instruments. One may speculate which is the 
"relevant" instrument referred to in para. 13 of the MOU and c) the aim of obtaining a comparable level of safety on 
board ships belonging to non-Parties to the instruments of Section 2.1. disregards the fact that "the conditions of and 
on such ships" may require the rectification of matters not directly related to s^ety.
^^^Though the ITF thinks that the Appendix to the Convention provides certain guidelines for enforcement, it is re­
ported that the surveyors entrusted with the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding found Convention No. 
147 imenforceable, see Wade, op. dt., p. 13.
l^^The last paragraph of Section 4.1 of Annex 1 which refers to the implementation of Convention No. 147 reads as 
follows: "When a ship receives a more detailed inspection it should be ensured that the conditions on board ship are in 
substantial conformity with the following prindples ... " (emphasis added). The recommendatory character of this pro­
vision can be easily identified. Furthermore, one wonders what the effect of the phrase "in substantial conformity" is 
when the labour standards included in Section 4 are already a simplified and down-graded version of the relevant 
standards contained in the Appendix to the MSC. If the above phrase connotes the criterion of "substantial 
equivalence" the latter wording should be used for reasons of uniformity in the application of the relevant standards, 
f ^ ^Annex 1, para. 3.2.2. If no safe manning document exists on board the ship concerned detention is justified when 
the flag State does not respond with a manning standard for the particular ship and the ship is not considered to be 
safe, t^ n g  into account the principles of IMO Resolution A. 481. However, it is stipulated in the latter case that the 
minimum standards to be applied must be no more stringent than those applied to ships flying the flag of the port State 
(para. 3.2.3 second period). It is important to note from the labour point of view that one of the criteria to be taken 
into account in proceeding to the detention of the ship for lack of manning or certification standards is "whether or not 
appropriate rest periods of the crew can be observed" (para. 3.4).
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shipowner's liability in cases of sickness or injury; b) seamen's articles of agreement; c) repatriation;
d) paid leave; e) freedom of association; f) wages and hours of work (independently of the MSC). 
No reference is made to ILO Recommendation No. 155 which supplements the MSC.
3) There are no selection criteria with regard to age, tonnage and proportion of MOU member 
flag ships which should be inspected, by which surveyors could be guided when they determine which 
ships should be included in the inspection. Consequently, it is possible that certain Members would 
select ships which are not likely to have low working and safety conditions, particularly in view of the 
pressure which port competition could exercise on port inspectors.
4) The regional character of the instrument and the lack of computerised system of organisa­
tion of inspection reports have resulted in duplicate or, even triple, inspections.
Nonetheless, the effectiveness of the MOU is reported to have been significant. It was repor­
ted that between July 1982 and mid 1985 35000 inspections on board 25000 vessels were carried out. 
19.7% of all vessels calling at ports of the signatory parties were inspected (efforts are being made to 
raise the inspection percentage to 25% provided for in Section 1.3 of the MOU), which amount to 
about 60% of all ships plying in the region.
On the other hand, the effectiveness of the MOU has been questioned by one writer on two 
grounds: a) many countries not signatories to the Memorandum possess ships which have caused 
pollution and present working condition problems and b) it seems that only through the collective 
power of an international, not a regional agreement, could minimum standards be enforced on board 
all ships.
anonymous comment entitled Tits and starts in the campaign for safer ships", Lloyd's Ship Manager^ Janua^ 
1984, pp. 33- 34. If competitive pressures amongst various Community ports undermine the application of the MOU in 
the future a solution to the problem could be to transfer the MOU into Community law.
^^However, the success of such computerised system depends on the accuracy of the data entered, ibid., p. 33.
165«is European control working?". Comment in Fairplay International Shipping Weekly , 1st May 1986, p. 14. But 
as will be seen later the application of the MSC through the MOU has not been as successful. For information con­
cerning the inspections earned out under the MOU see Appendix 5.
166Roat, op. dt., p. 77.
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6.3. Conclusions
From the above analysis it becomes clear that there has been a shift of emphasis within the 
ILO and other fora from the consideration of the implications of registration in FOC countries to the 
examination of the more comprehensive and socially effective term of "substandard vessels, 
There has been no acceptable definition of FOC vessels either in international instruments or within 
national fora, Moreover, the development of International Registers by traditional maritime coun­
tries and the birth of registries by countries not traditionally regarded as FOC countries has given an­
other meaning to the concept of open registries; the definition given in the Rochdale Report may be in 
certain respects out of date. On the other hand, the unprecedented expansion of Eastern Bloc mer­
chant fleets which has threatened the survival of Western operators, has caused great concern among 
shipping circles, Recently, Latin American shipowners have resorted to FOC vessels. 1*71
also Argiroffo, op. d t ,  pp. 439,451-2, E. du Pontavice, op. dt., pp. 569-570. For the different terms used to 
describe the phenomenon of flags of convenience see R. Roat, op. dt, pp. 57-58. Countering the use of the term "flags 
of convenience" it has been observed that lower wages are also paid on board European vessels, such as British vessels 
which have been traditionally manned by Asian crews on certain routes, see R.L. Rowan, H R. Northrup and M.J. 
Immediata, "International Enforcement of Union Standards in Ocean Transport", British Journal o f Industrial Relations 
, Vol. XV, No. 3, pp. 338-355, at p. 339 n. 8.
I68as was pointed out in Chapter 1, the HSC and the UNCLOS HI did not provide any answer to the question of the 
"genuine link" and the definition of FOC registries. Certain writers have made other distinctions: a) "pavilions de 
complaisance", b) "les pays de libre immatriculation (it comprises "flscal paradises" such as Bahamas and Bermudas) 
and c) "pavilions de quasi-complaisance" to indicate countries which offer certain of the advantages of FOC countries 
but impose certain obligations on a certain part of of the vessels registered under their flag, see E. du Pontavice, op. dt., 
p. 505, note 6; for the so-called quasi-flag of convenience registries, see B.N. Metaxas, "Some Thoughts on Flags of 
Convenience", Fairplay International Shipping Weekly , Vol. 251,30, May 1974, p. 21; see also B.N. Metaxas, 1985, 
op. dt., pp. 14-5.
^^^Smidi of the LSC made the following distinction between the flags used by various countries: a) National Flag 
Vessels (owned by nationals of the flag State); and b) Open Registry Vessels which comprise: i) Captive Open Reg­
istries (a Dependency or "connected" off shoot of a national flag such as the Isle of Man, Kerguelen, the NIS, 
Gibraltar); ii) Traditional open registries (in existence for more than 30 years such as Panama, Liberia, Cyprus and 
Honduras); and iii) new open registries (established since 1980 such as Bahamas, Vanuatu etc.); Which Register? 
Which Flag?, op. dt., p. 4. There has been a shift of emphasis towards greater implementation of international labour 
and safety standards. In fact. Smith conflrmed that the intention of the LSC and the Liberian Government is to accept 
and implement international labour and safety standards which are regarded as being more favourable to shipowners 
than the unnecessary formalities imposed by national laws of the traditional maritime countries. Also other factors such 
as mortgage security, flag administration and adequate flag state inspection are regarded by the LSC as important 
components of the new concept of FOC countries, ibid., pp. 6-10. On the other hand, new open registries, such as 
Vanuatu, attach signiflcance to the following factors: a) reasonable access to the central registry; b) a bare minimum of 
required forms and, espedally, the number thereof; c) choice of mortgage forms at the borrower's and the lender's 
option; d) availability of convertible currency options in the mortgage document; e) fadlities for bare boat charter 
registry; f) legislation ensuring that, in emergendes, the owning corporation can be moved in and out of a registry 
quickly; g) legal protection for parent companies of sWpowning subsidiaries. It is no longer appropriate to distinguish 
open registries using the old criteria. It seems that the trend in open registries will in the future be towards acceptance 
of international safety and labour standards and towards the development of mortgage and international financing 
strategies which would attract the shipowner to register his vessels with them. At the same time safety and labour legal 
recrements will continue to be less demanding than those observed in traditional maritime countries.
I'^^or the opinion of the Economic and Sodal Committee of the European Communities on this issue and the mea­
sures proposed by it see EEC's Transport Problems with East European Countries , Brussels, 1977, espedally pp. 7- 
10,12-7; for the extent of the problem and the differences between Eastern Bloc shipping companies and thdr Western 
counterparts as regards their operational set-up and the commercial conditions to which they are subject see ibid., pp. 
19-24,43-56; for die situation in the inland water transport see ibid., 115-132. It seems that there is chsa^eement over 
the need for die elimination of FOC vessels among governments, employers and, even, trade unions and it was instead 
pointed out that the expansion of East-European fleets and their tacdcs should be considered more seriously; P. Gaurat, 
"Eastem-Bloc shipping poli des and the European shipping industries" in G. Yannopoulos (editor). Shipping Policies 
for an open world economy , 1989, pp. 145-175, espedally at pp. 153-155, du Pontavice, op. dt., pp. 581-2; see also 
Ademuni-Odeke, Shipping in International Trade Relations , 1988, pp. 74-77. However, the above commentators
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Recommendation No. 108 supplied some criteria but its provisions do not provide clear-cut answers. 
Convention No. 147 did not adopt either the OECD's or the Rochdale Committee's method of deter­
mining specifically the flag of convenience countries; its negotiators refused to accept the notion of 
flags of convenience and preferred that of substandard vessels.
On the one hand. Convention No. 147 is an important instrument because, since it was 
adopted, the ILO Constitution is applicable thereto which imposes certain obligations on ratifying and 
non-ratifying members with respect to adopted Conventions. 1^2 Moreover, it is a comprehensive in­
strument which can lead to wide implementation of the seafarers' standards listed therein, by em­
ploying the formula of "substantial equivalence". One of the reasons for non-ratification of ILO Con­
ventions relates to the legal or technical difficulties impeding ratification. 7^3 These obstacles could 
be surmounted if, as is the case to some extent under Convention No. 147, ratification were not 
necessary in the first instance for the implementation of the standards contained in ILO instruments.
mainly concentrate on the possible economic and strategic consequences of the expansion of the Eastern fleet while, 
from die maritime labour point of view, it seems that the Soviet fleet cannot be accused o f bad safety records due to in­
adequate training and certificate requirements; D. Long in his profound examination of the expansion of the Soviet 
Fleet and its future during the period 1920-1999, after an analysis of the maritime training system of the USSR and the 
safety records of the Soviet merchant fleet during the years 1%2-1980 concludes that "the s^ety record would indicate 
that in a period of major expansion the selection and training of personnel has resulted in high standards of 
professionalism at a time when new crews might be expected to lack experience"; D M. Long, The Soviet Merchant 
F lee t, 1986, at p. 37. As regards the question of wages, although the wages paid to Soviet seamen are higher than 
those paid to other categories of Soviet workers, the percentage increases in wages paid to Soviet seamen each year are 
less than those experienced by Western shippers; see ibid., p. 42; see also tables 5 and 6 in Appendix 6. However, it 
should be noted that the wage figures which appear in Tables 5 and 6 do not represent the actual amount of wages t^ t  
a Soviet seaman receives, since with accruing cargo, profit, fuel and other bonuses the basic pay of a maritime worker 
can be raised by 40%. Long estimates that the die true cost to die Soviet economy for the maritime worker is 332 
rubles per mondi. Although he admits that this cost is far below the majority of the world wages he adds that account 
should be taken of the purchasing power of money in the USSR and the State fringe benefits; also pension rates for 
Soviet seamen are very low compared to those provided to Western seamen; ibid., pp. 43-5. Nonetheless, as can be seen 
from the above tables, payments made to Soviet seamen are far below those made to Western seamen or to seamen 
serving on any FOC vessel and, in fact, result in significant operadonal advantages in a comped dve shipping indust^. 
In fact, by 1984 wages paid to all categories of seamen on a Soviet bulk carrier, apart from the master and the chief 
engineer, were lower than the revised intemadonal minimum wage adopted by the JMC at its 24 and 25 sessions (in 
1984 and 1987 respectively). Of course, if to these basic wages were added social payments and bonuses to Soviet 
seamen, the ILO minimum limits were exceeded. For an analysis of the system of remuneration, including wage 
bonuses and supplements, and, interestingly, payment in the event of lay-up of vessels and during reserve periods, in 
the Soviet Merchant Marine, see E. Korsakov, "The System of Remuneration in the Soviet Merchant Marine", I.L.R., 
Vol. 94, Oct. 1966, No. 4, pp. 398-4-14. For a Soviet view of the methodology of studies in comparative labour law, see 
S.A. Ivanov, "Sur les Études Comparatives en Droit du Travail", RJ.D.C., 2-1985, pp. 379-389. In particular, Ivanov, 
inter alia , argues that in comparing labour standards account should be taken of tiie socio-economic conditions in 
which these standards have developed, ibid., p. 383.
^^^The main reasons for this attitude of Latin American shipowners towards FOC, which, it should be noted are dif­
ferent in various Latin American countries, are a) rising difficulties in the financing of tonnage registered under the na­
tional flag; b) easy purchase and sale of FOC tonnage as compared to that registered in Latin American countries which 
exercise governmental control in this area; c) lower operating costs for FOC vessels; d) national crew shortages and 
non-availability of trained and reliable crews which are legdly required for the manning of national vessels; see S. 
Farrell, "The use of flags of convenience by Latin American Shipping", Marit. Pol. Mgmt., 1984, Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 
15-20.
172see Arts. 15 (5) (b) and (c), 19 (5) (d) and (e), 22, 24, 25 and 26 of the ILO Constitution.
^^^For the legal and technical reasons for the non-observance of ratified Conventions, see E. Landy, The Effectiveness 
o f the ILO supervision , 1966, pp. 59-118. The same reasons can postpone decision on the ratification of a particular 
Convention.
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It can be said that single ILO maritime instruments aim at ratification while ratification of Convention 
No. 147 aims rather at implementation.
On the other, it is a half-way success. It requires ratifying Members to introduce national 
legislation to implement certain international standards; but it qualifies this obligation by the notion of 
substantial equivalence. Moreover, its control provisions are aimed at applying to safety standards 
which are not even listed in the Convention.
The two pillars on which Convention No. 147 stands, namely "substandard equivalence" and 
"substandard vessels", are not defined therein! The former may lead to the creation of double stan­
dards in various countries, since not all authorities are likely to interpret this term equally.
As regards the latter term. Convention No. 147 does not define substandard vessels but a ship 
is assumed to be a substandard vessel if the labour standards on board the same ship are not at least 
substantially equivalent to the standards listed in the Appendix. This means that, unless the in­
struments listed in the Appendix are regularly updated to take account of recent developments, the 
definition of substandard vessels at a specific point of time will not be accurate. Again, even if the 
term "substandard vessels" is adequately defined, this will not have any practical consequences, since 
necessary measures will only be taken to rectify labour or safety conditions clearly hazardous to 
safety and health. It suffices to say that the Minimum Standards Convention is meaningless in at­
tempting to define and combat substandard vessels by reference to a wide range of social standards 
which port authorities may not be able to apply at the national level on the basis of the provisions of 
Art. 4; if they do so, their decisions may be open to legal disputes,
Below a number of possible remedies are listed which could fill the lacunae of the MSC:
A) Convention No. 147 should encourage and lead to an assimilation of the scope of ILO 
Maritime Conventions and, eventually, of national laws and regulations. The wording of Art. 1 partly 
achieves this object a) by eschewing mention of a specific tonnage limit and b) by aiming to be a 
universal maritime Convention, excluding fishermen and eliminating possible future disputes, and 
partly fails because a) it allows national laws to determine what ship is sea-going for the purpose of 
the Convention (each Member is free to prescribe a different tonnage limit beyond which only a ship 
is regarded as sea-going) and b) it does not prevent ratifying Members from adopting various tonnage 
limits in the implementation nationally of Conventions listed in the Appendix which deal with different 
aspects of seamen's affairs. It is suggested that the Convention should include a provision
l^'^ompare the more efficient provisions of Section III of IMO Resolution A. 321,12 Nov. 1975 on Procedures for 
the Control of Ships; particularly, under para. 7 the lack of Radiotelegraph Operator's Certülcate(s) or Radiotelephone 
Operator's Certiflcate(s) constitutes a prima fade evidence that the ship is substandard and may justify detention of the 
stu p; see also Section 3 of Resolution A. 466 (particularly under 3 .2)
^^^The need for updating certain instruments listed in the Appendix to the Convention has been pointed out more than 
once, see views of Sweden, Finland, Norway in Report V (1), 1976, p. 12.
^^^Despite these drawbacks. Convention No. 147 is a unique instrument in its field and its importance has been sanc­
tioned by its inclusion in the MOU. Moreover, this instrument is supported by strong trade unions, such as the Na­
tional Union of Seamen in the U.K., see NUS, Flags of convenience, 1981, p. 15.
Another disadvantage of Convention No. 147 is that it does not attempt to deal with question of substandard 
vessels in fluvial navigation, as it ^plies only to "sea going" ships. The development of FOC fleets sailing the Rhine
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defining the term "sea-going" ship. Fluvial and inland navigation should gradually come into the 
scope of the Convention with the necessary modifications.
B) As to which criteria can be employed to define the notion of substantial equivalence, it is 
submitted that while flexibility should be a target, certainty of law should be another, since its unre­
stricted application to a wide range of ILO maritime standards would render the latter meaningless or 
of dubious usefulness, The circumstances which should be taken into account to this end are the 
following:
a) The preparatory discussions which led to the adoption of the ILO instrument concerned; in 
particular, the votes, the majorities with which specific proposals were carried and the minorities which 
supported provisions which were finally not adopted (but resemble the national provision which a 
ratifying Member claims to be the "substantial equivalent" of an article of the instrument concerned).
b) An interpretation of the provision concerned according to the usual legal methods of inter­
pretation. Particularly, the existence of another provision in the same or other instrument (especially, 
if adopted by the same Conference) may facilitate the rejection or acceptance of a "substantially equiv­
alent" claim (see above example b) at pp. 448-9).
c) The provisions of instruments adopted by other organisations and relating to the same sub­
ject should only be considered, if they are backed up by requests from, or practices of. States which 
ratified the ILO instrument concerned or, at least, voted for it at the Conference concerned, evidencing 
a trend towards a changing situation similar to that envisaged by the national "claim". 1^ 9
would justify the inclusion of a special provision in the Convention concerning the application of certain ILO maritime 
standards to fluvial navigation, see E. du Pontavice, op. cit., p. 506, note 8; JMM, 1977, p. 1092; for the international 
maritime labour agreements which apply to Rhine boatmen, see Agreement concerning the Social Security of Rhine 
Boatmen and Agreement concerning the Conditions of Employment of Rhine Boatmen in 0 £ . , Vol. XXXIII, pp. 98- 
122; for subsequent amendments to these agreements and the relevant discussions see O B . , Vol. XXXVII, pp. 21-28; 
O B . , Vol. XLIV, pp. 371-401; O B . , Vol. LXIV, pp. 38-80; H. Creutz, T he new Agreement on Social Security for 
Rhine Boatmen", ILR, Vol. 120, No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1981, pp. 83-96. At the Conferences which adopted these Agreements 
the following countries were represented: Austria, Belgium, France, the F.R.G., Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
Switzerland. The Economic and Social Committee of ± e  European Communities has called for the development of 
agreements concerning working conditions on board ships engaged in trade between the Rhine and the Danube 
countries on the basis of the agreements already applicable to shipping on the Rhine; see EEC's Transport Problems 
with East European Countries, op. dt., pp. 126,132.
^^ ®It is the concept of "substantial equivalence" which would leave the provisions of Convention No. 147 open to sub­
jective interpretation by inspection authorities and not the lack of uniform certification standards therein. It was argued 
by the former president of Liberian services that one of the major drawbacks of the MSC which should be corrected was
a) the lack of uniform certification standards and b) the absence of any spedfic control guidelines in the Convention, S. 
Wade, op. dt., p. 14. While the latter disadvantage is unquestionable, the lack of uniform certification standards is 
counterbalanced by i) the existence of a number of spedfic obligations imposed by the Conventions in the Appendix 
thereto and b) the restrictive view of the scope of Art. 4, as it emerges from the historical interpretation of this Article 
and the views of the Governments who voted for it or ratified the Convention. The lack of uniform certification stan­
dards in certain ILO instruments (it should be noted that not all ILO maritime standards can be subjected to 
certification) is a disadvantage of the single instruments included in the Appendix and not of the Convention itself. 
Two ways are open: a) the instruments included in the Appendix should be revised to provide for certificates of 
compliance or b) Convention No. 147 should be revised to include extracts of basic maritime labour standards without 
any reference to other instruments or to the criterion of substantial equivalence; in the latter case, the Convention could 
m ^ e provision for certificates of compliance with its standards.
^^^n any other case the provisions of these instruments (for example, IMO instruments) should not be taken into ac­
count, even though the relevant ILO instruments seem to be antiquated. New developments in the field of maritime
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d) National laws, regulations or practices inasmuch as they are not obviously contrary to the 
text of the ILO instrument concerned and are accepted by the majority of the countries who voted for, 
or ratified it.
The "safety" standards of ILO Conventions should be identified and excluded from the con­
cept of "substantial equivalence". The latter, if finally retained, should only apply to labour standards. 
This consideration raises another issue: In view of what has been said above and of the difficulty to 
distinguish between labour and safety standards, the word "at least equivalent" could be used in 
addition to the words "substantially equivalent". Ratifying Members would have the option to adopt 
either criterion but the countries which opt for the criterion would apply it only to international labour 
standards which they have not ratified. The writer supports the retention of "substantial equivalence" 
in the text on two grounds: i) that it will be strictly defined, and ii) to the extent that it would allow the 
insertion of Recommendations or widely accepted articles of Conventions, which have not yet come 
into force, in the Appendix to Convention No. 147.
C) As suggested earlier, a formula enabling port State control of labour standards should 
be included in the Convention irrespective of a "clear" link to safety or health on board ship. ^^ 2 
Measures to rectify "substandard" labour conditions on board ship would be taken against ratify­
ing Members only at a first stage. 1^ 4 \i remains to be seen how labour disputes on board a ship
employment should influence a decision for the revision of the Appendix to Convention No. 147 and not the applica­
tion of the "substantial equivalence" to a given ILO text.
^^ ®A number of countries had proposed alternative formulae at the 1976 Conference: the inclusion of only basic stan­
dards extracted from ILO instruments in the main body of the Convention as opposed to a separate Appendix was sup­
ported by certain countries such as Italy, India, U.S., Belgium, Mexico, Sri Lanka, Report V (2), 1976, pp. 8 ,12 ,17 ,62  
R.P. , p. 187.
^^^Tlie enforcement of the MSC through the MOU has not been successful yet: Between 1 July 1982 and 30 June 
1983 8352 deficiencies under the MOU were reported of which 376 concerned the crew, 256 accommodation, 57 food 
and catering and 32 working space (a total of 721 which amounts to 8.63% of the total of deficiencies reported), 
Lloyd's Ship Manager , Jan. 1984, op. cit., p. 34. During the period 1984-1985 deficiencies concerning labour 
conditions approximated to 10% of the total. It seems that the low percentage of deficiencies concerning labour 
standards is not due to a high level of compliance with ILO standards but to the fact that the labour aspect of ship 
conditions which are inspected has almost entirely been neglected; this was the view of the Transport Commissioner at 
the Greenwich Forum Conference on marine transportation hazards held in June 1985; see Lloyd's L ist, Saturday June 
8 1985. Another alarming development which was pointed out by the same speaker is the decrease in the number of 
inspectors in certain MOU members. The representative of the Commission of die European Communities, commenting 
on the inadequacies of the MOU at the 74th session of the ILO Conference, said: "... I am concerned that port 
inspectors, whose work is vital to its implementation, are usually technical specialists and not necessarily equipped to 
verify whether all the standards laid down in Convention No. 147 are being correcdy qiplied in ships visiting their 
ports ", 74 R I*., p. 4/5; see also the view of the representative of the ITF at the same Conference; ibid., p. 6114.
'82pQr details, see supra Chapter 4, Section 4.1.53.4.
183ft has been the thesis of this writer that Art. 4  (1) of Convention No. 147 justifies inspection authorities to take 
measures to rectify labour conditions on board ship only insofar as non-compliance with them could have serious 
effects on safety and health matters; non-observance of safety and health regulations could affect the peace of the port of 
the littoral State. For a different view, according to which "Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 broke with this traditional 
conception (namely, that a a rule of comity matters affecting the internal discipline of the ship are governed by the law 
of the flag) and thus represented an important new development by providing expressly for the intervention of the port 
State on questions relating to the conditions of the crew on board a foreign ship and this irrespective of whether or not 
the flag State of that ship has ratified the Convention ", see F. Wolf, op. cit., p. 10.
l^ T o  avoid legal problems, the application of territorial law to labour relations on board a vessel flying a foreign flag 
would have to be based on a compulsory international instrument. For reasons of comity in international trade, ques­
tions involving the internal discipline of the ship are determined by the law of the flag; see the analysis of customary 
international law given earlier in this Chapter. This is also the judicial practice in ± e  United States: the Supreme
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which is anchored in the port of a foreign State, have disturbed the peace of that port, even indirectly 
by the activation of trade unions or by public outcry and demands of other categories of workers for 
social improvements similar to those disputed by the parties involved in the conflict on board ship, and 
a series of similar incidents has formed a rule of customary law that all or a number of such disputes 
no longer can be regarded as matters relating to the internal discipline of the ship. In any case, this
Court has refused to apply the National Labor Relations Act and the Labor Management Relations Act to foreign flag 
ships employing alien seamen; for the relevant cases and the rationale behind these decisions which rejected the 
"bdandng of contacts'* test, see Northwestern University Law Review (Unsigned Comment), May-June 1965, Vol. 60, 
No. 2, pp. 195-211, especially pp. 202-208; Edith A. Wittig, Tanker Reets and Rags of Convenience: Advantages, 
Problems, and Dangers", Texas International Law Journal, Vol. 14,1979, pp. 115-138, at pp. 128-9. This does not 
prevent the Jones Act from applying to any seaman who has suffered personal injury in the course of his employment 
provided that the test of "substantid contact" is satisfled; see ibid., p. 130 and Louis R. Harolds, "Some Legal Prob­
lems Arising Out of Foreign Rag Operations", Fordham Law Review , Vol. 28,1959, pp. 295-315, at pp. 305-313; the 
practicality and rationale of the U.S. Supreme Court has been questioned by Don F. Dagenais, "Foreign ships in 
American ports: The question of NLRB jurisdiction", Cornell International Law Journal, Vol. 9 :^ , 1975, pp. 50-81, 
at pp. 68-81 where certain rules which should govern the application of U.S. labour law to disputes involving a foreign 
party are suggested. Currie has criticised the relevant decisions of the US Supreme Court from a different point of 
view. Currie's thesis is based on the assertion that a system of choice-of law-rules should entail "an enquiry intQ the 
purposes of law"; D. Currie, "Rags of Convenience, /unerican Labor, and the Conflict of Laws", The Supreme Court 
Review , 1963, Vol. 34, pp. 34-IW, at pp. 46-47, n. 50. This thesis is not flawless: a) each country has its own rules 
determining the choice of law and the teleological interpretation is not recognised as preponderant in all legal systems;
b) it is not always easy to ascertain the exact purpose of certain legal provisions; and c) enquiry into the purposes of 
law does not encourage uniformity as regards the regulations of seamen's affairs at the international level (for a different 
view of uniformity see Currie, ibid. pp. 65-6) and is not accepted as a primary tool of interpretation in international 
law. The situation seems to be similar in the Netherlands and Denmark where FOC vessel boycotting has not been 
upheld by the courts; as regards the position under British law, after the Camellia case owners were likely to have 
difficulties in obtaining an injunction against union picketing; further support for ITF activities was provided by the 
Nawala case, see Rowan, Northrup and Immediata, op. cit., pp. 342,348-51; K. Ewing, "Union Action Against Rags of 
Convenience-The Legal Position in Great Britain", JMLC , Vol. 11, No. 4, pp. ^3-508; R. Roat, op. d t ,  p. 67 
(however, after the Marina shipping case and the Universe Tankships case and amendments of the British legislation 
in the 1980s, British law is no longer in favour of ITF boycotts. It seems that the success of ITF boycotts in Great 
Britain will depend on whether or not provisions have been enacted, usually by Labour governments, concerning the 
granting of immunity from actions in certain torts such as conspiracy, breach of contract, etc. if these torts are committed 
by a person in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute; for an analysis of the Universe Tankships case and the 
1982 Employment Bill and their possible effects on ITF policies, see M.J. Sterling, "Actions for Duress, Seafarers and 
Industrial Disputes", The Industrial Law Journal, Volume 11, Number 3, Sep. 1982, pp. 156-169. Such provisions 
mask the real issue of the applicable law: it is one thing for a court to refuse to grant an interlocutory injunction 
against union picketing; it is another thing for it to apply English wage law as die law of the port State. If the 
shipowners agree with the ITF on specific wage scales this agreement, unless provided otherwise, will again be 
governed by 6 e  law of the flag State). For the reasons why economic boycott of PanUbHon vessels and the attempted 
organisation of thdr crews by American unions failed to achieve substantial results, see Collins, op. dt., pp. 258-260; 
for the ITF campaign against FOC shippers see H. Northrup and R. Rowan, op. dt., pp. 31-115. It is clear from the 
ITPs activities against FOC vessels that i) boycotts have not been successful in the U.S. and the Netherlands (see The 
Saudi Independence , dted in JMLC, Vol. 16, No. 3, July, 1985, pp. 423-426); ii) they have been more successful in 
Scandinavian ports (especially in Sweden and Finland where the applicable laWur laws favour boycott; but a Swedish 
court found against the ITF in a recent case; see Sweden: "Panamanian flag exempts Swedish-owned ship from 
agreement", SLB , 1/1985, pp. 80-82), in German ports (however, when German courts heard the relevant cases in 1983 
they held in favour of the shipowners and found ITF demands illegal) and in Australian ports (but boycotts in this 
country were effected independently of the ITF) and partially successful in French ports; despite earlier success of the 
ITF in English courts, En^ish law and judicial practice has not favoured ITF boycott since 1980; a Canadian court 
held that the law of the flag State ordinarily governs the affairs of a ship but, when that law is not proved, the lex fori 
is applicable ÇThe Mercury Bell v. Amosin, cited in LMCLQ , 1988, at p. 88); it should be noted that in this case the 
ship had signed the ITF agreement; iii) however, the principle that port States had no jurisdiction over matters relating 
to the internal discipline of the ship, which was regarded as a rule of international law by American courts, was not 
challenged or disputed in the cases where boycott has been successful; iv) the foreign shippers who were threatened 
with boycott never recognised ITF jurisdiction over maritime labour matters; in fact, they challenged the ITPs 
inteiference.
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trend, as pointed out above, is difficult to achieve through the MSC in view of its safety-conscious 
rather than social-conscious port State control provisions. 1^ 5
The inclusion of a "no favourable treatment" clause, such as the MOU clause, in the MSC is 
not to be recommended for two reasons: a) it has not traditionally been used in ILO instruments and 
its effect is not readily ascertainable, b) it may lead to a decrease in the quality of inspections carried 
out on board non-Party flag ships, since the inspection would consist in a comparison between the 
conditions on board the specific ship and the "basic aims" only of the relevant instruments. ^^ 6
On the other hand. Convention No. 147 does not provide any solution for cases of breaches of 
contract on board ship which involve criminal prosecution and the suspension or cancellation of 
certificates of competency. ^^ 8 it is submitted that the Convention should be revised to the effect that
tSSuttle information concerning the application of Art. 4 of the MSC has been supplied so far by ratifying countries; 
see ILO, Report o f the Director-General, 74 (Maritime) Session, 1987, p. 26. The Memorandum of Understanding is 
not a treaty in force; it is an agreement between a limited number of maritime administrations only (for the legal status 
of the MOU and, generally, of informal international instruments see, inter alia , A. Aust, T he Theory and Practice of 
Informal International Instruments", ICLQ , Vol. 35, Oct. 1986, pp. 787-812) and this fact combined with the disap­
pointing application of the MSC through the MOU leads to the conclusion that no rule of international law in favour 
of the MOU regime in respect of maritime labour matters has been established. This view is given further support by 
Art. 9, para. 6 ^ ) , (c) and (d) of the UNCTAD Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships which imposes on 
the flag State, without any distinction as regards the waters through which it is passing, the obligation to ensure 1) 
that the terms and conditions of employment on board ships flying its flag are in conformity with applicable 
international rules and standards; 2) that adequate legal procedures exist for the settlement of civil disputes between 
seafarers employed on ships flying its flag and their employers; and 3) that nationals and foreign seafarers have equal 
access to appropriate legal processes to secure their contractual rights in their relations with their employers.
^^IMO News , Number 4: 1988, p. 8; see supra n. 159; also compare analysis of Art. X of the STCW Convention in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5., pp. 235-7. Similar is Art. II, para. 3 of the 1978 IVotocol to the 1974 SOLAS Convention. 
^^The Appendix to Convention No. 147 includes the Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention. Assuming that 
this Convention is revised to include a disciplinary code for seamen, the competent authorities of the port State will be 
called to adjudicate on questions involving the maintenance of discipline on board ship. Then, the question which 
arises is whether this kind of port State control should be extended to ships registered in a non-ratifying territory. The 
answer involves consideration of the old question concerning whether breaches of discipline on board ship would affect 
the peace and good order of the port.
IBSjjie Appendix to Convention No. 147 includes the Officers' Competency Certificates Convention. In the future, 
other Conventions concerning certificates of competency will be included in this Appendix. This is, in fact, suggested 
in the analysis of the Appen^x to the Convention given earlier. If an officer on board ship has obtained a certificate 
by fraud the question arises whether the competent authorities of the port State can suspend its certificate as one of the 
necessary measures to rectify conditions on board which are clearly hazardous to safety (Art. 4). This seems to be 
permissible as the reference to Convention No. 53 in the Appendix includes only Arts. 3 and 4 of that Convention and 
not Arts. 5 and 6 which confer enforcement powers upon the authorities of the flag State. However, this solution does 
not seem to take account of the fact that the certificate of competency is an offidd  document issued by the authorities 
of the flag State or even of a third State, that of the nationality of the seafarer, etc. Furthermore, it does not provide 
seamen with legal certainty as to the ^plicable law. It should be noted that the ILO Conference, at its 41st session in 
1958, urged ILO Members to apply the law of the issuing country to cases involving the suspension or cancellation of 
certificates of competency even if the inddents of navigation giving rise to such action had occurred in the territorial 
waters, ports and inland waters of a third State; in other words, the Conference opted for the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the issuing country irrespective of navigational areas; see Resolution concerning the Jurisdiction Competent to 
Suspend or Cancel Officers' Competency Certificates, 41 R .P., p. 256. This prindple should be abandoned in two 
cases: a) when the issuing State has failed to inquire into the necessity for taking action in respect of an alleged 
inddent of navigation which would involve suspension or cancellation of certificates; and b) when spedal agreements 
have been concluded between States concerning the recognition of certificates of competency issued by one of the 
contracting States. For a discussion of the above Resolution see International Labour Conference, 41st session, 1958, 
Jurisdiction over the Suspension of Officers' Certificates o f Competency , Report VI. It should be noted that the 
proposal that a port State ought not to interfere with the validity of a foreign certificate within its own jurisdiction 
including its inland and territorial waters was not disputed at the Plenary Coi^erence. The proposal that ILO Members 
should accede to the Brussels Convention on Penal Jurisdiction without reservation was opposed by France, Poland 
and the USSR but was finally adopted; see 4 1 RJ^., pp. 244,71. The purpose of the Resolution was described by the 
Reporter of the Conunittee on Competency Certificates as follows: "Suspension or cancellation of a certificate means 
loss of livelihood and is a professional discredit of the very highest order to qualify for a certificate an officer must
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a) the port authorities should intervene in cases involving criminal prosecution only when the acts 
committed on board ship are crimes of common criminal law affecting the peace of the port; all other 
disciplinary questions (mostly involving crimes peculiar to the seafaring profession) should be left to 
the master, the authorities of the flag State and the competent seafarers' associations as the case may 
be. In this manner legal uncertainty over the rights and duties of the crew would be avoided; and b) 
the cancellation of the certificates should be left only to the State which issued the certificate concer­
ned. The flag State and the port State, if they are not the issuing states, should not have jurisdiction 
over this question, for the sake of uniformity and legal certainty. The latter two states, however, could 
have authority to suspend or cancel certificates issued by other countries in two cases: i) the 
certificates are issued by an international issuing Authority established by an international instrument 
the parties to which have agreed to mutual recognition and suspension of certificates issued thereun­
der; or ii) an international model certificate is created along the lines suggested in Chapter 3 and the 
respective instrument, for instance, a revised STCW Convention, is incorporated in the MSC. In ad­
dition, the port State should have the power to suspend or cancel certificates issued by another country 
in cases where the acts which resulted in such suspension or cancellation affected the security or 
peace of the port or where assistance has been requested by the representatives of the flag State.
D) In the light of the analysis made above under 6.1.2. 2) and 4) it becomes apparent that the 
effectiveness of Convention No. 147 depends to a great extent on the availability of sufficiently 
trained and qualified labour inspectors or consular authorities. A provision to this effect should 
be included in a future revision of this Convention; it could lay out the rights and duties of marine 
labour inspectors and contain general instructions as to the procedures to be followed by inspectors in 
examining labour conditions on board ship in particular cases. It is recommended that
a) The areas of maritime employment which would be subject to supervision should be identi­
fied (hours of work, minimum age and medical examination for employment at sea and arduous em­
ployment (greasers, engineers), socid security, safety and health, etc),
b) The frequency of inspection should be laid out in more detail than in Arts. 2 (f) and 4 of 
Convention No. 147 (inspection of new vessels and of all vessels before putting to sea, periodical 
inspection, special inspection, mandatory armual inspection),
satisfy the issuing authorities as to his character, his experience and his knowledge. The issuing authorities are the 
ones who found him competent. If his competence is to be held in question, and if he is to be deprived of his 
certificate, it is not an unreasonable principle that those who granted him the certificate should be the only ones 
en^w ered to take it away from him"; 41 R.P. , pp. 70-71. 
l® ^ ittig , op. dt., p. 126.
^^ ^^ The inadequacies of the regulation of the inspection of seamen's conditions in Convention No. 147 are due to the 
fact that the inclusion of port State control in the main text of the Convention had not been originally envisaged and it 
was not until the 1976 Conference that, as a result of a Workers' amendment, this possibility was examined, 62 RJ*., p. 
192.
l^lThis, as pointed out earlier, will be possible if the Appendix to Convention No. 147 is regularly revised to include 
more ILO instruments or articles of instruments, such as those identified above in 6.1.2.7).
^^^ompare Regulations 1/6 (b), 1/7-10 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by the 1978 Protocol, Annex to 
Resolution A. 413 adopted on 15 Nov. 1979 concerning Guidelines on Surveys and Inspections under the 1974
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c) The composition (public officials, seafarers' associations, board of inspection (consisting of 
representatives of all parties concerned, classification societies acting as governments officials) and, 
generally, the organisation of marine inspectors (coordination of various national inspecting bodies, 
exchange of inspection local reports and periodic publication of reports prepared by central 
authorities) at the national level should be studied with a view to including a relevant provision in 
Convention No. 147 or in an additional Protocol thereto.
d) The methods of inspection should be identified (time-table of hours of work drawn up by 
the master, entry of particulars including overtime in the log, special table for night work with special 
reference to young persons under a certain age, records counter-signed by inspection authorities or by 
a seamen's representative on board).
e) A list of rights (inspection of ships' papers, evidence by the crew, detainment of the ship) 
and duties of maritime labour inspectors should be drawn up and procedures under which inspection 
is carried out should be be included in a Guide for Marine Inspectors; the qualifications of in­
spectors dealing with maritime labour cases could be included in a Recommendation or Guide for 
Marine Inspectors.
If the above measures are not taken it is doubtful whether the concept of port State control will 
be of any use or significance in the future; flag State control will remain the primary tool for in­
spection of conditions on board ship.
E) The requirement that countries wishing to ratify Convention No. 147 should be parties to 
certain IMO Conventions can only be detrimental, since the examination of compliance with the latter 
instruments, as pointed out above, rests with the IMO. Art 5 of the MSC is meaningful, only if it is
SOLAS (1978 Protocol) and 1973 MARPOL (1978 Protocol) Conventions as amended by Resolution A. 465, 
Resolution A. 560 (which superseded Resolutions Nos. 413 and 465).
^^Here, it should W noted that the IMO plans a harmonisation of surveys and (ship's) certification requirements under 
the relevant IMO Conventions, IMO N ews, Number 3: 1988, pp. 14-15. A sin^ar system could be devised as regards 
the inspection procedures relating to all maritime questions covered by ILO Conventions.
194rhe convening by the ILO of small tripartite Meeting of Experts on Procedures for the Inspection of Labour Condi­
tions on Board Ships from 19 to 26 October 1989 is a welcome attempt to define the methods of inspection of labour 
conditions on board ship; see ILO, Meeting of Experts on Procedures for the Inspection of Labour Conditions on 
Board Ships, Geneva, October 1989, Draft guidelines for procedures for the inspection o f labour conditions on board 
ships, MEIBS/1989/1, pp. 1-59. These guidelines ded with questions of minimum age, medical examination, articles 
of agreement, vocational training, officers' certificates of competency, food and catering, crew accommodation, hours of 
work and manning, prevention of occupational accidents, sickness or injury benefits, repatriation and freedom of 
association and protection of the right to organise and collective bargaining. They constitute the first ILO attempt to 
intensify control under the MSC and apply its vague provisions.
f^^compare Regulation 6 (c) and (d) of the 1974 SOLAS Convention as amended by the 1978 Protocol, Regidation 
1/4 of the STCW Convention whose deficiencies are analysed in Chapter 3, Sections V and VI of IMO Resolution A. 
321, Sections 5 and 6 of Resolution A. 466. Under 6.4 of the latter Resolution, deficiency reports made in accordance 
with the terms of the Resolution and relating to labour questions may be forwarded to the ILO. As an inspector's duty 
can be regarded the fecent Resolution A. 597 urging port authorities on the conclusion of the control to give the master 
a document with the results thereof.
Smith the General Secretary of the LSC stated in this respect: "... it is my belief that rather too much reliance is 
being placed on Port State Control. This can only be an adjunct to flag state control and, of course, good vessel man­
agement. A port state inspector presented with a license of competency issued by a sovereign nation is unlikely to be 
able to determine whether it is legitimate or a forgery, nor is it likely to challenge a certificate issued by even the most 
obscure and inexperienced Classification Society on behalf of a flag state; Smith in Which Register? Which Flag? , op. 
ciL, p. 8.
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decided by means of some innovation that 3 or 4 IMO instruments could be subjected to ILO control 
procedures through the MSC.
F) Conventions or provisions of Conventions relating to wages, hours of work, manning, so­
cial security and seamen's engagement should be included in the Appendix to the Convention, if the 
latter is to be regarded as a reliable measure of "substandard" conditions. Moreover, the possible in­
clusion of certain Conventions with high records of ratifications should be considered.
With regard to the revision of the Appendix, 1 think that it should aim to confirm the meaning 
of substandard vessels at a specific point of time. To this end, the inclusion not only of Conventions 
that have come into force but also Recommendations and Articles of Conventions not yet in force 
could be envisaged as long as they have achieved wide acceptance. Legal problems concerning the 
validity of Recommendations or non-ratified Conventions are circumvented by the existence of the 
concept of "substantial equivalence" in the text of the Convention.
Finally, if the revision of the Appendix to Convention No. 147 is to be effected by General 
Conferences, it is suggested that a tripartite sub-Committee of the JMC should consider the matter as 
a first stage. In general, the revision of the Appendix to Convention No. 147 by General Conferences 
is undesirable for two reasons: a) such revision does not now concern minor points of adopted Con­
ventions or the redrafting of one provision, as it was the case in 1949, but aims to add articles or entire 
Conventions to the Appendix to this Convention which could affect its effectiveness and, ultimately, its 
future. It is not clear to what extent ILO Members are prepared to include in delegations to ILO 
Conferences specialised maritime experts for various purposes (for example, financial or ac­
commodation difficulties) and b) delegates of countries with no maritime interests could influence the 
decisions taken with regard to the revision of the Appendix. Taking into account that Convention 
No. 147 contains provisions relating to port State Control, this may have far-reaching consequences.
example, it may be thought that Arts. 14 and 19 of Convention No. 109 enjoy reasonably wide acceptance 
which justifies their inclusion in the Appendix to the MSC.
^^^Absolute conformity to the provisions of a Recommendation through the Appendix to the MSC would be tanta­
mount to giving it the force of a Convention without respecting the relevant provisions of the ILO Constitution con­
cerning the adoption of Conventions.
^^^An example of the difficulties encountered when maritime questions are discussed at General Conferences is 
provided by the preparatory meetings which led to the adoption of Convention No. 132 concerning Annual Holidays 
with Pay (Revised 1970) at the 54th (general) session of the ILO Conference. When the question of the application of 
this Convention to seafarers was first discussed in 1969 at the 53rd session of the Conference, the members of the 
Committee on Holidays with Pay decided to delete a phrase from the 1969 Office draft which would exclude seafarers 
from the application of the Convention, 53 RJ*., pp. 665-666. This was so even if the Office draft had been prepared 
without taking seafarers into account on whose position Governments had not been requested to supply information. 
The representative of the Secretary General had to intervene to point out the difficulties with which ratifying Members 
and the seafarers themselves would have been faced, if this deletion had been adopted, ibid., p. 675. At 6 e  Plenary 
Conference, the Vice-Chairman of the Employers' Group said that the employers were against the inclusion of seafarers 
in the Convention in view of the special conditions which ^plied to them, ibid., pp. 4 ^ .  The answer of the Workers' 
adviser of the U.K. is worth mentioning: "I have not yet had an opportunity of talking to some, not many, people I 
know from the United Kingdom who represent seafarers. I know they are extremely touchy about anybody handling 
their affairs, but I am satisfied that they will all take the view that at the end of the day what we have to say in this 
Committee on reasonable holidays with pay for all workers shall, so far as is possible, apply to seafarers as well", ibid., 
p. 461. The Conference adopted the proposed Conclusions as amended which covered se^arers, ibid., p. 467. It was 
only after the intervention of the Office tiiat seafarers were finally excluded from the proposed Convention in the light 
of die replies of most major maritime countries (including negative replies from a number of shipowners' and seafarers' 
associations, the ISP and the ITF) to the 1970 Office Questionnaire that it was not advisable to include seafarers in the
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proposed instrument; Resolution VII was adopted by the 54th session of the ILO Conference which simply envisaged 
the initiation of the available ILO machinery for the examination of seamen's questions, see ILO Conference, Mth 
session, 1970, Holidays with Pay, Report IV (1), pp. 45-46, Report IV (2), pp. 9-15,54 R.F. , pp. 471,472,482,612, 
733.
1CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis conducted in the previous chapters, it can be said, without doubt, that the 
ILO has contributed substantially to the establishment and development of international law relating to 
seafarers. Considerable praise should also go to the efforts of the Employer and Worker representa­
tives, especially within the JMC, which, in many cases, effectively advanced the cause of seamen at the 
international level. As has been seen, the writer has adopted a detailed analytical approach in 
examining the ILO's work on seafarers' standards. The reasons for this are threefold: a) unlike many 
instruments of a general nature, ILO maritime instruments contain many words and phrases whose 
meaning is hidden and thus require further investigation and interpretation if the exact meaning of the 
relevant provisions is to be unveiled; b) an examination of the historical material reveals the exposition 
of the seafarers' and the shipowners' views on many maritime issues and enables the formulation of 
conclusions concerning which provisions attracted unanimity or widespread support and thus may be 
regarded as contributing to the establishment of effective ILO maritime standards, the adoption of 
which in many cases has been achieved only after years of struggle; and c) the detailed interpretation 
of these instruments, taking into account relevant state practice, when available, and observations made 
by delegates at preparatory meetings and ILO Conferences, reveals their shortcomings and shows that 
many ILO instruments which deal with important aspects of maritime employment could be 
substantially improved. ^
I^n March 1979 the G.B. completed its examination of existing instruments and of subjects whose regulation appears 
desirable. In respect of instruments concerning seamen (excluding fishermen and inland boatmen) it came to the follow­
ing conclusions: a) Conventions Nos. 8 ,9 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,5 3 ,5 5 ,5 6 ,6 8 ,6 9 ,7 0 ,7 1 ,7 3 ,7 4  (study to be made), 92,108,133, 
134, 145, 146, 147 (Appendix-revision to be studied from time to time) and Recommendations Nos. 10, 27, 28 
(revision of which should also be considered), 48 ,75 ,76 ,78 ,105 ,106 ,137 ,138,139  (except Part IV), 140,141,142, 
153,154,155 are valid instruments and have priority status; b) Conventions Nos. 74,109 and Recommendations Nos. 
28, 105 and 109 should be revised; c) new areas to be covered included social problems arising from new technology 
on board ship, adoption of a comprehensive Convention on seafarers' welfare at sea and in port, various aspects of 
environment on board ship, treatment of foreign seafarers in transit, and medical care on board ship, repatriation and the 
new forms of off-shore industrial activities; it should be noted that certain areas such as repatriation, welfare of seamen 
at sea and in port and medical care on board ship have already been covered by the ILO Conventions adopted at 74th 
session of the 1987 ILO Conference; see "Final Report of the Working Party on International Labour Standards", O.B. 
, Vol. LXII, 1979, Series A, pp. 1-30. For an account of the GB's review of ILO standards see N. Valticos, "The future 
prospects for international labour standards", ILR , Vol. 118, No. 6, Nov.-Dee. 1979, pp. 679-697. The alx)ve lists of 
instruments were revised in 1987 as a result of the work of the Worldng Party on International Labour Standards which 
was appointed by the G.B. to review, inter alia, the classification of existing ILO instruments and the future standard- 
setting policies of the ILO. Under the new recommendations of the Working Party which were approved by the G.B. at 
its 235th Session in March 1987, no changes have been effected in the classification of ILO standards concerning
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7.1. The ILO's impact in promoting social standards for seafarers
A characteristic element in the ILO’s attempt to safeguard human rights for all workers and, in 
particular, for seafarers has been its ability to follow economic and social developments in a constantly 
changing world. The principles laid down in the Treaty of Versailles and the Declaration of 
Philadelphia are of continued importance today and the ILO has managed, by adapting itself to the 
changing needs of the international community, especially through the continuous development of the 
International Labour Code, 2 to give meaning to these principles and to confirm their significance. 3
The contribution of the ILO to the promotion of human rights has been very significant and 
has operated at various levels: first, it has given specific content and meaning to the broad concept of 
human rights; secondly, it has preserved the dynamic content of this concept through the continuous 
evolution and periodical revision of international labour standards; thirdly, it has promoted greater 
uniformity in labour legislation relating to human rights at the international level; fourthly, it has made 
possible the participation of all interests concerned in the adoption and implementation of international 
labour standards relating to human rights as was envisaged in the Declaration of Philadelphia; finally, 
it has secured the effectiveness of these standards through the establishment of an elaborate system of 
supervision of their application at the national level. The above considerations equally apply to the 
development of international standards for seafarers.
It is beyond doubt that the ILO's work has had a considerable impact on the formulation and 
implementation of international standards for seafarers. At various times, it has dared to lay down 
international standards when action at the national level was scarce and even non-existent. It has 
responded to the need for international action when individual countries were reluctant to lay down 
specific maritime labour standards or intimidated from doing so. It has promoted and influenced 
national legislation in many areas of maritime employment, such as repatriation of seafarers, 
employment indemnity in cases of shipwreck, minimum age for admission to employment, medical
seafarers except that the certain ILO instruments relating to repatriation, medical care, social security and welfare which 
previously were to be promoted on a priority basis were replaced by the new ILO standards adopted by the 74th 
(maritime) session of the ILO Conference; see "Report of the Working Party on International Labour Standards", O B . , 
Vol. LXIX, 1987, Series A, pp. 1-57, at pp. 34-5,37,48. It should be noted that the Working Party reiterated the find­
ings of the 1979 Working Party that the conditions of work in offshore industrial activities should be one of the 
possible subjects to be covered by future instruments. Para. 39 of Appendix III of the Report of the Working Party 
states that "[t]he 1979 classification had listed the Certification of Able Seamen Convention, 1946 (No. 74) among the 
instruments to be revised. In view of the adoption by the International Maritime Organisation in 1978 of a Convention 
on standards of training, certification and watchkeeping of seafarers, such revision no longer appears appropriate. The 
item has accordingly ^ e n  omitted from the revised classification"; ibid., p. 48. Ironically, as has been explained in 
Chapter 3, the STCW Convention explicitly excludes able seamen from its scope and its provisions do not affect those 
of Convention No. 74. Moreover, it is surprising that the Working Party decided to omit this Convention from the re­
vised list in view of requests by certain Governments that this Convention be revised to take account of recent develop­
ments.
^It has been rightly said that "it is through the provisions of the International Labour Code that these rights (economic 
and social rights) are given a specific content and become practically enforceable", C.W. Jenks, Social Justice in the 
Law o f Nations (ITie ILO Impact After Fifty Years), Oxford Un. Press, 1970, at p. 71.
^For a discussion see N. Valticos, "Les normes de 1' Organisation Internationale du Travail en matière de protection des 
droits de l 'homme". Revue des droits de V homme. Vol. 4,1971, pp. 763 seq; see also Jenks, 1970, op. cit., pp. 73 seq.
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examination of seafarers, seafarers' identity documents, etc. and has ensured that the 
"internationalisation" of the law of maritime employment has proceeded in a uniform manner.  ^
Finally, in certain instances, it has attempted to break new ground and has contributed to the 
"progressive development" of existing labour standards for seafarers, although existing State practice 
was not uniform at the time. ^
The ILO's success in this respect cannot be measured only in terms of the number of 
ratifications obtained by the relevant Conventions  ^but also by the fact that it has induced a large 
number of ILO Members nationally to establish and develop a considerable range of social standards 
for seafarers based on ILO standards contained in Conventions and Recommendations.
^See, for example. Convention No. 138 on minimum age which attempted to ensure uniformity at the international level 
as regards the question of minimum age for admission to employment.
^This applies, for example, to Arts. 2 and 5 of Convention No. 166; also to Convention No. 108.
^It was reported that one of the categories of Conventions which have a low number of ratifications are maritime Con­
ventions; The impact o f international labour Conventions and Recommendations , Geneva, 1976, p. 29. On the other, 
it has been shown that, as far as observations concerning the application of ILO Maritime Conventions are concerned, 
during the period between 1920 and June 1964 the degree of compliance with the recommendations of the Committee of 
Experts has been clearly above average compared to that of other categories of ILO instruments; see E. Landy, The 
Effectiveness o f  International Supervision, Thirty Years o f ILO Ejp>erience, 1966, pp. 69-70. For examples of dif­
ficulties in the implementation of certain maritime Conventions see ibid. pp. 9 i, 104-105,114-115; see also N. Valticos 
in "Conventions internationales du travail et droit interne", R.CD.I.P., Vol. 44,1955, pp. 259,264,269-270,271-274. 
^For examples where ILO maritime standards have influenced national policies otherwise than by means of ratification 
or even before their adoption see 21 R.P. , p. 132; Seventh report of the International Labour Organisation to the 
United Nations (Geneva, 1953), pp. 104-106. As regards the Seattle Conventions concerning the welfare of seamen, 
wages, hours of work and manning and accommo^tion, it was pointed out in the House of Lords in 1969 that 
"altiiough not ratified by many seaboard countries, [they] are acknowledged to have had profound and far-reaching 
influence on legislation, collective agreements and administrative action alike"; Parliamentaiy debates, Hoiise of Lords, 
Vol. 298, No. 24, 22 Jan. 1969, col. 946 cited in E. Landy, "The Influence of International Labour Standards; 
Possibilities and Performance", , June 1970, pp. 555-604, at p. 565; for the influence of ILO maritime standards 
on Swiss legislation during and after the 2nd World War see A. Berenstein, "The influence of international labour 
Conventions on Swiss legislation", I1..R ., Vol. LXXVII, No. 6, June 1958, pp. 495-518, at pp. 513-515; it was also 
pointed out that the Seamen’s Welfare in Ports Recommendation, 1936, "greatly contributed to the well-being of Allied 
as well as British seamen when ashore in the ports of the United Kingdom" during and after the 2nd World War; see 
G.A., Johnston, "The influence of intemationd labours standards on legislation and practice in the United Kingdom", 
I.L.R. , Vol. 97, No. 5, May 1968, pp. 465-487, at p. 482; similarly, it was ar^ed that the effect of the ILO 
Conventions on wages, hours of work and manning for seafarers has been substantial in industrial negotiations in many 
countries such as the UK; (Proctor of the UK delegation) 41 R .P ., p. 101; for other countries where the provisions of 
ILO Conventions on wages and hours of work have proved influential see Chuter 4, n. 237. ILO standards concerning 
seafarers' holidays with pay have exercised considerable influence in Norway before the 2nd World War; K.N. Dahl, 
"The influence of ILO standards on Norwegian legislation", I.LJi., Vol. XC, No. 3, Sep. 1964, pp. 226-251, at p. 238. 
In Venezuela some provisions of the Regidation concerning the Fund for the Prof^essional Opacity of the Merchant 
Marine have taken into account the relevant provisions of Recommendation No. 77; see J.E. Flores Peralta, "La 
formaciôn profesional del personal subaltemo de la marine mercante", Boletin Tecnico, Afio 9, No. 23,1975, pp. 43-50. 
The main provisions of Recommendation No. 137 have been implemented in Brazil; see "La formaciôn profesional 
maritima en Brasil", Cinterfor , Boletin, 41, Julio-Agosto 1975, pp. 55-59. In Sweden Recommendation No. 107 has 
been effectively applied; it was reported that seamen’s employment agencies would not co-operate in providing crews 
unless the conditions of engagement complied with those laid down by Recommendation No. 107; see S. Lagergren, 
^The influence of ILO standards on Swedish law and practice", ILR , Vol. 125, No. 3, May-June, 1986, pp. 305-328, at 
p. 310; moreover. Act No. 109 of 1978 concerning safety on board ship effectively applies the provisions of 
Convention No. 134 (not yet ratified by Sweden) as regards minimum age for employment at sea; ibid., p. 322. The 
principles of Conventions Nos. 7, 8, 15, 16 and 22 Md been applied in Indonesia by 1958; 41 R.P. , pp. 34-35. 
Maritime social legislation in Turkey the Philippines and Ghana has been influenced by ILO maritime standards; 41 
R .P ., pp. 35-36,55 R.P. , p. 50 and 62 RJ .^, p. 82 respectively. France had applied the principles of Convention No. 
92 before it ratified it; 41 R.P., 39. The maritime law of 1957 in Switzerland was partly based on ILO Conventions 
and Recommendations ; ibid, p. 44. ILO standards concerning wages and hours of work have had considerable effect on 
national legislation in Canada; ibid., p. 46. Accommodation on newly constructed ships in 1958 in India was in accor­
dance with the provisions of Convention No. 75; ibid., pp. 52,99. By 1976 national regulations concerning accommo­
dation on Indian ships complied with the substantial provisions of Conventions Nos. 92 and 133; 62 R .P ., p. 39. 
Many of the provisions of Conventions Nos. 70,75 and 92 were implemented in Australia, 41 RI*., p. 58. Likewise, a
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On the other hand, it is true that some maritime labour standards are now obsolete and no 
longer correspond to present needs. 8 Others were premature at the time they were adopted and this 
has been partly responsible for the slow progress in ratification.  ^ By the time they were more widely 
ratified, their significance in one or more respects had already faded, Other Conventions, such as 
those on hours of work, have lost their importance, as State practice has progressed since their 
adoption. Finally, new ILO instruments have sometimes been less than successful in attempting to 
codify and progressively develop existing law in the sense that, on the one hand, their co-ordination of 
existing schemes and standards for seafarers and the revision of old instruments was defective in 
certain respects, while, on the other, in developing existing law, they have had to resort to compromise 
formulae which have adversely affected clarity and uniformity in the application of the proposed new 
legal regime. 12
Seamen's problems towards the end of the 20th century remain as acute as ever. The 
economic recession, the crisis in almost all sectors of the shipping industry, excess tonnage, advances 
in technology on board ship and in ports, manpower problems, poor employment opportunities, the 
oversupply of seagoing labour from the main labour supplying developing countries whose lower pay 
and working standards offer effective competition to the higher standards of seafarers from traditional 
maritime countries, the growth in piracy and robbery are some of the factors which, nowadays more 
than ever, militate against the rational and progressive development of a comprehensive, advanced and 
widespread international legal regime for seafarers. 12 Adverse repercussions on the employment of 
seafarers resulting from the above situation are inevitable. What the ILO now is called upon to do, is 
to to establish minimum social standards for seafarers and to mitigate the unfortunate effects which a 
protracted crisis in the shipping industry has had on maritime labour from the legal, social, 
professional and psychological point of view. To achieve this end, the ILO must become more
new certificate structure, which was proposed around 1976, took into account the provisions of Convention No. 53; 62 
R.P.^ p. 109. It was reported that in Tunisia the new maritime labour legislation "was directly modelled on the in­
ternational Conventions adopted by the I.L.O., although Tunisia has not yet ratified any maritime Conventions "; 41 
RJ*., p. 65. The fundament^ principles of Conventions Nos. 75 and 92 were applied in Spain, ibid., p. 103. Legisla­
tion concerning holidays with pay, seamen's accommodation, hours of work and continuity of employment in Finland 
has been influenced by ILO standards, 62 RJ*., p. 95. It was reported that the principles of Recommendations Nos. 48 
and 138 are being applied in the U.S.S.R.; 55 RJ*., p. 101, 62 RJ*., p. 134. It was also reported that the provisions 
of Convention Nos. 145,146 and 147 are implemented in the G.D.R., 74 RJ*., p. 6/6. It was stated by the Government 
delegate of Panama at the 1987 Conference that "the Panamanian administration has been implementing the main 
measures contained" in Convention No. 147; 74 RJ^., p. 11/7. For other examples of the influence of ILO maritime 
instruments over national legislation see ILO, The Impact o f International Labour Conventions and Recommendations, 
op. dt., pp. 19-21,38,40,41,42,43.
^The early ILO instruments on wages, hours of work, repatriation, seamen's engagement, training and certification 
constitute an example.
%ome of them, such as the first ILO Conventions on seafarers' annual leave, never came into force.
^^or example, the Conventions on seamen's certification and the early Conventions on sodal security for seafarers.
1 ^ See supra Chapter 4.1.3, n. 182.
^^This applies to Convention No. 165; see supra Chapter 5.5.6.
^^For the crisis in the shipping industry and its impact on maritime employment see ILO, Report o f the Director-Gene­
ral , 74 (Maritime) Session, 1987, Part 1: Evolution in the Shipping Industry and Transition in the Employment of 
Seafarers, pp. 7-24, espedally pp. 19-24.
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efficient, more adaptable to the everchanging needs of the shipping industry. Maritime sessions of 
ILO Conferences are held only at long intervals with the result that the ILO is usually called to rectify 
ex post facto unfavourable situations for seafarers which emerged during the past five or ten years. 
However, the ILO would be much more effective, if it could foresee potential problems which the 
present status of the shipping industry is likely to cause to maritime labour, and regulate aspects of 
maritime employment before irreversible trends establish themselves as the new status quo . The ILO 
should initiate on a more regular basis comparative studies concerning maritime employment and 
closer cooperation with the JMC and other bodies responsible for the regular updating of ILO 
maritime standards.
No conclusions concerning specific ILO maritime instruments will be drawn here. The reader 
is referred to previous chapters. On the contrary, the purpose of this chapter is to identify the areas of 
concern relating to seeifarers' affairs, including putting forward suggestions for future action, and the 
formulation of possible general remedies which might improve the current international regime 
governing seafarers' affairs.
7.1.1. Uniformity and flexibility: two contradictory features of ILO Conventions
The importance of uniformity as a goal of international labour legislation has been down­
graded by the introduction of flexibility clauses in ILO maritime instruments. Furthermore, in 
many instances ILO maritime instruments have avoided dealing with certain matters in detail and have 
provided Governments only with general guidelines, leaving matters of detail, sometimes even of 
substance, to be determined by national legislation. This attitude, however understandable from a 
procedural point of view, has detracted from the effectiveness of ILO standards. Leaving matters to 
national legislation is an aspect of the flexibility of ILO maritime standards, which is a general feature 
of international labour standards. There is a difference, however: in the case of a flexible standard, 
ratifying States are still required to adopt the particular standard, though they have wide discretion as 
to the manner in which this end may be achieved. If the matter is wholly left to national legislation, 
however, ratifying States are free to deal with the respective issue in whatever manner they like, with 
the exception perhaps of certain principles which are laid down in other parts of the Convention 
concerned. This has been a major problem of ILO maritime Conventions and has been to a great
^^For the concept of "flexibility" clauses and the problems posed by their introduction in ILO Conventions, see 
Valticos, Droit international du travail^ 1983, pp. 226-230; Valticos, 1971, op. cit., pp. 749-754. 
i^Examples of flexibility clauses or references to national legislation abound in ILO maritime instruments: Art. 2, para. 
2 of Convention No. 58 under which ratifying countries can reduce the normal 15 years age limit for admission to 
employment at sea to 14 years subject to certain conditions; Art. 2, paras. 4  and 5 ,4 ,5  and 7 of Convention No. 138 
which, in effect, detract from the universality of the 15 years rule; Art. 3 of Convention No. 9 states that all 
"practicable" measures must be taken to abolish fee-charging as soon as possible; Art. 7 of Convention No. 9 which 
leaves each country free to decide whether it would apply its provisions to deck and engineer officers; Art. 2 (d) refers 
to "adequate" procedures for the engagement of seafarers; the questions concerning the possession of the seaman's 
document (record of employment), the shipowner's right to dismiss the seaman and the seaman's right to demand his 
discharge are left to national law (Art. 5,11 and 12 of Convention No. 22); Art. 3 of Convention No. 147 provides that 
the ratifying State must advise its nationals on the possible problems of signing on ships, which do not meet, certain 
standards, "in so far as practicable"; Arts. 5 ,6  (b) and (d), 7 (1), 8 (1 ) of Convention No. 146. Further, it is usual
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extent due to the, sometimes deliberate, unwillingness of ILO delegates to deal with certain issues in 
detail and the distorting effect that ILO Conferences and preparatory meetings have had on the 
formulation of maritime labour standards. The vagueness and the flexibility of many provisions in 
ILO maritime instruments has adversely affected the clarity of law and uniformity in the social 
protection of seafarers at the international level, which, as pointed out earlier in this study, are the 
goals, which should be aimed at, in any labour standard-setting activity on the international plane. 
Moreover, this vagueness or flexibility, or both, may render the implementation and supervision of the 
relevant standards difficult or ineffective by leaving public administrators wide discretion to determine 
the nature and the extent of the relevant standards.
It is hoped that in the future the ILO will pay attention to the impact of the flexibility of ILO 
maritime standards on their effectiveness. In earlier Chapters it has been shown that this effectiveness 
is likely to be compromised by the existence of numerous flexibility clauses and vague terms in the 
relevant ILO instruments and the gain in terms of ratification, in most instances, do not justify their 
inclusion in these instruments.
7.1.2. Suggestions for the adoption of labour standards concerning certain aspects of 
maritime employment
The significant role of the ILO in establishing an International Seamen's Code, which has 
promoted the protection of the seafarers at the international level, was pointed out earlier. Despite the 
compromises evidenced by the vagueness and flexibility encountered in ILO maritime standards, there 
remain aspects of maritime employment hitherto not covered by any international standard. This, as 
has become clear from the previous analysis, has been to some extent due to the reluctance of ILO 
delegates to deal with specific aspects of maritime labour and the situation has been aggravated by 
infrequency of ILO maritime Conferences. Aspects of maritime employment which call for 
adoption of new standards or for revision of the existing ones include wages, hours of work, manning, 
seamen's discipline, the position of the master on board ship, including his authority and his liability 
towards the shipowner and the crew or third parties, facilities for finding employment for seamen 
(especially so far as coverage of officers, foreign seafarers and seafarers employed on board foreign- 
registered ships and the control powers of the ratifying state are concerned), certificates of competency 
(specific provisions concerning training and certification requirements, establishment of an 
international system of inspection), annual leave (clarification of leave requirements, taking into
that the question of the expenses whose defrayment will be necessary as a result o f the ratification of the Conventions, 
is referred to national laws. This is the case with Conventions Nos. 9 (facilities for finding employment for seamen), 
21 and 73 (medical examination of seafarers), 23 (repatriation of seafarers). Enforcement procedures at the national 
level are also left to national law (Art. 15 of Convention No. 22, Art. 5 of Convention No. 53). Finally, a prime 
example of flexible devices is the criterion of "substantial equivalence" in Convention No. 147, for which see supra 
Chqjter 6.1.2.2), 63.
^ ^ n  this point, see infra 7.3.
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account questions of continuity of employment, calculation of the leave otherwise than on an annual 
basis, etc.), and international supervision of social requirements on board ship (revision of the MSC 
and its Appendix).
The need for the adoption of international standards on the above-mentioned questions has 
been pointed out elsewhere, Here, certain aspects of the International Seamen's Code, which need 
further development, will be set out.
Convention No. 22 on Seamen's Articles of Agreement is a prime example of an ILO maritime 
instrument which leaves much to be done. In particular, questions relating to the termination of the 
seaman's employment have been dealt with in a very general manner. Areas, which need further 
regulation include: the seaman's dismissal, depending on whether the seaman's contract is of a definite 
or an indefinite period; specification of the grounds for discharge; the seaman's compensation in cases 
of dismissal; the nature of the default that may deprive a seaman of the right to compensation in cases 
of dismissal; enumeration of the circumstances in which the seaman can claim his discharge, the 
nature of the contravention of the master's or the shipowner's duties that entitles the seaman to 
terminate the contract; discharge formalities, etc.
Seamen's accidents at work represent another aspect of maritime employment that has not 
received proper attention in ILO Conferences. The most important issue in this respect is the 
definition of an accident. This may include, apart from accidents stricto sensu, cases of illness or 
sickness. Questions which need to be answered, relate to the manner in which the accident should be 
connected with the seaman's duties for it to be considered as an accident at work; the nature of the 
illness and its relationship with the seaman's employment; whether pre-existing (before the conclusion 
of the contract) illness is ruled out; whether medical examination by the shipowning company or 
knowledge by the shipowner or the master of the pre-existing or advancing illness have the effect of 
enabling the seaman to reassert his right; whether exceptional circumstances and heavy work have any 
particular significance, etc. The preconditions of the seaman's entitlement to compensation in the case 
of accident at work should also be laid down (period of engagement, if any, wilful act or negligence of 
the seaman which caused the injury or the illness, etc.). Finally, such questions as the methods of 
compensating the seaman and the liability of the shipowner's representative in the seaman's 
engagement should also be considered.
Issues of private international law arising in the field of maritime employment have also never 
been addressed by the ILO. It was noted earlier that the ILO has opted for the criterion of 
registration as the criterion for identifying the State responsible for the application of ILO 
Conventions, following the customary rule, sanctioned in the 1958 High Seas and 1982 UN Law of 
the Sea Conventions that the regulation of employment matters on ships is normally a duty of the flag 
State. However, no attempt has been made to deal with the issues of conflict of laws that arise with
^^See supra Chapters 2 ,3 ,4  and 6. 
l^See supra Chapter 1.6,
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regard to all aspects of maritime employment in the various ocean regions. A ship may enter the the 
territorial or internal waters of another State. The question then arises as to what law will be applied 
by the judge of the forum. It was pointed out earlier that in many jurisdictions the law of the flag State 
is applicable; in others, if this law is not determined by the parties concerned, then the law, which is 
"appropriate" to the case, taking into account all particular circumstances, is applicable; in some 
cases, the lex fori has been applied (for example, in a number of wage cases in the United States); 
finally, in certain areas, such as the social security of the seafarers, it has been argued that the law of 
the seaman's country of residence is applicable. 20
The situation is further aggravated in cases of seamen's accidents at work. The law applicable 
to seamen's accidents is one of the most controversial issues of private international law. Depending 
on the ocean region where the accident occurred, the views put forward concerning the choice of law in 
this respect include the law of the flag State, the "appropriate" law, taking into account the particular 
circumstances of the case, the lex fori and the law of the country in whose territorial waters the 
accident occurred {lex loci delicti commissi).
Differences of approach by national courts in the determination of the applicable law can have 
important consequences: first, the seaman will not be able to know in advance with some degree of 
certainty the nature and extent of his rights and obligations. This drawback would also apply to the 
shipowner. Secondly, in many cases, the methods of determining the law applicable may eventually 
defeat the criterion of the ship's registration adopted in the ILO Conventions. Uniformity in the social 
protection of the seafarers should extend to questions of the applicable law and it is submitted that this 
is an issue which should be studied closely by the ILO in collaboration with other competent 
organisations and agencies involved in the area of private international law.
7.2. ILO techniques for promoting the International Seamen's Code; future 
developments
The question which should be addressed by the ILO in the future concerns the type of 
strategy it should adopt in advancing the establishment of an International Seamen's Code. Until now, 
apart from certain technical assistance programmes and two Asian Regional Maritime Conferences, 
the main means of adopting international maritime labour standards have been through conclusion of 
ILO Conventions, Recommendations and Resolutions. 21 It has been seen in previous chapters that
^^See, for example. Art. 25 of the Greek Civil Code.
20See supra discussion in Chapter 5.5.6 and 5.6.
2iHere, it should be noted that ILO Resolutions concerning seamen's affairs differ from IMG Resolutions in that the 
latter are couched in terms of "substantive law" (for example, port state control, safety guidelines and re la tio n s) while 
the former are usually limited merely to advising that maritime questions be examined by a future session of the JMC 
and, subsequently, a maritime session of the ILO Conference. Thus, the ILO Resolutions do not contribute to the law 
making process directly and, apart from certain exceptions, do not require specific action by ILO members in the field of 
maritime employment though ultimately they might be contributory to the ILO's law making process. Moreover, the
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ILO maritime instruments are either of a general 22 or a specific nature. They can be divided into 
three categories:
a) instruments which protect the basic human rights of the seafarers.
b) instruments which contain detailed provisions governing certain aspects of maritime em­
ployment, such as safety, health, welfare and social security and,
c) instruments aiming to lay down general principles relating to some aspects of maritime 
labour. 23
Among the reasons why progress in ratification of certain instruments is slow, even though 
standards prevailing in non-ratifying countries are in certain respects higher than those laid down by 
these instruments, is that a different approach towards the matters covered by them has been adopted 
in a number of countries. 24 On the other hand, developing countries sometimes are unable to meet 
the requirements of the instruments concerned. ILO maritime Conventions, as do all ILO 
Conventions, aim to lay down minimum standards which either can be further improved at the national 
level or do not prejudice the more advanced conditions which prevail in ratifying countries. A main 
disadvantage of minimum standards instruments is that they are not always capable of directly 
addressing the needs of countries where higher or lower labour standards are in force or of countries 
where the organisation of employment and the supervision of labour standards is based on different 
principles and systems. A solution could be arrived at by adopting different and separate instruments
adoption of such Resolutions gives the JMC a prominent status as the body of consultative character which usually has 
the first say before any instruments are adopted.
22chapter 3 pointed out the differences between ILO and IMG instruments on maritime training in this respect.
23lt is not difficult to imagine a special maritime instrument concerning the seafarers' basic rights including the freedom 
of association and the right to organise (collective bargaining). This instrument would also include basic rights of sea­
men extracted from previous and future ILO maritime Conventions and Recommendations which are generally accepted 
by the parties concerned and are of vital importance to the status of seamen. A first example of such instrument at the 
international level was the the International Seafarers' Charter which was adopted by seamen's representatives in 1945. 
The provisions of this Charter have been examined in previous chapters. The ISF failed to influence national and inter­
national legislative fora because it contained a great many detailed provisions which were in advance of state practice at 
that time. The adc^tion of a similar instrument, containing basic maritime labour standards, would advance the cause of 
the International Seamen's Code the establishment of which has been one of the major aspirations of the ILO since as 
early as 1920. Here, it should be noted that the JMC had urged the establishment of an International Maritime Charter 
since 1942, see International Labour Office, Studies and Reports, Series P (Seamen) No. 5, "Merchant Seamen and the 
War", pp. 33,145-148.
24The rigidity of the ILO instruments from the point of view of application in the national territory should not be 
overestimated. First, all recent ILO maritime Conventions enable Members to ratify them by means of collective agree­
ments. Secondly, it is not only by means of laws, regulations or collective agreements that a Convention may be ap­
plied at the national level. It can also be given effect by other means, such as &e general maritime practice in a particu­
lar country. In 1950 the U.S. Government asked the ILO Office about the meaning of "national laws or regulations" in 
Art. 2 of the Shipowners' Liability Convention (No. 55), pending the decision of the Supreme Coiut in the Warren 
case. The ILO in reply to this request was of the opinion that these words could be interpreted as comprising, beyond 
legislation in the narrowest technical sense, "other forms of legal prescription including decrees, ordinances of various 
types and, when applicable, principles of customary law" (the principles of general maritime law are implied here), see 
114 G.B. This interpretation, it seems, holds its value with regard to all ILO maritime Conventions. The Supreme 
Court's analysis of the above expression conformed to the interpretation provided by the Office. The Warren case is 
relevant to the question of the self-executing nature of provisions of ILO Conventions; for an analysis of this issue see 
V.A. Leary, International Labour Conventions and National Law , Martinus Nijhoff, 1982; for the significance, in this 
context, of the Warren case and other cases concerning maritime employment see ibid., pp. 77-82, 87-88, 98-99, 103- 
1(M, 143-144.
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for countries with high maritime labour standards and those with lower standards; however, this might 
result in enhancing the gap between developed and developing maritime countries, which in the field 
of maritime employment is particularly wide. To meet these problems, flexibility clauses have been 
devised, which, however, have reduced the clarity, universality and effectiveness of the ILO standards. 
Another possible solution could be based on the desire for equalisation of labour standards for 
seafarers in various regions of the world and it is to this question that we shall now turn.
7.2.1. The régionalisation of ILO standards for seafarers
The question of the level at which universal ILO standards should be fixed is not easy to 
answer. In the Governing Body it was pointed out in 1976 that labour standards should take account 
of economic and social conditions, which vary from country to country, and, in particular, the special 
needs of the developing countries but, on the other hand, they should not be so flexible as to lose their 
influence as a means for social progress or to cease representing a common standard. 25
The above end has not always been achieved in the field of maritime labour on the one hand, 
the influence of major maritime countries in the ILO preliminary discussions and Conferences has 
been apparent throughout the history of the ILO and predominant during certain periods; this 
influence, together with the sometimes negative attitude of the Employers' group, has had adverse 
effects on the rational regulation of seafarers' standards and on their universal character; on the other 
hand, the "flexibility" clauses introduced in ILO instruments have had the effect of diminishing their 
importance as universal instruments.
It is sometimes argued that, due to the different stages of development of various countries, the 
objective of the international regulation of labour is not to achieve uniformity of national laws but their 
equivalence. 26 in fact, the application of the same standards to states at a different stage of 
development could result in accentuating their differences. The application of "equivalent" standards 
to these states presupposes a certain degree of flexibility in ILO instruments, which can be achieved, 
inter alia, through the use of flexibility clauses. The goal of achieving "equivalence" instead of 
"uniformity" is, of course, understandable from a practical point of view and has the advantage of 
taking into account existing diversities at the national level. However, a question arises concerning the 
extent to which an "equivalent" standard achieves the purpose of the standard itself and, if so, what is 
the degree of "equivalence" required, and, further, whether the "equivalent" standard can achieve its 
aim that is widespread and representative ratification or adoption, or both, at the national level of the 
standard concerned as a counter-balance to offset its diminished universality and clarity.
25q B 199/9/22, Annex, para 14.
26valticos, 1983, op. cit.., p. 105; in fact, the Treaty of Peace recognises in Art. 427 that "differences of climate, habits 
and customs, of economic opportunity and industrial tradition, make strict uniformity in the conditions of labour 
difficult of immediate attainment" and makes the general methods principles for regulating labour conditions, listed in 
this Article, subject to the "special circumstances" of the states.
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Unfortunately, this feature of international labour legislation has not been sufficiently analysed and 
there are no rules and procedures to which its operation would be subject.
Maritime employment is a global problem; however, it is not uniformly global. 27 Therefore, 
states within a particular region, where special problems are dominant, ought to be able to concentrate 
on negotiating solutions to these problems in greater detail within a regional forum. 28 Problems 
relating to wage policies, employment finding agencies, etc. in the Far East are much more real and 
significant than in other areas of the world, and attempts to solve these problems in a global manner 
would not only fail to achieve widespread acceptance in these areas but might also have negative 
effects on the acceptance and effectiveness of the global instrument itself. 29 Social security is another 
area which presents special problems for developing countries. It has been indicated earlier in Chapter 
5 that the financing of social security schemes is an area of major disputes. Employers and 
Governments for various reasons have been sceptical about financing these schemes. The ILO's 
approach in this area is that attempts to establish a social security scheme in developing countries 
should take into account the special needs and exigencies, the state of development and the financial 
resources of the particular country, An example of such an effort at the regional level is the 
European Convention on Social Security which, without loosing sight of the principles elaborated in 
the relevant ILO instruments, has effectively adapted them to the social needs of European migrant 
workers,
To achieve a better application of maritime labour standards in areas in which State practice 
over a substantial period of time has shown that the ratification progress or the application of these 
standards has been insignificant or very slow three methods appear possible: the adoption of 
"substantially equivalent" standards absolute conformity with which is not required; the inclusion of 
"flexibility" clauses in ILO maritime Conventions, excluding, temporarily or under certain conditions.
27As regards marine pollution questions, compare O. Schachter and D. Serwer, "Marine Pollution Problems and 
Remedies". 65 AJ.I.L. (1971). 110.
28as the ILO seminars on maritime labour standards for the West. Central and East African countries have shown, there 
is still much to be done as regards the modernisation and updating of maritime labour standards in these regions, the 
development of technical co-operation and economic assistance programmes and the enactment of new legislation; see 
Report on the ILO Seminar on Maritime Labour Standards for Central and West African Countries . Brazzaville. 26- 
30 November 1985. ILO 1986. pp. 24-31. 125-154; Report on the ILO Seminar on Maritime Labour Standards for  
East African Countries , Dar es Salaam. 27 Janu^-3 February 1987. ILO 1987, pp. 21. 33-39, 101-133. For the 
question of the choice between universal and regional standards see C. Philip. Normes Internationales du Travail: 
Universalisme ou Régionalisme? . Bruxelles. 1978. especially pp. 125-138, 162-177, 265-274. After comparing 
universal and regional labour standards, such as the European Social Charter, the European Code of Social Security, the 
Agreements regulating the employment conditions of Rhine Boatmen, the Arab Labour Convention, etc.. Philip 
discusses certain metiiods of régionalisation of international labour standards and is of the opinion that the 
régionalisation of "universal" international organisations, including the ILO. is desirable and possible; "Elies 
(organisations universelles) ne sont pas toujours parvenues à une grande efficacité et ont souvent, au nom de leur 
vocation universelle, refusé de prendre en considération et d'aider les particularismes régionaux. Leurs activités se 
situent à un niveau trop général pour donner satisfaction à des besoins qui sont, par définition, précis.", ibid., p. 273. 
29The existence of special problems in the field of maritime labour in the Asian region is proved by the two Asian 
regional maritime conferences, referred to earlier in this study, which adopted a large number of resolutions pertaining to 
specific aspects of maritime employment. Resolutions adopted at similar Conferences could, with the appropriate 
technical and legal background, form the basis for the elaboration of regional labour standards.
^®G,A. Johnston. The International Labour Organisation^ 1970, London, pp. 206-207 who makes a distinction 
between the "economically possible" and the "scxnally desirable" in the field of social security.
31(1 Villars, "Scxâal security for migrant workers in the framework of the Council of Europe". /ZJ?., Vol. 120, p. 302.
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specific regions, such as developing countries or specified categories of workers from the application 
of the Conventions concerned; adoption of regional standards. The first two methods have not proved 
effective so far. In particular. Convention No. 147 which introduces the criterion of "substantial 
equivalence" has not been ratified yet by developing countries or by countries whose seafarers are 
required to work under low employment conditions (such as Korea, the Philippines, etc). Moreover, 
as has been shown, 32 this criterion can give rise to a wide range of interpretations and is not likely to 
enhance the effectiveness nor promote uniformity in the application of the ILO standards listed in its 
Appendix. As regards the "flexibility" clauses, they have had beneficial effects on the ratification 
progress only to a limited extent. 33 This is also confirmed by the fact that, irrespective of any 
flexibility clauses, older ILO maritime instruments have, as a general rule, received a larger number of 
ratifications than newer instruments.
In support of the régionalisation of labour standards it has been pointed out that if instruments 
were limited to regions where similar economic and social conditions prevail, their application might 
be less difficult and more uniform. This view is rejected by some writers, such as Landy, who argues 
that "Since international labour standards lay down minimum conditions, the crystallization of a series 
of regional levels would accentuate rather than reconcile differences." 34 This view disregards certain 
factors: a) ILO minimum standards are not always low, 35 b) the adoption of regional standards does 
not necessarily aim at the application of lower standards but at avoiding technical or legal difficulties 
which impede ratification, c) in certain cases, the aim of regional standards would be to lay down 
stricter rules and to ensure stricter supervision than universal standards and d) if the transition from 
lower regional standards to universal standards is compulsory within a specified period it is not 
possible to contend that crystallisation at various regional levels would accentuate competition. In fact, 
it is not a question of replacing universal standards by regional standards in certain areas, which for 
the reasons usually pointed out is not desirable, 36 but of ensuring the eventual effectiveness of 
universal standards through the preliminary adoption of regional standards and the progressive 
development of social standards for seafarers at the international level. In fact, however, when a 
maritime country for various reasons does not ratify a particular Convention or ratifies it only after a 
period of 50 years has elapsed, it is not readily apparent that the universal standard has achieved its 
aim of stimulating the adoption of labour legislation in a specific area. In this respect, it should be
3%ee supra Chapter 6.1.2 and 6.3.
33A prime example of this are the ILO's Conventions on certification which, despite their general character as "policy” 
instruments, have not received a large number of ratifications.
34e. Landy, The Effectiveness o f ILO Supervision^ 1966, at p. 126; see, also, Valticos, 1983, op. dt., p. 225.
3^n fact, the essence of minimum standards is that a) ratifying countries can adopt higher standards and b) no lower 
standards can be laid down but the second hypothesis falls when standards laying down minimum conditions are not 
exactly low but, in certain cases, higher than many countries can hope to be in a position to adopt. These countries 
dther will never adopt the standards concerned or they will adopt them after a considerable period of time when the 
relevant standards will probably have lost thdr character and effectiveness as new universal standards.
36valticos, 1983, op. cff., pp. 225-226.
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noted that certain ILO maritime instruments contain a number of provisions which could well be 
regarded as laying down lower regional standards either with permanent effect or temporarily. 37
The régionalisation of ILO standards for seafarers, if pursued, should be subjected to certain 
conditions so that the purposes of the ILO standard-setting activities in the field of maritime 
employment are not undermined. Moreover, in order to produce positive results, machinery for the 
adoption and supervision of regional standards will need to be instituted if this task is not undertaken 
by the ILO itself. 38 The relevant issues which are set out and examined in more detail below, are as 
follows:
a) The universal implementation of ILO minimum standards for seafarers will be the rule. 
Régionalisation should not have the result of pushing regional standards below minimum international 
labour standards, especially if they are low, unless this is considered absolutely necessary after 
examination of the relevant standards has shown that these have been ineffective in specific regions 
over a long period of time and have not been able to accommodate the special needs of the specific 
region. Depending on the particular circumstances of the case, regional standards would either 
initially lay down rules at a lower level than universal standards or embody the basic aims of the 
instruments concerned for a particular region only, when difficulties have been encountered in the 
implementation of specific provisions (for example. Convention No. 145 on Continuity of 
Employment falls into this latter category), or, finally, provide for different methods of implementation 
and supervision of the universal standards at the regional level than those laid down in the universal 
ILO Conventions, if the methods laid down in the universal instrument have for various reasons 
proved impractical at that level.
b) Regional standards do not promote uniformity, which, as explained in the Introduction of 
this thesis, is one of the major goals of international labour law, unless a mechanism exists whereby 
regional standards are effectively related to universal standards. This mechanism would provide for 
transition from regional standards to universal standards, if the former are lower than the latter 
standards, within a specified period of time.
c) The régionalisation of labour standards would not affect human rights for seafarers, such as 
the freedom of association and collective bargaining, equality in the facilities for finding employment
37see Art, of Convention No. 15, which applies the 16 years age limit to seamen employed as trimmers and stokers on 
vessels engaged in the coasting trade of India and Japan; Art. 2, para. 4  of Convention No. 138, which allows 
developing countries to specify a 14 years age limit, instead of the general 15 years limit under certain conditions; Art. 
6 of Convention No. 76, which was aimed to lay down wage minima for lim ité  categories of seamen (mainly, for those 
coming from developing countries); Art. 7 of Convention No. 109 which provides for wage exceptions in respect of 
ships where extra numb^ of ratings are employed; Art. 5 of Convention No. 138 under which developing countries can 
initially limit the scope of the Convention in respect of certain branches o f economic activity, including transport. 
Finally, Art. 29 of Convention No. 165 allows the substitution of bilateral and regional instruments, which will be 
adopted in the future, for the Convention itself, although "in the aggregate” no lower standards than those of the 
Convention can be laid down therein.
3^Here, attempts at establishing regional standards in the field of human rights would be of assistance; see supra 
Introduction, pp. 33-39. On the other hand, it should be noted that the systems of regional protection in the area of 
human rights, Mthough useful to bear in mind, are necessarily limited to the specific nature of these rights, which are 
universal in character and content and do not have the diversity and the economic character of certain of the seafarers' 
standards.
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irrespective of trade union membership, etc., which can only be universal, 9^ but standards that accord 
seafarers specific labour rights and obligations which can and need to be differentiated at the regional 
level if they are to be effective, taking into account the special needs of the region concerned.
As a result of the analysis of maritime standards attempted in previous chapters, a number of 
standards could be subjected to régionalisation; these include hours of work, wages, ^  social security 
benefits, the regulation of employment agencies for finding employment for seamen, development of 
industrial relations, etc. Finally, the application of regional maritime labour standards to certain 
types of vessels and trades, which are usually excluded from the scope of ILO maritime Conventions, 
could be envisaged.
d) Régionalisation of standards would also aim at laying down more stringent standards or 
establishing stricter supervision procedures, should the special needs of a particular region so require. 
Certain aspects of maritime employment, such as the abolition of fee-charging employment agencies 
in the Asian region would fall under this category.
e) The regional protection of seafarers' rights presupposes the establishment of an effective 
system whereby such protection may be realised. Questions such as the determination of the regional 
boundaries, membership, regulatory and supervisory powers of the regional group, voting systems, 
inspection procedures, the settlement of disputes, and the orgems of the regional organisation would 
have to be considered in detail.
^^For a view against regional standards in the field of human rights, see Valticos, 1971, op. cit., pp. 742-747, who 
argues, inter alia, that the adoption of regional standards on human rights would result in an excessive relativism of the 
notion of human rights and, because of their unavoidable conflict, in a diminution of their significance, ibid., p. 744. 
'^See supra Chapter 4.1.5., pp. 322-324 and relevant footnote references.
'^^For example, in the Asian region, the regulation of the engagement of seafarers should take into account the 
unemployment resulting from overpopulation and from the impossibility of Asian seafarers being absorbed by their 
national fleets and corrupt practices by intermediaries; other special problems include the weak structure of seafarers' 
organisations and the state of development in vocational training facilities for the industry.
^^or suggestions with regard to the organisation of regional agencies in other areas, such as marine pollution, see, 
inter alia, Okidi Odidi, Regional Control of Ocean Pollution (Alphen aan den Rijn, 1978), pp. 219-229; The 
development of regional standards in environmental protection law is interesting in this respect. At the regional level 
there are many treaties and agreements which deal with aspects of marine poUution; see, inter alia , S. Boehmer- 
Christiansen, "Marine pollution control in Europe", Mar. P o l., Vol. 8,1984, pp. 44-55; P. Hayward, "Environmental 
protection: regional approaches", ibid., pp. 106-119. It is interesting to note that many existing regional regimes for 
environmental protection are basc^ on legally binding instruments. In particular, Hayward refers to important functions 
of regional pollution conventions, such as providing a specific legal framework for a particular geographical region tak­
ing into account any particular local circumstances; the formulating and developing regional policies; providing a 
framework for regional control; providing a forum for consultation and co-operation between States; ibid. pp. 118-119. 
As has been clear from the objectives of ± e  development of regional labour standards set out in the Introduction of this 
thesis, his observations are very relevant to the possible functions of future regional labour Conventions. The 
importance attached by UNCLOS III to regional arrangements is evidenced by the fact that some provisions refer to 
regional rules; see Arts. 194, 197,207 (3) and (4), 208 (5), 210 (4), 212 (3) of UNCLOS III; under these provisions 
account should be taken, in formulating international rules and standards and taking measures to prevent marine 
pollution from various sources, of characteristic regional features; Art. 207 (f4) adds another two factors: the economic 
capacity of developing States and their need for economic development. For the usefulness, the purpose and the 
disadvantages of regional arrangements in the field of marine pollution see, inter a lia , GR. J. Timagenis, International 
Control o f  Marine Pollution , Oceana Publications, 1980, pp. 39-42, 269-273; compare also the Declaration on the 
Human Environment and the Action Plan adopted by the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
(UNCHE), held at Stockholm in 1972. Principles 10, 11, 12, 23 address the problems which the international 
regulation of environmental protection may cause to developing countries; moreover, several Recommendations for  
action at the international level dealt with special problems which may be encountered by developing countries in the 
establishment and development of environmental protection programmes; they recommended, inter alia, that states 
should take appropriate measures to prevent marine environmental pollution using the best practicable means available
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0  In order that conflict between universal and regional standards is avoided, first, close co­
operation between the ILO and the relevant regional fora should be established (if it is not the ILO 
itself which will be laying down regional standards) with a view to the harmonisation of the various 
standards adopted and their uniform and effective application, and, second, final clauses should be 
introduced in regional instruments to the effect that either they do not affect obligations undertaken by 
member States by reason of ratification of other instruments, such as ILO Conventions, which may 
contain more advantageous provisions for the workers. ^  If at a given point of time a State, which has 
ratified a regional instrument, ratified a more progressive ILO Convention, the obligations of that State 
under the regional instrument would cease to exist to the extent that they would be incompatible with 
those arising from the ILO Convention or to the extent that the ratification of the relevant ILO 
Convention would automatically entail the denunciation of the regional instrument. It might be 
possible to create an international committee for co-ordination of various maritime labour standard- 
setting activities to rationalise legislative activities in this field in order to avoid normative conflicts 
between universal and regional standards. 5^ Moreover, regular review of regional standards could 
and should be provided for. This could be undertaken by the regional agencies under the supervision 
and approval of the ILO (in the cases where the relevant regional standards have been adopted by 
regional conferences) or by the ILO itself in its capacity as the global agency.
This co-ordination should not exist only in the area of standard-setting activities but should 
aim at avoiding conflicts between regional and global supervisory systems. ^  It is particularly 
important that the drafters of various international labour standards, whether imiversai or regional, try
to minimise discharges of hazardous substances and they should co-operate on an international and regional level to 
create appropriate rules concerning marine pollution. Certain observations must be made here concerning the application 
of the above principles to maritime employment: a) in many cases, it is the shipowner and not the State that bears the 
financial burden imposed by maritime lalwur standards; as a result, arguments concerning the financial position of 
developing countries may not be valid; b) regional standards do not promote uniformity, which, as explained in the 
Introduction of this thesis, is one of the major goals of international labour law, unless a mechanism exists whereby 
regional standards are effectively related to universal standards.
^^Such co-operation could be envisaged in many areas: participation of ILO organs in the deliberations of the relevant 
Committees of the regional organisations (compare the co-operation between the ILO and the UN envisaged in the 
International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), the participation of an ILO official in the 
deliberations of the Committee of Experts provided for in the European Social Charter, consultation of the ILO before 
the Council of Europe makes any decision concerning compliance of Member States with the European Code of Social 
Security, etc); common interpretative approaches; and similar control techniques.
'^^ompare Art. 32 of the European Social Charter which preserves any more favourable treatment that may already be 
provided for under domestic law or other international treaties and Art. 120 of the Arab Convention on labour standards 
according to which the Convention does not affect treaties or international conventions which contain more 
advantageous provisions than those laid down therein. For legislative techniques for the avoidance of normative 
conflicts in the field of human rights, see T. Meron, Human Rights Law-Making in the United Nations^ A  Critique of 
Instruments and Process, pp. 202-213.
^^ompare in the field of human rights, Meron, op. cff., pp. 211-212. Organs similar to the European Commission of 
Human Rights and the European Court of Human Rights or their American counterparts (Inter-American Commission 
and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights) could be established in various regions, such as Asia, South America, 
etc. whose role would be to give advisory opinions on the interpretation of a particular regional instrument in 
cooperation with the ILO Office, to assess its relation to other regional or universal instruments, to identify possible 
conflicts between regional and universal standards as well as between regional standards and domestic laws as 
interpreted and applied in practice, and to work out possible solutions for their gradual elimination.
^For this question in the field of human rights, see Meron, op. cfA, pp. 229 seq.
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to prevent future overlapping of or conflict of jurisdiction. This is not a difficult task in the field of 
labour since the supervision of future regional labour or maritime labour standards could be entrusted 
either to the ILO itself or to regional agencies directly dependent on or accountable to the ILO. 
Alternatively, the ILO could consider means of organising co-operation between it and other regional 
fora with a view to adopting a unified international and regional system of supervision. In this respect, 
the highly developed reporting system established by the ILO, which has been well tested over a long 
period and proved efficient, will be of great assistance.
It was pointed out above that the special economic and social conditions of certain regions, 
such as the Asian and the African region, which do not always permit the countries in these regions to 
adopt the measures required by universal standards concerned for various reasons, including their 
economic cost, the rigid requirements laid down thereby, etc., have resulted in slow progress in the 
ratification of a number of ILO maritime Conventions. In the field of maritime employment, a means 
of overcoming these obstacles to the widespread ratification and implementation of the relevant 
Conventions could be the adoption of regional standards. It is hoped that the régionalisation of certain 
maritime labour standards would, on the one hand, raise employment standards at the regional level 
while, on the other, assisting these countries, through "escalation" provisions, to approach in a more 
confident way, and eventually to adopt, the standards laid down in these Conventions. At the same 
time, this method would not compromise the effectiveness and universality of the standards contained 
in the "universal" Conventions by introducing flexibility clauses into them or by down-grading their 
social significance by relegating important provisions only to ILO Recommendations, as sometimes 
occurs.
In certain cases, the normative content of universal and regional instruments will in principle be 
the same. There may be variations in formulation, due to differences in drafting or legal traditions, but 
the basic rights and fundamental freedoms will be the same for all. In these cases, the value of the 
regional system would be in the method of implementation and enforcement of maritime labour 
standards. A system of regional enforcement would take account of the cultural diversities and social 
traditions in various regions of the world. 48 Regional control of employment conditions could 
envisage more effective methods of supervision than flag State control. Regional systems of control 
could, for example, be based, where appropriate, on the criterion of the seaman's nationality, when 
common characteristics and problems appertaining to particular groups of seafarers could and perhaps 
should be dealt with in a uniform and effective manner within a region irrespective of the flag under
4^rhe ILO has, in contrast to other UN agencies, developed a very elaborate system for the adoption of labour standards 
and the protection of labour rights, which could serve as a model in the elaboration of such a system at the regional 
level. Regional standards could be adopted either by the ILO itself in ILO Conferences in which all the parties 
interested in the region participate or in regional Conferences, organised through the ILO regional offices, which would 
be empowered to Mopt, apart from resolutions and guidelines, IIJD standards. The application of such standards would 
dien be examined either by the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations or by a 
similar group established for regional purposes.
4^In some areas of maritime employment, such as the seamen's engagement and seamen's wages, effective supervision at 
the regional level could have beneficial effects on universal ILO standards and could eventually contribute to the latter's 
promotion and effectiveness.
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which these seafarers are employed. Finally, the establishment of regional standards and supervisory 
procedures would permit the holding of formal investigations and the publication of official reports on 
violations of seafarers' rights in a specific region.
This writer believes that in the field of seafarers' affairs regional developments are an important 
step to universal law and the adoption of regional instruments would be a viable means of ensuring 
effective enforcement of certain basic rules of law concerning maritime employment. Adoption of 
regional standards would prevent low ILO standards from becoming, in many instances, the lowest 
common denominator while, on the other hand, enabling higher ILO standards eventually to be 
adopted by developing countries, within a relatively short period of time and in accordance with 
carefully established procedures, bearing in mind the experience which these States have accumulated 
after the adoption and implementation of the relevant regional standards.
7.2.2. The development of codes of practice or conduct and collective agreements
Another area in which the ILO's activities in the field of maritime employment could be devel­
oped is the adoption of codes of practice. The ILO has adopted such codes ^ 9 but they are very few 
and have not achieved a significant status in the ILO's maritime activities. ^  However, it must be 
admitted that the great majority of the questions relating to seamen's affairs cannot be dealt with in 
Codes of practices because of their nature. The Codes of practices adopted by the ILO, as in the case 
of those adopted by the IMO, relate only to safety and, in particular, in the case of the former, to safety 
at work. In fact, this seems to be one of the few areas where codes of practices could be useful.
'^^LO Codes of Practices, Safety and health in dock work. Revised edition, ILO, Geneva, 3rd impression 1984, pp. 
221; Guide to safety and health in dock work , ILO, Geneva, 1976, pp. 287; ILO Codes of Practice, Accident 
prevention on board ship at sea and in p o r t , ILO, Geneva, 1978, pp. 188. Other codes deal with safety in sectors 
related to the maritime industry: Code o f safety for fishermen and fishing vessels , Part A, Safety and health practice 
for skippers and crews, published on behalf of the ILO, FAO and the IMO, ILO, Geneva, 1970, pp. 78; Safety and 
Health in Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing , Geneva, 1974, pp. 260; Safety and health in the construction affixed  
(^shore instcùlations in the petroleum industry, Geneva, 1981, pp. 135.
^%ompare the success of the IMO in this field, which has elaborated many codes and guidelines aiming to maintain 
safety at sea, such as the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code, the Code for the Construction and Equipment 
of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk, the Code of Safety for Nuclear Merchant Ships, the Medical First 
Aid Guide (in collaboration with the ILO and the WHO), Guidelines on Surveys under the SOLAS Conventions, 
Guidelines on port State control, watchkeeping, etc.; for these codes see the relevant IMO publications; see also S. 
Mankabady, The International Maritime Organisation, 1986, Vol. I, pp. 13-14,84-95,103-130.
^^Prevention o f Accidents Due to Electricity Underground in Coal Mines, Geneva, 1959, pp. 54; Prevention o f Acci­
dents Due to Fires Underground in Coal Mines , Geneva, 1959, pp. 48; Guide to the prevention and suppression of 
dust in mining, tunneling and quarrying , Geneva, 1965, pp. 421; Code o f practice for the safe construction arid 
installation o f electric passenger, goods and service lifts , Geneva, 1972, pp. 108; Prevention o f  accidents due to 
explosions underground in coal mines , Geneva, 1974, pp. 37; Protection o f workers against noise and vibration in 
the working environment, Geneva, 1977, pp. 74; Occupational exposure to airborne substances harmful to health , 
Geneva, 1980, pp. A4, Safety in the use o f asbestos , Geneva, 1984, pp. 116; Safety and health in building and civil 
engineering w ork, Geneva, 3rd impression 1985, pp. 386; Safety and health in coal mines , Geneva, 1986, pp. 176; 
S<^ety, heâth and working conditions in the transfer o f technology to developing countries , Geneva, 1988, pp. 81. 
Other guides and codes have also been published in respect of other sectors such as agriculture, forestry and industrial 
radiation. It has been reported that the Model Code o f Safety Regulations for Industrial Establishments for the 
Guidance o f Governments and Industry, published in 1949 and subsequently revised on three occasions has exercised 
considerable influence on national standards; see ILO, The Impact o f  International Labour Conventions and 
Recommendations, Geneva, 1976, p. 79, n. 1.
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Other areas could be maritime training, 52 medical care, health, inspection and discipline and the ILO 
has drafted a number of instruments in these fields. 53 From the conclusions drawn earlier in Chapter 
6, it is clear that the drafting of an ILO code concerning the duties, rights and inspection techniques of 
inspectors dealing with maritime labour cases is also advisable. 54 On the other hand, hours of work, 
minimum age, social security and other questions which constitute the main bulk of the ILO's work on 
labour standards, and maritime standards, are not translatable into codes of practice.
Moreover, the use of, and, even more so, the substitution of Codes of Practices for, interna­
tional legal obligations should be viewed cautiously. It is advisable that experience should be gained 
of the working of such Codes over a trial period. 55 Another problem posed by the widespread use of 
Codes of Conduct or Practices is the relationship between these and the training requirements for 
seafarers, including their certificates of competency. Is the specific conduct laid down by the code of 
safe practice within the actual competence of the seafarer concerned and what sanctions can be 
imposed on him if he disregards or defies the recommendations of such Codes? This leads to another 
question, concerning the legal nature of such Codes. At the national level, it has been suggested that 
any revised Code on Safe Working Practices has to retain the essential character of a recommendation 
rather than regulation. 56 While Codes of Practices relating to safety of the ship and the construction 
and design of machinery could be accorded a regulatory status, this might not be the case with Codes 
relating to the safe working practices of seamen 57 because various circumstances, connected with 
different types of ships, trades, departments on board ship, may mean that practices have to be flexible 
and adjustable. It follows that, in Codes of the latter type, details concerning safe working practices, 
disciplinary procedures, inspection procedures, etc. could be included, which, because of their variety, 
detail and circumstantial character, cannot be included in an ILO Convention. However, the 
establishment of such Codes relating to seamen's affairs at the international level would not permit the 
ILO to dispense with binding international rules, laying down basic seamen's rights. 58
52At the present the 1978 IMO Convention on this subject is as comprehensive as a code of practice and has been 
widely ratifîed.
53gee supra notes 49 and 51.
54rhis code could be based on the excellent manual on labour inspection published by the ILO: ILO, Labour Inspec­
tion, Purposes and Practice , Geneva, 1973, pp. 234. Though ILO maritime instruments are mentioned in this guide, it 
is not spedfically directed to inspection problems in the maritime industry. However, in view of the opinion of the 
MOU inspectors that Convention No. 147 is unenforceable (see Chapter 6, notes 160,178,181 and 185), it would be 
advisable that marine inspectors should consult the above guide, especially Sections 6 (legal power and status of 
inspectors), 11 (methods of inspection), 12 (health and safety inspection) and 13 (inspection of working conditions). 
Here, it should be noted that methods of inspection of working conditions are quite different from those of safety and 
health and require special knowledge of certain techniques on the part of the inspector; as regards medical inspection, 
see ILO, The Role o f Medical Inspection o f Labour, G^eva, 1968, pp. 111.
55lt was found by the Steering Committee on the Safety of Merchant Seamen at Work that in the U.K. the 1970 Code 
of Safe Working Practices had not been as effective as was thought in reducing the number of accidents. Although 
copies of the C ^ e  were carried on board ship, a high proportion of seafarers made little use of it. It was the view of 
the Committee that a suitable revised Code should be prepared. Safety o f seamen at work , Report of the Steering 
Committee on the Safety of Merchant Seamen at Work, London, 1978, p. 5.
56ibid.,p. 7.
57unless their recommendations are incorporated in laws or regulations having the force of law at the national level. 
5®The ILO publication The Impact o f International Labour Conventions and Recommendations states that during the 
discussions in the Governing Body there has been general agreement that codes of practices "should supplement, and 
not take the place of. Conventions and Recommendations, and that they should be regarded merely as guidance and not
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In conclusion, despite some criticisms which were directed at the usefulness of international 
maritime conventions in furthering shipping policies and the limitations of the inherent powers of 
international maritime organisations, ^  it is submitted that the case for a gradual disengagement from 
conclusion of further ILO maritime Conventions has not been established. In contrast to most IMG 
instruments, ILO maritime Conventions reflect political disagreements over shipping policies. The 
participation of governments, shipowners and seafarers ensures this. Moreover, as pointed out earlier, 
^  the ILO has arguably prompted the initiation of maritime social legislation in a large number of 
countries, not only through ratification but also through encouraging adoption of national policies 
which are based on standards included in ILO Conventions and Recommendations. The standard- 
setting activities of the ILO in the field of maritime employment have established themselves as an 
approved means of the development of international legal standards and the codes of practice, given 
the legal and constitutional problems which their implementation at the national level might entail, 
should be regarded only as complementary maritime standard-generator. As a complement to 
established ILO standard-setting procedures, the drawing up of codes concerning maritime 
employment is of great value. Such codes serve many purposes: a) they deal with cases of procedural 
detail such as inspection procedures, sometimes illuminating obscure provisions such as those of 
Convention No. 147; b) they gradually form an independent body of maritime labour standards which 
would be more flexible and could be easily updated through JMC procedures; c) they may 
eventually be incorporated in ILO instruments. ®
The ILO, in recent years, has recognised the value of collective agreements by including in the 
ILO maritime instruments specific provisions concerning the implementation of maritime labour stan­
dards by means of collective agreements. In the writer's opinion, the ILO could in the future examine 
the possibility of itself drafting, especially in developing countries, national collective agreements 
which would be based on similar concepts in all countries. The second stage in this direction would
as creating obligations"; op. cit., p. 79. In any case, such codes are not recognised in the ILO Constitution and, as a re­
sult, the ILO's supervisory machinery does not apply to them.
Cafruny in his book on the politics of international shipping, referring to IMO Conventions on pollution, states: 
"Since the late 1960s the ratification record has improved somewhat. However, many states accede to conventions for 
public-relations reasons; the conventions are cosmetic measures that help to conceal the indifference of shipowners and 
governments. Ruling the Waves , 1987, at p. 267; "... much of the work of IMO dealing with technical questions can be 
described as non-political. Nevertheless, as a rule, if international maritime organisations do not conform to the structure 
of interests, but, rather, seek to steer a course against the prevailing powers, they, are either destroyed or ignored", ibid., 
p. 283.
^ S ee supra p. 486, n. 7
^ffhis, of course, does not mean that current ILO maritime instruments are faultless or adequate. Their defects in re­
spect of specific maritime issues have been shown in previous chapters. Later in this Chapter, possible improvements 
of ILO drafting techniques will be suggested.
^^This would require a reconsideration of the JMC's powers and, possibly, a restructure of the JMC on a tripartite 
basis; for more details see supra Chapter 1, Section 1.7.2.
^^This occurred for the first time in 1987 when, as result of amendments submitted in the Committee on Medical Care, 
Convention No. 164 concerning Health Protection and Medical Care (Seafarers), 1987 was made to include almost ver­
batim provisions concerning training in medical care which were contained in thejoint IMO/ILO international maritime 
training guide, adopted by the ILO/WO Committee on Training in 1985.
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involve the drafting of an international collective agreement for seafarers, which unlike the ITF 
agreement, ^  would be generally acceptable to seafarers and shipowners alike. The impartiality of 
the ILO staff and the tripartite structure of the ILO would contribute to the success of this experimen­
tal initiative.
7.2.3. Need for better preparation of final documents
Finally, one lesson which has to be learnt from the history of the ILO's involvement in mar­
itime affairs is that, to a great extent, the success of the instruments adopted has been dependent on 
adequate preparation of the drafts at the preliminary stages. Insufficient preparation has resulted ei­
ther in a low number of ratifications ^  or in a missed opportunity to regulate substantial aspects of 
the seamen's conditions of employment.
7.2.4. The drafting of ILO instruments concerning seafarers
a) The scope of ILO Maritime Conventions - the vagueness of ILO definitions 
While no special problems have arisen as regards the definition of the term "shipowner" in 
ILO Conventions, ^  the possibility of a uniform definition of the terms "ship" and "seaman" has
^ F or the inability of the ITF to mount an effective boycott campaign, see supra Chapter 6. However, in the last 
decade a clause stipulating that all FOC vessels must have signed crew employment agreements approved by the ITF 
has been gradually introduced in charter parties; B.N. Metaxas, Flags o f Convenience, 1985, p. 59.
^^This can be done through the JMC, Thus, this body would turn from an international forum for "pre-collective bar­
gaining to disui generis forum for international collective bargaining; the new element would be the participation of 
governments in die proceedings, especially as regards the submission of draft documents for consideration by the final 
Conference; for this point see supra Chapter 1, Sections 1.7.2.3. and 1.73.
^Holidays with Pay (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 54).
^^Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1946 (No. 76), Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) 
Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 93). Of course, this does not imply diat ± is  was the only reason why the above 
Conventions have not come into force. For details, see the relevant chapters.
^®The term "shipowner" in ILO Conventions has to be construed as denoting not only the registered owner, but also 
"any other person who operates the ship with his own master and crew" or, in other words, any "persons on whose ac­
count the snip is fitted out"; 0 £ . , Vol. XL, p. 478.
^^The question of the application of ILO Conventions to mobile offshore units or other offshore installations has never 
been fully examined within the ILO although seafarers' representatives have from time to time ar^ed that they should 
be regarded as ships for ILO purposes. However, it seems that these installations cannot be assimilated to ships for cer­
tain legal purposes; see J. Kitchen, "Lessons from the "Sea Gem": Legal Aspects of Safety and Discipline on Offshore 
Oil Rigs", Marit. Stud. Mgmt. , 1974,1, pp. 232-242. Kitchen argues that die extension of the disciplinary provisions 
applying to merchant seamen to employees on oil rigs is not warranted due to the dissimilarities between the shipping 
and and oil rig industries; see especially ibid., pp. 233-4,238-240; for the legal problems arising out of the applicabil­
ity of ILO Conventions to offshore installations see Ian Chambers, "The applicability of international labour Conven­
tions offshore: an approach", II. Ji. , Vol. 120, No. 4, Jul.-Aug. 1981, pp. 395-409. Answer to this question will de­
pend on the nature of the coastal State's rights to the continent shelf; the extension of labour legislation to offshore 
installations; the nature of these installations (fixed, mobile, semi fixed); the designation of workers employed on them 
as seafarers; and the scope of the particular ILO Conventions. As a result of accidents on mobile drilling units requests 
have been made for the adoption of international standards on manning levels and qualifications for persons in po­
sitions of responsibility; see also ILO, Report o f the Director-General, 1987, pp. 63-64. Another category of workers 
whose labour questions could be regulated in the future at the international level is that of the crews employed on 
board offshore supply vessels. During the period 1973-1984 the fleet of offshore supply vessels (crew boats, supply 
boats, tugs, tug-supply and special purpose vessels) has nearly doubled in size and is expected to continue to rise as 
subsea od and gas resources become more important in the world market; see R.H Burroughs, "Offshore supply vessels: 
An emerging maritime industry", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1984, Vol. 11, No. 4, pp. 269-276. It is argued that this emerging 
industry will present further employment opportunities to the maritime workforce at least in the United States. At the 
same time it is thought that the special characteristics of workboat employment such as the level of unionisation, pay 
scales and the nature of shipboard tasks will limit mobility; ibid., p. 272. The IMO is currently preparing a document
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not been examined in detail within the ILO. These questions are thus frequently left to be settled in 
national laws and regulations. Some ILO maritime standards apply to pleasure yachts whereas 
others do not. Also, there is no uniformity in ILO Conventions as to whether, in order for seamen to 
be covered, they must be entered on the ship's articles or in the crew list as members of the crew. 2^ 
Certain types of ships and categories of seafarers are usually excluded from the application of ILO 
Conventions but this has not taken place in a uniform manner and, in many instances, ratifying 
Governments are provided with too much discretion in this respect. ^4 Sometimes the ILO 
deliberations have the effect of restricting unjustifiably the scope of certain instruments, thus 
undermining their effectiveness. ^5 Also, the scope of the Convention is frequently restricted by 
reference to legal terms, whose meaning is not easily ascertainable. Unfortunately, the MSC has 
been partially successful in bringing uniformity to the scope of the ILO Conventions listed in its 
Appendix.
A major loophole in the implementation of ILO Maritime Conventions at the national level is 
the existence of a provision in most Conventions that "national laws or regulations 8^ determine when 
vessels are to be regarded as seagoing vessels". As interpreted by competent national authorities it 
seems to be assumed that the exclusion of vessels of small tonnage from the application of the Con­
vention is justified in addition to the exclusion of certain other categories of vessels specifically 
permitted by subsequent articles of these Conventions. 9^ This is a matter of interpretation of each
which covers the question of "Additional training and qualifications of officers and crews of MODUs and other mobile 
offshore units"; see IMO, Sub-Committee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping, 19th session, 9-13 September 
1986, STW 19/2; STW 19/7; STW 19/7/1; STW 19/12, Annex 1; STW 19/WP. 4.
^(^However, it is unquestionable that women are included in the term "seafarer", see 32 R.P. , pp. 645-655, The posi­
tion of the master is less clear. According to an early ILO dictum, "in principle, a provision does not apply to masters, 
unless this is expressly stated”, 9 R .P., p. 516. However, the ILO Office was of the opinion that the parts of the ISC 
dealing with age of admission to employment, social security for seafarers, shipowners' liability, seafarers' pensions an 
unemployment indemnities and insurance "do not define the position of masters and must be regarded as including 
them", ILO, The International Labour C ode , 1951, Vol. I: Code, p. 770.
^^See,,for example. Art 1 (2) of Convention No. 108.
^^Such a condition exists in Conventions Nos. 22 and 23 but is not necessary in Conventions Nos. 55 and 166.
^^This is particularly the case as regards the social security instruments, see supra Chapter 53.3., n. 112; 5.6. 2). 
^^ompare Art. 2 of Convention No. 73; see also Art. 2 (7) of Convention No. 146 which empowers ratifying 
Members to exclude from the application of the Convention "limited categories of persons employed on board sea-going 
ships".
^^For example. Convention No. 15 does not ^p ly  to vessels 'mainly propelled' by means other than steam 
^^Art. 8 of Convention No. 9 provides that the same facilities for finding employment should be available for seafarers 
of countries, where "industrial conditions are generally the same" (compare also para. 1 of Recommendation No. 107 
where reference to conditions of engagement is made "generally equivalent to those applicable under collective 
agreements and social standards accepted by bone fide organisations of shipowners and seafarers of maritime countries 
where such agreements are traditionally observed"). This vague legal term has the effect of restricting the scope of the 
Convention vis-a-vis non-national seafarers.
^ S ee supra Chapter 6, pp. 445-446,449-450.
^ I^t should be noted that, according to the ILO Office, the term "national laws and regulations" widely interpreted in­
cludes general principles of maritime law. No enactment of legislation is necessary as long as the effective application 
of the provisions of the Convention is guaranteed by some o&er means; 0 £ . , Vol. XXMII, 1950, Interpretation of 
Decisions of the International Labour Conference: Shipowners' Uability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 
(No. 55), pp. 305-6.
'^The Greek delegation went to the 1987 ILO Conference convinced that the 1987 Office drafts which contained the 
same provision would facilitate the future ratification of these Conventions by Greece as far as vessels of small tonnage
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Convention. It is without question that the list of exclusions contained in ILO Conventions 
concerning seamen's affairs was meant to be restrictive. On the other hand, the meaning of the above 
mentioned provisions has never been clarified by an ILO Conference. It could be said that the 
provision aims to limit the discretion of competent authorities as regards those areas of navigation that 
are to be excluded from the application of the Convention. This reasoning, however, would not be 
valid for countries such as Greece where a "sea-going" vessel is, inter alia , defined by reference to 
tonnage criteria. ^  It is submitted that the criteria which should be applied to the interpretation of this 
provision is whether its extensive use would defeat the objects and the purpose of the Convention 
concerned, taking into account the exclusions expressly allowed therein.
Likewise, the meaning of the words "commercial maritime navigation" or "maritime naviga­
tion", which appear in most ILO maritime instruments, should be clarified. On the one hand, this 
provision has created problems of interpretation in ratifying countries; 2^ on the other, it permits rati­
fying countries to avoid application of provisions of ILO maritime instruments to vessels of small 
tonnage, even if this tonnage is higher than that allowed under the Convention, by enacting laws and 
regulations which define ships of a "desirable" tonnage as vessels not engaged in maritime navigation. 
It is submitted that the scope of ILO Conventions and Recommendations should be fixed on the basis 
of tonnage and strictly defined navigational limits.
As a result, there is no uniform application of ILO maritime standards at the international level. 
Efforts should be made, in this respect, to secure a generally acceptable definition of these terms.
were concerned. Mr. Gruènais, the Workers’ delegate of France, commenting on Art. 1 (2) of Convention No. 147 in 
which the above-mentioned phrase appears, said: "The proposed Convention Ixfore us, if adopted as such, would be vir­
tually ineffective, because it is national legislation which has to define which are seagoing vessels and which are not, 
because only Members which ratify the Convention will be undertaking to exercise their jurisdiction and control over 
ships registered in dieir territory"; 62 R.P., p. 42.
^^^e implications of this question were briefly addressed at the 28th session of the ILO Conference in 1946 but no 
positive conclusions were reached. The discussion centred on the question whether the addition of the words "for the 
purpose of this Convention" after the above mentioned phrase (which formed Art. 1 (2) of the 1946 Office draft on 
Holidays with Pay for Seafarers) meant that governments were free to decide what ships were to be regarded as falling 
within the scope of the Convention, 28 RJ*., pp. 86-87. The words "for the purpose of this Convention" were deleted 
but the problem was not resolved and to generdise in respect of all ILO Maritime Conventions would be stretching the 
argument
^^The interpretation given by the Committee on Wages, Hours of Work and N^ Ianning in 1946 in respect of the term 
"sea-going" in the 1 ^ 6  Convention on Wages, Hours of work and Manning should be regarded as applicable to all 
ILO maritime instruments if the purpose of these instruments is not to be defeated. This interpretation stated that it 
"was felt necessary to ensure that the definition of sea-going vessels adopted in each country should be that country's 
normal definition and not one adopted specially for the purpose of excluding certain vessels from the application of die 
Convention"; 28 RJ^., p. 300. The need for the ILO's concern in the regulation o f safety and working conditions on 
board ships under 500 tons and special ships has been emphasised in the past; see 41 RJ*.^  p. 129; 62 RJ^., pp. 114- 
115. The ILO considered this problem in 1956 but no measures were taken at that time; for a discussion see JMC, 18th 
Session, Oct. 1955, Conditions o f seafarers in smaller ships, 2nd Report , JMC/18/3/3; Preparatory Technical 
Maritime Conference, London, Autumn 1956, Report 112, (a) Conditions o f  Seafarers in Small Ships , Geneva, 1956. 
® I^n ratifying Conventions Nos. 53, 55 and 58 the United States stated that "the United States Government 
understands and construes the words "maritime navigation" appearing in this Convention to mean navigation on the 
high seas only "; O .B ., Vol. XXXIII, pp. 129,132-6. This interpretation, however, is not correct. Conventions Nos. 
53, 55 and 58, unlike other ILO Conventions, do not exclude coastal navigation from their application. Maritime 
navigation within the meaning of Art. 1 of these Conventions seems to exclude river or inland navigation but not 
coasW navigation.
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since, as is well known, their interpretation has given rise to disputes in national courts. Moreover, 
uniformity in the application of seafarers' standards at the international level would be endangered if 
ILO standards, which are intended to serve as models for the implementation of social standards at the 
national level, provide, because of their inconsistency, little guidance to ratifying Governments as 
regards the scope of national laws and regulations. In this respect, it is submitted that, so far as vague 
terms have the effect of limiting the scope of ILO maritime instruments, they should be restiictively 
interpreted with a view to ensuring the widest possible application of seafarers' standards at the 
international level. ®
Use of vague terms not only affects the scope of ILO maritime Conventions but also their 
application. The problems presented by the criterion of "substantial equivalence" have been discussed 
elsewhere. ^4 Other examples of "vague" legal terms are words such as "default", "wilful act" or 
similar expressions, which can have the effect of depriving seafarers of their rights under ILO 
Conventions, since, as these do not define these terms, the implementation of certain labour standards 
becomes a matter of interpretation by the ratifying Governments. 5^ Since the clarification of vague 
legal terms is indispensable for the effective application of the instruments concerned, the inclusion of 
these terms in ILO maritime instruments, unless they are defined therein, would be better avoided.
b) The importance of international certificates of maritime labour standards
A general comment may be made as regards the contents of ILO maritime Conventions. Un­
like IMO Conventions, the former do not contain provisions concerning the issue of international cer­
tificates. There are no international certificates certifying wages, hours of work manning, social secu­
rity and crew accommodation standards, etc. It was pointed out earlier, in Chapter 3, that the inclusion 
of provisions in ILO Conventions concerning the issue of international certificates of proficiency is 
necessary; especially since the relevant provisions of the STCW Convention are not entirely suc­
cessful in this respect. Furthermore, as was pointed out in Chapter 6, MOU inspectors have 
experienced difficulties in applying Convention No. 147 under the MOU. Thus, enforcement of 
social standards for seafarers at the international level lags behind enforcement of safety standards 
because of the lack of uniform certificates certifying the adherence to international social standards on 
board ship. There are two possible solutions to the problem: a) the ILO Conventions could be revised 
to provide for the carrying on board of uniform international certificates of labour standards; or b) a 
universal certificate could be created which would facilitate the enforcement of the labour standards 
included in Convention No. 147, provided that the Appendix of the latter is enriched with up-to-date 
maritime labour standards, as suggested in Chapter 6. In either case, these certificates would form
®^For example, in Art. 2 of Convention No, 7 the word "family" should be interpreted as denoting family in the 
strictest sense, viz., parents and children belonging to one family. In this respect, it has been argued elsewhere that 
provisions in ILO maritime Conventions, excluding from their scope members of the shipowner's family, should be 
deleted (see supra Chapter 43.2., n. 109),
^^ %ee supra Chuter 6.1.2. and 6.3.
®^Art. 4  (d) of Convention No. 23; Art. 4  (3) of Convention No. 166; Art. 2 (2) of Convention No. 55; Art. 2 (5) of 
Convention No. 56.
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part of the ship's papers and would be inspected normally by classification societies and other bodies 
in the same way as all other certificates concerning the safety and construction of the ship, etc.
Finally, consideration should be given to the possible adoption of international standards con­
cerning "flexible" certificates of competency which would allow seafarers employed on home-trade to 
be engaged on foreign-going ships in a certificated capacity and vice-versa. The introduction of this 
type of certificates might have beneficial effects on unemployment among seafarers and on the dimin­
ishing availability of qualified seafarers in certain countries.
c) The need for the inclusion of provisions concerning sanctions
As pointed out in previous chapters, some maritime instruments do not have adequate provi­
sions concerning the sanctions to be imposed if their substantive provisions are not respected. 
Particularly, so long as the Appendix to Convention No. 147 is not regularly updated, the development 
of standard provisions relating to supervision on an international plane should be considered for 
inclusion in the relevant instruments. Especially, international co-ordination in the supervision of 
labour standards on board ship is urgently needed and if standard provisions on international 
supervision are developed, this would facilitate the uniform application of standards for seafarers at 
the international level. ^
7.2.5. The position of fishermen
Another critical issue, which has been a subject of discussion in almost all Maritime 
Conferences, is the position of fishermen under ILO maritime instruments. ^  This question has two 
aspects: a) which ILO instruments relating to seamen also cover fishermen and b) the possibility and 
practicality of including fishermen in future ILO instruments covering seafarers. As regards the first 
question, the position of fishermen in ILO maritime instruments is not uniformly treated. ®
With regard to the second question, it must be said that the unconditional inclusion of fisher­
men in instruments dealing with seamen was rejected at the last maritime session of the ILO Confer-
^^The provisions concerning supervision could be modelled on a modified version of Art. 4 of Convention No. 147 as 
suggested earlier in Chapters 4  and 6. These would provide for legal sanctions against specific ships as opposed to 
general measures of an economic nature; measures of the second type have been suggested by a workers' memb^ of the 
G.B. who argued that "if a country failed to ^p ly  Conventions ... to which it was a party, it might be threatened with a 
refusal to supply the necessary coal or oil for its ships, or with higher charges in port, or with a refusal to load or un­
load the Ships"; 94 G £ .  , p. 44. Of course, ideas such as the one expressed above should not find a place in interna­
tional legal instruments dealing with shipping as they are likely to have only a partial effect and, on the other hand, 
they would exacerbate competition in the shipping industry.
^Tpor the latest ILO developments concerning working conditions in the fishing industry, see Committee on Condi­
tions o f Work in the Fishing Industry (Geneva, 4-13 \b y  1988), O B. , Vol. LXM, 1988, Series A, No. 1, pp. 33^1. 
^Conventions Nos. 22 ,23 ,54 ,57 ,72 ,73 ,75 ,76 ,91 ,92 ,93 ,109 ,133 ,145 ,146  and 147 explicitly exclude fish^men; 
it is also clear that Conventions Nos. 7 ,8 ,9 ,1 5  and 16 do not apply to fishermen; see for the Office's interpretation of 
the Minimum Age Convention with regard to the inclusion of fishermen therein. The International Labour Code, op. 
cit., pp. 841-2, M il O.B. , pp. 69-73; Conventions Nos. 55 and 70 permit national laws and regulations to make an 
exception for coastwise fishing boats; Convention No. 71 allows national schemes for the payment of pensions to 
exclude fishing vessels from the application of the Convention; Convention No. 53 does not contain a provision on 
this point but, in the opinion of the writer, applies to fishermen; see Chapter 3 ,3 .2 3 ; Convention No. 56 ^plies to 
vessels engaged in "sea-fishing"; Convention No. 108 provides ratifying Members with wide discretion as regards the 
inclusion of fishermen in the definition of "seafarer" and, as a result, they are free to exclude them after consultation 
with the organisations of seafarers and shipowners; see Chapter 2 ,23.2.
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ence in 1987.89 it is beyond doubt that the position of fishermen has not been comprehensively dealt 
with in ILO instruments. A solution could be found to this problem if delegates having experience in 
fishing were included in shipping delegations to ILO maritime Conferences. As has been pointed out 
in Chapter 4, the PTMC in 1986 expressed its desire that such delegates be invited to participate in the 
1987 Conference. However, no action on this point was taken. On the other hand, it is frequently 
suggested that maritime conferences be integrated within conferences of a "general” nature at which 
delegates with experience in shipping would be present. While this view has been found by the pre­
sent writer in many instances in this study to be unacceptable, it is one that could be applied to mari­
time conferences in respect of the inclusion of delegates with experience in the fishing industry. 
IMO, interestingly, is also beginning to take more interest in the safety of fishing vessels, following 
recent disasters.
The Office, after a brief examination of the provisions concerning fishermen in ILO maritime 
instruments, stated that "... it would seem proper to conclude that, in the absence of express provisions 
or decisions providing for or allowing the exclusion of fishing vessels. Conventions whose scope is 
defined as covering vessels engaged in maritime navigation must be considered applicable to fishing 
vessels, particularly when the problems dealt with are equally relevant to this sector of maritime 
employment", While this interpretation is correct historically, in the light of the position of 
fishermen in ILO maritime instruments, it hardly provides a conclusive means for resolution of future 
disputes and it does not encourage uniformity in this respect. It is suggested that fishermen in future 
ILO maritime instruments should either be expressly excluded or expressly included for the sake of 
uniformity. If they are expressly excluded this would not prevent ratifying countries from applying 
the provisions of the relevant instruments to them. The practice followed in ILO instruments of in­
cluding or excluding fishermen according to whether or not they fall within the definition of 
"seafarer" under national law and leaving the question, "in the event of any doubt" to the competent 
authorities of the ratifying countries, is not doctrinally desirable, is likely to transfer international dis­
putes over the status of fishermen to the national level and, as has been seen in previous chapters, has 
given rise to difficulties of interpretation. It should, therefore, be avoided.
8^rhe standard provision adopted by the 1987 Conference reads as follows: T o  the extent it deems practicable, after 
consultation with the representative organisations of fishing vessel owners and fishermen, the competent authority shall 
apply the provisions of this Convention to commercial maritime fishing**; In this respect the 1988 Committee on Con­
ditions of Work in the Fishing Industry adopted a resolution which requested the GB to urge **the governments and 
employers' and workers' organisations concerned to establish ^propriate machinery at the national level to study the 
provisions of the aforesaid Conventions with a view to ^ plying them where possible to the fishing industry"; see Res­
olution on working and living conations in the fishing industry. Committee on Conditions o f Work in the Fishing In­
dustry , op. cit., p. 40. It remains to be seen whether this Resolution will be put into effect.
^ 0 £ . . Vol. LVII, Nos. 2,3 and 4, p. 210.
^^These provisions usually reads as follows: "In the event of any doubt whether any categories of persons are to be re­
garded as seafarers for the purpose of this Convention, the question shall be determined by the competent authority in 
each country after consultation with the shipowners' and seafarers' organisations concerned". It follows that analysis of 
this provision in different ILO Conventions can lead to different or quite opposite interpretations since it could reveal 
that fishermen are or are not included in the definition of "seafarer" "for the purpose of each Convention". The ILO Of­
fice itself has given different interpretations of the same provision in Conventions Nos. 108 and 134; see O.B. , Vol. 
LVII, Nos. 2,3 and 4, pp. 208-213. The Office, in giving the interpretation that Convention No. 134 applied to fish­
ermen, employed unusual methods of interpretation, namely whether "having regard to the subject matter and purposes
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7.2.6. The interrelationship between labour, safety and environmental issues
As can be seen from pollution disasters in the last decades, the relationship between labour, 
safety and pollution is established but this is not the place to embark on an extensive analysis of this 
question. It suffices to say that inadequate manning scales and insufficiently trained crew may have 
disastrous consequences. The valuable role that the ILO can play in this respect resides in the fact 
that it can establish, together with the IMO, maritime training standards which would follow recent 
developments in ship construction. On the other hand, social standards should not be assimilated to 
safety standards. If the idea behind ILO standards is the establishment of social justice, maritime 
social standards should not be content with laying down safety requirements. As an example, it may 
be said that adequate standards of social manning may require a larger number of crew on board ship 
than safety manning.
However, it seems that in modem vessels manning scales will be reduced substantially (see the 
later discussion on automation), with the result that manning eventually will be regarded only as a 
safety requirement. In this event, to strike a balance between social and safety manning will be a mat­
ter of agreement between trade unions and shipowners but shipowners and seafarers have not easily 
agreed on such questions. ^  One solution to this problem could be provided by the ILO which, as 
suggested in Chapter 4, could lay down guidelines for manning. Furthermore, the ILO could draw a 
distinction between safe and social manning, if current methods of construction and disagreement be­
tween seafarers and shipowners render this necessary, and also between manning scales on board 
normal ships and those on board automated or nuclear-powered vessels (although the importance of 
the latter type of vessels has diminished in view of the practical problems posed by use of nuclear 
power and of, decommissioning of such vessels). It might be that the social element is not so evident 
in the case of ships belonging to the second category. ^  The establishment of the International Sea-
of each Convention, the protection for which it provides can be considered sufficiently marginal for a given 
occupational group, because of the special characteristics of its employment, to raise a bona fide  doubt whether the 
persons concerned should or should not be covered by the Convention"; ibid., p. 212. In the opinion of the writer such 
a construction is inadmissible; a) it introduces so many subjective oiteria as to render impossible any identification of 
common threads for any interpretative approach through which certainty of law could be achieved; b) it disregards the 
"ordinary meaning" of the words "doubt" and "purpose" in the context of the above provision; and c) it nullifies the 
purpose for which this provision was inserted in certain ILO Conventions, namely to leave it to the competent 
authorities in each country to determine, in cases of doubt, the categories of persons entitled to the benefits of the 
instruments concerned.
^L . Pressman, "Case Study in Labor-Management Relations: Maritime Industry-1965", Boston College Industrial and 
Commercial Law Review, 1965, pp. 805-820; I. Chrzanowski, An Introduction to Shipping Economics, 1985, pp. 76- 
78.
^ I^n other areas the impact of the operation of nuclear-powered vessels on maritime employment is considerable; the 
JMC, at its 19th session, adopted two resolutions concerning Nuclear Tests in Ocean Areas and Nuclear-Powered Mer­
chant Ships in which, on the one hand, the hazards that the conduct of nuclear tests at sea could entail for seafarers was 
stressed and, on the other, the need for the protection of merchant seamen employed on board nuclear-powered vessels 
with respect to the safety of seamen, liability in respect of accidents and sickness, specially trained manpower and spe­
cial conditions of service was emphasised; for the text of the Resolutions see 0 £ . , Vol. JŒV, p. 70. For the emphasis 
placed on the effects of nuclear-power propulsion on maritime labour during ILO Conferences see 41 R .P ., pp. 3,24- 
25,26-27.
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Bed Authority by UNCLOS III is likely to give rise to the question of the adoption of appropriate 
labour and safety standards for personnel employed on board ships operated by the Authority or the 
Enterprise. ^  The ILO will ultimately be called upon to play an active role in this area.
Finally, the interrelationship between different aspects of maritime labour itself should always 
be kept in mind when new instruments are discussed. in particular, it is suggested that the 
relationship between trade union membership and certain maritime social questions be examined (e.g. 
the effects of changes in trade union membership, as a result of a seaman being transferred to a newly 
established post, on social security benefits; trade union membership compared to company service 
contracts, etc.).
7.3. The ILO's established machinery for the adoption of seafarers’ standards
An issue akin to the need for sufficient preparation of the ILO instruments is that concerning 
the nature of the special machinery used by the ILO for seamen's affairs. It has been a tradition 
within the ILO that seamen's questions are examined first by the JMC, subsequently by the PTMC 
and, finally, the relevant instruments are adopted at a special (maritime) session of the ILO 
Conference. This tradition is based on a Resolution adopted by the I9I9 Peace Conference and the 
system then established has yielded good results in the field of maritime employment and, especially, 
has produced important international regulations contributing towards achieving the goal of the estab­
lishment of an International Seamen's Code. This system is in danger because of the Resolution 
adopted by the 1986 Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference to the effect that the Protocol to 
Convention No. 147 may be revised at a general session of the ILO Conference. In Chapter 6 
some reasons were given why this system is an undesirable development. Here, it suffices to say that 
the ILO Office itself did not agree that seafarers' questions should considered at General 
Conferences. ^
7.3.1. Recorded votes at maritime conferences
Another interesting feature of ILO Maritime Conferences is that the great majority of the dele­
gates vote for the Convention but the subsequent ratifications do not reflect the votes taken. There are
Report of the Director-General to the 74th session of the Conference stated that "... the ILO is interested in en­
suring that the labour and social conditions and the safety standards applicable to workers in the Area administered by 
the Authority are formally fixed at appropriate levels and effectively Wbrced in the particular context of the Authority 
and its Enterprise"; op. cit., p. 28.
95as an example, it may be cited that at the 55th session of the ILO Conference, the Workers' members of Israel and 
France referred to "the difficulty of recruitment of young seafarers, which they believed was due in part to the inferior 
conditions in this industry as regards holidays with pay, 55 R I*., p. 157.
^For an analysis of this Resolution see supra Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2., pp. 456-459.
^^The representative of the Secretary General said when appearing before the Committee on Holidays with Pay ap­
pointed by the 54th session of the ILO Conference: "The Office continued to hold the view that the inclusion o f ... sea­
farers within the scope of a general Convention would create serious difficulties, ...it had suggested ... for seafarers re­
course to the special ILO machinery that customarily dealt with maritime questions", 54 RjP. , p. 471.
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many reasons for this, for example: a) the government concerned, after further examination of the 
adopted instrument, considers that it raises questions which cannot readily be resolved in the immedi­
ate future; b) the government voted for the instrument, despite its intention not to ratify it, in order to 
express its agreement with its basic principles; ^  c) the government intends to ratify the Convention 
but not in the immediate future. ^  It is submitted that these attitudes of delegates towards ILO 
Conventions should be gradually changed. It is the opinion of this writer that known technical and 
legal difficulties concerning specific Conventions should be solved before, and not after, the adoption 
of final instruments. This, of course, depends on the knowledge and alertness of the delegates present 
at the Conference which provides a good reason why the ILO General Conferences are not an 
appropriate forum for such issues. However, many delegates vote for a Convention with the intention 
of examining the adopted instruments in more detail when they return to their countries after the 
Conference. Close scrutiny of ILO maritime instruments before their final adoption would have 
certain beneficial effects: a) it would reduce the workload of the Committee of Experts; b) it would 
enhance the progress of ratification of the Conventions concerned; and c) it would make these 
instruments more effective and reduce the need for their revision at a future date, thus saving time and 
money. Money is an important consideration here because savings could be used for convening 
maritime conferences at more frequent intervals. If this can be achieved requests for restructuring the 
JMC will have less significance.
7.3.2. Standard final provisions of ILO maritime Conventions
At the last maritime session of the ILO Conference, the standard final provisions for ILO 
Conventions were adopted; these provide that two ratifications are sufficient for a Convention to come 
into force; all alternative proposals suggesting a combination of a larger number of ratifications and 
tonnage were rejected. One wonders whether this policy will serve the purpose of establishing 
international standards at which these Conventions aim and, particularly, whether the entry of a 
Convention into force after the registration of two ratifications will have any practical effect. To 
answer this question it is necessary to make certain distinctions based on the nature of the 
Conventions adopted.
First, it should be noted that the old argument that a combination of a large number of ratifica­
tions and tonnage should be inserted in the final articles of the Convention concerned when its provi­
sions are likely to exacerbate competition at the international level, should be rejected. To take the ex­
ample of the ILO Conventions concerning wages, hours of work zuid manning, this strategy, as
^Sometimes, the opposite may be the case. Some governments, especially in the early ILO years, have ratified Con­
ventions which admittedly were of little practical application in the countries concerned, being of the opinion that "the 
standard set will be kept in view for the future."; thus, Ghana in respect of Conventions Nos. 15, 16 and 58, see 41 
R.P. , p. 29.
99lt is important to note that at the last maritime session of the ILO Conference in 1987, Convention No. 163 was 
adopted by 214 votes to 0, with 3 abstentions. Convention No. 164 by 214 votes to 0, Convention No. 165 by 198 
votes to 3, with 4  abstentions and Convention No. 166 by 209 votes to 0, with 2 abstentions. It remains to be seen 
whether this vast majority of votes will be translated into a large number of ratifications.
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pointed out earlier in Chapter 4, has not induced ILO Members to ratify the Conventions concerned 
and has prevented the collection and assessment of valuable information concerning these aspects of 
maritime employment If the few countries which have ratified the Convention concerned think that, in 
view of the fact that no other ILO Member has ratified it, it places an excessive burden on them, 
special procedures for denunciation or other action could be introduced in the final articles of those 
Conventions, as suggested earlier in Chapter 4.
Secondly, it seems that the requirement that a Convention be ratified by two countries before it 
comes into force is reasonable and facilitates the evaluation of the working of the Convention con­
cerned, thus pointing out the way for possible revision. However, this solution is not ideal when the 
provisions of a Convention contain an international element of a substantial nature, as is the case in 
the following examples: a) the Convention requires joint action at the international level without which 
it cannot practically operate; b) the working of the Convention presupposes the development of a 
network of agreements whether multilateral or bilateral; loi and c) "escalator" clauses are included in 
ILO instruments which require ratifying Members to take necessary action if the persons or States 
primarily responsible fail to take the prescribed action. 1^2 jn all above cases, the inclusion of a 
combination of a sufficient number of ratifications and tonnage in the final provisions of the 
Convention concerned or, alternatively, as a final clause, in that part of the Convention which contains 
the above elements, should be considered if the effect of the Convention is not to be compromised.
7.3.3. The importance of Resolutions adopted at Maritime Conferences
Resolutions adopted by ILO Maritime Conferences have played an important role in the evo­
lution of the International Seamen's Code. In fact, the adoption of many ILO instruments concerning 
various aspects of maritime employment has been the result of the adoption of relevant resolutions by 
previous ILO Conferences and subsequent discussion of the proposals concerned in the JMC. How­
ever, it should not be presumed that the adoption of ILO maritime resolutions has invariably led to 
practical results. From 1920 to 1989 80 ILO Resolutions, calling for the adoption of specific interna­
tional measures, have been adopted by Maritime Conferences. Leaving aside the 8 Resolutions which 
were adopted at the 74th session of the ILO Conference (1987) and the evaluation of which would be 
premature at the present stage, it can be observed that, out of a total of 72 Resolutions, positive ac-
lOOpor example, the success of Convention No. 147 on minimum standards on board ship is based on co-ordinated port 
state control at the international level.
^®^As explained in Chapter 5, Part IV of Convention No. 165 concerning Social Security for Seafarers (Revised), in 
fact, assumes co-operation of contracting States at the international level, namely the conclusion of bilateral or multi- 
lateial agreements. In contrast, the non-observance of, or partial compliance with the provisions of Art. 13 of Conven­
tion No. 164 concerning Health Protection and Medical Care for Seafarers, which expressly provides for international 
co-operation towards achieving certain goals laid down therein, is not considered so critical as to compromise the effect 
of that Convention.
102por example, this would be the case if Art. 5 (a) second period of Convention No. 166 concerning the Repatriation 
of Seafarers Revised) imposed an obligation on parties to the Convention as regards the defrayment of repatriation ex­
penses, failing the taking of any action by those primarily responsible. 
lO^See Appendix 7, Table A.
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tion has been taken in respect 56 Resolutions. Of these, 38 have been fully and 18 partially 
implemented. Action on 16 Resolutions has yet to be taken. Finally, 32 Resolutions which have been 
proposed at ILO maritime Conferences during the period 1920-1989 have not been approved by the 
majority of delegates.
It is interesting to note that the level of total or partial implementation of ILO maritime Resolu­
tions is high, amounting to 77.7%. However, the number of non-adopted Resolutions has increased 
in recent years, especially since 1970. Moreover, leaving aside the 1987 Resolutions, no action has 
been taken on certain Resolutions, adopted in 1958 and 1976, which represent 1/2 and 1/3 respectively 
of the total number of Resolutions adopted in those years.
Important Resolutions, on which no positive action has been taken yet, deal with various as­
pects of maritime employment, such as questions of seamen's discipline; the limitation of hours of 
work in inland navigation; seamen's wages; the composition of the JMC; the manning of ships; the 
application of the principle of a 40-hour working week on board ship; the convening of regional 
maritime conferences; the employment of women on board ship; the environment on board ships; and 
the treatment of foreign seafarers in transit.
Some Resolutions, which were proposed at maritime conferences but did not obtain the ap­
proval of the majority of delegates, are concerned with important issues, such as the standardisation of 
wages; the right of association of foreign seamen; the fixing of minimum manning scales; the es­
tablishment of an international supervisory authority; the composition of the JMC; the applicability of 
ILO instruments to fishermen; occupational safety and working conditions on board maritime mobile 
offshore units and supply vessels; regional maritime conferences; the establishment of an international 
relief fund for seafarers; discriminatory conditions of employment; the promotion of the employment 
of women in maritime activities; inspection of seafarers' conditions of employment. The Resolutions 
relating to the employment of women on board ship, the transformation of the JMC into a tripartite 
body, the convening of regional maritime conferences and the conditions of employment on board 
mobile units have been rejected more than once in recent times. The question of manning also has not 
been dealt with successfully in ILO Resolutions. There are many reasons why ILO Resolutions 
are not adopted: a) lack of time; which means priorities have to be established if a large number of 
Resolutions are put forward for consideration by the Resolutions Committee; b) the resolution 
involves political issues which are usually considered to be outside the competence of the Conference;
c) the resolutions concerned relate to controversial issues, such as manning or the composition of the 
JMC and, therefore, fail to obtain high priority; and d) they considered to be too technical and are for­
warded to other more competent bodies (this was the case with the 1976 Resolution concerning 
Medical Care aboard Ship).
^^For a list of the Resolutions adopted at maritime ILO Conferences and their implementation see Appendix 7, Table 
B.
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As a conclusion, although the maritime Resolutions adopted by ILO Conferences have been 
implemented to a remarkable degree, the unwillingness of the delegates to discuss critical issues for 
seafarers has postponed considerably their consideration. Resolutions concerning the revision of out- 
of-date instruments are not proposed very often and this is one of the reasons why considerable time 
elapses before these instruments are revised. Finally, attention should be drawn to the fact that, as is 
evident from Appendix 7, action on many ILO Resolutions is taken only a considerable time after 
their adoption.
7.3.4. Number of ratifications, percentage of the world tonnage and the criterion of 
registration
Usually, the success or failure of ILO maritime instruments is expressed in terms of the num­
ber of ratifications which the instruments concerned have received. While the number of ratifications 
is an objective and easily verifiable criterion for assessing the impact of ILO Conventions, it is not 
alone sufficient to offer a complete picture of the effectiveness of ILO instruments. Three other fac­
tors can be identified for this purpose: a) the impact of unratified Conventions and Recommendations 
on ILO Members; 0^5 y) the number of workers (in our case, maritime workers) covered by ratified 
Conventions; and c) the percentage of the world tonnage that is represented by the number of 
ratifications received. In this respect, it should be noted that, although the number of ratifications of 
ILO maritime Conventions is constantly increasing, this is not reflected in the percentage of the 
world's tonnage covered by these instruments; in fact, this percentage, as regards the most important 
maritime Conventions, is decreasing. For reasons of space, only the record of ratifications of the 
important ILO maritime Conventions (all Conventions in force, plus Conventions Nos. 70, 109 and 
133) during the period 1976 (adoption of the MSC) -1989 will be analysed here . A closer look at 
Table A in Appendix 6 leads to the following conclusions:
a) Between 1976 and 1989 the number of ratifications received by all ILO maritime Conven­
tions (except Convention No. 70 which is not in force) has increased. In particular, in 1976 the aver­
age number of ratifications for ILO maritime Conventions in force was 27.76 (the Conventions 
adopted in 1976 are not taken into account); if Conventions Nos. 70 and 109, which have not come 
into force yet are included in the calculation, the average number of ratifications falls to 26. The re­
spective numbers for 1989 are 31.5 and 29.77 (the Conventions adopted in 1987 are not taken into 
account). This is not a particularly good ratification record, since over 90 ILO member States have an 
interest in shipping and the principal maritime countries number about 50.
b) In contrast to this increase, the average percentage of the world tonnage represented by the 
number of ratifications received by ILO maritime Conventions (excluding Conventions Nos. 70 and
^O^ This question has been briefly examined earlier in this chapter; see supra n. 7.
^O^Unfortunately, no statistics showing the number of maritime workers per flag State exist at the international level. 
The ILO Annual Yearbook of Statistics does not refer to maritime workers as a special category of transport workers.
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109) has fallen to 38.81% in 1989 (the Conventions adopted in 1987 are not taken into account) from 
about 43% in 1976 (the Conventions adopted in 1976 are not taken into account). This observation 
applies to most important Conventions in force. However, the percentage of the world tonnage cove­
red by certain Conventions has increased during the period under consideration. These are: 
Conventions Nos. 22, 23, 71, 92, 108, 133 and 134. Nonetheless, the last two Conventions were 
adopted very close to 1976 and thus cannot properly be taken into account for the purposes of the 
present comparison. It is interesting to note that the increase in the percentage of world tonnage 
covered by the above-mentioned Conventions is mainly due to their ratification by Liberia and Greece 
after 1976.
c) The most widely ratified Conventions (40 ratifications or more) are those concerning mini­
mum age, medical examination of young persons, seamen's articles of agreement and seafarers' iden­
tity documents; all of them, except the Convention on seafarers' identity documents, were adopted in 
the early years of the ILO. The Conventions which have received a low number of ratifications (less 
than 20 ratifications) deal with the questions of social security and related matters, wages, hours of 
work and manning, accommodation (supplementary provisions), continuity of employment and annual 
leave. All other instruments which are concerned with such issues as the placing of seamen, 
repatriation, certificates of competency, food and catering, paid vacations, accommodation, medical 
examination, prevention of accidents and minimum standards are in the middle range of ratifications 
(20-40 ratifications).
d) The average period of time elapsing between the adoption of ILO maritime Conventions 
and their entry into force is 5.22 years. The following Conventions exceed this average by a 
substantial margin (over 5 years): Nos. 56, 68,71 and 91. Of these Conventions, Conventions Nos. 
68,71 and 91 require ratification by more than two members before they enter into force. It follows 
that burdensome final provisions represent one of the main reasons for the delayed entry into force of 
certain ILO maritime Conventions.
e) Finally, it is obvious that registration of ships in countries which have not ratified the rele­
vant ILO instruments can undermine their effectiveness. In this respect, it is suggested that registra­
tion as the criterion for determining the scope of ILO maritime Conventions should be replaced by a 
modified criterion of registration as proposed in Chapter 1. ^^ 7
7.4. International custom and maritime labour law
It was noted in the Introduction that the demands of international customary law have never 
played an important role in ILO Conferences, except in certain cases, such as port state control. 
Moreover, it was pointed out that the identification of the trends in customary maritime labour law 
could prove a difficult task, since the constant evolution of this law by means of the adoption of 
legislation, regulations, decrees, or by the conclusion of collective agreements, renders the
supra Chapter 1, Section 1.6.5., pp. 95-103, especially pp. 101-102.
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crystallisation of custom at any given moment difficult. However, sometimes the ILO has been called 
upon to eliminate widespread malpractices (for example, the abolition of fee-charging employment 
agencies), and to adopt "new law" for certain cases in respect of which the position in customary law 
was unclear before the adoption of the relevant ILO standards.
It was explained in the Introduction why the relationship between maritime labour standards, in 
particular, ILO standards, and customary law was not going to be examined in detail. The practical 
importance of the above considerations should not be underestimated. It is a reality and this has 
become clear from the examination of the relevant maritime labour standards, that some of them have 
not been ratified nor been adopted by a large number of states, including, in particular, certain of the 
so-called F.O.C countries and countries whose seafarers are usually employed on board ships 
registered in traditional maritime countries (South Korea, the Philippines, Russia, etc.). If the 
preconditions for the formation of a customary rule of law were met, that is identification of consistent 
and uniform State practice (usage) and opinio juris sive necessitatis, 0^9 then the relevant rules laid 
down in the particular ILO instrument would have a binding force erga omnes, that is even for States 
which are not parties to the instrument concerned. Of course, this may not apply to States which have 
manifested consistent opposition to such rules.
In this respect, it would be useful to ascertain the extent of the interaction between ILO 
Conventions, qua treaties, and customary rules of maritime employment emerging either outside the 
ILO Conventions or arising out of the conventional rules laid down therein. In particular, it should be 
ascertained to what extent ILO maritime Conventions have codified customary rules of law in this area 
and to what extent customary law has modified or rendered obsolete the provisions of certain, 
sometimes old. Conventions, especially those which have not entered into force or have been accepted 
by relatively few states. Although the question of the interaction of the sources of law (in particular, 
between treaties and customary law) still remains to be explored, increased awareness of these issues, 
apart from facilitating the identification of treaty and customary rules in this field, will have a beneficial 
effect on the evaluation and effectiveness of ILO standards established to date and will provide a 
measure of the role and potential of customary law in the area of maritime employment.
example can be cited here: the Placing of Seamen Convention (No. 9) was adopted in 1920 and its principles 
have been observed by a large majority of maritime countries. In die light of the appearance in recent years of 
"manning" agencies which supply crews and charge fees for their services, production of evidence that this practice is 
against customary law, as it has evolved since the adoption of the Convention, would add to the legal argimients for 
their abolition. However, the wording of Resolution V concerning the recruitment of seafarers and the r e la t io n  of fee- 
charging employment agencies, which was adopted by the 1987 Conference, seems to imply that the principles of this 
Convention have not become part of customary law; for the text of the Resolution see 7 4 ^ A . , p. LXXVII.
^®^The generally held view of customary law, which has been endorsed by the ICI is that the formation of a rule of 
customary international law postulates two constitutive elements: (1) a general practice of States and (2) the acceptance 
by States of the general practice as law, see Schwarzenberger, A Ma/iwa/ o f International Law, 1967, p. 32; Continental 
Shelf cases, I.CJ. Reports 1969, p. 3, at p. 44; for a summary and critique of the various views on the subject see, inter 
alia, H.W.A. Thirlway, International Customary Law and Codification, A.W. Sijthoff-Leiden, 1972, pp. 46-61; M. 
Villiger, Customary International Law and Treaties, 1985, pp. 12 seq.
lldWhat Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice has called "recalcitrant States", in 92 Recueil des Cours, 1957 II, p. 99; also, see the 
contentions of Norway in the Fisheries case, I..CJ. Reports I95I, p. 116.
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ILO preparatory meetings are usually well organised and exchange of views between 
Government officials frequently takes place within the ILO forum before the adoption of the final 
draft Moreover, in many instances States feel obliged to state their practice on a specific subject and 
to formulate their opinion on specific proposals; at other times, they are actually engaged in practice 
(through voting procedures, declarations, statements, etc.), thus providing valuable elements which 
could be taken into account in the examination of whether a particular standard has become or has 
generated customary law.
An extensive study of the practice of the ILO negotiations leading to the adoption of maritime 
labour instruments should be undertaken. The discussions during the preliminary ILO meetings and 
the statements made on behalf of member States in the discussions, the reasons given by specific 
States for adopting this or that stance, the practice of a large number of States as evidenced by the ILO 
Reports and the declarations concerning State practice made by government officials during the 
preparatory stages, the adoption (unanimous or not) of ILO Conventions, Recommendations or 
Resolutions on a specific subject m  and the position of member States during the voting procedures 
(the size and composition of the majority and the proportionate size of the minority), the "widespread 
and representative participation" of States in a particular ILO Convention, including those States 
"whose interests were specially affected", 112 provide extensive evidence of the elements required to be 
taken into account in identifying the formation of customary law. Although the notion of the 
"specially affected" States is criticised nowadays, in the ILO domain this notion is of practical 
importance, as it would point to States which either are engaged in the shipping trade or have nationals 
employed on board ships belonging to other nations. It is submitted that the process of the formation 
of customary law in the ILO framework is not so difficult to ascertain as it would be if State practice 
were to be ascertained independently of ILO procedures,
Further, following the ICJ's examination of the conditions which must be satisfied for the 
process of the "generation" of a customary rule by a treaty, an analysis of the relevant ILO 
instruments should be attempted with a view to identifying whether a number of maritime labour
fact that at ILO Conferences, instruments are usually adopted unanimously, especially in recent years, does not 
in the present writer's view amount to State practice which could lead to the formation of customary law (see on this 
point, M. Villiger, op. cit., p. 9). The experience of the present writer from ILO Conferences is that Government 
delegates many times, especially recently, vote in favour of a particular proposal, as a matt^ of courtesy, just in order 
not to spoil the "unanimity" of the proceedings and intend to examine the matter more closely when they go back home. 
From an examination of die voting procedures since 1919 until today it is veiy difficult to say that the votes in favour 
of a particular proposal, the abstentions and dissenting votes expressed the opinion of member States as to their will or 
intention to regard the relevant rules as binding or to extract any conclusions as to the existence of an opinio juris. 
Moreover, the value of the votes in ILO Conferences as evidence of State practice is even more equivocal. It is common 
practice among ILO Members voting in favour of a particular rule to refuse to ratify it at a later stage, although the 
reasons for non-ratification are not always identifiable and do not always mean that the State concerned has rejected that 
rule. More important in this respect are opinions expressed by member States during the preparatory meetings with 
concomitant statements, explanations of votes and reservations which could reflect the position of the particular State 
with regard to a particular standard and, sometimes, give some indication of the existence or not of an opinio juris.
Reports, 1969, p. 42, para. 73; but see also M. Villiger who does not consider ratification of a treaty as an 
important aspect of State practice leading to the formation of customary law, op. cit., pp. 11 seq. 
ll^See, inter alia, M. Villiger, op. cit., pp. 13-35.
^ '^^Compare on this point, Villiger, op. cit., pp. 295-297.
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standards are of a "fundamentally norm-creating character", that is to say, of such a kind that they 
can operate as a general rule. It is true that reservations to ILO instruments are not permitted under 
the ILO Constitution and, therefore, this aspect of the norm-creating character of a particular ILO 
standard (i.e. lack of reservations) should not be overemphasised. On the other hand, in many 
cases, it cannot be said that all ILO Conventions contain maritime labour standards which evidence, 
declare or embody legal rules or legal régimes which are recognised as being of universal validity and 
application so as to create rules binding on non-parties to these Conventions. It should be noted that 
usually maritime labour standards are specialised, sometimes embody individual and concrete rules, 
are expressly made subject to national laws, regulations, and collective agreements and refer to 
specific maritime activities which are susceptible to change in various areas of the world and their 
scope and effectiveness is conditioned to a considerable extent by changes in the shipping business 
and in governmental policies, so that the question whether these standards have an intrinsic norm- 
creating character should be carefully examined. In other words, it should be considered whether 
rules of customary law can be created through the operation of ILO maritime Conventions, as law­
making or norm-enunciating treaties. Certain ILO maritime standards, such as the age for admission 
to employment, the right of a seaman to repatriation, the right of a seaman to leave, etc. may have this 
character; other standards, such as those concerning wages and social security benefits may not.
Despite the continuous development of ever-changing regulations, it is possible to identify 
certain standards which, bearing in mind the consistent and widespread State practice either outside or 
within ILO Conventions, may be said to have become customary rules of maritime employment law if 
an opinio juris were present, or which can be said to be in the process of becoming such rules. These 
include: the 15-year minimum age limit; the 18-year minimum age for trimmers and stokers; the 
medical examination of seafarers before admission to employment at sea (but perhaps not the periods 
of the validity of the medical certificates laid down in Convention No. 73); the issue to seafarers of 
documents (identity or other documents) that facilitate their movement across national boundaries; 
Art. 3 and the basic provisions of Art 4 of Convention No. 53 concerning the certification of officers; 
the 8-hour working day and, perhaps, the 48-hour working week for all departments (excluding, of 
course, overtime); the repatriation of masters and apprentices; a right of the seaman to repatriation in 
cases of illness or injury incurred while in service; that the expenses of repatriation include at least the
 ^^ ^LCJ. Reports, 1969, p. 42, para. 72.
1 this point see Thirlway, op. cit., pp. 117-124.
ll^For an analysis of the notion of the "norm-creating" character of a conventional rule and the "general" and "abstract" 
nature of this rule, and the negative effect that its being subject to special agreements or being qualified by "special 
circumstances" can have on its potential to become a customary rule of law, see I.CJ. Reports, 1969, p. 42, para. 72; 
see also Villiger, op. cit.. Chapter 5, D and E, who questions the Court's reasoning as regards the latter two 
preconditions laid down by it for the generation of a customary rule of law out of a conventional rule of law.
^Another problem encountered with ILO instruments in this respect is that, in many instances, for example, as 
regarding questions of social security, there has been some inconsistency in the succession of standards, ratified by 
some States and rejected by others, and the practice has been so much influenced by considerations of political 
expediency in various cases, that it is not possible to discern any constant and uniform usage, accepted as law, with 
regard to a particular standard (see Johnston, op. cit., p. 241).
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cost of reconveyance and subsistence from the time the seaman was discharged to his arrival in the 
port to which he had to be brought back; that a seaman entitled to repatriation is provided with ac­
commodation and food during the repatriation travel; that travel time and/or any waiting time are not 
deducted from paid annual leave accruing to the seafarer; that the shipowner is ultimately financially 
responsible for the repatriation of the seaman; and that payment in lieu of leave earned is prohibited or 
is allowed only in exceptional circumstances.
The complete disregard of customary law and its implications for development of treaty law, 
which is apparent from the discussions held at ILO Conferences, is, of course, due to the absence of 
international legal experts in national delegations to these conferences. However, this practice has had 
negative effects on the effectiveness of ILO instruments and has deprived the ILO meetings from 
discussing ILO maritime standards from a different perspective, namely the uniform codification and 
progressive development of existing standards for seafarers, taking into account such principles as the 
clarity and certainty of law. It is in this context that issues, such as hours of work, manning, 
discipline, the placing of seamen, etc., should be discussed in the future.
7.5. The Law of the Sea Conventions and international standards for seafarers
Certain views were expressed in the Introduction and in Chapter 1 of the present study 
concerning the role of the UN Law of the Sea Conventions in effectively regulating social matters on 
board ship and it was argued there that Art. 10 of the HSC and Art. 94 of the LOSC are defective in 
this respect.
The first point, which was made, was that if these provisions are interpreted literally, according 
to their ordinary meaning, their scope is obviously limited. The flag State’s obligation to regulate 
labour matters on board ship does not extend beyond strict safety requirements. In other words, there 
is an obligation to take measures in respect of employment matters only to the extent that this is 
necessary for the maintenance of safety at sea.
The significance of safety considerations in the 1982 UNCLOS is further evidenced by the 
inclusion of para. 4 in Art. 94 (about crew qualifications) which clearly indicates a concern for 
ensuring safety at sea. Moreover, it will be remembered that Art. 10 of the HSC required flag States 
to take measures to ensure safety at sea with regard to manning and labour conditions for the crews, 
taking into account "the applicable international labour instruments". Another novelty of Art. 94 in 
this respect is that the word "labour" was deleted. Thus, the flag State is now obliged to take into 
account only the "applicable international instruments". This may evidence a further preference of the 
LOSC for safety at sea in disregard of social considerations. On the other hand, such deletion may 
have seemed necessary because, as the analysis undertaken in earlier Chapters has made clear, no 
international labour instruments on manning exist; furthermore, very few international labour
tt^see supra Chapter 1.63. and note 163.
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instruments contain provisions relating to safety at sea; finally, the insertion of "training" in Art. 94 (3) 
(b) may have been aimed at including the IMO's STCW Convention in the applicable international 
instruments to be taken into account. It is certainly arguable that this Convention is a safety 
instrument rather than a labour instrument 120 and the retention of the word "labour" might have 
rendered its applicability problematic. It may be possible to clarify this point when the commentary 
on the UNCLOS currently being produced under the auspices of the University of Virginia, USA, 
finally covers these relevant articles of the UNCLOS.
In any case, the deletion of the word "labour" in Art. 94 (3) (b) cannot mean that no labour 
instruments can be taken into account. It rather denotes the intention of the drafters to include any 
applicable international instrument whether this is of a safety or of a labour nature. In the writer’s 
opinion, if the purpose of taking into consideration the applicable international instruments is to 
enhance safety at sea, this latter term should be given the widest possible meaning. Very few would 
argue that the well being of seafarers does not have a beneficial effect on safety at sea. If, in addition, 
the term "labour conditions" were interpreted to cover questions such as social security, health, 
medical care and safety of the seafarers, then the obligation of the flag State’s duty to take measures to 
ensure safety at sea as regards ships flying its flag would acquire real social content. As is clear from 
the previous Chapters, the ILO has adopted instruments on all the above matters which could be taken 
into account in the application of the above provisions.
It was concluded above that in order to enhance the effectiveness of the above provisions of the 
Law of the Sea Conventions, an expansive rather than a restrictive interpretation should be applied to 
the terms "safety at sea" and "labour conditions". The next question arising concerns the nature of the 
obligation of the flag State in respect of the "applicable international instruments" and "generally 
accepted international instruments".
In the first place, it should be noted that neither provision imposes on the flag State a clear 
duty to regulate, that is to adopt laws and regulations. The obligations of the flag State towards the 
above international standards acquire meaning only if they are connected with its primary duty to 
ensure safety at sea. To this end it is required to take the necessary measures. Thus, the above 
provisions are concerned to ensure that the flag State takes enforcement measures to ensure safety of 
life at sea. Prescriptive duties are significant to the extent that they are necessary to give effect to the 
flag State’s enforcement duties. As long as the necessary measures taken conform to the relevant 
"generally accepted international standards", the adoption of relevant laws and regulations does not 
appear necessary.
Second, there is a clear difference between HSC 10, para. 1 (LOSC 94, para. 3) and HSC 10, 
para. 2 (LOSC 94, para. 5). The former does not impose on the flag State a duty to apply the relevant 
international standards on board ships flying its flag nor to ratify the instruments in which these 
standards are laid down. Although the flag State is required to take account of the relevant instruments,
^20ln the writer's opinion, it has both safety and labour aspects, see supra Chapter 3.
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121 the effect is that the flag State is free to adopt its own national rules and regulations with a view to 
regulating labour conditions on board ships flying its flag which are virtually uncontrolled by 
internationally agreed standards. In other words. Governments are left with wide discretion with 
regard to the content of the labour standards to be taken into account and their enforcement, especially 
if the Governments concerned have not ratified the relevant ILO Conventions. As a result, these 
provisions are of an hortatory character and subject the relevant national laws and regulations to a 
negligible level of international control. On the contrary, the latter provisions oblige flag States, in 
taking the necessary measures to ensure safety at sea, to conform to "generally accepted international 
standards". There is a clear obligation imposed on the flag State to make sure that the measures taken 
are in conformity with internationally accepted standards. However, the relationship between the 
"applicable international instruments" and the "generally accepted international standards" is less than 
clear. The former probably refers to the international labour instruments applicable to a particular case 
without any requirement that these standards be "generally accepted". 2^3 if^  however, the standards 
contained therein are "generally accepted", then the flag State is obliged to take measures in 
conformity therewith. 124
This brings us to the next question, that is the meaning of the term "generally accepted 
international standards" to which the flag State is required to conform in discharging its obligations 
under the Conventions. It has been argued that reference to them has been dictated by reasons of 
practical necessity. 125 writer suggests that these terms should be viewed in the light of a two 
goals, namely, the uniform regulation of employment matters on board ship and the effective 
enforcement of the relevant laws and regulations on the basis of internationally agreed criteria.
The adoption of international labour standards is today one of the main tasks of the ILO and 
since 1919 this has been the organisation which has usually been looked to, whenever the need for the 
adoption of international labour standards on a new topic has become apparent Therefore, to answer
121See supra Chapter 1.6.3., n. 169.
122Compare the analysis of the HSC reference to standards on marine pollution by A. Boyle, "Marine Pollution under 
the Law of the Sea Convention", 79 AJIL (1985), 347, at pp. 351-2.
^23xhis it seems, the reason why the flag State is only required to take them into account. Thus, the flag State is 
urged to take into account the applicable international instruments irrespective of whether the standards contained 
therein are "generally accepted" or not. This has the advantage that flag States in taking measures to prevent safety at 
sea with regard to labour conditions will take into consideration certain principles or standards contained in instruments 
which have been adopted in one or another way by the international community (for example. Conventions, 
Recommendations, Resolutions) regardless of whether or not they have been widely applied in practice; thus, national 
action, in this respect, would be guided by certain international principles or standards. Furthermore, if State action 
upon this provision became consistent and general, the above principles and standards could at a later stage achieve 
some degree of general acceptance, in which case flag States would eventually be required to conform to them (HSC 10, 
oara. 2, LOSC SH, para. 5).
^24por a different view according to which no real significance should be attached to the term "applicable international 
instruments" in Art. 94 (3) (b), as its apparent conflict with Art. 94 (5) can be explained on historical grounds, see T. 
Treves in R.J. Dupuy, D. Vignes (éd.). Traité du Nouveau Droit de la Mer, 1985, pp. 723-724.
^25xhus, wide divergencies and incompatibility between various standards will be avoided and promotion of the safety 
of shipping through the uniformity of international standards will be achieved, R. Churchill, A. Lowe, The Law o f the 
Sea, 1983, p. 185.
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the above question, it would be useful first to examine briefly the meaning attributed to the term "ILO 
standards", according to the traditional ILO philosophy.
It is beyond doubt that when reference is made to international labour standards (normes 
internationales du travail), this term encompasses the provisions contained in international labour 
Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the ILO. 2^6 However, it is pointed out that there are 
other ILO standards which have a less formal character, such as resolutions adopted by the ILO 
Conferences, resolutions adopted by regional conferences or by technical or specialised committees, 
etc. 127 Thus, international labour standards are contained in ILO Conventions, Recommendations 
and Resolutions and these may be said to possess the international character required by the Law of 
the Sea Conventions. Are they, however, "generally accepted"?
It is generally considered that this term refers to standards adopted by the ILO and, as far as 
"appropriate qualifications" of seafarers are concerned, reference is usually made to the STCW 
Convention adopted by the IMO. 128 However, little attention has been paid to the question 
concerning the meaning of the words "generally accepted international standards" and whether the 
labour standards adopted by the ILO meet this requirement. 129
The phrase "generally accepted" in this context could mean either standards or rules which 
have received widespread ratification or incorporation in national law i^o or have acquired the status of 
customary law; I3i or have been ratified by a sufficient number of countries to enable them to come 
into force. i^2
With regard to the meaning of the above term, it seems that the drafters of the 1982 UNCLOS 
primarily intended to refer to International Labour Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the 
ILO, without any further qualification. A proposed amendment to Art. 138 (General Conduct of 
States in relation to the Area) of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea is indicative of 
this. This amendment would have created a second paragraph reading as follows:
126see Valticos, 1983, op. dt., pp. 131-132.
^27ibid., pp. 132-133. There are other standards which are elaborated by spedal intergovernmental Conferences under 
the auspices of the ILO and other international organisations, such as the two Conventions on sodal security and on 
conditions of employment for the Rhine boatmen, the European Convention on sodal security for workers in the 
international transport (1956), the European Sodal Charter, the European Convention on Human Rights, the European 
Code on Sodal Security and the European Convention on Sodal Security. The standards contained in the latter 
instruments, however, may not possess the international character which seems to be required by the provisions of the 
Law of the Sea Conventions. The examination of the question as to whether the UN Covenants on Civil and Political 
Rights and on Economic and Sodal Rights contain standards of the nature envisaged in the Law of the Sea 
Conventions is beyond the scope of this study.
128d p O’ Connell, The International Law of the Sea, 1985, Vol. II, p. 831; Churchill and Lowe, op. dt., pp. 188-9. 
^2^n fact, the ILO instruments mentioned by Churchill and Lowe as most important in this respect (Conventions Nos. 
92,109,133,145 and 147) have not been widely ratified and two of them, namely Conventions Nos. 109 and 133, have 
not yet entered into force, ibid.
regards marine pollution, see Timagenis, op. dt., at. p. 606.
131 Van Reenen, "Rules of Reference in the New Convention on the Law of the Sea", 12 N.YJ.L. (1981), at p. 3. 
1323oyie, op. dt., at p. 356; the question as to whether compliance with "generally accepted" satisfies the criterion of 
due diligence to be exhibited by the flag State when a flag vessel performs an act prohibited by international law is 
beyond the scope of this work as it touches upon questions of State responsibility; see on this point Meyers, The 
Nationality o f Ships, The Hague, 1967, at p. 110; B. Smith, State Responsibility and the Marine Environment, Oxford, 
1988, at pp. 160-161.
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2. Signatories to this treaty agree to enforce internationally recognized labor standards 
regarding working conditions and maritime safety. Internationally recognized labor 
standards are defined as those standards specified in the conventions and the 
recommendations of the International Labour Organisation, with special reference to 
the Minimum Standards in the Merchant Ships Convention, No. 147. 133
This amendment was not adopted because it became part a compromise deal enabling the 
Conference to complete its work at the 1982 session but it provides an indication of the meaning 
which the Members of the Conference attributed to the international labour standards.
This writer believes that the reference to "generally accepted international standards" should be 
given the widest possible interpretation. The intention behind these Articles was to provide for the 
regulation of labour on board ships on the high seas an international criterion which would endow this 
regulation with some degree of uniformity based on a wide range of internationally accepted standards 
while at the same time providing the necessary flexibility as regards their application. Having in mind 
the above object of the Articles, the conclusion is that not only standards contained in ILO 
Conventions but also standards contained in ILO Recommendations should be included in the above 
term. Further, there is no reason why other standards contained in ILO Resolutions or in other 
instruments relating to employment matters should not be regarded as included in this term provided 
that in all the above cases these standards have achieved a certain degree of acceptance in the 
international community. Actually, if the aim is to guide flag States concerning to what standards they 
are required to conform in the regulation of maritime employment on the high seas without obliging 
them to adopt or to ratify these standards, thus achieving uniformity in the regulation of crew 
conditions and promoting safety at sea and, at a secondary level, the social protection of seafarers, 
such standards do not have to be binding on a large number States; they may have already passed into 
customary law so that the Law of the Sea Conventions would merely be codifying obligations which 
already exist; 3^4 or they may have acquired the status of law but may not have been ratified by a 
substantial number of states; 3^5 or, finally, they may not yet have the force of law because the relevant 
instruments have not obtained the number of ratifications required for their entry into force or they 2ire
133u n  Doc. A/CONF.62/L.121, at 2 (1982).
134j|ie difficulty here is that in the shipping industry certain practices, often of a technical nature, may be widely 
^plied and accepted in practice but opinio juris, which is necessary for the formation of customary law according to the 
prevailing opinion, may be lacking or its existence may not be readily ascertainable. This is particularly the case with 
maritime labour questions; it was seen that the role and effect of customary law in ILO deliberations has been very 
limited (see Introduction and Chapter 7.4.).
135customary rules of law apart, a high degree of acceptance, probably based on wide ratification, seems to be required 
by T. Treves who argues that T1 s' ensuit que la disposition veut se référer à un ensemble de règles qui (tout en 
comprenant aussi les règles coutumières existant en la matière) peuvent avoir aussi un degré d'acceptation moins 
généralisé que celui des règles coutumières. Ce degré d'acceptation doit cependant être très haut. It est difficile de dire 
a priori combien de ratifications doit avoir recueilli une convention pour que l ' on puisse la qualifier de "généralement 
acceptée"; in RJ. Dupuy, D. Vignes, op. cit., p. 723.
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not by their nature legally binding. 3^6 However, in the last two cases, a certain degree of wide 
application at the international level will be required. In the case of ILO Conventions, it cannot be said 
that entry into force is tantamount to wide acceptance; since most ILO Conventions enter into force 
after the ratification of two ILO Members has been registered with the Secretariat, the entry into force 
cannot be an indication of wide acceptance. 137
It was concluded above that "generally accepted" international standards, regulations, etc., may 
include standards contained in rules of customary law; ratified ILO and IMO Conventions; ILO and 
IMO Recommendations and Codes of Practices; and, finally, instruments that have not yet come into 
force. However, in all cases but the first, wide application of the relevant standards at the international 
level is a prerequisite for the above provisions of the Law of the Sea Conventions, to come into 
operation. The degree of application of these standards will be a matter of interpretation in each 
particular case; factors such as the nature of the standard. State practice, the number of ratifications 
and the percentage of the world fleet represented thereby, the number of countries and of seafarers 
specially affected, etc. will be taken into account. 3^8
The interpretation attempted above is supported by the meaning which was attributed to the 
term "generally accepted international standards" by the delegates at the Law of the Sea Conference 
referred to above, and would certainly enhance the effectiveness of these provisions and confirm their 
purpose and aim without encroaching unjustifiably upon the sovereignty of States. The issue can only 
be resolved over time by State practice in relation to the UNCLOS once it comes into force; it will be 
particularly interesting to see whether States make claims against other States concerning alleged 
breaches of "generally accepted standards" and, if so, which. It should be noted in this context that the 
UNCLOS provides for dispute settlement machinery (Part XV).
^36xhis is easier to argue under the 1982 UNCLOS than under the HSC regime. Art. 94, para. 5 of the former, in 
contrast to HSC 10, para. 2 which is concerned with "standards", refers to generally accepted international "regulations, 
procedures and practices". Although the reference to procedures and practices underlines the legal form and the often 
technical nature of the standards applying in the shipping industry, especially in areas such as the construction of the 
ship, safety equipment, the avoidance of collisions, etc., it has the actual effect of widening the scope of these standards 
by implying that recommended procedures or codes of practice are among the standards to winch the flag State is 
required to conform irrespective of whether these procedures or codes are contained in legally binding instruments. In 
the field of maritime employment, the above reference is wide enough to include ILO Recommendations, Resolutions 
and Codes of Practice, to which the flag State would be required to conform provided, of course, they are widely 
applied. If ILO Recommendations and Codes of Practices are to be included, there is no reason why international 
labour standards contained in instruments, which have not entered into force (for example, certain articles of ILO 
Convention No. 109 concerning wages, hours of work and manning) or are not legally binding, but which are widely 
^plied, should not be regarded as included too. For a different view see T. Treves who argues that the instruments 
concerned must be of a binding nature although they do not need to have been ratified by the ratifying Members, in R.J. 
Ehmuy, D. Vignes, op. cit, p. 724.
137(3ompare the opinion of Group B in the UNCTAD Conference on Conditions for Registration of Ships, according 
to which the entry into force of ILO Conventions can only be an indication of general acceptance, TD/RS/CONF/10, 
i^mendix VIII, p. 49.
U%aking into consideration the above factors and the information contained in Appendix 4  and Chapters 2 ,3 ,4 , 5 
and 7.4, certain specific standards, such as those contained in the Medical Examination of Young Persons (Sea) 1921 
Convention, the Minimum Age Conventions, the Seamen's Articles of Agreement Convention, the Wages, Hours of 
Work and Manning 1958 Convention and Recommendation (the 8-hour working day and the 48-hour working week for 
all departments, excluding overtime) and the STCW Convention, the Recommendations and the 1987 Convention on 
Health Protection and M ^ ca l Care could be identified as being "generally accepted" for the purpose of the application 
of HSC 10 and LOSC 94.
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7.6. Seafarers' standards and international competition: the role of the ILO
7.6.1. The impact of competition on labour standards and their regulation
Of all trades, shipping is the most international. In no other industry is international 
commercial competition so severe. The special significance of economic considerations in the ILO's 
standard-setting activities in the field of maritime employment is underlined by the appearance and 
establishment of the FOC regime which, inter alia, was meant to reduce labour costs on board ship. 
This situation had allegedly an adverse impact on the nature and content of labour rights, especially in 
the area of conditions of employment (wages, hours of work, manning), and prompted the ILO to 
address the FOC problem several times. 1^ 9 The efforts of the ILO to combat flags of convenience 
and, in general, substandard vessels led to the adoption of Recommendation No. 108 (1958) and the 
1976 Minimum Standards Convention (No. 147). Recently, other phenomena, such as the 
engagement of crews from Third World countries for employment on board ships under traditional 
flags by virtue of collective or individual company agreements with crewing agencies operating in the 
Middle East and other "cheap labour" areas and the development of offshore registers, permitting the 
employment of less costly labour on board ship and aiming to circumvent obligations adhering to the 
State of the ship’s registration, are likely to affect adversely labour standards at the international level. 
141
In the shipping industry the question of international competition has played an important role 
in the negotiations between workers and employers within the ILO. The employers have in many 
instances argued that the international regulation of certain issues concerning seamen’s affairs was 
not desirable because the operating costs of ships registered in ratifying countries would be higher 
than that of ships registered in non-ratifying countries. On the other hand, the workers have 
consistently been of the opinion that the adoption of international maritime labour standards would 
have the effect of reducing the detrimental effects of international competition on seafarers. The 
ITF, for example, has frequently insisted that wages on all ships should not be less than the ILO 
recommended minimum as periodically revised. In fact, as pointed out in Chapter 4, fear of 
international competition has proved a deterrent for the adoption by most countries of certain maritime 
labour standards, such as those concerning wages, hours of work and manning.
Other aspects of seafarers’ employment can also be relevant to the question of competition, a 
good example being social security. It has been contended that social security costs, viewed as part of
139see supra Chapter 6.1.1. and relevant footnote references.
I '^ o r  an analysis of these instruments, see supra Chuter 6.1. and 6.3.
l^lpor the possible effects of the emergence of offshore registers on labour standards, see infra Chapter 7.11.2, notes 
191 and 192.
^^^See supra discussion of the question of wages and hours of work in Chapter 4.
143This was a reiteration of the Workers' view that an increase in wages in countries where low wages prevail, would 
eliminate one factor of unfair competition and would increase the consumptive capacity of these areas, 15 RJ .^ II, p. 12.
Northrup, R. Rowan, The International Transport Workers' Federation and Flag o f  Convenience Shipping, 
1983, pp. 97 seq.
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the crew costs, represent a parameter which places FOC vessels in a considerably more advantageous 
financial position vis-a-vis vessels from traditional maritime countries, especially in periods of 
economic depression. 1^ 5 jf iLO instruments on social security achieved widespread acceptance, 
social security differentiations, as a source of competition, would be reduced and, therefore, their 
impact on labour costs would gradually decrease.
The possibility of utilising a large market of labour from developing countries where 
unemployment is increasing and minimum wages and, especially, social charges are low, calls for a 
closer examination of the interrelationship between economic and social factors in the field of 
maritime employment and the role which the ILO is to assume in this area. In this respect, the impact 
of crew costs on the regulation of labour matters on board ship at the international level is a relevant 
issue.
7.6.2. Modernisation of shipping and crew costs
On the other hand, it is possible that automation on board ship will bring about situations that 
are favourable for seamen, as a result of the associated savings in capital and operating costs. 1^ 7 jn 
fact, as a result of the modernisation of ships, it seems that of the three principal economic inputs to 
maritime transport, namely the ship, the fuel and the crew, the last will have the least significance,
It is undeniable that, at present, crew costs may represent a significant percentage of the operating 
costs of the ship and their international regulation is likely to give rise to difficulties. However, the
below 7.6.2, n. 151.
146The impact of social issues on the competitiveness of certain industries within the EEC still preoccupies experts 
and Governments on the brink of the intended European economic integration by the end of 1992; in particular, it is 
feared that the existing national diversities in systems of social protection within the EEC will bring about a kind of 
"social dumping", that is a type of unfair competition based on substandard employment practices; see HughG. Mosley, 
"The social dimension of European integration", 129 I.L.R., pp. 147-164, at pp. 160-1. Measures to avoid the 
consequences of "social dumping" included the adoption of the European Social Charter. It is reported that the FRG 
supported the Charter on this ground; however, the U.K. has opposed the Charter as it favours deregulatory policies in 
this area, see ibid., pp. 157,162.
'^^ F^or the possibility of savings in these areas see R. Goss, Studies in Maritime Economics , 1968, Chapter 5, The 
economics of automation in British shipping, pp. 100-102. For the effects of a faster turn-round of ships on their earn­
ing capacity, see ibid., pp. 132-151. It shoidd be noted that the Sub-Committee on Safety and Navigation (IMO), at its 
35th session, 23-27 Jan. 1989, prepared draft guidelines for conducting trials and experiments in which the officer of 
the navigational watch acts as sole look-out at night under appropriate conditions. Such trials are being carried out in 
several countries; see IMO News , No. 2: 1989, p. 13. The introduction of single-man watchkeeping at night on certain 
ships is likely to have an effect on manning scales and their operating costs.
I48"since larger ships do not require larger crews, the ratio of capital to labour shifts rapidly towards more capital- 
intensive systems", E. Schrier, E. Nadel, B. Rif as. Outlook for the Liberalisation o f Maritime Transport, 1985, p. 6; 
however, an important characteristic of salaries and other crew expenses is that they tend to increase substantially over 
the years; see A. Boyer, Les transports maritimes, 1973, pp. 108-110; see also D. Moreby, "Crew costs", Marit. Pol.
, 1985, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 55-60, at p. 60, Table 7.
^^^or the difficulties encountered in assessing and comparing ships' operating costs see T. Heaver, "The treatment of 
ships' operating costs", Marit. Pol. Mgmt., 1%5, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 35-46. Accurate comparison of ships' operating 
costs is rendered difficult because factors such as accounting practices, the identification of cost causal factors (i.e. 
vessel age), route patterns, differences in vessel output and crew productivity (including repair and maintenance work) 
are often not taken into account. Heaver suggests that a better system of information pr&iucing comparable data should 
be introduced. Crew costs may account for up to 50% of the ship's operating costs; see M. Stopford, Maritime Eco­
nomics , 1988, pp. 101-3. However, operating costs do not include voyage costs, capital costs and cargo handling costs 
which form part of the ship's total costs. The figures given by shipowners based on EEC statistics are 54% (of the 
fixed operating costs) and 21% (of the total running costs of a Dutch 1500 TEU container ship); see Which Register? 
Which Flag? Conference, 1987, speech of J. Whitworth, p. 2, slides 1 and 2. For the substantial savings effected by
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solution to the international regulation of wages will not be as controversial as it has been in the past, 
owing to a number of factors, such as the reductions in manning scales as a result of the introduction 
of automation on board ship and the larger size of modem ships. It has been calculated that the 
savings realised by a shipowner who employs a Third World crew (it should be noted that crew costs 
in FOC vessels are generally higher than those required for a vessel manned exclusively by a Third 
World crew), namely about 17% on total operating costs, are roughly the same savings as those he 
would make if he cut the crew from 28 to 17.
On the other hand, the obligations imposed on a shipowner by a traditional maritime country 
in respect of non-wage crew costs, such as social security benefits, are always likely to place 
shipowners operating under flags of convenience in an advantageous position, But as pointed out 
earlier, if an international network of social security law for seafarers is established, based on ILO 
standards, the advantages of operating vessels under flags of convenience will be reduced in this 
respect; Convention No. 165 goes some way in this direction.
It is not contended here that FOC vessels should be eliminated. It is argued that if, apart from 
safety standards, labour standards on board FOC vessels are respected, the outcry against the opera-
the use of dual capability personnel in Soviet ships since 1977, see D.M, Long, The Soviet Merchant F lee t, 1986, p. 
48.
Stopford, op. cit., p. 105. It remains to be seen how the widespread expansion of automation in the shipping 
industry will eliminate future disputes concerning non-observance of social standards on board FOC vessels. Nonethe­
less, the fact should not be overlooked that while shipping is a capital-intensive rather than a labour-intensive activity, 
in a time of recession it could be that lower labour costs will ultimately determine the profit or loss of the shipowner, 
see R. Goss, Sense and Shipping Policies in Yannopoulos (editor). Shipping Policies for an open world economy, p. 
71. In the writer's opinion, however, an international minimum wage, laid down along the lines suggested earlier in 
Chapter 4, is unlikely to have, and should not have, an impact on the shipowner's decision to operate a ship under flags 
of convenience. First, this wage is a minimum wage; and, secondly, wages on board FOC vessels are sometimes 
substantially higher than the international minimum wage fixed according to the relevant ILO procedures. Moreover, it 
is not only the actual level of wages that determines the crew costs but the manning scale in a specific ship. It has been 
pointed out that a ship of the USA is manned by nearly twice as many seamen as a similar ship flying the French flag. 
Also, in some countries trade unions strongly oppose any reduction in the number of the crew, which was technically 
possible without any adverse effects on the ship's security; see I. Chrzanowski, op. cit., pp. 76-78. It is hoped that au­
tomation on board ship will contribute to the reduction of crew costs not by rôlucing the actual level of wages but by 
reducing the actual number of the crew. On the other hand, the development of an effective manpower policy in devel­
oping countries would render recruitment and employment of nation^s of these countries under nominal wages more 
difficult. Finally, the construction of larger ships will reduce the significance of crew costs in relation to the total oper­
ating costs of the vessel: "As the number of the crew increases less than proportionately with the ship's size, the share 
of crew costs in total ship's expenses will decrease. One estimate states that crew costs represent 18% of fixed costs for 
a tanker of 19,000 dwt, 10.7% in case of a tanker of 50,000 dwt and only 2.8% of a VLCC of 400,000 dwt ", I. 
Chrzanowski, op. cit. However, the same writer observes that "crew costs are today one of the most important, if not 
the sole, factors influencing the efficiency of shipping operations under various flags." This is is regarded by 
shipowner representatives as the main reason for the proliferation of open registries,W7a/c/i Register? Which Flag? , 
(Whitworth), op. dt. pp. 4 ,7 . On the other hand, it has been said that arguments in favour of "flagging out" based on 
crew cost differentials between various countries and FOC give a false picture of crew costs in proportion to the total 
operating costs unless capital and fuel costs are included in the calculation; see D. Moreby, op. dt., p. 57. Moreby 
argues that savings due to differentials in operating costs due to crew costs are realistically more achievable in the case 
of larger, more capital intensive ships and foresees some means whereby operating advantages deriving from lower crew 
costs can be met by savings in other areas (for example, better fuel management, raising of effective days of operation); 
ibid. pp. 57-9. For a comparison of crew costs in relation to total operating costs of ships under West European and 
FOC flags see Appendix 6, Table 7.
151 njiie existence of international competition in shipping, and particularly that of the FOC fleets, effectively shifts on 
to the employer the burden of the deductions from the seaman's pay for similar purposes and for income tax", Goss in 
Yannopoulos, op. dt., p. 72. For the substantial differences between the net pay recdved per seafarer and the gross cost 
to the employer in various EEC countries, see Appendix 6, Table 3.
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tion of these vessels will no longer have valid legal grounds of existence. Other economic reasons for 
the attraction of shipowners to FOC countries, such as the avoidance of taxation, the lack of an obli­
gation to present audited accounts, the availability of credit facilities, etc. are matters of national gov­
ernmental policy and cannot produce the international impact and justified rejection which the disre­
gard of environmental, safety and labour standards on board ship may entail.
7.6.3. The role of the ILO in striking a balance between social objectives and the forces of 
international competition
It was pointed out above that the ILO Worker delegates believed that the establishment of 
minimum seafarers' standards at the international level would have the effect of reducing the adverse 
consequences of international competition on labour standards on board ship. This can only result 
from the international regulation of employment at sea and does not imply that the principal aim of the 
ILO is to reduce competition in the shipping industry. The aim of the ILO is rather to promote 
social standards for seafarers at the international level and, at the same time, to ensure "that the terms 
of international competition in the shipping industry do not adversely affect the employment 
conditions of seafarers ... ". To this end, ILO standards should be widely ratified and should not 
be evaded by resort to flags of convenience, offshore registers, conclusion of agreements with foreign 
seafarers, etc. Moreover, flag States should exercise effective authority over the ships under their 
registry and ensure the observance of appropriate social and safety standards.
As the previous analysis has made clear, most ILO Conventions lack satisfactory provisions 
on enforcement of social standards. Moreover, the main instrument on international supervision of 
social standards, viz., the Minimum Standards Convention, is seriously flawed as regards the effective 
supervision and enforcement of social standards at the international level. This is due both to the 
defective wording of the main text of the Convention and to the incomplete Appendix thereto, from 
which instruments concerning important aspects of maritime employment are missing.
Although the ILO has unquestionably, through its various activities, contributed to the 
amelioration of the employment standards of seamen, it has failed to reduce malpractices in the 
shipping industry and to ensure that working standards are not avoided by use of techniques, such as
t^^Metaxas argues that "the number of crew on vessels under flags of convenience is, as a rule, smaller than the number 
of crew on vessels of the same size and type that are registered under flags of traditional maritime nations. Furthermore, 
as a rule, officers and crew serving on FOC vessels are not as properly certificated and/or competent as those that are 
serving on vessels under tradition^ maritime flags ", B.N, Metaxas, op, cit,, p, 28, However, the table on which he re­
lies for his assertions (ibid,) is incomplete. Only two FOC countries, Libaia and Panama, are represented, of which 
only Panama justifies Metaxas's hypothesis of lower m anning  scales on board FOC vessels. Moreover, no account is 
taken of the connection between manning scales, safety manning scales for the particular ship, wages and hours of work, 
153some States, like the U S,, have seen the ILO as means for reducing competition in the shipping indust^; the U,S, 
Department of Commerce was of the opinion that the Government should support "international efforts to improve the 
working conditions of foreign maritime workers, thus helping the American merchant marine"; W, Galenson, The In­
ternational Labour Organisation: An American View , 1981, at p, 124; see also ibid,, p, 250,
154jMC/21/4,p,3,
155rhis was the justifying reason for the adoption of Reconunendation No, 108 and, later, of Convention No, 147; see 
supra Chapter 6,1,
155see supra Chapter 6,1, and 6.3,
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the change of flag, the establishment of offshore registers, and the provision by agencies set up in 
shipping centers, especially in the Far East and Russia, of Russian, Third World and Asian crews for 
employment on board ships controlled by traditional maritime interests. The employment 
conditions of these crews are usually regulated by contracts specifying a law other than that of the flag 
State. •
In such cases, although the flag-State may have ratified the relevant Convention, in case of a 
dispute, the judge of the forum (which may be different from the flag State) will apply in the first place 
the law expressly provided for by the parties concerned. Only in special cases will this law not be 
applied. This means that whether the flag State has ratified the relevant ILO instrument will be 
ultimately irrelevant and this is one area on which the efforts of the ILO should be concentrated. 
Criteria other than the flag or the registration should be considered with regard to individual branches 
of maritime employment Other criteria have been used in Convention No. 165 on the social security 
of seafarers. However, the convening of ILO Maritime Conferences at more frequent intervals would 
help in assessing the effect of the various criteria employed in each particular instrument. 
Alternatively, this question could be discussed within the JMC.
It is submitted that the role of the ILO in combatting substandard vessels should be a) to 
devise acceptable minimum safety and social manning scales at the international level; b) to fix an 
international minimum wage for different categories of seafaring personnel; and c) to establish an 
adequate system of inspection of manning and other labour standards. To this end, the relevant 
ILO instruments and, in particular Convention No. 147, should be revised along the lines suggested in 
Chapters 2 ,3 ,4 , 5 and 6. Finally, particular attention should be paid to the question of avoiding the 
obligations assumed by the flag State under the ILO Conventions by employing the above-mentioned 
devices. In this respect, certain thoughts expressed earlier in Chapter 1.6.5. could be of assistance.
7.6.4. The need to take account of economic policies in the regulation of maritime labour
Finally, it is unquestionable that economic considerations should be taken into account in 
drafting ILO instruments in areas such as wages, unemployment and manpower policies. It
^^For the problems posed by the employment of seamen from the Far East, see H. Northrup, R. Rowan, op. cit., pp. 
106-109.
158por example, it is common nowadays that vessels registered in Liberia or Panama employ Philippino or Korean 
seamen under contracts expressly stipulating that Philippino or Korean law is applicable. In such a case, the question 
whedier Liberia or Panama has ratifié the relevant Convention is beyond the point.
l^^Co-ordination and planning of the various activities at the regional level could also be envisaged; see supra 7.2.1. 
lôOpor example, adequate and effective wage-fixing procedures may be of vital importance in the success of 
development policies. A wage policy which attracts better skilled workers to sectors where they are least needed and 
away from areas where their skills are most needed can be the cause for social and economic instability and frustrate any 
attempts for the development of a particular region. In the field of maritime employment, higher wages for seafarers 
would attract skilled workers to shipping, which is not so developed in certain regions, to the detriment of the general 
economic development. Account, thus, should be taken of the above factors in fixing such policies.
161see W. Jenks, Social Policy in a Changing World: The ILO Response, Geneva, 1976, at pp. 169-175, where it is 
argued that questions of unemployment (underemployment, misemployment), manpower policies, economic wealth and 
social welfare are interrelated and should be viewed and acted upon as such. The ILO’s contribution in this respect is, 
through the employment of various means and methods, such as the World Employment Programme, to achieve the
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should always be kept in mind that social and economic rights are likely to have meaning and to be 
enforced in a society with economic stability; only then, can labour rights acquire significance. For 
example, there can be no actual right to employment when no manpower policies are in existence and 
the effectiveness of such policies presupposes the existence and effectiveness of international and 
national programmes for economic expansion. 1^2 Seafarers' conditions of employment are inevitably 
affected by the stability and prosperity of the shipping market if the market is good, generally there 
will be more and better jobs than would otherwise be the case; when the market is shrinking, 
malpractices are more likely to occur and labour rights, as well as the application of labour standards, 
are adversely affected.
It is desirable that the interrelationship between international competition and the evolution of 
maritime labour standards is studied more closely. Questions such as the effect of the adoption of 
higher labour standards for seamen on the competitiveness of the national fleet, on Job availability and 
on shore employment (which could lead to conflicts among various layers of wage-eamers within the 
same country), the relationship between productivity and full employment, wage policies, social 
goals and economic stability, etc. should be addressed, taking into account that a proper balance 
should be struck between employment conditions, national development and economic growth.
It is not inconceivable that the adoption of ILO standards for seafarers can have welcome 
effects in reducing competition and malpractices in the shipping industry from the labour point of 
view. This, however, would require close examination of the issues referred to above. Moreover, this 
aim can only be achieved by the widespread application and enforcement of ILO standards. This may 
entail, to some extent, departure from the criterion of registration or flag in determining the scope of 
ILO Conventions. Moreover, if the standards are universal, these must be neither so high as to make 
their implementation in developing countries impossible nor so low as to be devoid of any economic 
significance. In this respect, it is submitted that, if the fundamental seafarers' rights are preserved, the 
evolution of regional standards, under the conditions discussed earlier in this Chapter, would assist in 
advancing social standards for seafarers, taking into account economic diversities at the regional level, 
thus reducing the gap between developed and developing countries and making choice for low paid 
crews less obvious.
proper balance between policies of economic development and expansion and social values and to further the latter 
through the rational use of the former. On the other hand, the establishment and development of adequate manpower 
policies, training programmes, placement facilities in a society, in which civil liberties are respected, would have a 
benefidal effect on economic growth, ibid., p. 174.
l^^ompare the Employment Policy Convention, 1964; see also for an analysis on this point, Johnston, op. cit., pp. 
136 seq., 173-177.
163The eight principle of Art. 427 of the Treaty of Peace should be mentioned here which declares that "The standard 
set by law in each country with respect to the conditions of labour should have due regard to the equitable economic 
treatment of all workers lawfully resident therein".
^^As to the role and function of minimum wage fixing policies and their effectiveness in practice in developed and 
developing economies see, inter alia. G. Starr, "Mnimum wage fixing: international experience with alternative roles”,
I.L.R. Vol. 120, pp. 545-562; see also supra Chuter 4, pp. 322-325.
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7.7. Politics and group strategies within the ILO
The ILO has been the forum where all kinds of political concepts and aspirations of profes­
sional bodies have found their most acute expression. From 1920 until the 1950s the main source of 
discord was the unrelenting opposition between the shipowners and seafarers on issues of crucial 
concern. From 1950 to the middle 1970s, this opposition continued to exist, though latterly to a 
lesser extent, but one of the main areas of disagreement was the appearance of East-European 
countries within the ILO and the distrust of Western countries and, often, of seafarers' delegates from 
Western countries, of the propositions put forward by Eastern European delegates. Fortunately, the 
latter conflicts did not affect adversely the maritime work of the ILO.
However, it seems that recently a new-fangled strategy has developed within the ILO forum 
which could constitute a dangerous precedent: use of voting tactics in which shipowners' and seafa­
rers' representatives enter into alliance with the aim of opposing Government proposals. These joint 
actions on the part of the employers and the workers have succeeded in defeating Government 
proposals which were intended to resist undue financial burdens falling on the governmental sector. 
In fact, some national laws impose financial obligations on shipowners while other national laws 
impose the same obligation on Governments. In certain cases, the shipowners, by accepting certain 
proposals of the seafarers, secured their support in order to defeat Government amendments that 
would have had the effect of leaving to national law the question as to who should bear financial 
responsibility for the implementation of the obligations imposed by ILO Conventions. Apart from the 
fact that certain delegates expressed their dismay at these tactics, resort to similar actions in the future 
may affect the effectiveness of ILO instruments and the credibility of ILO's maritime work in the long 
run.
7.8. Shipboard management/labour relations and collective bargaining
As the examples of the United States and Sweden have shown, collective bargaining will play a 
major role in determining seafarers' standards in an automated shipping industry. Unfortunately, in 
these two countries management and labour could not agree on relevant basic issues directly affecting
^^^Especially in the early years the shipowners were opposed to the international regulation of most maritime labour 
issues.
^^^For the political dimension of the ILO see, inter alia , W. Galenson, op., cit.; E. Osieke, Constitutional Law and 
Practice in the International Labour Organisation , Martinus Nijhoff, 1985, pp. 9-13. For an example of the conflict 
between representatives of the Western European countries and those of the socialist countries see the proceedings of 
the 41st session of the Conference, 41 R.P., especially, pp. 88-98,180-185.
16?These problems touch on the more general question of the tripartite structure of the ILO which is outside the scope 
of the present study; for the examination of this issue see, inter alia , E. Vogel-Polsky, Du Tripartisme à V  
Organisation International du Travail, Bruxelles, 1966; W.C. Jenks, "The Significance for International Law of the 
Tripartite Character of the International Labour Organisation", in 32 Transactions o f the Grotius Society , 1936, pp. 45- 
81.
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seafarers and only after strikes and governmental intervention were they able to reach some kind of 
agreement. If to these problems are added the inevitable effects that competition and other social 
factors have on the social organisation of the workplace, a question arises concerning the possible 
methods of improving management-labour relations in the shipping industry. This question has not 
been dealt with in an ILO instrument.
Collective bargaining
It is very important that the collective bargaining power of seamen, especially in developing 
countries, should be enhanced. As was pointed out in earlier chapters, ILO maritime instruments in 
many instances accord a right to a seaman which is subject to previous agreement between the parties 
concerned. In order that the seamen's rights under ILO Conventions are not disregarded, the 
establishment of strong and influential seamen's unions in these countries is recommended, 
Supervision of conditions on board ship could also be entrusted to a so-called "ship's delegate" who 
would be a member of the crew and who, apart from his normal duties, would be able to intervene in 
disputes between the shipowner and the seaman and to record any contraventions of law that have 
occurred on board ship. Bargaining power will also be a weapon that can be used by seamen in 
the present era of automation. Negotiating new contracts of employment on board modem ships will 
require a sufficient degree of bargaining power. On the other hand, certain issues call for further 
research as they have given rise to conflicts between shipowners' and seafarers' organisations in recent 
times. These include questions of manning scales and accommodation in connection with the three- 
watch system and the introduction of technology on board ship; the possibility of joint administration
Walton, Innovating to Compete , 1987, pp. 17-20. For the circumstances under which collective bargaining has 
evolved in the British shipping industry see, inter a lia , J. Me Conville, "Collective Bargaining in the Shipping Indus­
try", Marit. Stud. Mgmt. , 19"^, 1, pp. 74-97; the author ar^es that a more flexible structure of traditiomd collective 
bargaining positions will enhance the shipping industry's abUity to meet technological, economic and social changes, 
^^^ollowing a Resolution concerning Industrial Relations in the Shipping Industry, adopted by the ILO Conference 
at its 55th session (see 55 R I*., pp. 156-157,286), the JMC at its 21st session in 1 ^ 2 , after some discussion, unani­
mously adopted a Resolution on Industrial Relations in the Shipping Industry which, inter alia , urged the adoption of 
a comprehensive instrument on this subject, taking into account relevant ILO instruments of a "general" nature (for ex­
ample, Recommendations Nos. 91, 92, 94, 113, 129, 130, 143 and Convention No. 135); see O.B. , Vol. LVI, 1973, 
Nos. 2 ,3  and 4, pp. 131-2,142-3. However, no instrument covering this area of maritime employment has been adopted 
so far.
^^ ^^ The need for strong seafarers' organisations was recognised in a Resolution concerning Industrial Relations in the 
Shipping Industry, adopted by the 1975 Preparatory Conference; see 0 £ . , Vol. LIX, Series A, No. 1, p. 61. No in­
strument relating to this issue has been adopted by the ILO so far. For the limited participation of Hong Kong seafa­
rers' unions in key bargaining areas such as wage determination, job regulation and supply of labour see R. Morris, 
"Labour relations in the Hong Kong merchant navy", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1978,5, pp. 107-115. Problems concerning 
seamen's unions also exist in developed maritime countries but in other forms such as "inter-union" rivalry; an extended 
bibliography is concerned with trade union conflicts in the U.S. maritime industry; for the revival of these conflicts re­
cently and the c^parition of "top to bottom" unions see C. Forsyth, "Expansionism: new forms of old conflicts for US 
maritime labour unions", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1988, Vol. 15, No. 4, pp. 279-282. Concentration of various existing 
maritime unions to a number of well-defined unions representative of the seafarers' interests would help to solve these 
problems.
l71por the usefulness of strong seamen's unions and of ship's delegates, especially in difficult times, see Jim Green, 
Against the Tide, 1986, at pp. 80-82. For more information concerning the ship's delegate and his role on board ship, 
see N.U.S., Shipboard representative's handbook.
^^^Reduction in the number of vessels, which is a form of automation, could be effected almost "painlessly ..., as long 
as it could be coupled with additional leave (which created jobs) and an early retirement plan...", Collins, op. cit., pp. 
307-8; for more information on bargaining problems in an automated shipping industry, see ibid.. Chapter 14, Bargain­
ing in the Shadow of Automation, pp. 30^334.
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of hiring halls; wages based on a 40-hour work week; liberalisation of codes of discipline; job 
security (company contracts, employment of foreign seafarers non-members of national unions, 
termination of employment due to technological change); training and retraining; high turnover in the 
shipping industry. These questions have led to a number of collective bargaining disputes and their 
solution, as will be seen later in this Chapter, involves consideration of multiple factors whose effect is 
not always ascertainable.
7.9. Special problems of the seafaring profession
The seafaring profession presents complex problems. Despite the progress that has been 
made, obviously on board ships registered in developed countries, such as the introduction of numer­
ous social amenities on board ship (swimming pools, individual sleeping rooms, video players) 
seamen are faced with other types of problems, partly arising from the modernisation of the shipping 
industry: the fast turn-around in port of modem ships, the continuing decline of the shipping industry, 
competition from foreign flags-of-convenience, difficulties in finding a suitable job after retirement. 
However, unemployed or retired seamen can always be put to good use e.g. they can be employed in 
shoreside standby-type work or as relief crews in port. Training and retraining of these seamen 
then acquires great significance. Moreover, the appearance of dual purpose crews renders necessary 
training and retraining of old seamen. Apart from the emergence of GP crews, automation is likely to 
lead, and has led to social integration on board ship. The gradual shift of emphasis from the 
traditional distinction between officers and ratings to a more socially integrated crew is facilitated, 
inter alia , by the upgrading of ratings' quarters and equalisation of privileges for officers and ratings 
and by providing them with common mess and leisure-time facilities for ratings and officers. This
173por examples of problems encountered in industrial relations in the shipping industry see J. Fuchs, "Industrial rela­
tions in shipping; the Canadian experience". Labour and Society , Vol. 2, Jan. 1977, No. 1, pp. 3-22, at pp. 4,13-14; 
Van Voorden, "Industrial relations in the shipping industry of the Netherlands", Lofcowr and Society, Vol. 2, Jan. 1977, 
No. 1, pp. 23-36, at pp. 30-36; A. Critto, "Strategic factors in industrial relations in Argentine maritime transport". 
Labour and Society, Vol. 2, Jan. 1977, No. 1, pp. 37-52, at pp. 48-50.
^^ '^ For a discussion of the social welfare of seamen, the need for a better organisation of welfare activities on board 
ship and the effects of the availability of social facilities on board ship on the seafarers' life see R. Hope, Spare Time at 
Sea , 1974; see also R. Hope, "Social Amenities for Seafarers", Fairplay International Shipping Journal, 4th July 
1967, pp. 151-155. The author argues that naval architects, in designing ships, should take into account desirable 
social amenities for seafarers and think in terms of a recreation block rather than a recreation room; ibid., p. 155. 
However, it has been reported that the existence of all facilities imaginable on board a ultra modern Norwegian freighter 
did not prevent seamen from working overtime and get overtime payments; they did not have the time to enjoy the 
facilities available, Schrank, Industrial Democracy at Sea , 1983, pp. 20-21.
175pajii Dempster, "Labor/Management Scrutinizes Far Eastern Methods," Transport 2000 (San Francisco), Sep. 1985, 
cited in Stephen Schwartz, Brotl^hood o f the Sea , 1986, pp. 145-146.
176wunder conventional staffing systems, with crew sizes of thirty or more, the ratio of officers to ratings is about 1 to
2. As crewing is reduced to between twenty and twenty-five, the officer-to-ratings ratio becomes about 1 to 1.5; and 
when the total crew size is eighteen or less, it becomes about 1 to 1. In this situation, the traditional distinctions be­
tween officers and ratings m ^ e little sense.", Michael Gaffney, The Potential for Organizational Development in the 
U.S. Merchant Marine, Proceedings of the Conference on the Management of Change Aboard Ship, 1981 cited in R. 
Walton, op. d t ,  p. 59.
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means that traditional concepts of crew accommodation and social welfare on board ship will gradu­
ally disappear.
7.9.1. Reorganisation of work on board ship and automation
The existence of GP crews implies the reorganisation of work on board ship. The reorgani­
sation of work at sea is a special problem. As was pointed out earlier in Chapter 4, a number of sea­
men have opposed the idea of joining newly formed seamen's unions which would mean that they 
would lose pension and other rights under old schemes. Even among developed maritime countries 
the reorganisation of work on board ship is regarded in different ways. The expansion of 
technology on board ship may produce adverse side-effects, such as boredom, with its impact on Job 
satisfaction and the availability of seamen; difficulties in selecting personnel among those of different 
origin (mates, electricians, deck hands) for the execution of the same task; the possible need for the 
engagement of specialist engineers in cases of emergencies (repair of automated controls), etc. 
However, the amount of innovative change in the shipping industry varies from country to country and
177pQr the introduction of GP crews in certain British lines and its effects on ship efficiency, effective use of men, 
flexibility of labour, training requirements, personnel responsibilities, etc. see J. Jackson and R. Wilkie, "General 
Purpose Manning: A Case Study of Organizational Innovation", Part I, Marit. Stud. Mgmt. , 1975, Vol. 2, pp. 132-137; 
for the problems that the introduction of GP crews has caused such as unexpected alterations in job functions, apparent 
coll^se of earnings differentials between officers and ratings, difficulties in the implementation of the management team 
idea, changes in the seafaring life, inadequate company management to deal with problems posed by GP manning, etc. 
see ibid., ^ r t  II, 215-220; Part IE, Vol. 3, pp. 21-26.
^^^Organisational differences existed on board ship before the introduction of automation. It was observed that differ­
ences existed in the training, social control, and stratification on board British and American vessels; see S. Richardson, 
"Organizational Contrasts on British and American Ships", Administrative Science Quarterly^ Vol. 1,1956-57, pp. 189- 
207. After the introduction of automation, it was pointed out in respect of American seamen employed on board a 
Norwegian freighter as a result of an agreed worker exchange program that "there is little or no flexibility in work as­
signments on Ænerican ships... Work roles were frozen by contract between management and the maritime unions", 
Schrank, op. cit., pp. 4-5; see also pp. 105-109. For the elimination of certain grades of seafarers, the drastic reduction 
in manning scales, the philosophy underlying this, and, generally, the changes effected as a result of, the reorganisation 
of work on board an automated ship, see ibid., pp. 6-11, 93-104, 123-125, 128-131. The main anticipated outcomes 
from the reorganisation of work as a result of the modernisation of the merchant fleet have been reported to be as fol­
lows: "a) from a monorole system -where everyone fills one, and only one role- to a multirole system, where most 
members fill at least one secondary role besides the primary one; b) from a segmented departmental system to a partly 
integrated system where members can alternate to some degree when needed; c) from unstable, high-tumover employ­
ment to permanent employment with limited turnover; d) from closed careers with linear promotion to relatively open 
careers at sea and between sea and land; e) from hierarchical information and control to shifting patterns according to 
needs; f) from an office-based control system to a decentralised, partly ship-based control; g) from segmented and 
status-based living quarters to integrated twenty-four-hour society with private areas; g) from segmentation of 
workplaces, schools, and research to combined work, education, and development activity; h) from a uniform 
organizational mode (the same for all ships) to multiform organization (alternative forms in different ships and different 
companies; i) from a low degree of participation in decision making to a high degree of participation and control over 
one's own work situation"; Einar Thorsrud in Schrank, op. dt., pp. 124-5. For an ingenious critical approach of the 
problems caused by the reorganisation of work on board ship, see ibid., pp. 203-220; see also M.H. Smith and J. 
Roggema, "Emerging organisational values in shipping: Part 1. Crew stability. Part 2. Towards a redistribution of 
responsibility on board sWp", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1^ 9 , Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 129-143,145-156.
^^^Schrank, op. dt., pp. 91-92.
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is introduced only very slowly, Clearly, however, training of seamen in identification of errors 
occurring in automated equipment will become crucial in the years to come,
7.9.2. Manpower planning; updating of old ILO maritime standards
Although the question of manpower planning has been dealt with in certain ILO instruments, 
182 special studies need to be undertaken by the ILO concerning the organisation of manpower plan­
ning policies and their effect on unemployment, mobility in the seafaring profession and the social 
standing of the seafarer. The introduction of relief crews will increase the frequency of the seafarers' 
stay ashore so that they are likely to spend more time with their families.
The ILO should also undertake, alongside the periodic revision of the list of instruments in the 
Appendix to the MSC, the updating of certain maritime standards which were adopted over half a 
century ago. In previous Chapters the writer has singled out certain aspects of maritime labour stan­
dards which need to be revised. It should be noted that many speakers at the 62nd session of the 
Conference in 1976 drew the attention of the delegates to the need for such revision. 183
7.10. The relationship between the ILO, the IMO and the UNCTAD
As has been pointed out in Chapters 1 and 3, the ILO has been concerned with areas of mar­
itime labour, such as maritime training and the concept of "the genuine link" in relation to maritime 
employment, which fall within scope of the the IMO and the UNCTAD.
It is worth noting that, although the co-operation between these organisations at the prepara­
tory meetings has been significant (especially the participation of ILO and IMO representatives in the 
Joint ILO/IMO Committee on Training), this is not reflected in formal international instruments 
adopted by these organisations. In particular, none of the ILO instruments concerning maritime 
training has taken account of the relevant IMO instruments, 184 while the UNCTAD's discussions of 
"the genuine link" have hardly had any influence on ILO and IMO policies.
ISOiigy J9g3 tjig innovations had been widely adopted in three countries (Norway, Holland, and Japan), moderately 
adoptW in three countries (the United Kingdom, Sweden, and West Germany) and hardly adopted at all in two 
countries (Denmark and the United States)", R. Walton, op. dt., p. 13.
181 "In the headlong rush to automate in die interest of redudng labour costs, it is easy to overlook some people prob­
lems that are attendit to automation. In the same manner in which we believe blasters should encourage communica­
tion among the crew (including himself), companies must encourage thdr Masters to embolden thdr crews to question 
the accuracy of automated systems. In psychological terms, an automated system can seen as omnipotent as a Master in 
the sense that a watch officer would tend to question his own judgment before questioning the accuracy of a particular 
device."; see R. Hershey, "The Primacy of the Master and its consequences", Marit. Pol. Mgmt. , 1988, Vol. 15, No. 2, 
TO. 141-146, at p. 145.
l82gee Sections I and II of the Employment of Seafarers (Technical Developments) Recommendation, 1970 (No. 139); 
Arts. 2 and 3 of the Continuity of Employment (Seafarers) Convention, 1976 (No. 145).
183por example, it was suggested by die Government delegate of Ghana that the lower age limit for seafaring should be 
raised to 18 years, thus eliminating a considerable amount of the existing redundancy and improving the educational 
opportunities of seafarers; 62 RJ^., p. 83.
^^Exception to this general observation constitutes the incorporation of provisions of the 1985 IMO/ILO maritime 
training guide into Convention No. 164 concerning Health Protection and Medical Care for Seafarers, 1987.
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The distinction drawn between the functions of the ILO, the IMO and UNCTAD on the basis 
of allocating to them labour, safety and economic questions respectively is illusory and expensive. 
The main reason for the division of function between the IMO and the UNCTAD is of an historical 
nature, i.e. evidencing the attempts of certain interests of the shipping industry to avoid state 
regulation, 8^5 while certain aspects of maritime labour, such as maritime training and certificates of 
competency are inextricably related to safety and environmental issues. The STCW Convention, 
which is now regarded by IMO as outdated, would have been more successful had the ILO in­
struments on certificates of competency been taken into account. These instruments, one of which is 
admittedly obsolete (Convention No. 74), could have been revised by the 1978 STCW Conference; in 
this manner the efforts of the two organisations would have been harmonised while unnecessary ex­
penses concerning the revision of Conventions Nos. 53,69 and 74 would have been avoided, Fi­
nally, the question of the applicable law in international maritime conventions is primarily of concern 
to the ILO and the IMO, not to the UNCTAD. The UNCTAD Convention concerning conditions for 
registration of ships would have been more successful, practical and homogeneous if it had also 
studied the question of "the genuine link" apart from consideration of its "economic aspects", i.e. in 
relation to safety and labour and, especially, international safety and labour standards. The UNCTAD 
Convention with all its inadequacies is useless as a starting point for the application of ILO standards 
to foreign seafarers. It would be better in the future if these three organisations cooperated more 
closely instead of defending the special nature of their interest in the regulation of maritime affairs.
7.11. Miscellaneous issues
7.11.1. The ship: A "closed" environment
Another question that springs to mind in relation to the laying down of legal rules regulating 
seamen's affairs, is the social environment of the seafarer and its psychological impact. One
185Metaxas, op. cit., p. 67; see also for the compromise and the a^eement reached between the IMO and the UNCTAD 
and the difficulties in separating the technical from the non technical aspects of certain maritime questions, Mankabady, 
op. dt.. Vol. I, pp. 27-29.
f^^In contrast to the thesis of the writer is the traditional position of the IMG in claiming primary responsibility as re­
gards safety aspects of maritime labour questions. It is normal routine in international conferences to hear the represen­
tatives of international organisations, espedally of the IMO, assert the exclusive competence of their organisation in re­
spect of certain maritime issues; see the statement of the Secretary-General of the IMO at the STCW Conference, quoted 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.; see also Resolution A. 353 (IX) adopted by the IMCO Assembly on 13 November 1975 
concerning Co-operation between IMCO and the ILO on the Subject of Sub standard Ships and the statement of the 
representative of the IMO in the UNCTAD Conference on the Conditions for Registration of Ships, TD/RS/CONF/10, 
m . 19-20, para. 90; TD/RS/C0NF/L.11.
*°^For a brief but informative account of the sodological aspects of seafaring Hfe, see Mariam Sherar, Shipping o u t , 
1973. For the characterisation of the ship as a totalitarian institution see E. Coffman, Asylums , Penguin Books, 1968; 
B. Nolan, "A Possible Perspective on Derivation" in P. Fricke (editor). Seafarer and Community , pp. 85-96; for a 
different ^proach see N. Perry and R. Wilkie, "Sodal Theo^ and Shipyard Structure", Marit. Stud. M gm t., 1973,1, 
pp. 31-39 who dispute the usefulness of the total institution as a classificatory type to define the shipboard en­
vironment. Sodal conflicts may be found on board spedalised vessels such as research vessels; one of the main con­
flicts is that between sdentists who try to maximise collection of data at sea and seamen who seek to obtain maximum 
rest and recreation at sea and in port. This is an area where cooperation between sdentists, crew and land-based ship 
management is needed; see H. Russell Bernard and P. Killworth, "Scientists and Crew", Marit. Stud. Mgmt.^ 1974,2, 
pp. 112-125.
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phenomenon frequently encountered in the seafaring profession is alcoholism. The ILO has not 
produced any substantial instrument on this problem. It is the view of most behavioural scientists that 
alcohol represents a problem for seamen, Drinking has had twofold effects on life on board ship. 
On the one hand, it has resulted in indiscipline, in a high rate of alcoholism in the shipping industry 
and high suicide and accident rates. On the other, it has facilitated certain forms of socieil structural 
cohesion (ratings drink with ratings, officers with officers) and of individual adaptation. 8^9 jt jg 
suggested by the above experts that the use of alcohol should be subject to open social control.
7.11.2. Maritime Labour and the development of offshore registers
An interesting trend, whose effect on employment at sea is at the moment unpredictable, is 
the development of so-called second registers, e.g. international ship registers such as the NIS 
(Norwegian International Ship Register) which is a second Norwegian Register (other examples of 
offshore registers are Kerguelen, the Isle of Man, the Danish International Ship Register; also 
Germany and Luxembourg and others have announced the establishment of such registers). This, 
following first the FOC vessels, and then the introduction of a number of "semi-detached" registers, 
such as those that exist in the Isle of Man, Gibraltar, the Netherlands Antilles, etc., represents a third 
generation of "flagging out". The main characteristics of the NIS are as follows: a) there are no 
nationality requirements in respect of crew or equity capital; b) there is freedom to negotiate wages 
and other conditions of employment with any representative union regardless of nationality; c) the 
shipowning company seeking to register a ship may be incorporated outside Norway provided there is 
an owners' representative in Norway and part of the operating functions are located there; d) there is 
no local taxation of foreign owners and no income taxation of foreign seamen; e) registration fees are 
kept to a minimum and f) liberalisation of currency requirements and regulations is to accord fully
ISSThorsrad in Schrank, op. cit., pp. 132-133. For possible causes of alcoholism in the merchant marine, see Sherar, 
op. dt., pp. 35-37. She argues that drinking is primarily a port-problem and not a sea-problem. However, the situation 
may be different in a modem ship with bars aboard. Allocation of space for bars on board ship should be made the sub­
ject for special study. For the relationship between drinking and disdpline on board ship, see Department of Trade, 
R e^ rt o f the Working Group on Discipline in the Merchant Navy , November 1975, p. 16.
Nolan, "Seamen, drink and sodal structure", Marit. Pol. M gmt., 1976,4, pp. 77-88. In dealing with seamen's 
alcoholism a very important distinction should be drawn between sea-drinking and port-drinking ; ibid. Although 
drinking at sea may be moderate this is not usually the case with drinking in port. Therefore, method of redudng alco­
holism in port should be devised. This end would be more easily achieved as regards drinking in port where drinking 
is not supported by irresistible sodal pressures.
l^^It was stated, however, by the State Secretary of Norway that "the vessels will be operated fully in line with our 
international obligations, particularly those under the IMO and ILO"; Which Register? Which Flag? , op. dt.. Interven­
tion by State Secretary Karin Stoltenberg, p. 2; see also Norwegian Intemaliond Ships' Registry (NIS), Statement by 
Andreas K.L. Ugland at the ICS Annual General Meeting held on 30th April 1987. Manning rules for toth Norwegian 
and NIS vessels are said to be laid down with regard to safety requirements only; Which Register? Which Flag? , 
Intervention by State Secretary Karin Stoltenberg; ibid., p. 3. It is clear that the concept of "social" maiming has been 
abandoned.
l^lThis means that it would be possible to employ fordgn crews on board NIS vessels with wages reflecting the 
living conditions and income levels prevailing in thdr countries of residence. Also regulations concerning hours of 
work are simpler and more flexible. For information concerning the NIS see Norwegian International Register of Ships 
and Det Norske Veritas, A Note to Owners, July 1987, Norway; Act Relating to a Norwegian International Ship 
Register; Regulations of 19 June 1987 concerning the Registration of Ships in the Norwegian International Register of 
Ships (MS); The Norwegian International Ship Register, Rules and Requirements, Revised and Amended 10 August 
1987.
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with OECD standards. The aim is to attract back to the flags of the older maritime states some of the 
vessels that have registered under FOC but it remains to be seen how the new International Ship 
Registers will work in practice. There is a danger that though under the cloak of a traditional maritime 
flag, these registers will become a second generation of flags of convenience with possible adverse 
effects on labour standards, The first blow against legislation establishing an International Ship's 
Register was struck recently in an opinion of the Committee on Freedom of Association, delivered in 
its 262nd Report. 1^ 3
^^ I^n the context of the present discussion the following observations can be made concerning the relationship of the 
NIS and ILO maritime Conventions: a) the NIS Act (Act of 1987 Relating to a Norwegian International Ship Register 
hereinafter cited as the Act and the R e la tio n s of 19 June 1987 concerning the Registration of Ships in the Norwegian 
International Register of Ships hereinafter cited as the Regulations) apply, inter a lia , to hovercraft, drilling platforms 
and other movable installations which are normally excluded from the scope of ILO Conventions (Section 1, para. 1 of 
the Act; §§ 3 and 4  of the Regulations); b) Norwegian law applies to every ship in the Norwegian International Ship 
Register unless explicitly otherwise provided in or pursuant to the a statute and exceptions may be allowed to the 
M ^tim e Act for ships in the NIS (Section 3); c) collective wage agreements may be concluded with Norwegian or 
foreign trade unions (Section 6, para. 2). According to para. 1 this collective wage agreement includes the "terms of 
pay and employment and other working conditions on ships” in the NIS; d) foreign law may be expressly chosen by 
the parties for referring disputes arising from the agreement (Section 6, para. 3); e) individual contracts of employment 
are permitted but are subject to Norwegian law or, sometimes, to the law of the country of the seaman's residence 
(Section 6, para. 4). It is interesting to note that if paras. 3 and 4 of Section 6 are contravened, no enforcement 
measures are imposed apart from the administrative penalty of deleting the ship concerned from the NIS (Section 12, 
para. 2 (b) of the Act; see also Chapter 6 of the Regulations); f) certain provisions of Norwegian law concerning hours 
of work, the seamen’s engagement, the promotion of employment and seamen's welfare do not apply to ships in the NIS 
(Sections 7 and 8); g) registration of a ship with the NIS is a reasonable ground for the dismissal of a seaman if no 
other suitable employment is available for him (Section 14, para. 1 which amends Section 19, subsection 1 of Act no. 
18 of 30 May 1975 relating to seamen). From the above it can be seen that the law of the flag is mainly the criterion 
for the determination of the applicable law. In general, certain labour standards on board NIS vessels seem to be in 
accordance with ILO standards in force (for example, crew accommodation, certificates and qualification requirements; 
the latter are based on the STCW Convention and ILO Convention No. 69). However, the option given to the parties 
of fixing another law for the referral of disputes, combined with the freedom of concluding contracts of employment 
with any union, may result in the application to NIS ships of labour standards which can be very different from those 
which are required by Norwegian labour law (which, in any case, does not apply in its entirety to NIS ships). 
Moreover, even if Norwegian law is applicable, contravention of the relevant provisions relating to the applicable law 
entails only deletion from the NIS. Finally, neither guidance is given nor minimum requirements are laid down 
concerning the conditions of employment which will be fixed in the collective or individual wage agreements. 
l^^In 1988 several Danish trade unions presented a complaint before the Committee on Freedom of Association and 
claimed that the Bill on the Danish International Ship's Register which became law on 23 June 1988 violated Arts. 2 
and 3 of Convention No. 87 (Freedom of Association) and Art. 4 of Convention No. 98 (Right to Organise and 
Collective Bargaining) which Denmark had ratified. The purpose of the controversial section 10 of the Bill had been 
described by the competent minister as follows: T he other crucial element in the Bill is that the existing collective 
agreements on wage and working conditions will not be applicable to ships in the Danish International Ship's Register. 
New collective agreements must be concluded, explicitly stating that they shall apply only to employment in ships 
registered in the Danish International Ship's Register. Such collective agreements, concluded with Danish trade unions, 
will only comprise persons who are residents in Denmark, or who by virtue of international obligations are put on an 
equal footing with Danish citizens. Similarly, a collective agreement concluded with a foreign organisation, will only 
comprise persons who are citizens in the country where the organisation is domiciled, but Danish labour law will also 
be applicable to such collective agreements. I am aware that these rules represent a new idea in Danish labour law, but I 
consider it a necessity, if the Act is to work at all, that shipowners have the possibility of concluding spedal agree­
ments for employees on ships in the Danish International Ship's Register”; see Case No. 1470: Complaints against the 
Government of Denmark presented by the Danish federation of Trade Unions, the Danish Seamen's Union and several 
other Danish trade union federations, O.B. , Vol. LXXI, 1988, Series B, No. 1, pp. 10-23, at pp. 10-11 (for the text of 
Section 10 see ibid., pp. 19-20). It appeared that within one week of the coming into force of the Act 82% of Danish 
registered tonnage had moved to the Danish International Ship's Register. The employers had concluded agreements 
with organisations from Philippines and Singapore and the wages paid to ABs amounted to less than half as those paid 
to Danish seamen. On the other hand, Danish labour law including social security law seemed to apply to all seamen 
employed on ships entered in the newly established register; ibid., pp. 14-15. The Government denied that the Act in­
terfered with the collective bargaining process and with terms of existing collective agreements. It added that ”new 
agreements have already been concluded between the relevant shipping organisations on exactly the same terms as 
earlier with the only change that wages have been reduced by amounts corresponding to the tax relief” (tax exemption 
applying to seamen employed on ships registered in the new register); ibid. pp. 15-19. The Committee found that
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On the other hand, special efforts should be made to improve the legislation of certain interna­
tional ship registers from the labour point of view. The information contained in the Guide to Inter­
national Ship Registers which is regularly published by the ISF shows that much remains to be 
done in this direction. In particular, it seems that in most international ship registers there are no 
certification and manning requirements for ratings. Certification requirements for officers are more 
often prescribed but sometimes waiver clauses exist Manning scales, especially for ratings, are rarely 
laid down by legislation (except in some countries, for example, in Cyprus and Hong Kong) while 
conditions of employment are sometimes defined in general terms and the existing regulations are far 
from comprehensive and not always in accordance with the relevant ILO instruments. Finally, a 
number of common characteristics, which are of importance to the question of labour and safety stan­
dards on board ship, are discernible in international ship registers: a) the countries that maintain these 
registers have on average ratified few ILO Conventions or, if these countries are non-metropolitan ter­
ritories, the relevant ILO Conventions have not been made applicable to them (except for Hong Kong, 
the Isle of Man, Liberia, Panama); b) Most countries which have established international registers 
have not ratified ILO Convention No. 147 and the STCW Convention or, if these are non-metropoli­
tan territories, these Conventions have not been made applicable to them; c) in many cases they 
possess small and not very experienced maritime administrations.
Final remarks
It is very important that future ILO instruments be based on extensive examination of state 
practice, laws and regulations. Laudable attempts in this direction were noted in 1926 and in 1929 
when a collection was made of laws and regulations of a considerable number of countries with regard 
to seamen’s articles of agreement and hours of work on board ship. The results of these reviews were
while no violation of Art. 2 of Convention No. 87 had been proved, the Act in question was not in conformity with the 
spirit of Conventions Nos. 87 and 98. The Committee concluded that the above Act constituted interference in the 
seafarers' right to voluntary collective bargaining and amounted to government interference in the free functioning of 
organisations in the defence of their meml^s' interests which is not in conformity with the spirit of Conventions Nos. 
87 and 98; it asked the Government to amend the Act "so as to ensure that full and voluntary collective bargaining 
open to all seafarers employed On Danish-flag ships is once again a reality"; and it referred the case to the Committee of 
Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations. A comment made by the Committee on Freedom of 
Association is particularly interesting as it reveals that the possibility of abuses under the Danish Act was not 
precluded: "... the A c t... appears to preserve Danish resident sharers' standard of living ... However, the possibility 
remains that future agreements will not respect the above-mentioned understanding and that, on one ship, several 
agreements may be concluded - ^plying different wage rates, work timetables, etc., depending on the citizenship of the 
seafarers on that ship - which do not preserve the standard of living of ^  the workers concerned by the measure"; ibid.,
p. 22.
i94isF, Guide to International Ship Registers , London, 1987. The Guide is based on data received by the following 
international ship registers: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, 
Isle of Man, Kerguelen, Liberia, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands Antilles, Norwegian International Register, Panama, 
St. Vincent and die Grenadines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Turks & Caicos Islands and Vanuatu. The following observa­
tions are based on the information contained in the ISF Guide.
^^^onvention No. 147 has been ratified by Liberia and has been extended to Bermuda, Hong Kong and the Isle of 
Man and recendy to Gibraltar. The STCW Convention has been ratified by/extended to Bahamas, Cyprus, the Isle of 
Man. Liberia and Sri Lanka.
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published. 1^ 6 However, similar attempts at comparison have not been made recently. It is probable 
that the idea of the International Seamen's Code would be advanced if national maritime laws were 
periodically published, assuming that finance can be found for this research. Moreover, manpower 
plans, employment policies and recent trends affecting seafaring life (GP ratings, employment conti­
nuity, vessel assignment, social integration of seafarers) should be kept under constant review so that 
adequate and up-to-date standards can be formulated at the international level.
ILO maritime standards should not be based only on replies from governmental bodies but on 
actual practice as evidenced in independent studies. Such independent studies could be initiated by 
the ILO itself. It is expected that the ILO Office will exercise in future a more direct influence in in­
ternational conferences. It is the thesis of this writer that the inclusion in ILO Conventions of 
provisions based on state practice was rejected by ILO Conferences in favour of provisions proposed 
by shipowners and seafarers mainly to protect certain interests of these groups. Active participation 
of ILO officials in the proceedings is, with few exceptions, minimal and, in any case, does not relate to 
questions of substance but usually to questions of legal procedure. It is submitted that the ILO's staff 
involvement in the development of ILO maritime standards should not be limited only to the drafting 
of instruments but should extend to the exposition, in preparatory meetings, of the reasons which 
prompted such drafting. In this connection, it should be recalled that co-operation between 
governmental interests would be improved if their views were to be considered along those of the 
shipowners and the seafarers on an equal basis. It is remarkable that shipowners and seafarers now 
vote as a group, though this is almost never the case with government delegates. Closer attention to 
the possible effects of ILO maritime instruments on national shipping policies should render the 
participation of government delegates more effective in "negotiating" the inclusion of relevant 
provisions.
^^See ILO, Studies and Reports, Series P, Nos. 1 and 3. For an excellent, although dated, review of the classification 
of sea-going tonnage, the number of seafarers and the salaries and wages of seafaring personnel in various countries, see 
ILO, Studies and Reports . Series N (Statistics) No. 21, Geneva, 1936. No similar research has been undertaken since.
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Appendix 1
State practice coacemiag maritime traiaiag and analjxis of data
(as at 19S0)
I. Training facilities forseafaren: Statepractice *
A ) Language of the course
Non English; Aigentina, Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, France, FRG (in one institute the 
courses are in English if only foreign students participate in such courses), Greece (but English is 
also taught). Italy. Japan. Madagascar. Norway, Panama (but English is mandatory). Republic of 
Korea. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. Thailand. U.S.S.R.
English: Australia, Bangladesh. Canada (also French), India, Ireland. Israel, Pakistan, 
Singapore. U.K.. United States, Hong Kong.
Tke for tkt jrtpjimioa of this compunitivit stuly is tke Compealiim of Mtritm« Timing Fwilitits,
1T40,1980. Possiik kvtlopmints $i&@$ 1980 Irm  not Ixtn tikta into woonnt. Th# kngnng% of tht vcvms in 
cowry W  letn  cljissifiel is Enghsk or non-E n^k  to kmonstmti tki importing of tkt E n ^ k  knguigt. Only 
bisK distinctions bnvt b««n ittempted kert. Ike ibovt tikks kave k««n limitA to tke ennmimtion of tke principal de- 
piit Aints on board skip (d«ck, tnginwr, catering  ^ ndio) wkk tke addition of n number of categories (fiskeiies, electri­
cian^  radar) wken special training courses are available for suck categories. As to tke duration of tke courses tke autkor 
foUo^md tke classification of tke STVC Convention and tke ILO Conventions. Minor or special categories of seamen 
(fisheries certificates, skipper's courses, first aid courses, basic seamanship courses, courses for electricians, fireflgbting 
or technician courses etc) are not represented in tke above tables. Tke reason why tke table showing tkie duration of 
maritime training courses is presented is that, as explained earlier in tke sections dealing with tke questions of mini­
mum age and timing, school leaving age. minimum age for admission to employment and training are interrelated is­
sues. k is clear that if national standards concerning school leaving age and tke duration of tke training courses were 
harmonised, the application of tke international standards relating to tke minimum age for admission to employment 
and tke certification of seafarers at tke international level would be facilitated. Tke numbers in parentheses indicate a 
certain period of sea-service which, apart from tke duration of the relevant training courses, is required by the national 
Administration for tke qualification of a trainee for examination or for tke performance of certain duties on board sUf. 
Tke data relating to these periods are analysed later under E B). Vhen numbers are not followed by letters they refer to 
years. The keys to the letters are as foEows; w^weeks, m«months, todays, ip approximately, C.E.«chief engineer. 
The information in tke paragraphs following tke tables is mostly divided under tke headings yes, no or no information 
available, k wiE be seen that in some cases the differences between information classified under yes or no is rather 
formal, since exceptions to yes are to be found in parentheses. However, it seemed to tke author that certain exceptions 
were not sufficient to nullify tke effect of the facilities available. In a number of cases a country appears under both yes 
and no. FinaEy, under E. C) a collection of training facilities not covered or not sufficiently developed in international 
instruments concerning maritime training is presented. Information as to the duration and the training syEahi of these 
courses is given. Suggestions as to the way in which tke data analysed could have an effect to tke drafting of revised 
instruments concerning the training and tke certification of the seafarers appear in tke Conclusions to Chapter 3.
B) Courses Table 1
Deck Engine Radio Fishing Catering Electrician Radar 
Y Y
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Argentina 
Australia 
Bangladesn 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Canada 
Denmark 
France 
FRG 
Greece 
India 
Ireland 
Israel 
Italy 
J^an
Madagascar 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Panama 
Rep. of Korea Y 
Singapore Y 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Thailand 
U.S.S.R.
U.K*
Unites States 
Hong Kong
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y (by 1980 only pre-sea training courses for cadets were available)
Y(only pre-sea training course leading to an A. B. post)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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C) Duration Table!
D.Ca. E.Ca. D O E.G. C. cad. S, cad. Cater. MasL(I) Exec. Rad. R.d. R.c.
Afgenrina 3.10 3.10 4w 2.10 2
Australia 4 4 (24w)(18w) 4(6-8w) 1 16w 2 5w
Bangladesh 2 2
Belgium 2x2 3 4
Brazil 80w 80w (9w) (9w) (26wXG.E.) 2w 80w
Canada 3 3
Denmark^ (20w) (20w)(l)
France*^ (I) (I) 4(60m s.tr.) 1
FRO (1-2) (36-80W) (1-2) 5d (2)
Greece 60w 9 4 v7 60w
India I 1-4 (4-6m) (4-6m) (4-6m) 2vr
Ireland^ 1-2 (2xl2w) (19vr) l-19w 2a
Israel 2w
Italy 12w.days
t Th± U.K. Govtrnmeat did sot provide eay deteikd iaformjdm coaeentia^ Ütt orÿiaiîâtioa of «tHri-m# truaia^ ia  
tW  coWry. According to tie $owre wed, ia 1981 a systeai of amritime truaia; wovid le  iatrodwed wMol fully 
eoaforms to tie 8TCV rt^iurtAeats. Speciiil sloiter eovrses era ivulellc raletia^ to «aljeete suel es eeeideat pravea* 
tioa, svrvrnl traiaiag, fire figltia^ ead medical cere. Rader siaalators era wed ia tie treiaia^ of tie deck depeitmeat
finw
 ^Tie Cook's and StewarTs courses of 20 weeks ere pre-fea traiaia^ courses to le followed ly  23 moatls of sea service 
ia tie galley. Tie 20-week courses of motonaea refaire 12 moatls of sea service ia tie eagiae-room as ea eatreace 
^aelificetioa. Fiaally, ia order to laalify tie oae-yeer treiaiag coarse leediay to tie certiQcatioa of Blasters, tie caadi- 
date masters mwt lave passed examiaatioas of competeacy as mates w licl meaas tlat tley sloald lave lad sea-goiag 
service as praseriled ly  tie Admxaistratioa aad aadergoae a two-year tndaia^ coarse for autes.
All years of traiaia^ courses ia Fraace sigaify academic years (9 moatls). As aa eatraace fualificatioa for tie oae- 
year traiaiag courses leadiag to tie certificatioa of Officers respoasille for tie watcl aad for Buriae eagiaeers, tlird 
class slowa ia cohmas 1 aad 2 respectively 30 moatls sea-service aad 30 moatls sea traiaiag ia eagiaeeiag is re- 
^virad respectively. As to tie First^Iass captaia ia sea-goiag vessels, le is givea a foljnviiiat traiaiag lastiag four 
academic years iatem^ed ly  periods of sea traiaiag to a total dvratioa of 60 moatls.
Tie courses iastitvtcd ia ladia are pra-sea traiaiag covrses. Apart from tie courses tie dvratioa of wlicl las leea 
gi^/ea ia talk  1 ladia las estalUsled pre-sea traiaiag covrses for deck aad eaglae-room ratiags oa loard tlree traiaiag 
slips. Tlese covrses last 26 weeks. Fiaally, lolders of BacleWs degree ia MeclaaicalfElectiical Eagiaeeriag are re­
quired to vadergo aa oae-year pra-sea traiaiag course. All otler cadets e lg ilk  for tie course slould follow a four^year
course.
^  As to tie deck departmeat tlere are ia Irelaad traiaiag course for mates. Tlese last 19 weeks phs tie ftalifyi]^ sea 
service for eacl class of mates ( 1st aad 2ad Biate). As for radar certificates tie foBowiag distiactioas as to tie dvratioa 
of tie covrses slovld le made: Radar Simulator Certificate: Iw, Radar Olserver Certificate: 3w, Mariae Radar Maiate- 
aaace Certificate: 16-19w, As to tie radio departmeat tie followiag duratioas lave leea prtscriled: Maritime Radio- 
commvaicatioa Certificate: 2 to 2 aad lalf years, Restricted Radio Teleploae Certificate: Iw.
^  Tie radar olserver covrses last two weeks; tie radar simulator covrses last 10-12 days.
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Japan ^ 2 2 4-51/2 4-51/2 4-5
Madagascar (96w) 64-96w (32w)
Norway -
Pakistan 104w 104w
Panama 160w 160w
Rep. of Korea 4 130w4 3
Singapore^ 16w 208w (12w) 3m (20w) 5d-(3w) 2
Spain (27m) (27m) (18m) (18m) (18m) 2w (18-27m)
Sweden (2x4DwX2x4Dw) - 40w 40w 2w 3x20w
Switzerland 2
Thailand 5 5
U.S.S.R. 51/2 51/2 (see par. I. a single type of engineer-navigatorhas developed)
Un. States* 4 4 (12w) (12w) 15w (12w) 8d
Hong Kong •• 4 4 (12-lôw) H-i2w(16w) 3w 1
Tim 4>yur eoursts an ivuUiklt i i  xudvtrsitiu. All otW  eoww$ in  lu ll i& biiniag eoU*g*f. A& «dvukcU 
course (6 mostlts to 2 yw t)  o 6 t ;  prepaiin; iedc «al eagiaeer officm who Lxre 2 ^  ye«o stA strvict or hoM 
«pproprutt for higkr ccitific«te$ of com;«tcacy.
^ TIm lanitiois giv$a «5 r$g«rk tndaia^ cowsts for the Itck lefurtmeat «p;Iy to e«yt«ia5 «al itck oRkei? of counter;,
to the truaia^ comts for eagiaeer officers, the comes for id  cliss eagiaeers lest 04w «al for 2al cl«ss eagiaeers 
%'/r.
A three week coarse is re^airel for the truaiag of cealiWes for certific«Us of com^teacy (foreiga goiag) ia  the 
proper ase of ml«r «t se« while « 5 ley; coarse h«s heea orgudsel for «dvnacel «al refresher truaiag ia the ase of nl«r 
It see for senior officers. As f«r «s the leek lepeitment is coacerael, there is «a iateasiae traiaiag coarse to prepare 
tniaees for work «s Deck Officers oa hoerl ship. No other iafometioa is givea «s regerls the (eelifWioas that the 
master or the leek officers mast have ia orler to he eUglhle for eaemiaetioa for certificates of competeacy. However, 
iaformatioa is availahle as to Inbtes aal Secoai Mates Foreiga Goiag aal Miles Home aal Local Trale. Again, no 
entrance qualifications are mentionel; a 2 year training coarse hy corresponlence is availahle for the prepamtioa of leek 
calets for examiaatioas for Secoal Metes Foreiga Goiag aal Mkes Home Trale.
The Iwatioa of the cotrse appearing ia the first cohoaa refers to traiaiag comes prepariag leek calets for work as 
mates oa hoarl ship. The traiaiag systems existing ia Swilea were valer revision ia 19M.
* The four years comes ia the first two columns prepare trainees for Thirl Mate or Thirl Assistant Engineer hceace. 
The luratioa of the raiar observer's comes varies as follows: Salar Observer - (Any Vaters) - 8 lays, (Meal Vaters) - 
5 lays. Refresher come - 3 lays, Recertificatioa exmise come -1  lay, LORAN A a a l C - 5  lays id  Gyrocompass - 
5 lays.
**No training courses for engineer ofScers are repottel. There is a rafar simulator course uAich lasts 1 week. As to the 
leek department the durations ialicatel refer to mates. Three classes of mates exist (1st, 2al aal 3il). Preparatory 
training comes for 6rst aal seconl mates for the certificates of competeacy of master aal first mate respectively last 16 
weeks. The rest (3rl mate to 2ni mate and Class 4 to 3rl mate) last 12 weeks. As fer as the raüo department is con­
cerned, aa advanced come to train hollers of the Miritimc Raliocommuaicatioa CertEkate of Competence as electronic 
officers of the merchant navy exists; this come lasts one year.
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D ) Tuition fees
- Free: Ai^entina, Australia (21), Belgium (nationals only). Brazil, Denmark. France. FRG 
(but DM 300-800 are required in certain courses for the means of instruction). Greece (nationals 
only), Jspm (deck and engine ratings). Republic of Korea (deck, engine officers, pre-sea training for 
deck, engine officers and radio operators and a general purpose course for deck and engine in three 
institutes). Sweden. Thailand. United States (only in the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy for the
-Tobe determined: Australia(4).
- Charges: Australia (3. short-term). Bangladesh, Canada (no information). India, Ireland, 
Israel. Italy. Japan (deck, engine and radio officers). Madagascar, Norway, Pakistan. Panama, 
Republic of Korea (deck, engine officers and radio operators in two institutions). Sing2q)ore. Spain, 
Sweden (short courses established for officers' certificates, radar observer course, dangerous goods 
course), Switzerland. U.S.S.R. (fixed on the basis of intergovernmental agreements). United States 
(students p2^  tuition fees for almost ail other courses available in the U.S.), Hong Kong (however, 
cadetship training. lifeboat courses and courses for boys from under privileged Hong Kong families 
are availablefree of charge).
£) Cost of board and lodging per month
Argentina: $KX), Australia: mostly to be determined, also $A2S0-400, Bangladesh: $1400 
(p. a  ), Belgium: $670-8(X) p. a.. Brazil: free of charge (in the cases of the special courses in dead- 
reckoning and for radar operators, expenses to be bom by trainees), Canada: Coast Guard College: 
free, training institutes: $30-60 p.w., $21 per day, Denmark: $400, 1500-18(X) Danish kroner, 
France: FFrs 3600 p a., FRG: DM 600, $300-600, Greece: $1780-2300 for the whole duration of 
the course, India: Rs. 95-280 per month or included in tuition fees, Ireland: £100, Israel: US$45 per 
day, Italy (fire-fighting courses normally at the expense of the shipowners). Japan: free of charge 
(ratings), charges for officers: 3600 yen. Madagascar US$ 900 for 32w, Norway: US$ 300-400 
(one-week courses). Pakistan: US$ 1500 for the period of residence (under revision due to rise in 
cost), Panama: $75, Republic of Korea: free of charge (only in one training institution $80 per 
month), Singapore: S$ 16 per day; for some other training courses S$ 500 per month, Spain: No in­
formation; for training courses in fisheries no charges are paid since all students are scholarship 
holders. Sweden: students make their own arrangements; US$ 1000 for the radar observer's course 
(2w) and US$ 500 for the dangerous goods course (Iw), Switzerland: to be bom by trainees, 
Thailand: cadetsto make theirown arrangements, U.S.S.R.: fixed on the basis of intergovernmental 
agreements. United States: variesfrom school to school; for merchant marine officers the cost starts 
from $6600 up to $8400 for four years; no charges in two training institutions, see par. D above. 
Hong Kong: no information.
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EO Foreignstudents accepted
- Yes: Argentina (scholars), Australia (sometimes nombers may depend on demand), 
Belgium (limitednumber), Brazil (number determined by the Administration), Canada (only by spe­
cial arrangements), Denmark (very limited number, good knowledge of Danish, at skipper schools no 
limitations in number, for mates and masters training courses in Fnglish m ^  be arranged, if a suffi­
cient number apply), France (to the limit of 20%), Greece (to the limit of 15%), India (very limited 
number; sometimes sanction by the Ministiy of Shipping and Transport is required), Ireland [for 
masters, mates, engineer officer and radar (in two cases no limit exists) certificates to the limit of 
50%; engineer cadet courses to the limit of 25%; for radio certificates the limit varies from 10% to 
50%], Madagascar (to the limit of 50% or special courses), Norway, Pakistan (12 foreign trainees 
out of 20 to 40 students in each course). Panama (15 foreign students out of 75 new young cadets), 
Singapore (as to the preparation by correspondence for examinations for Second Mate Foreign Going 
or mate Home Trade foreigners are accepted if employed on Sing«q>ore Flag Vessels; engineer cadet 
training is available for students of any nationality on a countty to country basis; preparation courses 
for 1st and 2nd class engineer certificates and all other engine room certificates are open to any na­
tional), Spain, Sweden, Switzerland (examination on request), U.S.S.R. (according to quota fixed 
by the Government on the basis of intergovernmental agreements), Hong Kong.
- No: Bangladesh, Brazil (higher competency courses for deck and engineer officers), 
Canada (Coast Guard College and in the Transport CanadaTraining Institute), India (pre-seatraining 
on board training ships), lauel (the particulars given are for special courses planned for English 
speaking students), Italy (foreigners only by special agreement), Japan, Republic of Korea, Singa­
pore (almost all courses except those relating to the engine department are normally open either to 
British Commonwealth citizens orto Singaporean and Malaysian nationals only; in one only training 
course (second mate, foreign going) foreign students can participate after approval of Singapore 
Government; onboard training ships only nationals accepted), Thailand, United States (deck and en­
gineer officers: normally only U. S. citizens and students from other American Republics; sometimes 
accepted but they will not be subsidized by the Federal Government; radar observer's courses: no 
foreign students admitted; in other cases (NMU U & R Plan) accepted upon approval of trustees; 
however, in about seven training institutions providing training for lower officers, for lifeboatman's 
certificate and other short courses foreign students are accepted sometimes with restrictions as to the 
number), Hong Kong (all but one pre-sea training courses for any department are not open to for­
eigners),
G) Examination and certification of foreigners
- Yes: Argentina, Australia (not all diplomas, sometimes college certificates only, no certifi- 
cationfacilitiesafter complementary courses), Belgium, Brazil: (as for engineer officers, certification
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up to Che 3rd engineer available). Denmark (for masters and mates only examination is available not 
certification). France (they are examined as nationalsbut they receive acertificateshowing the level of 
their training). FRG (participants must fulfil the requirements of the Administration: sometimes suffi­
cient knowledge of German is required; in one institute restrictions may exist because of the number 
of national applicants), Greece (foreign certificate equivalent to the Greek Lyceum and Greek lan­
guage examinations at the University of Athens). India (for certificates of competency as Master, 
Mate. 1st and 2nd class engineers. Radar Observers courses and Life Boatman's certificate the same 
as for Indian nationals; for pre-sea training courses in navigation and marine engineering alower cer­
tificate is issued), Ireland [2nd mates, radar observer certificate, survival certificate, first aid certifi­
cates, 2nd class engineer certificates, engineer cadet courses up to a certain level and all radar and ra­
dio certificates (sometim es to the technician engineer level)]. Israel, Madagascar (certificate must be 
endorsed by the Administration of the seafarer), Norway, Pakistan (this may be done on Government 
to Government basis), Panama. Singapore (see par. F above). Spain. Sweden, Switzerland (see par.
F above). U.S.S.R. (cadets take examinations in all subjects of the syllabus and get Higher School 
Graduation Diplomas). United States (deck and engineer officen: in so far they are admitted to the 
course (see par. F above) they receive a certification of completion of the course but no U.S. Coast 
Guard licence; in other cases where foreign students are accepted, either it will depend on the ap­
proval of the Coast Guard (NMU) or the same facilities are given to those students). Hong Kong 
( examinationsonly).
- No: Bangladesh, Brazil (see par. F above), Canada (only Canadian Citizens. Landed Im­
migrants and British subjects are eligible for examination; see also par. F above), India (see par. F 
above). Ireland [only British subjects or British protected persons are admitted for examination for 
the following courses or certificates of competency: masters (foreign going and home trade), first 
mates (foreign going and home trade), radar simulator. Ships Captain Medical Course, 1st class en­
gineers], Italy (see par. F above), Japan. Republic of Korea, Singapore (seepar. F above),Thailand. 
Hong Kong (see par. F above).
H) Standard STCW
- Yes; Argentina (equal or in excess of the minimal requirements of the STWC). Australia (in 
some cases higher), Bangladesh, Belgium (even higher), Brazil, Denmark (at least equal). France. 
FRG (conforms to. sometimes exceeds STWC standards; elsewhere the expression "all courses are 
held at a high standard is met"). Greece (corresponds to the gqipropiiate minimum standards of the 
STWC Convention; all courses are under revision). India (the pre-sea training courses in navigation 
and marine engineering meet the the theoretical aspects of the STWC Convention; trainees are ex 
pected to reach the STWC standards by further practical training or sea service. As to the other 
courses (see par. G) the existing courses meet the STWC requirements; however, more courses have
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CO be iotrodoced). Israel (cocresponds), Italy (conforms), Madagascar (conforms), Panama 
(conforms), Singapore (in accordance with the STWC regulations and resolutions), Spain (exceeds 
the STWC standards), Sweden (considerably higher than the STWC standards), U.S.S.R. 
(corresponds), United States (corresponds to the STWC standards; however, no information con­
cerning the standards for deck and engineer officers is reported except that the relevant courses are 
approved by the U.S. Coast Guard).
-No information available: Canada, Ireland, J^an, Norway (not ^ licable), Pakistan. Re­
public of Korea, Switzerland, Thailand (not applicable), Hong Kong.
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II. Analysis of data coacemi ng trai ni np and certification of seafarers and suggestions
A) Data based on information contained in the above tables and paragraphs
a) Language. The English language is used in training institutions in 11 out of the 29 coun­
tries which replied to the questionnaire. In other 3 out of the 18 countries remaining trainees are 
taught the English language. The signiEcance of English as a means of communication between sea­
farers who are in fact international workers and maybe employed on board various foreign flag ves­
sels (and vice-versa, seafarers of different nationalities maybe employed on board the same vessel) is 
manifest. The understanding of technical terms internationally would also be facilitated, if English 
were introduced as a mandatory subject in the training syllabi of all countries where training courses 
for seafarers have been established.
b) Existing training courses. From the information available it appears that all (29) countries 
except three (Italy, Norway and Switzerland) have established training courses for the deck depart­
ment. Four countries (the above-mentioned plus Israel) do not appear to have established training 
courses for the engineer department. In 16 out of 29 countries training courses for radio officers 
exist. Only six countries offer elaborate training courses for fishermen. Six countries are reported to 
have instituted special training courses for seafarers employed in the catering department. However, 
the lack of information might be attributed to the absence of any provisions concerning training for 
the catering department in the STWC Convention to which the questionnaire refers. Six countries 
have established special training courses for electricians. Finally, in 12 countries special training 
courses for radar operators exist.
c) Duration of the courses.
There are great divergencies in the various national laws as to the duration of the training 
courses available in each country. Some countries supplied information concerning the duration of 
the training courses available in that country and the duration of the preparatory courses for the certi­
fication of seamen to be undergone at the end of the training courses mentioned above. Other coun­
tries reported only the duration of the preparatory courses for the certification of seamen but required 
as an entrance qualification a minimum period of service at sea. Finally, other countries referred to a 
period of pre-sea training. It should be noted that from the countries having replied to the IMO ques­
tionnaire it appears that only Germany has legislation, training courses and examination syllabi whose 
structure are very similar to that of the STWC Convention.
As regards courses preparing trainees with high school education for work in the deck and 
the engine departments their duration varies from 2 to 51/2 years. In some cases the required period 
of sea-service is included in the duration of the courses. Only two developing countries (Bangladesh 
and Pakistan) have established two-year courses. The duration of the courses preparing ratings for
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work as officers in the deck and engine departments varies from 4 weeks to 18 months. In most 
countries these courses last from 12 to 24 weeks. Sometimes additional sea-service is required. The 
duration of courses for the catering department last between 12 and 20 weeks. The durations of the 
courses leading to examinations for the master's certificate differ widely. However, the general ob­
servation can be made that masters should combine sea-training and sea experience of at least 4-5 
years. The duration of courses for radar operators varies from 1 to 19 weeks. However, training 
courses for the radar observer's certificate last 2-3 weeks in most countries. In two countries where 
training courses for the maintenance and operation of radar have been established, these courses last 
16 and 19 weeks. Finally, the duration of courses for radio officers varies from 1 to 5 years. In the 
majority of the countries these courses last 2 years. Only in two countries additional sea experience 
as an entrance qualificationis required.
d) Tuition fees. About 10 countries do not charge trainees in maritime training institutions. 
In about 15 countries (no information available from Canada) trainees have to pry tuition fees. The 
rest of the countries have adopted a mixed system by making charges for certain courses while mak­
ing available others free of charge. No classification of the charges made appears possible. Differ­
ences are observed even between various training institutions in the same country. Moreover, in 
some countries tuition fees have to be paid for certain courses but no generalisations are possible. 
Discrimination between nationals and f oreigners is met only in two countries.
e) Cost of board and lodging. In the large majority of the countries the established practice 
has been to charge trainees for the cost of board and lodging during the training courses. The training 
institutions of two countries (Brazil, Republic of Korea) do not make any charges and in another two 
(Canada, Japan) board and lodging is provided free of charge in certain cases (in one college, for 
ratings onlyrespectively).
f) Admission of foreign trainees. National Administrations are divided upon the question 
whether foreign trainees are accepted to national institutions. In 6 countries foreign students are ac­
cepted. In another 6 either they are not or the exceptions to the rule are negligible. Nevertheless, in 
the majority of the countries foreign participants are admitted subject to certain limitations (basically 
restrictions in number, special arrangements between governments, certain courses, for example, 
courses for officers or the deck department are limited to nationals). On board training vessels only 
nationalsareaccepted.
g) Examination and certification of foreign trainees. In 6 countries no examination and certi­
fication facilities for foreigners exist. In about 7 countries the same facilities as for nationals are 
available. In about 12 countries either only examination is available for foreign participants or certifi­
cation is possible up to a lower level than for nationals or, finally, certification is restricted to certain 
courses upon completion of which foreign trainees obtain a certificate equivalent to that awarded to
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naciooals. Most of the countries provide for examination of foreign seafarers but ceitification as 
pointed out above is subjected to certainrestrictions.
h) STWC standards. In IS countries national standards conform to or exceed the standards 
established by the STWC Convention. In one case (India), though generally the STWC standards are 
respected, improvements have to be made. In the case of another 9 countries no information is avail­
able. However, in two cases the comparison test is not ^iplicable since no courses relating to the 
ST WC requirements have beenreported.
B) Data not shown in the above tables or paragraphs
a) Deck Officers: In some countries the qualifying sea-service is included in the duration of 
the training courses established for deck officers (see above section A). In other countries where a 
certain period of sea-service is required as an entrance qualification, in most cases this period is not 
specified. In some cases the specified period is 3 years. Again, the durations of the training courses 
in the cases where a qualifying sea-service has been prescribed differ widely because the duration of 
the training courses and the required sea-service are interrelated. The duration of the training courses 
varies from 9 weeks to 6 months. In one case the training course lasts one year (with 36 months sea- 
service) but this applies to an officer responsible for the navigational watch.
b) Engineer Officers: In some countries apart from the qualifying sea-service a certain period 
of training or experience in workshops is required. The period of experience in workshops varies 
from 2 to 4 years. The qualifying sea-service generally varies from 2 to 3 years. For senior engineer 
officers sometimes alonger period of sea-service and/or training is required. No conclusions can be 
drawn as to the duration of the training courses since it depends on the required period of sea-service 
and workshop experience,
c) Masters: In most cases the qualifying sea-service for masters is 4-5 years. Chief engineer 
(so-called ) exists only in one country requiring a 7 year sea-service as engineer officers from candi­
dates in order that they are eligible for examination.
d) Fire-fighting courses: Only in six countries (Brazil, Canada. Italy. Norway, Singapore 
and the United States) special fire-fighting courseshave been established (nonetheless, in many other 
countries fire-fighting forms part of the training syllabi). In the above countries the duration of the 
courses varies from 3 days to one week but there are differences as to which seafarers are accepted to 
these courses. For example, in Italy only officers are eligible: in Singîçore this course is for safety 
ol'ficers: in Norway, Brazil and the United States this course is open to all seafarers. In one country 
(Brazil) the course lasts 80 weeks. However, this might be a printing mistake since in the part of the 
report dealing with the scope of the studies 34 hours of attendance are reported.
e) Only 3 countries provided information on the minimum requirements for able seamen 
(Denmark, Singapore and the United States). No conclusions can be made as to the required period
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of sea-service except chat the minimum qualifying period of sea-service appears to be 18 months. 
The duration of the training courses varies from 2 to 15 weeks.
f) In 11 countries pre-sea training schemes (Denmark. India. Israel. Madagascar. Greece. 
Pakistan. Korea, Ireland, Singapore, Thailand and Hong Kong) are available. The duration of the 
courses varies from 2 to 26 weeks. In some countries pre-sea training lasts even more but it should 
be remembered that in these countries the completion of the pre-sea training courses makes trainees 
eligible for examinationas officers without an/further entrancequalification.
g) About seven countries (among them, Denmark, FRG, Ireland, the U.S.) recognise the 
category of mates (1st, 2nd and 3rd; no chief mates are reported). The duration of the training 
courses and the required period of sea-service differ widely.
h) Fishing vessels; Not all countries supplied information as to the required period of sea- 
service. In two countries it seems that the period of sea-service required for masters of fishing vessels 
is about 4 years. As to skippers in one country 36 months (of which 24 as an Officer) navigation is 
required. The duration of the training courses varies from 6 to 9 months. In one case the course lasts 
64 weeks (this figure applies to officers responsible for the watch). Finally 12-week training courses 
are available for engineer officers in the FRG and for radio-telephony operators in Spain.
C) Main courses not envisaged or not sufficiently developed in the STWC Convention
Australia: radar maintenance (16w), courses in hydrographic surveying (30w, Survey. 
Cartography, Photogrammetiy, Oceanography, Meteorology, Civil Engineering, Mathematics), 
diplomas and certificates in fisheries science and fisheries operations (the first applies to the master of 
a large fishing vessel, 4 years each), complementary courses [inter alia, radar simulator, radar ob­
server. ship captain’s Medical, {damage control (emergencies) and automatic control systems in 
ships} : second class engineer certificate required, marine refrigeration], Denmark: Cook's and Stew­
ard’s courses (20w), courses for mates (2 years), Brazil: Electrician courses (24w, human relations, 
seamanship, occupational safety, health and first aid. survival at sea, damage control, fundamentals 
of engines and electricity etc). France: training courses and certificate of Technical Officer (two aca­
demic years sandwiching 18 months sea training), FRG: certificates for masters and officers of fish­
ing vessels, 6 months, radar observer certificate (5 days, 20 hours), marine electrician courses (60w, 
45% basic natural and engineering sciences, 20% non-technical knowledge and 35% related technical 
disciplines notably control and automation techniques), radar simulator courses (Iw), shiphandling 
simulator course ( Iw, either VLCC, containership 3rd generation or freighter), 2 shipping manage­
ment courses (Iw each, voyage specific, operational and capital costs of ships. Influence on cost 
factors on board ship; ship, cargo, port, shipping company and their inter-dependencies; on board 
and port organisation. Prices and freight rates in general cargo and bulk cargo trade; rationalisation of 
cargo handling. This training is also available for shore-base staff of shipping companies), Greece:
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subjects such as refrigeratioa and air conditioning and remote control automation of modem vessels 
are included in the training syllabi of engineerofficers. India; pre-sea training courses in marine engi­
neering include subjects such as marine refrigeration and automatic control and marine automation; 
radar observer course, 2w), Ireland: radar simulator certificate, Iw, Radar Observer Certificate, 2w, 
Ships Captain Medical Course, 16 hours. Marine Radar Maintenance Certificate, 16-19w, a special 
course enabling the trainee to qualify for the Marine Radio and Radar Technician's Certificate of the 
City and Guilds of London Institute, 3 years (105w), Israel: radar simulator course. 10-12 days, 
radar observer courses. 2w, Italy: courses in radar operation, 12 working days. Madagascar:Officers 
and Skippers, Fisheries, 64 and 32 weeks respectively, Norway; a 5 day training course for Regula­
tions concerning the Protection Supervisors and Protection and Environment Committee in Ships 
(including First Aid, Dangerous Cargo. Accidents and Health Hazards, Noise Nuisance. Loading- 
discharging gear, the entire ship environment), damage control management ( Iw, contingency plan­
ning, tactical aspects of damage control, case studies), Singapore: Ship inspection (Iw, including 
hazards of petroleum and petroleum products, legislation governing gas-free inspection vessels), oil 
spill control (Iw, environmental and ecological effects of oil spills, legislation, methods of contain­
ment. removal and treatment, shoreline protection and contingency planning, practical handling of 
various oil pollution control equipment), advanced and refresher training courses in the use of Radar 
at Sea for Senior Officers (5 days), training of Officers in Personal Survival Techniques (2 days), on 
board training ship: course aimed at assisting registrants to decide whether they should make a career 
at sea and to ensure that seamen registered are those determined to make a career at sea, Steward's 
and Cook's courses for school leavers (Steward’s course: 312 hours, serving techniques, techniques 
of preparation for service, cleaning and using machines and equipment, preparation of bread rolls, 
butter, basic food care, preparation of vegetable and cooking methods, social and technical skills, 
personal hygiene and safety, cleaning and preparation of cabins, saloon and lounge; Cook's course: 
340 hours, responsibilities of a Cook, ocganisation and duties of Catering Personnel on a ship, 
kitchenequipment, methods of cooking, elementary nutrition, food storage methods and importance 
of planning, hygiene and sanitation, safety in storage, preparation of food, fire safety etc), Spain: 
course on automation, 4w, course on control of maritime traffic, 2w, course on maritime safety, 4 
days, Radar Observer’s course, 2w, course on shipboard refrigeration techniques, 4w, Sweden: 
Radar Observer's Certificate, 2w, course for dangerous goods. Iw, U.S.S.R.: 1) new type of engi- 
neer-navigator(5l/2 years, performs certain duties of navigation, cargo loading and other works con­
nected with the fulfilment of production plan; maintains on board ship observation of the valid laws, 
rules and regulations relating to navigation and production activities of a ship; engaged in educational 
work with the crew of a ship and perfection of all the ship damage control measures, ensures obser­
vation of labour and fire protection rules; ensures navigating watchkeeping on board a ship. 2) Uni­
versal ship engineers responsible for the operation of Marine Power Plants (51/2 years, direct organi­
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ser of watchkeeping service and technical supervisor of the power plant operation; ensures observa­
tion and rational fulHlmeot of the given and established parameters and conditions of its work; con­
tributes to the introduction of progressive methods of marine power plant operation, 3) Electrical en­
gineer (51/2 years, provides the technical operation and servicing of ship electric equipment; direct 
organiser of production process; normal economical work of ship electric power plant and ship elec­
tric facilities; contributes to the introduction of progressive methods of ship electric equipment opera­
tion, United States: 15w, training courses in safe transport of LNG (fundamental principles of tanker 
operationincluding transfer of oil, tankerregulation. pump operation; special training in the operation 
of machinery and control systems on automated tankers etc); 15w, training courses aiming at the ef­
fective service and maintenance of electrical equipment on conventional and automated vessels 
(prepare for Electrician's certiEcate); 15w, comprehensive training in Steward Department Manage­
ment, Food Service and Preparation. Storage and Refrigeration of Subsistence Stores, Control and 
Personnel Administration; ISw, training courses aiming at the effective operation of machinery and 
control systems on automated ships (take the U.S. Coast Guard Refrigeration and Junior Engineer 
examinations; 15w, intensive training in the Culinary Specialities required on a cargo ship through on 
the job training (emphasise by demonstration and application the skills required of a Chief Cook; 
training in hygiene, sanitation, working safety and introduction to baking and cooking techniques); 
72w, training courses preparing students to obtain employment on board towing, off-shore minerals 
and oil support vessels, Hong Kong: 3w, Radar Observer’s Courses.
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Appendix 2
Reasons for the non-ratification of Conventions Nos. 76, 93 and 109
1) Some countries had not particular interest in the Convention, since they did not possess a 
significant merchant marine ^
Scope o f the Convention
2) Certain countries thought that the Convention should be restricted to international naviga­
tion (Sweden) or that coastal vessels (Greece, Norway) and whaling vessels (Japan, Norway) should 
be excluded from the Convention. 2 Other countries feared international competition if they ratified 
the Convention.  ^ Instead of a three-watch a two-watch system was applied in certain cases. ^ The 
distinction between near and distant-trade ships was not generally accepted. ^
Wages
3) Many countries were against an international minimum wage fixed in terms of foreign cur­
rency and one country (the F.R.G.) stated further that it abstains from public wage regulation. 
Implementation of Art. 5 would restrict the rights of parties to conclude collective agreements.  ^ In 
most countries wages were dealt with in collective agreements and the relevant provisions could not be 
enforced by means of laws and/or regulations.  ^ One country was of the opinion that it was very 
difficult to compare crew costs from one country to another; wages were only one of the factors in 
such costs and there were also indirect charges which did not affect the shipowners of other countries. 
8
Collective agreements
4) One country (New Zealand) thought that collective agreements provided greater flexibility 
than the provisions of the Convention while others reported that the position as regards ratification on 
the basis of collective agreements should be clarified. ^
^PTMC, 1956, Report 1,1/1, Haiti, Iran, pp. 11,12.
^bid., Sweden,' p. 15, Greece, Norway, p. 33, Japan, Norway, p. 35.
^bid., Sweden specially from North European countries, p. 16, Pakistan from India, pp. 25,54.
^ibid., the U.K. (on ships of less than 2500 G R p, p. 74, F.R.G. (on ships of less than 1000 tons navigating in cer­
tain areas), p. 76, Netherlands (on ships engaged in short-sea trades), p. 81.
^bid, pp. 89-92,94-101.
^ibid., Portugal, p. 13, Sweden, p. 15, U.K., p. 18, Italy p. 25, Japan pp. 25-26, Pakistan, p. 26, pp. 47-59, Brazil, 41 
R.P., p. 139, Mexico, ibid., 141, Argentina, 142, F.R.G, PTMC, 1956, Report I/l, p. 52.
^ibid, pp. 47-60.
^bid., Italy, pp. 24-25.
%bid. New Zealand, p. 12, Canada, India, Denmark, Norway, Japan, pp. 142-4,147,149.
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Able seaman
5) In at least two countries the rating of able seaman had not been introduced.
Hours o f work
6) The 1946 and 1949 Conventions seemed to apply the same hours of work to apprentices 
and cadets while in certain countries different provisions concerning hours of work applied to ap­
prentices and cadets. No weekly or fortnightly "spread-over" was envisaged in one country, unlike 
what was laid down in these Conventions. 2^ Hours of work in the catering department in some 
countries were different from those laid down in Convention No. 93.
Manning
7) In some countries shipowners and seafarers did not participate in the control of manning 
scales; furthermore no provisions concerning manning scales existed and in one country (Germany) 
legislation did not link manning to hours of work.
Exemption o f existing ships
8) The Scandinavian countries had difficulties in accepting a Convention which did not contain 
a provision concerning the exemption of existing ships.
9) One country (Japan) enacted laws which were in substantial conformity with the provisions 
of Convention No. 57 (1936). These provisions had become established social practice and it would 
be difficult to attempt a drastic revision of them.^^
10) The 16-year age-limit for work of young persons at night was not acceptable to one 
country.
^^ibid., Japan, p. 55, JMC/24/4, p. 11.
 ^^ PTMC, 1956, Report II1, U.K., p. 40, Israel, p. 41, Netherlands, p. 43.
^2ibid., Germany, p. 77. This country had also encountered other difficulties in ratifying the relevant ILO instru­
ments, such as the determination of compensatory time off in port in terms of hours of work performed at sea as pro­
vided in Art. 12 (4), the 48-hour week on distant-trade ships, the 2-hour limit for work on Sundays in port, the pre­
vailing different overtime rates and the definitive manner in which types of work performed in the interests of safety 
were laid out in Art. 18, ibid., pp. 95,105-108,126,131.
13ibid.,pp. 118-119. 
l^bid,.,pp. 135-136,139,140. 
l^bid., pp. 21,73-74,83-84,110.
16ibid.,p. 25. 
l^ibid., Germany, p. 77.
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Appendix 3
State practice regarding repatriation in 1926  ^and 1985 ^
When the specific year does not appear under a heading, this means that no replies from 
Governments were received on the specific question for that year.
a) Repatriation of masters, officers, apprentices, fishermen etc
1985
In 44 out of 50 countries masters and apprentices are covered by national laws, regulations 
2ind/or collective agreements concerning repatriation. In 21 countries fishermen and persons employed 
on Government-owned or operated ships are entitled to repatriation benefits.
b) Tvpes of ships covered bv repatriation legislation and/or agreements
1985
In 29 out of 43 countries no distinction is made as regards the application of repatriation pro­
visions to smaller ships, yachts, fishing vessels or ships engaged in coastal trade. In 14 countries 
certain kinds of vessels are excluded from these provisions (mainly, ships below a certain tonnage, 
ships sailing in national waters or engaged in home trade, pleasure yachts, fishing vessels. Govern­
ment vessels and non-commercial ships).
c) Degree of application of repatriation provisions to articles of agreements containing an in­
ternational element
1985
Out of 49 countries:
i) 24 countries apply repatriation provisions to nationals and sometimes to foreigners em­
ployed on board national ships with certain restrictions according to whether the seamen concerned 
have been engaged in a home or foreign port
ii) 13 countries apply the relevant provisions only to nationals serving in national ships while 
in certain cases nationals employed on foreign ships are entitled to repatriation.
^The infonnation available concerning state practice in 1926 is based on the replies of 27 Governments to the 1926 
ILO Questionnaire, see Report 1 ,1926, pp. 127-137, Supplementary Report 1 ,1926, pp. 48-51,66,71.
^The exposition of state practice in 1985 is based on the replies of 55 Governments to the ILO Questionnaire, see Joint 
Maritime Commission, 24th Session, Geneva, September 1984, Revision of the Repatriation of Seamen Convention, 
1926 (No. 23); and of the Repatriation (Ships Masters and Apprentices) Recommendation, 1926 (No. 27), pp. 2-20, 
Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, Geneva, May 1986, Revision of the Repatriation of Seamen Convention, 
1926 (No. 23); and of the Repatriation (Ships Masters and Apprentices) Recommendation, 1926 (No. 27), Report V, 
pp. 5-25.
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iii) In 12 countries national seamen employed under the national or a foreign flag and foreign 
seamen working under the national flag are entitled to repatriation regardless of the port of engage­
ment
d) Right to repatriation and Port of destination 
1926
With regard to the question whether a seaman who is discharged at a foreign port during the 
continuance or on the expiry of his agreement should be re-conveyed either to the port of engagement 
or, if the voyage is not prolonged thereby, to a port of his own country, the majority of the govern­
ments (14) were replied in the affirmative.  ^ Four countries (Denmark, Norway, Spain and Greece) 
stated that the question should be left to national law. Two countries (Germany and Netherlands) 
replied in the negative. Six countries (Germany, Netherlands, Italy, Australia, Yugoslavia) stated that 
the seaman was entitled to repatriation only if he had been discharged for lawful reasons or for 
reasons which cannot be ascribed to him (Japan). ^ One country (Sweden) thought that no obligation 
should be imposed on a country to repatriate a seaman. For two countries (Czechoslovakia, Japan) 
the destination port should be only the port of engagement 
1985
D Right to repatriation
Out of 47 countries nine countries, including Liberia, reported that the seaman is entitled to 
repatriation in all circumstances mentioned below and in one country in all circumstances except in the 
case of illness or injury incurred out of service. Another seven countries provided no specific in­
formation. The replies of the other 30 countries can be classified as follows:
Repatriation entitlements:
aa) At the end of the voyage (7 countries).
bb) At the expiration of an agreement for a specific period (11 countries), 
cc) At the end of an uninterrupted period of service (13 countries, uninterrupted period rang­
ing from three weeks to twenty-four months, six months being the period more commonly found), 
dd) In cases of
i) illness or injury incurred while in service (19 countries).
^Argentina, Belgium, Cuba, Estonia, Finland, France, U.K.and Canada (in principle, but governments should be al- 
low&l to provide for exceptions), Ireland, Latvia, Poland, Austria, Hungary and Rumania.
^It should be noted that a distinction should be drawn between the right of a seaman to repatriation and the expenses 
incurred during repatriation. If the right of seaman to repatriation is unqualified, then in the case of his dismissal by 
the master for lawful reasons he will still be entitled to repatriation but he will have to defray its costs. If, on the other 
hand, the right to repatriation is dependent upon his non-dismissal for lawful reasons, he will have no right to 
repatriation, if he has been discharged for such reasons. In this context, the words "lawful reasons" imply cases in 
which the breaking of the articles of agreement by the seaman, entitles the master to dismiss the former. Questionnaire 1, 
1926, p. 65. However, the relationship between the breaking of the agreement and discharge for lawful reasons had not 
been established in a cogent manner at that time.
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ii) illness or injury incurred while out of service (13 countries), 5
iii) emergency (5 countries), compassion (9 countries), shipwreck (13 countries), sale or 
chartering of ship (8 countries).
iv) Other cases in which a seafarer is entitled to repatriation: Termination of the agreement not 
due to a fault on the part of the seaman (3 countries), repatriation dependent on the availability of a 
replacement in the port of signing off (1 country), involuntary discharge abroad (2 countries), illness 
or injury not being due to the seaman's fault (2 countries), upon completion of the employment con­
tract (4 countries),  ^ in case the voyage is revoked or the ship proceeds to a different destination (1 
country), seaman left behind abroad unless he refused to comply with reasonable repatriation ar­
rangements made for him or was a deserter (1 country).
II) Port of destination
46 countries gave specific indications as regards the port to which a seaman is entitled to 
repatriation.
aa) Port of engagement: 29 countries reported that the port of engagement was normally the 
port to which a seaman is re-conveyed. In addition, certain of these countries provided for other 
repatriation ports:
i) a neighbouring port (1 countries).
ii) port of the nationality of the seafarer or the seafarer's home (10 countries).
iii) port of the ship's registry (3 countries).
iv) port at which the voyage commenced (6 countries).
v) ports re-conveyance to which incurs no additional expense (2 countries).
bb) In 4 countries the port of the ship's registry was normally used as the repatriation port.
cc) In 13 countries the seafarer's home was considered to be the destination port.
e) Definition of the repatriation expenses
1926
The overwhelming majority of governments was in agreement that the expenses of repatriation 
were to include at least the cost of reconveyance and subsistence from the time the seaman was 
discharged to his arrival in the port to which he had to be brought back.  ^ Three countries (Denmark, 
France, Spain) thought that the question should be left to national law.
^It is assumed that the governments, who made no distinction between repatriation in the case of a service-incurred ill­
ness or injury and repatriation in the case of a non-service-incurred illness or injury, provide for repatriation in both 
cases.
^These countries did not specify whether the contract is terminated at the end of the voyage or at the expiration of an 
agreement for a specific poiod.
^In many countries the seafarer's home was utilised as a repatriation port only in the case of foreign seafarers. In one 
country the seafarer's home was chosen only in cases of illness or injury while in another at the shipowner's option. 
^Argentina, Belgium, Estonia, Rnland, Germany, U.K., Ireland, Japan, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Yugoslavia, 
Austria, Canada, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Rumania and Sweden.
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1985
42 out of 49 countries indicated that a seaman entitled to repatriation is provided with ac­
commodation and food during the repatriation travel. In a number of countries accommodation, food 
and, sometimes, medical expenses were provided up to the time fixed for his departure.
In 23 out of 45 countries (including India, Italy, Japan, Panama and Philippines) wages and 
allowances are paid to the seaman during the repatriation travel while in 22 countries the opposite is 
the case. In the U.K. the seaman disch2u*ged abroad because of illness or injury is entitled to his basic 
wage. In France payment of leave salary or leave commences on the same day when the payment of 
wages ceases.
n  Repatriation travel and annual leave
1985
In 39 out of 46 repatriation travel time and/or any waiting time are not deducted from paid an­
nual leave accruing to the seafarer.
el Financial responsibility for repatriation and supervision
1926
The majority of the governments (19) considered that the expense of repatriation should not 
be borne by the seaman unless he had been dismissed for lawful reasons.  ^ Three countries 
(Hungary, Australia, Brazil) were of the opinion that the costs should be bom by the shipowner and 5 
countries (Denmark, France, Netherlands, Norway, Spain) preferred that the question should be left to 
national law.
As regards the responsibility for the enforcement of the repatriation procedures, the majority 
of the governments (18) thought that it should rest with the public authority of the country in which 
the ship is registered, whatever the nationality of the seaman. According to 5 countries (Denmark, 
France, Netherlands, Norway, Spain) the question should be left to national law. Two countries 
(Japan, Italy) reported that national seamen should not assimilated to foreign seamen.
1985
Governments were divided on the issue of the primary responsibility for repatriation: In a 
number of countries the shipowner or his agents abroad are responsible for repatriation. In certain 
countries the responsibility rests with shipping masters. Marine Superintendents or port authorities. 
Finally, in some countries governmental bodies are charged with such supervision.
In 46 out of 49 countries the shipowner is ultimately financially responsible for the repatria­
tion of the seaman. In certain cases consular authorities may arrange for the repatriation of seamen 
and recoyer the expenses incurred from the shipowner. Only in 3 countries the final responsibility
^Argentina, Belgium, Cuba, Estonia, Finland, Germany, U.K., Ireland, Japan, Latvia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yu­
goslavia, Austria, Canada, Greece, Italy, Rumania and Sweden
^^Argentina, Belgium, Estonia, Rnland, Germany, U.K., Ireland, Latvia, Poland, Yugoslavia, Austria, Canada, Greece, 
Hungary, Italy, Rumania, Sweden and Cuba.
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lies with the Government In seven countries governments may pay or peuticipate in the payment of 
the repatriation expenses in certain cases (illness or injury, shipwreck, desertion, long service, preg­
nancy, war risks). In another seven countries (including Greece and India) the seafarer has to pay his 
repatriation expenses or the shipowner is not held liable for them in cases of termination of the 
employment through misconduct or before serving the necessary time or when he fails to request 
repatriation within a specified time.
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Appendix 4
A. ILO Maritime Conventions: Ratifications and percentage of total world gross tonnage
represented by ratifying countries ^
Convention 
No. Title
Date of 
entry 
into force
No. of ra­
tifications 
at 1/1/76
Percentage 
of world 
fleet at 
1/1/76
No. of ra­
tifications 
at 1/1/90
Percentage 
of world 
fleet at 
1/1/90
7* Minimum Age (Sea), 1920 27.09.21 43 56 51 40.86
8 Unemployment Indemnity 
(Shipwreck), 1920 16.03.23 42 60 51 44.55
9 Placing of Seamen, 1920 23.11.21 30 49 32 39.62
15 Minimum Age, Trimmers 
and Stokers, 1921 20.11.22 62 67 62.23
16 Medical Examination of 
Young Persons (Sea) 1921 20.11.22 63 71 70 63.66
22* Seamen's Articles of 
Agreement, 1926 4.04.28 46 54 52 58.83
23* Repatriation of Seamen, 
1926 16.04.28 29 42 37 54.03
53* Officers' Competency 
Certificates, 1936 ^ 29.03.39 24 48 27 43.77
55* Shipowners' Liability 
(Sick and Injured 
Seamen), 1586 29.10.39 14 42 15 39.66
56* Sickness Insurance (Sea), 
1936 09.12.49 12 30 14 20.99
58* Minimum Age (Sea) 
(Revised), 1&6 11.04.39 45 76 49 62.95
* The Conventions, which are marked with an asterisk, are included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147. Conven­
tions which have not come into force have also been included in Table A as long as they have not become obsolete; the 
latter category comprises Conventions which have not come into force and were subsequently revised. As a result, the 
following Conventions are omitted: Holidays with Pay (Sea) Convention, 1936 (No. 54), Hours of Work and 
Manning (Sea) Convention, 1936, Paid Vacations (Seafarers) Convention, 1946 (No. 72), Accommodation of Crews 
Convention, 1946 (No. 75), Wages, Hours of Work and Manning (Sea) Convention, 1946 (No. 76), Wages, Hours of 
Work and Manning (Sea) Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 93).
 ^Tonnage of non-metropolitan territories not included. Percentage of world fleet based on gross tonnage as given in 
Lloyd's Register of Shipping (Statistical tables, 1975 and 1988).
2 Articles 3 and 4 only are included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147
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Convention 
No. Title
Date of No. of ra-
entry tifications
into force at 1/1/76
Percentage No. of ra- Percentage
of world tifications of world
fleet at at 1/1/90 fleet at
1/1/76 1/1/90
68* Food and Catering (Ships'
Crews), 1946 3 24.03.57 16
69 Certification of Ships'
Cooks, 1946 22.04.53 21
70 Social Security
(Seafarers), 1946 - 7
71 Seafarers'Pensions, 1946 10.10.62 9
73* Medical Examination
(Seafarers), 1946 17.08.55 22
74 Certification of Able
Seamen, 1946 14.07.51 19
91 Paid Vacations (Seafarers)
(Revised), 1949 14.09.67 17
92* Accommodation of Crews
(Revised), 1949 29.01.53 22
108 Seafarers' Identity
Documents, 1958 19.02.61 32
109 Wages, Hours of Work
and Manning (Sea), 1958 - 8
133 Accommodation of Crews
(Supplementary Provisions)
1970 - 8
134* Prevention of Accidents
(Seafarers), 19704 17.02.73 7
145 Continuity of Employment
(Seafarers), 1976 03.05.79 -
146 Seafarers' Annual Leave
with Pay, 1976 13.06.79 -
147 Merchant Shipping
Minimum Standards, 1976 28.11.81
163 Seafarers'Welfare, 1987 03.10.90 -
164 Health Protection and 
Medical Care (Sea), 1987
165 Social Security (Seafarers)
(Revised), 19^
166 Repatriation of Seafarers 
(Revised), 1987
33
57
20
45
30
20
43
48
21
26
7
12
30 
21 
20
31 
47 
11
17
22
17
10
20
3
1
29.14 
43.88
6.04
23.90
44.90 
26.59
11.14 
51.33 
51.30
9.77
28.47
31.26
9.42
5.58
43.75
1.09
^Article 5 only is included in the Appendix to Convention no. 147. 
^Articles 4  and 7 only are included in the Appendix to Convention No. 147.
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B. Selected Conventions of general application: Ratifications and percentage of total world
gross tonnage represented by ratifying countries ^
Convention 
No. Title
Date of 
entry 
into force
No. of ra­
tifications 
at 1/1/76
Percentage 
of world 
fleet at 
1/1/76
No. of ra­
tifications 
at 1/1/90
Perceni 
of worl 
fleet at 
1/1/90
87* Freedom of Association and 
Protection of the Right 
to Organise, 1948 04.07.50 82 86 99 69.01
98* Right to Organise and
Collective Bargaining, 1949 18.07.51 95 86 115 74.28
111 Discrimination (Employment 
and Occupation), 1958 15.06.60 86 59 111 64.23
130*Medical Care and Sickness 
Benefits, 1969 27.05.72 8 13 13 4.93
135 Workers' Representatives, 
1971 30.06.73 19 21 44 21.78
138*Minimum Age, 1973 19.06.76 3 - 37 23.56
144 Tripartite Consultation 
(International Labour 
Standards), 1976 16.05.78 47 33.19
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Appendix 5 
MOU - Inspections and detentions
1984 1985 1986
Number of Inspections 10,227 10,417 11,740
Number of Delays/Detentions 476 356 307
Delays/Detentions as
percentage of Inspections 6.19 % 4.52 % 3.52 %
Source: Annual Report on the implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding on Port State 
Control, July 1985-June 1986.
MOU 2
S ta les (1986) No. of insp. No. of del ./del Percent, level
1 Honduras 68 25 28.41
2 Egypt 49 10 20.41
3 Cayman Islands 32 5 15.63
4 Malta 109 17 15.60
5 Morocco 41 5 12.20
6 Turkey 160 18 1 1.25
7 Gibraltar 38 4 10.53
8 Cyprus 509 45 8.84
9 Iceland 26 2 7.69
10 Algeria 40 3 7.50
11 Lebanon 29 2 6.90
12 Romania 52 3 5.77
13 Panama 852 40 4.69
14 Brazil 47 2 4.25
15 Italy 128 5 3.90
16 Ireland 52 2 3.85
17 Saudi Arabia 27 1 3.70
18 Philippines 1 10 4 3.64
P ercen lo g e  of de lays  end d e te n tio n s  
per f log s ta t e  as  a p e rc e n ta g e  of
I n s p e c t i o n s
Honduras
Cayman Islands
Malta
Morocco
Turkey
Gibraltar
Cyprus
Iceland
Algena
Lebanon
Romania
Panama
Brazil
Ireland
Saudi Arabia
Philippines
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Appendix 6
Crew costs: an international comparison
Table 1
MONTHLY CREW COSTS ACCORDING TO SELECTED FLAGS
Average compensation including pay and fringe benefits in US dollars 
Master USA=100 Second USA=100 Seaman USA=100
Flag
USA 17387 100
engineer
8,212 100 3301 100
Japan 9,705 56 4,820 59 3,643 110
Sweden 8,695 50 4,813 28 2,605 79
West Germany 7,401 43 4,174 51 2,200 67
Denmark 5,945 34 2,899 35 2,428 73
Korea 2,800 16 905 11 644 19
Hong-Kong 2,708 16 1,293 16 721 . 22
(Liberian Rag)
Taiwan 2,505 14 1,295 16 770 23
(Panamanian Rag)
Ghana 2,062 12 1,610 20 442 13
Source: Lloyd's Anversois, 18th November 1982, after Shipping Statistics, Jan. 1983, p. 23 
reproduced in I. Chrzanowsld, An Introduction to Shipping Economics, 1985, p. 77.
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Table 2
COMPARISON CREW COSTS (WAGES)
Crew (fringe benefits, special allowances and overtime excluded) 
US$ per month
Year Greece Japan Liberia Norway UK USA
1978 381 534 579 829 360 865
1979 425 590 621 900 400 1022
1980 436 693 674 947 567 1060
1981 428 758 684 889 545 1081
1982 476 756 769 899 565 1255
1983 445 784 821 888 516 1323
1984 337 762 821 738 427 1448
Source: Lloyd's Shipping Economist, December 1981, January 1985, reproduced in D.M. Long, The 
Soviet Merchant Heet, 1986, at p. ,42.
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Table 3
COMPARATIVE MANNING COSTS
Flag
Officers Ratings Cost (US$ p.a.)
UK UK UK 908,000
Liberian Korean Korean 490,000
Bermuda Filipino * Filipino 481,000
Hong Kong Hong Kong 
* British Master and Chief Engineer 
Source: GCBS, November 1986.
Hong Kong 396,000
NET EARNINGS/GROSS WAGE COSTS IN EEC COUNTRIES
Amount paid by
AB's net income employer as % On-cost as %
as a % of gross of AB's gross of AB's net
Flag income income earnings
Belgium 64.4 121.9 89.3
Finland 69.3 117.0 67.8
France 77.0 140.0 81.8
FRG 71.4 116.6 63.3
Ireland 63.6 112.3 76.6
Italy 71.0 133.9 88.6
Netherlands 60.8 122.7 101.8
Portugal 70.5 124.5 76.6
Spain 77.4 137.1 77.1
UK 71.0 106.8 50.4
Adapted from Which Register? Which Hag? Conference, 1987, LLP, Slide 6.
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Table 4
TOTAL BERTH COSTS FOR CREWS OF VARIOUS NATIONALITIES 
(Typical manning complement for bulk carriers from handy size upwards 
and tankers from 30,000 tons upwards comprising 24 Officers and Ratings)
Crews
A. 10 North European Officers 
15 North European Ratings
TBC US$/Month
65,000
B. 5 North European Officers 
5 Filipino Officers (TCQ 
15 Filipino Ratings (TCC) 39,000
C. 5 North European Officers 
5 Indian Officers (TCC)
15 Indian Ratings (TCC) 38,000
D. 3 North European Officers 
7 Indian Officers (TCC)
15 Indian Ratings (TCC) 36,500
5 North European Officers 
5 Filipino Officers 
15 Filipino Ratings (ILO) 35,700
F. 3 North European Officers 
7 East European Officers 
15 East European Ratings 35,000
G. 10 Indian Officers (TCC) 
15 Indian Ratings (TCC) 34,000
H. 3 North European Officers 
7 Indian Officers 
15 Indian Ratings (NMB) 33,500
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I. 10 Indian Officers
15 Indian Ratings (NMB) 3 0 ^
J. 10 East European Officers 
15 East European Ratings 30,000
K. 10 Filipino Officers
15 Filipino Ratings (National Flag/Dual Registry) 23,500
Observations: No Korean manning options are shown 
* Eligible for a blue certificate (excluding ITF fees)
ITF fees amount to 6000-7000 US dollars in the first year
Adapted from Which Register? Which Flag? Conference, 1987, LLP, speech of J. Dorey, pp. 10-11.
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Table 5
AVERAGE MONTHLY WAGES AND SALARIES OF WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES
IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY (rubles)
Year
Average monthly 
wages & salaries 
including allowances 
and benefits 
from the social 
consumption funds
Average monthly 
money wages & 
salaries exclud. 
allowances & 
benefits from 
social consuption 
funds
Marine
Marine 
wages 
as % of
transport national
1940
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1984
40.6
107.7 
129.2 
164.5 
198.9
232.7 
260.0
33.1
80.6
96.5
122.0
145.8
168.9 
185.0
41.2
135.1
169.5 
212.8 
232.0
257.5
+24.47
+40
+38.9
+45.95
+37.5
+39.0
Source: USSR in figures 1984, reproduced in D.M. Long, The Soviet Merchant Fleet, 1986, at p. 
42.
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Table 6
COMPARISON OF CREW COSTS IN USSR AND IN OTHER MARITIME COUNTRIES
1. Comparison o f average pay rates in sterling per month (UK seamen and Soviet seamen)
U.K.+ Allowances - £829.42 U.K. Basic - £500
Soviet + maximum allowances - £195.80_________ Soviet Basic - £88
% difference = 325% 470%
2. Comparison by country (US$ per month at R. 748 exch. rate)
Year OR JAP LIB NOR UK USA USSR
1983 445 784 821 888 516 1323 118
3. Comparison o f the total crew cost per annum in a Soviet bulk carrier and a similar Western 
carrier with British officers and Chinese ratings
Basic salary Including social cost Total (incl. bonus)
Soviet
Western
$78,600 $ 108,468 $ 139,908 
$800.000
4, Crew costs per day
Country Rate in US $ per dav
South Korea 1500
United Kingdom 2540
Sweden 2850
Soviet (basic salary) 218
Soviet (inc. social cost) 301
Soviet (inc. bonus) 388
Adapted from D.M. Long, The Soviet Merchant Fleet, 1986, pp. 46-47.
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Table?
COMPARISON CREW COSTS 
(As a proportion of total costs)
Handy-sized bulk carrier, 1982-annual costs in US$'OOO.t
US Japan F.R.G. UK Greece FOC
Crew 2768 2705 1460 980 920 547
M&R 510 252 252 252 252 277
Insurance 733 216 216 216 227 227
Overhead 45 100 100 100 100 100
4056 3273 2028 1548 1499 1151
(Crew %) (68%) (82%) (72%) (63%) (61%) (47%)
Cap. 11458 3958 3958 3958 3958 3958
15514 7231 5986 5506 5457 5109
(Crew %) (18%) (37%) (25%) (18%) (18%) (11%)
Fuel 1930 1930 1930 1930 1930 1930
TOTAL 17444 9161 7916 7436 7387 7039
(Crew %) (15%) (29%) (18%) (13%) (13%) (8%)
t  Value-new: $19 000 000 (US built-$55 000 000); second hand: $7 800 000. Financing new: 100%, 8 yrs., 13% =
$3 958 000 (US = $11 548 000); Second hand: 80%, 8 yrs., 13% = $1 5(X) (XX). Fuel - 300 days/year x 33 tons/day
X $ 195 per ton = $1 930 000.
2400 TEU container ship (46 000 dwt), 1982-annual costs in US$'OOO.tt
Japan F.R.G. UK Greece FOC
Crew 2800 1595 1100 965 623
M&R 656 656 656 656 722
Insurance 825 825 825 867 867
Overhead 150 150 150 150 150
4431 3226 2731 2638 2362
(Crew %) (63%) (49%) (40%) (36%) (27%)
Cap. 9375 9375 9375 9375 9375
13806 12601 12106 12013 11737
(Crew %) (20%) (13%) (9%) (8% ) (5%)
Fuel 8720 8720 8720 8720 8720
TOTAL 22526 21321 20826 20733 20457
(Crew %) (12% ) (8%) (5%) (5%) (3%)
t t  Value-new: $45 000 000 (US built-$126 m); second hand: $7 800 000. Financing new: 100%, 8 yrs., 13% = $9 
375 000; Second hand: 80%, 8 yrs., 13% = $5 000 000. Fuel - 260 d/y x 172 tp.d. x $195 per ton = $8 720 000.
Reproduced from Moreby, David, Crew costs, Marit. Pol. Mgmt., 1985, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 55-60, 
p. 57.
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Appendix 7
A. Table concerning the status of Resolutions 
adopted by ILO Maritime Conferences
No. of ILO Maritime 
Resolutions following 
the adoption of which 
action should be taken
No. of ILO Maritime 
Resolutions on which 
some action has been 
taken
No. of ILO Maritime 
Resolutions on which 
action has yet to be 
takm
No. of ILO Maritime 
Resolutions not 
adopted by ILO 
Marit. Conferences
Year
1920
1921 
1926 
1929 
1936 
1946 
1958 
1970 
1976 
1987*
7
1
6
6
5
7 
9
15
16
8
5(1)
1
3(1)
3(2)
2 (2)
3(3)
5
10(4)
6(5)
2
1
1
1
4 
1
5
2
3
3
5
15
Some of the Resolutions adopted by the 1987 maritime Conference are in the process of implementation. 
No conclusions with regard to these resolutions can be drawn before a certain amount of time elapses.
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B. Table of Resolutions Adopted by ILO Maritime Conferences
(1920-1987) *
A) ILO Maritime Resolutions following the adoption of which specific action should be taken 
2nd Session, 1920
Resolution proposed by the Commission on unemployment, (insurance against unemployment for 
seamen).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(18-year minimum age limit for trimmers or stokers).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(compulsory medical examination of children at sea).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(establishment of technical and complementary schools for seamen in harbours or principal maritime 
towns).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the International Seamen's Code (international 
codification of seamen's law).
Resolution proposed by the Drafting Committee as a substitute for Norwegian Resolution contained 
in the Minority Report of the Commission on the International Seamen's Code (distinction between 
clauses of a public character and those of a private character in a seaman's contract).
Resolution concerning venereal diseases (prevention and treatment of venereal diseases, provision of 
adequate facilities for recreation at all large ports).
3rd Session, 1921
Resolution proposed by the Maritime Commission (procedure for the adoption of ILO maritime 
Conventions and Recommendations).
* The following review examines whether ILO Resolutions, adopted by maritime conferences, which urged the adoption 
of international measures in the field of maritime labour, led to any practical results, namely the ^option of ILO 
Conventions and Recommendations or resulted in any specific action taken in other international fora (resolutions 
recommending action in areas outside maritime labour are not taken into account). Accordingly, resolutions which did 
not ultimately result in the adoption of any measures at the international level are classified under the "ILO Maritime 
Resolutions on which action has yet to be taken", although a study of their implications or impact had initially been 
undertaken by the ILO Office, the Governing Body, the JMC or any other body. The years in brackets s i ^ f y  the 
year(s) in which the resolution concerned led to the adoption of specific international measures. When no specific year 
is mentioned, this means that the practice followed at maritime conferences, meetings or other regional fora, and ILO 
activities, subsequent to the resolution concerned, were in accordance with its object. If partial action has been taken 
following the adoption of a resolution this is stated; if, despite the adoption of certain measures, the aims of a specific 
resolution have not been achieved, the measures taken are classified as partial action. The number in brackets in the 
third column of the table found in Table A. denote the number of resolutions on which partial action has been taken.
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9th Session, 1926
Resolution concerning the question of articles of agreement for the deep-sea fishing industry. 
Resolution concerning the repatriation of fishermen.
Resolution concerning the study of the question of penalties inflicted in respect of the violation of 
seamen’s articles of agreement
Resolution concerning the question of the regulation of hours of work on board ship.
Resolution concerning an enquiry into the conditions of work in fishing for sponges, pearls of all 
kinds, coral and submarine products in general.
Resolution concerning seamen’s welfare.
13 th Session, 1929
Resolution concerning the difficulties which have arisen at maritime Sessions of the Conference. 
Resolution concerning the application of Draft Conventions and Recommendations adopted by 
previous maritime Sessions of the Conference.
Resolution concerning the exemption of seamen from the requirement of presenting passports on 
disembarking in foreign countries.
Resolution concerning the equitable treatment of seamen.
Resolution concerning the conditions of life and labour of seamen in Asiatic countries.
Resolution concerning the limitation of hours of work in inland navigation.
21st Session, 1936
Resolution concerning compensation for accidents and unemployment insurance.
Resolution concerning equality of treatment for national and foreign seamen.
Resolution concerning the ”Contractor System”.
Resolution concerning accommodation of crews on board cargo vessels.
Resolution concerning seamen’s wages (periodic collection and compilation of information 
concerning seamen’s wages and other matters relating to competitive conditions).
28th Session, 1946
Resolution concerning incomplete delegations.
Resolution concerning continuous employment for seafarers.
Resolution concerning seafarers’ organisations.
Resolution concerning the composition of the Joint Maritime Commission.
Resolution on ratification of Conventions.
Resolution concerning the future of the Maritime Department of the ILO Office.
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Resolution concerning seamen’s welfare in ports.
41st Session, 1958
Resolution concerning refugee seafarers.
Resolution concerning welfare in port
Resolution concerning health and hygiene on board ship.
Resolution concerning crew accommodation.
Resolution concerning the manning of ships.
Resolution concerning atomic power and shipping.
Resolution concerning fishermen's questions.
Resolution concerning the application of the principle of a 40-hour working week on board ship, 
1958.
Resolution concerning the jurisdiction competent to suspend or cancel officers' competency 
certificates.
55th Session, 1970
Resolution concerning Industrial Relations in the Shipping Industry.
Resolution concerning Holidays with Pay.
Resolution concerning the Health of Seafarers.
Resolution concerning Revision of Conventions.
Resolution concerning the Convocation of the Joint Maritime Commission.
Resolution concerning Compensatory Leave.
Resolution concerning the Protection of Young Seafarers.
Resolution concerning Rags of Convenience.
Resolution concerning Technical Co-operation.
Resolution concerning Regional Maritime Conferences.
Resolution concerning Seamen's Welfare on Board Vessels (Sewage Disposal).
Resolution concerning the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen.
Resolution concerning Continuity of Employment of Seafarers.
Resolution concerning Sports Activities for Seafarers.
Resolution concerning International Co-operation in the Held of Seafarers' Welfare.
62 nd Session, 1976
Resolution concerning the Convocation of a Committee on Conditions of Work in the Fishing 
Industry.
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Resolution concerning the Periodic Revision of the List of Conventions Appended to the Merchant 
Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention.
Resolution submitted to the Conference on the Proposal of the Committee on Substandard Vessels, 
Particularly Those Registered under Flags of Convenience.
Resolution concerning Standards on Merchant Ships.
Resolution concerning Seafarers' Welfare at Sea and in Port
Resolution concerning Discriminatory Employment Conditions for Seafarers Serving in Vessels of 
Other Countries.
Resolution concerning the Revision of Conventions and Promotion of Maritime Social Legislation. 
Resolution concerning Standards relating to Seafarers.
Resolution concerning the Convocation of the Joint Maritime Commission.
Resolution concerning Regional Maritime Conferences.
Resolution concerning the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen.
Resolution concerning International Maritime Labour Standards on Medical Care aboard Ship. 
Resolution concerning the Employment of Women on Board Ship.
Resolution concerning the Environment on Board Ships.
Resolution concerning Workers' Education for Seafarers.
Resolution concerning the Treatment of Foreign Seafarers in Transit
74th Session, 1987.
Resolution concerning the expediting of legal proceedings in cases of abandonment of seafarers and 
in the sale of arrested vessels.
Resolution concerning social and welfare services for seafarers' families.
Resolution concerning the health of seafarers with particular reference to AIDS.
Resolution concerning the co-ordination of welfare activities for seafarers.
Resolution concerning the recruitment of seafarers and the regulation of fee-charging employment 
agencies.
Resolution concerning conditions of employment for seafarers.
Resolution concerning attacks on merchant shipping.
Resolution concerning the application of international Conventions and Recommendations and the 
more widespread ratification of the Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 1976 (No. 
147).
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B) ILO Maritime Resolutions on which action has been taken 
2nd Session, 1920
Resolution proposed by the Commission on unemployment (insurance against unemployment for 
seamen) (1946, 1987).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(18-year minimum age limit for trimmers or stokers) (1921).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(compulsory medical examination of children at sea) (1921).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the minimum age for the employment of children at sea 
(establishment of technical and complementary schools for seamen in harbours or principal maritime 
towns) (1936,1970).
Resolution proposed by the Commission on the International Seamen's Code (international 
codification of seamen's law) (partial action).
Resolution concerning venereal diseases (prevention and treatment of venereal diseases, provision of 
adequate facilities for recreation at all large ports) (1924,1936).
3rd Session, 1921
Resolution proposed by the Maritime Commission (procedure for the adoption of ILO maritime 
Conventions and Recommendations).
9th Session, 1926
Resolution concerning the question of articles of agreement for the deep-sea fishing industry (1959). 
Resolution concerning the repatriation of fishermen (partial, 1987).
Resolution concerning the question of the regulation of hours of work on board ship (1936, 1946, 
1949,1958).
Resolution concerning seamen's welfare (1936,1970,1987).
13th Session, 1929
Resolution concerning the difficulties which have arisen at maritime Sessions of the Conference. 
Resolution concerning the application of Draft Conventions and Recommendations adopted by 
previous maritime Sessions of the Conference (partial).
Resolution concerning the equitable treatment of seamen (partial).
Resolution concerning the conditions of life and labour of seamen in Asiatic countries (1953,1965). 
21st Session, 1936
Resolution concerning compensation for accidents and unemployment insurance (1946,1987).
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Resolution concerning equality of treatment for national and foreign seamen (1946,1987).
Resolution concerning the "Contractor System" (partial, 1984).
Resolution concerning accommodation of crews on board cargo vessels (1946,1949,1970).
28th Session, 1946
Resolution concerning incomplete delegations.
Resolution concerning continuous employment for seafarers (1976).
Resolution concerning seafarers' organisations (partial).
Resolution on ratification of Conventions (partial).
Resolution concerning the future of the Maritime Department of the ILO Office (partial).
Resolution concerning seamen's welfare in ports (1970,1987).
41st Session, 1958
Resolution concerning refugee seafarers.
Resolution concerning welfare in port (1970,1987).
Resolution concerning health and hygiene on board ship.
Resolution concerning crew accommodation (1970).
Resolution concerning fishermen's questions (1978).
55th Session, 1970
Resolution concerning Industrial Relations in the Shipping Industry (1975).
Resolution concerning Holidays with Pay (1976).
Resolution concerning the Health of Seafarers (1973).
Resolution concerning Revision of Conventions (partial, 1987).
Resolution concerning the Convocation of the Joint Maritime Commission (1972).
Resolution concerning Compensatory Leave (partial, 1972-5).
Resolution concerning the Protection of Young Seafarers (1976).
Resolution concerning Flags of Convenience (1972).
Resolution concerning Technical Co-operation.
Resolution concerning Seamen's Welfare on Board Vessels (Sewage Disposal) (partial, 1970 
onwards).
Resolution concerning the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen (1972 onwards).
Resolution concerning Continuity of Employment of Seafarers (1972,1976).
Resolution concerning Sports Activities for Seafarers (partial, 1970 onwards).
Resolution concerning International Co-operation in the Field of Seafarers' Welfare (1970 onwards, 
1987).
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62nd Session, 1976
Resolution concerning the Convocation of a Committee on Conditions of Work in the Fishing 
Industry (1978).
Resolution concerning the Periodic Revision of the List of Conventions Appended to the Merchant 
Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention (partial, 1987).
Resolution submitted to the Conference on the Proposal of the Committee on Substandard Vessels, 
Particularly Those Registered under Flags of Convenience (partial, 1980,1987).
Resolution concerning Standards on Merchant Ships (partial, 1976 onwards).
Resolution concerning Seafarers' Welfare at Sea and in Port (1976 onwards: 1980,1981,1987). 
Resolution concerning the Revision of Conventions and Promotion of Maritime Social Legislation 
(partial, 1987).
Resolution concerning Standards relating to Seafarers (1980,1983).
Resolution concerning the Convocation of the Joint Maritime Commission (1980).
Resolution concerning the Minimum Basic Wage for Able Seamen (1980 onwards).
Resolution concerning International Maritime Labour Standards on Medical Care aboard Ship 
(1987).
Resolution concerning Workers' Education for Seafarers (partial, 1977 onwards).
C) ILO Maritime Resolutions on which action has vet to be taken 
2nd Session, 1920
Resolution proposed by the Drafting Committee as a substitute for Norwegian Resolution contained 
in the Minority Report of the Commission on the International Seamen's Code (distinction between 
clauses of a public character and those of a private character in a seaman's contract).
9th Session, 1926
Resolution concerning the study of the question of penalties inflicted in respect of the violation of 
seamen's articles of agreement
Resolution concerning an enquiry into the conditions of work in fishing for sponges, pearls of all 
kinds, coral and submarine products in general.
13th Session, 1929
Resolution concerning the limitation of hours of work in inland navigation.
21th Session, 1936
Resolution concerning seamen's wages.
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28th Session, 1946
Resolution concerning the composition of the Joint Maritime Commission.
41st Session, 1958
Resolution concerning the manning of ships.
Resolution concerning atomic power and shipping.
Resolution concerning the application of the principle of a 40-hour working week on board ship. 
Resolution concerning the jurisdiction competent to suspend or cancel officers' competency 
certificates.
55th Session, 1970
Resolution concerning Regional Maritime Conferences.
62nd Session, 1976
Resolution concerning Discriminatory Employment Conditions for Seafarers Serving in Vessels of 
Other Countries.
Resolution concerning Regional Maritime Conferences.
Resolution concerning the Employment of Women on Board Ship.
Resolution concerning the Environment on Board Ships.
Resolution concerning the Treatment of Foreign Seafarers in Transit
74th Session, 1987
The suggestions contained in the resolutions adopted at this session are in the process of 
implementation.
D) ILO Resolutions not adopted at ILO Maritime Conferences 
2nd Session, 1920
Resolution presented by Mr. Burke, Seamen's Delegate Australia (accommodation of seamen). 
Resolution presented by Mr. Burke, Seamen's Delegate Australia (standardisation of wages 
"irrespective of country and colour").
13th Session, 1929
Resolution concerning the right of association of foreign seamen.
Resolution concerning the fixing of minimum manning scales in the mercantile marine.
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28îh Session, 1946
Resolution concerning international shipping policy (relating to the establishment of an international 
supervisory authority).
Resolution concerning conditions of entry to sea service (relating to evidence of age, minimum 
education, character and ability to row and swim as conditions for entry to sea service).
4Ist Session, 1958
Resolution concerning Welfare Services for Seafarers on Board Ship.
Resolution concerning the Joint Maritime Commission (relating to the transformation of the JMC into 
a committee of a tripartite structure).
Resolution concerning the Discontinuance of Tests of Atomic and Thermonuclear Weapons 
Endangering the Safety of Shipping and Constituting a Threat to the Lives of Seafarers.
55th Session, 1970
Resolution submitted by Mr. Gruenais, Workers' Delegate, France (relating to the development of 
ILO standards with a view to curbing competition in the shipping industry; supervision of safety 
standards; abolition of out-of-date disciplinary codes; elimination of all forms of discrimination on 
board ship; and revision of ILO standards with a view to adopting higher minimum standards). 
Resolution concerning the Replacement of the Joint Maritime Commission by a Tripartite Maritime 
Commission.
62nd Session, 1976
Resolution concerning Medical Care aboard Ship, Submitted by Mr. Hall, U.S. Workers' Delegate. 
Resolution concerning the Applicability of ILO Instruments for Seafarers to Fishermen.
Resolution concerning Occupational Safety and Working Conditions on Board Maritime Mobile 
Offshore Units and Supply Vessels.
Resolution concerning income tax relief for seafarers.
Resolution concerning seafarers' leave and remuneration.
Resolution concerning replacement of the Joint Maritime Commission by a Tripartite Maritime 
Commission.
74th Session, 1987
Resolution concerning technical-co-operation.
Resolution concerning the design of roll-on roll-off ships.
Resolution concerning regional maritime conferences.
Resolution concerning an international relief fund for seafarers.
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Resolution concerning the establishment of order in maritime transport.
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